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PRODUCING THE PICTURE - mn,-

PRODUCING THE PROFITS
for the exhibitor with

that picture is another.

LOCAL FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
made for exhibitors THE TISDALE way are

a positive assurance of both FINISHED
PRODUCTION and BOX OFFICE SATIS-
FACTION.

An efficient organization of ex-

perts backed with ten years of spe-

cializing make TISDALE produc-

tions successful.

BIGGER

BUSINESS

THAN YOUR

BIGGEST

FEATURES

BRING

THE COST

TO YOU IS

LESS THAN

THE RENTAL

OF A COMEDY

A fleet of camera Cars each fully

equipped for utmost speed and
efficiency.

A crew of Industrial experts who
know how—man each car.

Spectacular action and powerful

publicity put the picture over.

Made for

way.

Theatres in a Theatrical

THE TISDALE INDUSTRIAL FILM CORP.
804 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
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I

By EDGAR F. KIRCHNER
Manager, Family Theatre,

Detroit, Mich.

Here Are Some Current

0>aramountQidures

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S " The Affairs of Anatol

"

GLORIA SWANSON in ELINOR GLYN'S " The
Great Moment

"

" THE SHEIK," with Agnes Ayres and Rudolph
Valentino, a GEORGE MELFORD Production

" GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD," a Cos-
mopolitan Production

GEORGE LOANE TUCKER'S "Ladies Must
Live "

WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWANSON and EL-
LIOTT DEXTER in " Don't Tell Everything "

ELSIE FERGUSON in "Footlights"
WILLIAM deMILLE'S " Miss Lulu Bett " with Lois

Wilson, Milton Sills, Theodore Roberts and
Helen Ferguson

WILLIAM S. HART in " Travelin' On "

A WILLIAM S. HART Production
BETTY COMPSON in " The Law and the Woman "

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S " Fool's Paradise "

JACK HOLT in "The CaU of the North"
THOMAS MEIGHAN in "A Prince There Was"
CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "Saturday Night"
ELSIE FERGUSON and WALLACE REID in

"Forever," a GEORGE FITZMAURICE Pro-
duction

BETTY COMPSON in "The Little Minister"
POLA NEGRI in "The Last Payment"
•* MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY," with Doro-

thy Dalton. A GEORGE MELFORD Produc-
tion

GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S " Three Live Ghosts "

1

SOME people have said to me that the Family The-
atre, with its remarkable location, could have played

to capacity business during those good old days

with nothing but a music box as an attraction. Maybe
they are right. The Family is situated right under the

front windows of Detroit's city hall ; it is the center of

a fork of seven of the busiest streets in the nation and
thousands of people are called past its door daily.

The Family Theatre during those good old times

played just ordinary moving pictures. The people came
and as long as they did, I didn't stop to analyze the pic-

ture market closely. It mattered little to me what brand

of pictures we were showing, so long as the attendance

figures held up—so we went merrily on our way, until

—

—the business depression and hot weather slump
hopped on us at the same time. Even our choice location

was affected. People were hanging onto their money
and bargaining closely for every purchase they made.

It was then that I stopped to figure how to beat the hard

times. I studied my booking sheets and talked with

various exhibitors who were meeting with the same

problem.

WAS there anything in the world that I could show
that would stand an even chance of fighting the

hard times? Someone asked: "Have you tried

Paramount pictures?" and in reviewing the career of

the Family Theatre I discovered that the house hadn't

played a Paramount picture. I began to think the mat-

ter over. I realized that Paramount pictures were na-

tionally advertised, that the people were familiar with

them, and that they had a reputation for quality that

certainly should bring an exhibitor a return on his invest-

ment if anything could.

I played my hunch and booked some Paramount pic-

tures, and I firmly believe that it was one of the very

best moves of my career. It was very noticeable in

my receipts on the days I played Paramoutit, and I

know for a fact that I have created a patronage at the

Family that is a standing one through their use. My
matinees are building up nicely and I have noticed a far

different aspect in the class of people who come in.

Paramount pictures helped me beat the hard times

bugaboo, and now that I have learned what they can do,

I do not want to be caught without them again.

FAMOUS PIAYE R.S LASKV CORPORAnON g.jSHWft'^
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What a
Day for

Your
House!

A Sizzling Novelty Knockout!
Here's somethln^r new in comedies, somethinsT

that the whole country will be talking about.

The most original story and the funniest situa-

tions that have ever been put into five reels*

It isn't slapstick and it isn't burlesque; it's a

kind of comedy there isn't any name for, because

it's an absolute novdty.

Every day you show it will be a glorious day

for your box-office!

I it AX

CC CpammounlQ>icture



LARRY.SEMON
THE SAWMILL

This new Larry Semon Comedy is like other Larry Semon Comedies in just

two particulars:

L It was written and directed by Larry Semon.

2. It has hilarious comedy, thrills and production

class.

In all other respects it is different.

It was filmed in the inaccessible Lake Hume region

of California. Larry has a new leading woman. He
introduces a new type of comedy role—he appears as a

lumberjack. The lumberjack has been seen on stage— and screen in dramatic action.

But never before in a comedy.

Audiences are waiting for this

comedy, for they have read about
it in the newspapers. Thousands

y ^ fk ft ^ ^M^*'wm^ front pages announced, several

weeks ago, that Larry Semon and
his company stopped work on
their new comedy, "The Saw-
mill," to assist in fighting the big-

gest forest fire in California for

twenty years.

Now Helping to Lengthen the

Line Before the Box-Ofi^ice

:

LARRY SEMON in "THE
BELL HOP"

rALBEftn-jEfiSiM



Goldwyn's
sensatioxi

Chicago

•The splendors of the Byiantine Empire, 'h' "uP"dou.

cast of 25,000 people, the terr.fic ram o
^

under current of freniied love tragedy will hit the jaded

^ovU. .a"n our o. h.. lethargy .nto .hc_,even.h heaven^oi

attention.
Boston

a oicture that will live a« one of the great ipec-

tacles of motion picture art. There is a gorgeousnessoC

"ag"nfry which "surpasses anything «".. h«J«r J>c»
shown."

The greatest motion picture the



Sardou's
imixiortal

New York
"Collect all your 'Ohsl' your 'Ahsl' and your interjections
*t acute gaspology and prepare to utter'them when you
tee Theodora' at the Astor Theatre. It was a perpetual
feast for the eye." —Alan Dale in N. Y. American

Cleveland
"One cannot over-praise this film; in fact, cannot ade-
quately describe or criticise it. It is beyond anything that
is expected from producers of films for years to come."—Archie Bell, Cleveland News

Detroit
"And if it cost three million dollars to achieve the amaz-
iof succession of trip-hammer punches such as one sees
in this production, all I can say is that it looks like a full

money's worth." —Detroit Journal
Pittsbursh

"Gorgeous is a word frequently used by those who would
describe dramatic scenes whose magnificence has pleased.
The word is much too weak to adequately fit the settings
of this production." —C/iroiiicIe Telegraph

world has ever known /



URBAN
POPULAR
"LASSICS

KINETO
COMPANY

°/
AMERICA

Ikc.

URBAN
POPULAR
classic:*

KINETO
COMPANY

°/
AMERIC/

In-c.

NINE WEEKS ON BROADWAY

URBAN
POPULAR

CLASSICS

Such a reel as "NATURE'S BABIES"

which has been playing nine weeks

on Broadway, illustrates the supreme

drawing power of the KINETO product.

The same measure of high quality,

absorbing interest and instructional

value are in all the URBAN POPULAR
CLASSICS.

Features in Themselves

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA

71 W. Twenty-Third St

INCORPORATBD

New York Cjty
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Directed by Roland West
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Afi/stei^ Melodrama
hemin^ with suspense

IRVIN V WILLAT '^'-^
7»n,tKeSatu«LivEv,nin^PortSton,

Production Ay EARL DERR BIGGERS

FIFTYCANDLES
^eatunn^ Marjorie Daw, Bertram Grassty anJ Dorotky SiUey

>rocluced ty Willat Rroductions Inc. C.A.Willat. Pres. —

P I C T tl R E S

HODKINSON PICT RES DISTRIBUTED THROUGH HODKINSON EXCHANGES
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Featuring

Hobart Bosworth
with

Robert McKim
Elinor Fair

Freeman Wood
Baby Muriel

Syery One a
Box-Office
Tfrawing Card

Five of the best-known players of the screen pre-deter-

mine the box office success of "White Hands"—the mighty
drama of white heat passion, and the greatest story C.

Gardner Sullivan ever wrote.

Thrilling fight scenes that make you edge up in your
chair; a helpless woman in a squalid settlement among a
band of heartless men; a villainous dive keeper; a red-

blooded hero, and a toddling bit of human drift-wood to

bring happiness to all.

Such a picture! And such a title for sure-fire exploita-

tion. Man—you never had a better chance to start off the
New Year with a picture that will pack 'em in and make
.'em yell for more.

See it today! It's a clean-up I

iiii> I,
,

,

ExtcunvE Omen .,. • * • 1540 Bro«dwiy, New York

ATLAMT4 . . . » , ll* Mirieua Si.

BlMtON 19 Pie<lmoDt Si.

Buffalo « d » . e • • . • . 257 Franklin Sl

Clbvkland , c V . 607 Film Exchange BIdg.

Chicago . 804 Souih Wabash Ave.

Cincinnati . t. t- * Pioneer Sl. and Broadway

Dallas a 1913 Cominerce Sl.

DeNVn » • . . 1714 Broad

DKreoiT ..... 143 Eail Elizalwlh Sl.

Film Bide., 17lh and Main Su. . . » a . KanuI On
838 Soulh Olive Sl i a . > Loi AnulM
16 Nonh Fourih Sl. . . » a » . . MmNSAfoUS
729 Seventh Avenut - a a • . NtW You Cm
1235 Vine Sl. PBlLAOttnu

1201 Liberly Ave. . . .1 . • . . PlITUVIloa

281 Turk Sl , t .. San FunoKO
2024 Third Ave. ........ SiattU

.1617 Waihioglon Ave. ..... St. L6u»
.25 Thirlecnlli Sl.. N. W. . WasuinctonDKnioiT . . 143 Eail Eliul>elh Sl. i^^BBiUJiliULfiHI^ 525 Thirlecnlli Sl.. N. W. . Wasuincton

•WEST COAST PRODUCTION HEADQUARTERS, 6411 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES'

m\[l HANDS
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THr.Richarcison^

"An achievement in motion picture production. A
picture of tremendous drawing power and appeal.

Ninety per cent, will say it is the greatest picture they

have ever seen. The other ten will say that it is

wonderful. And it is both. Advertising matter

excellent especially herald, which is great. Universal

should be congratulated on this 'Jewel/ which should

prove a jewel to every live exhibitor."

ARTHUR RICHARDSON,
Strand Theatre,

Schroon Lake, N. Y.

ii

etpcl every exhibitor wboh
it sstys the s^me

fkyeqf

1?

CARL LAEMMLE
presents Stuart P^torHs

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL
Tnumph -from the T^mogs
novel by CB. hCellands) CONFUa i
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Barnacles Cost Money
WHEN barnacles first attach themselves to a ship they are small and inconspicuous. Once they

affix themselves firmly they begin to grow and they increase their capacity for nourishment as

they wax fatter. The bigger they grow the more they impede the progress of the ship, but the

barnacles are concerned with themselves first, last and all the time. The ship is only an incidental

base from which to operate and thrive.

The barnacles of a political censorship affixed themselves to the moving picture ship in New
York State during last Summer. They were small and they were at first contented with the nourish-

ment provided. Now they are growing fatter and they need more nourishment if they are to grow

great enough to impede the progress of the screen ship.

Last Summer the sum of $70,000 seemed enough to support the three political barnacles and the

small barnacles surrounding them. Now comes an announcement from Barnacle Levinson, who
already receives $7,500 a year for looking solemnly at moving pictures and saying "that's good" or

"that's bad." Barnacle Levinson says the censors need more money as their experience has made

them see the necessity for it.

In order to seem very important, Barnacle Levinson says that he or his associates will ask for

more legislation especially directed against "unpatriotic" pictures. He admits he has no problem in

the matter of unpatriotic pictures because so far as can be seen there aren't any. But—it's just as

well to have more legislation and have a talking point.

The Barnacle also says that pictures are better now than before and intimates that censorship has

made them so. He overlooks, possibly because it is very convenient to do so, the program for better

pictures which was inaugurated months and months before censorship and in response to the public

demand for the best. This program has borne fruit and the censors had nothing to do with it.

The Barnacles have yet to make one really intelligent suggestion that was constructive and new,

and the industry knows this if the Barnacles do not. Our recommendation to the next legislature is

to scrape the barnacles off the bottom of the ship and save the State and the industry much mpney

and many hardships.

Of course, this is rough on the censors and their fat salaries, but we believe the ship of State and

the ship of the screen are more important than the barnacles.
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High Spots in the Week s News
unwillingness to listen to advice.
Hence that country's films lack a
broad appeal.

* * *

The hatchet has been buried! Al-
bany exhibitors and exchangemen
have formed a joint board of arbi-
tration to settle differences. It will

meet weekly.
* * •

Four thousand theatres and two
more stars guarantee their support
to the Screen Artists Guild in its

effort to bring about direct relations
between studios and theatres. The
snowball seems to be under way.

* * *

Not so good! Government statis-

tics show that our film exports to the
United Kingdom decreased consider-
ably during the first nine montlis of
1921. Perhaps block booking has
something to do with it.

* * *

Jesse L. Lasky, representing the
Elwood Amusement Corporation,
charges First National with infring-

ing on "Sumurun" in presenting
"One Arabian Night." The suit also
involves the Strand Theatre and Da-
vid P. Howells, Inc.

* * *

Alice Brady's Japanese chauffeur
dies as a result of the auto accident
in which the actress was slightly but
painfully injured.

* • *

Picture companies incorporating
during the week in New York State
have a total capitalization of $1,-

635,000. They're twelve in aU.
* * *

When it comes to the interpreta-

tion in photoplays of youthful ro-

mances young actors and actresses

are required, declared Abraham
Lehr, Goldwyn production head.
Which is good news for thousands
of aspiring youths and maidens.

* * *

A credit to the picture industry is

George J. Schade of Sandusky, Ohio,
who is blessed with the facility of
making friends. His latest pliilan-

thropy is the gift of 10 per cent, of

Another "Blue" Town
Springfield, Mo., joined the

ranks of Blue Law towns on
December 27, the referendum
vote being 6,082 to 3,166. Over-

contdence is said to have allow-

his picture theatre receipts to the
poor. Is it any wonder the people
have elected him a city commis-
sioner?

* • *

Henpecked husbands will rejoice to
hear the message Joe Fisher brings
from Singapore: 'The feminine
screen star does not begin to have
the following of the strong man
type." The general manager of Mid-
dle East Films, Ltd., occupied his
time here buying 500 features and
many short subjects. He says busi-
ness is picking up over there.

* * *

Carl Laemmle originates a new
stunt in asking for bids on "Foolish
Wives," leaving it to eight salesmen
to canvass only the big cities.

* * *

John J. Tigert, United States com-
missioner of education, sees a big
field for educational pictures.

* * •

First National policies and officials

are indorsed at a meeting of fran-
chise holders in Eastern Canada.

* * *

Samuel Goldwyn says: "Indica-
tions point to an improvement in

business conditions. Confidence is

being restored and the great Amer-
ican public is gradually resuming its

normal life."
* * *

Wipe away your tears, is approxi-
mately what Walter Tennyson d'En-
court of London tells American film

folks, claiming that there are sor-

rows in the form of handicaps on the

other side of the Atlantic, also. One
that is keenly felt is the dearth of
technical experts.

* • *

Marion Davies! And seventy-five

—

count 'em—seventy-five turkeys!
Truly everybody hasn't forgotten
the boys wounded in the World War,
and there are compensations for long
convalescenses. That's what 500
youths said when they gathered at

Slianley's Restaurant, New York, on
Christmas as guests of Miss Davies.
On Christmas Eve the actress played
Santa Claus to forty-two tubercular
children, bringing them gifts and
sweetmeats.

* • *

An interesting character is Gilbert
E. Gable, whose skill in promotion
and publicity work has won him tlie

presidency of Achievement Films,
Inc., and the company expects great
things of him.

TAKING it aU in all, the pospects
for 1922 are very bright.

There are certain localities

where an increase in business in the
near future doesn't look probable,
and there are places where it seems
as though exhibitors are unduly
pessimistic, but, generally speaking,

film folk have good reason for being
optimistic. The proof of the asser-

tion is found in Moving Picture

World this week, our correspondents
having sent in valuable reports on
what exhibitors anticipate during the

New Year. Don't miss 'em.
• * *

War over film import duty is re-

newed at Washington, D. C, with the

producers battling the Actors' Equity
Association in an attempt to get

lower rates, and the raw stock manu-
facturers holding opposite views.

• • *

Film manufactiu-ers file a new
brief requesting a still higher im-
port duty on raw stock. They argue
its necessary because of fluctuation

in the exchange rate and a further

evidence in lower production costs

abroad.
• * *

Yes, it looks like a big time, does

the annual convention of the M. P.

T. O. of New York State, scheduled
for February 14 at Albany. Elab-

orate preparations are being made
and thousands of people are sure to

attend the ball.

• * *

Remember! On January 1 the tax

on theatre passes and that on 10-

cent admissions is removed.
• • •

How's this for a New Year resolu-

tion? Watterson R. Rothacker re-

solves to each day give somebody a
better understanding of our great in-

dustry, whether the person is a

street car conductor, banker or
preacher. Why not follow suit?

• « *

Government report shows that a

trust controls 350 out of the 600
regular picture theatres in Japan.
Tokyo's fifty play annually to over
10,000,000 persons, while twenty
legitimate houses, with much larger

seating capacities, play to only half

that number. American cameras are
popular but the cheaper—and very
poor—Japanese projection rnachines

are preferred because of their cheap-
ness.

• • *

Do you know what the chief bar to

production in India is? It's wanton
waste, says our correspondent. An-
other drawback is ignorance and an

ed the reformists to win. The
vote was light.

Fox Film Corporation establishes

educational and industrial divisions,

to operate on a broad scale.
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A Plain Statement

Moving Picture World as a
corporation, its president, its vice

president and general manager,
its editor, its officers, its staff

and employees hold no stock and
have no financial interest what-
ever either directly or indirectly

in any studio or in any produc-

ing organization or company in

the moving picture business.

We call on all other trade

papers for a similar statement

in order to clear the air of ru-

mors in which all exhibitors have
a right to be interested.

Chalmers Publishing Company
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War OverFilm ImportDuty Is Renewed
In An Attempt to Get Low Rates;

ANOrHER film battle was fought

in Washington, D. C, on Tuesday,

December 27, when representatives

of the large producing companies, advo-

cating low rates of duty on imported film

stock, negatives and positive motion pic-

ture films, faced representatives of the

manufacturers of film stock and of the

Actors' Equity Association, the former

desiring protection from imports of raw
film at prices they cannot meet, the latter

desiring protection for the home industry

to produce employment for American
actors and workers, charging that the

producers want low tariffs that they may
transfer their activities to European
conutries and avail themselves of cheap

labor.

Saul E. Rogers, of the Fox Film Cor-

poration, representing the National Asso-

ciation of the Motion Picture Industry,

presented the argument against a tariff

on films. He declared that any high rate

of duty would only lead to retaliation on

the part of those countries of Europe

that also produce pictures, and he said

that New Zealand, in order to favor the

British producers, has already doubled its

rate of duty on foreign productions.

Would Have to Go Abroad

He stated that the industry did not

fear the introduction of German films for

the reason that they are not for the most

part suited to American projection, as

many of them are salacious and would

not he tolerated in this country, while

the dramas depict customs and manners

and have an atmosphere different from

that which prevails in the United States.

He added that he could*not give any

reason for the popularity of American

films abroad, other than that they are

produced more in a universal language

which makes them acceptable.

The witness pointed out that the climate

of some of the European countries is not

suited to ])roduction. The imposition of

the proposed 30 per cent, duty, he said,

would jeopardize the foreign market

which is controlled practically to the ex-

tent of 80 per cent, by domestic manu-
facturers, and the American manufactur-

ers will be compelled to go abroad and

produce on a large scale in order to be

afforded entry into the European market

on a basis equal to that of European
manufacturers and competitors.

Little Gain in Revenue

The American consumer will ultimately

be compelled to pay a higher price if

the present standard of production is to be

maintained, if the foreign markets are

closed to us, he said, and the latter con-

dition will also throw out of employment

a large number of American actors, di-

rectors, workmen, artisans and hhorers.

The senators were somewhat surprised

at the attitude of the film manufacturers,
previous witnesses appearing on behalf of

manufacturing interests having almost in-

variably asked for tariffs that would be

prohibitive and would almost completely
bar out foreign goods of like nature. Mr.
Rogers said that the tariff is unnecessary
either from the standpoint of necessity

for protection of the American industry,

or from the standpoint of yielding any
appreciable revenue ; that the industry re-

quires no protection because it dominates
the home market and controls practically

80 per cent, of the foreign market, and
foreign productions have not made any
material inroads in the American market
and have not yet become a real competitor
in the home market.

During the war the foreign producers
were hampered, first by an inability to

get raw film and then by the transfer of
men from industry to the military. In
the war years the American industry was
enabled to go ahead until now it leads the

world.

Text of Argument

The text of the argument presented

by Mr. Rogers is as follows, in part:

"Under the Act of 1913, Paragraph
380, which fixes the present duty, the

tariff is a specific duty levied in the fol-

lowing manner : Photographic film nega-

tives, exposed but not developed, 2 cents

per linear or running foot ; if exposed and
developed, 3 cents per linear or running
foot; photographic film positives, 1 cent

per linear or running foot. The relief re-

quested is that the present aforesaid

specific duty remain undisturbed.

"The reasons for the recommendation
for the maintenance of the present specific

duty are briefly the following:

"That in the event of the imposition of

the contemplated 30 per cent, ad valorem

duty, retaliatory duties will be imposed by
foreign countries which will jeopardize

the foreign market, which is practically

80 per cent, controlled by American manu-
facturers.

"That if the said proposed tariff is

passed the American manufacturer will

be compelled to go abroad and produce

on a large scale in order to be afforded

entry into the European market on a

basis equal to that of European manu-
facturers and competitors.

"That if the proposed tariff be imposed

the American consumer will ultimately be

compelled to pay a higher price if the

present standard of productions is to be

maintained.

"That by reason of the foregoing, if

such tariff be imposed, a large number of

American actors, directors, workmen,

artisans and laborers will be thrown out

of employment.
"That the tariff is unnecessary either

from the standpoint of necessity for pro-
tection of the American industry, or from
the standpoint of yielding any appreciable

revenue.

"That the industry requires no protec-

tion because it dominates the home market
and controls practically 80 per cent, of

the foreign market.
"Foreign productions have not made

any material inroads in the American
market and have not as yet become a

real competitor in the home market, and
the comparatively small number of pro-

ductions that have been imported and
will be imported in the near future, yield

an insignificantly small revenue.

Duty Not Requested

"The 30 per cent, ad valorem duty con-

tained in Schedule 14, Paragraph 1451,

of the House Bill, was not requested by
the National Association nor by anybody
acting in its behalf or with its sanction.

In fact, the industry was not afforded

an opportunity to appear before the House
Ways and Means Committee to protest

against that measure because it was not

until the committee was practically ready

to report, that it was understood that

such a provision had been written into

the bill and would shortly thereafter be

reported out of the committee.

"It is the opinion of this industry, after

very careful consideration of this ques-

tion, that if this tariff measure is passed

it will be disastrous to the industry and

the labor employed therein. It will mean
either driving American producers abroad

in order to enter the foreign market or

a material reduction in the wage scale of

labor employed in our industry in order

to meet a material diminution in business

and profits.

Fears Retdiation

"If the 30 per cent, tariff becomes a

law, there is no doubt that the foreign

nations will retaliate by imposing equally

high or higher ad valorem duties against

the American product, and they will be

careful to base their tariff on American

valuation in order to make the tariff yield

as high as possible. Bearing in mind the

fact that the American film producers

have practically a monopoly in the motion

pictures exhibited in foreign countries,

a tariff barrier raised against the Ameri-

can product would mean the loss of mil-

lions of dollars to this industry.

"The American control of the foreign

market with respect to motion picture

films is approximately the following:

"Great Britain—approximately 85 per

cent, of the films exhibited.

"Australia—90 per cent.

"South America—95 per cent.

"Continental Europe—-85 per cent.

"Far East—8 per cent.
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with Producers Battling Equity

Manufacturers ofRaw Stock Also Heard
"It will thus be readily comprehended

that a high tariff imposed as a retaliatory

measure by those foreign countries will

make it practically impossible for the

American product to compete with the

foreign product in the foreign market
and make a profit. At present the Amer-
ican market affords us an opportunity to

amortize the cost of production plus a
small profit, and our foreign business

is practically all profit.

"If we are confronted with a retaliatory

tariff abroad this industry will be com-
pelled, in order to enter the foreign

market under favorable conditions, to

either organize producing companies
abroad and carry on a material part of
our production abroad as foreign com-
panies, which would throw thousands of
people out of employment in this coun-
try, or the other alternative would be for

us to curtail the cost of production in this

country very materially in order to obtain

the amortization, of production and a

reasonable profit in this country, knowing
that we will be compelled to speculate in

the foreign market for a profit.

Many Employes Would Suffer

"In the latter event, curtailment of

salaries and discharge of a considerable

number of employes throughout the en-

tire industry will be necessary and labor

employed in this industry will naturally

suffer. If material curtailment in the ex-

pense of production is necessitated by
such a measure, it will mean that the high

standard at present maintained in Ameri-
can production will of necessity be lower-

ed and the present superior standard of

American production, recognized through-

out the world, will immediately fall, and

our foreign competitors will then be in

a position to easily control the entire

market, and force American productions

into a minor positon.

"If, on the other hand, the standard is

to be maintained and we are compelled

to obtain amortization of production and

a profit out of the American market, it

can be readily realized that the American
consumer would be compelled to pay a

considerably higher price for American
productions.

Anti-American Agitation

"The fear of retaliation by the foreign

countries is well founded, as will appear

from the mass of press clippings which

have been gathered from foreign news-

papers and foreign trade periodicals,

which have been submitted to this com-
mittee. Great agitation for retaliation

has appeared in the British press and

trade papers. In addition thereto, this

industry has been served with a protest

from the Canadian Motion Picture Dis-

tributors' Association against the tariff

and informing us in no uncertain terms

that Canada will follow in the footsteps
of Great Britain in bringing about re-
taliation against the American films.

This protest is included among the ex-
hibits filed with your committee.
"The imposition of an ad valorem duty,

however high, will not keep the foreign
product out of this country, nor will the
present 30 per cent, ad valorem duty
equalize the difference in production cost
between that of the foreign market and
that of the American market. If the
argument of the agitators for this tariff

is to be believed, then it must be pre-
sumed that a picture can be made abroad
for approximately one-fifth or one-third
of the cost of production in this coun-
try. If that be true, then it would take
a tariff of between 300 and 500 per cent,

ad valorem based on the foreign market
cost of production, to equalize it, and it

would require a duty of 100 per cent, ad
valorem American valuation to likewise

equalize it.

Not a Deterrent

"A 30 per cent, ad valorem duty would
not act as a deterrent because if a foreign

concern produced a picture with merit

and with the possibility of fair earnings
in this country, the matter of an ad
valorem duty of 50 or 60 per cent, will

not deter the foreign producer from in-

troducing the film into this country. It

will merely mean that the profit of the

importer will be somewhat diminished,

but eventually a fair and reasonable profit

will be made.
"This is particularly true in view of

the fact that he is not compelled to bring

his entire product or entire production

into this country. He merely causes, the

negative film to be imported, pays his

duty thereon on the basis of a fair ap-

praisement, and then causes as many
positive prints to be made from this nega-

tive as he deems necessary in order to ex-

ploit it in this country. Thus it can be

readily seen that this duty will not act as

a deterrent.

"The American production is far su-

perior in every respect to foreign produc-

tions, as is evidenced by the fact that prac-

tically 80 per cent, of the pictures shown
abroad are American. The only foreign

productions which will be acceptable to

the American market are the mass, his-

torical or spectacular productions. Only

a very small number of these can be made
in a year.

Few Suitable For U. S.

"From the point of view of revenue

the duty will not cause any appreciable

yield to the government. This can be

readily comprehended from the fact that

the negative only of the production is

brought into this country. However, if

the dutv were levied on the basis of

American valuation, the appraiser of its

value at the ratio which the total value
in the entire world bears to the United
States. Thus the duty levied would not
be on the basis of the entire value of
the production, but only on the fair value
of the United States rights as compared
with the rights in the rest of the world.

"In the past two years approximately
350 foreign productions have been im-
ported and of that number not quite a
dozen were found suitable to be released
and exhibited to the American public.
It is a matter of common knowledge
among reputable importers in this country
that large quantities of foreign films are
lying in the Customs House in New
York unreclaimed because the importers
will not even pay the 2 or 3 cents per
linear foot specific duty to release these
films, and that periodically sales are held
at the Customs House of foreign films for
non-payment of duties, and that these
films so sold bring insignificant prices.

"It is also a matter of common knowl-
edge that hundreds of foreign films are
lying idle in the vaults of importers be-
cause they know that they are unfit for
release in this country, and that these

films are being sent to reclamation plants

to obtain the little physical salvage that

is in them in the way of scrap film, and
the silver that can be reclaimed from
the films.

"The industry at present is in a stagnant
condition. A number of large companies
have closed their studios. Others have
suspended business and some companies
have gone into the hands of receivers.

Production has been cut down to between
35 and 40 per cent, of normal and the

industry requires assistance and accelera-

tion and a world market in order to re-

turn to normal. A tariff at this time

would be nothing short of a calamity

because it would absolutely destroy our
foreign market."

Paul M. Turner and John Emerson,
representing the Actors Equity Associa-

tion, declared that the producers were
advocating a low rate of duty on films

because of a desire to transfer their opera-

tions to foreign countries there to take

advantage of cheap labor and cheap ma-
terials. While Mr. Rogers opposed a

duty of 30 per cent, ad valorem, they

advocated as high as 60 per cent, ad

valorem, the duty to be based on the

value' of a comparable film to the foreign

production made in the United States.

Mr. Turner told the committee that

actors are not overpaid and therein came
the old tale of the salaries given stars in

the industry. He divided the participants

in the photoplays into three classes. He
said that 80 per cent, of the workers were

{Continued on pa'^c
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Dr. Holley Swore He Was Entitled to

Generous Percentages from Universal
In Suit He Claimed Part of $400,000, Although His Work Is for the

Benefit of Mankind—Oh, Absolutely!

DR. FRANCIS M. HOLLEY, head of the "Bureau of Commercial
Economics" (no sirree, not a United States Government bureau at

all, at all), and director of the Department of Public Service of the The-
atre Owners' Chamber of Commerce, appears as a pubUc benefactor on a per-

centage basis ranging from 10 to 25 per cent., according to his own sworn
complaint in a suit brought by him against the Universal Film Manufac-
turing Company in June, 1920, in the United States Circuit Court of the
Southern District of New York, sitting in equity.

Dr. HoUey asserts in this complaint that he increased Universal's in-

dustrial business by some $400,000 and that he, under an agreement and
contract, was entitled to receive 10 per cent, on business he brought in and
25 per cent, on all extra prints ordered for the Bureau of Economics.
Dr. Holley recited that he only received $5,500 and demanded an account-
ing and the balance of the money he insisted was due him.

Recently much has been written by a trade circular promoter about
the Doctor's great work in entertaining the Esquimaux by the milhons (we
didn't know there were so many) and as well as his work in saving the

babies of India. What was done by the Senegambians, the Grand Llama
of Thibet and the water buffaloes of the Euphrates River we have not been
told.

When the Doctor was cited as having written to commercial houses,
suggesting that they hurry up and make films or rather have them made,
the question was asked whether the HoUey Movement was a movement
towards a bank roU at one and the same time that it moved toward edu-
cating the young people of America free and everything.

The letters were called forgeries by Sydney Cohen, but Dr. Holley
hasn't said so.

We indulge the hope that Dr. Holley will clear up the situation satis-

factorily, as otherwise it would seem likely that the Theatre Owners will not

be inclined to be interested in the movement. Dr. HoUey's complaint is as

follows

:

Text of the Complaint

"Complainant respectfully states as

follows

:

"He is a citizen of the United States,

a resident of the District of Columbia,

and brings this suit in his own right.

"The Universal Film Manufacturing
Company is a corporation chartered un-

der the laws of the State of N. Y., en-

gaged now and for some time past in a

large and general motion picture film

business, for the production, selling and

leasing of motion pictures to depict the

various phases of industrial life, as well

as other things, throughout the United

States and foreign countries, and is sued

in its own right for breach of contract,

as hereinafter set forth, and for discov-

ery and accounting in relation thereto.

"That on or about December 20, 1918,

one P. A. Powers (then treasurer of the

defendant company and said to be its

largest individual stockholder) came
from New York to complainant's office in

Washington, D. C, for the purpose, and

he then and there stated to complainant,

of enlisting complainant's special services

on behalf of said defendant company,

and after discussion, and because of com-

plainant's long experience and skill in

motion picture work throughout the

growth of that industry during the past

fifteen years,—gained, principally, from
his connection with said work, as presi-

dent and director of the Bureau of Com-
mercial Economics (a corporation estalj-

lished as an association of the govern-

ments, institutions, manufacturers, pro-

ducers, and transportation lines of

America and other countries to engage in

dissemination free to the public geogra-

phic and commercial, industrial and

vocational information by the graphic

method of motography, showing how
things in common use are made or pro-

duced and under what conditions, etc.)

—

he, said complainant, was advised, that if

he, said complainant, would give his best

services to the defendant company in

order that it might have the benefit of his

experience and skill in producing films of

a better quality and higher standard of

excellence, getting the maximum educa-

tional and informative value in its pic-

tures, both as to text and continuity, and

thus enable said company to make and

use said pictures to the best of advantage

with the minimum amount of advertising

necessary therefor, he would be paid by

said defendant company ten per centum

(10%) on the gross business of the de-

fendant company, in which he, said com-

plainant, might be consulted by the de-

fendant, or in which he participated in

any way, directly or indirectly, so as to

aid said defendant company with his

knowledge and skill, as aforesaid,

together with all expenses when thus
engaged on said defendant company's
work ; and said complainant then and
there agreed so to do provided he was
paid as above set forth for his said ser-

vices and expenses so long as his per-
sonal service rendered for and on behalf
of said defendant company would in

nowise conflict or be inconsistent or inter-

fere with the work of the said Bureau
of Commercial Economics, and upon be-
ing assured by said Powers that the work
would aid the bureau, by improving the
quality of its pictures, rather than hinder
or interfere with its functioning, the con-
tract as above set forth was then and
there made between the complainant and
the defendant company.

Original Contract Modified

"That thereafter said complainant de-
voted as much of his time as he could
spare from the work of the bureau to

aiding said defendant company in the
carrying on of its said business as agreed
upon, and gave up his time, skill and
labor for the prosecution of said defend-
ant company's work, and stayed in New
York and elsewhere away from home on
the business of the defendant up to about
the 7th day of May, 1919, when said

defendant company, who had paid com-
plainant certain moneys on account of

said work so as aforementioned being
performed by him, intimated to com-
plainant its wish for the modification or
partial change of its said contract with
the said complainant, and thereupon said

contract was modified and changed in

part so that for future services, as afore-

said, he was to be paid at the rate of ten

per centum (10%), and where com-
plainant's help and assistance was needed
to close any business that he had not

obtained in the first instance, his com-
pensation was to be seven and a half per

centum (7^2%), and where additional

prints were ordered for delivery to the

Bureau of Commercial Economics,
twentv'-five per centum (25%), gross over
every four cents per foot of film was to

be paid said complainant by said defend-
ant, and as these changes were agreeable

to complainant, they were made, and the

former contract of, to wit: December 20,

1918, was thus modified May 7, 1919.

Did $400,000 Business

"That following upon the modification

of said contract, said complainant contin-

ued to give up his time and devote his
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Advertising Clubs of the ' World Have
Been Conducting a Full Investigation
Findings to Be Put Up to Dr. Holley in Order to Permit His Reply

Before Publication

services to said defendant company until

said defendant company refused to abide

by or perform its contract with said com-

plainant, so made as aforesaid, or to pay

said complainant anything further, not-

withstanding it was then long in arrears

in the payment of the moneys so due and

owing said complainant under said con-

tract, as aforesaid, and has ever since

refused to pay complainant said moneys,

or any part thereof, and has sought to

repudiate and break its said contract with

complainant, although throughout the en-

tire period of time said complainant had

aided said defendant company in every

way in his power toward the acquisition,

development and consummation of its

film business, as aforesaid, under the

terms of their said contract, and had in-

creased and added to the form, character

and volume of its said business to the

extent of more than four hundred thou-

sand dollars; but the exact number of

said contracts thus made with said de-

fendant company, the names of the indi-

viduals or corporations thus contracting

at the instance of complainant with the

said defendant company, and the amount

of money thus contracted for, are to

complainant entirely unknown, although

presumably on the books of said defend-

ant company and fully known by its_ pro-

per officers and agents, and complainant

avers that it is material and necessary that

said defendant company make discovery

of all such contracts, and the amounts of

money covered thereby, as it has made by

and with the assistance or aid of said

complainant, in order that the court may

determine from the proper accounting of

said defendant, the amount or amounts of

money now due and owing complainant

by said defendant.

Paid Only $5,500

"That although said defendant com-

pany in pursuance of its said contract

with complainant paid him from time to

time money on account of his said ser-

vices and expenses, he has not been paid

over $5,500.00 in all, and said defendant

company refuses to render him an account

showing what sums of money are justly

due and owing him, said complainant,

and refuses to pay him whatever said

amount might prove to be, or pay him

anything further whatsoever on account

of his said services, as aforesaid, and

accordingly, as complainant is remediless

at law, he prays

:

"First—That the defendant may be

served with the process of this honor-

able court and required to answer the

exigencies of this bill of complaint. -

"Second—That the defendant be com-
pelled by this honorable court to dis-

cover and make known to complainant
any and all contracts, and their

amounts, from the said 20th day of

December, 1918, up to the present

time, that were made by and with the

help and assistance of said complain-
ant, directly or indirectly, together with
the entire volume of its business of

every sort and description, brought to

defendant by said complainant, or

with which said complainant had any
connection whatsoever under his said

contract with said defendant company.
"Third—That all proper references be
made where to the defendant be com-
pelled to bring its books of account,

etc., that a proper and sufficient discov-

ery be made of all its contracts in which
complainant has any interest, so that a

fair and just account be taken as be-

tween said complainant and defendant.

"Fourth—That said defendant company
be made to carry out the terms of its

contract with said complainant and pay
him thereunder all moneys thus found
to be due him.

"Fifth—And for such other, further and
general relief as to equity may seem
necessary and proper.

FRANCIS HOLLEY.
"Leonard J. Mather

"Attorney for Complainant.

"DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, to wit

:

"Francis Holley, on oath, says that he
has read the foregoing bill by liim sub-

scribed and knows the contents thereof

;

that the matters and things therein stated

as of his own knowledge, are true, and
those set out on information and belief,

he believes to be true.

"FRANCIS HOLLEY.

"Subscribed and sworn to before me
"this 19 day of June, 1920.

JOHN P. CAGE
"Notary Public, D.C."

The Advertising Clubs of the World
have been investigating Dr. Holley and we
are advised that Mr. Winter, their coun-
sel, has submitted his report to Dr. Hol-
ley in order to permit a reply before the

report is made public.

We hope for the sake of his sponsor,
Mr. Sydney Cohen, as well as himself,

that the Doctor's answer will fully set the
matter right.

Marion Davies Hostess

to 500 Former Soldiers
Marion Davies, star of Cosmopolitan

Productions, gave one of the biggest

soldier Christmas party in New York City

on Sunday, December 25. She consulted

the American Legion and the Veterans of

Foreign Wars to get a list of former serv-

ice men who were unemployed, far from
their families, or convalescing in military

hospitals near New York.
There were 500 responses and the main

dining room at Shanley's restaurant, 43rd
Street and Broadway, was bright with
holly and evergreens as the motors drove
up and discharged the guests. It was a
merry party, bringing together dozens of
men in the same divisions who had not

met since the war and making new ac-

quaintances which promise to turn into

real friendships. Seventy-five turkeys

were brought in.

Miss Davies herself paid them a visit

as the dinner was under way and 500
soldiers forgot all about their wondrous
"eats" and rose to cheer their hostess.

Famous Players and Metro Merger Reported

THE merger season is upon us in fuU blast. First

came the absorbing of Realart by Famous
Players. Now we hear that Metro is to be

absorbed by Famous Players, that the Bert Lytell

and Viola Dana contracts now held by Metro will

be taken over, and that Marcus Loew, in exchange,
will absorb all the Famous Players theatres. This is

without official confirmation, but the report is per-

sistent in the trade. Two other mergers are being

discussed, but they, according to the best informa-

tion have not been accomplished.
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Washington Tax Hearing
(Continued from page 31)

"the mob," receiving an average of per-

haps $23 a week. Sixteen per cent, are

the small actors, who get $90 a week
when they work, or an average of $45 a

week throughout the year. The remain-

ing 4 per cent, are the big stars and he

declared that they were not overpaid.

The senators were interested to know
what the stars receive. Mr. Emerson,
who has directed Douglas Fairbanks,

told of how that star produces his own
picture and takes his chances on getting

something out of it. He explained that

the actor had invested $700,000 in making
the "Three Musketeers." "Well," said

one of the senators, "he must have gotten

that money from someone." "Yes,"

came the reply, "he borrowed it."

These two witnesses stated that if the

government made it easy for the domestic

producers to make pictures abroad and

"bring them back here, it would be neces-

sary for the companies to give employ-

ment to a limited number of big stars,

for there would always be a need for

them, and to a few directors ; the rest

of the work could well be accomplished

"by foreigners.

Mr. Turner denied that few of the

foreign-made pictures were "suitable for

exhibition before the American public,"

and he presented a list of fifty-four fea-

ture productions imported from obroad

that he said have netted large sums of

money to their importers. In the list,

"he said, 60 to 65 per cent, of the pictures

are of German production; 15 per cent,

are English and the rest miscellaneous.

He added that Hearst is offering twelve

foreign specials a year, and declared that

Universal "plans active production work
in Germany." This statement was later

<lenied by a representative of Universal,

who was present at the time. Mr. Turner

also referred to the activities of the Fa-

mous Players-Lasky Corporation abroad.

The witness denied that he wished to

shut out the foreign films, but on the con-

trary desired the admission of art. but he

thought that if the rate was high enough

it would discourage promiscuous importa-

tions and the importers would have to be

more careful in their selections. With
fewer imports the American workers in

the industry would be given employment

and they would be able to continue in

the silent drama.

Mr. Emerson said that the duty asked

would not put the cost of the foreign film

on a par with American costs, but would

more nearly equalize the difference in

production costs. He added that if a

tariff batde should by any chance ensue

between the Americans on the one hand

and the foreign countries on the other, he

did not see what chance the latter would

have because the American market is four

times as big as the other markets of the

world and only about 18 per cent, of

the total sales of American film are in

exports. Mr. Rogers had said that if

the foreign markets are closed to Amer-
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ican* film it would mean that American
producers would have to look to the

United States to amortize their plants and
afford them a profit on their films. Mr.
Emerson declared that if all the markets
of the world were cut off to the American
producer and the latter confined to the

American markets, he could still do busi-

ness at a profit and pay American wages
to American workers. He said he did not
take any stock in this hysteria about
retaliation."

He said that foreign films have hurt the

industry here far more than the general

business depression, because it is unlike

other industries, such as the clothing in-

dustry which would be hurt by the de-

termination of men to wear their old

clothes just a little longer in periods of

money stringency. Eighteen months ago
in New York City, he said sixty-one com-
panies were working where now there are

only twenty-two operating, and in Los
Angeles the number was 147, now sixty-

one. Sixty per cent, of the industry in

this country has been wiped out, he
added, and all in a year and a half. He
could not tell how imports compared with
exports, because imports have only just

begun.

Senator Jones, of New Mexico (Demo-
crat), was much interested in the state-

ments of Mr. Rogers, and he asked Mr.
Emerson how he expected the foreigners

to pay for the wheat and other com-
modities that we are exporting, if we do
not permit them to ship back their goods.

"You want to confine these people to

the American market who are making
these pictures," he said. "Would you not

by doing that cut off the 18 per cent, ex-

ported and throw out of employment the

very people you pretend to be pleading for

here?"

The Raw Film Battle

The battle over the tariff on raw film

was equally bitter, and it even entered the

realm of the hand camera film. The
Eastman Kodak Company was charged

with being a monopoly in the United

States in the production of film, and with

having entered into an agreement last Sep-

tember with laboratory men whereby it

agreed that it would not engage in the

laboratory business if the laboratory men
would confine their purchases to raw film

produced in the United States.

This corporation was attacked as a

monopoly by Granville S. MacFarland, of

Boston, Mass., and William A. Deford, of

New York City, representing the Interna-

tional Film Service Corporation and the

International News Service, and by Fred-

eric R. Coudert, of the law firm of

Coudert Bros., New York, representing

Pathe Exchange, Inc. Mr. Rogers also

attacked the proposed rate of 20 per cent,

on behalf of the Fox Film Corporation.

Mr. Coudert told the committee that the

immediate results of a 20 per cent, tariff

on raw film at this time would be

:

"The further strengthening of an exist-

ing monopoly.
"The inflicting of great damage on
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other American concerns.

"The increasing of prices for admission

paid by millions of motion picture patrons

throughout the country."

Quotes Eastman Surplus

"There is no question of the protection

of American labor in the proposed import

duty on raw film, unless it be on our

side of the controversy," declared Mr.
Coudert. "There is very little labor em-
ployed in the process of manufacturing

raw film. The Eastman Company now
enjoys a monopoly of the business. The
statement of its earnings for the last

eighteen years, during which time it has

amassed a surplus of $68,000,000. is con-

clusive proof that the American raw film

manufacturers do not need protection.

"The proposed tax would provide little,

if any, increase in revenue to the federal

government. The United States has col-

lected directly in taxes from the industry

in this country, exclusive of income and

excess profits taxes, over $87,000,000 for

the year ending June 30, 1920. Any in-

crease in the cost of raw film would ulti-

mately fall upon the patrons of the picture

theatres and such an increase at the pres-

ent time would almost certainly result in a

decreased attendance and a consequent

falling off in the amount of taxes to be

paid to the government. Moreover, a

duty on raw film would, in the case of

Pathe, result in a very large decrease in

the amount of income to be paid by that

company and would probably have a like

effect upon many other picture concerns.

In the case of Pathe. it has paid as income

an excess profits taxes from 1917 to Feb-

ruarv. 1921, over $1,000,000.

"On the other hand, what would be the

amount collected if the proposed duty

should be imposed on raw stock ? On the

basis of a yearly importation of 100.000,-

000 feet of film' and at the present market

price of 23/2 cents a foot, the total revenue

from this source would amount only to

$500,000. It can readily be deduced that

if the attendance at the picture theatres

were decreased even slightly, there would

be a greater loss in revenue from the tax

on admissions than any amount gained bv

taxing the importation of sensitized film."

Mr. Coudert stated that the Eastman

Companv has recently announced the pur-

chase of the G. M.. the San-Jacq and

Paragon laboratories, having a capacit>-

sufficient to print all the film used in the

United States. "The Eastman Com-

pany," he added, "is, therefore, in a posi-

tion where it not only is able, but un-

doubtedly intends, to enlarge its present

monopoly so as to include not only the

control of the raw film market, but also

the leadership in the manufacture of the

finished product from the raw stock.

With the formidable tariff weapon in its

hands the Eastman Company could ef-

fectually suppress all competition from

outside laboratories and render worthless

laboratory plants and investments worth

millions of dollars.

(Continued on page 55)
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Survey Shows Prosperity Is Returning;
New Year Optimism Prevails Generally

Bulldog Spirit of Modern Exhibitor Wins Over Great Obstacles

FOLLOWING the precedent it established last year. Moving Picture World herewith presents an exclusive sur-
vey of present economic conditions as they affect the motion picture theatre. Its value to the industry at
this time, as a comprehensive and reliable mass of facts gathered by the best system of correspondents in

the film publishing tield, cannot be over-estimated. It is wholly worthy of a close and intensive study by exhibitor,
producer and exchange man alike.

The message this survey brings is a cheerful one. The lean year is now only a memory—a bitter memory in

many places—and the New Year comes in with -a glorious promise of better times, of a return to normalcy in

most localities. Thus is pluck and perseverence rewarded, for who in the world of affairs has better exemplified
the bulldog spirit tlian the exliibitor of today, the man who has courageously battled against great odds and who
now sees the dawn of a new and brighter day. And, in the spirit of this New Year, forgetting politics and
internal strife and dissension, the realization must come that the producer, too, has had a tough proposition and
has gallantly surmounted most of the difficulties that beset him. Having passed through hard times, the indus-
try now stands on a more stable basis.

Exhibitors themselves tell the story in this survey. Every word of it should be read. First comes Baltimore.
Charles E. Whitehurst tells facts without gloss or false optimism. He expects a gradual improvement, but all the
local theatres can't endure—there are too many for the population. It will be a survival of the fittest. Next
comes Northern New York with a story about fighters. Improvement there isn't rapid, but the exhibitors with
a will are winning. New York City isn't touched upon because of the tourist trade. But business has held up
well everywhere; some theatres have done wonderfully well.

Now go West and visualize Kansas City. Here there's an over-supply of seats, and the last six months have
been dull, but prospects are good. Now jump back East to Philadelphia and see what Jules E. Mastbaum says

—

his company is flourishing and the future looks great.

And Michigan, that black spot on the film map? It's joyful news. And North Carolina? And California?

Florida? Chicago? Boston? Indiana? And the others? Read.

Baltimore Conditions Show Improvement;

Too Many Theatres for the Population
THE consensus of opinion among the

exhibitors of Baltimore seems to be

that conditions are improving but

that they are improving very slowly and

it will be next fall probably before the

improvement can be noticed. If the

statements of the exhibitors interviewed

can be held as a criterion this is undoubt-

edly a dull period, but all appear to hold

the attitude that it will grow better and

the one fact that stands out is that, so

far as is known, no picture theatres have

had to close because of the dull times.

But the keynote of the exact condition

of the picture business in Baltimore was

struck when Charles E. Whitehurst,

president of the Whitehurst theatrical in-

terests, in that city, operating the Cen-

tury, Parkway, Garden, New and Pea-

body Theatres, said that the seating ca-

pacity of the picture theatres is becoming

too large for the population of the city.

"During the war," he said, "everyone

was making huge wages. And those peo-

ple who saved some of it are not feeling

the depression as much as those who did

not. People are going to shop for their

picture entertainment. They are going

where they can get the best for their

money. It is exactly the same in all lines

of business. The manufacturer who is

turning out a product now that is reason-

able in price is getting the orders, and the

retailer who is selling at reasonable prices

is getting' the trade. Go into any store and

you will find this so.

"It will take time for conditions in the

moving picture field, as well as others, to

get back to normal. But during the de-

pression that is now upon us, it is up to

those who can, to furnish work for those

who are unfortunate, so that they will not

slip over the brink, and there are many
on the ragged edge at this time.

Help Those in Need

"For instance, I'm going to have my
residence painted and decorated inside and
out. I don't have to have it done now,

but in order to put some men to work,

I'm going to have it done at once. Every
person who can do it, should furnish

some work for his less fortunate

brothers.

"The trouble in Baltimore with the

moving picture business is that the seat-

ing capacity of the theatres is becoming
greater than the population warrants and
it's going to be a survival of the fittest.

"But with regard to prices, it is a very

hard thing to regulate them so that the

exhibitors who show first run pictures can

make enough to come out with a decent

profit. The producers must come to the

realization that prices for pictures must
be more reasonable, just as the manufac-
turers of merchandise must.

"I made more money at the New The-

atre four years ago when I used to

charge 10 and 25 cents than I am making
now at 25 to 75 cents. I could get a pic-

ture then for $500 a week. Now I have
to pay about all I take in. And when I

raise my prices in accordance, the pub-
lice will not stand for it.

It's the same way with other expenses.
Chairs that used to cost $5 apiece now
cost $12 ;

carpet that was $3 a square
yard now costs $8 ; ushers that received

$8 now get $15 a week and musicians that

received $30 now get $45 a week.
"I am trying to meet these conditions,

but the public will not stand the big
prices unless I give them something ex-
traordinary, and it is hard to keep the

standard up for an 83-cent top price.

And many people have written scathing
letters to the forum columns of the news-
papers denouncing these high prices.

"Conditions will right themselves even-
tually, but it will be very gradually.

"The principle that I have always
worked on is to give the other fellow as

much profit as possible. When things

are booming I want the other man to make
a good profit and I never will quarrel
over a fair price if I am making money.
But when things are dull, then I expect
the other man to take his small profits

just the same as I have to do."

All of the eight theatres under the con-
trol of Arthur B. Price and Thomas D.
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Goldberg have balances on the credit side

of their ledgers, according to Mr. Price,

and he is looking forward to better con-

ditions all the time.

"Business has not been bad for u^,"

said Mr. Price, with assurance. "All the

theatres under our control—and there are

eight of them—are showing profits and
we stand ready to take on as many more
if it is possible to get them. I hear all

this talk about depression, but we evi-

dently have been fortunate in escaping the

hard times, for our theatres are showing
up wonderfully.

"If everyone who operates a theatre

stayed on the job like Mr. Goldberg and
I do, you would not hear the complaints

about depressing times. I have always

said that there are three things vitally

necessary for the success of a picture the-

atre. They are : first, a good entertaining

program of pictures ; second, good adver-

tising to let the people know what you
you have, and third, the proper surround-

ings and methods of presentation.

Protected Against Disapproval

"Any man who starts out to run a pic-

ture theatre who will follow those three

rules will have success. Give the people

what they want and in the way they want
it and you can't fail to succeed. That's

what I always do and liave done.

"When I book a picture, I protect my-
self in case it does not meet with public

approval, and does not do the business

I expect it should, by having another pic-

ture ready to put on in its place if I decide

to take it off. I frequently do it, too.

"Just recently at the Blue Mouse I

took off a picture on Friday and ran the

oicturc I had booked for the following

week with a slide I had made, announcing
that the film would be shown during the

next week. You can do this without
extra charge with First National Pictures

because their franchises read that you can
play them for twelve or six days, if you
book them for six or three days. With
pictures from other companies, of course,

if I run the picture more than the number
of days allotted to me, I pay the company
for the extra time used.

Meeting Competition

"Another thing: if my competitor gets

stars and pictures that are too high priced

for me, I immediately fall back on the

big stars in comedies and let my competi-

tor buy his head off ; then I bill my shows
as double attractions. But if he gets the

comedy stars and banks on that, then I

turn around and book the biggest stars in

the best pictures and play that up.

"People want the right star in the right

picture and they wil pay for what they

want to see. The public will spend its

money if it can get what it wants, and
they are holding their money very tight

these days, so I aim to give them just

what they want. I keep a watch on my
patrons all the time and note how they

like certain stars and productions, and it

pays.

"Of course the profits of this time this

year do not measure up to those of last

year, but business is gradually picking up
and steadily improving. I have no com-
plaint to make for all our theatres are
progressing."

Better Conditions Coming

It was the customary thing for people
to patronize certain theatres which gained
their favor some time ago, according to

C. B. Councilman, manager of tlie Grand
Theatre, Higlandtown, Baltimore, but
now they shop for the best picture before
they go in, he thinks.

"I believe that conditions will be better

the first of the year," said he, "and base
that opinion on the fact that I think

business conditions generally will be bet-

ter. You cannot figure on any regular

amount of business now because it is so

uncertain. I attribute that not only to the

scarcity of money, but to the fact that

people are shopping for their picture en-
tertainment now, where before they had
certain theatres they attended regularly.

"Now, however, they look around and
see which theatre has a play that appeals

to them and they go there. When a play

has a big run at one of the first run houses
it generally goes big all over town in the

smaller houses."

Blames the War

The present exchange rates and the war
is the cause of the depression, according

to William E. Stump f, manager of the

New Theatre, Baltimore.

"The present depression in all lines of

business is caused by the war—the crisis

through which the world has just passed,"

said Mr. Stumpf. "I believe that condi-

tions will become better gradually, but it

will be so gradual that it will hardly be

noticeable.

"At the present time this country is

practically the only one where a dollar

is worth a dollar, and due to the low rate

of exchange in Europe now, the products

of this country cannot be sold there with

a profit and that in turn necessitates a

curtailment in the manufacture of goods

on this side. That makes factories close

down or go on half time and that cuts

down the wages of the employes.

"Now two things are necessary in the

life of every man—that he must have the

necessities of life and then some form of

amusement. It stands to reason then that

when he has to curtail his expenses on one

or the other, he will cut out the amuse-
ment, and I believe that is the principal

reason for the present depression in the

picture business.

"While there have been a great many
theatres built in the past year, still I do
not consider that has anything to do with

the lack of patronage, because when I ran

the Goodtime Theatre the Palace was en-

larged to a greater seating capacity. It

draws from the same territory as the

Goodtime, but I found that it did not hurt

my receipts in the least."

To Improve Next Fall

R. L. Rubenstein, proprietor of the

Pastime Theatre, 2028 Greenmount

avenue, a residential house with a seating
capacity of 290, thinks this summer will

be very hard on the exhibitors. His rea-
sons for thinking so are that conditions

have not been good up to the present time

;

that the time for making money this sea-

son is passed ; that Easter and Lent will

soon be here and after that summer fol-

lows with its usual depression, and that
he does not see how better conditions can
be possible until the fall season opens.

New York State
Slow Improveinent Expected in

Albany, Troy and Schenectady

BUSINESS conditions prevailing in

the three cities of Albany, Troy and
Schenectady, constituting what is

commonly referred to as the Capital Dis-
trict, are probably without parallel, inso-

far as they may affect the attendance at

picture theatres in these three cities, in

the entire United States. In the first

place, a street car strike existed in Albany
and Troy from January up to within two
or three weeks ago. During this long
period of time, while street cars were
operated, they were necessarily shunned
by not only all members of unions—and
there are many of them in the manufac-
turing cities—but also friends and sym-
pathisers. Jitneys were operated during
the time, but at a fare about double that

charged by the street car company.
As a result the picture theatres in these

cities have suffered tremendous losses

during the past year. The downtown
houses caught only a comparatively small

percentage of business from residential

sections any distance away. Persons re-

fused to pay the increased fare demanded
by jitneys to attend picture theatres dur-
ing the evenings, preferring to stay at

home or to visit neighborhood houses.

On the other hand, there were thou-

sands of persons in the two cities who felt

compelled to husband their resources as

the effects of the street car strike radiated

to business houses and made itself felt

in dozens of ways. This naturally affect-

ed the neighborhood picture theatres, nar-

ticularly those located in sections inhab-

ited by the laboring classes. Tlien again,

the locomotive shoos in Albanv all but

closed over a considerable neriod, while

collar factories in Troy suffered from a

like depression.

In Schenectady, escaping from the ef-

fects of a street car strike, the theatres

are doing a poor business, especially at

the present time, through the shimn which
has occurred in the General Electric Com-
pany's plant, where as high as 25.000

persons have been employed and where
probably todav there are not over 9.000.

With free milk distribution going on in

Schenectady, and three-minute-men

speaking in the aid of the unemployed,

there has not been a time in many years

in Schenectady contributing to so great a

degree toward dwindling audiences.

All of which is in the nature of an
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explanation as to the attitude which the

managers of picture theatres in the three

cities are inclined to take in viewing busi-

ness conditions during 1922. And yet,

back of it all, there is a spirit of optimism
prevalent, many of the managers admit-
ting in the one breath that while business
is bad at the present time, that it is no
worse than in other lines, and that nothing
is to be gained by continual croaking, the

future holding forth evidences of better

times on their way.
Fred P. Elliott, Clinton Square Thea-

tre, Albany, N. Y. : "While business will

come back in 1922, it will be two or three

years more before we reach anything like

maximum. Business will pick up gener-
ally. We are now on the tail end of the

panic. There will not be a tremendous
increase in 1922, but there will be some,
and every bit helps."

O. H. Stacy, Majestic Theatre. Albany

:

"Business can not get any worse. It is

down to rock bottom now. The trouble

is that if people can't find employment,
you can't expect them to attend the picture

theatre. However, I look for some bet-

terment."

George Roberts, Colonial and Hudson,
Albany : "The future doesn't look over

favorable. The pictures we are showing
are fully up to par, but one can not expect

these to pack the houses when the people

making up the audiences haven't got the

money."
Samuel Suckno, Albany, Regent, Arbor

and Delaware theatres, Albany: "I do not

look for any business boom in 1922. In
fact, the picture theatre will do well to

hold its own. I find that people who used
to come six times a week now come twice.

This is due here to general business de-

pression and the continued high cost of

living. All exhibitors should endeavor to

curtail overhead expenses as much as pos-

sible without lessening their attractions.

The distributor and producer should work
along the same line, as such will save
many houses from closing."

William Berinstein, Colonial, Albany,
as well as houses in Elmira : "To my
way of thinking there will be no change
until next fall, with from 10 to 30 per

cent, in manufacturing establishments out

of work, the story of poor attendance is

easily accounted for."

John J. Walker, Barcli, Schenectady:
"I am looking forward to 1922 as one of

the worst years in the history of Schen-
ectady, and I have been in business here

for twenty years. My present Sunday
business runs from $200 to $300 below
normal. Producers and distributors should

not continue to charge 1919 and 1920
prices for pictures in 1922. They should

be willing to do their share."

J. E. Lincoln, Albany Theatre, Schen-
ectady : "Economic conditions are bad.

There is no money. Producers and dis-

tributors are asking too much for pic-

tures."

William Shirley, Strand, Schenectady:

"What does 1922 look like, you ask?
Brutal ! Business is in a chaotic state and
while exhibitors are putting on the very

best pictures obtainable, they are not

drawing as they should. I do look for

some improvement in the future, how-
ever."

C. W. Wheland, Proctor's Griswold,

Troy : "I believe that things will pick up
by the middle of next year and that we
will eventually get back to the good old

times. Stores are not selling the goods
and the slump in business and picture

theatres is no greater than that which is

being experienced in other lines. The
street car strike, which ran eleven months
in Troy, certainly put a crimp in our
business."

Big Pictures and Everlasting Plugging

Reap Rewards, Say Buffalo Exhibitors
THEATRES that can afford to put

on big shows are doing big busi-

ness, those that have to rely on a

routine program of ordinary pictures are

having a hard time of it. Briefly, that is

the situation in Buffalo and surrounding

territory at present.

Exhibitors have found that their pa-

trons are shopping for their entertainment

more than ever. They have also found

that the only road to success is hard work.

Successful showmanship today consists

primarily of keeping everlastingly at it.

Those who "plug" from morning to night

are reaping tlie rewards at the box office.

Those who book a picture and wait for the

audience to assemble are figuring on how
to keep out of the poorhouse.

An excellent example in Buffalo of how
big shows will put a hou=e over is seen

in Shea's North Park. When this house

opened its business was anything but en-

couraging ; in fact, the company operating

it really lost money, until Harold B.

Franklin got the bright idea of putting on

the same programs in the neighborhood

house as shown in Shea's Hippodrome,
running them day and date. From the

inception of this policy the North Park,

in snite of its location in the extreme

northern end of the city, is attracting

motor patrons from all parts of the city

and several of the suburban towns. It is

Buffalo's only first run neighborhood

theatre. Of course few neighborhood

houses can afford to put on big produc-

tions first run, but it is certainly easy

picking for those that can.

Business has been picking up right

along in most of the bigger theatres in

Western New York and most exhibitors

are optimistic of the future. Producers
can aid greatly in bringing this era of

prosperity nearer by satisfyng the public

cry for originality. Patrons are tired of

cut and dried stuff.

"An Optimistic Bunch"

Harold B. Franklin, managing director

of Shea's Hippodrome and one of the

most successful exhibitors in the country,

in commenting on the present day situa-

tion said

:

"If there ever was an optimistic bunch,

it is the exhibitors of this country. It is

this optimism and faith that will win
through a very trying period. There is no
question about it, picture patrons are be-

coming hard boiled ! Audiences are not

satisfied with the picture of yesterday.

They expect the industry to keep pace

with progress and give them newer and
better productions.

"Too many pictures are inspired by the

success of a particular type of story. A
producer finds that his picture, in which

a mother is the central theme, is a huge
success. Immediately we have an ava-

lanche of 'Mother' pictures. 'The Three
Musketeers' is brought forth. Presto!

We have twenty-six instead of three

musketeers in one guise or another ! Per-

haps the locale is moved to Mexico or

some other p'ace than la belle France

—

but it is still 'The Three Musketeers.'

"It is surprising that producers do not

realize that what the public wants most is

something which they have not as yet

received ; that the biggest successes are
those which give something new, a new
twist, a novel method of treatment. In
other words, what the public wants is

originality.

"With good pictures exhibitors will be
able to pull through the business depres-
sion which has hit every industry and
which has rested rather lightly on the
motion picture business. Three himdred
and sixty-five days from now shonlfl see

unbounded prosperity of which, without
doubt, our industry will get its full share."

Skinner's Views

"Business conditions in the vicinity of

the Victoria Theatre are not up to stand-
ard, basing my figures on the receipts of
1920," said Arthur L. Skinner, manager
of the big Mark neighborhood house.
"This is due mostly to the business de-

pression which is universal and our im-
mediate vicinity is no exception," con-
tinued Mr. Skinner.

"The outlook for an immediate revival

is not bright and I do not look for any
material increase within the next twelve
months. The reason for this is that peo-
ple who have been hit hardest bv the

present slump are in such financial diffi-

culties with no prospect of immediate
relief that it will take considerable time
for them to get back to normal.

"Under present conditions the cost of
operation is much too hieh, owing to the
high cost of film. Until the producerf
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can see the necessity of reducing prices to

exhibitors, I cannot see any relief for us."

"A financial publication that came to

my desk a few weeks ago seems to have

hit the nail on the head with the following

headline: 'It isn't hard times coming,

just soft times passing,' " said Bruce

Fowler, manager of tlie Elmwood Thea-

tre, one of the big West Side neighbor-

hood theatres.

"Business is what you make it—the

individual exhibitor must rely upon his

own judgment in the many angles of this

business to show a successful business

year or a losing one. All the beautiful

hand-colored postal cards sent us by good

friends conveying their sincere wish for

a prosperous New Year won't amount to

much unless we realize that 'It is not hard

times coming, just soft times passing,' and

settle down to brass tacks.

"The outlook for 1922 is work ! The
fellow who works the hardest and uses

several ounces of intelligence in connec-

tion with his work will have a happy,

prosperous New Year."

Keep Faith, Says Beckerich

Al Beckerich, manager of the new

Loew State Theatre, can see no hard times

ahead. He declares that with consistent

advertising and policy and the backing up

of all publicity with the "goods," always

brings home the well known bacon. Al-

ways keep faith with the public is Mr.

Beckerich's motto.

"You can't splash one week with a big

picture and 'cheat' the following week,"

he said. "Business at our house has been

nothing short of phenomenal. Much of

this, of course, we attribute to the new-

ness of the house, its elaborate furnish-

ings and polite employes. Service is a

most important thing in attracting and

holding patrons. We drill all our em-

ployes until they dream about service. Our
programs have been consistent. We have

been maintaining the same high standard

every week since opening. I see no hard

times ahead for the hard worker. I feel

that the day of the picture with a star and

no story is gone. The people want stories,

not stars."

No Early Relief—Smith

Howard J. Smith, manager of the Pal-

ace Theatre and president of the Western

New York unit of the M.P.T.O.A., de-

clares that nothing is more certain than

a return to prosperity, but thinks it is

quite a long way off. He said

:

"The business in our territory since

last March has been not over 70 per cent,

of normal. This loss of 30 per cent, has

been due to general business conditions

which still continue. Every week or two

some pen driver in Washington gets pub-

licity on the statement that three more

men out of 3,000,000 have found jobs, but

the real condition has not yet changed.

"It is not possible to predict the future

of the picture business without, at the

same time, predicting the course of gen-

eral business. That is a large order. Noth-

ing is more certain than the return of

prosperity, sometime, but the when is

what interests us all right now.
"I fail to see any signs sufficiently clear

to indicate real prosperity. The winter

season or the months of January and
February are the heart of the best season

and with those ahead of us we should look

forward to a slight temporary improve-

ment, to be succeeded by the usual de-

clines during Lent and the summer. It

looks to me as if the best we can expect

is an improvement by next fall. In the

meantime lower film prices are the only

possible salvation of the business."

Kansas City
Conditions Bad Now But Early

Improvement f^xpected

BUSINESS conditions in general

have been very unsatisfactory the

past year, and in particular the mov-
ing picture trade, at least here, has felt a

decided change from the previous years.

The first six months of 1921, were very

good, exhibitors say, and indications were

that the trade would experience one of

the best years since its opening year ; but

the past six months, exhibitors agree,

have been extremely dull.

Kansas City has had several conditions

that other cities have not felt, one of these

being the mild weather during the entire

winter. Only a few days have been regu-

lar winter days and this is certain to re-

tard trade in this line, as in others. People

seem to be rather hesitant about spend-

ing money for anything, and in the way
of amusements, it is said that people

who are not economizing in other lines

have foregone their usual number of

shows, which, in itself, has hurt business.

Also, this winter, Kansas City has had

an incipent smallpox epidemic, which

handicapped practically every business,

and the theatres were among the first to

feel this. This, however, is now entirely

over and people are again resuming their

habits, so that exhibitors think that the

harm this has done in the past will not

be a factor in business after the first of

the year. There was no quarantine.

Another reason for the present serious

conditions is that Kansas City has an

oversupply of seats and cannot supply

business for the number of theatres now
doing business here. In regard to this.

Milton Field, general manager of the

Newman, remarked

:

Added 5,600 Seats in Year

"During the past three months Kansas
City has had an addition of 5,600 seats,

without a corresponding increase in the

population. This has been verv detri-

mental to our business, and has, in fact,

proved to be one of the biggest factors in

making present conditions as serious as

they are. We are very hopeful of the

new year, and are expecting a definite

improvement in business after January
1. Conditions are at this time very bad,

and without a change for the better with
the New Year, it is evident that they

will become even more serious. The first

six months of 1921 were good, and though
the past six months have not been so

good as the early part of 1921, or 1920,
we are hoping for business alter the first

to improve, so that the first months of
1922 can be compared favorably with
other and better years."

This seems to be a feature of business
that has affected all the exhibitors, as
other opinions expressed were to the
same effect.

The general opinion among exhibitors
seems to be that business conditions can-
not continue as during the last few
months. With the new year it is be-
lieved that a change will he noticed by the

different houses, and optimistic managers
believe it will be for the better, as several
of the detrimental factors of 1921 are
past, and at least as seen from now, the
New Year appears to be free of any fea-
tures harmful to business interests.

Philadelphia
Stanley Company Finds Busi-

ness "Looking Up"

AMONG the many exhibitors inter-

viewed regarding the prospects for
a prosperous New Year during

1922, there seems to be the prevailing
spirit of optimism everywhere in Phila-
delphia.

It was difficult however to secure an
analytical forecast concerning the motion
picture business, excepting from two men,
Jules E. Mastbaum and George Kline.
However, there seems to be an underlying
current of opinion that there are better

times in store for exhibitors. One thing
is certain and it is thaf the improvement
lieing looked for will certainly be here
(luring the spring.

Indications which seem to point this

way are the fact that the textile mills are
nearly all working full time while the
metal trade shows signs of a general ac-

tivity. Another encouraging fact was the

announcement made in one of Philadel-

phia's leading newspapers that department
store managers claim that this year they
sold more merchandise than any other
time during the holidays.

Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the

Stanley Company of America, predicts

a much brighter outlook. He said

:

"I am convinced that the amusement
loving public has been falsely imbued
with the idea that motion picture and
amusement enterprises as a whole are

struggling in a morass of difficulties.

True, as in all business conducted on a
large scale, the industry has been beset

with hardships from time to time. The
war made no exception in its dire effects

on this national enterprise, nor again has
it been free from the even more serious

inroads of the unsettled conditions and
general unemployment subsequent to the

armistice. And yet the producers and
theatre managers have survived, and in

their daily battle not once have they sub-
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mitted to unkind fate, but have gritted

their teeth and held on through it all. As
a result there is not on record a single

notable managerial collapse.

His Company Prosperous

"Taking courage from this meritorious
example, the public has responded nobly
and business is rapidly approaching the
normal. I am happy to admit that the

Stanley Company of America is flourish-

ing and enjoying an unprecedented pros-
perity; that there is a constantly grow-
ing clientele for the photoplay whose de-
mands for the best films are increasingly

exacting. This fine discrimination is the

hope of the industry, and it will act alike

as a stimulus to the producer and the men
and women devoting themselves to the pic-

ture creation of the best type. The pic-

ture theatre can only flourish by its

attractiveness and its satisfying the re-

quirements of the public, as is true in all

fields of public entertainment."

Mr. Mastbaum keeps in close touch
with the business conditions generally and
he feels that the picture theatre is a
barometer of general conditions. Such
being the case, he feels that there is a
most encouraging improvement in the
business through the country, for attend-
ance at the picture theatres has been im-
proving greatly since the summer slump,
he says, and it is to be anticipated that

the new year will see a great boom in the
industry.

Kline Confident

George Kline, representative for George
Bennethum, who operates a chain of the-

atres throughout the state, has the utmost
confidence for an unusually prosperous
New Year during 1922.

At a meeting of prominent bankers and
financiers held in Philadelphia recently,

where the discussions were about the

future of the business conditions for the

United States, it was said that there is a
larger reserve of gold in this country than
anywhere else in the world. It was at

this conference that Mr. Kline became
convinced that the future for the exhibi-

tor is brighter than ever before. There-
fore, under the present stated conditions,

this country becomes the most powerful
factor in restoring the equilibrium of the
world. Furthermore, money will be
available to every foreign country for
loans, providing that it shall be used to
purchase American manufactured goods.
Under this plan Mr. Kline foresees the
reopening of idle mills in this country and
the reinstatement of thousands of unem-
ployed.

"Motion pictures, being the leading en-

tertainment and recreation for millions

of Americans, will certainly benefit during
the course of events just as sure as the

sun rises and sets," said Mr. Kline.

Michigan Awaits Return of Prosperity

in 1922 with the Fullest Confidence
WHEN Old Father Time writes his

summary of conditions in Mich-
igan he will have to say : "The

;^ear of 1921 was undoubtedly the poorest

for the exhibitors in the history of the

motion picture industry." However, he

will also state that the year of 1922 is

certain to show great improvement.
During the previous years, Michigan

enjoyed great prosperity due to the fact

that this is the center of the world for

motor car manufacturing. Practically

every one of the larger cities has "motor
manufacturing" for its leading industry.

This is true of Detroit, Pontiac, Lansing,

Saginaw, Flint, Jackson and Kalamazoo.

In Grand Rapids, the second largest city

in Michigan, we have the furniture indus-

try as the main employer of labor ; in Bat-

tle Creek, Bay City and Port Huron, the

leading industry is not motors.

Previous Prosperity

- During the years 1919 and 1920, fol-

lowing the Armistice, the demand for

motor cars was so great that the motor

factories were paying unheard prices for

labor, skilled and unskilled. This nat-

urally brought to Michigan a great many
single men and they spent their money
"like water." Almost any kind of amuse-

ment proved highly profitable, and exhibi-

tors themselves became careless in their

manner of presentation, neither were they

very particular about the class of pictures

they booked. The- slogan in Michigan

seemed to be "easy come—easy go" and

the exhibitors "coined" money.

But the motor industry hit a terrible

slump the latter part of 1920 which was

really not seriously felt until January of

1921. The slump continued until the

early part of the summer ; then conditions

improved and they have been improving

steadily. While at the present time none

of the factories are busy, the outlook for

the New Year is exceedingly good. Manu-
facturers are planning on almost normal
production and men who are authorities

in the industry predict that 1922 will be

one of the best years the motor industry

has ever had, and they are preparing ac-

cordingly. In fact, already there is great

activity at many of the accessory manu-
facturing plants, which is indeed a healthy

sign.

Prices Stable

Admission prices in Michigan seem to

be about where they were for the past

few years. In a few instances, there have
been reductions, but on the whole, prices

are about where they have been right

along. Exhibitors contend that it is al-

most impossible to lower their admission
prices with the present high film rentals

on good productions, the high wages to

musicians, operators and high overhead
costs. They do not believe that a few
cents ofiF the admission price is going to

stimulate new business. In fact, they be-

lieve that if conditions were normal the

present scale of prices would not be con-

sidered out of reason. The public expects
more today when they go into a picture

house and the exhibitors seem to be "giv-

ing the public what it demands."
We believe that we would be "hitting

the tack on the head" if we were to say
that business the past year has been fully

50 per cent, oflf as a general average. Some
say it is only one-third oflf, while others

say it is sixty per cent. oflF, all depending
upon the city, the class of industries there

and the location of the house.

In Detroit and other large cities in the

state, competition is much keener than it

was formerly. With increased seating

capacity and less people employed, it could

hardly be expected that theatres would be

doing their normal business, and when
conditions do improve the industry will

have to face keen competition. And it's

the old story that every time a new the-

atre goes up in a city "somebody must get
hurt." This applies particularly to De-
troit, Flint and a number of other large

cities where new theatres have been erect-

ed the past year.

When all is said and done, one feature
of the present situation stands out forci-

bly—the public is waiting for the big

special productions and they are spending
the money to see them. The proof of the

pudding is the success of the big pictures

released this year and the fact that exhi-

bitors are booking them readily and for

longer runs than usual.

Kunsky Optimistic

John H. Kunsky, who operates a chain
of ten theatres in Detroit and who is just

completing the New Capitol, seating

4,250, which is to be an exclusive picture

house in the downtown section, says : "We
have suffered like everybody else,

although we have tried in every way to

keep up the quality of our shows week in

and week out. We believe that the pic-

ture business will show great improve-
ment just as soon as things in general open
up, which is bound to be the early part
of 1922. We had good times before
1921 and if we just have patience we will

have them again."

Phil Gleickman, managing director of

the Broadway-Strand Theatre, Detroit,

said : "Business has been oflF since the

early part of the year and the summer
was the worst in the history of the house,

owing to the long period of hot weather.

However, business has shown great im-
provement since September and we have
had some mighty big weeks on our big
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specials. I lopk for much better business
starting with the New Year."
W. S. Butterfield, of the Buttfrfield

Circuit, operating some twenty houses in

the larger cities of Michigan, declared

:

"We have been hit very hard in most of

our towns owing to the slump in the motor
car industry. We have found it necessary

to even close some of our theatres. How-
ever, I am still optimistic enough to be-

lieve that the coming year will show a

great improvement. We find there is a

demand for good pictures, and while it

is not possible to gross as much money
as we did in former years, we do find that

the better pictures draw greater box-ofiice

receipts than the ordinary pictures, show-
ing that the public knows what it wants

—

and it wants good pictures."

North Carolina
Expect Noimalcv in the Fall

of 1922

THAT the depression in towns both

large and small for the past year

and a half has reached "rock bot-

tom," and that the dawning of 1922 will

witness a slow-but-sure return to normal
conditions, is the consensus of opinion

among the exhibitors of the state. At a

time when the average exhibitor in this

territory is losing money faster than he
made it during the boom-days during the

war, it is an inspiring sound to hear the

cheering note of optimism sounded by the

real showmen of this territory almost to a

man. The indomitable spirit of the fighter

who cannot be beaten, evident even now
when handicapped on every hand, is one
of the healthiest signs to indicate that the

"come-back" of the exhibitors will be

sure.

When business was at its peak, thou-

sands of unnecessary expenses were al-

lowed to creep into the daily operation of

the theatres, because the steady flow of

shekels through the box office was suffi-

cient to take care of even the inflated

overhead and then leave a greater profit

than the average showman had ever before

seen. For the past twelve months with

their backs against the wall, exhibitors

have been weeding out these "luxuries" in

operating expense and will go into the

new year with a daily overhead at least

25 per cent, less than that of eighteen

months ago.

"The year 1922 will see a gradual re-

sumption of normal conditions in the

exhibiting field." is the opinion of Percy

W. Wells of Wilmington, president of

the North Carolina M.P.T.O. "We are

just one year nearer normal conditions

than we were at the beginning of 1921,

and have won many of our victories of

readjustment during the closing months

of this year.

"However, I do not look for the exhi-

bitors of this territory to make any money
before the early fall of 1922, and the

average theatre owner will be satisfied if

he can win back his losings of the past

year and be able to start with a balanced

ledger by September, 1922. The exhibi-

tors, as a whole, are now operating at a
minimum expense and are in a position to
declare a profit on a much smaller day's
gross business than during the inflated

period of the past several years. Taxes
are gradually being reduced, and the pro-
ducers as a group are nearer than ever
before to making pictures that have a box
office value instead of trying to force
mediocre attractions upon the public. I

do not look for an immediate recovery
and do not believe the average exhibitor
will break even much before next fall."

Henry B. Varner of Lexington, execu-
tive committee of the M.P.T.O.A. and
secretary of the state body is one of the
keenest analysts of conditions in the
country. His opinion varies only very
slightly with that of Mr. Wells.

"It is my opinion," states Mr. Varner,
"that the depression in the picture busi-

ness has hit rock bottom. I believe we
will see a gradual increase, beginning with
the new year, but not back to normal be-

fore the fall of 1922. Congress must re-

duce taxes, the railroads must reduce
rates, and the farmer, who is the backbone
and support of the coimtry, must harvest
and market a profitable crop before pros-

perity returns to the average citizen. In
the meantime, we must cut overhead ex-
penses, work harder and more intelli-

gently, and give to our patrons better and
cleaner pictures—pictures that will edu-
cate, elevate and amuse the people."

California
Bu.siness Ha.s Held Up and

Outlook Is Promising

BUSINESS conditions in California,

particularly in the northern and
central parts of the state served by

San Francisco film exchanges, vary widely

since the prosperity of this territory de-

pends upon greatly diversified pursuits.

In general, the business depression that

has been felt throughout the country has

been less acute here than elsewhere,

largely because of satisfactory crops and

good prices for most farm products.

Exhibitors in some cities have done a

better business during 1921 than in 1920,

while in other sections there has been a

falling off amounting to as much as one-

third.

M. L. Markowitz of the Strand Thea-

tre, San Francisco, who also operates

houses at Fresno, Modesto, Oakland and

Gilroy, states that business has been a little

quiet in some of these outside places, but

that the outlook seems quite bright.

"It is true." he says, "that farmers have

harvested large crops and that prices have

been good, but returns have been slow in

coming in. They are just getting paid for

their 1920 crops, in many instances, and

have not been spending money freely.

They have big sums due them and pay-

ments on 1921 crops promise to be made
soon, so that business in the country dis-

tricts should be more active during 1922.

"The Strand Theatre in San Francisco

did a better business during 1921 than

during the previous year. We paid more
for films, made a more careful selection

and made more profits. We also made a
gain at one of our Oakland houses after

spending some money in making it more
attractive. The other house in that city

on which no improvements were made is

showing a falling off in business. I do
not think that a reduction in prices will

help business and do not propose to start

anything along this line. When film

rentals come down then admission prices

can be reduced, but not sooner. I see no
reason why 1922 should not be at least as

good as 1921 and will be satisfied with
the same showing."

James Beatty of the Liberty Theatre,

San Jose, said

:

"Considering business conditions in

general, I would say that the picture busi-

ness is in good shape. The outlook looks

good and to show our confidence in the

future of the business we are going ahead
with plans for building a fine new house
and for remodeling and enlarging the

present one. I feel that it is a time to be
careful and pick shows with discriminat-

ing judgment, showing the best the mar-
ket affords. Theatre costs are high and
until these come down there can be no
reduction in admission prices."

C. C. Griffin of the Piedmont Theatre,

Oakland, expresses the opinion that the

l)Ottom of the amusement slump has been
reached. He is encouraged to believe that

from now on there will be a improvement,
but does not look for a rapid gain as busi-

ness in all lines is feeling its way. The
outlook for 1922 is considered quite prom-
ising, particularly in contrast with the

sliowing made during the last half of

1921.

H. J. Gosliner, manager of the Edison
Theatre on Powell street, San Francisco,

refuses to class business as being quiet.

He has a house of 400 seats and is doing

about as usual.

"I feel that the outlook is quite encour-

aging," he said, "but do dislike to see

some of the smaller houses advertise that

they are back on the old price basis. It

gives the public the wrong impression and
will not increase patronage. Lower prices

will not bring in enough more people to

make up the difference and I am only

sorry that I did not go to 25 cents, instead

of 20 «nts, when I named the new
schedule."

Eugene H. Roth of the California, Im-
perial, Portola and Granada theatres,

said

:

"The present slump I do not regard

seriously. The nations of the world are

endeavoring to straighten out their dif-

ferences which will reflect good through-

out the world. Gradually and patiently

we must abide the time until these condi-

tions readjust themselves.

"Speaking for our industry, the ex-

hibitors that have honestly striven to give

their patrons consistent and wholesome

entertainment and give untiring effort and

energy to their programs, are suffering

less than those who get down to their
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places of business at noon and seek other
entertainment evenings that take them
away from their business. As a result
they have found themselves slipping.

"The pictures for most part have been
no worse this year than in any of the
other years that pictures were produced.
The sincere producers are giving the same
strict attention to their productions and
have realized that the matter of rentals
has been geared to such a degree that they
were prohibitive, and they have seen the
wisdom of encouraging the exhibitors by
meeting the conditions as they present
themselves at this time. There are a few,
however, that are still striving to get the
last drop of blood, but if we watch their

career they will be in the past tense list.

"I believe all communities are over-
seated and as a result weeding out will

necessarily follow. And perhaps, after
all, this depression has served a good
moral lesson. It has had a tendency to

cleanse the industry, to readjust its af-
fairs in a more substantial manner. And
I think that very shortly we will find the
theatrical interests in a much happier
frame of mind.
"The energetic manager must of neces-

sity preview all of the feature pictures

offered and thereby exercise the keenest
judgment in selecting photoplays that will

meet with the demands of the public and
with the environment of his surroundings,
also the selection of the lesser film offer-

ings such as educationals, scenics, slow
motion pictures, topics, and carefully as-

semble the weekly current events of
world's news. The film part of the pro-
gram is thereby set and he is only respon-
sible for its selection. But he is responsi-

ble to his patrons for all the other
embellishments that go to round out a
good entertainment such as stage effects,

prologues and, perhaps most important,

the musical treatment, which is the back-
bone of all entertainment.

"This is no time to get panicky, but the

proper time to take your coat off and work
harder than ever before to let the masses
feel that the sun always shines on the

theatricnl industry. Therefore, let us not
cry 'wolf.'

"

Florida
IN discussing the outlook for 1922, C.

D. Cooley, manager of the Victory,

Strand, Grand and Monita theatres,

Tampa, Fla., said : "Tampa is one of the

soundest and solidest cities in the entire

south. Judging from the unprecedented
building activities and the way new resi-

dents are reported to be arriving, the
summer of 1922 undoubtedly will be the
best ever enjoyed by the theatres of this

city.

"Right at the present time (December
23) business in all local houses is from
25 to 30 per cent. off. This is only a
temporary condition and is the result of
several factors. Among them is the fact

that the business depression, which previ-

ously has been felt in other sections, is

being felt in Tampa for the first time.

Another is that cigar factories, the city's

principal industry, were tied up for ten
months by a strike. There is also some
reason to believe that interruptions caused
by the holiday season has had an effect.

"Immediately after Christmas we look
forward to improved business, especially

as the tide of tourists which visits Tampa
annually is due to arrive about the first of
the year. The spring months probably
will be a little off, but by summer condi-
tions ought to be way above normal, and
we expect business to be ahead of any-
thing yet experienced in this city."

No Gloom Afflicting Chicago Showmen
But a Real, Cheery, New Year Optimism

CHICAGO, the great Midwest
metropolis, the hub of many big

industries, once a significant center

of moving picture production, has, within

a short space of time, made an about-face

and the close of the year 1921 sees it a

potential city of picture theatres, In point

of number it runs a close second to New
York. In point of class it leads the world.

A quick survey of building activities dur-
ing 1921 reveals the fact that approxi-

mately $10,000,000 have been invested in

picture theatres by three of the biggest

operators among exhibitors in the world,

Balaban & KaLz, Ascher Brothers and
Lubliner & Trinz, who have contributed

to the theatre world such magnificent ex-

amples as the Tivoli, Senate, Roosevelt

and Chicago theatres, aggregating a seat-

ing capacity of 15,000. Beyond these

there have been built a number of smaller

theatres in various sections of this city.

The year of 1922, like 1921, in the con-

sensus of opinion of not alone exhibitors

but exchangemen in Chicago, is going to

reward fighters

!

"Notwithstanding an indication of over-

production and suljnormalcy of present

business conditions, the exchange in this

territory manned with fighters in their

sales force are going to reap profits next

year, just like every other year," says W.
C. Brimerly, Chicago manager for Vita-

graph. "We will not tolerate the type of

man who says it can't be done. We be-

lieve there is a greater demand for good

pictures now than ever before, and pro-

viding the right kind of sales methods are

used, good pictures can make good any-
where."
From Nathan Ascher, head of Ascher

Brothers circuit, comes the following:

"Our cheerful outlook, which we certainly

have for 1922, is based on our faith that

business conditions in general will be bet-

ter. People will have more money, for

there is no doubt that . business every-

where will be much better after the New
Year, and it will be found that there will

be a general increase in theatre patronage.

By this we mean that people nowadays
may have the money for theatre going, but
they are just not in the mood for it ; the

psychological effect of the stories of the

great amount of unemployment, business

depression and hard times tales, giving

them the feeling that they should hang
onto the dollar even though they could

well afford to invest it in theatre tickets.

Nate Ascher Cheerful

"After the first of the year, every
branch of the business will be in better

condition, and the theatre—which was the

last to feel the effect of the business de-

pression and general after-the-war recon-

struction period—will be the first to feel

the effect of the 'better times.' Our busi-

ness at present is down between 30 and
35 per cent, of normal, and while we do
not expect to ever again enjoy the affluent

'war days,' we surely expect to get back

to pre-war basis. However, we shall make
a small saving on the repeal of the 5 per

cent, tax, and with the anticipated in-

crease in admissions, the exhibitor will

find himself well on the road to normalcy
after the first of the year."

Aaron Jones, of the firm of Jones,
Linick & Schaeffer, predicts there will be
a general getting together of the produc-
ers, who will realize that it is impossible

to arrive at normalcy until after some sort

of working agreement is introduced.

Sees Better Co-operation

"The present high salaries of stars," he
stated, "and high cost of producing has

kept the rentals very high, which in turn

has forced the theatre manager to main-
tain his old scale of high-priced admis-

sion, but I predict that the get-together

movement of the producers will cut the

cost, which, in its turn, will cut the rentals,

and by this time next year we shall have

arrived at a more reasonable state of

admission prices and cost operation.

"Another thing—there will be very few
theatres built in 1922, because most of the

larger cities, and even the smaller towns
are greatly over.seated. By this, I do not

mean that an old theatre should not be

replaced with a new one, (Mr. Jones is

building a new theatre to replace Mc-
Vicker's Theatre) but when an old theatre

is torn down it is an improvement without

increasing the seating capacity. Another

great improvement that I foresee in the

year 1922 will be better relations between

the employer and employe. This will off-
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set llic f^Mcedy laclics of iinsniipiilons

business affenls of the union."

/Ill Optimistic

Sam Katz, of Malabaii & Katz, also

prcditls fewer l)uil(IiiiK operations, and
staled that theatre business will be belter

"!>ecausc every other business will be in

heller eoudilioii next year. 'J'he liiealriral

world will feel the ("irst return on all busi-

ness reconst ruction now under way."
Gcorjje Iv Hraddock, manager of the

Ardmore, a 6H.S-seat house located at

Arfiyle and Keumore avenues, has an
optimistic attitude for 1022. "The smaller

iieif^bboilidod bouses are looking forward
to. an era of greater prosperity," he says.

"We base this assertion on two facts, the

first, that there will be a general better-

nienl in general couflilions, which of

course will be reflected in theatre allend-

ancc. Our second reason is that the big-

ger neighbfirbodd theatres arc putting on
a combiiialidii musical concert and vaude-

ville sh(tw, ;is w<'ll as a motion picture

program. We believe there are still some
people in the woild who go to theatres to

see motion pidiues, and that is the class

we will c.iler In. We expect to play new
pictures, allowing the bigger neighborhood
theatre ])erhaps seven to fourteen days'

protection, and then bringing the ])icliu"e

directly to oiu- theatre. We believe Ih.il

the lower prices will he an .-illracliou
"

Toledo
WvWcv l.;il)()r

(
'.oiKlil ions lii.spire

( ioiilidc'iicc

Tl 1 A T the picture business in Toledo
and territory tribulary thereto has

seen its worst days, and that from
now, with labor conditions bettering, the

indiislr\ will rapidly conic into its own,
is the lousensiis of o|)inion of the leading

picture owners of this district.

While Toledo and this territory was
very h.ard hit. many factories being shut

<lowu here the jiast four months, yet

this city was far better olT than many
cities of a larger iiopulatiou surrounding
it. It was exjiecled that the Overland,
Toledo's Largest factory, would close

down in October, but instead Willv^ cut

the price on the ( Hcrland and Willys
Knight cars. This brought in so many
orders that the factory has been kept go-

ing on half force right up to December
21. l'"rom December 21 to January 3

the f.icfory is dosed for inventory. On
January 3, however, the (Overland will

open with renewed vigor and Willys

st.iles that by March 1 the factory will

again he rmuiing above normal and will

at le.ist employ 12,000 workers.

The keeping ojien of the Overland

greatly aided the jiicHire houses in To-
ledo. The Kivoli, which runs high class

pictures and seven acts of vaudeville, for

instance, have only had two losing weeks

since last August. The other houses, how-
ever, outside of T.oew's Valentine, have

lieen hu ky to break even.

The exhihil(MS, however, are not in the

least bit discouraged, but with the Over-
land going at capacity i)redict that they
will more than easily make u\y their losses
in the lust three months of the coming
year, and that with business resimiing its

normal trend, 1922 should be a record-
bre.iking year for them. With this end
in view the local owners are fighting
among thein.selves to secure the big films
they believe will prove box office win-
ners with the iniblic.

Harvey (". ilorator, managing director
of the Alhambra and the Pantheon, is

very entliusia-lic over the 1022 outlook,
lie has booked for immediate showing
.such atlractioiis as "Connecticut Yankee,"
"Theodora," "Hail the Woman," "Molly
O" and " Turn to the Right."

Mr. Ilorator says: "The less we say
about 1021 the better. I don't believe

any of us made any money. It was not
the fault of the i^idures but the public
simply was not working and did not have
the money. In short, that is the story for

1021. I look, however, for 1022 to he
a winner, l-'inancial conditions in this

city are improving daily. The banks are
now willing to loan money at six per cent.
Ir) manuf.ictiirers so that they may go on
with their business, something they re-

fused to do in 1921. The big Overland
f.iclory has more orders for cars for 1922
delivery than any in their history. This
means but one thing: the men of Toledo
will again be at work. They must have
.imusemeiil. They will attend our shows
and so I am booking the best attractions
I can secure for both my theatres."

Mr. Certsle, manager director of
T.oew's Valetinc, .says: "I can't complain
of our business since .September 1.

"Way Down East" played two weeks,
bre.iking all records, and " The Sheik"
• lid a wf)nderful business. " The Affairs
of .\natol" and " The Three .Musketeers"
did well the fust week, but I must con-
fess they fell down the serond due to

finaiici,il conditions here. On the other
hand I had Norma Talm.adgc in "The
1 handed Woman" the week before Christ-

m;is. which is one of the worst weeks
of the year for our business, and this

])icture did exceptionally good business.

1 expect Marv Pickford in "Little Lord
l'\iuM(leiov" for the two hoKday weeks
to l)re.(k all records. I understand that

I he financial condition of Toledo is

vai)idlv imiiroving and I can see nothing
in front of us but better business."

Pete Sun. manager of the Ri%'oli Thea-
tre, combination house, which .scats 3,-

000, says : "We have only had two los-

ing weeks since last August and I look for

no more. Things look bright despite the

fact Toledo has been very hard hit. The
reason for our business, which I believe

has been better than most houses in this

se tion of the country, being so good, is

because we have not cut the quality or

• lu.inlity of our shows in the face of im-

pending ivmicky times. Several f.ictorics

.ire looking for sites in Toledo and as

soon as building resumes a normal state,

I believe the business in the theatres will

be b.'uk to normal. 1 can see nothing

ahead of us but one of the most pros-
perous years in the theatrical business."

Pittsburgh
VA\y\\ Rtliiin lo Pio.siKiily Is

I'^xpt'cled

A I
the present time the amusement

business, as well as other industries
in the Pittsburgh section, is sufTer-

"ig the worst of the business depression,
in normal times the Pittsburgh district
IS the greatest manuf.acturing center in
the country. Industries here are always the
fust to feel a boom and the last to suffer
depression. Business in film theatres
here was still normal long after other
sections were complaining of a let-down
in receipts. And it is an assured fact
lliat this section will be the lirst to see
the coming of better days.
The many mills and factories here that

were the last in the country to dose, ac-
cording to indications, will be the first
to o|)e!i in the near future. .Mready,
-some of these plants are working as high
as 75 per cent.

The city of Pittsburgh proper has not
suffered so much as the surrounding
towns, w hich are entirely dependent upon
coal miners and mill workers. Then,
too, a suburb of Pittsburgh, East Liberty!
has not suffered as much as the city
proper. East Liberty is a fashionable
residence center and business has been
fairly dose to normal here.

.Mlhough many of the theatre man-
agers are not inclined to much optimism,
the .assurance that the f.actories are be-
ginning to work m.akes it a reasonable
certainty that Pittsburgh will lead the
way to normalcy.

\Vhat Exhibitors Say

When asked about business conditions
and prospects for a prosperous New
Year, several prominent exhibitors of this

section had the following to say

:

Hear jack Donovan, manager of the
Regent Theatre. East Liberty: "The
weather has helped us a lot. The days
have been jilca-sant, and had we .suffered

much cold weather, business would have
fallen olT considerably. In my estima-

tion, admission prices at film theatres

should be lowered, in order to bring about
a very prosperous 1922. This, of course,

cannot be done without the co-operation

of the exchanges. As long as their prices

stay where they are now, we cannot lower
our admission prices and make money.
So here's hoping the weather remains as

fine as it has during the past fall, and
the exchanges cut their rental prices."

Encouragement comes from Earle M.
Eorsthvc, of the .Star Theatre, Canons-
burg, Pa., who says: "Of cour.se busi-

ness is not what it should be, but we
have not had a week yet wherein we have

lost money. It looks to me, with the

mills opening now, that business will in-

crease each month and get back to nor-

mal bv next fall. T even have faith to
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say that I expect a return to the good
times of 1920, by the end of the year
1922."

To Turn in May
Mark Browar, head of the theatre en-

terprise which bears his name, controlling
the Kenyon Theatre on the North Side
and the Victoria and Centre Square in
the uptown section, says he can see no
improvements until next May, and with
that belief expects to begin the erection of
a 2,000-seat house on the North Side at
that time.

Nathan Friedberg, head of the Asso-
ciated Theatres, controlling the Garden
Theatre on the North Side, the American
on the South Side and the Triangle and
Alhambra in East Liberty, has the follow-
ing to say

:

"I have been in the picture game for

ten years, all of which time I have been
resident manager of the Alhambra
Theatre, and I have never seen a year
like the one we have just gone through,
not only in our business but in every other
line of work as well. I can remember
other years, in the days just preceding
the Christmas season, how crowded the

streets were, and look at them now ! The
streets are empty and the house almost as

bad. In other years, the house was still

packed for the last show after the stores

closed. I blame the storekeepers partly

for this. Their stores were closed until

just a few days before the holidays, their

window displays were nothing extraordi-

nary and as a result other interests suf-

fered."

When asked if he thought the lowering

of admission prices would tend to in-

crease profits, Mr. Friedberg said

:

"Emphatically no ! You must have

the best picture, and the best advertising.

Then you'll get the crowds. Give them

a poor picture and you won't fill the

house if you let them in gratis."

Boston
Good Exploitation Needed to

Increase Business

OLD MAN GLOOM continues to

retain his strangle-hold on the

mental attitude of the local the-

atre owners and exchange men as the

year wanes, and none cares to be quoted

on present conditions or is willing to haz-

ard a prognostication as to what the future

may hold in store. They see a tiny ray of

sunshine slowly breaking through the dark

clouds of adversity, but their optimism

has received an awful jolt during the past

few months and it is difficult for them to

believe that even this ray is real. They

think that possibly it may turn out to be

a mirage.

The past few months have been tough

for all. There is no gainsaying that. And
this applies to the great majority of the

show-houses. Of course there have been

some exceptions, where the name of some

particular star or the advertising and

exploitation has directed unusual atten-

tion to some film, and exceptional busi-
ness has resulted.

This was notably so in the case of
"Over the Hill," which had a long run at
the Tremont Temple and later played to

popular prices at a number of the second-
run houses; "The Three Musketeers,"
where Doug and Mary came down to the
opening, and which broke all records for
attendance and box-ofiice receipts at the
Selwyn Theatre; "The Affairs of Ana-
tol," where the police had to be called

several times to keep the crowd in line

before the box-office; "The Old Nest,"
"Little Lord Fauntleroy," and, perhaps, a
few others that might be mentioned, in-

cluding the "Queen of Sheba,' which is

now on its final week of a successful run.

By and large, however, it has been the
exceptional films, with the exceptional
exploitation, that have been drawing the
big audiences, and exploitation has been
by no means the least factor in this suc-
cess.

Some day the theatre owners in this

section, and the exchange men as well, are
going to realize they are behind the pro-
cession in this very essential exploitation

feature. They are going to learn, as many
another wise business man has long since

learned, that it takes money to make
money. In other words they have got to

develop some sort of an unusual appeal
if they are to attract the attention of the

money-spending public, or learn how to

make the appeal sufficiently strong to coax
the money from those who are loath to

part with it.

It does one a world of good, after a

talk with some of the Boston pessimists

in the business, to drop in at the shop of

Louis Leftin, who does the greater part

of the scenic exploitation for the Boston
theatres. For Louis is an optimist. He
radiates sunshine. His enthusiasm is con-
tagious. And he has been doing his best

to impart some of this radiant optimism to

the world in general and to the Boston
theatrical men in particular. His success

in this line has not been €xactly phenom-
enal, up to this time, but he has not lost

heart. He is still at it.

"Of course I realize that it is difficult

to convince a man that he ought to get out

and spend money when it is not coming
in, but, to my mind, that is the very time

to do it," says Louie. "If you want the

business, you've got to go after it. And
if your business depends upon the interest

of the public, you've got to attract that

interest.

"In the picture game you must have

something more than the mere picture if

you want to hold the interest of your

audience and send them away with the

desire to come again. I believe the time

is coming when the wise manager will

exploit his house from the stage to the

front, and will make it so attractive that

the people cannot keep away.

"I don't mean that outlandish methods

should prevail, or that weird features or

great splashes of color should be utilized

to produce startling effects and thus

attract temporary attention.

"People as a whole are artistic. Of
course this is true in degree. Some are
more artistic than others. But way down
deep in the sensibilities of almost every
person there is a hankering for that which
is beautiful, that which appeals to the
best that is in them, an almost reverent
feeling that finds its answer when the eye
or the ear sees or hears something that
touches it deeply.

"That is what I mean. For instance
you may go into the very finest theatre to
see what you have given to understand is

a picture of extraordinary worth. The
critics have said it is and it probably is.

While you are waiting for that picture to
be shown the organ, or the orchestra if

there is one, wails out some melody that

may be fine and well rendered. But it has
nothing to do with the picture. You
might just as well be in a church. And
when the picture is flashed on the screen
your interest has waned. It does not
touch you as it should.

"But that is not the only thing. Too
little care is taken in the exploitation of
the theatre's offerings, on the outside of
the house. Some managers appear to

think that if they have a few signs paint-

ed, with plenty of color, reds, blues

yellows and greens, they have achieved
the object of attracting the public's at-

tention.

"Few managers, however, have any idea

of color values or how they may be made
to appeal to the public. The element of

expense also cuts a figure—too much of

a figure to my mind, when results are

what is wanted—and it is difficult to con-
vince the ordinary manager that the in-

herent artistic sense of the public, to

which I referred, must be reached if its

attention is to be properly focussed upon
any given thing."

Indiana
M. P. T. 0. Head Not

Enthusiastic

BOX office receipts at practically all

of the picture theatres in Indianapo-
lis and other Hoosier cities have

suffered a decided slump during the last

few months, as compared with those of

the same period of 1920, and prospects

for 1922 are none too rosy, according to

reports from various Indiana exhibitors

to Gustave G. Schmidt, president of the

Indiana Exhibitors' Association.

Part of the slump in attendance is be-

lieved by the exhibitors to be due to the

unemployment situation and general

business depression, and a part of it to

the effect of testimony at the recent trial

in San Francisco of a well-known picture

star.

Mr. Schmidt is of the opinion that it

will be at least a year or two until the

business of exhibitors recovers from the

effects of the damage done by the trial in

San Francisco, and he says that the trial

resulting in a revival of all kinds of cen-

sorship agitation, "blue law" enforcement
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and other things harmful to the moving
picture business.

"We exhibitors out in Indiana were
working along nicely with our Parent-

Teachers' Associations, Boards of En-
dorsers, etc.," said Mr. Schmidt, "and
then along comes this San Francisco epi-

sode and knocks about all the good faith

the industry, that we had been able to

build up, into a cocked hat."

Another thing which has had a serious

effect on business conditions in theatre

circles, and other lines as well, has been

the alleged failure of Congress to do
anything constructional in the way of

making it possible for European coun-

tries to have credit. Until such credit is

established, there is really no us for

American producers to produce much,
Mr. Schmidt says, and as a result busi-

ness in all lines is bound to suffer.

There are some exhibitors who believe

that within the next three or four months

the entire country will awake to an era

of prosperity and that their business will

profit accordingly. The disarmament

conference in Washington, the settlement

of the Irish question and other world

matters of a like nature, it is believed,

will have a tendency to loosen up money
in the United States as soon as the busi-

ness balance for the year of 1921 is

reached.

Los Angeles
Silver Lining Very Much in

Evidence

SURVEY of conditions in the Los An-
geles' territory reveals an improve-

ment during the last few weeks

and brighter prospects for the coming

year. The opinion of exchange and the-

atre managers is that the bottom of the

slump was struck a few weeks ago and

that from now on conditions will be better

in all branches of the business. Ex-
changes report good feeling and optim-

ism among exhibitors throughout the ter-

ritory, and say there is no talk of a re-

duction in admission prices except in

isolated instances.

Col Lesser, vice-president of West
Coast Theatres, controlling fifty houses,

including the Kinema and Alhambra, first

run houses in this city, and large theatres

in Venice, Bakersfield and other impor-

tant California towns, says reports coming

in from his chain tell of an above normal

pre-Christmas bu'^iness and increased at-

tendance all over the southern part of the

state. This is in spite of the heaviest

rainfall for this season for the past ten

years. Lesser says he feels sure 1922

will be a big year. He declares this pre-

diction is backed up by unusually good

box office returns starting some time ago.

Roy Miller of the California and Miller's

theatres, first run houses, says business

has been picking up recently and at-

tendance was much better than expected

just before Christmas, in face of adverse

weather conditions.

Manager Grauman's million dollar the-
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atre and Grauman's Rialto predict that

1922 will show an improvement over the

past year, which was satisfactory in all

respects.

Production is not brisk but all big stu-

dios are filling the schedule and entering

the new year with plans that will result in

better money making films for exhibitors,

according to statements. Los Angeles
is a hard town to gauge because its large

transient population makes the amuse-
ment business good all the year around,

but conservative opinion based on the

general outlook, makes the statement that

the new year will be a big improvement
over last year.

St, Louis
Defeat for Drones, Success for

Workers

1
922 ! What does it mean ? A survey

of conditions in the St. Louis terri-

tory forcefully indicates that 1922

will be about what producers and exhib-

itors make it. Everything points to a

year for fighters ; defeat for drones and

complete failure for those who do not

know the moving picture business.

The process of re-adjustment has not

as yet been completed. There is still

much reconstruction to be accomplished.

But the final results should be gratifying.

If the industry proves steadfast in this

emergency, there will be born a golden era

that will surpass the miraculous period of

the war. It will be greater because the

picture men are wiser for what they are

now experiencing. They say so them-

selves.

Unemployment has not lessened in this

territory during the last thirty days.

Many of the mines of Southern Illinois

put on more workers, but this was off-

set by the men out of work through sea-

sonable occupations. Some of the big

steel mills of the St. Louis district have

shown increased activity the past few

weeks and shortly after the holidays

should greatly increase their forces.

Going into the New Year the outlook

would not be very bright based on pres-

ent conditions. But men who have been

through the fires of the depressions of

1907 and 1913 know the signs of the

times. They confidently predict that bet-

ter days are not far ahead. The New
Year will start in darkness but should

end its career in a blaze of glory. Dur-

ing the next few months theatres will

get on a firmer basis. Better pictures will

be shown, and unnecessary incidentals

that have attached themselves to the in-

dustry through the war period will be

discarded. The live picture men will make

money during the first three months of

1922.

Exhibitors' Views

Here is how well informed exhibitors

and distributors view the situation :

John Karzin, owner of Majestic, Ca-

sino, Marquette, Olympia and Star The-
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atres, who started exhibiting pictures in

St. Louis in 1905 and is the dean of the
local colony: "I am expecting to make
money in 1922. The industry will be
etter for the readjustment that is now
taking place. Better pictures will be
shown. Exhibitors will give more atten-
tion to exhibition and the keen competi-
tion that has developed will mark the pass-
ing of much of the clap-trap that grew up
during the war. I passed through the
dark days of 1907 and 1913 and am still

here. I feel that better times are just
around the corner."

Tom Leonard, St. Louis manager for
Pioneer: "1922 will be a year of fight-

ers. The trying times we are now having
will eliminate some who are detrimental
to the industry. During the war days
anyone could make money with pictures.
In the future only real show men will

be successful. Much depends on indus-
trial conditions. I feel there will be a
marked improvement next spring."

Fred Wehrenberg, Melba and Chero-
kee Theatres, St. Louis: "Herbert
Hoover, Secretary of Commerce, .said

construction was the key to the unemploy-
ment problem. I hold unemployment is

the key to the picture situation. Unless
industrial conditions improve moving pic-
tures will not make money. The movies
are the amusement of the masses. When
people are not working they have no
money for amusement. I feel that the
producers must lower their rentals to re-
lieve the situation. Some have already
done so, but not enough. I hope for bet-
ter times in the spring."

E. H. Brient, Robertson-Cole manager

:

"Conditions are improving. Good pic-
tures are drawing crowds. On a recent
trip I was in Peoria when 'Conflict,' the
Universal release, played to a new record.
In Keokuk, Goldwyn's 'Old Nest' made
a six days' run to big crowds, the first

time in history. 1922 will be a year for
winners. We have planned accordingly."

"Consistent Improvement"

Samuel Harris, Pathe manager : "I an-
ticipate a consistent improvement after

the holidays, a real revival by spring.

General conditions are more optimistic.

Moving pictures were the last to feel de-
pression ; I feel they should be the first

to benefit through improved conditions.

When the better times come people will

want to relax, to amuse themselves. The
movies will be in their reach first."

Harry Greenman, William Fox Liber-
ty Theatre, St. Louis: "The future holds

success for real pictures. People are

more critical. They are selecting their

amusement with care."

William Goldman, Missouri Theatre,

St. Louis : "We have laid our plans for

the biggest year in history. Bigger and
better pictures spell success. Industrial

conditions are sourse to improve."

Jack Weil, Goldwyn manager: "Con-
ditions in Northern Arkansas and South-

ern Illinois are rapidly becoming normal.

In Eastern Missouri there has been im-
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provement. The outlook for 1922 is very
bright. The results attained at the dis-

armament conference will have a wonder-
fully stabilizing eflPect on industry. There
will be released money for new enter-

prises. The mechanics skilled in war work
may suffer, but generally conditions will

benefit. Theatres are in the midst of a

slump due to the holidays and industrial

conditions. It takes greater effort to get

orders, but our business is almost normal.

The theatre man of the future will be a

better business man because of the experi-

ences of the present times."

Charles T. Sears, Grand Theatre,

Brookfield, Mo., president Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Missouri : "The new
year will see many exhibitors benefit.

The exhibitors will no longer be burdened
with the 5 per cent, film rental tax which
was passed on by the producers, and
those exhibitors who have 10-cent ad-

missions will be relieved of the war tax.

Our organization has been most success-

ful in defeating attempts to inflict cen-

sorship and the blue laws on the

exhibitors. I feel 1922 will be a big

year for the industry in general."

Pacific Northwest
Conditions Generally Bad But

Improving

GENERALLY speaking, business

conditions in the Pacific North-
west are bad. In some parts of

the territory, however, they are better

than in others. Seattle and Tacoma,
robbed of their shipbuilding payrolls, are

dead. Portland, with some shipbuilding

still going on and with preparations al-

ready under way for the World's Fair in

1925, is looking up, but this does not

apply to the surrounding territory.

Wenatchee and the Okanogan country,

on account of good fruit crops, is fairly

prosperous. There is room for improve-

ment, however, which higher fruit prices

might bring. Yakima is another center

favorably affected by the fruit industry.

Aberdeen and the Grays Harbor country

has been slow up to the last few weeks,

when the lumber mills began to operate

on full time and to full capacity. Now
the picture theatres are feeling the in-

crease in business very noticeably.' Spo-

kane, which draws on a large agricultural

community, is better than the coast cities.

On the other hand, Montana, which for

two years after the armistice was cited

by film salesmen as the best part of the

territory, is now worse than the rest, as

is shown by the frequency of the closings

of theatres through the state. Idaho is

not quite so bad.

Closings are rather frequent through

the entire territory, although the closing

of two or three small theatres in a com-

munity has often been counterbalanced

by the building of a larger, more modern

house, and this is proof of a decided ten-

dency towards optimism for the future.

Such optimism was voiced by several rep-

resentative exhibitors.

Exhibitor Statements

J. G. Von Herberg of the firm of Jen-
sen & Von Herberg, said

:

"Business in general has turned the cor-

ner of depression and has begun a very

gradual rise. The picture business, since

it does not accompany but follows gen-

eral business conditions, has hardly had
time to feel the improvement, but it is

coming just as certainly. It will be a

long time, I fear, before we can count

on the usual program picture bringing in

S.R.O. business. But the new prosperity

will be founded on sound economics and

so will last."

John Hamrick, manager of the Blue

Mouse Theatres in Seattle and Portland,

said

:

"The people will come in paying num-
bers to see only the biggest, best pro-

ductions, so it's up to the producers to

give us fewer, bigger and better pictures

all the time. I think the day is perma-

nently past when the public will pay to

see mediocre films indifferently presented,

but I expect a gradual improvement dur-

ing the coming year."

Donald Geddes, manager of three the-

atres in residential districts, said

:

"The raising of the street car fares in

Seattle helped the neighborhood theatres

to weather a depression that otherwise

might have been dangerous for even the

strongest of us. We hope that before

they are lowered next July business will

have improved sufficiently to enable us

to get by. We expect the improvement

to begin soon after the New Year or by

spring at the latest."

L. H. Walton, manager of the Ameri-

can Theatre, Bellingham, said:

"Bellingham has been hard hit lately,

but business men think that with the

weeding out of the weaker firms trade

will settle down to a firm foundation

soon after the New Year. As soon as

general business is operating on a sound

basis the picture business will begin to

improve. We hardly expect anything

like satisfactory business before next fall,

but once it comes it will continue to im-

prove steadily."

Fred Mercy of Yakima, owner of a

string of houses in that city, said

:

"Business is not what it has been, but

we have little to complain about. We
are making money, which is rnore than

can be said in some communities, and

every indication is for a steady improve-

ment after the New Year and next fall."

Canada
Pro.spects Are Reported as

Highly Encouraging

THE general status of the picture the-

atre in Canada during the past year

has been materially raised through

various developments along the line of

general improvement in theatre structures

as a whole, advancement in the art of

moving picture and musical presentation,

standardization of theatre operation and
knowledge gained through general experi-

ence. The actual number of theatres in

the Dominion has been little changed, but
there is scarcely a city or town of any
importance in the whole country that does
not boast a handsome picture playhouse

which has displaced at least one dingy and
outgrown theatre.

Many Long Runs

One of the outstanding developments in

Canada during the past year has been the

tendency toward prolonged special en-

gagements for film successes. First runs

of from three to nine weeks in many of

the key cities of the Dominion have been

seen with frequency during the past

twelve months. "The Four Horsemen"
played nine weeks in Toronto without a

jjreak for its first run
;
"Way Down East"

had four weeks in Toronto, as did the

"Three Musketeers," "Over the Hill,"

"The Better 'Ole" and others. A consid-

erable number of pictures have played two
weeks at one house in Toronto and in

various other cities, unusual attractions

have enjoyed extended runs up to three

and four weeks.

Another sign of the recent times has

been the move on the part of a number
of exhibitors in scattered sections of the

Dominion to standardize admission prices.

In numerous houses, a former scale of

prices, representing a spread of perhaps

15 or 25 cents has been concentrated into

a straight fee for any part of the theatre

for either afternoons or evenings. Thus,

there base become a flat price for any
seat in the house.

Building Ceasing

The "building age" in the picture the-

atre field in Canada apparently came to an

end during the fall of 1921. For about

two years previous to this last autumn,
prominent picture theatre interests were

literally chasing around the country to

open great houses. The building program
of the l;.rge corporations has evidently

come to a close, however, and the com-
panies now seem to be satisfied to operate

present chains of houses.

With particularly hot weather last July

and because of general transitional mar-

ket conditions, along with a desire on the

part of exhibitors to modernize their

houses, more than the average number of

theatres in Canada closed for varying pe-

riods last summer. Since that time, wages

have been revised, admission prices have

been slightly reduced and patronage soon

climbed back to normal. Therefore, pros-

pects are highly encouraging.

Gibbons Renews Contract
Goldwyti announces that its art director at

the Culver City studios. Cedric Gibbons, has

renewed his contract and will remain with the

corporation as head of the art department for

a term of years. Mr. Gibbons has constructed

for the firm many unusual and artistic settings,

such as those for "Bunty Pulls the Strings."
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His Methods of Public Appeal Put
Gable at Head of Achievement Films

INTERESTING and rather unusual

facts have cropped out regarding the

inception and organization of Achieve-

ment Films, Inc., whose first feature pic-

ture, "The Power Within," is announced

by Pathe for current release. The execu-

tive offices of the company are in

Philadelphia, but the activities which

placed Gilbert E. Gable at its head have

been more than national in their scope

and widespread influence. It is one of

the few times in the history of producing

organizations that the office of president

has sought and obtained a man whose

strength rested mainly on his proved abil-

ity to gain and hold public interest in

whatever his own convictions inspired him

to advocate.

He is barely 35 years old, with a com-

bination of Yankee, Quaker and Dutch

antecedents. Since leaving high school

he has specialized strenuously, first in

traveling salesmanship and then in pub-

licizing things he believed in. The things

he believed in had to have unmistakable

qualities of "human interest." For in-

stance, he believed in the Philadelphia

Record newspaper. Becoming its promo-

tion manager in 1917, very soon a good

many thousands of new subscribers also

were believing in it. The year before he

had directed a night marine pageant on

the Schuylkill River with 2,500 people in

the cast and 500,000 in the audience. In

1918 he was requisitioned by the Federal

Reserve Bank to become director of pub-

licity. In that year he planned the Statue

of Liberty and the Victory Statue in

Broad street, Philadelphia, and directed

patriotic parades and publicity.

For the Victory Loan Mr. Gable pro-

duced a series of advertisements which

were submitted to a National Copy Jury

sitting in Washington. There were 700

suggestions submitted by publicity offices

throughout the country. Out of the 115

pieces of copy selected by the jury, 104

were written by Mr. Gable. Published

throughout the United States and its pos-

sessions, the newspaper space occupied by

this copy save it the commercial value of

about $1,500 a word, which is said to be

the highest amount ever paid for the pub-

lication of anything written in the English

language.

Much Interest in Results

"Clean-Up Week" to Show
When the old year ]:iasses out the ex-

hibitors and exchangemen in the New
York State and Northern New Jersey

territory will know the results of the first

"Clean-Up Week" in the industry. It

has been urged that every exhibitor and

exchangeman settle all pending grievances

during the week December 23-31 so that

the newly appointed official "Joint Griev-

ance Committee" can operate efficiently

under the new standardized rules, ^vith-

out any old adjustments to handicap it.

President Charles L. O'Reilly of the M.
P. T. O. of New York State, has com-
pleted arrangements with the F. I. L. M.
Clubs of both Albany and BufTalo for a

"Joint Grievance Committee" in both
zones, with equal representation of the-

atre owners and exchangemen. President
William Brandt of the Theatre Owners'
Chaml)er of Commerce has already seen

his committee in action jointly with an
equal number of representatives from the

F. I. L. M. Club of New York City, in

settling all trade grievances affecting

Greater New York, Long Island and
Northern New Jersey.

U. S. Film Exports
to United Kifigdom

Show Big Decrease
Tlie Washington bureau of the N.A.

M.P.I, has obtained from the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of

the United States Department of Com-
merce the following figures showing mo-
tion jjicture film imports by the United
Kingdom

:

During the first nine months of 1921

tlie linear footage of films imported by
the United Kingdom was 69,387,210 feet.

During the similar period in 1920 thev

were 58.034.581 feet.

GILBLj AhLE
President of Achievement Films, Inc.,

which produced "The Power IVithin"

for Pathe

Of the 1921 film imports by the United
Kingdom, during the nine months period,

France supplied 37,984,849 feet while the

United States supplied 26,929,857 feet.

In the corresponding period of 1920,

France supplied 10.816,723 feet and the

United States supplied 41,915,758 feet.

The total value of films imported by the

United Kingdom in the first nine months
of 1921 was £729.621 as against £754,269
in 1920.

Fisher Buys Features and "Shorts" for
Singapore, Where Men are Favorite Stars

INDICATIONS that the demand for

ever better pictures is world-wide
were evident in the remarks which

Joe Fisher, whose headquarters as gen-

eral manager of the Middle East Films,

Ltd., are in Singapore, made while in

New York this week, where he purchased

500 five-reel features in addition to many
short subjects.

"Censorship is much stricter in our
territory over there than it is here, and it

is far more sincere," Mr. Fisher said.

"There is no graft nor bribery in connec-

tion with it, and it would be unheard of to

attempt to offer one of the officials any
inducement. They are under the most

careful governmental supervision and the

protection of the morale of the natives is

regarded as supremely important.

"The education of our public, via the

screen, is a slow, patient undertaking.

After several years' experience—twelve

to be exact—I can say that this year I am
selecting a little finer class of films than

ever before, which shows that there is

some improvement in their tastes. The
preference for the picture with plenty of

action still prevails as it is most easily

understood. Expensive productions, so-

ciety dramas, situation comedies are not

appreciated.

"Business is slowly coming back. The

economic conditions following the failure

of the rubber and rice crops were respon-

sible largely for the slump. Our admission

prices were cut in half this year, which

brings them to a point considerably lower

than yours in this country, our cheapest

being the equivalent of 7^^ cents in your

money."
In discussing the popularity of Ameri-

can stars, Mr. Fisher said that the big,

strong man of the screen was the favorite

type. The feminine star, he asserted, does

not begin to have the following there that

she does here.

Tax on Passes Off

Exhibitors should note tliat,

after January 1, the tax on passes

is entirely removed under the

new revenue law. The repeal of

this tax, together with the exemp-

tion from the admission tax of

admissions costing 10 cents or

less, to pictiu-e theatres only, was

the sole change made in the

admission-tax provision of the

law.
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Elaborate Preparations Augur Well for
Success of New York State Convention

WHEN 900 or more members of

the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New York State get

their "close up" of Albany on February
14, the opening day of the annual state

convention, they will find everything in

readiness, first, for a business session

that will be spelled with a capital "Busy
Bee," and next, for entertainment that

will surpass anything ever attempted at

previous similar gatherings. Members of

the Albany Managers' Association are

leaving no stone unturned these days in

arranging the details of the convention.

They are not taking anything for granted.

Neither are they waiting until the eleventh

hour to arrange this or that feature of the

program. The association is meeting once
each week while sub-committees are meet-

ing at frequent intervals.

The Albany Chamber of Commerce is

working tooth and nail in doing its share

toward making the convention one huge
success. A booklet setting forth Albany's

advantages from every angle is being

printed especially for distribution prior to

the convention, among all exhibitors, ex-

changes and producers in New York
State. It is expected also that, while not

members of the state association, exhibi-

tors from Vermont and Massachusetts

will attend some of the sessions. Special

committees have already been named by

the Albany Chamber of Commerce to

co-operate with the Albany Managers'

Association.

Booths Well Placed

Arrangements were perfected the past

week to the end that the booths of all

exchanges will be placed in a large room
on the main floor of the Hotel Ten Eyck,

immediately off the lobby itself. No bet-

ter arrangement could possibly be made
for the exchanges, the room being easily

accessible, large, well lighted and most
attractive.

The business sessions will be held in

the grand ballroom on the top floor of

the Hotel Ten Eyck. This room will

easily accommodate 1,000 persons. Presi-

dent Roberts has placed an order for

100,000 stickers, calling attention to the

convention dates and the place, in a way
that can not be overlooked. These will

shortly be sent to every exchange in New
York State with a request that they be
used on every bit of mail matter sent

from these exchanges.

Special invitations to the Grand Motion
Picture Ball at the State Armory on Feb-
ruary 15, will be mailed to all New York
State officials. Boxes will be built at the

State Armory for the stars who have al-

ready promised to attend and who include

the Gish sisters, Mae Murray, Clara Kim-
ball Young and Eugene O'Brien. Presi-

dent Roberts has also communicated with

Ziegfeld in the hope that Will Rogers may
be included in the number.

While the ball is still over a month dis-

tant, letters of inquiry have already

reached Samuel Suckno, chairman of the

ball committee, from Schenectady, Troy,

Glens Falls and elsewhere, asking the

price of admission tickets. These tickets

have been placed at $2 each and it is

expected that the ball will attract over

4,000 couples.

State officials attending the ball will be

presented to the stars. A special recep-

tion committee will also be named to meet
stars on their arrival at the Albany sta-

tion, and escort them to the Hotel Ten
Eyck. Mayor William S. Hackett will

personally welcome these stars to the city.

In connection with the banquet which
will be held on the roof garden of the
Hotel Ten Eyck on the concluding night
of the convention, motion pictures show-
ing activities of the two previous days and
featuring many of the members of the
association, will be shown. As soon as

these pictures are taken, they will be
rushed by special messenger to the labora-

tory of the General Electric company in

Schenectady, developed and printed.

An Active Seven

While the Albany Managers' Associa-
tion consists of only seven members, these

seven are an extremely active committee
these days. Associated with Mr. Roberts
are Samuel Suckno, Fred. P. Elliott, Wil-
liam Berinstein, O. H. Stacy, Harry
Lazarus and Harry Hellinan. Samuel
Berman, secretary of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of the state, will make a
trip to Albany in the near future to confer
with these men in working out further

details of the big gathering.

President Roberts and Samuel Suckno,
the latter acting as chairman of reserva-

tions, issue a word to which every exhibi-

tor planning to attend the coming con-
vention should pay heed. It is this

—

don't wait to the last minute before mak-
ing hotel reservations. Albany is an
extremely busy city during the legislative

session. There will be plenty of room,
however, for everyone, but exhibitors

should at once write Mr. Suckno, care of

the Albany Theatre, Albany, N. Y., tell-

ing him just what they desire in the way
of hotel reservations. Mr. Suckno will

make these reservations and acknowledge
all such communications on the day they

reach him.

SCENES FROM "THE BEAUTIFUL LIAR," STARRING KATHERINE MACDONALD, A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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4,000 Theatres and Two More Stars

Promise to Aid Screen Artists' Guild
IXDORSEMEXTS of the program of

the Independent Screen Artists'

Guild, organized last week in Los An-
geles by forty-five leading independent

producers and stars to establish direct re-

lations between the studios and the the-

atres of the nation, thereby eliminating

the middle man to the benefit of the pub-

lic and the producer, continue to pour into

the Guild headquarters, according to ad-

vices received from Los Angeles.

The number of theatres backing the

new movement is now in excess of 4,000,

each of which has pledged itself to set

aside the week of February 18 for the

simultaneous presentation throughout the

United States of notable productions of

the Guild members as a striking indorse-

ment of the plans of the independent stars

and producers.

Two big eastern stars and the produ-

cing companies with which they are aflR-

liated have wired their enthusiastic ap-

proval to the Guild of the plans adopted

by the western actors and producers,

headed by Charles Chaplin and the Tal-

madges and including many other screen

celebrities. Congratulations and expres-

sions of co-operation were telegraphed by
Hope Hampton and Richard Barthelmess,

who are starring in their own productions

in the East, and by C. H. Duell, president

of Inspiration Pictures, Inc., of New
York.

"Although I am in the East," wired

Richard Barthelmess, "I am in hearty

sympathy with the movement which has

so auspiciously begun and which will

have a far-reaching effect on the industry.

You can count upon my support and
hearty co-operation."

"The formation of the Independent

Screen Artists' Guild," telegraphed Hope
Hampton, "marks another gigantic step

forward in our industry, and I want to

add my heartiest congratulations to the

originators of the project and the stars

and producers enrolled under its banner.

Aims and purposes as outlined in pro-

clamation need no further commentary.
Independent producers and stars and in-

dependent theatre owners and public will

all benefit through creation of the Guild,

which is positive assurance of its suc-

cess."

"Count on my organization as being

with you, although we are in the East,"

wired Mr. Duell.

Capitalization for Week
in New York Is $1,635,000
With two companies located in west-

ern and central New York, and with an

aggregate capitalization of $1,635,000,

this week's list of motion picture corpo-

rations numbered twelve companies. The
Niagara Pictures Corporation, capitalized

at $100,000, was incorporated by David

Levy, M. T. Doyle and George Williams,

all residents of Buffalo. The Dawn Film
Corporation, incorporated at 5300,000,

with Francis Brereton, Thomas W. Doo-
ley and E. B. Meitzler, of Syracuse.

Other companies incorporating are lo-

cated in New York City as Williamson's

Undersea Wonders, $25,000, John E.

Willicunson, George A. O'Keefe, Elsa M.
Umla; Drucker & Baltes Co., $30,000,

Robert M. Baltes, Charles D. Kaufman,
Herman Fabry; Qifford Brooke, Inc.,

5300,000, Qifford Brooks, Charles Mus-
sett, Alexander Hunter

; Melody Pic-

tures, 55,000, Isadore and Edythe W.
Faggen, Sydney L. Cohen ; Gene Buck.

Inc., $5,000, Gene Buck, George A. Mc-
Cormick, Stella Burke ; Monra Produc-
tions, $5,000, George A. McCormick,
Charles E. Heath, William Hechheimer;
Wm. P. S. Earle Pictures, $500,000. Wm.
P. S. Earle, Victor M. Earle. Yonkers,
Guyon L. C. Earle, Forest Hills

;
Harry

Delf Productions, $50,000, Joseph A.
Physioc, Harry Delf, B. A. Leerburger;

Broadway Attractions, Rockville Centre,

315,000, Michael Hoffman, Rockville

Centre, Gus Harris, Jane Morgan, New
York City.

Schade Gives 10 Per Cent

of Receipts to the Poor
Charles Ray, in "Nineteen and Phyllis"

and "Not Guilty," with Sylvia Breamer,

Molly Malone and Richard Dix, distrib-

uted by Associated First National Pic-

tures, Inc., were among four offerings

advertised in the churches of Sanduslqr,

O., during the week of Dec. 19-24 and
they were the only two that were identi-

fied, bearing the title. "It's a JFirst Na-
tional."

The Assodated Charities of Sandusky,
with the aid of a Sandusky newspaper
were trying to raise a fund out of which
to help the poor during the winter, and
George J. Schade, of theSchade Theatre,

promised 10 per cent, of the gross re-

ceipts of his theatre.

A newspaper played Schade's proposi-

tion on its first page every day for a week,
starting with a special article by a popu-
lar feature writer in its Sunday edition.

This paper furthermore, gave Schade
twenty inches of display advertising space

a day, gratis. It also printed five thou-

sand cards which were scattered every-

where throughout the city and surround-
ings, by the Sunshine Girls, who devote
several hours a week to charitable work.
It was through them that the pictures

were advertised in the churches of San-
dusky and vicinity.

A few pastors refused to display the

cards, but the number was few indeed.

Schade's proposition has further popu-
larized him—and that's saying a great

deal, as he was recently elected to a San-
dusky commissionership by a big ma-
jority.

A. S. Kane on Vacation
Arthur S. Kane will spend a brief va-

cation in Pinehurst, North Carolina, be-

fore returning to New York City from
the southern trip which he made with

Charles Ray and Party. Mr. Kane's
young sons, Arthur S Kane, Jr., and
Lawrence Kane are already established at

the southern resort awaiting the arrival

of their father.

Goldwyn Sells Product
in Many Parts of World

Goldw}n has sold its fourth year prod-

uct in widely separated parts of the for-

eign sales field, according to an announce-

ment made by J. H. HoflFberg of the firm's

foreign sales department. In some cases

new sales affiliations have been made and
in a few isolated instances virgin territory-

has been added to the field served by the

Goldwj-n product, the Goldwyn organiza-

tion says.

The fourth year product has been sold

for Australia and New Zealand to Aus-
tralaisian Films, Limited, which serves all

of the most important motion picture thea-

tres in those two islands.

Both the third and the fourth year

Goldwyn pictures have been sold for dis-

tribution throughout the Dutch East In-

dies, the Federated Malay States and the

Straits Settlements to the Middle East
Films, Limited, a subsidiary of the South
.African Film Trust.

Previous Goldwyn productions dis-

tributed in these sections of the foreign

field have been very popular, it is said,

and the trade mark of the firm has come
to be recognized as a symbol of merit.

Goldwyn expects its more recent produc-

tions to make an even stronger impres-

sion. Mr. Hoffberg also stated that the

GoldwjTi fourth year product had been

sold for distribution throughout Mexico.

Albany Exhibitors and
Exchangemen Form Body
A joint board of arbitration, to settle

differences betvveen exchanges and exhib-

itors in the Capital district has just been

formed in Albany, N. Y. This board

will meet each Tuesday at the Pathe ex-

change. There is also said to be a pros-

pect that the New York and Buffalo ex-

changes will shortly get together to the

end that all disputes between exchanges

and exhibitors in the entire zone west to

Buffalo may be handled by the Albany
board.

There was a meeting at the Pathe ex-

change in Albany last Monday, at which

all eight exchanges in that city were rep-

resented. The following were named as

exchange representatives on the board of

arbitration : Bert Moran, Pathe, chair-

man ; R. C. Halligan. Universal ; B. F.

Gibbons, Vitagraph ; E. W. Cramer, Sel-

ect.

The exhibitors left the naming of their

representatives in the hands of Louis

Bittner, of Cohoes.
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Consular Reports on Film Industry Abroad
Show Increase in Raw Stock Importations

and a Decrease in Negatives Brought Here
A COMPLETE survey of the film in-

dustry abroad has just been received

by the National Association of the

Motion Picture Industry through its

Washington bureau. The survey is em-
bodied in a report to the United States

Senate by Secretary of Commerce
Hoover. It is the result of a resolution

introduced by Senator Wadsworth of

New York calling upon the Department
of Commerce to furnish the Senate with

a survey of the motion picture industry

in foreign countries and the extent of

film importation into the United States.

The information was gathered by U;iited

States consular agents abroad and com-
puted by the Department in Washington.
The report shows that film imports by

the United States have increased from
11,725.000 feet, valued at $685,000 in

1911, to nearly 150,000,000 feet, valued

at more than $4,000,000, in 1921. The
greatest period of expansion was between

1911 and 1914. In 1914 our imports

were 64,774,000 feet of film valued at

$2,302,000. The bulk of these imports,

however, have been raw stock. In 1914,

for instance, 44,717,000 feet of raw
stock was imported and, according to the

government report, the 1921 figures,

available in September, indicate that the

raw stock imports for 1921 will be in ex-

cess of 130,000,000 feet or about three

times the 1914 figures.

Imports Show Decrease

"Our imports of exposed film, however,

have shown a decrease," says the report,

"and for 1921 they will apparently be

about half as large as in 1914. During

the war imports fell from 20,057,000 feet

in 1914 to the low mark of 2,267,975 feet

in 1918. Recovery since 1918 has been

rapid, imports increasing in 1920 to 6,-

233,000 feet, and for 1921 will probably

be approximately 10,000,000 feet. The
total value of this exposed film is likely

to be about the same as in 1914, the price

of film, like prices of other commodities,

having changed.

"During the war, the development and

expansion of the American motion pic-

ture industry proceeded with great rapi-

dity. Imports of exposed film declined

and the eflFect of foreign competition in

the domestic field became less important.

Exports of exposed film increased from

32,192,000 feet in 1913 to over 150,000,-

000- feet in 1919.

Exports Jumped

"In 1920 our exports of exposed film

were 175,233,000 feet, which is more than

five times the highest pre-war figure. For

1921 the total export will probably be

somewhat less than in 1920.

"There are no official figures on the

domestic production of motion pictures

with which import figures can be com-
pared. But as compared with our domes-
tic exports of exposed film imports are
of relatively small importance. Even for

the current year, in which imports have
increased and exports decreased, the im-
port will probably be only 10,000,000
feet, while exports will be at least 140,-

000,000 feet.

"Since many of the pictures sent to this

country by foreign producers are not

saleable and are never shown before
American audiences, the figures for the

import of exposed film are slightly of

less significance than they first appear.

Further, in gaging the importance of im-
ports, the rapid development and expan-
sion of the domestic industry must be
taken into account. An import of 1,-

000,000 feet of film into the United States

today means much less to the industry

than the importation of a similar amount
meant in 1914. The domestic market
has so developed that 20,000,000 feet (the

import of 1914) would be more easily ab-

sorbed today than a much smaller amount
in 1914. Except for four German and
one Italian film, pictures of foreign make,
imported since the war, have not been

especially successful.

Millions of Feet from Belgium

"More than four-fifths of the raw film

and two-thirds of the exposed film im-

ported into the United States come from
five European countries : Belgium,

France, Germany, Italy, and the United
Kingdom."
The report says further that of our 1920

importation of raw stock, 30,833,000

feet came from Belgium and that in 1921

the same country has supplied the United

States with approximately 40,000,000

feet. Belgium, however, is not an im-

portant exporter of exposed film. Ameri-
can films are holding their own in Bel-

gium in the face of severe European
competition.

In 1920 the United States imported

more than 62,500,000 feet of raw stock

from France and returns for 1921 in-

dicate that such imports from France

will reach 75,000,000 feet. Our imports

of exposed film from France in 1921

were approximately 2,200,000 feet, a

slight increase over 1920.

"The industry (in France) is unable

to produce the elaborate feature pictures

which require special and expensive

equipment," says the report.

In 1921 the United States imported

from Germany about 2,000,000 feet of

exposed film, or about 26 per cent, of our

total importation of exposed film. In

the first nine months of 1921 we im-

ported over 29,000,000 feet of raw stock

from Germany, over 20 per cent, of the

total unexposed film which entered the
United States from foreign countries.

Before the war about one-sixth of our
exposed film imports came from Italy.

During the war, however, these fell away
to practically nothing. In 1921 imports
from Italy were about 600,000 feet, which
is far below the import level of 1914.

"It is doubtful if the import of ex-
posed film from Italy will regain its

pre-war importance," says the report.

"American producers have become firmly

established and can produce film enough
to satisfy the American demand. The
gap which Italian film filled in pre-war
days no longer seems to exist."

In 1920 there were 82 producing com-
panies in Italy, capitalized at 1 00,000,000'
h're and employing 300,000,000 lire work-
ing capital. The total production of new
film in Italy that year was 5,250,000 feet.

In South America, the report describes

brisk competition between American,
German and Italian films.

"The cheapness of European films

seems to be a determining factor, and
they are used in increasing amounts, al-

though inferior in quality," says the re-

port.

From the United Kingdom before the

war, we imported over 25 per cent, of
our exposed film. For the year 1921,

however, imports from the United King-
dom will not exceed 2,000,000 feet. No
imports of raw stock from there were
reported during the first nine months of
1921. The report estimates that 50 per
cent, of the pictures used in the United
Kingdom are American made.

Detroit Exhibitors

and Exchangemen
to Hold Dinner

Arrangements have been completed for

holding a joint dinner dance of the Michi-

gan exhibitors and the Detroit exchange
managers at the Hotel Statler, January 10,

Tuesday evening. Starting with a ban-

quet, there will be addresses by many
prominent picture men and vaudeville

entertainment, followed by three hours
of dancing. It will be the first time in

the history of the industry that both

branches of the business have co-operated

in holding a joint social affair. The com-
mittees appointed to work out the details

comprise: J. C. Ritter, Detroit; Phil

Gleichman, Broadway Strand; W. S. Mc-
Larence, Jackson and H. R. Richey, De-
troit, representing the Michigan exhibi-

tors association. J. E. Flynn, Goldwyn;
Toe Friedman, Universal, and W. E. Wil-
kinson, secretary, represent the exchange

managers committee.
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Fox Plans Operation on Big Scale of
Educational and Industrial Divisions

WILLIAM FOX, as president of

Fox Film Corporation, announc-
es for the new year another im-

portant addition to his screen enterprises.

He has organized educational and in-

dustrial divisions, planned on a broad
scale. This new enterprise is inspired by
what Mr. Fox regards as a crying need
for educational films that really educate,

and for films dealing with business that

not only tell the manufacturer's story in-

structively but create lively interest while

doing so.

The educational and industrial divisions,

in their operation, will be wholly inde-

pendent of the amusement enterprises of

Fox Film Corporation. They have their

separate and distinct staffs—directors,

scenario writers, librarians, technical men,
artists, animaters and clerical forces.

The two divisions are under one head

—

Herbert E. Hancock, formerly director

of Fox News. Supervisory direction,

however, will be exercised by Mr. Fox
and Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president

and general manager of Fox Film Cor-

poration.

The Fox plan, thus suggested, obviously

means that the work of the educational

division will be laborious, far-reaching

and costly. For a year or more, it is an-

nounced, the expectation is that expendi-

tures will exceed receipts; but that the

division will ultimately be a financial as

well as a popular success, Mr. Fox enter-

tains no doubt.

The educational division possesses an

immense advantage in its access to the

library of Fox News, containing more
than 1,000,000 feet of negative film

from which may be assembled hundreds

Another Lid Off

Rome, N. Y., is the latest city

to adopt Sunday picture shows.
Mayor G. Arthur Mickle has just

signed an ordinance which will

enable the theatres to operate on
Sunday between 2 and 11 p. m.
The agitation was started over a

year ago.
It was planned to submit the

matter to the citizens in a refer-

endum vote on November 8, but
this was found unlawful from
the fact that informal referen-

dums are not authorized by the

law in New York State. A res-

olution favoring Sunday shows
was adopted on December 5 in

Rome, by a vote of 4 to 2. Peti-

tions from over 3,000 persons
asking for Sunday shows were
presented to the council. The
Strand and Star theatres took

immediate advantage of Mayor
Mickle's action and drew capac-

ity crowds last Sunday.

of educational subjects. In tliis labor are

engaged many experts in film assembly,
who have already selected an assortment
of subjects of inestimable value as the
basis of visual instruction for the first

months of this Fox enterprise.

The industrial division, it is felt, has
an irresistible appeal, inasmuch as it

presents a method of advertising the tre-

mendous pulling power of which is uni-

versally conceded. Director Hancock,
having perfected his organization, an-

nounces that he is prepared, at a moment's
notice, to undertake an industrial produc-
tion of any size or scope.

Albany Managers
Hold Meeting and

Name Chairmen
The Albany Managers' Association held

a meeting Tuesday afternoon, December
27, at which time Richard C. Fox, man-
ager of the Famous Players exchange in

Albany, and Joseph Klein, of the Robert-

son-Cole Company, New York, were
named as chairmen of committees which
will co-operate in cooperate 100 per cent

with the managers in giving Albany the

biggest and best convention which it has

seen in recent years. The Chamber of

Commerce proposes to give a luncheon on
some one of the convention days.

Moss Opens Another
Motion Picture House

Still another handsomely appointed

moving picture theatre was opened to the

New York public December 25. It is

the Cameo, on Forty-second street, just

east of Broadway, adjoining the Bush
Terminal Building, and until a smaller

house is opened may be called "the Little

Theatre of the Screen," as one of the

daily papers stated. The auditorium,

which has no balcony floor, seats a few

less than 600 persons.

The Cameo is under the direction of

B. S. Moss, who plans to devote it to

moving pictures with such supplementary

musical and dancing numbers as are

customary in the other Broadway film

theatres.

New York's newest moving picture

house, which, it is said, was designed after

conferences between Mr. Moss and Irving

T. Bush, has been decorated and fur-

nished to give the impression of intimacy

suggested by its size. The auditorium is

done chiefly in old rose, cafe-au-lait and

gold, the whole being softly lighted from

a chandelier in the dome of the ceiling.

The walls are paneled and the ceiling is

elaborately but not loudly ornamented.

The theatre is equipped with a four-

manual organ and will also accommodate

an orchestra. All the lights used in the

house, as well as the curtains, are con-

trolled from the projection booth, which
is on a mezzanine floor at the rear of the
auditorium, so there is no back-stage work
to be done.

"Peacock Alley," with Mae Murray in

the leading role, directed by Robert Z.

Leonard, was the featured photoplay of

the first week's program, and on the bill

with it are the usual topical pictures,

Jimmy Aubrey's Vitagraph comedy, "The
Messenger," and several musical selec-

tions.

Wid Gunning Company
Announces Appointments
Wid Gunning announces the appoint-

ment of George Slater and Frank Hey-
fron as special representatives, in charge

of the Wid Gunning, Inc., Los Angeles
branch. Mr. Slater is well known in the

Los Angeles territory, having been, until

recently, connected with the Realart office

while Frank Heyfron has a wide ac-

quaintance among exhibitors through his

association with Paramount and Realart

in that territory and in Seattle.

Troy M. Rodlun, formerly assistant

circulation advertising manager for the

I learst magazines, has joined the Gunning
organization to handle direct mail ex-

ploitation. James Englander, formerly
with Vitagraph and Federated Films, and
a newspaperman of wide experience in

New York City, is now a member of the

publicity department, doing general pub-
licity work. Irvin C. Davis, direct from
a long experience in the advertising and
sales' promotion field, and M. R. Ed-
wards, are others who have entered the

Wid Gunning publicity and advertising

departments.

Passes Resolution

Thanking Officers
The following resolution was adopted

at the mid-winter convention of the Wis-
consin Exhibitors Association, held at

Milwaukee on December 15 and 16: Be
it resolved that we the Wisconsin Exhi-
bitors Association in convention assembled
extend a vote of thanks to our national

officers for the efforts set forth in our be-

half and which they have so ably handled,

especially the repeal of the 5 per cent, film

rental tax.

Be it further resolved that a copy of

this resolution be sent to our national of-

ficers.

The funny little brown derby, the "fit

me snug" coat and the stranger pants,

topped off with the big feet underneath,

and all guided about by a pair of well-

known crossed eyes, have again appeared

on the Mack Sennett lot to report for

work. Ben Turpin and Phyllis Haver
have finally started in real earnest. Bill

Watson has been chosen to direct the com-
edy pair in their first two reeler of a se-

ries of eight, for distribution as a First

National picture.
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Ernst Lubitsch Describes Novel Method
of Preparing a Picture for Production

ON Tuesday, December 27, Ernst
Lubitsch, Germany's greatest mo-
tion picture director, underwent

the ordeal of answering rapid-fire ques-
tions shot at him, through an interpreter,
by trade paper writers eager to make the
most of the hmitecl time allowed them.
This alert, physically striking man, who
had been represented as so painfully re-
tiring that he had to issue his -orders
through a subordinate, met the test with
rapid-fire replies, delivered without hesi-
tation and with authority. Occasionally
he ran his fingers through his jet black
hair and left his chair to pace restlessly

like Douglas Fairbanks, but never did he
hesitate in replying.

Passing over, for the time, Lubitsch's
views on American pictures, and his im-
pressions of this country, let us listen first

to his novel and highly interesting views
on preparing for the production of a
feature.

"After the author submits his manu-
script we two go ofT together to the moun-
tains or any place where we will not be
annoyed by interruptions," he says. "Once
arrived, we go over every word in the

manuscript together and compare our
ideas and arrive on a scenario. I make
the decisions, of course, but I am always
open to suggestions.

"As soon as the scenario is completed
and the casting has been done, I supply

each artist with a general idea of the pic-

ture—just a very general idea, nothing

detailed about the plot. I don't ask them
to study how to play the part assigned

them ; I just want them to visualize the

whole. Then, when we get together on
the lot, I give the players detailed instruc-

tions.

"The titles are all written before the

'shooting' begins. As I shoot I plan how
I'll cut the picture and carefully keep a

record of intended cuts, so that it usually

takes me only ten days for the editing

work. For instance, though I spent a year

on my latest picture, 'The Wife of Pha-

raoh,' and shot 90,000 feet, I readily cut

it down to between 9,000 and 10,000 feet."

Those are Lubitsch's methods on han-

dling actors. Truly they are new to this

country, where the actor studies his script

before appearing in the studio or on loca-

tion. But, then, Lubitsch stages only big

spectacles that take a lot of time—it was
said that it usually takes him a year to

make a feature—some times he completes

one in ten or eleven months—and those

of us who see the finished result begrudge

him the time.

The writer visited Lubitsch with the

firm intention of learning something first-

hand about economic conditions in Ger-

many and the picture industry in particu-

lar. He planned questions about EFA
and UFA and the other big organizations.

By SUMNER SMITH

But Lubitsch was diplomatically non-
committal.

"I am a director and the making of a
picture occupies all of my time," he said.
"I cannot answer your questions—you
must ask some official of the Hamilton
Theatrical Corporation, which brought me
here on this visit."

So, with the clock aggravatingly ticking
off the precious minutes, the interviewer
sought the director's opinion on American
films.

"I have not had the opportunity to see
most of your great pictures," he said in

answer to a request to name the picture
he likes best, "but I consider that, among
those I have seen, 'Broken Blossoms' is

uncomparable, and I doubt if you have
any to equal it. The German people went
wild over it. Griffith is a great director.
This is the picture which 'llfecided me to
visit your country and study your
methods. Another great American pic-

ture I have seen is 'Forbidden Fruit.'

"As for the artists, I have seen and ad-
mired Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin
and Douglas Fairbanks. Chaplin has no
equal for popularity in Germany, and
neither is there an actor among us who
can do Fairbanks' great stunts and delight
the people with the virility that is his."

"How are American pictures regarded
in Germany?" he was asked.

"They have such great popular appeal,"
Lubitsch replied, "that some of our direc-
tors are imitating them, especially your
westerns. They go over strong. Ger-
man audiences are immensely interested
to see how your directors work out the
themes assigned them—from the Ameri-
can viewpoint—and to learn your customs

ERNST LUBITSCH

and see what the United States looks
like."

"What are your plans for the future?"
"I can only say this : that, like some of

your American directors, I began costume
plays

^
whenever everybody said they

weren't wanted, and we found they were
wanted. I shall continue making costume
plays until it is evident to me that the
trend has turned toward modernity.

"Don't ask me about my latest picture.
I don't want to talk about it now. I'd
much rather have you see it and judge
for yourself. I'll only say it introduces
Dagny Servaes, a beautiful and extra-
ordinarily emotional Austrian actress, in
the leading role, and includes Harry
Liedtke, known as the best lover in Ger-
many.
"And that reminds me of a joke on my-

self. Of all comedy parts that Germans
like to play that of a young lover comes
first. I wrote a scenario about a young
lover and played the part myself. That
was during the war, when there was a
shortage of mirrors, and the picture

was most unsuccessful. It cured me.
You cannot be both a director and a
player. In "One Arabian Night" I played
the hunchback because we couldn't get the
right man."

It was annoying the way the clock kept
methodically ticking away. The inter-

preter was restless—poor man, his had
been the hardest task, and he had been at

it nearly all day.

"Do pretty faces count for much in

German films ?"

"Oh yes, we like pretty faces and youth
but we will readily desert beauty and
youth if there is no character and talent

—

by 'we' I mean the German audience."

Then the conversation turned to historic

backgrounds. Lubitsch said they were
much easier to stage abroad than here,

and they were, "natiirlich," much more
likely to be faithful reproductions. In this

connection Paul Davidson, who is Lu-
bitsch's guide while here, read in a Ger-
man daily paper, just received, a story of
how, since the picture was completed,

250,000 German school children have
made pilgrimages to the sets for "The
Wife of Pharaoh" to study Egyptian ar-

chitecture. These pilgrimages were ar-

ranged by the educational authorities.

The clock struck 4 o'clock; the inter-

preter cleared his throat and bestowed a

lingering glance on it. So—"Auf wieder-
sehn."

Ernst Lubitsch arrived on December
24. He will stay about ten days more in

New York and vicinity and then visit Los
Angeles. His visit in this country will

consume about six weeks. In that time
he expects to gather a wealth of detail

about American production methods.

{Continued on following page)
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Herman Rohbins Now General Manager
of Sales of National Screen Service

HERMAN ROBBIXS, who re-

signed as general sales manager
of Fox Film Corporation to go

into business for himself, announces he
has affiliated himself with National Screen
Serv ice as general manager of its sales in

the United States.

"I have carefully analyzed National

Screen Service in the past few months,
its steady growth, and the unqualified

praise it meets with wherever shown ; and
I am keenly aware that it is only a ques-
tion of time when the National Screen
Service method, enabling the exhibitor to

show in attractive film form instead of

by slides his coming attractions with in-

teresting, box office drawing extracts

from those attraction^, will be a requi-

site necessity in every theatre just as fea-

ture films, good music, comedies and news
reels are now an integral part of his

weekly and daily program," Mr. Robbins
said.

"Every phase of theatre presentation

has shown marked progress in recent

No Albany Censors;

Cobb Admits Films

Are Generally Good
There will be no reviewing of

pictures at Albany by the New
York State Motion Picture Com-
mission, according to George H.
Cobb, chairman. Mr. Cobb be-
lieves that producers and ex-
changes throughout the entire

state can best be ser\ed by the
present arrangement of rcNiew-
ing aU pictures at the New York
office.

Neither will there be any im-
mediate additions to the road
force, which consists of only one
man, Ansel W. Brown. Later
on, however, one or two more
may be added.

Mr. Cobb declared that the

majority of the pictures sub-

mitted to the commission these

days are so constructed that no
eliminations are necessary. In

fact, he said there are no wilful

\iolations of the law these days

on the part of either exchanges

or producers.

Additional furniture has just

been added to the Albany office

and from now on duplicates of

all violations will be kept at the

Albany bureau. This, said Mr.

Cobb, "will enable the attorney

general to prosecute all viola-

tions from Albany and the re-

ports covering these violations

will be accessible at a moment's
notice.

moting a wider knowledge of the mining
industry, not only by the general public
but by those interested in the industry
as well.

years except tliat of the exhibitor show-
ing his future merchandise to his buying
public.

"I am highly gratified to be associated
with Messrs. Pollak, Weinberg and
Gruen, who are to be complimented for
the high esteem in which National Screen
Service is held by the thousand exhib-
itors who now subscribe to the service. I

plan to create sales organizations for Na-
tional Screen Service in the principal ex-
change centers throughout the country
for direct personal contact with all ex-
hibitors as to the value of this service to
his patrons and to his box office."

Mifiers Aided By
the Use of Pictures

The use of motion pictures is an impor-
tant feature of the educational work of
the United States Bureau of Mines in

promoting safety and health among min-
ers, according to information received

from that governmental department. The
motion picture films in the possession of

the Bureau oJt ldines are also lent to in-

dividuals or organizations which intend

to show them for educational purposes,

especially for the promotion of safety,

health, welfare, and efficiency in the min-
ing industry. They are not permitted to

be shown where an admission fee

is charged. Transportation charges are

borne by the borrower. This service has

proved so popular that requests for the

loan of some films can be filled only in

the order in which they are received.

Most of the bureau's films have been
donated by co-operating agencies that are

desirous of promoting educational work
in the mining industry. During the past

year a number of new films have been
obtained, four of the most important be-

ing "The Story of Asbestos," "The Storv

of Steel," "The Story of Rock Drilling,"

"The Story of Sulphur."

Mr. Leopold, of the Washington office

of the bureau, conducts the co-operative

work with mining and other companies
for the making of films of educational

character bearing on the mining indus-

try, and renders technical assistance in

the planning of the work of making the

pictures. He has also made arrange-

ments with motion picture companies so

that the bureau receives copies of motion
pictures of events of special interest to

the mining public.

The educational work of the Bureau of

Mines is further promoted by the prepa-

ration of exhibits showing various

phases of its work. During the past year

exhibits of this character were shown at

a number of state fairs, and in connec-

tion with the meeting of the American
Mining Congress at Chicago. The bureau
also maintains an exhibit of educational

character at its Pittsburgh station.

These exhibits have been valuable in pro-

Changes Itinerary
Cecil B. De Mille has altered the

itinerary of his vacation trip, according to
a cablegram received by his representative
at the Lasky studio. The producer stated
that he had delayed his departure from
Rome until December 21 and expected to
spend Christmas in Nice instead of Tunis,
as originally planned.
Whether this change in dates means the

abandonment of the producer's trip to
Northern Africa or merely its postpone-
ment cannot be determined. The cable-
gram carried the news of the change o£
dates without additional comment.

Geitnajt Director Here
{Continued from page 53)

Born in Poland, Ernst Lubitsch was
originally a tailor's apprentice. He then
became a super for Professor Max Rein-
hardt, and gradually worked himself up
to a speaking part under Reinhardt's di-
rection. It was from the great director
that he received his production instruc-
tion. Lubitsch became well known as a
character artist in Jewish roles, similar to
characters played by Alexander Carr,
Barney Bernard, etc. He later came under
the management of Paul Davidson, and
created on the screen the roles he had
made well known on the stage. His first:

great picture was "Gypsy Blood." He
and Pola Negri grew simultaneously. It
was a great combination. He developed'
into a master director, and she, a great:

actress.

He is a hard worker and makes it a:

point never to show anybody any scene of
his production during the entire period'

of producing. It was he who produced'
"Gypsy Blood." "Passion," "One Arabiam
Night" and "Deception."

In February of this year he entere^O

into a long term contract with the Hamil-
ton Theatrical Corporation of New Yorlc
and started the producing of his first-

picture under that contract. The pic-
ture is entitled "The Wife of Pharaoh""
and was completed, after ten months of
hard work, just one week before he-

sailed. It required an aggregate of 126,-

000 extras in the course of filming.

Lubitsch is unbelievably young, 29, and'

yet he ha^ attained in the German filmt

world the same position that Reinhardir
has in the dramatic world.

Mrs. Hamlin Dies
Mrs. Saloma Hamlin, the mother off

Thomas J. Hamlin, managing editor off

Motion Picture Journal and managing
editor of Associated Film Press, died i»
Minneapolis Tuesday, December 27, at
the age of seventy-five. Mr. Hamlin \m~
mediately left for Minneapolis.
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"School Days, " Backed By McCormick's
Sagacious Showmanship, Breaks Records

T AM your house the opening show
I and if your show is good you'll

jam them in for the rest of the

week." That's the advice that an old

boss gave us some five years ago when
we started out ahead of a musical troupe
headed for the "sticks" of the K. and E.

Southern time.

As the years passed we have often

thought of that counsel and we have tried

our utmost to "jam 'em in." And in that

advice we find the foundation so essential

in the making of a box office success

whether it is a legitimate attraction or mo-
tion picture.

And it was on the theory that satisfac-

tion at the opening show—satisfaction re-

sultant from worthwhile and value-re-

ceived entertainment—that S. Barret

McCormick, managing director of the

Allen Theatre, Cleveland, O., must have
worked when he introduced that wonder-
ful box office attraction, "School Days,"
to the fastidious theatregoers of that

municipality. But while it is the business

of the exploiteer, advance man, publicity

agent or whatever you want to call him,

to "pack" the house, after all, it is the

attraction that either encourages or dis-

courages patronage. Presentation and
exploitation, however, are necessary fac-

tors that must be properly utilized. Poor
presentation of a good attraction dis-

courages business
;

poor exploitation

depreciates the box office value of an at-

traction.

How McCormick Did It

But given a picture like "School

Days," which inspires showmen to

achieve wonders that show their results

in dollars and cents at the box office,

the public cannot help but take notice.

And no one is better acquainted with this

fact today than Mr. McCormick. He
"sold" himself first—and then came the

task of "selling" the public. And he did

it.

By ROGER FERRI

"School Days" made history in Cleve-

land this week and it will repeat it in

hundreds of other American cities. Of
that we are certain, for immediately after

the Cleveland openings the picture was
booked into eight first run Ohio theatres

for day and date showings—the great-

est tribute ever accorded any picture in

that wonderful state. But it was the

picture, backed up by a demonstration of

as fine an example of keen showmanship
as has come before the attention of the

writer this year, that won out. Mr. Mc-
Cormick had something to work with.

He had more than a picture. He had

a magnet. He had nothing to hide and
whatever he said about the picture in

print or by word of mouth was substan-

tiated by the production itself.

And that is why after jamming them
in on Christmas night—an evening when
folks usually observe get-together gath-

erings in their homes—Clevelanders con-

tinued to pour into the theatre. There
was a reason for this attraction. Mc-
Cormick had heralded the coming of

"School Days" with an advertising cam-
paign that reached out into every home,
every shop, every office, every school

room, in fact, it reached everyone. As
one rode home from work the trolleys

announced the engagement, for attractive

posters were prominently displayed. The
newspaper advertising was characteristic

of the campaign itself in that in all read-

ing matter the combination of black and
white colors was efifectively used. The
handsome as well as novel posters with

a black background and white letters,

outlining a slate, were plastered every-

where. The town was ci reused so thor-

oughly that wherever one turned he could

not help but seeing the words : Gus Ed-
wards' "School Days." The paper stood

out like a bottle of milk in a quart of
ink. It was a tribute to the publicity

department of Warner Brothers, who are
state righting the production.

But "Mac" didn't stop there. He
knew he had a picture that every school
boy and girl should see. And he wanted
every girl and boy in that city to see it.

He made it his business that they did.

How? On the Thursday previous to the
show opening, Mr. McCormick staged a
special showing for every school princi-

pal and teacher in Cleveland. They taxed
he capacity of the house that morning
and so well satisfied and entertained were
tliey that the engagement was on the next
day announced to every scholar in the
city. Result : more children attended the

Allen Theatre this week than ever before
were crowded into any Cleveland house.

And that was not all. Warner
Brothers had issued unique heralds and
cutouts of black and white with a very
artistic pose of Wesley Barry, the star.

These cutouts enabled tieups with every
shop in the city. These, together with
the attractive posters, were displayed in

well-dressed windows in the city centre.

Another unusual advertising stunt was
the introduction of the "Advertise with
Music" campaign conceived by Eddie
Bonus, the live-wire exploitation and
publicity director of Warner Brothers.
With the city circused with attractive

paper and the windows handsomely
dressed to draw the eye of the passerby,
ths stunt was used with splendid results

for it aroused no end of talk in the town.

Music Played Up

The musical feature is based on the

fact that the Gus Edwards' melodies,

universally known, play a big part in the

picture. The stunt consisted of a phono-
graph, the horn of which protruded out
of one of the big windows of the down-

(Continued on foUoiving page)

On the left, Bill Nigh, director

of Warner Brothers' "School

Days"; center. S. Barrett Mc-
Cormack, of the Allen Theatre,

Cleveland, who set the Ohio
metropolis talking with his

recording-breaking exploitation

of the picture, and, right,

Harry Rapf, producer
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Rothacker s New Years Resolution to

Tell 365 Persons Truth About IndustryW ATTERSON R. ROTHACKER
lias made one New Year resolu-

tion—that one every one of the

365 days of 1922, he will give some one

person a better understanding of the mo-
tion picture industry. This daily person

may be a street car conductor, an ex-bar-

tender, a preacher or an banker—he mere-
ly is determined that there shall be one on
every day.

It will be his aim to give this one-per-

day individual a true comprehension of

the true facts in the case. He will tell

this per-on that all screen stars do not

lead multiple lives. That stars and direc-

tors do not make a million a year which
they squander lavishly. That business-

like methods are not unknown in the in-

dustry of photoplay manufacture. That
enormous producers' profits do not pre-

vail. That the industry is not really out

to wreck the morals of our fair land—that

censors are as a matter of fact not needed.

Mr. Rothacker would count his efforts

well spent if only a small percentage of

the 365 became converts. Many of these

in turn will tell others. There are thou-

sands of persons identified with the mo-
tion picture industry. What if only

100,000 of these would make a resolution

like Mr. Rothacker's. It would be like

a snow ball which would increase in size

with the months and years until .

The dawning 1922 is seen by Mr.
Rothacker as the "most healthful year in

the industry's history."

Learning Co-operation

"We have done a house cleaning by
means of which a number of evils have

been eliminated," said the head of the

Rothacker enterprises. "This will prove

a good thing from the exhibitor's view-

point, because elimination of production

extravagances will mean better pictures

for the same money and consequently bet-

ter satisfied and larger audiences.

"The fact that all branches of the in-

dustry have gone through a critical time

augers much for the common welfare.

People who pull through a dangerous
period together get a respect for the qual-

ities never before recognized in one an-
other. If in the future we disagree with
one another in policies or program, let's

attempt by personal contact to straighten

things out. I realize that it is impossible

to attain an altruistic state in the indus-

try, but for selfish reasons we should at-

tempt to achieve the nearest possible ap-
proach to that state.

"While the coming year may not be the

biggest with respect to gross receipts, I

believe it will be the most healthful year
yet. We have arrived at normalcy per-

haps for the first time in our short career.

Exhibitors may now build their future
business on a substantial and dependable
foundation."

Mr. Rothacker looks for 1922 to bring
a closer co-ordination of efiForts and am-
bitions of producers, cameramen, labora-

tories and projectionists toward better

screen values, which naturally will be
reflected in the e.xhibitors' box office re-

ceipts. Universally better screen values

can be obtained only by the standardiza-
tion of colors, timing and, finally, projec-

tion. While in Los Angeles recently Mr.
Rothacker spoke before the American So-
ciety of Cinematographers and this

organization went on record as solidly be-

hind the suggestion of standardization,

promising that co-operation between
cameramen and laboratory which is so
essential to final screen values.

"School Days" Breaks Record
(Continued from page 59)

town store, playing "School Days," Ed-
wards' greatest popular song success.

On the roofs of various buildings

throughout the city was installed a sound
amplifier, which was connected by wire
with the music stores and commercial
shops, playing the song so that every
passerby heard it. This novelty inten-

sified interest in the picture.

Mr. McCormick announced the open-

ing with a quarter-page black and white
ad in all the Cleveland papers. He fol-

lowed this up with similar ads, empha-
sizing the splendid opening. But the
trick had been done. McCormick
jammed them in at the opening show.
The picture did the rest. They left the

Allen Theatre raving over the picture.

They agreed that it was an unusual pro-
duction. They were entertained. They
got their money's worth. And they went
home and told their folks and friends

about it. That was the system Mr.
McCormick used. He knew his picture
and believed in it. And now all Cleve-
land is talking about "School Days" just

as we expect every other city where it is

to be shown to talk. For it is a remark-
able picture that not only every child,

but also every grownup should see. It

refreshes fond memories. But, more
than that, it's crackerjack entertainment.

Despite Stiff Opposition

And McCormick crowded his house in

spite of the stifTest opposition he has
yet experienced. Other showmen in

Cleveland appreciated the enormous
drawing power of "School Days" and
realized that it would please and conse-
quently set the town a-talking. They
prepared for this and consequently
booked the best attractions they could
get. Loew's State featured "The Little

Minister," the Park played Richard
Barthelmess in "Tol'able David," Still-

man headlined "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
with Mary Pickford, the Alhambra used
considerable newspaper space advertising

"The Sheik," while the Rialto played up
Mabel Normand in "Molly O."

Record Week

And in spite of the presence of these

widely advertised productions, the Allen
Theatre with "School Days" played to a
record week. This is indeed a fact of
which the Warner Brothers, McCormick,
Harry Repf, Bill Nigh and the others
who in any way had anything to do with
the picture, can justly boast. Harry
Rapf and Harry Warner both attended
the opening, which was the world pre-
mier for "School Days."

SCEXES FROM "THE FIRE EATER," STARRING HOOT GIBSON. RELEASED BY UNIVERSAL
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Trust Controls 350 Japanese Theatres;

Industry Shows Remarkable Development
A FULL report of the motion picture

industry in Japan has been received

at the Department of Commerce
from Trade Commissioner Scott, who has

just completed an investigation of the

industry from Tokyo. The industry has

had a remarkable development in the past

few years, it is declared in the report. As
far back as 1914 or 1915, foreign films,

chiefly American, were growing in favor

in Japan and they have continued to in-

crease in popularity steadily.

Following is a part of Mr. Scott's re-

port to the department:
"There are in Japan about 600 theatres

giving regular performances and about

2,000 more giving occasional perform-

ances. From the standpoint of imported

films, however, only the 600 need be con-

sidered. Of these Tokyo has about fifty

houses, Osaka thirty, Kobe fifteen and
Kyoto ten, the remainder being scattered

throughout the country. These theatres

seat between 500 and 1,800. The term
seating capacity is a misnomer, as in many
houses the lower price of admission en-

titles one to standing room only. The
majority give one performance a day,

although some, such as the large houses in

Akusaka Park (the Coney Island of

Tokyo) give continuous performances

and appear to be always crowded.

Trust Controls Many

"Of the 600 theatres, the so-called trust,

the Nippon Katsudoshashin Kabushiki

Kaisha, owns or controls about 350. The
trust is by far the largest picture com-
pany in Japan. It owns or controls a

majority of the theatres, in many cases

owning the buildings. It rents the thea-

tres, supplies films and machines, usually

on a percentage basis, and sometimes exer-

cises a supervision over the show. Its

percentage of the profits varies with the

theatre. The trust has at present two
studios, one in Kvoto and one near Tokyo,

with a force of 100 actors and fifty cam-

eramen, directors, etc.

"In addition to the theatres, films are

in demand for Y. M. C. A. performances,

nrivate entertainments, etc., though it is

hard to estimate the total volume of this

business.

".As an index of the popularity of the

motion picture, Tokyo's fifty film theatres

play annually to over 10 million people,

while the twenty legitimate theatres, with

much larger seating capacities, play to

somewhat less than 5,000,000. These

twenty legitimate theatres give almost ex-

clusively Japanese plays. Two however,

the Imperial Theatre and the Yurakazu.

occasionally give foreign plays and at

times show motion pictures. These two

theatres have seats arranged in foreign

style. There seems to be no question but

that the moving picture has hurt the

regular theatre business in Japan to a

considerable extent, bur there has been no
such desertion by actors of the stage for

the film as in America, probably on ac-

count of the intense pride which the Ja-
panese actor takes in his profession.

"For the better-class theatres the ad-

mission charge runs from 0.50 to 1.50 yen

(25 to 75 cents) though for some per-

formances as high as 3 yen (1.50) will be
charged. The smaller ones charge from
30 to 50 sen (15 to 25 cents ) though some
prices are as low as 10 sen (5 cents). The
average price for all will probably be in

the neighborhood of 50 sen (25 cents).

Children under 15 (where admitted at

all) and soldiers are usually admitted at

half rates.

Market for Accessories

"Practically all the cameras used in the

picture business are imported, as the Ja-

panese have so far been unable to turn

out a satisfactory article. American cam-
eras seem to be very popular, although the

trust uses French cameras exclusively.

Some German makes are also in use. The
duty on cameras is 50 per cent., but as

there is no domestic competition, the mar-
ket for American cameras should increase

with the growth of the business.

"With regard to machines, the situation

is diflferent. The majority of those in use

are of Japanese make, the reason being

the difiference in price between the im-

ported and the domestic product. The
Japanese machine is cheap in quality, but

also in price, and as most of the theatres

are running on close margins, they state

they can not afiFord American makes,, al-

tliough readily admitting their superiority.

Piesides, the majority of theatres rent

their machines, usually from one of the

large companies. The trust manufactures
its own machines, furnishing them to its

chain of theatres, but it is stated that un-

less the quality is improved it may have

to import machines in the future. A good

Tapanese machine sells for about $150.

One large company handling American
machines sold but eight in the last two
years.

Methods of Releasing

"Imported machines and accessories are

subject to a duty of 50 per cent., and it is

complained that the customs have a habit

of placing their own valuations on the

machines. In regard to importations,

dealers here state that where discounts are

allowed it is advisable that a statement

signed by an ofificial of the exporting

company accompany the shipment, stating

the reasons for which the discount is

allowed. Otherwise, the customs often

will not allow it. This, of course, also

applies to other goods in this line.

"As a rule individual theatres rent their

films from one of the larger companies,
who supply them with enough film to
make up a complete bill, and programs
are changed weekly. The rental charge
varies widely, running from $100 to $600
a month, depending on the theatre and the
class of film shown. For special films an
extra charge is usually made. The pro-
grams are long ; those for the better class
theatres will include two picture of about
six reels (sometimes both are foreign,
sometimes one, while some theatres show
exclusively Japanese films), a weekly
news letter, a comedy, and two or three
episodes of a serial film (usually an excit-
ing melodrama).
"The trust states that for a first-class

foreign film they often secure $200 a
week, and for individual performances
from $25 to $35. The larger Japanese
companies usually buy their films outright
and then supply them to their different
theatres. A film on the last circuit will

last a little over a year and then it is

stored. There is Httle or no sale for films

after they have made the rounds. Films
are dutiable at 8.25 yen a kin ($3.10 a
pound), including inner packing.

No Redress for Pirating

"Complaints are made of pirating of
films, and apparently with some founda-
tion, as many individuals make a business
of obtaining films in various ways and
selling them outright. As there is prac-

tically no redress for this sort of thing,

American companies should take every
possible precaution to safeguard their pro-
ductions.

"American films practically dominate
the market as far as foreign films are con-
cerned, although Italian makes enjoy a

certain amount of popularity and some
German films have had a remarkably good
run. As regards Japanese productions, a

decided improvement can be noticed, and
the producers are following more and
more the foreign style of plot, with more
action and less posturing."

Penrhyn Stanlaws Lays
Aside Brush and Easel

Penrhyn Stanlaws, the artist-producer,

lias returned to the Paramount West
Coast studio after a month's stay in New
York with several new stories tucked

away in his grip and tentative plans for

several pictures which he will make dur-

ing the coming year. The star will be

Retty Compson.
Stanlaws says that he has deserted for

good and all his paint brush and easel

for motion pictures. He has closed up
Iiis artist's studio in New York and will

spend most of his time on the Coast here-

after.
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Lasky Sues First National and Strand,

Alleging Infringement on "Sumurun''
ALLEGING that the production of

"One Arabian Night," presented at

the Strand Theatre, New York, the

week of October 8, is an infringement

on "Sumurun," Jesse L. Lasky as vice-

president of the Elwood Amusement Cor-

poration has instituted suit in the New
York Supreme Court against the Asso-
ciated First National Pictures, Inc., the

Mitchell H. Mark Realty Corporation,

David P. Howells and the David P. How-
ells, Inc.

It is alleged that in 1912 one Von
Frederich Freksa originated a composi-

tion or pantomime entitled "Sumurun,"
which he subsequently transferred to the

Deutsche Bioscop Gesellschaft and one

Max Rheinhardt, which included the ex-

clusive right to reproduce it in motion
picture form in this country. Some time

ago, it is alleged, they made a motion

picture version retaining the title "Su-
murun" for the screen production, and
it is alleged they assigned these exclusive

rights to Nathan Burkan, the lawyer,

who on September 23 transferred the

rights to the Elwood Amusement Corpo-
ration.

It was with considerable surprise, the

plaintiff alleges, it found its production

of "Sumurun" being exhibited in this

country under the name of "One Arabian
Night," and it is charged that knowing of

these rights of the plaintiff the Mitchell

H. Mark Realty Corporation exhibited

the picture at the Strand.

It is contended by Lasky that the pro-

duction of "One Arabian Night" is an
infringement on the imported German

picture known as "Sumurun" and its ex-
hibition in violation of the exclusive rights

purchased from Burkan. Lasky, there-

fore, asks the court to issue an injunction
restraining the further exhibition of "One
Arabian Night" pending trial of the case,

and that the defendants be required to

account for all money received from the
exhibition of the picture, and that the de-
fendants be ordered to deliver up all posi-
tive prints and negatives of the picture
for destruction or impoundment.

One Fatality
From injuries received in an automo-

bile accident near Albany, N. Y., the Ja-
panese chauffeur of Alice Brady, motion
picture star, died December 23 in an
Albany hospital without having regained
consciousness, following the accident sev-
eral days before. Miss Brady was in-

jured in the accident, but only slightly.

First National Stars

Aid Poor East Siders
At a monster benefit given in tlie New

York Hippodrome on Sunday, December
18, by a galaxy of grand opera and musi-
cal comedy stars, one of the interesting

events was the sale of twelve dolls do-
nated by First National stars. The pro-
ceeds are said to have amounted to $4,-

000 and will go towards providing a happy
Christmas to poor children of New
York's East Side.

The donors of the dolls were Norma
and Constance Talmadge, Jackie Coogan,

Sees No Permanent Setback of Industry

in Spite of Patronage Fluctuations
By SAMUEL GOLDWYN

INDICATIONS point to an improve-
ment in business conditions. Confi-

dence is being restored and the great

American public is gradually resuming its

normal hfe.

Motion pictures are an essential part of

our living. Knowing this to be true we
have no reason to fear lack of patronage
even if there are temporary fluctuations

in the trade.

We have much to be thankful for in the

lessons of the past and the industry as

a whole is profiting by them. Produc-
tion has been placed on a reasonable basis.

Producers are learning that it is far bet-

ter to make a few really fine pictures each

year than to turn out a great number of

mediocre ones. With the improvement
in the quality of photoplays, the average

life of pictures will increase proportion-

ately.

The movement toward longer runs has

been gradual, but none the less certain,

and speaking for the Goldwyn Company,
I may state that we are concentrating on

the making of pictures that will justify

exhibitors in extending the number of
their playing dates.

"The Old Nest" and "Dangerous Curve
Ahead" are examples of what may be ac-

complished through the sheer merit of
story and production without relying on
the naems of famous stars. Both of these

pictures were beautifully acted, but the

players were subordinated to the story,

which is as it should be.

To start the new year, the Goldwyn
Company has another picture of extra-

ordinary quality enacted by a cast that we
consider well nigh perfect, but here again

faith is centered in the picture as a whole
and not in the value of a star's name. I

refer to "The Sin Flood."

The optimism reflected through every

branch of our organization is based on
the knowledge that never in the history of

the company have we entered on a new
year with so many productions of out-

standing merit complete and ready for

distribution.

Madge Bellamy, Marguerite de la Motte,
-Vnita Stewart, Katherine MacDonald,
Richard Barthelmess. Mabel Normand,
Hope Hampton, Anita Loos and John
Emerson. An additional interest was lent

to these dolls by tlie fact that they were
dressed to represent the donors in various
roles.

Candee Promoted
Rae B. Candee, with the Robbins

Amusement Company of Utica, N. Y.,
for two years, has been named assistant

to Nathan Roberts, president of the com-
pany, and as such will transfer his opera-
tions from the De Luxe Theatre in that
city, to the Avon. Mr. Candee will be
succeeded at the Avon by S. A. Allen, a
former newspaperman, who has acted as
personal representative of Wilmer & Vin-
cent of New York City, for the past five

years.

Motion Picture Evidence
In an effort to get before the govern-

ment officials at Washington the true
value and advantages of New York
State's Barge Canal, Congressman Peter
G. Ten Eyck, of Albany, N. Y., is ar-
ranging a National Transportation Night
for the latter part of January, and will

use motion pictures as a means of ex-
plaining in detail the canal system of the
state, which represents an expenditure of
$50,000,000.

Complete Film Service

Furnished the U. S. Navy
A complete moving picture service is now

being furnished vessels of the Atlantic fleet

and a number of the naval stations, according-
to the annual report submitted to the President
by the Secretary of the Navy, and plans are
being made for extension of the work so as to
supply the Pacific and Asiatic branches.
The Navy Motion Picture Elxchange was

established April IS, 1920, at the New York
navy yard, and has since been developed to a
point where it furnishes a regular and sufficient

motion picture service to the Atlantic fleet, the
Atlantic naval stations, the West Indian stations,
the European stations, and, to a limited degree,
the Pacific Coast, it is stated.

The bureau of navigation proposes during
the coming fiscal year to extend its service to
the Pacific and Asiatic stations. Motion pic-
ture sub-exchanges have been established in the
first, fourth, fifth, sixth, eighth, eleventh,
thirteenth and fifteenth naval districts. Sub-
exchanges have further been established in
Haiti and Santo Domingo, and the supply of
pictures to West Indian stations has been or-
ganized on a satisfactory basis. A branch ex-
change has been established at the Mare Island,
Calif., naval training station.

Asta Sues Crusader
Suit to recover $25,000 from the Crusader

Film Corporation has been filed in the New
York Supreme Court by the Asta Films, Inc.
.According to the complaint, the plaintiffs say
that in September they contracted with the
corporation to re-edit and retitle the Asta Niel-
sen film. "Hamlet," for exhibition and distribu-
tion in this country, giving it an American
version on its arrival here from Germany.
The compensation, it is alleged, was to be $2,500L
and $1,000 was paid the Crusader concern to
bind the bargain. They say the work was not
properly done.
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Abraham Lehr, Goldwyn Production Head,

Emphasizes Need for Youth to Give Best

Interpretation of Photoplay Romances
ABRAHAM LEHR, vice-president

in charge of production at the

studios of Goldwyn Pictures Cor-

poration in Culver City, CaHf., in in New
York, conferring with Samuel Goldwyn
and other officials of the company on mat-
ters of production policy. He expects to

remain here for a few weeks developing

plans that will be put into operation on
fiis return to the Coast where the studio

organization is well ahead of the produc-

tion schedule for the current season.

In talking of the production require-

ments of the day, Mr. Lehr stressed the

need for youthful players to interpret

youth and romance on the screen. "We
cannot afford to stand still," said Mr.
Lehr, "we cannot rely on actors and act-

resses because they have become popular

in youthful roles. In the ordinary course

of events the passing years leave their

mark on these players just as they do. on

all the rest of us and it becomes neces-

sary to find others to fill their places.

Youth Has its Magnetism

"A careful study of the preferences of

motion picture fans throughout the coun-

try leads to the conclusion that the great

majority want above all else a dominating

love motive. Now this love interest does

not always have to be centered in ex-

tremely youthful characters ; but there is

tio getting away from the fact that youth,

romance and love are generally a more
attractive trinity than middle age, ro-

mance and love. This being the case there

is no ignoring the need for the attributes

of genuine youth in our acting personnel.

"The artful actor does wonders in

simulating characteristics that are not his

own, but after all there is a magnetic

something about youth—its verve, its

sparkle that can be reflected on the screen

through the medium of youth itself.

Goldwyn is a young company and it in-

tends to remain so.

"We have young men in high execu-

tive positions in all branches of the or-

ganization and through them we get a con-

stant supply of fresh ideas. We have
players such as Patsy Ruth Miller and

Cullen Landis who radiate youth and

high spirits and we are looking for more
of the same caliber.

Must Appeal to Average

"In selecting players we keep in mind
the need for appealing to the average taste

of the American public. Clean-cut,

wholesome young men and women whose
experiences have not hardened them or led

to a premature sophistication are the nat-

ural interpreters of the romance of the

rising generation. Exotic types may have

a brief vogue, but their popularity is nec-

essarily limited.

"Another important point in making
pictures of broad appeal is what may be

termed finish in production. Goldwyn
pictures have won a reputation of being

carefully produced in the matters of set-

tings, lighting and photography. All of

these are, of course, held secondary to

the story, but they can be made of great

value in conveying the desired impression

to an audience.

Careful Work in All Details

"Under the direction of Cedric Gib-

bons, art director at the Goldwyn studios,

every detail of a picture's setting is care-

fully worked out in order to secure a

suitable atmosphere, and where the story

permits, no expense is spared to present

homes of wealth and good taste. Consid-

ering that photoplays afiford thousands of

motion picture patrons their only glimpse

of the more luxurious side of life, these

rich backgrounds must serve to quicken

the imaginations of many limited lives.

They may in a way give substance to

dreams of comfort never realised in ac-

tual experience.

"Along the same line, the value of

beautiful costumes in pictures depicting

society life is never overlooked. Recog-
nizing the exhibitor's need for attracting

matinee business, and the fact that his

audiences are largely comprised of wom-
en, it is easy to figure that clothes are

important. Take a picture like 'Grand
Larceny,' for example. Here we have
Claire Windsor, one of the most beauti-

ful women on the screen, appearing in a
variety of stunning gowns. That the at-

tractiveness of the picture, in the eyes of

is materially enhanced by these fashion-

able costumes is obvious."

Referring to the type of story that

Goldwyn has in mind for coming produc-
tions, Mr. Lehr said that the editorial pol-

icy was broad enough to include whatever
was true and sincere and likely to be in-

teresting to the great mass of theatre pa-
trons. He emphasized the value of the

human note, which is found in stories

such as Peter B. Kyne's "Brothers Under
Their Skins," soon to be placed in pro-
duction.

Exhibitors Want Films Like ^'Theodora,
"

'Vld Nest'' and "Dangerous Curve Ahead*'
By ALFRED WEISS

President, Goldwyn Distributing CorporationVice

THE year 1922 will be the year of

the big photoplay. And by big I

mean in subject matter, in

imaginative direction, in box-office value,

adequate production and in acting marked
by high intelligence and truthfulness to

human nature and social conditions.

Has Had Big Success

Take our imported spectacle, "Theo-
dora," for instance. It has had the big-

gest kind of a boxoffice success because it

is the world's great spectacular photoplay
•—the critics of six of America's largest

cities bear witness to that fact—and the

exhibitors are keen to book it. It is the

sort of production, in its bigness, that

the exhibitor wants.

But exhibitors want other big pictures

aside from the spectacle as the great suc-

cess of Goldwyn's two Rupert Hughes
photoplays of modern, everyday domes-
tic life, "The Old Nest" and "Dangerous
Curve Ahead," indicate with the greatest

certainty. There is nothing spectacular

about either of these photoplays yet they

are really big pictures and exhibitors have

made big money with them.

Big Pictures Are Business Getters

Exhibitors have learned during the past

year that big pictures will double and

treble box-office receipts. I have per-

sonally received hundreds of letters from

exhibitors all over the country telling me
that they had done the biggest business

of the year, and often in the history of

their theatres, with "The Old Nest" and

"Dangerous Curve Ahead" and asking

for more productions as big in subject

matter, direction, acting and producing
as those two pictures.

Goldwyn will have a number of pro-

ductions for the new year that will meas-
ure up with these two in every respect.

Several have already been completed,

others still are in production while still

others are scheduled for production in the

near future.

For instance, "The Sin Flood" I con-
sider one of the biggest pictures this sea-

son. Its theme is as big and vital as its

acting and production.

"Grand Larceny" will, I am confident,

rank high among the dramatic photoplays
of 1922. It possesses drama, vivid

characterization and stamina in a high
degree.

Rupert Hughes will be represented by
a new domestic comedy-drama, "The Wall
Flower," which should rival in interest

"The Old Nest" and "Dangerous Curve
Ahead."
Of the other big productions on 'the

Goldwyn list it is too early to speak at this

time, but several of them are destined to

rank with the biggest pictures Goldwyn
has ever made.

Scenarios Wanted
TWO-REEI, COMEDIES

FEATURING CHILDREN AND
VARIETY OF ANIMALS

Campbell Comedy Corporation
4530 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, C>I.
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THE arrival in America of Ernst
Lubitsch is in itself an event of im-
portance because he represents the

new inspiration that Europe has given to

moving pictures, an inspiration that has

stimulated American production quality

even more than it has stimulated Euro-
pean acliievement. Lubitsch is now
twenty-nine years old and he was twenty-

one when he made his first picture. His
masterpieces f under their American
names) include "Passion," "Deception,"

"One Arabian Night" and "Gypsy
Blood." Of these, "Passion" and "De-
ception" have proved the most inspiring

through their splendid art, their perfec-

tions of taste and the lessons they teach

in the handling of masses.

It is scarcely too much to say that the

advance in our production art in this

country is directly traceable to the real

competition of Lubitsch. The improve-

ments for which our New York censors

claim the credit are so far removed from
their sphere that they could with equal

grace claim credit for the Peace Confer-

ence or a mild winter.

To Lubitsch, as an artist whose genius

is ripening and broadening as it finds ex-

pression, the screen of the world owes a

heavy debt. It is pleasant for the indus-
try to be able to greet him personally and
to learn his modesty and personableness.

We desire to say to him what we have
said before by calling attention to the

fact that the forward looking men of the

screen, backed by the cordial sentiment
of the majority of tho=e engaged in all

parts of the picture business, want this

competition to remain open. They, all

but a narrow visioned minority plus the

politicians of the Actors' Equity, desire

no tariff wall for a protection that we
neither need nor want. The retaliatory

tariffs would work a great hardship on
the exhibitors because the costs which
now are pro-rated on a world basis would
have to be pro-rated on a United States

basis. Aside from the mere money of it

those who really are thinking straight on
the subject see the idiocy of trying to

make art anything but international.

We extend to Mr. Lubitsch a hearty

welcome and express a regret that his

stay with us is to be confined to a matter
of only a very few weeks.

We extend our heartfelt sympathy to

our brother, Thomas J. Hamlin, manag-
ing editor of the Associated Film Press,

on the death of his mother, Saloma Ham-
lin, who passed away in Minneapolis on
Tuesday, December 27. Mr. Hamlin is

an honored member of his profession and
his many friends will join with us in shar-
ing his sorrow.

At the launching of the Holley Move-
ment whereby theatres were to be sup-
plied with film free and in quantities for
the purpose of educating the youth of the
country, Moving Picture World asked
a few necessary questions which up to
date have not been answered. In the
meantime the Advertising Clubs of the
World, a very important and a very re-

sponsible organization in no wise con-
nected with the moving picture indu'itry,

began an investigation of the Holley
Movement because certain of its clients

and members had received letters, pur-
porting to have been written by Dr. Hol-
ley and bearing his name, requesting
commercial houses to make pictures. The
character of the letters caused them to be
regarded as worth looking into. We are
advised that this investigation is now
complete and that a cony of the findings

has been sent to Dr. Holley in order to

give him an opportunity to reply fully

before publication is made. We have not
seen this report and, therefore, are un-
able to discuss its contents, but we indulge

the hope that the Holley Movement will

be settled one way or another and settled

promptly.

For 1922.

WE present an exhibitor's suggestion to you, all of

you, in all parts of the industr>% as a sound and

solid platform for the twelve months now be-

ginning.

Mind your own business; work at it; keep a fast hold

on it; do your worrying on the thirty-fifth day of every

month, and spend the energy you save in getting the

most out of this very business of yours.

Let politics alone; let the gloom shouters make all

the noise they want to, for there's a big success coming

to you if you stick to your business for 365 days of this

coming year less your right percentage of holidays and

rest.

Now then, a New Year of work will bring you a New
Year of satisfaction and heavy money.

GO
TO

IT!
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'Aller Laboratories. Inc.

ywond, Califomiaf

*'The Pessimist kicks because of the

thorns on roses, while the Optimist rejoices

because of the roses on thorns,
'

'

As the New Year is tolled in we renew our

pledge as Optimists.

We have profound and proper faith, in the

Motion Picture Industry.

We have the courage and vision to predict

bigger and better things from and for our Industry

during 1922.

By constant vigilance and diligence we will

protect our clients and extend our ability tolserve.

The Rothacker Film Mfg. Co. of Chicago and
Rothacker-AUer Laboratories of CaUfornia are

dedicated to the Art of making the screen

beautiful and will always continue to operate

conscientiously, efficiently and loyally.

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Watterson Ri Rothacker,

President.

II 1
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News from the Producers
3i) C^S^SEWELL

Pathe Playlets Were Written
by Well-Known Playwrights

Some of America's greatest
playwrights and leading novelists

are authors of the Pathe Playlets
which Pathe will issue in three-reel

form, beginning with Frank Keen-
an's "The Midnight Stage,' on Jan-
uary 29. A compilation of the au-
thors of these plays reads like a
"Who's Who" of American drama-
tists, and is a sterling tribute to the

policy of Pathe when making these

pictures of selecting the best Amer-
ica had to offer in a literary way.

Included among the authors of
the first fifteen features Pathe has
nominated for reissue in con-
densed form are Winchell Smith,
Paul Armstrong, Carolyn Wells,
George Scarborough, Gilson Wil-
lets, John Moroso and Ellery Clark.

Winchell Smith, one of the co-
authors of "Lightning," which ran
for three years on Broadway, co-

operated with Paul Armstrong in

writing "Via Wireless," also a New
York triumph, starring Gail Kane
in the picture version which Pathe
has slated for issuance on February
12.

Paul Armstrong won his place in

the front rank of America's play-
wrights with "Alias Jimmy Valen-
tine," "The Deep Purple," "The
Greyhound" and other celebrated
stage successes. Winchell Smith,
in addition to "Lightning," also has
to his credit "Turn to the Right,"
"Three Wise Fools" and others of
the biggest money makers in Amer-
ican stage history.

"At Bay" is the work of another
well known dramatist, George Scar-
borough, and also is an adaptation
of a successful play. Scarborough
is rated as one of the leading pres-
ent-day authors, and his "Son-
Daughter," produced last year by
David Belasco, with Lenore Ulrich
in the leading role, was one of the
box-office triumphs of the theatri-
cal season.

"Loaded Dice," a Frank Keenan
picture, is Ellery Clark's contribu-
twn to this great list of productions.
Clark is known for his ability to
portray melodrama in words, and
many of his novels are listed
among the best sellers of today.

Henry C. FJowland, one of the
favored contributors to the Satur-
day Evening Post, wrote "The
Closing Net," which Edward Jose
directed with a cast headed by
Madelaine Traverse. This story
originally appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post, and later was issued
in book form. The characters of
"Chu-Chu," "Leontin" and "The
Tidewater Clam," made famous by
this story, are still the characters
manipulated by Rowland in his Sat-

urday Evening Post fiction works.
This is one of the strongest melo-
dramatic plays ever produced on
the screen.

"The Mark of Cain," starring

Irene Castle, with Antonio Moreno
leading man, is from the pen of
Carolyn Wells, a "master of mys-
tery." George Fitzniaurice made a
superb picture from this story. Miss
Wells is author of many "best
selling" novels.

John Moroso, in addition to being
a novelist of repute, has written
many motion picture successes
which include "Vengeance is Mine"
in which Irene Castle is starred,

with Elliott Dexter as her leading
man. George Fitzmaurice also di-

rected this production.

If "The First Law" is selected

as the release for April 23, it will

bring again to the screen the name
of Gilson Willets, for years noted
for his melodramatic writings. It

was Mr. Willets who wrote "Hands
Up," the Pathe serial in which Ruth
Roland met with sensational suc-

cess. He also wrote "The Double
Cross," the novel which was adapt-
ed into serial form and starred
MoUie King. In addition to these,

Mr. Willets has written other
photoplays and novels, including
"Anita," "Workers of the Nation,''

"His Neighbor's Wife," and "Loves
of Twenty and One."

Irene Castle starred in "The
First Law," with Antonio Moreno
as the romantic hero.

Business Big
A. G. Constant, general manager

of the Tri-State .\musement Co,
owners of the Strand Theatre,
Steubenville, Ohio, writes to the

United Artists home office that the

Strand patrons were more than
pleased with Rex Beach's "The Iron
Trail." "Our business was good on
this feature," says Mr. Constant,
"and we personally considered it a
splendid attraction."

SCENES FROM "THE UNFOLDMENT." THE INITIAL OFFERING OF ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS FOR 1922
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Laemmle Asks Bids on ''Foolish Wives";

Salesmen to Cover Only the Big Cities
AFTER waiting a year and a

half for "Foolish Wives,"
Carl Laemmle has the satis-

faction of seeing the final ar-
rangements for its showing and
distribution to exhibitors moving
in the smoothest and most en-

couraging order. The past week
has seen the completion of the
distribution plan and has re-

ceived thousands of assurances
that exhibitors are highly appre-
ciative of the decision which he
made to let them have it direct

instead of following a long period
of extended engagements in In-

dividual cities.

For the puyposes of distributing

"Foolish Wives" the Universal
has created a sales force oper-
ating directly from 1600 Broad
way, New York City. This force
consists of eight men to each of
whom has been assigned a terri-

tory or zone. These men have
nearly all of them been busily en-
gaged with H. M. Herman, the
exchange manager, on the details

of the selling plan for the last

three weeks. They will be occu-
pied for some time only with the
big cities in their zones, and it

will be necessary for them to do
a great deal of traveling in order
to cover the territory which the
Universal for ordinary selling

purposes has divided into thirty-

three exchanges.
For this reason it has been

thought best to announce to ex-
hibitors that all inquiries about
the release of this picture in their

territories should be addressed
direct to 1600 Broadway, in order
to receive the prompt attention
which it is Mr. Laemmle's desire
shall be given to every offer from
exhibitors on this picture.

Mr. Laemmle is fully convinced
that "Foolish Wives" will be the
bright spot in the theatrical sea-
son for thousands of exhibitors.
He believes that the big takings

that they make in the course of a
year can be counted on the fingers

of one hand. The reason is be-

cause there are not enough big
productions available. Now that
he has the opportunity within his

hand to assist so many exhibitors

to start the year 1922 with a big

profitable engagement, he is let-

ting nothing stand in the way of

any exhibitor from making an
offer to his for "Foolish Wives."
He has determined that the ma-
chinery described above will be

the most rapid and effective for

putting exhibitors in touch with
the "Foolish Wives" release dates
which are open in their territory.

For this reason he has not
thought it wise to announce the
cities from which these personal
representatives are going to oper-
ate. It will facilitate matters
greatly if all bids are sent direct

to 1600 Broadway.
This matter having been deter-

mined, Mr. Laemmle resolved to

follow up his move of giving his

costly picture direct to exhibitors
by an equally striking departure.
He has, in the statement just

issued, asked every exhibitor who
is interested in "Foolish Wives"
to make him personally a bid on
the picture. The following is his

statement addressed to exhibit-
ors :

"You have never before been
asked to bid for a picture. But
Universal's million dollar picture
is so totally beyond the class of
any production ever before at-

tempted that it must be handled in

a revolutionary manner.
"Universal can never get its

money back on this stupendous
super-production. It has already
cost so much that by the time we
haxe exploited it and have made
the prints we will have to take in

$2,500,000 to break even

!

"I could take in more money
than this by road-showing 'Fool-
ish Wives.' But there are two
powerful arguments against such
a method. First, road-showing is

a slow process. Second, I con-
sider it unfair to you exhibitors
and therefore poor policy, to

make regular picture theatres
wait for months and months, and
maybe years, after release date
before showing the screen's

greatest effort.

"I want moving picture thea-
tres to have first crack at the big-

gest achievement in the history

of the industry. I say I want this.

But I can't afford to sacrifice a

$1,000,000 picture—the only one
ever made—to accomplish it.

Therefore I can't go through with
it unless you meet me more than
half way.
"Some of the greatest exhibit-

ors in the world have made hand-
some offers for first run of 'Fool-

ish Wives.' But, as handsome as

those offers have been, they do
not cover that part of the nega-
tive and positive cost chargeable
against their cities.

"Better still, such men as Tom
Moore of Washington, Felt

Brothers of Philadelphia, Ruben
& Finkelstein of St. Paul and
Minneapolis, and others, have of-

fered me their theatres on any
terms I see fit to make, because
they say the industry owes this

tribute to Universal! It is a great
spirit, a new spirit, a spirit which
will inspire Universal to reach
greater heights in the future than
it ever hoped for before.
"Other exhibitors have said that

I will be justified in asking terms
that have never been dreamed of
before. One man said, 'Your
company has done a thing no
other concern ever dared to do.

You are entitled to recognition
for this. You are entitled to the
very highest limit every exhibitor
can give you.'

"It was this exhibitor who sug-
gested that I ask you to make
your very highest bid for 'Foolish
Wives.' Will you do it? Will you
smash all precedent and tell me
the very limit you can stand in

order to have the honor of being
the first to present the first $1,000,-

000 production in your city? Will
you demonstrate that my policy

of giving motion picture theatres
first chance is the right policy?
"With so much at stake I nat-

urally reserve the right to accept
or reject your bid; in either event,
I am going to receive it in the
best of faith, just as I ask you to
accept this announcement. Ad-
dress all bids to Universal Film
Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway, New
York City."

The opening at the Central
Theatre in New York has been
changed from January 8 to Jan-
uary 11. The interest in "Foolish
Wives" is to blame. The opening
will be as brilliant as any thea-
trical first night, and the change
was made to prevent conflict with
other opening attractions, of
which there will be an unusual
number following the holidays.

Makirg Four Films
071 the Lasky Lot

The Lasky studio at Holly-
wood recently presented an ap-
pearance suggesting a composite
picture of a gathering of a
gigantic circus troupe, a grand
reception to the embassies of the
world, a musical comedy re-
hearsal and a grand opera en-
semble. Working in the big set-
tings was a great throng of play-
ers, assembled for "The Noose,"
William D. Taylor's production
starring Betty Compson ; Sam
Wood's production of Elinor
Glyn's story, "Beyond the Rocks,"
with Gloria Swanson as the star,
Thomas Meighan's picture, "The
Proxy Daddy," directed by Al
Green, and Wallace Reid's
"Across the Continent," directed
by Philip E. Rosen.
Some gorgeous costumes were

used in the reception scene staged
for "The Noose," while in "Be-
yond the Rocks" a Tyrolean tav-
ern scene with native dancers and
musicians.

SCENES FROM "WINNING WITH WITS." STARRING BARBARA BEDFORD. A WILLIAM FOX RELEASE
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Fox Lists Big Productions

for Release During January
From Fox Film Corporation

comes announcement that "Man's
Weakness," the first production
starring William Farnum since his

return from a long rest in Europe,
will head the list of January re-

leases for that organization.

Adapted from the novel by Alex-
ander Dumas, the story deals with

a romantic chapter in the life of

Edmund Kean, the famous English
actor of the early nineteenth cen-

tury. It was screened with sincere

devotion to detail of the life of that

period. Herbert Brenon is the

director.

In the New York studios of Will-

iam Fox, where the picture was
made, there was erected an interior

of the world-famous Drury Lane
Theatre of London. The stage,

proscenium, loges, royalty's boxes,

and the auditorium are exact in

every respect. Twelve weeks were
spent in research to make possible

the various scenes in "Man's
Weakness."
The picture carries an excep-

tionally large cast of notable screen

and stage actors, among them being

Holmes Herbert as the Prince of

Wales; Paul McAllister, the for-

mer matinee idol, as Count Koe-
feld; Etienne Gerardot as Sa'.b-

man ;
Peggy Shaw as Anna Dam-

by; Myrta Bonillas as the Countess,

and America Chedister, Ruth Good-
win, Paula Shay, Edward Boring,

and Bernard Seigel.

Tom Mix's January release will

be "Sky High," in which the star

is supported by Eva Novak in a

story of the Southwest. Mix is

seen as a young immigration inspec-

tor serving on the Mexican border.

As the picture progresses he be-

comes the dashing hero of a series

of thrilling scenes taken in the

Grand Canyon of Arizona. The
photodrama was directed by Lynn
F. Reynolds.
"Any Wife" is the title of the

Pearl White production in the

January list. It is a picturization

of the dire consequences of a wife's

unwarranted discontent. Herbert
Holmes is seen in the part of the

villain. Herbert Brenon directed.

Shirley Mason's release, "Little

Miss Smiles," gives the demure Fox
actress the part of a little-big sis-

ter of the New York Ghetto who
struggles through an appealing

chapter of her life with a blind

mother, a shiftless father, a pug-
ilistically-ambitious brother and a

number of younger members of the

family. The story was written by

Myra Kelly and the picture directed

by Jack Ford.
From the widely read novel,

"Gleam O'Dawn," by Arthur Good-
rich, the noted author, was adapt-

ed the story for the first starring

vehicle of John Gilbert, recently

raised to stellar distinction by Will-

iam Fox. It is a stirring tale of

love, hate and adventure in the

Canadian Northwoods, and Gilbert's

first performance as a star is said

to be remarkably fine. The his-

trionic heights attained by this

young actor in "Shame," the big

Fox special, released in October,

earned for him the right to star-

dom. After assuming the leading

role in another super-special pro-

duction made at the Fox West
Coast Studios, for release early in

1922, Gilbert was made a star, and
"Gleam O'Dawn," directed by Jack
Dillon, is his first picture in that
capacity.

"Winning With Wits," starring
Barbara Bedford, is the second Fox
picture in which she appears as a
star. Her first, "Cinderella of the
Hills," received the hearty endorse-
ment of the critics throughout the
country, and under tlie direction of
Howard M. Mitchell her latest of-
fering is declared to surpass in

many details her first. "Winning
With Wits" has for its theme the
cleverness of a courageous daugh-
ter in exonerating her father from
an unjust charge and freeing him
from prison.

There are three Sunshine Com-
edies on the January production
list. They are "Try and Get It,"

"False Alarm," and "Hold the

Line." An exceptional group of

Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
completes the release schedule. In-

cluded are "A Ghostly Wallop,"
"Beside Her Cider," "Long Live
the King," "The Last Laugh," and
"The Holy Cheese."
Fox News will present, as usual,

a series of interesting events and
human interest scenes, many of

them from foreign countries.

great success. The new picture is

released by Paramount.
If there is one class of persons

more than another to whom "just
Around the Corner" will appeal it

is to girls all over the world. The
picture tells of a young and beauti-

ful girl, "standing with reluctant

feet where the brook and river

meet." Like most girls of her age
she longs for romance and she im-
agines she is finding it in the com-
pany of a presumptuous, smug,
young cad who hasn't the faintest

trace of fine feeling.

Margaret Seddon has the role of
tlie mother. Lewis Sargent is her
son, Jimmie Birdsong, and Sigrid
Holqiiist plays the daughter, Essie.

Others in the cast are Fred C.
Thomson, Edward Phillips, Peggy
Parr, Mme. Rose Rosonova and
William Nally.

Film Completed
Director Frank Urson has com-

pleted Realart's Helen R. Martin
story, starring Mary Miles Minter,
and between intervals of cutting will

prepare lor her next photoplay, a
Harvey Thew adaptation of a story
by Mary Morrison.

Finish Anita
Stewart's "The

WomanHeMarried"
The filming of Anita Stewart's

"The Woman He Married," has been

completed at the Louis B. Mayer
studio under the direction of Fred
Niblo and is expected to be ready for

shipment to First National, New
York, within the next few weeks.

"The Woman He Married" was
adapted by Bess Meredyth from the

stage play by Herbert Bashford,

formerly a San Francisco news-
paperman. The story has subtle

comedy, human interest touches,

romance and strong dramatic situa-

tions. The sensational climax is

followed by an ending that is a little

different from the smile-embrace-
kiss finale.

Supporting Anita Stewart, Darrl
Foss heads the list, with Shannon
Day, Donald MacDonald, Wi'.liam

Conklin, Charlotte Pierce, Charles
Belcher and Frank Tokunaga, in im-
portant roles. Dal Clawson was in

charge of the photography and
Doran H. Fox served as assistant to

Mr. Niblo.

"A Doll's House"
Makes Progress

So marked has been the progress
in making Ibsen's "A Doll's House"
the forthcoming Nazimova produc-
tion, and her first to be released

through United Artists, that it is

now being predicted that the pic-

ture will be completed and ready
for presentation some time during
the month of February next.

Among the foremost players in

the cast engaged by Nazimova are

Alan Hale, Wedgwood Nowell,
Nigel deBrulier, Florence Fisher,

Elinor Oliver and Cere Lee. Little

Phillippe DeLacy and Barbara
-Maier will appear as the children.

In giving to the screen her por-

trayal of Nora Helmer, Nazimova
will revive one of her greatest roles,

and one in which she has achieved

great distinction on the spoken
drama during her first appearance

as an English speaking actress.

"A Doll's House" is being direct-

ed by Charles Bryant, assisted by
M Kelley. Charles 'Van Engcr is

the chief cameraman.

Irene Castle

Gives Party
to Kiddies

Nearly a hundred pickaninnies

from the San Juan Hill section,

west side, New York City, were

made happy last week when Mrs.

Irene Castle, star in Edwin L.

Hollywood productions released by

Hodkinson, played Mrs. Santa Claus
for the members of the Lincoln
House branch kindergarten of the

Henry Street Settlement Associa-
tion.

This is the fifth year in succes-

sion that Mrs. Castle has journeyed
over to the San Juan Hi.l section

with a load of dolls for the girls

and fire engines for the boys.

The party was held in the rooms
of the Lincoln House branch, and
the supervisor and matrons had ar-

ranged a special reception for their

distinguished guest. There was a
lighted Christmas tree and the rooms
were decorated with holly wreaths
and Christmas bells. The program
consisted of singing and dancing by
the children and a special chorus by
the mothers. Then came the big

moment. Reading the names from
the kindergarten record, Mrs. Cas-
tle called each little girl and little

boy to the front of the room and
handed out the presents.

When the party was over Mrs.
Castle hurried back to the studio to

complete an important interior for

"The Rise of Roscoe Paine," an
early 1922 Hodkinson release.

Rialto Books
Hurst Story

"Just Around the Corner," a

Fannie Hurst story filmed by Cos-
mopolitan Productions, will have its

first New York presentation at the

Rialto Theatre beginning Sunday,
January 1. This production was di-

rected by Frances Marion who also

wrote the scenario. It was Miss
Hurst who wrote the orginal story

of "Humoresque," the Gold Medal
winner of 1920, and Miss Marion
who wrote the scenario of that

Irene Castle, star in Edwin L. Hollywood Productions, released

by Hodkinson, gives Christmas party to colored children
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Says ''Miss Lulu Betf Proves

Public Likes Artistic Pictures
"The success being achieved by

William deMille's picture, 'Miss
Lulu Bett,' is gratifying because
it is striking evidence that you do
not have to play down to the
American public," said Jesse L.

Lasky, first vice-president of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion.

"Because some pictures, well
acted and well produced, have not
gone over to tremendous suc-
cesses," said Mr. Lasky, "a cer-

tain section of the industry has
apparently jumped to the conclu-
sion that, to be successful, pic-

ture producers must stick to

hokum and claptrap. I have no
patience with this theory, as it

has been demonstrated that you
cannot aim too iiigh in entertain-
ment for the American people.

"In producing 'Miss Lulu Bett'

we not only took into considera-
tion the powerful drama in Zona
Gale's story, but the popularity of

her novel and play. We saw im-
mense possibilities, and we were
strengthened in our belief by let-

ters from leaders of various com-
munities expressing pleasure that
they were going to have a chance

to see 'Miss Lulu Bett' on the
screen.
"The success of 'Miss Lulu

Bett' at the Rivoli Theatre, New
York, and other big first-run the-
atres proves we were justified in

our high hopes. Hugo R.esen-
feld, managing director of the
Rivoli, told me he thought 'Miss
Lulu Bett' was one of the best
motion pictures he had seen in

all the years he had been in the
business. He wanted to book this

picture day and date in the
Rivoli and Rialto, but other book-
ings prevented.
"Given to the public without

clamor and hubbub, 'Miss Lulu
Bett' has proved one of the big-
gest box-office pictures we haye
released. That it is possible to

make a big box-office success and
at the same time an artistic suc-
cess is evidenced by the reviews
on its opening in New York.
"Alan Dale in the New York

American called 'Miss Lulu Bett'
a 'delightfully convincing picture,'

and said that nobody who has as-
similated Zona Gale's novel will

hesitate to praise the film.

"Heywood Broun in the World

Pathe s ''Behold the Man" Is

Film of Jesus' Life in Colors

said: 'William deMille has done
an excellent job in his production
of Zona Gale's "Miss Lulu Bett."

It is an excellent picture without
lugs or dewdabs and is worthy of

your attention.'

"The New York Journal re-

viewer said : 'Here is a splendid
picturization of a fine book and
play, and proof that character
analysis can be transferred from
book to screen, from screen to on-
looker.' The New York Globe
called the picture 'a screen mas-
terpiece, 'and the Evening Post
said, 'If you want to see a good
photoplay go to the Rivoli, where
they are showing "Miss Lulu
Bett.'"
"Too much praise cannot be

given William deMille for his di-

rection of this picture. Not only
in the numerous details which
built up the picture, but in his

preservation of the atmosphere
throughout. Not a little of the
credit for the success of the pro-
duction should be given to Clara
Beranger, who did the scenario,
and to Lois Wilson, who played
the title role, as well as the other
actors who made up an unusually
well balanced cast.

"Striking evidence of the power
of this picture is given in the
repetition of one fact in a large
percentage of the numerous tele-

grams we have received from ex-
hibitors."

First National production made by
Allen Holubar, was one of the re-

cent attractions shown under this

policy. Acting in co-operation with
Walter E. Lusk, manager of the
Associated First National Cleveland
Exchange, Manager Jack Kuhn gave
a special showing of the picture a
few days before its scheduled open-
ing, to an invited audience of club-
women at Loew's Euclid Theatre.
"We thought this move wise be-

cause the picture has a special appeal
to women," said Mr. Kuhn. "Such
a showing always awakens interest.

People know that the picture must
be good or the management would
not risk holding such a screening and
inviting comparison."
Signs were also placed on the

Euclid avenue street cars—mounted
on the front just below the vestibule
window. A special feature of all

the advertisement was the carrying
of the starting times of the picture

—

11 a. m., 1, 3, S, 7 and 9 p. m. In
addition window cards were used in

nearby shops, and a 24-sheet was
mounted in the lobby.

The Stillman is situated only a
few doors from the corner of Euclid'
avenue and East Ninth street, said
to be the second busiest corner in the
country.

"Behold the Man," Pathe's hand
colored story of the Life of

Christ, has received a notable
tribute from James Dean, film

critic of the Newspaper Enter-
prise Association. To his audi-

ence of more than a million the-

atre goers, Mr. Dean said :

"The 'best seller' of all times
is the Bible. That is because,

judged from a literary standpoint
alone, it possesses more dramatic
situations than have ever been en-

closed between the covers of any
other volume.
"The Bible engages the imagi-

nation more than any other work
of literature. That is manifested
by the number of creeds founded
upon the Book, creeds that by
their variance prove that life in

all its phases, in all its tragedies
and comedies, its hopes and its

despairs, is reflected therein.

"A number of film versions of

the Bible have been made. Most
of them have failed because they
have not transferred the Bible to

the screen in its dramatic phases
only. But 'Behold the Man' is a
short seven reels and is a work
of rare dramatic merit."

Vignola Making
New Production

While no definite announcement is

forthcoming, it is understood that
Robert G. Vignola's next production
for Cosmopolitan, for which he is

now preparing, will be a big spec-
tacular picture requiring colossal
sets and a large number of people.
Mr. Vignola has just completed
"Beauty's Worth" by Sophie Kerr,
starring Marion Davies.

Stillman Theatre,

Cleveland Adopts
Policy ofLo77gerRuns Peters in "TheStorm"
The Stillman Theatre, one of the

largest and finest of Cleveland's
downtown houses, has adopted the
policy of long run showings of big
pictures, putting" on three and four
v;eek showings at 35 and 50 cents
for matinees and 50 to 75 cents at

night. The theatre seats 2,000.

"Man-Woman-Marriage," the big

House Peters will star in the
Univer.sal-Jewel dramatization of
"The Storm," Langdon McCormick's
stage play. The story is simple in

theme, but powerful, and concerns
two men and a girl who are snow-
bound in the North Woods.

J. G. Hawks is writing the con-
tinuity.

SCENES FROM "TOO MUCH WIFE," STARRING WANDA HAWLEY. A REALART PICTURE RELEASED THROUGH
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
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Pathe News Says Its Quick Service

Was Year's Outstanding Development
Pathe News' tenth anniversary

celebrated just a year ago the re-

markable development of motion
picture news reporting. But Pathe
says it did not foresee that the
eleventh year would show achieve-
ments in handling big events ex-

the country rely upon its negatives
for their earliest pictures illustrat-

ing their news columns. This is

notably true in the case of happen-
ings abroad.
Through this means both picture

theatre patrons and newspaper read-
celling any in previous records of ers enjoyed the earliest pictorial ac
film news service. counts of famine scenes in Russia

During the past year the greatest along the Volga and the distribution

and of the historic conference of
leaders resulting in the present ap-

parent settlement of all difficulties;

post-war developments in Germany,
and many other events of world-
wide interest. In all cases of Rus-
sian and Central European news
nothing but liberal use of the air-

plane service enabled Pathe News
to accomplish its purpose of supe-

rior speed in getting its negatives

to this country, and its quickly

printed films on all screens.

For great news occasions at home
much more than utilization of air-

plane transmission was necessary to

maintain the Pathe News record for

quick presentation to picture thea-

tre patrons. Forethought, careful

planning and generalship in meeting
emergencies of photographing, and
clock-work accuracy of the machin-
ery of developing, printing and local

deliverj-—all had to be developed

to Be Released on January 22 [

eight o'clock in the evening of the
same day, and in giving quick ser-

vice on many other big news events.

advance in film news service has
been along the line of speed in get-
ting the pictured events before the
public. Transmission of news nega-
tives from distant points by airplane
has become an established system.
Pathe News uses airplane service
so constantly that a large number
of the important newspapers of New

of supplies from this country;
scenes at the "self determination"
balloting in Silesia ; the recent views
of important personages and con-
ditions in Moscow and Petrograd

;

the last days of the great tenor, Ca-
ruso in Italy, and his impressive
funeral

;
outstanding events in the

hunger strike of Irish patriots'

York and other important cities of armed resistance against England,

''Handle With Care ' Scheduled

J. E. Storey, sales manager of
Associated Exhibitors, states that
January 22 has been set as the re-

lease date on "Handle With
Care," the big Rockett special
which was announced for release
through Associated Exhibitors,
following Ray Rockett's recent
trip to New York.
Heralded as an unusually fine

production, this feature is said to
be one of the best audience pic-
tures of the season. The principal
role is handled by Grace Dar-
mond, while Patsy Ruth Millet
plays the ingenue. The male
characters include such names as
James W. Morrison, Harry Mey-

The story tells of the career of a
popular debutante, who is strenu-
ously wooed by no less than five

suitors of distinctly different
types.

tion of organization and efficiency

in all departments w-as essential

in enabling Pathe News to deliver

its films of the last Unknown
Soldier rites at Arlington at the big

New York picture theatres before

Universal Films N, Y, Crowdfor
Scene for ''Leather Pushers*

Harold Lloyd
Film a Feature

in Many Houses
The Capitol Theatre of New

York and the Symphony of Los
Angeles head an impressive line

up of first run theatres across
the country, which played Harold
Lloyd's big feature, "A Sailor-

Made Man," as a Christmas week
attraction.

The fact that this is Harold
Lloyd's first comedy of feature
length makes its showing doubly
impressive Associated Exhibitors
state, and proves Harold Lloyds
right to be viewed by the ex-
hibitors as a star with such a big
public following as to justify "A
Sailor-Made Man" being the big
feature during one of the most
important weeks of the entire
year. It is said that it is one of
the most widely advertised at-
tractions in the theatres today.

Broadway had one of its great-used in

est thrills recently when Harry Leather
Pollard, director of "The Leather
Pushers" the H. C. Witwer prize
ring series being filmed for Uni-
versal with Reginald Denny as
the star, paraded his company up

ers, William Courtleigh, Landers and down the Gay White Way at
Stevens and William Austin. the height of the theatre crowd
The original story is from the hour filming the crowds, the

pen of Charles Belmont Davis, lights and " The Leather Pushers"
The production was directed by principals, A battery of Sunlight
Philip E. Rosen under the super-
vision of Mr. Rockett, and Asso-
ciated Exhibitors claim that
"Handle With Care" has been af-
forded a wealth of rich settings.

Arcs provided illumination for the
camera-men.

It was not a publicity stunt, as
the shots taken of the principals

and of Broadway life are to be

Round Three of "The
Pushers" series. Thea-

tre-goers crowded around the
moving picture company and lin-

ed the side-walks as Pollard's
unit moved from place to place.

Los Angeles and certain other
American cities are accustomed
to being filmed at all hours of the
day or night, but it was a distinct

novelty to Broadway to "act in

the movies" at its most crowded
hour. It was only after great
trouble and much persuasion that
Pollard obtained permission from
the police department to take the
pictures he needed.

Next Mermaid
Titled "En Route"
The greater part of the Hamil-

ton-White stage has been utilized

for the construction of train sets

which are being used in the pro-
duction of the latest Educational-
Mermaid Comedy featuring Lloyd
Hamilton, which is to be called
"En Route." In addition to a

Pullman car, where much of the
fun takes place, there is a dining
car, observation car and sleeper,

and a large locomotive. The sets

are among the largest ever used
in filming a Mermaid Comedy
featuring Hamilton.

SCENES FROM "HANDLE WITH CARE." RELEASED BY ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
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Optimistic Statement from R-C
Tells of Plans for Coming Year

Pessimistic rumors of an impend-
ing closing of the R-C studios in

Hollywood following the curtail-

ment of production at several other
southern California film plants, are
belied in a cheerful statement issued

recently by local R-C officials in

regard to the future plans of their

company. Preparations are now be-

ing made for increased productional
activity immediately after the first

of the year, according to these of-

ficals, and there is no hint of pess-

imism as to the concern.

It was decided not to start any
hew productions during the Christ-

mas holidays, it was stated, because
of the thoroughly human pen-
chant of acters for seasonal enjoy-
ments away from work at that time
of the year. But the R-C organiza-
tion will be expected to make up for

lost time in the first few weeks
oi 1922.

Sessue Hayakawa has two pro-

ductions which are now being pre-

pared for release. "Five Days to

Live," which was made under the

name, "In the Street of the Flying
Dragon," and in which the star is

supported by his wife, Tsuru Aoki,
has received" the final touches of the

film editors. R-C officials are so

pleased with this picture that they
are considering giving a pre-view at

a downtown Los Angeles theatre

for their friends of the press and
the motion picture profession.

Final scenes in "The Vermilion
Pencil," in which Hayakawa is sup-

ported by Bessie Love, will be com-
pleted within a few days. The cut-

ting department has started to edit

the film under Hayakawa's personal
supervision. The star is expected
to start upon another picture about
January 9. The name of his next
story has not yet been announced.

Pauline Frederick is also super-
vising the cutting of her latest pro-
duction, "Two Kinds of Women,"
adapted from Jackson Gregory's
novel, "Judith of Blue Lake Ranch."
Miss Frederick's next R-C produc-
tion is expected to be a film pre-

sentation- of William J. Locke's

novel, "The Glory of Clementina."
E. Richard Schayer is now preparing
the continuity for this story, and
it is expected that it will go into

production about January 9. Two
other big stories, both written di-

rectly for the screen, have been pur-
chased for Miss Frederick, it was

Exhibitors Send Praise of
''Hurricane Hutch" to Pathe

stated. The names of these will be

announced later.

Doris May is nearing the close

of her third R-C starring vehicle.

"Boy Crazy." She will be started

upon her next picture, "Gay and
Devilish," about the same time the

Hayakawa and Frederick companies
begin work again.

R. J. Tobin, vice-president and
general manager at the studios of

the R-C Pictures Corporation, is

expecting to leave for New York
within the next few days to re-

main until after the first of the

year, discussing future plans with

officials at the home office of the

company.
It has been announced that sev-

eral new companies may be organ-
ized for special productions early in

1922, as the R-C scenario depart-

ment has purchased several books
and plays that are considered ex-
cellent screen material. These com-
panies will be made up of well-

known capable players. Christy

Cabanne, who has been in New
York for several months directing

productions for R-C Pictures Cor-
poration, may return to California

to make his next film at the R-C
studios there, it was stated.

L. Dawson, art director for Mr.
Robertson, has also been spending
two weeks in Seville to familiarize

himself with the peculiarities of
Moorish architecture, upon which
principles most houses in the dis-

trict are more or less constructed.
He is rapidly filling his sketchbook
with all manner of impressions,
which will not only serve the pur-
pose of the story at present under
production, but also prove a fruitful

source of inspiration for any future
script requiring a typically Spanish
setting.

Pathe correspondence from ex-

hibitors voluntarily reporting

profitable "Hurricane Hutch" en-

gagements includes all sections of

the country, big cities and the

smaller towns and houses of all de-

gress of capacity, Pathe says. The
following expressions are among
many received during the last week
of the old year

:

From Rialto Theatre, Motiette,

Mo.—"I am running 'Hurricane

Hutch,' having bought it from
Pathe. It is a 100 per cent, serial.

Thought enough of it to take an-

other chance by booking the big

Indian story, Ruth Roland's 'White
Eagle'."

From Star Theatre, Sarcoxio,

Mo.—"Played first episode of 'Hur-
ricane Hutch' to 360 paid admis-
sions on first showing, and had to

turn many away as I could not get

any more in the theatre. Only 900
to 1,000 population."

Shelby Social Club, Ellwood City,

Pa.
—

" 'Hurricane Hutch' is all

that anyone could wish for in the

line of a serial for any sort of an
exhibition."

From the Avoy Theatre, Moline,
111.
—"We opened 'Hurricane Hutch'

by admitting the children for one
cent or one potato. Before the

doors opened for the matinee over

2,000 children were waiting out-

side. We are doing much better

than we expected, and are much
pleased with the serial."

Real Atmosphere
on Pictures

Made Abroad
No stone is being left unturned

in the effort to procure absolute

accuracy in the atmosphere of all

settings for Paramount pictures

made abroad.

A few weeks ago, the George Fitz-

maurice Company left for Italy to

film the exteriors of "The Man
from Home," and at the same time
the J. S. Robertson Company was
dispatched to Spain to start work on
"Spanish Jade."

It is interesting to note that each
company has its own staff art direc-
tor. N. Gregory Arnold has fol-

lowed Mr. Fitzmaurice to Italy and
will design his studio interiors of
the various buildings chosen as loca-

tions.

Kansas City Critics

Praise '^Disraeli"
"George Arliss in 'Disraeli'

demonstrates the supreme art of
acting in motion pictures," wrote
the critic for the Kansas City Post,
when this United Artists release
was shown at the Newman Theatre,
and added, "If you like the best
don't let anything or anybody keep
you away. Mr. Arliss makes us
wish we could see him much more
often in pictures. The screen ver-
sion of his greatest stage character-
ization proved to be a rare combina-
tion of excellent acting by ex-
cellent players splendidly directed
and with a story that holds the at-

tention till the last moment.
" 'Disraeli' is not a historical

play. The author merely gave us a
story to illustrate the life and
times of the great English states-

man. Nobody should miss it."

"A large audience, spellbound,
followed George Arliss through
'Disraeli,' a picture that, from the
lay viewpoint, is one of the few
celluloid dramas o£ importance,"
said the critic for the Kansas City
Times.
"George Arlis is Disraeli," de-

clares the critic for the Kansas
City Star. "There is no other and
he has made it impossible for us to

imagine another. His Disraeli has
lost nothing in its transition from
the stage to the screen. Disraeli's

touch of impishness is still there,

his posings, his dramatic effects, are
all preserved. Mr. Arliss has paid
Disraeli the high compliment of un-
derstudying him, for Disraeli, too,

was an actor and so perfectly has
Mr. Arliss done his part that we
see not him, but Disraeli, himself.

Disraeli would, we feel, have done
exactly what Mr. Arliss has done."
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''Little Lord Fauntleroy" Gets
Praise from Los Angeles Critics

" 'Little Lord Fauntleroy'," classic " 'Little Lord Fauntleroy' is a
of childhood, with its petite hero great picture," says the review in
embodied by Mary Pickford, in the
most elaborate production in her

Will Announce
Bookings for

S2lect Picture
Select branches throughout the

ten-year career in films, is at the
. Mission Theatre," said the critic of
the Los Angeles Evening Express
when this United Artists release

was shown there. "In an ideal pic-

ture for her talents, and personality
the incomparable star has shown
what can be done when worth-while
tale, able direction, capable players
and expert cameramen come to-

gether. The star is bewitching in

every scene ; she has kept the spirit

of the book with unvarying care,

and she acts the boy faultlessly."

"Mary Pickford's 'Little Lord
Fauntleroy' without question out-
rivals anything she ever has done,"
wrote the critic for the Los Angeles
Record. "Filled with an appeal
indescribable. Miss Pickford, by
turns, romps boyishly and walks se-

dately through ten reels of most
beautifully photographed scenes.

The film gives you a chance to see

the Los Angeles Times. 'It is great country are screening "Conceit,"

largely because Mary Pickford is second of the Supreme Selznick
great. The double roles of the six, for important first run ac-
tender young mother and the
quaint, friendly little Cedric shows counts.

important

Prints were shipped from

the wide range of this star's amaz- the New York offices some days

ing genius. He's no sissy, this ago and early bookings will soon be
'Fauntleroy' of Miss Pickford's;
there's real boyishness in him ; he
has a boyish slant of thought as

well as a boyish stride, and a boy-
ish carelessness, too."

announced. The exhibitors' cam-

paign book on "Conceit" has been

completed and is in the hands of

the Select branch managers.

Schulberg Engages Blackwood
to Start Revolution in

Publicity Copy Writing
B. P. Schulberg, president of wood as its head. Mr. Blackwood

Preferred Pictures, Inc.. producers has been associated with the industry

of the Katherine MacDonald fea- for more than ten years, chiefly with

tures, released by First National, Thomas H. Ince in the capacity of

- . - promises to "start something" in the scenario editor and publicity expert,
Mary in knickers; a chance to see ranks of those press agents whose with Robertson-Cole as scenario
her kiss herself ; a chance to see most valued possession is the editor and in the same capacity at
her pass a photograph to herself, mimeograph—to say nothing of the the Universal studios. He formerly
and various other unsual bits of carbon paper. was the dramatic editor of the
'business,' all of which makes

j^jj. Schulberg has come to the Washington, D. C, Times and was
'Fauntleroy' a triumph of filming."

conclusion that there is something assoc ated with David Belasco in the

radic-'" ""t^ii'-if" management of Mrs. Leslie Carter

that

WILLIAM A. FARTELLO
Who on Page 74 tells how he

guarantees his shows

"Mary Pickford is her own best
rival in 'Little Lord Fauntleroy',"
said the Los Angeles Examiner re-

view. "When you sec her dressed
in her little velvet costume, swag-
gering around with a delicious boy-
ishness, you are sure you like her
best that way—and then in a minute,
as the film shifts and you see the

sweet-faced 'Dearest' your affec-

tions are at once transposed—and
she's your favorite."

"Somewhere there is a society
which interests itself in the future

conclusion that there is something
idically wrong with the publicity n-anagement of Mi

lat is sent out from almost every ^o^/
"J,, J,^ ,

studio in the country to each paper Blackwood has inaugurated a

that boasts a circulation of 10,000 PV'^''^ity campaign for Katherine

or over. In short, it is Mr. Schul- MacDonald along the lines suggested

berg's contention that 90 per cent, Mr. Schulberg, and with a staff

of the mass of press material that o» expert stenographers his publicity

weekly emanates from the various department will turn out exclusively

Wanda Hawley in

Realart Feature

for January

studios finds a final resting place in

the wastepaper baskets in the edi-

torial rooms. He even goes further

and declares fhat the chief reason
for this is because the press stuff

is duplicated, that much of it lacks
generation. I do not know whether originality and is loaded down with
the executives of that body have superlatives, hysterical hyperbole
seen 'Little Lord Fauntleroy,' or and adjectival embellishments that
whether they propose to include the make its use almost out of the ques-
motion picture in its list, but it tion by any editor that has an aver-
seems to me that Mary Pickford's age amount of respect for his
current cinematic vehicle is worthy readers.
of a pigeon-hole in the archives So, in order to test his theory, Mr.
where rest the big things in history Schulberg has re-organized his

and the arts." Thus wrote the critic Katherine MacDonald publicity 'Wanda Hawley.
for the Los Angeles 'Evening Herald, and has engaged John H. Black- Lorna Moon, the author, is a

former newspaper woman who
has recently attained success as a

writer of screen tales. Her- most
conspicuous success is the Para-
mount special, "Don't Tell Everv-
thing," in which Wslbce Reid,

Capitol Theatre

Books "Theodora"
Goldwyn's Italian spectacle,

"Theodora," which met with such
overwhelming critical commenda-
tion in New York, Boston, Chicago,
Detroit and Pittsburgh, the only
towns where it has as yet been seen
and where it showed at the $2 top
scale, will be the attraction at the
Capitol Theatre, New York, start-

ing New Year's Day, Sunday, Jan-
uary 1.

S. L. Rothafel, manager of pre-
sentation at the Capitol, is arranging
a musical and scenic setting which
will have novel features, though
modeled upon the successful pre-
sentation of the spectacle at the As-
tor Theatre.
"Theodora" will show at regular

Capitol Theatre prices and if the
enthusiasm which it awoke at the

Scheduled for release through Astor Theatre and the big business

Famous Players-Laskv exchanges which it did there are any criteria

written material that promises an
innovation—certaintly it will be an
experiment well worth watching.

on January 1 is the Realart pic-

ture, "Too Much Wife," starring

should fill the great Capitol Theatre
for the entire week.

SCENE FROM "CONVICT 993." RELEASED BY PATHE

Gardner Boosts

Rival Attraction

J. B. Gardner, manager of the

Gem Theatre, Sandpoint. Idaho, be-

Gloria Swanson and Elliott Dex- lieves in co-operation with the com-
ter are starred. munity. When the American Legion
Percy Health wrote the scenario post put on a show recently he not

Thomas Hf-ffron directed the pic- only boosted this opposition to his

ture and Elmer Harris supervised own show, but he portrayed one of

its production. the important parts in the cast.

T. Roy Barnes has the role of In his own newspaper advertis-

a man considerably embarrassed ing the first line called attention to

bv "too much wife." A golfer the community show. "After see-

himself who h'ts 'em around in ing 'The W'hirl of the Town'," it

the neichborhood of the low 80's, read, "go to see the show at The
Mr. Barnes proves part'cularlv Gem."
fitted for those scenes which call Mr. Gardner has met the prob-

for his appearance on the links, lem of getting business by booking

The polf scenes were filmed at the best pictures and has employed
one of Pasadena's most exclusive a publicity man. Then he bought
clubs. two new Simplex projectors, a new
Other players in the cast in- transverter, and installed new

elude Arthur Hovt, Lillian Lane- chairs. He claims that the way to

don, Leieh Wy?nt, Bertram get business, when times are hard,

Johns and John Fox, the last is to give the people more for their

named being a clever boy actor. money.
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Hodkinson New Year Schedule
Includes Variety of Subjects

Plans of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation for 1922 include the

"Official Urban Movie Chats of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America," one a week beginning
January 15, several of the Great
Author series to be released month-
ly, the two-reel Triart productions,

a number of Hugo Ballin and Ed-
win L. Hollywood productions and
others.

For release in January is "French
Heels," "The Young Painter" and
"At the Sign of the j'ack O'Lan-
tern." "French Heels" is the first

of the series of Edwin L. Holly-

wood productions starring Mrs.
Irene Castle. It was written by
Clarence Buddington Kelland, and
the cast includes Ward Crane and
Charles Gerard. "At the Sign of

the Jack O'Lantern is the second

Renco Film Company's production.

It is a Myrtle Reed story. The
cast includes Betty Rose Clark,

Victor Potel, Earl Schenck, Wade
Boteler and Clara Ward.
"The Young Painter" is the third

of the Triart Productions which are

being made under the supervision

of an advisory board of the emi-

nent art patrons, consisting of Rob-
ert W. DeForest, President of the

Metropolitan Museum of Art;

Francis C. Jones, Treasurer of the

National Academy of Design ; Ed-
win H. Blashfield, President of the

National Acadeniy of Design

;

Charles Dana Gibson, President of

the Society of Illustrators and edi-

tor of "Life" ; Robert Aitken, Presi-

dent of the Sculptors' Society of

America; Louis C. Tiffany, founder
of the Louis Comfort Tiffany
Foundation, and Daniel Chester
French.
During February Hodkinson will

release "Heart's Haven," a Benja-
min B. Hampton Production, fea-

turing Claire Adams, Carl Gant-
voort, Claire McDowell and Robert
McKim ; and "Hope," the fourth

Triart production, based on the

masterpiece of the same name by
Watts; also another Benjamin B.

Hampton production, "The Grey
Dawn."
Another Triart Great Master-

piece production scheduled for early

release is "Mona Lisa," based on
the famous painting of the same
name bv Leonardo da Vinci.

our opinion 'Way Down East' is

the greatest box-office and audience
attraction produced in the last five

years. It has no opposition, and
we extend hearty congratulations to

Mr. Griffith and United Artists

Corporation."

Parker Directing

John Barrymore
At the Amsterdam studios in

West Forty-fourth street, Albert
Parker is directing John Barrymore
in his second production following
"The Lotus Eaters," an adaptation
of Conan Doyle's famous detective

story, "Sherlock Holmes."

Macey Harlem in

New R-C Picture
In the all-star cast of "Beyond the

Rainbow," the new R-C production,

Macey Harlem, who played Milton

Manning in R-C's "Shams of So-

ciety," is carrying the part of the

imposter Count Ricardo Terrion,
erstwhile barber. The Count affords
Mr. Harlem opportunities for some
effective comedy, it is stated. Mr.
Harlem returns to pictures after a
season on the road with Olga Petro-
va in "The White Peacock," which
is scheduled to open in New York
in the near future.

Ralph Ince to Make Important
Films for Selznick in 1922

Big Business From
"Way Down East"

J. G. Goldman, manager of the

Strand Theatre, Fargo, N. D., re-

ports that during a nine-day show-
ing of D. W. Griffith's "Way Down
East," during which time a new
$250,000 theatre was opened in

Fargo, the Strand not only did a re-

markable business throughout the

run of this United Artists release,

but that the management did not

hear of a single dissatisfied patron.

"We want to go on record," Mr.
Goldman reports, "as saying that in

The announcement is made by
Myron Selznick, vice president in

charge of production, that Ralph
Ince will continue to be an im-

portant factor in the screening of

Selznick pictures during 1922. Be-
fore Mr. Selznick departed for Eu-
rope he outlined plans that will

keep Mr. Ince busy with production

engaging Eugene O'Brien and
Elaine Hammerstein as stars.

Just now Ince is finishing Eugene
O'Brien's presentation of "Chan-
ning of the Northwest," the com-
pany having returned in time for

Christmas from Lake Placid, N. Y.

In this picture Norma Shearer will

be O'Brien's leading woman.
When his present work with

O'Brien is finally disposed of Mr.
Ince will turn his attention to the
next production in which Elaine
Hammerstein will star. This new
offering will be the second picture

Ince has supervised with Miss
Hammerstein the central figure,

"Remorseless Love," released in

September, having been produced
under his supervision when Selz-
nick was making pictures in Fort
Lee.

Read Our Eleven Page Survey of
Picture Business Throughout the

Country, Starting on Page 35.

SCEXES FROM "THE SONG OF LIFE," A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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SCENES FROM "BACK PAY." A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Partello, Successful Exhibitor
Personally Guarantees His Shows

"Billy" is wliat they call him in

Mansfield, O., on the street, but in

business and social circles it is

Mr. William A. Partello. Back in

the early '90's he was a clown with

the Sells Brothers' Circus. As
"Slivers" he was known all over the

country and internationally.

From the circus Partello shifted

to the theatrical game and soon had
the Partello Stock Company, of

which he was owner and manager.
He was successful from the begin-

ning. Ten years ago with Mrs. Par-
tello—Alice Kennedy, as she is

known professionally—he settled in

Mansfield, where he became in-

terested in an organization con-

trolling the Grand and Majestic
Theatres, of which he was made
managing director.

Road attractions of advanced
calibre were available for stands of

one or two nights now and then,

but both theatres were "dark" most
of the time.

"The people of Mansfield and vi-

cinity were demanding amusement,
and I made up my mind to give

them classy pictures," said Mr.
Partello, and they "took" "like vac-

cination."

Mr. Partello received a First Na-
tional sub-franchise and explained
to the people of Mansfield and the

country surrounding that the First

National trademark stands for

"class."

Just before Thanksgiving he
booked "The Kid" for the first four

days of the week at the Majestic.
"I expected big business for four

days but was sure all the people
wanting to see 'The Kid' would see

it during this time."

But ail the people did not get to

see it during the four-day period

and, as a result, Partello had to

hold it over for two days, and says

the probabilities are that a little

later on "The Kid" will be recalled

for a couple of more days.

When he knows he has a good
thing Partello never hesitates to let

his clietele know it. He has per-

sonally recommended Constance
and Norma Talmadge, Katherine
MacDonald, Anita Stewart, Charlie

Ray, Lionel Barrymore and others,

and is, accordingly, responsible to

a great extent for their popularity

in his locality.

Partello has made a great hit in

and around Mansfield by letting the

people know through little book-
lets that fit the vest pocket of the

man or the handbag of the woman
and girl, just what he expects to

offer from three weeks to a month
ahead.

"I have found that the average
person plans picture theatre attend-

ance just the same as social or busi-

ness engagement and that if you let

tlie public know what is in store

they will make arrangements ac-

cordingly, and you will be the

gainer," says Partello.

Everything considered William A.
Partello is one of the big men not

only of Mansfield and vicinity, but

of Central Ohio and this not only

as an exhibitor, but as a citizen

and business man.
A Mansfield newspaper recently

carried a three-column line drawing
of Partello on its first page. Above
it was the heading: "A Prominent
Mansfield Man." Under it was
this:

"William A. Partello has for

years been prominent in the the-

atrical business. He knows the

game from beginning to end. A
gentleman through and through,

Mr. Partello has won the confidence

and esteem of all who know him.

He is a success."

Washington and Jefferson football

team of Pennsylvania, which has
journeyed to California to meet the

gridiron performers of the Uni-

versity of California in an inter-

sectional match on January 2 at

Los Angeles.
Miss Taylor has been in Cali-

fornia several months. She is the

leading woman in a new picture

starring John Gilbert, made under
the direction of Emmett J. Flynn.

While in New York she worked m
several pictures directed by Charles

J. Brabin, among them being

"While New York Sleeps," "Blind

Wives," and the current Fox spe-

cial, "Footfalls."

'Back Pay'* to Be Released by

Cosmopolitan Early in January

Did Big Business

with "Iron Trail"
Showing Rex Beach's "The Iron

Trail" to a three-day engagement,
one day more than the usual book-

ing, Paul DeMordaunt, manager of

the Rialto Theatre, Black foot,

Idaho, reports that business for this

United Artists release was "faf

above the average" and the picture

pleased all the theatre patrons.

"The first day we were unable to

accommodate the crowd;" contin-

ued the report, "business was very

fine for the second and third days.

Probably some extra business ow-
ing to Thanksgiving holiday. No
special stunts were used aside from
cutouts."

Charles Ray Gets

a Warm Welcome
Southern hospitality was cor-

dially extended to Charles Ray
last week during his first visit to

the South. In Washington, D. C.^

where the star and his party

made their first stop after saying
farewell to New York, Mr. Ray
met many of the foremost politi-

cal figures of the nation, including.

President Harding, Chief Justice

Taft, ex-President Woodrow Wil-
son, Herbert Hoover and others.

In Atlanta Mr. Ray was the guest

of Sig Samuels, owner, and Wil-
lard Patterson, manager, of the

Metropolitan and Criterion the-

atres. Mr. and Mrs. Ray and
their party, which includes Arthur
S. Kane, Richard Willis, Albert A.

Kidder, Jr., and George Rizard,

camera man, spent Christmas in

New Orleans. The star will soon
return to Los Angeles.

"Back Pay," created by Cosmopol-

itan Productions from the story by

Fannie Hurst, will be released by

Paramount early in January. This

picture is notable because of its big

and controversial theme, the fame
of its author and the calibre of ci-

nema talent that engaged upon its

making. Cosmopolitan says. Fannie
Hurst, authoress; Frank Borzage,

director, and Frances Marion, sce-

narist, the trio whose combined ef-

forts evolved "Humoresque," have

again collaborated in the case of

"Back Pay."

The production is the third di-

rected by Frank Borzage for Cos-
mopolitan and follows soon after

his "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford."

It is different from either of his two
previous Cosmopolitan productions

—its variance being another proof

of the versatility and mastery of

the young director, it is stated.

Seena Owen has the leading fem-
inine role. Matt Moore has the

principal male part

Fox Actress Is

Chosen as Mascot
The honor of representing both

the Eastern and the Western sec-

tions of the United States has been
bestowed upon Estelle Taylor, the

popular actress who for about two
years has been playing leading parts

in William Fox productions. Word
has just been received from Los
Angeles that Miss Taylor has been
chosen as honorary mascot of the

Liege Con ley in

Mermaid Comedy
Production has just been start-

ed on the fourth of the seven two-
reel Jack White productions
which, with the six Lloyd Hamil-
ton pictures, are to make up the

year's Educational - Mermaid
Comedies. The three previous
pictures in this group have been
all-star comedies. In the latest

production, the title of which has
not been announced, Lige Conely
is to be featured, supported by
Cliff Bowes, Elinor Lynn, Jack
Lloyd and others.
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Smallwood and Players Back
from South Where Exteriors for

First Pyramid Picture Were Made
Ray C. Smallwood and his tech-

nical staff and all-star players have
arrived in New York City after

spending seven weeks in the South,

making the exteriors for Pyramid
Pictures, Inc., first super drama,
"My Old Kentucky Home." Mr.
Smallwood timed his outdoor settings

so that Monte Blue, Sigrid Holm-
quest, Lucy Fox, Julia Swayne
Gordon, Frank Currier, Matthew
Betz, and Billy Quirk could be in

New York City for the Christmas
holidays.

The original story for "My Old
Kentucky Home," written by An-
thony Paul Kelly, finds its scenes

and locales in the South. Five weeks
were spent in Savannah and Thomas-
ville, Georgia, while the last two
weeks were employed in and about

the race track at New Orleans.

One of the features of "My Old
Kentucky Home" is the staging of

a big horse race. Southern hospit-

ality was never better exemplified

than by the manner in which society

turned out at the time when the

scenes and settings were made for

this part of Pyramid's first release.

More than 1500 prominent Souther-
ners can be seen in "My Old Ken-
tucky Home."
With Mr. Smallwood in New

York, nothing will be left undone
to have "My Old Kentucky Home"
ready for pre-showing before Jan-
uary 15. Elaborate plans have been

made by Pyramid to start this pic-

ture on its run in a manner in

keeping with the class and calibre

of the production and the cast.

Mr. Smallwood will personally

supervise the editing, titling, and
assembling of this picture. And as

soon as it is complete, Mr. Small-
wood will commence casting for

Pyramid's second super production,

""The Queen of the Moulin Rouge,"
that stellar Broadway attraction

written by Paul M. Potter.

Monte Blue, who has earned addi-

tional fame by his masterly acting

with the Gish girls in Griffith's

latest spectacle has been signed by
Pyramid Pictures as the first of the

all-star cast to be featured in "The
Queen of the Moulin Rou^e."

and Pythias friendship between Slo-
cum Price Tuberville, the prodigal
but lovable judge, and Solomon
Mahaffy, his dour but equally lov-

able companion. These two types
are new to the screen or the stage.

There is a tear and a laugh; excit-
ing spectacular scenes interspersed
with quiet humor.

Locations were used as far north
as the Canadian side of the St.

Lawrence River.

The large cast is headed by Jean
Paige as Betty Malroy and includes

Maclyn Arbuckle as Judge Price,

Ernest Torence as his friend, Ma-
haffy; Earl Fox as Bruce Carring-
ton; Arthur Carew as Col. Fentress;

Horace Braham, Charles Kent,

Charles Eaton, Robert Millasch,

George Bancroft, Peggy Shanor,
Lillian Van Arldale, Mrs. Mary
Curran and the six clever Curran
Children.

west. The improvement being so
great as to transform this territory
from one of the darkest to one of the
brightest on the motion picture map.
While in Los Angeles, Mr. Bal-

lance closed with Gore & Lesser for
the full Paramount output for their

circuit of fifty theatres. He also
closed contracts with Finkelstein &
Ruben for their houses in Minne-
apolis and St. Paul.

Mr. Ballance was accompanied
East by M. H. Lewis, special repre-
sentative at the Lasky studio for
the Distribution department, who
will remain in New York for a few
davs.

Ballance, Returning from West,

Reports Improved Conditions
H. G. Ballance, General Sales

Manager of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, has returned to New
York from a trip of four weeks
during which he held sales conven-
tions at the Paramount Exchanges
in Denver, Salt Lake City, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland,
Seattle and Minneapolis, which were
supplementary to the recent District

and Branch Managers' convention
in New York.

Mr. Ballance says that he noted
a prominent turn for the better in

the picture business, especially in

the Rocky Mountain and Pacific

Coast territories, with exhibitors

exercising more care than ever be-

fore in the selection of their pictures.

Big, worthwhile productions are do-
ing tremendous business. Particu-
larly George Melford's production,

"The Sheik," which, though it is

only in its second month of showing,
threatens to break Paramount rec-

ords.

The big success of "The Sheik"
at Jensen Von Herberg's Strand
Theatre in Seattle, where it has
broken all records for attendance
and is now playing its third week,
Mr. Ballance says, reflects also the

marked improvement in the lumber
and fisheries industries in the North-

Vitagraph Special
"Prodigal Judge"
Is Now Complete

"The Prodigal Judge," Vitagraph's

super- feature adapted from the novel

by Vaughan Kester, has been com-
pleted. The final editing and titling

has been done and the technical

force is now preparing prints for the

release of the picture which will

come early in the new year. "The
Prodigal j'udge" will be presented

as an Edward Jose production.

Vitagraph considers this as one of

its greatest productions With the

action laid in Tennessee in 1835,

the Southern scenery, with its moss-
covered trees, the Mississippi river

and the great vistas of plantations

afford colorful and picturesque back-
grounds for the story of the love

of Betty Malroy for Bruce Carring-
ton, the riverman, and the Damon

First Associated Exhibitors

Release for 1922 Announced
Associated Exhibitors first feature production for

1922 is "The Unfoldinent," a George Kearn produc-
tion, scheduled for release January 1. It is par-
ticularly in keeping with the New Year's spirit, for

it is a drama of the power of faith and hopefulness.

The production is in six reels, and includes a list of

players who are well known for their work in pre-

vious features. The cast includes Barbara Bedford,
Florence Lawrence, Wm. Conklin, Albert Prisco,

Murdock MacQuarrie, Charles K. French, Wade
Boteler and Lydia Knott.
The theme of the story deals with the efforts of a

newspaper girl to change the lives of her associates

who, through contact with the rougher side of life

and influenced by adversity, have lost the finest

instincts of their better natures.

"The Unfoldment" is described as a gripping
drama of intense emotional appeal, softened by a
spirit of romance and distinguished by an inspira-

tional climax.
Associated Exhibitors say that while it is basically

different than "The Miracle Man," it has a deeply
human appeal, and that it is distinctly a photoplay of
genuinely good entertainment. It is said to have
been produced with a fine attention to detail, and
contains sumptuous settings, which mark it as a
really big production.

Associated Exhibitors have listed the following as

among the accessories available: One, three and six

sheets, a twenty-four sheet, campaign book, colored

lobby photos, as well as the usual supply of news-
paper cuts, slides, black and white photographs and
similar exhibitor aids.

Helen Frost Is

Expert Teacher

of Clog Dancing
Helen Frost, Instructor in Physic-

al Education, Teachers' College,
Columbia University, conducts classes
in Clog Dancing at the College for
students who are studying to become
teachers of Physical Education. The
course is a regular part of their
program, as clog and gymnastic
dancing appeal to all ages and partic-
ularly to the bo<y. "Clogging" is

said to be helpful in classroom work
and in festival programs and a
healthful, wholesome form of activ-
ity.

Miss Frost is the author of "The
Clog Dance Book," recently pub-
lished by A. S. Barnes and Com-
pany, concerning which one reviewer
remarked : "The 'steps,' the 'brush,'
the 'rattle,' the 'hop,' the 'toe-tap,'

the 'fall,' the 'slap or flop,' the 'chug,'

the 'handcar,' the 'railroad shuffle'

and the 'hen scratch' are all ex-
plained in graded lessons, so simple
and understandable that anyone with
average intelligence can learn to
clog at home."

Miss MacDonald
Signally Honored

Katherine MacDonald, the Asso-
ciated First National star has been
singled out for distinction by the
directors of the Annual Photo
Exhibit of the Most Beautiful
Women of the World, to be held at
the Swarner Galleries, Kansas City,

commencing j'anuary 2.

Miss MacDonald, it is said, will
be the only American whose portrait
will be used. Three large, artistic

photographs of the First National
star have been sent to the Swarner
Galleries by B. P. Schulberg, presi-
dent of the Preferred Pictures, the
producers of Miss MacDonald's
First National pictures.

While Miss MacDonald has al-
ready been the winner in thirty-one
so called "beauty contests" held by
newspapers, magazines and theatres
in various parts of the country, she
deprecates the emphasis that has been
laid upon her beauty and declares
it has been a severe handicap in
her efforts to make screen produc-
tions that are of the worth-while
sort.

Have You Read

Pages 35 to 46?
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A. B. C. Statement of
Moving Picture World
for New York State is

1169
Why leave out New York City?

Why leave out Brooklyn?

In Xew York State circulation the Greater New-
York territory is precisely as important as the up-
State circulation.

A Western trade paper publisher brings up the

question of which trade paper has the largest cir-

culation in New York State, claiming for himself
457—mind you, these reports are made out by one
of his own paid employees. All of the good white
space devoted to this pretention in his paper is

for the purpose of eliminating the A. B. C. audit

from the discussion of trade paper circulation.

This astute (oh, very) publisher is not a member
of the Audit Bureau of Circulations and therefore

he can claim any circulation his imagination sug-

gests or his hopes devise.

All this circulation talk of New York State ex-

cludes New York City and Brooklyn, indicating

a pathetic weakness in this ambitious publisher's

national circulation. To be pleasant we could

concede to him a regional circulation—on theory

—but until his figures are backed up by an A. B. C.

audit we refuse to pay further attention to these

wholesale claims.

Our New York State circulation, including New
York City and Brooklyn, is 1 169 (A. B. C. audited).
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''MissLuluBen ''and ''RentFree "
^o^NlxtBi

for Paramount Release January 1
^^^^

Paramount opens 1922 with
William de Mille's production,
"Miss Lulu Betts," and Wallace
Reid in "Rent Free," scheduled
for release January 1.

"Miss Lulu Bett" is adapted
from the successful novel by
Zona Gale and Miss Gale's own

has met in the meantime, the
home and estate of which she has
been defrauded by an unscrupu-
lous stepmother.
Mann Page and Izola Forrester

Page wrote the story of "Rent
Free," and Elmer Harris wrote

De Mill2 Special
A New York hotel lobby complete,

with telephone booths, news stand,

switchboard, etc., forms the first of

the interesting settings that William

de Mille has had prepared for his

new Paramount production, "Bought

the scenario from which Howard and Paid For," the successful Broad-

Leigh Wyant as Fanny Blaine, com-
prise a cast of unusual excellence.

The presence of two of Para-
mount's newly-made stars in the
roster will add greatly to the attrac-

tion of the story, it is believed.

With his usual care, Mr. de Mille
is missing no opportunity of gaining
effects by attention to even the
smallest detail.

The play teems with tense mo-
ments, emotionally dramatic and of
such William de Mille is a complete
master. Moreover, it is promised

play which won the Pulitzer prize Higgin directed. Lila Lee plays hurst play which Clara Beranger has that the picture will adhere closely

for the best stage play during the opposite the star and the cast also adapted to the screen. Agnes Ayres ^g^j ^j^g pi^y

includes Henry Barrows, Ger- in the role made famous by Juha

trude Short, Lillian Leighton, Dean and Jack Holt m Charles

Clarence Gcldart, Claire McDow- Richman's part, with Walter Hiers

ell and Lucicn Littlefield. playing the role of Jimmy Gillay and

season 1920-2L Clara Beranger
was responsible for the adapta-
tion, and so well was her work
done and so well was the picture

directed and acted that it has
drawn forth the admission from
the author herself that in many
points the picture improves upon
the original story and the play.

The story is that of a household
drudge who longs for freedom
and thinks she has found it when
she contracts an informal civil

marrage with a man who already
^

has a wife. Awaking to the truth, i^^id Gunning, Lie, brings word
she returns to her monotonous

j^^t; Lucy Doraine, Continental star,

house duties and is at last liber-
^^^lo appeared in the spectacular Gun-

Uses Ex-Soldiers

Lucy Doraine, the Star of

"Good and Evil Preparing

to Come to United States
A report just received from abroad sented by the Herz Film Corporation.

- - ' It is a Sascha Production, and was
directed by Michael Kertesz, the hus-

band of the star.

Doing its "bit" to end the un-
employment problem insofar as it

affects the wounded ex-service
men, Realart celebrated the be-
ginning of "The Heart Special-

ist," starring Mary Miles Minter,
by employing thirty-five disabled
soldiers for certain scenes. The
men were given work through the
co-operation with the Hollywood
"Motion Picture Post" of the
American Legion.

ated when a real man gives her

his love.

The title role is played by Lois

Wilson. Milton Sills plays oppo-
site her, while character roles are

ning release, "Good and Evil," is

anxious to come to America to make

personal appearances in connection

with the showing of that production.

Miss Doraine, according to the re-

''His Back Against the Wall"
Has Laughs in Every Foot

Mabel Van °Buren, Clarence Bur- completed!' ^^e" wHl 'make ar "His Back Against the Wall," the cast are Shannon Day, Virginia

ton and May Giracci. The pic- ments to visit this country. She " " a/t^m.^^^ Oo i n u.^a

played by Theodore Roberts, port, is working on another massive

Helen Ferguson, Ethel Wales, production, and as soon as that is

ture has received high praise hopes to be able to do this during

from the newspaper critics of the coming season.

New York. Reports to the Gunning offices

There are said to be a lively from the exchanges of the organiza-

nevv Goldwyn comedy by John
Frederick, in which Raymond Hat-
ton is featured, is a new kind of

western photoplay. Its ranchmen
are the real thing and behave like

Madison, Raymond Cannon, Fred
Kohler, Jack Curtis, W. H. Bain-
bridge and Dudley Hendricks.

plot and plenty of action in the tion throughout the country indicate human beings. Julien Josephson, Tfff^^rnjfjjfjff JTHttlhKS
Wallace Reid picture, "Rent that the young actress has already one of the most expert continuity xj/ w ± iiiinn^

Story By EytingeFree " A good deal of the action obtained a considerable following in writers in the country, prepared the

supposedly takes place on the this country in the short time since script from Mr. Frederick's novel,

roofs of two New York rooming her appearance in "Good and Evil," while Paul Bern, editor of Gold-ig her appearance

houses, and Mr. Reid plays the and that further productions in

part of a young artist who pre- which she will appear will be awaited

fers to shuffle for himself rather with the greatest interest by Amen-
than study law in his father's can fans.

office. To get the better of the Exhibitors who have shown Good

rent problem and to escape from and Evil" throughout the country

an irate landlady, he moves up on report that its great drawing power

the roof and later established is due to the beauty of the new star,

himself in a house, the owners of the gorgeous sets, the vast mobs and

which are away. There he finds the unusual exploitation campaign

a mysterious note about a will carried out by the Wid Gunning

which awards to a girl whom he field forces. The picture is pre-

Tod Browning
wyn's scenario department, edited "Outside the Lav
it. Rowland V. Lee was especial-

ly engaged to direct this picture and
was so successful that Goldwyn re-

tained him for other productions
Mr. Hatton gives one

deftest and most amusing

who directed

has been selected

by Universal to film "Peter-man."
It is by Louis Victor Eytinge, a life-

termer in the Arizona state peniten-
tiary. In "Peter-man" he has

of the written the epic of crookdom, de-
charac- liiieating the underworld with a true

ter studies of his career as Jeremy pen, neither sympathetically nor
Dies. Virginia Valli is the relentlessly. It stars Herbert Raw-
rancher's daughter, Gordon Russell Hnson, supported by George Webb
the "Bronc" Lewis. Others in the and William Courtwright.

Selznick Announces Three Star

Issues and Revival Forthcoming
From January 1 to February 10

Select will issue four attractions,

embracing one for each of the Selz-

nick stars—Elaine Hammerstein,

Eugene O'Brien and Conway Tearle

—and a Constance Talmadge re-

vival, "Good-Night Paul," is the

"come back," a production by the

late Walter Edwards that was based

on a play by Roland Oliver and

Charles Dickson and first issued

when Lewis J. Selznick was mak-
ing the Talmadge girls screen stars

three seasons ago.

Conway Tearle's "Shadows of the

Sea" is set for January 10. This

is an Alan Crosland production

based on a story by Frank Dazey,

associate editor of the Selznick sce-

nario department.

January 20 brings Elaine Ham-

merstein to the screen with her

newest production, "Why Announce
Your Marriage?" This is also an

Alan Crosland presentation made
from a scenario in which Crosland

collaborated with Lewis Allen

Brown. Niles Welch makes an-

other appearance as Miss Ham-
merstein's leading man.
Eugene O'Brien's presentation of

"The Prophet's Paradise" is like-

wise an Alan Crosland production.

It is the third issue in the O'Brien

series. Sigrid Holmquist, known in

her native land as the "Swedish
Mary Pickford," is O'Brien's lead-

ing woman. She is just now being

exploited in association with "Just

Around the Corner," a new Cos-
mopolitan production wherein she

acted shortly after she arrived here

from Sweden.
•SCENE FROM 'THE MIDNIGHT STAGE,''

BY PATHE
RELEASED
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Robert C. Bruce Returns from
Northwest with New Scenics

Robert C. Bruce well-known science" turns up to torture him,
^^^^^ jtnm ui

producer of ^scenic pictures, whose untiUt last, almost^a broken man, Do'^MerWant ?"'Th'e'^I^^

Weber production, distributed by

If u » u~ • 1 Wid Gunning, Inc., at the Pantheon
marsha who put him in jai , years t-, . t i j Au- -ru » r n
, f '1 u I

• . u Theatre, Toledo, Ohio. Three full
before. 1 he marshal is too busy ' -

Big Advertising

Display for Film
One of the largest advertising

displays ever used for a single pro-

duction announced the opening of

one - hundredth picture was re- he goes back to the town where
cently released by Educational Film he was arrested, and hunts up the

Exchanges, Inc., and whose Euro-
pean series, now almost com-

the Toledo Times, on the
pleted on Educational's release with other work to talk to him ^Sy" of the opening, smashed
schedules, has added much to his even, so after many efforts to

^^ross the message
popularity, has just returned to turn himself over to the authori- °

New York from the North-West ties, he forces his way into jail
-m r ^ r>'i r

with a group of pictures that as he thought he had forced his JylCKjOWUfl rtllfl fOr
mark a new departure in scenic way out, and in this way rids him- Ti 1
moving pictures. self of his remorse. JClltUCiry HClCClSC
The new subjects brou£n back ..^^^ pictures constitute the A new J. P. McGowan feature

by Mr. Bruce will be called Wil-
best work of my career", says Mr. is scheduled by Playgoers Pic-

derness Trails Each will pre-
Bruce. "Right in our own country tures for release on January IS.

sent an interesting little story a-
j ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ beautiful This is the third of a series of f^ve

bout men in the great out-doors
^^^^ Playgoers by Herald

l"'^ ^ ^ I h^.WrnnnH. '^e great Northwest is to be Productions. It is entifed "Reck-
beautifu scenic backgrounds. ^^^^^ ^^^^ Chances." J. P. McGowan is
This wil combine the attractive-

possibly wish for, and with director as well as star. He is
ness of he pure scenic with he

^^.^ ^.^^ ^^^^^ j ^^^^ ^^^^^ supported by a new leading lady,
appeal of novel stories laid in the

^^^^ j, „ ^oVothy Wood,
mountains, valleys and waterwayo ^ ^

of Washington, Oregon and Cal-
ifornia and occasionally along the

Northern Pacifc Coast.

Penetrated Wildest Parts

Mr. Bruce's adventurous spirit

led him into the wildest country
he could find. Into the Goat
Rocks Country in Washington,
where only sheep herders are

ever known to go, he led his

pack company. The herders make
their entrance into the valley and
exit therefrom by one passage,

but the Bruce party fought their

Sweet picture to be directed by
Arvid Gillstrom, deals with the ad-
ventures of a young man in a fur-

nished room house. Sweet falls in

love with his landlady's daughter,

played by a new Century beauty,

Thelma Dillcrman. Budd Jamison
fills his usual ungrateful role of
villain.

"Horse Sense," Sweet's other

comedy, is directed by Fred Hibbard.
Margaret Cloud, Bud Jamison and
Harry Cornells are in the cast. The
action takes place both on land and
on sea, and much of the fun is on
board ship.

"Circus Clowns," starring Brownie
and Baby Peggy, is on the way
from the coast. Fred Hibbard is the

director.

"The Straphanger," Lee Moran's
first Century Comedy, and "Ship-
wrecked Among Animals," a parody
on the Universal success, "Ship-
wrecked Among Cannibab."

Hodkinson to Handle Kineto
Single Reel Great Authors

Series and ''Four Seasons''
The conclusion of arrangements atre, New York, following which

made by Harry J. Sherpard of the Managing Director Reisenfeld wrote
Kineto Company of America and an enthusiastic letter to Mr. Urban
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation praising the production,
under the terms of which the latter The Great Authors' series in-

^ _ organization will distribute the four eludes such distinguished American

way over the snow-clad" treach- reel special, "The Four Seasons," authors as James Witcomb Riley,

erous hills that marked' the far and a series of one reel Great Au- Henry W. Longfellow, Walt Whit-

side of the valley, and after a thors' productions made by Charles man, James Fennimore Cooper,

hard tussle made their way out Urban is announced. James Russell Lowell, Edgar Allen

with splendid "shots" of territory "The Four Seasons" is a fea- Poe, Washington Irving, John

that it is said had never before ture novelty of great beauty de- Greenleaf Whittier, Nathaniel Haw-
been photographed.
"Shots" of this remarkable

scribed as a fascinating vis-

ualization of nature's handiwork.
thorne, William Cullen Bryant,
Oliver Wendell Holmes and Mark

country are included in a picture depicting animal and plant life and Twain. They will be released one
- - showing how they are affected by a month, and have received high

the changing seasons. It was praise, both from an entertainment
planned by Dr. R. L. Ditmars in and educational standpoint by
charge of scientific research for the Ernest L. Crandall, director of lec-

The" first release of this new New York Zoological Society and tures and visual education. New

which Mr. Bruce has in prepara
tion called "My Country," which
will be presented as "an apprecia-

tion of the Pacific Northwest.'

series will be on Educational's re

lease schedule for February. It is

photographed largely in Bronx York City.

Park. In its production he had the Although at the present time the

''Our Mutual Friend*' Classed

Among Best Pictures of 1921

called "And Women Must Weep" counsel of Charles Urban whose series consists only of American

and will follow in order of release knowledge of scientific photography authors, it is understood plans are

"Unknown Switzerland which is lias resulted in noteworthy screen being perfected for including fa-

te be made available to 'exhibitors products. mous authors of other countries,

in January and which closes the A very successful pre-release such as 1 oLstoi, Victor Hugo. Du-

current European series. showing of this feature was held mas, Flaubert, Dickens, Kipling,

Others to follow in this series some weeks ago at the Rialto The- Shakespeare, Ibanez, and others,

of "Wilderness Tales" include

"The Split Outfit", 'The One-Man
Reunion", "Prickly Conscience",
"Nights of Many Shadows", "The
Natural Born Liar" and "Missing
Men".

Best of Career

"Prickly Conscience" gives a

good example of the type of story

Mr. Bruce has taken as the basis

for these "Wilderness Tales." A
young man is arrested as a va-
grant and thrown into a jail in a
little Western town. As the ar-

resting officer has no desire to

hold him, the jail door is left open,
and before long the prisoner,

seeking to escape, tries the door,
and without trouble makes his way
to freedom. But everywnere he
goes, his conscience follows him
to prick him. The young man is

seen wandering through beautiful
cof'^ry, along the ocean front,

across the mountains. Every-
where, always, "Prickly Con-

Nell Shipman
Film Said to

Be Making Hit
Nell Shipman in "The Girl From

God's Country," the outdoor animal
drama, released by Wid Gunning,
Inc., has been received by the big

exhibitor circuits of the country as

one of the strongest box-office cards

of the fall and winter season, accord-

ing to reports which have reached the

Wid Gunning home office recently.

Miss Shipman is author, star, direc-

tor and producer of the "The Girl

From God's Country," a story of

the North Woods.

The S. A. Lynch Southern Enter-

prise Circuits booked the picture,

and other important circuits which
have also booked it are the entire

Poll Circuit in New England
;
Jensen

and Von Herberg, Seattle; Lubliner

and Trinz Circuit, Chicago; Gore
Brothers, Ramish and Lesser, Los
Angeles ; Rialto Theatre, San Fran-
cisco; Turner and Dahnken Circuit,

San Francisco ; Bernard Depkin,

Baltimore and Bingham and Cohen,
Indianapolis.

"The Girl From God's Country"
played to packed houses at Clune's

Broadway Theatre in Los Angeles.

It was also shown at the Keith
Theatres in New York. Swanson's
American in Salt Lake City and the

Nolan Colorado circuit, two power-
ful factors in the Denver area. The
Strand Theatre, Atlanta, the Circle

and the Strand Theatres in Cleve-

land, and the Isis Theatre, in Indian-

apolis, were other first-run houses

which booked the picture.

The National Committee for Bet-

ter Films has placed "Our Mutual
Friend," the Wid Gunning picturiza-

tion of Dickens' last complete novel,

on its list of the best family pictures

released during 1921, according to

a notification just received at the

Gunning home offices from Orrin

G. Cocks, Secretary of the Com-
mittee. Two other Gunning releases,

"The Old Oaken Bucket" and "What
Do Men Want?" the Lois Weber
spectacular drama, have likewise

been accorded the honor of a place

on the list, making, it is said, an
unusual record considering the short

time the Gunning company has been

in operation, and the comparatively

small number of pictures it has re-

leased thus far.

The Committee gave "Our Mutual
Friend" special mention in issuing

its list, commenting favorably on the

portrayal of the Dickens' characters,

adding that it possessed "undoubted
appeal." The list consists of those

plays considered as possessing a mass
appeal, suitable for neighborhood and
small town theatres as well as metro-
politan houses.

Century Offers

Two Sweet Films
Julius Stern, president of Century

Film Corporation, announces the re-

lease of two Harry Sweet pictures

in January.
"An Idle Roomer," the first

On Location
A company of thirty-two peo-

ple left Hollywood recently for

Bouse, Arizona, where scenes for

"The Proxy Daddy," Thomas
Meighan's latest Paramount pic-

ture, will be filmed.

Al Green, the director, took
with him Mexican types, miners
and peons in addition to the prin-

cipals of the company, including
Mr. Meighan, Leatrice Jov, his

leading woman; Maude Wayne,
Laurence Wheat, Adele Farring-
ton, J. F. MacDonald and five

children with their mothers and
a school teacher.
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In the Independent^Field

Arrow Official Back with Good ^
News; "Ten Nights" Sets Record

T. A. Curran, special representa-

tive for Arrow Film Corporation,

returned last week after a three

months' trip in the Oklahoma, Kan-
sas, Georgia and Texas territories,

where he visited all the independent

exchanges as well as many exhibi-

tors. Mr. Curran found conditions

improving and added that from talks

he had with exhibitors he was led

to believe that theatre owners there

favor independent productions

wherever it is practicable. He re-

ported, too, that Arrow productions

are increasing in popularity and the

demand for pictures handled by that

firm shows an encouragingly big in-

crease.

Arrow's home office this week was
in receipt of more pleasant news
concerning Blazed Trail Produc-
tions, Inc.'s feature, "Ten Nights in

a Barroom," starring John Lowell.

Following the record-breaking two-

week run at the Victory in Provi-

dence, R. I., the Keith office was so

pleased with the showing the picture

made at the Rhode Island metro-

politan house that it booked it into

the Bijou Theatres, Woonsocket and
Pawtucket, R. I. At one show on
Sunc'ay, December 25, in Woon-
socket, the picture did more business

than that house had done for any
prior three shows.
On the following day the picture

did within three hundred dollars of

the house record for three days.

When the run concluded on Wed-
nesday the picture not only shattered

every record, but also brought the

theatre more business than Manager
Watson thought was possible to

pack into the house in one week.

It became necessary to give extra

shows to accommodate the crowds.

This showing was made in spite of

the fact that 80 per cent, of the

population of Woonsocket is foreign

and the city is industrially crippled,

all but two mills there being shut

down.
Arrow announced this week that

the press book on "Ten Nights in

a Barroom" is now ready.

Between You and Me
IN desperation a director, well-known on the Coast, rushed East just be-

fore the holidays to dispose of a feature that he wanted to turn into

cash immediately. He consulted a number of program corporations, but

they postponed a definite reply. Finally he went to a State Righter, who
not only took the picture over immediately after screening, but also gave

50 per cent, of the purchase in cash within ten hours after the agreement

was reached. The State Righter is the winner, for he obtained a bargain

and when formal announcement of this acquisition is made a huge surprise

will be sprung on the trade.

Elmo Lincoln's personal appearance tour in conjunction with "Ad-

ventures of Tarzan" serial which the Weiss Brothers are State Righting,

is a neat piece of business and bound to popularize both the star and dis-

tributors. It's going to cost a good piece of change to send him and a

corps of publicity men on the road, but the move shows the proper spirit

and is bound to bring big returns to the Weiss Brothers.

To listen to certain folks out of the motion picture business, this is the

only industry that is making money. That probably accounts for the

presence of eight "angels" considered "big men" in their particular lines

of endeavor. One "angel" last week sunk $50,000 in cash on a State

rights proposition that is looming up like ten times that amount.

Christmas was a record-breaker for State rights first runs. And what
is more virtually every engagement was a winner.

A Coast exchange suddenly found itself without salesmen. A former
salesman succeeded in getting local financial backing among certain

exhibitors and opened an exchange, inducing his former fellow workers

to quit their jobs and join him. They did, but the exchange flopped three

weeks later. The deserters returned to their former exchange, seeking their

jobs, but learned to their disappointment that the day after they had quit,

other salesmen quickly filled their shoes.

A well-known star, after inducing a wealthy admirer to back a pro-

ducing company of which she was to be the active head and star, ap-

proached a State rights distributing organization to effect a releasing

medium. The distributor was willing, but when he ascertained that the

backer was associated with a failure in another line, he very wisely

replied, "Nothing doing."

Lesser-Rosenberg Announce
Production Plans for 1922

starring Priscilla Dean; "The Blue
Moon," starring Norma Talmadge,
"The Great Redeemer," starring

House Peters, and "Fighting Mad,"
starring William Desmond.

Convinced the 1922 will be a year

for big and better pictures, the Irving

M. Lesser and Michael Rosenberg
interests, composing Western Pic-

tures Exploitation Company, an-

nounced this week the first of what

will be a series of special produc-

tions to be distributed from Los
Angeles by their organization.

A contract has been entered into

by Messrs. Lesser and Rosenberg
with Hugh B. Evans, Jr., whereby

Roy Stewart is to be starred under

the direction of Robert Thornby.

Stewart has made a box-office name
for himself in the last few years,

appearing recently in the Zane Grey

stories, as well as with Katherine

McDonald and other stellar lights.

"Heart of the North" in which

Stewart was starred was held over a

second week at the Alhambra Thea-
tre, when it played in Los Angeles

recently. Shortly Stewart will be

seen in a series of stories written by

the famous author, Peter B. Kyne.

Marjorie Daw will be his leading

woman.
After a careful canvass of the

literary market for the best story

obtainable and suitable for Roy
Stewart the producers have selected

"Ridin' Wild," by H. H. Van Loan,

author of "The Virgin of Stamboul"

A State Righter handling a foreign picture two weeks ago closed a

deal with a Salt Lake City exchange for the Northwest rights to the film.

A print was sent on immediately, C. O. D. The C. O. D. was not lifted.

Because of the heavy Christmas freight, the distributor was not notified

until a week later. When he made inquiries he ascertained that the ex-

change had gone out of business. The deal cost the distributor approxi-

mately $325, but he got that much back in experience.

JIMMIE ADAMS
Who is making debut in next

Hallroom Boys' Comedy

Big Tieup on

Jungle Picture
Representative newspapers through-

out the country have tied up with

Exceptional Pictures Corporation in

publishing interesting news data con-

cerning Martin Johnson's "Jungle
Adventures," photographed in the

wilds of British North Borneo.
Twenty-three newspapers carried

half-page stories on "Jungle Adven-
tures." Among the cities whose
leading papers carried the stories are
the following: Lawrence, Mass.;
Waterbury, Conn.

;
Springfield,

Mass.; Burlington, Vt.
;
Albany, N.

Y,; Newark, N. J.; Saginaw, Mich.;
Columbia, S. C. ; Little Rock, Ark.

;

Kansas City, Mo. ;
Allentown, Pa.

;

Newburgh, N. Y.
;

Cincinnati,

Ohio; Salt Lake City, Utah; New
Bedford, Mass.

;
Poughkeepsie, N.

Y.
; Atlanta, Ga. ; Great Falls,

Mont .;Lancaster, Pa.; Peoria, 111.;

Topcka, Kans.
;
Waterbury, Conn.

;

Spokane, Wash.

Brandt's Feature

Arouses Interest
Much interest has been aroused

in film circles over the splendid

exploitation incident to the State

righting of "The Greatest Question,"
starring Roy Stewart. Joe Brandt
and George H. Davis are state-

righting this feature which has
won so much commendation from
exchangemen, exhibitors and critics

of the trade press. Harry Revier
directed the picture.

"Keep Moving"
Lyon's Next

Arrow Film Corporation this week
announced that "Keep Moving" is

the title of the sixth Eddie Lyons
comedy of two reels. Reports from
the territories, Arrow states, indi-

cates that Lyons both as director and
star is mpre and more in demand
with the exhibitor and public.

Start Fifth Episode
Upon the arrival in Burfeank,

Cal., of research director, Dr,
Edgar J. Banks, last week ac-
tual work on the fifth episode of
the Bible pictures, being produc-
ed by Sacred Films, Inc., was be-
gun, This chapter will be releas-
ed in February.
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In the Independent ^Field
Reasonable Priced Features

Are Needed, Says Schnitzer;

Observations of the Week

CO and Los Angeles over 200 per
cent, in less than a year. Think
it over.

THE duty of the State rights

man is plain. He must do his

utmost to materially assist needy
exhibitors in keeping their

houses open. This we can accom-
plish by giving theatres pictures
that can be booked at a reason-
able cost. But the picture must
carry merit and entertainment
value."

The above from Joe Schnitzer,
President of Equity Pictures
Corporation. Mr. Schnitzer's
firm has accomplished many
tasks and its 1921 contributions
to the State rights market com-
manded more than ordinary at-

tention. Joe this season openly
demonstrated his confidence in

this field by paying a record
price for W. K. Ziegfield's Flor-
ence Reed starring vehicle, "The
Black Panther's Cub."
But this is not the time for

pretentious and costly produc-
tions, says Mr. Schnitzer. And
the point is well taken. Good pic-

tures do not necessarily mean
the expenditure of "big" money.
By good and reasonable-priced
pictures, he means features that
entertain, that will keep the wolf
from the exhibitor's door. Joe be-
lieves in that old, but ever reli-

able adage, "live and let live."

Will an attractive title bring
them to the box office? That is

the question that Film Row has
been discussing for some time.
After carefully studying the cur-
rent situation we believe that a
good title is one of the most at-

tractive features of a picture
from the box office angle. The
Warner Brothers have proved
this to be a fact. "Why Girls
Leave Home", an old, but, fam-
iliar title that brought back mem-
ories of other rays, packed the-
atres throughout the country.
"School Days" with Wesley Bar-
ry established history with its

triple premier showing this week
in Cleveland, Washington and
Hartford. And "Ashamed of Par-
ents," which inspires much orig-
inal exploitation, is proving its

mettle. A particularly entertain-
ing feature of the latter produc-
tion is the diversified titles by
Eddie Bonns and Louis Maran-
gella.

,

Franklyn Backer of the East
Coast Pictures is having no
trouble disposing of franchi'ses.

The proposition that Mr. Backer
is submitting to independent ex-
changemen is one that is diffi-

cult to turn down. As a matter
of fact, it guarantees the ex-
change a permanent supply of
pictures for the entire year,
three of the features already be-
ing completed, and on most rea-
sonable terms. Mr. Backer is

perfecting a promising organiza-
tion that should soon make its

presence in the State rights field

strongly felt, for he is not only
intimately acquainted with the
business in general, but incident-
ly he is working for to-morrow
and not only today.

Tony Luchese of De Luxe Film
Exchange of Philadelphia was in

New York this week, smiling and
uncomplaining. Tony bought the
eastern Pennsylvania rights to
.Arrow's great box office picture,

"Ten Nights in a Barroom", be-
fore that feature started on its

meteoric two-' week record-
breaking run in Providence, R. L
Tony admitted when he first

bought the picture that he had
an unusual attraction, but when
he heard the Providence reports,
he fairly went wild with enthu-
siasm and had no trouble setting
a premier for the picture in

Reading, Pa., on Jan. 9. Bill Hag-
gerty is exploiting the feature
and is out to better the New
England record. Go to it Bill.

Speaking of exploitation of
pictures reminds us of the splen-
did work that Harry and Jack
Cohn and Joe Brandt are doing.
These three short subject kings
do not wait for theatres or ex-
changes to exploit their wares.
On the contrary, they grasp
every opportunity to advertise
their subjects in the trade press,
daily newspapers, window dis-
plays, etc. And what is more
they resort to original tactics.

Take, for instance, that Chamber
of Commerce "movie ball" stunt
in New York. The Cohn boys
were right on the job. they turn-
ed out a movie of the ball in rer-

cord-time, incorporated it into
their interesting "Screen Snap-
shots" and thereby introduced
the latter subject to several
thousand folks. And so it goes.
We have even seen the Cohn-
Brandt combination inspire
newspaper editorials. And that's
the sort of enterprise that wins.
No wonder Joe, Jack and Harry
are characterized "the short sub-
ject kings."

Bert Lubin on
Tour of 'Changes

in Sunny South
Bert Lubin producer of the

new Allen Ray series of six so-
ciety-adventure dramas, left New
York this week on a short tour
of the Southern exchanges, car-
rying with him a print of "Part-
ners of the Sunset," the initial

release. Mr. Lubin's first stop
was Atlanta. He will also visit

New Orleans and Dallas.

A deal is pending for the en-
tire foreign rights to the series.

All Star Feature Company of De-
troit this week purchased tht
Michigan rights and already has
started exploiting the first pic-
ture.

Laub Freelancing
Harry Chandlee and William

B. Laub have joined the free-
lance forces, but will retain their
positions with World Film Cor-
poration. Mr. Chandlee is now a.

work on World's "Into the Be-
yond", while Laub is editing and
subtitling "Road of Peril", a Ger-
man feature owned by F. Kahan.

A certain salesman who was in

the Western territory returned
to New York this week. He
found that exhibitors out there
were not making much use of
twenty-four sheets. What is true
of the West seems equally true
of other sections of the country.
In these days when economy
should be watchword of every
firm, it would be well for State
righters to think well before lay-
ing out money for twenty-four
sheets. Accessories should be giv-
en the same careful attention as
is given the production of the
picture itself.

Many Territories Sold on
'The Mysterious Pearl

The Lesser Brothers have an
exchange exploitation system
that should receive the careful
attention of exchangemen. The
Lessers have learned that proper
exploitation creates a demand
for a picture. They are exhibi-
tors and through keen exploita-
tion have succeeded in building
a string of money-making thea-
tres on the Coast. They are ap-
plying the same tactics to the
exploitation of pictures handled
by their own exchanges with the
result that they are creating a lo-

cal demand for their productions.
This demand is created via the
mailing lists. The Lessers have
obtained various lists from thea-
tres in their territory. Instead of
waiting for an exhibitor to ex-
ploit a picture, the enterprising
brothers go them one better and
create public interest in their of-
ferings by keeping in constant
touch with the "fans" and in-

forming them of additional ac-
quisitions as soon as they are
taken over. This system has in-

creased bookings of Lester dis-

tributed pictuers in San Francis-

Backing his convictions that
the present demand for pictures
stimulating business for the many
large theatres that have been
built during the last few years,
will create a new field for the
booking of high-class serials. E.
S. Manheimer of Photoplay Seri-
als Corporation has released the
new Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber
chaptered photoplay, "The Mys-
terious Pearl," to state rights

exchanges and announced this

week the immediate sale of the

latest feature from the pens of

J. Grubb Alexander and Harvey
Gates to several well-known ex-
changes.
Every one of the fifteen chap-

ters of the new serial was com-
pleted and is ready for imme-
diate delivery before the release
of the production to independent
buyers was announced. This
method was followed by Mr.
Manheimer because of his belief
that the time was exceptionally
opportune for serials and the de-
mand would be such that the dif-

ferent territories would be con-
tracted for in unusually quick
time.
That he was right seems to be

proven by the fact that his first

announcement of the exchanges
that will handle the Ben Wilson
vehicle includes the following.
Greater New York and Northern
New Jersey went to Warner
Rrr-thers of New York ; New York
State was taken by Grand and
State was taken by Grand &
Warner Film Company of Buf-
fpln: Metro Film Exchange of
Philadelnhia controls Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New

Jersey, while New England went
to the Confederated Film Ex-
change of New England, located
in Boston.

Katherine Stuart

to Edit Bible Films
Katherine Stuart, well known

scenario writer, has been en-
gaged by Weiss Brothers Art-
class pictures Corporation to
edit its Italian version of the Old
Testament. She will work in as-
sociation with Adolph Weiss.
Jack Holbrook, well known cam-
era and technical authority, is

supervising the laboratory work
as well as the color effects which
will be an important feature of
the finished production.

Galaxy of Stars
Twenty- four stars appear in the

latest release of "Screen Snap-
shots," distributed through the Fed-
erated Film Exchanges of America,
Inc. Among them are Mr. and
^^rs. W. S. Hart, Jackie Coogan,
Mary Pickford and Doug Fairbanks,
Montague Love, June Caprice, Con-
way Tearle. Marshall Neilan, Doris
Kenyon, Douglas McLean, Lucy
Fox, Zena Keefe, Eugene O'Brien
and many others.

Arrow on Broadway
Arrow was on Broadway during

Christmas week as a special engage-
ment at Marcus Loew's New York
Theatre. The production featured
was "Love, Hate and a Woman,"
starring Grace Davison.
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In the Independent^Field
Export & Import to State Right

Col. Seligs Big Animal Serial
Export and Import Film Com-

pany, Inc., which controls the
world rights on the new fifteen
episode animal-jungle serial, "The
Jungle Goddess," has defintely an-
nounced this week that this Selig
chapter-play will be sold on the
independent market.

This decision was made follow-
ing a careful survey of the State
right field and only after a suffi-

cient number of episodes had ar-
rived in New York and passed the
inspection of Mr. Ben Blumen-
thal, president, and L. Auerbach,
vice-president of the Export and
Import Film Company.
"The Jungle Goddess" has been

in production for the last four
months at Col. Wm. N. Selig's

studios and is now rapidly Hear-
ing completion. The concluding

and thereupon placed his entire

resources into the production of
this serial. In making "The Jun-
gle Goddess", Colonel Selig has
the advantage of being able to

draw upon the Selig Zoo for

Jungle beasts, this being the
largest privately owned collec-

tion of animals in the world.
James Conway who is directing

the serial has at his call a collec-

tion of over 470 animals, includ-
ing tigers, lions, leopards, chim-

panzees, girafTees, monkeys, croc-

odiles, sacred cows and myriad
other jungle tribes.

Elinor Field, who is being co-
starred with Truman Van Dyke
is a star in her own right and has
just played the heroine in sev-
eral Metro pictures. The story
for the serial was especially
written for the screen by Agnes
Johnston and Frank Dazey, who
have many successes to their

credit.

''Black Panther's Cub** Is Sold

to Friedman for Four States
Announcement was made this

week by Equity Film Corporation
episode of the serial is scheduled of the purchase of the W. K. Zieg-
to be in New York by Feb 1. Col
onel Selig is one of the most ex-
perienced producers in the motion
picture industry. As a producer of
wild animal serials he stands in a
unque position, having made wild-

feld Florence Reed starring feature,

"The Black Panther's Cub" for

Minnesota. North and South Dakota,

and northern Wisconsin, by Ben
Friedman of Friedman Film Corpor-
ation of Minneapolis. Mr. Friedman

animal chapter plays, "The Lost intends to exploit the picture on an
City" and "Miracles of the Jun- elaborate scale and is busy arrang-
gle." ing a campaign.
Export and Import Film Com- Mr. Friedman is particularly en-

pany recently contracted for thusiastic over "The Black Panther's

Colonel Selig's entire output for Cub," which in addition to Miss
the next three years. "The Jungle Reed includes an all-star cast of

Goddess" is the first of Selig's distinguished players. He said he

productions under this new con- was prompted to purchase the fea-

people."

"Give me four pictures like "The
Black Panther's Cub,' " said Mr.
Friedman, "with big dramatic
smashes such as this picture contains

and I want nothing better for my
territory. This is the kind of pic-

ture that gets money for exhibitors

for it gives him giant exploitation

points and the picture backs him up.

I look for big results on this pic-

ture."

Second National
Announces Films

Announcement was made
this week by Second Na-
tional Pictures Corporation
of plans for the early re-

lease of several pictures.

The first will be "David and
Jonathan," a picturization

of E. Temple Thurston's
novel, starring Madge Tith-

eradge. This production is

now ready. Charles E.

Davenport arranged the
scenario, while Martin
Thornton directed under
the supervision of Allan B.

Carricli. Godfrey Webb
and Richard also are in the

cast.

The other releases are

"The Edge O'Beyond" by
Gertrude Page; "The Night
Riders" by Zane Grey, and
"Mr. Pirn Passes By" by A.
A. Milne. Other pictures

are now in preparation.

tract.

When stnrtine "Tho Tun"'"
Goddess," Colonel Selig is said
to have given carte blanche to

go to any means to excel any-

ture because of the demand in his

territory for big pictures. The pic-

ture, he said, is particularly adapted

to the so-called small town, for "the

smaller town folks devote more time

National Board Commends ''The

Four Seasons'* to Newspapers

thing, everything which has ever to getting wise to who's who in the

been done in wild animal serials theatrical and film field than the city

New Hallroom Comedy With
Jimmy Adams in New. York

The first of the Hall Room Boys
Comedies in which Jimmie Adams
appears arrived in New York this

week from the West Coast pro-

drcing centre, for release through
Federated Exchanges of America,
Inc.

The picture has been titled "No-
body's Baby," and is said to be a

"baby picture"—the first of a series

duction of this comedy was the

rounding up of twelve youngsters

all the same size, build, and coloring,

and providing identical clothing for

all of them. They were secured,

however, and the effects of all these

kiddies ranged up is to provide one
of the funniest situations that has

ever been seen in comedies. Of
course when the boys do get hold of

The National Board of Review
of Motion Pictures strengthens
its aid to the industry by secur-
ing as much publicity as possible
for all pictures it considers to be
of exceptional merit. It sends its

news direct to the motion picture
theatre patrons thus creating a

demand for pictures it deems of
value to the public.

In one of its recent stories sent

to the newspapers it says :

"For the first time in the his-

tory of the publication of 'Excep-
tional Photoplays', the critical

bulletin of the National Board
of Review of Motion pictures, a
film production lacking the dra-
matic elements of personal con-

flict has been reviewed in the
Bulletin.

"The film to attain this unique
distinction in the final issue of

the year of the magazine, is the
'Four Seasons,' by Raymond L.

Ditmars, p"oduced under the
direction of Charles Urban and re-

leased by Kineto, and as is sug-
gested in the title, deals with the
various aspects of nature
through the cycle of the year.

"And yet, although it lacks all

the plot and character elements
which are typical of the Ameri-
can Photoplay, it is nevertheless,

according to the review, real

thrilling drama."

of special comedies that have been the right youngster they don't know
prepared for the purpose of per- it—and try to get rid of him.

mitting Sid Smith and Jimmie Announcement comes that bc-

Adams an opportunity to display to ginning with this first comedy in

the fullest advantage their perfect which Jimmie Adams appears, the

comedy team-work. Hallroom Boys will be seen in the

The story of "Nobody's Baby" habiliments that made them famous

Exhibitors Enthusiastic Over
Russell Feature Is Report

revolves around a lost baby, for the the real Hallroom costume
finding of whom a large reward is coat, high hat, white spats and canes

offered—a reward which the Hall-

room Boys set out to secure. Dur-
ing the course of the action they Gcrbcr'S LateSt
attempt to return twelve different

youngsters to the advertisers of

the reward—and word comes from
Harry Cohn, the producer, that one
of the most difficult details of pro-

Judging from letters received by of praise for the feature," states A.
Russell Productions, Inc., Chicago, E Lefcourt, President of Pioneer
the company's seven-reel American Corporation. He further advises

:

feature, "Shadows of Conscience," "Indications point to 'Shadows of
promises from the point of booking Conscience,' setting a new pace in

frock possibilities, to be one of the biggest the release of independent produc-

Arrow-Ben Wilson's star, Neva
Gerber, is completing work on the

coast in her latest production,

"The Price of Youth."

investments made by state right oper- tions and we are indeed happy that
ators during the current year. we procured this photoplay from

Pioneer Corporation, which is re- you. It is just such productions as
leasing the picture in the states of 'Shadows of Conscience' that make
New York, Northern New Jersey, the independent field the favorite
Illinois and Indiana, has screened one with the exhibitors, and you ai'e

the production for a number of to be congratulated on having to
eastern exhibitors, "with the result your credit a production so worthy
that there is going forth a unanimity and so masterful.
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Chicago and the MiddleWest

Chicago News
"Theodora," the Goldwyn spec-

tacle, which had its premier in

Chicago at the La Salle Theatre
early in November, has been
booked for an indefinite run at

Ascher's Roosevelt Theatre, be-
ginning January 1. Simultaneous-
ly, it began a run at the Alhambra
Theatre in Milwaukee. "Theo-
dora," as a road show, has created
a sensation in the middle west, ac-

cording to Cecil Mayberry, Gold-
wyn Chicago manager, who
returned recently from Kansas
City and other points where the
picture had been booked and pre-

sented at advanced prices.

A. S. Aaronson, vice-president
of Goldwyn, is on his way East
from California. He stopped in

Des Moines, Iowa, December 26,

when a special showing of "The-
odora" was made to representa-
tives of the A. H. Blank Enter-
prises. All the managers of that
concern were called in to see the
subject and to pass on the exhi-
bition possibilities in the terri-

tory in which the Blank theatres
are operated.

* * »

O. F. Spahr, general manager
of the Enterprise Optical Com-
pany, returned to Chicago dur-
ing the week from a trip through
the South in the interests of his

company. "The new Motiograph
machine," he said, "has been re-
ceived favorably by many of the
most prominent exhibitors in the
South." Ten of these machines
will be placed in houses owned
by Southern Enterprise before
February 1, 1922.

* *

The Rothacker Chicago prac-
tical picture organization made
a 300 foot trailer for the Mil-
waukee Theatre Managers Asso-
ciation which was used to boost
Milwaukee's go-to-Theatre week
beginning January IS. The title

of the trailer was "Why Grand-
pa Left Home." It was directed
by J. Freese and photographed
by William Ahbe.

* * *

Douglas D. Rothacker re-
turned in time for the holidays
from an extensive trip East in

the interests of the Rothacker
practical picture division.

* *

The Chicago Paramount Pep
Club, 100 strong, composed of ex-
ecutives and employees in the
Paramount Exchange, was the
guest of Commandant Wurtz-
baugh and his associates at the
Great Lakes Naval Station one
day during the week. The party
was greeted with a turkey din-
ner with all the trimmings and
was entertained after dinner with
a number of boxing bouts, be-
tween the stars of the navy.
The success of the party was

largely due to the efforts of
Jack Wolfberg and Herman
Bush, of the Paramount office, and

^0? PAUL C.HIN7.

Chief Mate Manion, of the Great
Lakes Station.

Mr. A. H. Spanuth, president
of the Commonwealth Pictures,

has declared that his exchange
although always busy, will show
increased activity after the first

of the year. This he says, will be
due to a novel international pic-

ture which he is offering to

State right buyers, a production
that he believes compares favor-
ably with the best now on the

market.
The Master Advertisers Cor-

poration, of Chicago, has been
employed to handle the publicity,

and is preparing an advertismg
campaign for all the trade pa-

pers, as well as an elaborate
press book for the exhibitors'

use. Al Dezel and Joe Fischer of

the Master advertisers will also

arrange for an effective trade
showing for the press in the
near future.

* * *

George Beban arrived in Chi-
cago last week with the entire

cast of players in "The Sign of

the Rose" for a four weeks' stay,

during which he will make per-

sonal appearances at the Chica-
go, Tivoli, Riveria and Central
Park theatres, all of which are
operated by Balaban and Katz.
During Christmas week Mr

Beban worked in co-operation
with the Chicago American in

giving away to poor children
free tickets to the Chicago Thea-
tre. He also visited the Christ-
mas parties at the Coliseum and
distributed roses and candies. He
also joined the Goodfellow
movement on Christmas to dis-

tribute baskets of food to needy
families.

A good tie-up between Fox's
"Connecticut Yankee" which
opened Christmas Day at Wood's
Theatre, and the book sections
of the Chicago department
stores, under the supervision of
the veteran publicity man,
George K. (Doc) Robinson, has
been effected. The Fair, Roth-
schild's, Boston Store, and Car-
son Pirie, Scott's all made win-
dow displays of the book, while
Marshall Field's <Tave an elabor-
ate display of stills. Ben Garret-
son and Lee Metcalfe are assist-

ing the publicity work. The film
is booked for an indefinite run.

* * *

The Chicago Film Board of
Trade is destined to become a
permanent institution in Chicago
shortly after the first of the year
when offices will be established
in Film Row in charge of C. Hoy,
head of the Hoy Reporting Serv-
ice. With the exception of two
or three, all local exchange man-
agers have become members Oi
this board, which was formed for
the purpose of renfferlng service
both to exchanges and exhibitors
in settling all differences between
these two branches of the busi-
ness, insofar as booking dates.

prices and credits are concerned.
* * »

Julius Stern, director general of

Universal City, was a visitor to

Chicago during the week. Mr.
Stern will spend about a week in

New York City, and will be pres-
ent at the opening of "Foolish
Wives," a Universal feature
scheduled for an indefinite run on
Broadwaj'.

* * *

I. Maynard Schwartz, Chicago
manager of Educational Pictures,
is now in New York attending a

conference of all exchange heads
at the home office. He will re-

turn to Chicago about the first of
January to put in motion certain
plans covering a sales campaign
which will be started by Edu-
cational in the state of Illinois

at the beginning of the year.
Richard Simon and Will
Schwartz, traveling salesmei.,

have been called in preparatory to
this drive.

If * *

Mary and Doug spent Decem-
ber 21 in Chicago, dashing on to
California the same evening. The
forenoon was given over to inter-

views with the press, and in the
afternoon they slipped into the

Blackstonc Theatre to see Frank
Bacon in "Lightnin'." The quick
rush across the continent was due
to their desire to spend Christmas
in their own home in Los Ange-
les. They will return to Chicago
immediately after the holidays
for a "business conference."

« * *

(j;harles (Buck) Jones made
personal appearances at the Al-

cazar Theatre Monday and Tues-
day of last week, receiving an
ovation from his friends.

* * *

Special New Year's Eve per-
formances, beginning at eleven
o'clock and lasting until the New
Year was ushered in, were given

at all the Jones, Linick & Schaefer
theatres, including Randolph,
Orpheum, Rialto, McVickers,
Rose, Bijou Dream, Boston and
Alcazar.

* 4> *

.'Karon J. Jones, accompanied by
Mrs. Jones, will start January 4

on a trip to Cairo, Eg:ypt, expect-
inging to visit Rome, Athens and
the Holy Lands on the way, as

well as spending a month at Lake
Como, and returning by way of

Vienna, Berlin and Paris in the
spring.

Associated Exhibitors* Film
Is Founded on a Tennyson Poem
The big spectacle film, "Lady

Godiva," which was recently an-
nounced for release through As-
sociated Exhibitors, is founded
upon the legend which inspired
Lord Alfred Tennyson's poem of
the same name. It is declared
that the screen version of "Lady
Godiva" is perfect in its deline-

ation of eleventh century Eng-
land, and is distinguished by big
and elaborate settings, the entire

town of Coventry having been

reproduced with historical accu-
racy. There are, it is said, sweep-
ing mob scenes in which thou-
sands of extras were employed,
and gorgeous action such as the
coronation scene and the wild
revel which preceded the Earl's
downfall.

.\ssociated Exhibitors say that
every detail of exploitation and
exhibitor aid will be in keeping
with the bigness and class of the
production.

SCENE FROM "HUNTING OF THE HAWK,"
RELEASE

A PATHE-
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News in Brief from Everywhere

Pittsburgh
Pete Demas, of the Minerva

Theatre, Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, is

planning to expand his theatre hold-

ings, and has already acquired prop-

erties in other cities.

He has leased a store room at

1117 and 1119 State street, Erie,

Pa., now occupied by the Cadillac

agency and close to the Nixon and
Princess Theatres, which he will re-

model into a 1,000 seat house. Work
on the place will be started March
1 and the expectation is to have the

theatre ready for opening about the

middle of April.

Demas has also signed papers

whereby he takes over the Strand

Theatre «t Brownsville, Pa., on

April 1. This is a 700 seat house

and is owned by the Wright
Brothers.

Mr. Demas also has a large lot

in Homewood, at 709-711 Homewood
avenue, on which he expects event-

ually to erect a modern picture

theatre. However, the property is

improved and the revenue received

therefrom may deter the owner from
making any heavy investment for the

present, at least. When the house

goes up, Demas says, it will be a

modern theatre in every respect, of

1,000 capacity, and will represent an

investment of $150,000.
* 4i «

The recently elected officers of the

local Operators' Union to be in-

stalled the first of the year are as

follows

:

President, James Sipe; Vice

President, William Berger; Secre-

tary, A. L. Criswell; Treasurer,

Charles N. Haviland; Business

Agent, Ralph C. Freeman.
*

F. C. Bonnistall, well-known film

man, of Pittsburgh, and Frank P.

Garber, formerly an exhibitor of

Monongahela, Pa., have purchased

the franchise of the Synochronized

Scenario Music for Ohio and Ken-

tucky and will open an office in

Cleveland and later in Cincinnati

Mr. Bonnistall was formerly man-

ager of the Pittsburgh Paramount
office, the Pathe Exchange, and re-

cently of the Associated Producers,

and is well-known here. Mr. Garber

was manager of the Bentley Theatre

at Monongahela City for several

years.

They both have the best of wishes

of a host of friends in their new
field of labor.

* * *

Charles Schwerin is now manager

of the Pittsburgh office of the Wid
Gunning Corporation, located for the

present in the Seltzer Building, at

1201 Liberty avenue. He arrived in

town two weeks ago and is making

things hum. Mr. Schwerin is well-

known in this territory, having for-

merly been manager of the local

Select office, as well as manager of

the First National when it was

started here.
* *

One of the beauty spots in the

lobby of the Regent Theatre, East

Liberty, is the large fish pond. This

is a favorite stopping place of the

Regent's patrons, and the goldfish
come in for a large share of the
popularity.

John Donovan, manager, gave us
some information about the feeding
and care of the fish, which we pass
on to you as interesting reading, and
which also may prove surprising and
beneficial.

There are now 350 goldfish of all

sizes in the pond. Three years ago
John had 365. He has made no addi-
tions since that time, showing that
he has lost only IS. One loaf of
bread a month feeds the 350 fish.

John dries out a loaf to get the gas
from it, then crumbles a little of it

in his hands twice a week and feeds
it to the fish. Very economical, to

be sure. Many of the fish are val-
uable, and as a result are given the
best of care.

*

The new Chester Theatre at
Chester, W. Va., will open the first

of the year. The house has a seat-
ing capacity of 375. The building
was formerly a garage. O. S. Wat-
son is the owner and manager.
Chester has not had a picture thea-
tre for the last four years, and no
doubt the new show house will be a
money-maker.

<)> * *

Mike Marks, the old-time show-
man, is not rushing work on his
new Coliseum Theatre at New
Castle. Mike says he wants every-
thing done right, and if you push
the workmen too hard, it is never
done properly. From the looks of
the house at the present time, we
believe Marks will have a very beau-
tiful theatre. The plans call for
1,500 seats.

* * *

Zeitler and Touran, of the Acad-
emy Theatre, Meadville, Pa., have
had their lobby re-decorated very
artistically, and it surely makes a
wonderful improvement to the ap-
pearance of their house.

Nate Friedberg, head of the Asso-
ciated Theatres, is again hard at

work, after a week's sojourn in a
local hospital, where he underwent
a minor operation.

4< 41 «

Harris Silverberg, formerly on the

road for the Associated Producers'
Exchange here, is now connected
with the Fox branch in a similar

capacity.
* * *

Two of Pittsburgh's largest

theatres will change ownership and
policies on January 2.

They are the Sam S. Shubert and
the Duquesne Theatres, which have
been traded. Whether or not any
cash was involved on either side

could not be learned.
4: * *

The former house was traded by
the Shubert Enterprises for the

latter, which was controlled by the

Felt Brothers, who are owners of
the Aldine and Ambassador Theatres
in Philadelphia, and also the Aldine
and Parkway Theatres at Wilming-
ton, Del.

The Duquesne, which was for-

merly an exclusive picture house,
will hereafter be the home of
Shubert vaudeville, on the two-a-day
circuit, and will be re-named the

Shubert-Duquesne.
The Shubert will be called the

Aldine Theatre, and the program at

this house will consist of continuous
performances of six acts of vaude-
ville and a feature picture.

Richard E. Brown, resident man-
ager of the Duquesne Theatre, has
been retained as an employee by the

Felt Brothers, and has been named
as manager of the new Aldine.
Announcement . is also made by

the Shuberts, that the Pitt Theatre,
now a legitimate house, will play
pictures exclusively, beginning on
January 16. The opening attraction

will be Griffith's "Orphans of the

Storm," which has been booked for
an indefinite run. This will be fol-

lowed, it is said, by Mary Pickford
in "Little Lord Fauntleroy."

RICHARD E BROWN
New manager of the Aldine

Theatre, Pittsburgh

Baltimore
The Patterson Theatre (colored),

1202 Laurens street, and the dwelling

at 1204 Laurens street, will be put

up at an attorney's sale at 4 p. m.
on Thursday, December 22. This
theatre has a seating capacity of 350
persons and the ground rent on the

property is $136, annually. This
playhouse was managed by Julius

Goodman, who operates the Ideal

Theatre, for some time. The at-

torney in the case is Thomas Isekoflf

and the auctioneers are Joseph J.

Baylin & Company.
* *

At a meeting of the Baltimore Re-
tail Hardware Association on Tues-
day night, December 13, two moving
pictures were shown to illustrate

the lectures made by men interested

in the hardware trade. One was en-

titled "The Serpent's Tooth," and
the other, "Plumb Selling." The
latter address was made by F. P.

Green, sales promotion manager of

the Plumb Company.
* * *

The marriage of Thomas D. Gold-
berg, vice-president of the Maryland
Exhibitors' League and manager of
the Walbrook, Harford, New Wiz-
ard and other Baltimore theatres,

and Miss Esther Bossack, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Moritz Bossack, of

New York, took place at the Ritz-

Carlton Hotel, New York, on Wed-
nesday evening, December 14, at 6
o'clock. They will spend their

honeymoon on a trip to Florida and
Cuba.

* >•> *

After the Christmas holidays, J.

Louis Rome, manager of a number
of moving picture theatres in Balti-

more, and Mrs. Romes will take a
trip to Havana, Cuba.

*

An address entitled "Millions Now
Living Will Never Die," was made
at the Garden Theatre on Sunday
afternoon, December 11, at 3 o'clock,

by H. E. Hazlett, of New York.
The affair was held under the aus-
pices of the International Bible Stu-
dents' Association.

* * 4i

Ralph W. Thayer, who has been
managing the Century Theatre and
Century Theatre Roof, Baltimore,
for a number of weeks, resigned
that position to take charge of the
Community Playhouse, Meridan,
Connecticut. He has been succeeded
by Ed. Rosenbaum, Jr.

* * *

In the budget which has been sub-
mitted to Governor Albert C. Ritchie
for his approval, provision is made
for employing two additional inspec-

tors for the state censor board.
There is only one paid inspector at

the present time and if the legisla-

ture acts favorably on the budget it

will mean that the board will have
three. Under the present system
there is an emergency inspector who
tours the theatres occasionally, and
it is claimed that when he made a

tour of about fifty houses recently

only six convictions resulted from
minor violations. It is claimed that

this indicates a need of regularly

paid "snoopers."
* * *

The New Gem Theatre, 617 Dun-
can Place, which seats 320 and has
been managed by Ray Levy for some
time, has been sold by H. Linden-
baum and H. Nathan Gross, the

latter of Harrisburg, Pa., to the

Baltimore Amusement Company, for

about $15,000.

* It *

Charles Ray was the guest of
honor at a dance to raise funds for

the Buddie Hotel of Baltimore, given

under the auspices of the Buddie
Club for unemployed former service

men. He auctioned off a doll, got a
bid of $100 and then he said he
would give his personal check for

$100 if the bidder would make it

$125. which was done. The doll was
bought by Arthur A. Kamer of the

Movie Club of Baltimore.
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Seattle
J. G. Von Herberg denies that

the Winter Garden Theatre has

passed under the management of

Jensen & Von Herberg. Never-
theless, James Q. Clemmer's name,

as manager, has been stricken from
the theatre's advertisements, and the

new policy of the theatre is to play

second-runs of the big successes

shown at Jensen & Von Herberg
first-run houses.

* * *

It is rumored in well informed

film circles of Seattle that Metro
will be distributed through Goldwyn
next year. Manager Carl Stearn, of

the local Metro office, was called

back to New York on very short

notice this week. He left Friday,

December 23.
* * *

R. L. Daly has succeeded Louis

Kastner as manager of the Liberty

Theatre, Wenatchee, Washington,
which is owned by the Northwest
Theatre Company, of that city. The
Liberty opened three years ago under

the management of Walter Kastner,

Louis's brother, and he remained in

that position until his death over a

year ago. when Louis took charge

of the theatre.
* * *

The Rialto Theatre, Anacortes,

has been re-opened, after being

closed for some time, by A. A.
Vivian.

* *

Ray Grumbacher, manager of the

Liberty Theatre, Spokane, has taken

over the Hippodrome, in which he

has inaugurated a policy of straight

pictures.
* * *

L. C. Tomlinson. who opened the

Salt Lake office for Greater Fea-
tures, hps returned to Seattle to his

old position as assistant manager of

the head office.
if *

George E. Jackson, manager of
the Seattle Vitagraph office, drove
down to Portland this week to spend
Christmas.

* * *

Howard Mapes. president of the

Interstate Film Exchange of Port-

land, was in Seattle this week on a
business trip.

* * *

John Rugar, assistant maanger of
the Seattle Vitagraph office, has re-

turned to spend the holidays after

a several weeks' trip through the

Portland territory.
* * «

H. F. (Nick) Nicholson, Vita-
graph salesman, returned this week
from a trip through the Spokane
territory.

*

Phil J. Brady, of the Granhos-
cope Service Company, is in Port-
land.

* * •

R. W. Aust. retiring manager of
Realart, is leaving this week for Los
Angeles.

* * *

C. H. Wade, retiring Realart
salesrran, has accepted a position

with the Seattle office of Hodkinson
to travel out of Spokane.

* * *

A. B. Ballantine, formerly with
Realart, is now traveling for

Goldwyn. Another salesman Just

added to the Goldwyn force is C. J.

Magary.
H: if *

L. O. Lukan, Northwest manager
for First National, held a get-

together meeting of the Montana
franchise holders on December 13.

J. G. Van Hertberg also attended
the conference.

if * If

Jimmie Carrier, exploitation rep-

resentative for Robertson-Cole, ar-

raged to have a crowd of children

who had marched in a parade put

on by one of the Seattle newspapers

to finish their march at the Winter
Garden and see "When Lights Are
Low." The children entering the

theatre attracted others, and the

consequence was an unusual business

for that day.
* * *

Harry Ballance, one-time Seattle

resident, now general sales manager
for Famous Players, visited the

Seattle office this week. Mr. Bal-

lance is on a tour of all the Coast

offices, accompanied by M. H.

Lewis, assistant to the district man-
ager.

Herman Wobber, district man-
ager, also came up from San Fran-

cisco.
* * *

W. E. Gowen has succeeded W.
H. Cope as manager of the Oregon
Vitagraph territory.

* * *

The Isis Theatre in Ellensburg,

which has been closed for some time,

has been reopened by Ed. \N hitesel.

if if If

The Winter Garden Theatre

changed this week to a second run

policy.
* * *

P. B. Dana, who came to Seattle

to open the new office for Arrow
Photoplay Company, left on Decem-
ber 14 for Los Angeles. He plan-

ned to meet J. Goldstein, general

manager of the company, in Port-

land. Mr. Goldstein will appoint a

permanent manager for the Seattle

office while here.
* * *

R. W. Cram, former owner of

the Arcade Theatre in Walla Walla,

and more recently manager of the

Colonial in Seattle, is now manag-
ing The Liberty in Walla Walla.

* * *

The Alcazar Theatre in Great

Falls, Montana, has been taken

over by P. A. Iverson of Cutbank.
* * *

The Strand, Billings, Motana,

has been taken over by O'Keefe and

Duncan. E. C. O'Keefe will man-
age the house.

San Francisco
The W. W. Hodkinson ex-

change has been moved to quart-

ers at 284 Turk street which \yill

be occupied until a new building

can be erected for it on adjoining

property.
* * *

The Educational Film Corpor-
ation has completed arrange-
ments to move to its new home
on Turk street and will have
many conveniences there that are

not enjoyed on Golden Gate ave-

nue. A projection room is being

fitted up, a Power's machine having
been purchased from G. A. Met-
calfe.

* *

Wayland Hoyt Taylor, director

of exploitation at the local office

of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, has arranged to

make a trip to Los Angeles to

visit the studios and theatres. This
will be his first visit to that city.

Sid Martenstein, formerly of
the sales staff of Realart, has ac-
cepted a position with the Uni-
versal exchange and will cover
the Sacramento Valley and Neva-
da territory. Jack Frazier, who
has had this field for several
j'ears, and who has developed
such a splendid business there,
has been made special Jewel rep-
resentative for the entire terri-

tory covered by the San Fran-
cisco exchange.

* » »

Irving P. Arnold, formerly with
Famous Players-Lasky but more
recently with the Fred B. War-
ren Corporation, has returned to
the former concern.

* * *

E. T. W^akefield, well known in

this territory, has joined the staff

of Vitagraph, Inc., and will cover
the San Francisco and Oakland
territory.

* * *

Business at the William Fox ex-
change has increased to such an
extent that the present quarters
are proving too small and it has
been decided to move to a new
location on Turk street as soon as
a building can be erected for its

needs.
* * *

Fred Lahm, who recently took
over the Rialto Theatre at Ook-
dale, Cal., has closed the other
house he controls there and has
stripped it of its equipment.

* * *

Frank Atkins, of the Atkins
Theatre, Marysville, Cal., was a
recent visitor in town and an-
nounced his intention of building
a theatre at Yuba City.

* * *

The Western Theatre Supply
Company is re-equipping the Pat-
terson Theatre at Patterson, Cal.,

as well as the Regal Theatre ai
Mayfield, Cal.

* * *

G. .\. Metcalfe has furnished a
Zenith portable projection ma-
chine to a Japanese travelling
company headed by S. Oku.

The T. & D. Jr. Circuit has ar-
ranged to close the Rialto Thea-
tre at Reno, Nev., for a time, but
will continue to operate the Ma-
jestic and the Grand Theatres.

* * *

The Sequoia Theatre at Oak-
land, Cal., is being dismantled.
This is a well-known residence
district house.

* * *

A convention of house managers
of the Loew Circuit was held at the
San Francisco headquarters of the
western division just before Christ-
mas, the gathering being presided
over by E. A. Schiller, general
representative of the circuit.

* * *

Charles W, Heyer has announc-
ed his intention of erecting a the-
atre at Havwood, Cal., to cost
about $100,000.

* * *

Edward Meyer, head of the vis-
ual instruction department of the
extension division of the Univer-
sity of California, states that the
use of moving pictures for educa-
tional work is constantly increas-
ing. During the month of Novem-
ber this department circulated
377 pictures to non-theatrical or-
ganizations, such as churches,
schools and clubs. Four years ago,

he said, there were but fifty
schools and churches in California
using educational pictures, while
today they number more than 700.

Buffalo
Bruce Fowler, manager of the

Elmwood Theatre, is holding two
special matinees during Christmas
week, one on Wednesday, when "The
Last of the Mohicans" will be
.shown, and one of Friday, when
".-Mice Through the Looking Glass"
will be the feature. He is sug^rest-
ing that patrons buy Ixjoks of tickets
to the Elmwood as Christmas pres-
ents. A saving of SO cents is made
on each book, containing ten tickets.
A new stage setting has been in-
stalled at the Elmwood. Business
continues excellent, declares Mr.
Fowler.

* * *

Admiral Fred M. Zimmerman is

certainly giving his patrons at the
Avondale Theatre, North Tona-
wanda, some great holiday pro-
grams. The line-up follows:
"Mother O' Mine." "Lying Lips,"
"The Sheik," "Three Musketeers."
"Queen of Sheba" and "Connecti-
cut Yankee."

* * *

The Niagara Falls police are hold-
ing three men who, they allege, broke
into the box office of the Hippo-
drome Theatre and stole $15 in cash
and an electric heater.

* • *

Captain Hyland has opened the
DufTerin street parish hall in Bridge-
burg, Ont., as a picture honse under
the name of the Regent Theatre.

* * *

B. B. Dennison, district passenger
aeent for the N. Y. C. railroad, an-
nounces hat the train which leaves
Buffalo at 11:15 p. m. for Niagara
Falls has been discontinued. The
train is not serving its purpose as a
theatre train for Falls folk, said Mr.
Dennison, who declares that few
people are attending the theatre in

Buffalo from Niasara Falls these
days and those who do go use either

the trolley or their own automobiles.

Falls theatres are putting on excel-

lent programs and are holding folks

in town, perhaps.
* * *

Fred M. Zimmerman represented

the F. I. L. M. Club of BuflFalo at

the meeting of the execut've com-
mittee of the state M. P. T. O. A.

in Utica last week. Other Buf-
falonians present Howard T. Smith,

president of the Western New York
unit; Richard C. Fox, Select man-
aeer and vice-nresident of the Buf-
falo F. I. L. M. Club; M. A. Chase,

T Universal manaper. and M. H.
Markowitz, United Artists

* * *

The Western New York unit of

the M. P. T. O. h. has started a

movement to get the BuflFalo city

council to repeal the daylight sav-

ings law. It is claimed the measure
hurts business in the summer. A
bill was introduced last Wednesday.

* *

T. W. Brady, who recently man-
a<yed the BuflFalo F. B. Warren of-

fice and one of the be=t known film

men in Western New York, has been

a"Poin*eH sales manaeer at the Buf-

falo Hodkinson oflfioe. succeeding

Howard Boyle. Mr. Brndy has as-

sumed his new duties. The BuflFalo

Hodkinson oflRce is now at 145

Franklin street. Mr. Brady was
formerly manager of the Select

and A. P. Exchanges in BuflFalo.
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Special Paintings

for "After Midnight"
Saxe's Modjeska Theatre, Milwaukee, sells

largely on its front and Manager Frank Sutter
went to some pains to sell Select's "After Mid-
night," knowing that the appeal would reach
his particular clientele if he played up the un-
derwonrfd stuff, so he made the lithographs the
basis of some special paintings, framing the

paper in painted brickwork, broken out to re-

veal the poses.

Seven of these were made, the central frame,
sixes on the corners with threes inside and
threes above, in addition to which was a banner.
All of the material gave emphasis to the locale

of the play and four ones and two threes were
used to supplement the special stuff.

It made a large flash, but it brought in the
business close to a record, and that was what
Mr. Sutter was figuring on.

Tickets to Drivers

a New Exploit Idea
It has nothing whatever to do with "Over

the Hill," but when the Fox production played

at the Mozart Theatre, Elmira, N. Y., Manager
Gibson announced that on a certain day tickets

would be given the drivers who displayed the

greatest care in handling their machines at the

city's busiest street intersection.

It was a new angle of the safety first idea,

but it was a fine excuse for parking an adver-

tising car in the most desirable location in town
for an entire afternoon, for the judge's car was
almost solidly posted with paper and signs.

The newspapers lifted the story from the paid

advertising and made news stories, and several

hundred persons were constantly on hand
throughout the afternoon.

The privilege could not have been purchased,

but at the cost of a few pairs of seats the stunt

was put over.

A private showing, the telegraph and music

store hook-ups and a hook in on a newspaper

prize contest completed the exploitation scheme.

Still Another Angle
In addition to using most of the standard

stunts on Goldwyn's "The Old Nest," E. L.

Nesbit, of the Linwood Theatre, Tarkio, Mo.,

did something different. He devised a special

letter designed to bring in those known to be

infrequent theatregoers.

Mr. Nesbit figured that this special would

help to convert them, and so he made a special

drive. He also appealed to physicians, telling

them that the old-fashioned country doctor

was faithfully and sympathetically portrayed,

and he interested the barbers in the various

characteristic haircuts of the homecoming char-

acters. He believed that if writing a letter

would sell one or two tickets, it would pay him

to write, so he looked for special appeals to

play up to limited lists.

New Lindlar Lobby Is

Framed for ''Experience"
Walter Lindlar, assistant to Claud Saunders,

of the Paramount Exploitation Department, has
devised a new lobby effect for Marion Davies
in "Enchantment." His earlier lobbies on "The
Sheik" and the book front for "The Great
Impersonation" have done so well that he plans

to offer a series of these.

The present lobby is designed to convey the

suggestion of the story and is to be built of

beaverboard or other material. Perhaps the

better plan would be to build the columns of

beaverboard, which can be used for other at-

tractions by repainting, and to make the figures

of some lighter material, since these will be

used but once.

The general effect is that of a silhouette, and
to this end the front should be painted a dead
black and the lighting largely concentrated

within the lobby space, to get the best effect.

Later on the pillars can be done over with

paint or aluminum and used again and again.

The box office effect is done by pleating gay
fabric and then covering with trailing vines.

Only one length of the fabric need be cut to

provide the ticket aperture. Using plain cloth

and spotting it with colored lamps from behind

the arches will add to the effect.

The title can be displayed in small electric

bulbs or can be perforated and lighted from
behind with one or two strong lights.

A LINDLAR LOBBY FOR MAR/ON DAVIES IN "ENCHANTMENT"
The lobby for "The Shick" devised by Walter Lindlar, of the Paramount exploitation

staff, has been so widely used that Mr. Lindlar has promised to devise lobbies for all of
the more important subjects. Watch for them here
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Hyman's Novelties
With an extra long feature, Edward L.

Hyman will have to work close at the

Mark- Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, the week
of January 1. For one time saver he will

combine his overture

^^^^ and opening produc-

^^P^%L tion. The former will

^Bf T be played while aW A special Lyman Howe
v. greeting is run down

and then swing into

1 "XAbs. th^ opening chorus of

"H. M. S. Pinafore"
^^^Ufl^^^^^B as the taken
^^^^^^^^^^H up show

^I^HmflllllH cyclorama a

rr^rir r tnriT,r»r nautical Setting and aEDW. L. HYMAN ^eck on one side.

The numbers selected

will be the opening chorus, "I'm Called

Little Buttercup," "When I Was a Lad,"

"Sorry Her Lot," and the finale, "O Joy,

O Rapture." The singers will be costumed

as in the play, and a surf and cloud effect

will be employed to give life to the drop,

the singers being spotted in blue from over-

at the Mark Strand
head so as not to destroy these effects.

One of the "Adventures of Bob and Bill"

will follow and a soprano will sing "I'll

Build a Home in the Heart of a Rose" as
a concert number. The Topical Review
comes next and this in turn is followed by
the prologue to the feature.

Like most of the Hyman prologues, it

would be a good production number were it

not announced as a prologue. The setting

will suggest the garden in Peter Ibbetson,
with the grown Peter and the duchess, in

period dress, at one side of the stage and
themselves as children on the other, the
children interpreting the song, which will

be "Love Is Just a Game" from "Apple
Blossoms." A huge apple tree in bloom will

be the chief feature of the setting. The
lighting will be amber and pink with green
and white lights through the branches of
the trees.

The feature, "Peter Ibbetson," will follow
and this will give place to the Fox Sun-
shine comedy, "Say It With Flowers." The
organ postlude will be Humoresque.

"Over the Hill" Aided
Railroad Over a Slump

George Schade pulled a lot of extra tickets

for "Over the Hill," got a lot of special adver-
tising for the house, and it did not cost him a
penny. It's odd, but some of the biggest things
are the cheapest, and this was one of that sort.

Sandusky is the centre of some interurban
lines. Business is at a slump in the winter
months and the receipts of the road fall off.

Schade booked in the Fox production, "Over
the Hill," and the railroad tied-up to this on
the excursion stunt, advertising in the news-
papers as well as on the cars that a round trip

ticket purchased on certain days would include

a pass to the Schade.
All passes used were taken up by the railroad

company at face value and Schade got all the

advertising free.

The combination price is not new, but to

persuade the company to pay full price for the

tickets is something else. We believe that in

many towns this can be worked at least one
day each week, and if the town is not too large

you can hook the merchants up for co-operative
advertising, if you make it a shopping-matinee
trip and have the tickets good only on one or
two of the morning cars, to get them into town
early enough to do their buying.

"WayDownEast"Exploited
to the Limit in Florida

Everybody got behind Manager W. J. Melvin,
of the Plaza Theatre, St. Petersburg, Florida,

and put over "Way Down East" to the largest

business ever done in St. Petersburg with a
picture.

The exploitation was simple, but persistent.

It included dated lithographs in windows, 1,500
doorknobs, with rubber bands instead of
strings, so they could be attached to steering

wheels as well as doorknobs ; a prologue, a
banner, a perambulator and megaphoned an-
nouncements from an automobile the Saturday
night before the opening. Drug store soda
fountains were painted with water color signs
and the newspaper work was started a week in

advance, never rising beyond a modest two
columns.
For the doorknobs Mr. Melvin used the two

column pumpkin mat, printing in the title,

house and date.

\
i.

Special Exploitation

Offset Lack of Boards
The Sun Theatre, Fairbault, Minn., cannot

use paper as tlie opposition has snapped up all

the available boards. It was felt this would be

something of a handicap in putting over "Over
the Hill" but in a way it proved to be good
fortune, for it increased the intensity of the

exploitation.

A Fox publicity man was called in, and his

first step was to tie up the newspaper to the

"Famous Women" contest by contracting for

400 inches of paid advertising space.

A circular letter, under one cent postage, was
sent to a rural list of 3,000 names at a cost of

only $40. This was signed by William Fox
instead of the local management. About half

the stores were tied up to window showings,

and the special pre-showing was played up

in 'that 400 inch contract with liners in which

various local comments were run with emphasis

on the name of the person uttering the sentiment.

This also pleased the persons mentioned and
leaves them ready to say even nicer things next
time to ensure seeing their names in print.

Like the Stars
In New England the newspapers have been

hitched up to an identification contest for "The
Affairs of Anatol." In the West, the American
Theatre, Bellingham, Wash., hitched the local

paper to a two weeks' contest for the girl who
most nearly resembled one of the four women
stars in the Paramount production and only
three girls stayed out of the contest, one of
whom had a hare lip.

The rest ail thought they looked like Gloria
Swanson, Agnes Ayres, Bebe Daniels or
Wanda Hawley. The top prize went to Nina
Ogrcen, who looked more like Wanda Hawley,
but there were a lot of small prizes to make
things interesting. It brought bales of pub-
licity to the theatre and newspaper alike and
was good for the circulation, both places.

'

THIS LOBBY DISPLAY FOR FIRST NATIONAL'S ''THE SILENT CALL" SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
It zvas devised by Paul E. Noble, of the Liberty Theatre, Portland, Ore. The side panels show the details of the corners. On the ri^hl are

shown the kennels facing the lobby, which do not show up in the picture. On the left are the street angles of the same design. The dog
heads are about twice life size. Note the hook-up made to the Saturday Evening Post on the inside cards
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Combined Two Loans
for One Lobby Stunt

Nowadays a picture manager has to be a
better borrower than a property man for a
stock company.
For Hodkinson's "The Mysterious Rider,"

John B. Carroll, of the Imperial Theatre, Char-
lotte, N. C, doubled up.

Got Horse and Rides

From a harness shop he borrowed the wooden
horse used by the store to display its wares.
Then he borrowed a dummy from a clothing
store along with the appropriate dressing,
mounted the dummy on the horse, put it a little

back in the lobby and got a fine attractor. The
fact that the dummy was masked helped a lot

in getting realism, for it took away the awful
waxen stare. The rider looked almost as
natural as the horse, and the horse was an
exceptionally good one.

BORROWED FROM A CIRCUS TO SELL HIS ATTRACTION
C. A. Crute, of the Rialto Theatre, Macon, Ga., borrowed these camels from a circus
and played to more business than any other attraction this season. He even horned in

on a Shrine parade, which made for business

A Useful Teaser Set
Manager Challis, of the Wysor Grand Theatre,

Muncie, Ind., has worked out a set of good
teaser postals for "Over the Hill." They were
spaced two days apart and in their order read

:

A wise man once said "There is always
good to be found in the worst of us but

—

"

The said wise man was not the only one to

give forth that thought, for Will Carleton
most beautifully exemplified that saying when

—

He wrote his "Farm Ballads" which con-
tained that immortal poem "Over the Hill"
and now

—

A pictured version of Will Carleton's in-

tensely human story of a mother's love,, "Over
the Hill," will be presented by William Fox
at the Wysor Grand, starting tomorrow.

It would cut costs and make the teasers

snajppier to eliminate the third card, change
the second to eliminate Carleton's name and
merely say "a poet," making the fourth card
read

:

Will Carleton wrote "Over the Hill to the

Poor House," which has achieved immortality
as one of the greatest tributes to mother love
in the English language. William Fox has
made a wonderful picture from the poem and
it will be shown, etc.

It is seldom wise to use more than a three
card teaser. Two are better, one to tease and.
the other to break the news.

thing it has been waiting for since the birth

of motion pictures." He could not come much
stronger than that, and it helped business
wonderfully—more than anything Mr. Ross
crnld have said.

Mixed Throwaway Talk
Possibly the presence of the Disarmament

Conference in Washington was responsible for
the break into foreign tongues recently made
by E. J. Stutz, of Loew's Columbia Theatre,
Washington. At any rate his heralds on a
new Paramount read :

Digala lo que deba
or

Le dica cio' che deva
or

Detes lui ce que vous devez
but

"Don't Tell Everything"
A Paramount Picture

If the printer sets that right it means "Tell"

her what you must" in Spanish, Italian and
French. Where there is a large Jewish clien-

tele, it might pay to have it in Yiddish, too.

Threw Away an Opinion
Because he knew that the district attorney

had seen "The Old Nest" when it played
Atlanta, C. J. Ross, of the Strand Theatre,
Madison, Ga., persuaded him to write out an
opinion of the picture, which he put on a
throwaway, from which it may be inferred that

the lawyer liked the Goldwyn production. He
did. The opening paragraph read:
"The cry has gone up from the public at

large for worth-while pictures. 'The Old Nest'
answers that cry. It gives the public some-

HERE IS A GOOD BOX-OFFICE DESIGN FOR "THE SHEIK"
It was done by H. C. Farley, of the Empire Theatre, Montgomery, Ala. He also used
a street rider, and borrowed the Arabian steed from a circus in winter quarters. It built

up a large business with a number of repeat patrons
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Tied Up to a Washer
for "No Woman Knows"
"No woman knows Monday comfort" unless

5he uses a particular brand of washing machine
was the appeal which got a big window for the

Universal attraction when it played Powers
Theatre, Grand Rapids.

The theatre was permitted to supply the arch
and was given the largest lettering in order

40 attract attention to the machine. The
machine itself could stand in the window until

it was covered with dust without attracting

more than passing notice, but giving it a theat-

rical tie-up put it over for the crowds and the

sidewalk space was well occupied all day, with

the result that the handlers are looking around
for another hook-up, finding that it stimulates

their sales. It helped dispose of the tickets, too,

so both parties to the contract are well content.

The Log Cabin Front
Reaches Main Street

The only difference between New York and
Hoggs Corners is that one is larger than the

other. Both have the same sort of people

.and they will respond to the same general ap-

peal.

Most of the "Broadway" houses in New
York do not exploit because they feel it will

hurt their
,
dignity, but B. S. Moss would

.rather have the money, and he is using the

same sort of front you will find in the tank

towns for his Broadway Theatre, just one block

below the heart of the United States.

A couple of weeks ago he had the Hampton-
Hodkinson Zane Grey story, "The Mysterious
Rider" and he built the same sort of box
•office you can find in the smaller places, and
it brought him precisely the same relative jump
in business.

It was not even as elaborate as many, for
it was straight painted canvas, with no effort to

more than suggest the logs, but it took hold

NICE, CLEAN ADI ERTISING I-OR "NO WOMAN KNOWS"
This is not a lobby front but the shou) window of a Grand Rapids store for the Universal
picture zvhen it played there at Powers Theatre. Stills and cutouts help to decorate

the arch and give color to the display

in the same way, and put the picture over to

a good week.
The Broadway uses vaudeville, but it makes

the film the real feature and specializes on this

each week, this being one of the most preten-
tious displays. If Broadway can make money
with it. you can, can't you ? Surely !

Setting Sideways was
Helpful to a Hook-up

Johnny Walker (we've heard that name
somewhere before), of the Barcli Theatre,

Schenectady, has been using so many hook-ups
that they were going a bit stale, and he figured

he needed something to put a kick into the

stunt.

He found it very simply. He set the stuflE

in sideways, and even the case-hardened reader

stopped to look.-and if he looked, he at least

had to catch ""The Great Moment," but most
of them read on.

mm

HOW THE PAGES LOOKED

LOG CABIN BuX OF-l-lCE HA.^ REACHED BKuADll AY
B. S. Moss' Broadway Theatre is doing the same exploitation stuff the small town
mattager is doing and finds that "smart" Broadway will fall just as hard. This was used

on the Hodkinson release, "The Mysterious Rider"

Jt's a simple trick, but it saved the day for

a good Paramount hook-up and a lot of people

who claim they never read advertisements read

this one clear through because they had a fresh

appeal.

Some advertisers achieve the same result by
setting their space in upside down, but it is

easier to turn the paper one quarter around
than half way, so this is to be preferred.

No two men handle their exploitation pre-

cisely alike. Watch ivhat the other fellow does

and gain variety in your 07vn work. That is

what these pages are for—to be used, mol just

read.
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Buckingham's Diamond
Was a Window Exhibit

The Grand Opera House, London, Ont.,

hooked in a jeweler on a window for "The
Three Musketeers" when Fairbanks came to
that Canadian city. The store was known to

HOW A THIRD RUN HOUSE PUT OVER "THE OLD NEST"
The Capitol, Los Angeles, figured that the Angelians had not all seen the Goldwyn
picture, so it tagged the first and second runs and cleaned up at 11 and 17 cents to a

prosperous week with heavy exploitation

It's a Third Run House
With a First Run Style

Gore's Capitol Theatre, Los Angeles, is a
third-run house, but it was felt that with all

the fuss made about the first and second runs
there should still be a chance on a third run,
and the mother-play moved in for a week, rid-

ing on the previous exploitation.

The Capitol has a large lobby and believes
in plenty of paper. A six and a three for the
Goldwyn play were flanked by a three for the
comedy and three sheets, stills and insert cards
were used plentifully all the way down the
lobby.

It made a better paper display than the earlier
houses, and that was all it had to do, for the
Story had been sold on the earlier runs and
all the Capitol had to do was hold the bag.

"Qt^en of Sheba" Helps
the Marine Recruiting

Hooking-up to the recruiting service is not
yet a thing of the past. The Marine Corps
is still after recruits and they are still willing
to give the theatre its share for anything to
get attention to the recruiting idea.

Down in Baltimore the New Theatre had
Fox's "The Queen of Sheba," and wanted to
put it over to the limit. It persuaded a local
actress to dress in about ten times as much
clothing as Betty Blythe wears and drive around
town with a recruiting sergeant in a torpedo
shaped car. Back of the seats was the large
sign shown in the cut, all of which went to thc
theatre, but the "Join the Marines" was lettered
across the windshield.
The theatre copy was: "'The Queen of

Sheba' came from a distant land bringing gifts
to King Solomon. She comes now to show
you many of the historical places of the world.
You will be showing the wisdom of Solomon
if you see her at the New Theatre."

Better copy would have read :
" 'The Queen

of Sheba' is visiting at the New Theatre all this
week, giving a glorious picture of her wonderful
country. If you want to return her visit, see
'The Queen of Sheba' at the New Theatre now
and then join the Marines and visit her in her
native land."

Something New
J. T. Bowser, of the Lyric and Plaza the-

atres, Sheffield, Ala., worked a new one.

He had "The Kid" and worked the usual

boy parade, but he marched them out to the

ball park, paying for the privilege with

screen advertising, which also enabled him

to have a Charlie Chaplin to take tickets at

each gate to the ball park. The ball season

is almost over, but it is a good stunt to

remember.

THE JEWELER'S WINDOW
possess a diamond valued at $37,000, and this

was placed in a casket and labeled, "This is the
diamond the Duke of Buckingham gave to Anne
of Austria in 'The Three Musketeers.'

"

In a furniture store was a display of a period
set supposed to be the sort they had when
Louis XIII was ruler, and a drug store ex-
pressed a belief that the musketeers would
still be alive had they used certain patented
preparations.

"JOIN THE MARINES," PLEADS "THE QUEEN OF SHEBA"
The New Theatre, Baltimore, hooked in on the Marine Recruiting Service by supplying
a real live queen as an attractor for the Navy car, and the recruits agreed that she was

"Some Jueen" as they signed on the dotted line. It helped the Fox feature, too
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Had Mark Twain Week
for the Fox Comedy

Persuading the mayor to proclaim a Mark
Twain week was one of the simplest things

James Roiirkc did to put over "A Connecticut

Yankee" at the Empire Theatre, Bridgeport.

It was not altogether simple, at thai, for

Rourkc had to get the Chamber of Commerce
to back him in his efforts and sell the idea to

them first.

What helped was the fact that Hartford
claims the humorist as her own and the entire

state feels a proprietary pride in him. It was
a holiday week in the schools, so the mayor
issued the necessary proclamation.

As soon as that was done and the news-
papers had put the announcement over, Rourke
told that he would contribute to the celebra-

tion by booking in the Fo.x production. That
was the first intimation that he had the picture

booked, and it looked as though Rourke were
merely trailing popular opinion and not creat-

ing it.

Donation to Library

That was good for a paragraph in the papers,

and before that got cold, the manager donated
ten copies of the story to the public library

because tho.se already in stock were being over-
worked. The papers always record donations
to the library, so they used that.

For the I)allyhoo Rourke used three knights
in full armor to ride the streets in procession,

each with a card announcinu: Miat "Here's one
of the Jazz Knights in Mark Twain's 'A Con-
necticut Yankee,' Empire, next week." This
supplemented a net banner in four lines used
on the principal street "because it was Mark
Twain week."

Then the papers printed in the want ads five

names selected at random from the city direc-
tory, each lucky person getting a ticket, and
a 12 by 18 inch proclamation in red and black
on buff paper was sent to 2,000 names on the
mailing list.

KNIGHTS L\ ARMOR MANOEUVERED MOTORCYCLES
It was part of the intensive campaign used by Manager James Rourke to put over the

Fox production of "A Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's Court" as a supposed
adjunct to a self-created "Mark Twain IVcek"

Worked Four Horsemen
for "Sheik" Engagement

Having read that the horseman exploit was
working well for "The Sheik," Jack Prescott,

n-anager of the Capitol Theatre, Winnipeg, de-

cided to try the effect of four riders. He dug
out four pretty fair horses to pose as the Arab
steeds, but the Arabs were not a bit like the

real thing.

That did not worry Prescott in the least.

The stunt was written up and pictured in the

newspapers and it helped crowd them into the

theatre, and so long as it got him the business,

the men might have looked like Chinamen for

all he cared. He did not even stop to think

that it might be good advertising for "The
h'our Horsemen," for that production was not

in sight.

One thing he proved to his satisfaction. The
mass effect of four riders is better than one,

and more than four times better, at that.

The riders were dressed in red and white

striped material, which the Paramount press

agent says "is common to awning makers and
the Mystic Shrine." That is all one piece with

his seventeen foot golems which are nine feet

high. The Shrine colors are red, yellow and
green.

Good Newspaper Angle
Found for "The Sheik"

Boise, Idaho, seems to have found the news-
paper contest angle for "The Sheik."

The Pinney Theatre tied up the Capital-

News to a contest on the question of whether
women love masterful men. Ten dollars in

cash was offered for the best 100-word story

with a box party as the second best bet. It

made great reading for the public and it got a

lot of discussion apart from the newspaper
publicity, so it worked double time.

If you can get a topic that will serve as
conversation, you increase the value of your
advertising. People rend about "My great

moment" or "My most exciting experience,"

l)ut they talk about cave man love, and you get

c.n the front page and at the dinner tables, too.

Start it off with a couple of heart-revelation

letters to give the others courage, and you can
bring out some amazing letters along these lines.

THESE "ARABIAN" HORSEMEN LOOK LIKE PIUTES
But that does not matter, since they brought business to the Capitol Theatre. Winnipeg,
"ichen Jack I'rescolt exploited "The Sheik." They looked more like Indians than .Arabs,

but the Peg doesn't knoic any d'ffercnt. and the papers wrote up the stunt

Improves with Age
i lu C entury I heatre, lia'timore, u>cd the bag

stunt on four pictures hand running, "The
Affairs of Anatol," "Experience," "The Sheik"
and "Ladies Must Live," and reports that the

cumulative effect makes the stunt better the

longer it runs.

The Century gives a variation, however, in

that the bags are given the furnishing stores

and the women's shops, for the enclosure of
small purchases. It reaches a better class of
trade than the usual grocery store bags. It

takes the bag out of the kitchen and puts it

into the hands of more likely prospi-cts.
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Plan Book Ballyhoo

Worked in South
Plan book stunts are sometimes something

to shoot rocks at, but the Goldwyn books are
proving helpful to the exhibitor. The bridal
auto for "Dangerous Cur¥e Ahead" has been
widely copied in all sections of the country
and here is another stunt from the same book.

PICTORIAL WINDOW PLEASED THE BANK OFFICIALS
They might not have let in a card, hut "Little Lord Fauntleroy" in the wax, if not in

the flesh, was something else ; so Ascher's Merrill Theatre, Mihmukee, got a windo"M of
real value for the second tim\e in a few weeks

Tied Up Bank Window to

"Little Lord Fauntleroy"
About the best test of a stunt is the come-

back. If the merchant will take in a second
display, it is a pretty certain sign that he was
pleased with the first.

Lately Ascher's Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee,
tied up the First Wisconsin Trust Co. to a win-
dow display for Fairbanks in "The Three Mus-
keteers." They wanted to come back for Mary
Pickford in "Litle Lord Fauntleroy." This
time the hook-up was not so direct, but the dis-

play promised to gain attention and the bank
let it in.

Just Tivo Cards

Thfi only advertising is two cards which do
not show in the illustration, but which are
placed close to the glass just in front of the

dog. One is for the play and the other for the
savings department of the bank, and it worked
as well as the other in spite of the less direct

application.

The house painted the scenery and borrowed
the clothes and dummy from one store and the
Victor dog from another.

The exploitation man also got a good win-
dow in a drug store with a cutout set within
a frame and backed by fabric. This was made
the center of a display of hand mirrors and
puff boxes, and made a strong bid to the women.

but there came in another letter from the car
works making it so plain that Velma Hazen was
L-lected by the trade union, that as a matter of
policy the second award was made, for the car
works' crowd were closer to the opposition

house, and Mr. Snell wanted their trade, and
counted it cheap at ten dollars.

HOW IT REALLY LOOKS

This adaptation was worked by C. A. Crute,

of the Lyric Theatre, Huntsville, Ala., and
might be called the post-bridal car stunt. An
ordinary baby perambulator was tricked out

with a headlight and a horn and a man in

evening dress trundled it about the streets for

two days, bringing an increase of about IS

per cent, in the business.

Another Old Timer
The ten dollar raise stunt is still working

for "The Ten Dollar Raise." It will be re-

membered that it has Los Angeles stirred to

its foundations. Now it is working through
the Southern Enterprises, being started off by
A. L. Snell, of the Imperial Theatre, Gadsden.

Mr. Snell arranged with a large department
store to give one clerk a "ten dollar raise" for
one week only, the clerk to be selected by
means of letters written by the patrons.
Miss Lotta Noah was awarded the prize on

the strength of a letter written by a minister,

THREE UNIVERSAL STARS ARE SHOWN HITTING THE PIPE

A peculiar tie-up 'with an Ozd Drug Store in Chicago. Three of the Universal men stars

are shozvn smoking pipes and cigarettes. By a mechanical device they are made to appear

to be actually puffing on the tobacco
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Put "Anatol" Display

with News Bulletins
One of the by-products of a newspaper hook-

np is the chance the exhibitor gets to use the

paper for other stunts. The Union-Leader,
Manchester, \. H., was one of the sixty odd
New England papers to hook to the Para-
nxjunt Identification Contest, recently reported

in these columns.

Just for that it permitted Al Gjuture to put

in a window display for "The Affairs of

Anatol" at the Paramount-Crown Theatre. As
the window was used for news bulletins, and
since the football season was then at its height,

the value of the location can be understood.

It was the livest window in town on Sattirday

afternoon, and good all ot the week.

But you do not have to wait to hook to a

contest to get into the good graces of the news-
paper. If you put some attractive stills on
your cards, you will find that the average live

newspaper will always be glad to oblige a gen-
erous advertiser, particularly since it aiso helps

the wmdow.

Green Lighted Lobby
for "The Lure of Jade"

All green lights were used in the lobby of
the Majestic Theatre, Memphis, for the run
of Pauline Frederick in "Lure of Jade," and
with similar draped walls and a thatched box
ofiFice. with cutouts from the paper at the

comers of the opening, a very good tropical

effect was obtained by Manager J. S. Hursey.

The banner had the letters cut out with
green tissue pasted behind the openings and
lighted from behind by green lights, which
served to help light the rest of the lobby.

Mr. Hursey made his thatch on beaverboard
instead of the regular thatch, which should have
been easier as well as cheaper, though it might
have taken more material, but he worked a

very inviting lobby that lured business and he
did it at a cost of only $20.

HORXISG I.\ A THEATRE DISPLAY OS SEWS BULLETISS
The Manchester, S. H., Seivs-Leader uas one oj the papers to take up the Paramount
identification contest, so it let in a card for "The Affairs of Anatol" into the window

u-ith the constantly changing netLs bulletins

Captured the College

by Inviting the Team
College towns are all for the college, and the

Strand Theatre, Iowa City, put over "Over
the Hill"' by the simple expedient of inviting

the football team to attend the opening night
show. The college paper gave publicity to the
fact that the team had accepted the invitation

and all of the college and most of the town
people tried to get into the Strand at the same
time. It couldn't be done, but those who had

to wait took in the second show or came bade
the next night

There had been a special private view for
the college faculty and the ministers and school
teachers, but all of the educators, plus the

divines could not put it over to the students

the way a big winning team did.

Football is over, but there are basketball

and hockey teams, and later will come the

baseball and rowing season.

Made His Sales
Just how well exploitation pays was recently

proven by W. P. Stevenson, who is supposed
to sell the .Arizona district out of the Goldwyn
Los .A.ngeles office.

Arizona is in a bad slump and it looked like

a waste of carfare going after the territory
with "The Old N'est" and "Dangerous Curve
.\head," but Pat knows the game, though he
is now a salesman instead of an exploiteer.

He knew about what each exhibitor would
be willing to pay for the two features and he
offered to play on this certainty plus a percen-
tage, engaging to help exploit the picture.

He kept his word and so far the receipts

from Arizona have mostly been in excess of
what the flat rentals would have brought in

normal times. Exploitation does pay. The
houses made the extra money and also revived
the theatregoing habit.

LIGHTS OF GREES FOR "LURE OF lADE " WORKED
J. S. Hursey, of the Majestic Theatre, Memphis, used green lights and tropical props to

put over Pauline Frederick in the Robertson-Cole production, and it built a sizeable

addition to the average business

Tickled the Mayor
For "Three Word Brand," .A.. L. Snell, of

the Imperial Theatre, Gadsden, Ala., used a
hundred cards reading, "Go to hell," "Yoa're
a liar" and other three-word phrases less

violent with "At the Imperial Thursday and
Friday" in small lettering at the bottom.
The mayor was so tickled with the idea that

he put one of the "Go to hell" cards over Us
desk in the police station in City Hall, where
it probably did a lot to cheer up the accused
who came before His Honor

J
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Stanley Theatres Are
Coming Into Old Form

The Stanley theatres, Philadelphia, are com-
ing back into form once more and doing things
in a big way. This display for Pola Negri
in First National's "One Arabian Night" is

the best thing the house has done in the past
six months. It had a good subject for illustra-

PolaNegri
fS THE WILD DESEKT DANCER IN THE

TALK OF TWO CONTlNENTa

VICTOR HERBERT GLORIA SWANSON
J

ONE FROM THE STANLEY

tion, for one thing, but it has had others as
good and has not given the same results. The
picture is sold on the title, the star and the
cut, for there is little argument since little is

needed to supplement that trio of appeals. There
was a time last spring when the Stanley was
leading the line in Philadelphia, but there was
a slump during the summer and the houses
seem to be just lately coming back to their

own with dominating advertisements. Adver-
tising like this means business, if there is

business to be had in Philadelphia.

—P. T. A.—

How Hustling Won for
Philadelphia Theatre

The Carman Theatre, Philadelphia, had an
anniversary on Thanksgiving that was a real

thanksgiving. A year before the house opened
with everyone phophesying failure. It was
right in between two other houses more ad-
vantageously located and in the radius of four
large houses. George T. Gravenstcin was the

manager and he opened on a three change a
week policy, because it looked as though the
house could not hold business for more than two
days on an attraction. But soon it was found
that a good show was worth three days, and in

two months they put in "The Last of the Mo-
hicans" for a week and sold 6,000 school tickets

alone. Now the house runs all week on a fea-

ture and will go longer on a really big one. It

is not surprising that the anniversary announce-
ment is a very sincere thanks to the patrons
who have made the advance possible. Orig-
inally intended as a neighborhood house, it

now appeals to all of North Philadelphia and
pulls business past other and better located
houses. And it did it all on hustling advertising
plus a good selection in the matter of features.

It merely goes to show that it is the man,
rather than the house, which makes good.

THE VANCE THEATRE, ASHEVILLE, N. C, OPENING WITH NORMA TALMADGE
IN "THE SIGN ON THE DOOR"

Made Talmadge Sisters

Mascots of New House
Norma Talmadge has been selected as the

star to open a number of new houses holding

the First National franchise, and this illustra-

tion shows the new Vance Theatre, Asheville,

N. C., with the initial attraction on the banner

and portraits of both Norma and Constance
Talmadge prominently displayed. The flowers

are not part of the lobby decoration, but are

holdovers from the brilliant opening night when
the mayor delivered the dedicatory address and
then stuck around to see the show free.

"Dinty" followed in as the second attraction.
—P. T. A.—

Bubar Still Can Letter

Without Wriggly Lines
Here is a display from the California

Theatre, San Francisco, which proves that

Jewett Bubar, Roth and Partington's artist,

still can letter with clean lines. This display

for Bert Lytell in "A Trip to Paradise" is

clean cut and forceful and the lines are all

clear. He leaves plenty of room for the type
announcement, with a panel for the Sunday
concert, and it is all neat and attractive, like

the Bubar stuff used to be. One nice touch
in this display is the use of a circle back of
the woman's head. This is in line and not
cross hatching, and it provides a good back-
ground for the sketch. It might have looked
bare in that corner of the space without
something, and white would not have given
the usual result, so he put in the panel and
broke the space without detracting from the

California

PICTURE
THEATRE
ADVERTISING

is a book every exhibitor needs.
Packed with ad-stunts, tested adver-
tising wrinkles, information on every
phase of advertising for the picture
house.

$2 postpaid.

ORDER QUICK! YOU NEED IT!

Chalmers Publishing Co.
sit Fifth Avenue N«v Yorli

mA TPIP TO.^B^

A GOOD BUBAR EXAMPLE

drawing. One thing we like about Bubar's
drawings is the way he puts two figures
over. He handles his lights and shades so
as to make the two figures distinct where so
many artists get a puddle of black ink in-
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THE BLUE MOUSE THEATRE. MINNEAPOLIS. WITH ITS ADVERTISEMENT
FOR "WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME"

stead of a figure. Put a glass on the cut

and note how the ornamentation of the

woman's dress is so set as to serve as a

background to define Lytells' hair, then note

how the white cuff and the vest band out-

line the remainder of the front figure while

the high lights on his back hold him from
butting into Heller's orchestra, over on the
right. Bubar knows how, and can do it

when he wants to, and this time he wanted
to. This is 125 lines across three but it

would look almost as well as in a double
column.

—P. T. A..—

Disguised Marquise for

"A Connecticut Yankee"
With a minimum of work the Strand The-

atre, Perth Amboy, N. J., with the aid of a

Fox publicity man, made a battlement above
the entrance for the recent engagement of

"A Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's
Court." There was not much to the display

save forming the towers at the ends of

the display, but there was enough to sug-
gest the castle and it worked almost as

well as a full built in front, because it kept

the work where it would show to the best

advantage. It accomplishes practicaly the

same result at a fraction of the cost, but
this is practicable only when there is a

marquise. It would cost more to build this

out on a flat front, and make it secure than
it would to build in an entire front. It

would help a little to mount a sentinel at

showing times, and if he hapens to be a

bugler, so much the better. You can always
find a bugler in a boy scout troop who can
do well enough. Doll him up a little and
put him to work.—P. T. A.—

Put the News Appeal
on the Theatre Front

Although the sensation seeker will be ap-
pealed to by the title of "Why Girls Leave
Home," a majority of tho prospects are

more surely reached through the news ap-
peal supplied by the Warner Brothers in the

question raised. .Xppreciating this fact, the

Blue Mouse Theatre. Minneapolis, put the

'65,000 girls lost in year" on a sign above
the marquise and then added in electric
lights "The Most Vital Question confronting
mothers and fathers." This landed the class
of patrons most apt to stay away from a

sensational title and made the story 100 per
cent, effective. The manager who trusts to
the title alone is the sort of man who
would leave a couple of perfectly good
drinks in the bottom of a bottle that looks
empty. He does not get all he has coming
to him unless he uses the provided pub-
licity. Most managers have used it all,

both on their house fronts and in the lights

as well as in the newspaper specials, but
the Blue Mouse provides a simple model
others will have no diflRculty in following,
and this can be more easily done than some
of the displays which reproduce elaborate

paintings of newspaper headings. These
latter are good, but they are difficult and
the Blue Mouse gets the same result with
less painting.

—P. r. A.—

Book Origin Feature

Suggested by the Ad.
Suggesting the book origin of "No Woman

Knows," the Alhambra Theatre, Toledo, used
a picture of a book back for its Sunday an-

nouncement, taking a space 100 lines across

six columns. It gets over the idea of the

book, but at considerable cost, for only the

type matter in the mortise really gets over.

On the right hand side you have to look closely

for other text than the title, because the lines

cannot fight through the color of the cover.

THE BOOK ANNOUNCEMENT

At that the advertisement is a good one be-

cause the picture makes a strong atrtactor and
the announcement on the back cover is ample
to sell the idea of the story. The artist

seems to have been in some uncertainty as to

the portrait vignette. If he squared it with
column rules it would look out of alignment on
the cover, and if he made it square with the

cover it would slant on the page, so he made it

on an angle with the border, which suggests

that the cover artist was a bit off in his draw-
ing. The advertisement is effective, but we
think that much the same result could have
been gained from a smaller space in which
book covers served as corner pieces. This
would not have been as striking, but it would
have gotten the same idea over and probably
would have done just as good business.

THE CASTLE FRONT ON THE STRAND. PERTH AMBOY, FOR "A CONNECTICUT
YANKEE"
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Straight from the Shoulder Reports
T)efarimeni for the Informaiton of &xhihiiors

Edited by A. Van Buren Powell

The box office is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.
In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the

various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.
You are helping yourself and others by sending them in. Use the blank printed in this

department or better still write us that you'd like a free supply of report cards.

Associated Producers
A THOUSAND TO ONE. Bosworth

hardly seems to fit in a dress suit. Busi-

ness rotten, as high school had their first

"movie" that night. Advertising; usual.

Patronage; small town. Attendance; poor.

W. Ray Erne, Arcade Theatre, Charlotte.
Michigan.

First National
ALF'S BUTTON.—Another foreign busi-

ness killer. A few more of these and I will

be out of business. Patronage; small town.
C. S. Bovee, Florence Theatre, Elk Point,

South Dakota.

BLIND HEARTS. One of the season's

best pictures. The whole cast was good and
the plot was immense. Advertising; post-

ers and papers. Patronage; small town.
Attendance; fair. J. Carbonell, Monroe
Theatre, Key West, Florida.

COURAGE. This is an extra good pic-

ture, a little bit sad at times, but O. K. and
just what the public needs sometimes. Ad-
vertising; nothing extra. Patronage; A-1.

Attendance; fairly good. H. C. Neale,

Princess Theatre, Mayfield, Kentucky.

GOLDEN SNARE. One of the best Cur-
wood pictures yet. Wonderful locations and
scenery ideal. Good drawing card, action

from the first. Advertising; billboards. Pa-
tronage; mixed. Attendance; fair. L. O.
Davis, Perry Theatre, Hazard, Kentucky.

GO AND GET IT. Good picture to put

over big. Pleased 90 per cent. You'll do
good on this one. Advertising; ones,

threes, lobby and mail list. Patronage; town
people. Attendance; good. C. R. McCown,
Alhambra Theatre, Cornerville, Tennessee.

HOMESPUN FOLKS. Here is a picture

that no exhibitor should pass up. It is full

of humor, pathos and suspense and is

worthy of extra run. Advertising; thor-

oughly. Patronage : general. Attendance :

fair. H. J. Longaker, Howard Theatre,
Alexandria, Minn.

THE KID. Return engagement. Didn't

draw so well. Newspaper gave it good
write up. Personally we can never see

Chaplin as anything but vulgar and the

picture got very few laughs. Jackie Coo-
gan saved it. Advertising; as usual.

Patronage; high class. Attendance; fair. E.

W. Large, Strand Theatre, Ithaca, New
York.

MAMMA'S AFFAIR. A piece of cheese

for me. If they don't give Constance
Talmadge better pictures she's going to lose

out. Advertising; regular. Patronage; av-

erage. Attendance; good. S. H. McNeil,

Rideau Theatre, Smith's Falls, Canada.

MAMMA'S AFFAIR. This picture did

more business here than any picture I have

played in two weeks. Not as good as some
of Connie's previous pictures, but pleases

majority. Advertising; billboards and news-

papers. Patronage ; small town. Attend-

ance; good. R. H. Hightower, Crystal The-
atre, Dublin, Ga.

THE OLD SVVIMMIN' HOLE. Probably
the best Ray picture to date. Everybody
liked it. Advertising; program, lobby and
slides. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
good. W. H. Pike, Majestic Theatre, Las
Vegas, Nevada.

PECK'S BAD BOY. We stepped on this

one to the limit and had two good nights
on it, but had to raise to double admission
to come out of it. A very pleasing picture
(pleased 100 per cent.), except for the price.

The small exhibitor does not make anything
on this kind of business. Rentals of First

National are prohibitive for me. Advertis-
ing; extra newspaper, 24 sheet, six sheets
and painted up every sidewalk in town.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fair. Jno.
W. Joerger, O. K. Theatre, Enterprise, Ore-
gon.

Fox
THE RIDER OF THE PURPLE SAGE.

A very wonderful picture, with a good
star and a good story. Book it, you cannot
disappoint your patrons. See that you get
a good print on this one. Advertising; 24
sheets, six sheets, three sheets and single.

Patronage; all kinds. Attendance ; extra
good. F. Fera, Victory Theatre, Rossiter,
Pa.

THE MOTHER HEART. Excellent and
pleased 100 per cent. Star (Shirley Mason)
seems to be better in every picture and
draws excellent crowds. Advertising; slides,

one sheets and monthly cards. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; good. John C.
Mape, Knights of Pythias Theatre, Chester,
N. Y.

THUNDERCLAP. A real showman's
picture. A picture that will please all classes.
Well directed and good photography. Ad-
vertising; newspapers, programs, letters,
perambulator. Patronage; all classes. At-
tendance; good. Theo. P. Davis. Fourth
Street Theatre, Moberly, Mo.

Goldwyn
BEATING THE GAME. Dandy good

picture; best thing Tom Moore ever did.

Did not think it was in him. Let us have
some more like it. If this fails to please,
close up the shop and put out the "for rent"
sign. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guth-
rie, Okla.

DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD. A nice
picture with a good lesson to everybody,
however, Goldwyn wants too much money
for it, for me. Everyone liked it. Adver-
tising; posters, mailing list, heralds, window
cards. Patronage; very best. Attendance;
good. Herman Adam, Dixie Theatre, Du-
rant, Miss.

THE MAN WHO HAD EVERYTHING.
Excellent, good photography. Advertising;
usual advertising. Patronage; best. At-
tendance; fair. Anna Frankle, Strand The-
atre, Leon, Iowa.

PRISONERS OF LOVE. Fine picture,
pleased 90%. Didn't draw but no fault of
the picture, Betty Compson a real star.

Advertising; cards, bills, paper advertise-
ment. Patronage; first class. Attendance;
fair. A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dex-
ter, New York.

SONG OF THE SOUL. Wonderful work
of Vivian Martin stands out in this one.
One good picture; pleased everybody up
here. Advertising; single sheets and banner.
Patronage: manufacturing people. Attend-
ance; good. Howard James, Union The-
atre, Voluntown, Conn.

WET GOLD.—Wonderful picture. The
underwater scenes were great, while the
story is an interesting one. Advertising:
two daily papers, heralds, window cards.
Patronage : mixed. Attendance : good. G.
H. Rardjn, America Theatre, Longmont,
Colo.

Hodkinson
EAST LYNN. Very good picture, we need

more like this. Advertising; extensive,
newspaper, lobby. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; fair. Mr. Solomon, Bijou Theatre,
Clarksburg, West Virginia.

THE MAN OF THE FOREST. A real
honest to God feature. The thrills raised
them right ofif the seats. Contains plenty
of heart interest and pleased my patrons
100%. Brother exhibitors don't let a few
dollars keep you from playing this one.
Advertising; played up the animal stuff,
used bears and a cougar in front of the
theatre. Patronage; home loving people.
Attendance; wonderful, seven days. Frank
Lacy, Majestic Theatre, Portland, Oregon.

Metro
CINDERELLA'S TWIN. Well liked. Ad-

vertising; as usual. Patronage; neighbor-
hood. Attendance; fair. Edw. W. Werner,
Windsor Theatre, Canton, Ohio.

CINDERELLA'S TWIN. One of the best
Viola Dana has played. Pleased 100%.
Advertising; list, 11x14, mail. Patronage;
town people. Attendance; fair. C. R. Mc-
Cown, Alhambra Theatre, Cornersville,
Tenn.

FATAL HOUR. A fairly good picture,
but only received about 60% of film and
"only part of the film" does not please the
people. Advertising; slides, 1 sheets, cards.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; poor.
John C. Mapcs, Knights of Pythias Theatre,
Chester, New York.

FOUR HORSEMEN. Indeed a wonder-
ful picture; will please everyone. Patrons
said it was the best ever run in the city.

You can't lose on it. Advertising; very
heavy. Patronage; general. Attendance;
fair. U. G. Replogle, Grand Theatre, St.
Marys, Ohio.

FOUR HORSEMEN. Best picture I have
over seen. Story, cast, settings and photog-
raphy simply wonderful. Everybody highly
pleased. .Advertising; e.xtensive. Patronage;
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high class. Attendance; fair. L. M. Zug,
Rialto Theatre, Jerome, Idaho.

MADAM PEACOCK. Very poor. This
one is some lemon for me. Never heard
one good word for it. Advertising; 1-3

photo slide, 2,000 programs. Patronage;
neighborhood. Attendance; poor. T. E.
Loomis, Cozy Theatre, Schenectady, New
York.

THE MAN WHO. Did not please here.
A shame to waste Lytell's splendid powers
on so silly a theme. Advertising; usual.
Patronage; high class. Attendance; poorest
in weeks. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre,
Jonesboro, Ark.

POLLY WITH A PAST. A very clever
little picture, gave general satisfaction. Did
not draw because star (Ina Clare) was un-
known. Advertising; usual. Patronage;
high class. Attendance; poor. E. W. Col-
lins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Ark.

Paramount
THE BONNIE BRIAR BUSH. Very well

acted picture, but somehow or other these
English productions lack the punch of
American productions. Advertising; regu-
lar. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fair.

Fred S. Widenor, Opera House, Belvidere,
New Jersey.

BRONZE BELL. Absolutely rotten for

me. Six reels too long. Mr. Zukor, if you
want them to believe that "Line" stands for

a good picture, you'll have to cut it out
and back it up. Patronage; small town.
Attendance ; average. A. L. Middleton,
Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.

DECEPTION. Exceptionally good from
a production standpoint. Pleased majority
of patrons although some did not like it.

Advertising; cards, billboards, newspapers,
etc. Patronage; better class. Attendance;
very poor. K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre,
Greeneville, Ohio.

ENCHANTMENT. The best Cosmpooli-
tan since "Hunioresque" and the best pic-

ture in which Marion Davies has appeared.
Don't pass this up if you don't like the star,

because she is entirely diflferent in this one.

She proves she can act. The production is

extravagantly produced and the photogra-
phy is especially fine. A comedy-drama
which pleased everybody. Advertising;
lobby, slides, program and circus dodgers.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance ;. fair. W.
H. Pike, Majestic Theatre, Las Vegas,
Nevada.

FORBIDDEN FRUIT. Very good pic-

ture with a good moral and will make people
think. Advertising; extensive, newspapers,
heralds, cutouts. Patronage; best. Attend-
ance; fair. Mr. Solomon, Bijou Theatre,
Clarksburg, W. Va.

THE GHOST IN THE GARRET. The
one and only five reel comedy. Better than
anything in the comedy line we have shown
in a long time. You can boost this one for

lots of laughs. Advertising; regular pa4)er

and bill posting. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; very poor. Orpheum Theatre,
Harrisburg, Ills.

THE GREAT IMPERSONATION. An
excellent picture with a real plot, something
seldom seen nowadays. Kept everybody
guessing and pleased them all. James Kirk-
wood is excellent and the supporting cast

satisfactory. Advertising; lobby, cuts, pos-
ters, as usual. Patronage; high class. At-
tendance

;
good. E. \V. Large, Crescent

Theatre, Ithaca, New York.

THE HELL DIGGERS. Very good pic-

ture. Reid pictures always have a punch

about them that puts them across. Adver-
tising; regular. Patronage ; mixed. Attend-
ance; good. Fred S. Widenor, Opera House,
Belvidere, New Jersey.

IDOLS OF CLAY. Great picture, star
excellent. D. Buss, Star Theatre, Tona-
wanda. New York.

THE MYSTERY ROAD. Personally en-
joyed it very much, but not a picture for
children. The scenery grateful relief from
California's much filmed beauties. The pic-

ture did not please, however. Advertising;
regular, posters. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; poor, due to business conditions.
O. V. Drew, Acme Theatre, Vinalhaven,
Maine.

PAYING THE PIPER. A good produc-
tion, but not up to Fitzgerald's standard.
Did not do business expected. Advertising;
newspaper. Patronage; small town. At-
tendance; fair. L. T. Carskadan, Music
Hall Theatre, Keyser, W. Va.

SAND. Good. Bill Hart a great favorite.

Advertising; large banner across building,

banner on horse (delivery wagon). Patron-
age; mixed. Attendance; good. Anna
Frankle, Strand Theatre, Leon, Iowa.

Pathe
DICE OF DESTINY. This star is rather

new with our patronage, but he surely made
a hit. A very good story of the crook type
and H. B. Warner can handle it very clev-

erly. Should make money for any exhibitor.

Cutting the cuss-words out of the titles

would help it. Advertising; usual. Patron-
age ; mixed. Attendance

;
good. Jno. W.

Joerger, O. K. Theatre, Enterprise, Oregon.

Realart
TWO WEEKS WITH PAY. Good pic-

ture but poorest print I ever ran in my
house. Had to put my week's program up
one day and remove picture. Advertising;
lobby, two newspapers. Patronage; best.

Attendance; fair. H. B. Barr, Rialto Theatre,
Enid, Okla.

R-C
LIVE AND LET LIVE. One of the poor-

est of the season. The patrons sure got
tired sitting through six reels of this, waiting
for Clyde Cook in "Toreador" one of the
best comedies of the year. It saved the

show. Advertising; regular. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; very poor. Steve Far-
rar, Orpheum Theatre, Harrisburg, Illinois.

THE MISTRESS OF SHENSTONE. A
well played picture, pleased everybody. Miss
Frederick is well li'xcd here. Advertising;
lobby, newspaper, billboards. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; good. G. E. Shilkett,

St. Denis Theatre, Sapulpa, Okla.

SALVAGE. Best Pauline Frederick since

"^^adame X" and just as good. Pleased
100%. Clyde Cook in "The Toreador" on
same bill pleased fine. Advertising; usual.

Patronage; high class. Attendance; good.
E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro,
Arkansas.

STING OF THE LASH. Picture very
good, well liked by all that saw it. Business
poor on account of conditions here. Adver-
tising: newspaper and billboards. R. H.
Hightower, Crystal Theatre, Dublin, Ga.

Selznick
AFTER MIDNIGHT. A good picture but

it's very short. Pleased patrons. Adver-
tising; average. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; fair. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour
Theatre, Canton, Illinois.

CLAY DOLLARS. A very good picture
for a neighborhood house. Clean, good
comedy and an interesting story. Advertis-
ing; three sheets, six sheets, 200 window
cards, paper. Patronage; neighborhood.
Attendance: good. J. Edw. Mitchell, Strand
Theatre, Waverly, Mass.

THE GREATEST LOVE. One of the best
of the year. Book it. Advertising

;
newspa-

pers, weekly program, posters. Patronage;
all classes. Attendance; good. Arthur B.

Smith, Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey

HANDCUFFS OR KISSES. Above the

average program picture. Pleased everyone
who saw it. The star does good work. Ad-
vertising; lobby only. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; fair. G. E. Shilkett, St. Denis
Theatre, Sapulpa, Okla.

OUT OF THE SNOWS. Very good
Northern out of doors picture. Will please

any audience; had many favorable com-
ments. Advertising; lobby display, heralds
newspaper. Patronage; general. Attend-
ance; fair. Smith & Cornell, Portland The-
atre, Casselton, N. D.

United Artists
THE THREE MUSKETEERS. Admit-

tedly the best picture that ever played the

city, but it hit the worst weather Halifax
has ever had in November. Advertising;
street car and band used for first time in

exhibiting a picture. Big newspaper, bill-

board and novelty. Patronage; all classes.

Attendance; fair. Alex A. MacDonald, Or-
pheum Theatre, Halifax, Canada.

THRU THE BACK DOOR. As good as

anything Mary has previously done. She is

superb, especially in the first four reels. This
picture will please most any audience. Ad-
vertising; usual. Patronage; high class.

Attendance; good. E. W. Collins, Grand
Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.

Universal
ACTION. Pleased all. Ran two days,

first day very good, second off. Most of

action is in the last reel, a real fight. Ad-
vertising; used two 1 sheets, two 3 sheets,

one six, one set photos, banner. Patronage;
middle class. Wm. Thacher, Royal Theatre,
Salina, Kansas.

CONFLICT. Log scenes equal in scenes

of 'Way Down Last." Hats off to Laemmle
for this one. Priscilla Dean does her usual

wonderful work. Advertising; billboards

and paper. Patronage; general. Attend-

ance; good. G. Jcnkinson, Victor Theatre,

Minocqua, Wisconsin.

THE FOX. A very good picture, some-
thing new. Like old cowboy and Indian

films of years ago. Very good acting and
drew big, held interest throughout showing.
Advertising; local newspaper. Patronage;
general. Attendance; very good. Harold
S. Clouse, Clouse's Hollywood Theatre,

Higlnvood, Minn.

THE KISS. Very crude story. Carmel
Myers too good an asset to spoil with a

poor company. Advertising; program, news-
papers and cards. Patronage; family. At-

tend;ince; good. A. G. Pearson, Pearson's

Theatre, Somerville, Mass.

NO WOMAN KNOWS. Star's acting

very good, theme of the story runs too

much to the emotional side of life. The
world needs more in the lighter vein these

times. Advertising; good, heralds, sheets,

posters. Patronage; small town. Attend-

ance; good. Felix Theatre, Clive, Alta, Can.

RED COURAGE. Good Western with

plenty of action. Patrons like this one very
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Straigfht from the Shoulder Reports
much. Gibson becoming popular. Advertis-
ing; 1 sheets, 3 sheets, photos, slide, 2,000
programs, delivered at each house. Patron-
age

; neighborhood. Attendance; good. T.
E. Loomis, Cozy Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.

Vitagraph
BRING HIM IN. Good. An excellent

mounted police story. Beautiful scenery,
well photographed. Advertising: lobby and
newspapers. Patronage; small town. At-
tendance; fair. Ray Pfetcher, Isis Theatre,
Roseville, Illinois.

SON OF WALLINGFORD. We have
paid double the price for pictures nothing
near so good as this one. It's a very clever
picture with everything in it for the audi-
ence, only one way to describe a good pic-
ture for any house. Advertising; three col.

8 inch, eight col. 6 inch, two papers; regular
lobby. Patronage; country town. Attend-
ance ; not good. Columbia Theatre, Colum-
bia City, Indiana.

WHERE MEN ARE MEN. Pleased all,

young and old. Good star, good story, and
you cannot go wrong by booking it. Played
also Larry Semon in "The Fall Guy." Very
good. Advertising; 24 sheets, 6 sheets and
single sheets. Patronage; all kinds. At-
tendance; very good. Frank Fera, Victory
Theatre, Rossiter, Pa.

Wid Gunning, Inc.
OLD OAKEN BUCKET. Will please any-

one who has ever been a "kid." Deserves
to rank with "Humoresque," "The Old Nest"
and other domestic pictures. It is a real

special and can be boosted with sincerity.

Advertising; mail, posters and newspaper.
Patronage; best rural. Attendance; good.
B. A. Aughinbaugh, Community Theatre,
Lewistown, Ohio.

State Rights
FATAL 30. (Pacific Films). This is a

fair picture and any audience that likes a

little fake stuff will enjoy it. Patronage;
middle class. Attendance; good. M. Op-
penheimer. Empire Theatre, New Orleans,
La.

FIGHTING BILL. (Western Feat-
ure Prod.) A good Western, lots of

"pep." Tliis is second picture of Wm. Fair-
banks. Business increased on this one. Ad-
vertising; newspaper and billboard. Pa-
tronage; all classes. Attendance; good. W.
L. Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville, Ark.

ISOBEL. (G. H. Davis). I noticed sev-
eral reports on this one which said that it

was not up to Curwood standard and was
afraid to boost it, however my opinion is

that it's just as good as, if not better than,
"Nomads." It did not need much boosting.
I got the money and everybody was pleased.
W. F. Harding, Princess 'Theatre, Mt. Doro,
Fla.

LOGGERS OF HELL ROARIN' MOUN-
TAIN. (American Films). E.\cellent

Western Railroad drama. Will please an
audience that likes plenty of excitement.
Full of suspense. Advertising; as usual.

Patronage; middle class. Attendance; fair.

J. A. Bailey, South Side Theatre, Greens-
burg, Indiana.

LONE HAND WILSON. (Federated).
One of the best Westerns I have run for

some time. Good story and thrills. Busi-
ness poor on this. Star not known, but he's

there with the goods. Patronage; middle
class. Attendance; fair. Wm. Thacher,
Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

THE RAIDERS. (Canyon). A Western,
that's all. Not enough action or incident to
place it above average. Advertising; pos-
ters and local papers. Patronage; usual.
Attendance; fair. Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O.
F. Theatre, Grand Gorge, N. Y.

SEALED ORDERS. (Pioneer). Good
little two reel detective. Have run five of
them and they are all good. You can't go
wrong on these Nick Carter series. Good
on any program. Everybody likes them,
they are different. Wm. Thatcher, Royal
Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

WESTERN ADVENTURE. (Pioneer).
An exaggerated Western that patrons just

ate up. They all want to see him in his next
picture. Plenty of good paper on this pic-
ture. Use it. Patronage ; middle class. At-
tendance: good. Mr. (Dppenheimer, Empire
Theatre, New Orleans, La.

Comedies
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES. (Fox). A

number 1 good comedies all of them. Much
better than average comedy. Will please
100%. You'll make no mistake in booking
them. Advertising; usual. . Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; fair. J. A. Bailey,
South Side Theatre, Greensburg, Ind.

HIGH AND DIZZY. (Pathe). Very good
comic. Should draw wherever Harold Lloyd
is liked. Advertising

;
regular. Attendance;

good. W. F. Pease, Centennial Theatre,
Lowell, Wisconsin.

THE KID'S PAL. (Universal. I want to

go on record as saying this is the most won-
derful dog I ever saw in pictures or any-
where else. It's good to see animals act like

this. Only two reels but was more enjoyed
by entire audience than my feature picture.

Keep it up. Universal, wc need more of this-

type of comedy. Attendance; good. W. F;.

Harding, Princess Theatre, Mt. Doro, Fla.

NEVER WEAKEN. (Associated Exhibit
tors). Cannot compare with Lloyd's Other
feature comedies. Lloyd only could put this

picture over. Advertising: fifteen one-sheets,

two 24-sheets, cutouts, lobby advertise-
ments, two newspapers. Patronage: mixed.
Attendance; fair. H. B. Barr, Rialto The-
atre, Enid, Okla.

THE PLAYHOUSE. (First National).
First new Keaton comedy went big. New
ideas and stunts all through the two reels.

Advertising; all sized posters and photos.
Patronage; general. Attendance; good. R.

J. Reef, Star Theatre, Decatur, Iowa.

WE'LL GET YOU YET. (Federated).
Very good comedy, but have seen them
make better ones. Business off, weather bad.
Advertising; one-sheet, photos. Patronage;
middle class. Wm. Thacher, Royal Theatre,
Salina, Kansas.

PLAY HOUSE (First National). Buster
Keaton good in this; all new stunts.

Patronage; small town. Attendance; good.
C. S. Bovee, Florence Theatre, Elk Point,
South Dakota.

THE VAGRANT (Mermaid-Educational).
A comedy that made them rock with laugh-
ter, from start to finish. I've found all

Educational's comedies good, but these
Mermaids can't be beat. Patronage; gen-
eral. Attendance; fair. J. C. Rowton, Vic-
tory Theatre, Shawnee, Oklahoma.

TORCHY IN HIGH (Educational). Rot-
ten tor me, simply a vulgar attempt at
comedy. Advertising; regular. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; poor. A. L. Mid-
dleton, Grand Theatre, De Queen, Arkansas.

Short Subjects
BURTON HOLMES TRAVELS. (Famou.

Players). We have used one Burton Holmes
travel reel each week for six years and
regard it the best edu' ational reel on the
market. Our people demand it. Patronage;
best class rurnl. B. A .Aughinbaugh, Com-
munity Theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.

EXHIBITOR'S REPORT
Title of Picture Producer .

Your Own Report

How Advertised

Type of Patronage Attendance
Good DFair DPoor

Theatre * City State

Date Signed
PILL THIS OUT. MR. EXHIBITOR. SEND IT IN. AND WE WILL MAIL YOU POSTAL CARDS POR PUTURE REPORTS
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Newest Reviews and Comments
FRIT7. TIDDEN, ,gSitor of %evLei\^s

''The Little Minister"
Penrhyn Stanlaws Makes Extraordinarily

Fine Picture From Barrie Material
—Paramount Release

Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.

Restraint is much to be desired—in dealing

with pictures as well as in the pictures them-

selves. But when one enters upon a considera-

tion of such quality in motion picture production

as exemplitied in this instance by "The Little

Minister" he runs into extreme difficulties if

he wishes to keep both feet on the ground and
not soar up among bursting verbal fireworks.

Penrhyn Stanlaws' production for Paramount
of Barrie's novel and play presents a most
aggravating temptation to slop over and gush.

This goes for both the artistic angle and the

financial possibilities. But restraint is much to

be desired.

"The Little Minister" is another masterpiece,

in a season of masterpieces. It embraces all

the qualities that go for the heights of effective

motion picture achievement. And, not omitting

a decidedly important viewpoint, the picture

will prove a box-office attraction of value

limited only by a theatre's repeated capacity.

If, for instance, a picture house has the

average seating capacity of one thousand per-

sons, it is not too much to say that the exhibitor

will have one thousand enthusiastic word-of-

mouth advertisers for his attraction, which will

be augmented with every showing. Sight means
shout. "The Little Minister" embraces the

essence of what is conveniently known as

"human appeal;" for the obvious reason that it

plays upon the emotions of the spectator with

a direct simplicity that cannot help but meet
v/ith universal response. It is this simplicity

that makes the film translation of one of the

world's best liked romances the great thing it

is. It deals with simple people. Its humor is

.•limple—and natural. And its drama is the

simple drama of placing the emotions of its

protagonists in conflict, evolving its situations

therefrom. There is no straining for effects,

and because the exposition of the plot presents

many opportunities for lack of restraint, as

much should be said for what is not done as

for what is done. What more can be said than

it is real Barrie on the screen?

Another difficulty arises when an attempt is

made to concentrate all the individual credit

due the numerous contributors to "The Little

Minister's" excellence in an allotment of space

that forbids the extended mention these people

deserve. To omit special consideration of Pen-
rhyn Stanlaws. who directed the picture, would
be a serious oversight, however. But the result

of his work upon a scenario that contains flaw-

less dramatic construction can be expressed m
one word. It is exquisite; and in the full mean-
ing of the word. Also not to call particular at-

tention to the performance of Betty Compson
as Babbie would be inexcusable. She not only

plays Babbie but is Babbie, and as the footage

of the film progresses the .sheer artistry of her
portrayal increases apace, iraliing her apeal

crescendo. The other members of the cast are

perfect types and do exceptional work, especially

George Hackathorne who makes Gavin abso-

lutely live.

The box office possibilities of the picturiza-

• on of one of modern literature's most popular

books that has the added advantage of having
been made into one of the most popular plays

in the generation need not be mentioned. It

.should be said, however, that the translation

's as faithful as recessary and will please those

IN THIS ISSUE
"The Roof Tree" (Fox).
"The Little Minister" (Paramount)

.

"Ill the Fog" (Kleine).

"Pardon My French" (Goldwyn).
"My Boy" (First National).

"Trailin' " (Fox).
"Morals" (Paramount).
"The Guttersnipe" (Universal)

.

"Rent Free" (Paramount)

.

"Shams of Society" (R-C Pictures).

"Playthings of Destiny" (First

National)

.

"A Daughter of the Night" (L.

e-f H.).
"Desert Blossoms" (Fox).

drawn into a theatre because they wish to see

their favorite on the screen.

The Caat
Babbie Betty Compson
Gavin GeorKe Hackathorne
Lord Rintoul Kdwin Stevens
Capt. Halliwell Nigel Barrie
Dr. McQueen Will R. Walling
Tammas Whamond Guy Oliver
Peter Tosh Fred Huntly
Hendry Munn Robert Brower
.John .Spens Jo.seph Hazelton
Nanny "W^ebster Mary Wilkinson

Adapted from Sir James Barrie's
novel and play

Scenario by Edfrid Bingham
Directed by Penrhyn Stanlaws

Length. 6.031 feet.

The Story

When the weavers of Thrums, enraged b>
a reduction in prices for their products, rise
against the manufacturers. Gavin "the little

minister." intervenes with the constables in

their behalf. Babbie, a supposed Gypsy girl.

Is suspected of having notified the rioters
that the police were coming so they might
be prepared to flght, and a price is placed on
her capture. But when Gavin questions her,
her beauty and appeal charms him and he
aids her to escape. A romance between the
pair impends, much to the dislike of the
elders of the Scotch kirk and Gavin is about
to be unfrocked when the Gypsy girl is

brought into the meeting and discloses that
she i.-s in reality Lady Barbara, daughter of
Lord Rintoul. the baron-magistrate of the
district. In aiding the girl to escape Gavin
had told the constables that she was his
wife, which in Scotland constitutes legal
marriage if admittance is made before wit-
nesses.

AtlvprtiMlng: .^iiKleH: If you can play this
day ami date with the Vitagraph productions,
invite comparison and you both can get
extra business from the patrons who will
want to see both. If you play it alone sell

the star, but sell her on the book and play.

"Bonnets of Auvergne"
Contrary to what might be expected, this

scenic which Bruce has made for Educational
will have an appeal for men as well as women.
The title is a misleading pleasantry, offering

more amusement than fashion hints, as the

picture describes some of the unique styles

of headgear that prevail with French market
women of the more menial cla."^. There are

a number of interesting types among the aged
folk of this villj.ge and some remarkably pic-

turesque shots of the town as a whole, from a
distance. This subject would be an attractive

addition to any program. M. K.

"My Boy"
Jackie Coogan IVins His Way in a Role

That Has a Perfect Balance of
Pathos and Humor. First

National

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

For team work, Jackie Coogan and Claude
Gillingwater form one of the most efficient and
picturesque combinations that we have been
favored with for some time. Each one is

happily fitted to accentuate the personality of
the other, and in each case, what a personality.

Jackie Coogan has never more indisputably
asserted his right to be starred than he does
in "My Boy." Regardless of any trend that
the story may take, and regardless, even, of
whether Jackie is right or wrong (that he
happens to be right) he is possessed of so
adorable a personality that he wins everyone.
Claude Gillingwater has that admirable talent
of staying in character. If he starts out to
impersonate an embittered old sea coptain, he
continues without weakening obviously as there
might be a temptation to do when he comes
under the ingratiating influence of the child.

In due course of time, however, Jackie's
presence has its effect upon him, and the change,
when it does come, is real.

The first sympathetic thrill is when little

Jackie, who has come over on the steerage and
" ho is too young to realize what his mother's
death on board ship will mean to him, stands
alone on Ellis Island, a shabby little outsider
in a preoccupied world. From then on, when
he persists in following the captain home,
despite all the latter's rough objections, the
story has been cleverly planned to make Jackie
a pathetic and ofttimcs-amusing figure. If this
tendency toward making him too much of a
martyr is too pronounced, it is overshadowed
by the child's irresistible appeal. The last
scene where the policeman, the inspection officer,

the old sea captain and the newly found grand-
mother want the boy at the same moment is an
example of great drama. The direction is

splendid.
The Caat

Jackie RIair Jackie Coogan
Cap'n Bill Claude Gillingwater
Mrs. Blair Mathilda Brundage

Directed by Victor Herman and
Albert Austin.

Length. 4,967 Feet.

The Story
Jackie Blair's mother dies on the trip over

to America from France and he is left an
orphan. His grandmother learns of his ar-
rival too late to meet him. Alone on Ellis
Island he gets past the officers by pretending:
to be one of a large German family. He
follows an old sea captain home, despite the
latter's vigorous objections and wins a place
in the old man's hovel. If not in his heart.
He gets Involved in a theft in trying to get
food for the sick captain and is arrested and
found by his grandmother all at once. The
captain and he find a good home with
Jackie's grandmother.
PrOKi-nm nnd Exploitation Catchllneat
A Little Lone Orphan Immigrant—Nobody
Wanted Him—He Wa.s ..Vfr.iid of No One.
Not Rvcn a Policeman, and He Smiled
His Way Into Oood Fortune.

Rxploitation AntrleH: Sail In and sell this
story strongly, for it will make good for your
praise if you do not sell it too extravagantly.
Rut don't hang It all on Jackie, for Claude
Gillingwater should get a share of this pub-
licity. Give him a line on all the advertising.
Try for some of the tie-ups, with the Jackie
Coogan goods. They will help you.
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CURRENT FILM RELEASE DATES
Numbers folloiuing titles of pictures indicate pages on which consensus of reviews appeared. "R" refers to Reviews.
"C" signifies pages where may be found resume of reviewer's opinions. Unless otherwise specified, all subjects are frvt-rt$l

dramas. For pictures previously released refer to Bi-Monthly Index in last issues for February, April, June, August and October.

[ ARROW
KeatnrcB

The Star Reporter.
The Stranger In Canyon Valley.
Dangerous Paths (Neva Gerber). R-948.
The Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber).
God's Country and the Law (Curwood Pro-

ductlon«).
Screciiart Series.
The Broken Spur (Jack Hoxie). R-821.
Fire Westerns starring Roy Stewart and

Marjorle Daw.
Six Jack Hoxle Features.
Flye Society Dramas starring Neva Gerber.
Nan of the North (Ann Little).
Fifty-two two-reel Comedies.
Love. Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison).

R-B87. Dec. 3.

The Girl from Porcupine (Six Reels). R-712.
Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).

Dead or Alive (Jack Hoxie). (C-1120. Dec. 31)

Serials

The Blue Fox (Anna Little). R-539.
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).

Com«dles
IBlgrhteen Single Reel Spotlights (Violet Joy

and Billy Pnetcher).
iFourteen Two-Reel Broadway (Eddie Barry,

Harry Gribbon, Helen Darling).
Twelve Two-Reel Cruelywed (LilUe Leslie,

Paul Wlegel).
Twelve Two-Reel Speed (Neely Edwards,

(Tharlotte Merrlam).
Fourteen Two-Reel Mlrthquakes (Bobby

Burns).

ASSO. EXHIBITORS
FEATURBS

The Devil ((Jeorge Arliss).
What Women Will Do (Anna Q. Nilsson).
The Rider of King Log (Special). C-496.
The Road to London (Bryant Washburn).

R-642; C-47.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES

(Two Reels Each)
Now or Never.
Among Those Present.
Never Weaken. R-946.
A Sailor Made Man. R-590. Dec. 3. C-706.

Dec. 10.

PLAYGOERS' PICTURES
Women Who Wait.
They Shall Pay. R-208.
Home-Keeping Hearts. R-693; C-1023.
The Family Closet.
Discontented Wives.

-Kinograms (Sundays and Thursdays).
Battle of Jutland (Three Reels). R-586.

Dec. $.
Selis-Rork

(Two Reels Each)
The Ne'er to Return Road. R-808.
The White Mouse. R-96.

Chrlatie Comedies
(Two Reels)

Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking (R-853. Dec. 17).

Torchy Comedies
Torchy's Frame-up. R-335.
Torchy Takes a Chance.

Mermaid Comedies
The Adviser. R-466. Nov. 26.

Free and Easy.
Rolling Stones. (R-1126. Dec. 31).

Vanity Comedies
Eat and Be Happy.
Paying Patients.

Robert C. BrHce Series
Old and New England. R-456. Nov. 26.

As Old as the Hills (R-858. Dec. 17).

Unknown Switzerland (R-n29. Dec31).

Cheater Oating Scenics
Save Tour Carfare.
No More Gasoline.

Gayety Comedies
Oh! Brother.
••Say Uncle.

Cliester Screenlcs
From Dear to Dam.
Buzz-z-.
New Wine in Old Bottles.
Old Moose Trails.

Miscellaneons.
The Crater of Mt. Katmai.
Could Columbus Discover An American.

Pnnch
Country (Thickens.
A Rural Cindarella. R-217.

Chester Comedies
Snooky's Fresh Heir.
The Last Hops.

Sketcbogrrafs
Eve's Leaves.
Seeing Greenwich Village.
What's the Limit? (One Reel).

Clna] (Slow Speed)
Annette Kellerman in High Diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.

Campbell Comedies
The Stork's Mistake.
Stolen Glory.
Assorted Heroes (R-853. Dec. 17).

ToonervlIIe Comedies
The Skipper's Last Resort (Two Reels).

World WamderlnKs
Let's Go—to the South Seas (One Reel).

Famous Players -LAskt

September
The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson). 6,872

Ft. R-635; C-895.
At the End of the World (Betty Compson).

6,729 Ft. R-929; C-49.
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell-British Prod.).

5,355 Ft.
The Golem (Special). 5,398 Ft. R-116; C-291.
The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil DeMille Prod.).

8,806 Ft. R-446; C-529.
October

Footlights (Elsie Ferguson). 7,078 Ft.
R-808; C-895.

Gappy Ricks (Thomas Meighan). R-96;
C-163. 5,926 Ft.

The Great Impersonation (George Melford
Prod.). 6,658 Ft. R-693; C-769.

Experience (George Fitzmaurlce Prod.).
6,560 Ft. R-827; C-49.

After the Show (Wm. DeMille Prod.). 5,884
Ft. R-810; C-895.

Beyond (Ethel Clayton). 5,248 Ft. R-219;
C-397.

Three Word Brand (W. S. Hart). 6,638 Ft.
R-694: C-759.

Peter Ibbetson (Wallace Reld and Elsie
Ferguson). R-1074; C-159.

November
Ladies Must Live (Tucker Prod.). 7,482 Ft.

R-714. Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).
The Bonnie Brier Bush (Crisp Prod.). 4,622

Ft.
The Sheik (Melford Prod.). 6,579 Ft. R-336.

Vol. 53, P. J97.
The Call of the North (Jack Holt). 4,823 Ft.

R-715. Dec. 10. (C-S49. Dec. 17).
Enchantment (Marion Davles). 6,982 Ft.

R-219; C-289.
December

Exit—the Vamp (Ethel Clayton). 4,545 Ft.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford (Cosmopolitan

Prod.). 7,381 Ft. (R-855. Dec. 17).
Don't Tell Everything (Reid-Swanson-Dex-

ter). 4,939 feet. R-981. Dec. 24. (C-1120.
Dec-. 31).

Just Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
White Oak (Wm. S. Hart). R-1,077; C-289.

6,208 Ft.
The Little Minister (Betty Compson).
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson). R-218;

C-289. 6,«75 Ft.
.\ Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan).

R-587; C-705. Dec. 10.
The Bonnie Brier Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.).

R-714. Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).
Pool's Paradise (DeMille Prod.) R-982. Dec.

24. (C-1120, Dec. 31).
Misp Lula Bett (DeMille Prod.) (R-1126. Dec.

31).

BURTON HOLMES
:One Reel Each)

Rural Java.
Santa Fe—The City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watehing the Wayands. (R-1128. Dec. 31).
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

MACK SENNETT
Watch Your Neighbor (Two Reels).
It Pays to Advertise (Two Reels).

PARAMOUNT MAGAKINB
Issued Weekly (One Reel Bach—Contains

magazine subjects and cartoon).

Federated exchanges
Screen Snapshots.

SPECIALS
Dangerous Toys. R; Vol. 49, P. 9S9.
Good-Bad Wife.
Heidi of the Alps. (Prizma).

MONTE BANKS COMEDIB8
Squirrel Food. R-692.
Fresh Air. R-811.
Cleaned and Dry. R-219.

HALLROOM COMEDIES
(Two Reels)

Put and Take. R-808.
Start Something. R-588. Dec. S.

Stars and Stripes. R-219.
Beach Nuts.
At Your Service.
Matinee Idols.

Serial
Miracles of the Jungle.

CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Twin Troubles (Two Reels). R-tt*.
Snooky's Labor Lost. (2 reels).

FIRST NATIONAL
Stranger Than Fiction (Katherlne Mae-

Donald).
Salvation Nell (Pauline Stark). R-1S4; C-(9I.
The Sign on the Door (Norma Talmadr*).

R-541; C-789.
Nobody (Jewel Carmen-Roland West Prod.).

R-636; C-696.
A Midnight Bell (Charles Ray). R-811; C-898.
Toonervllle's Fire Brigade (Two Reels).

R-880.
Wedding Bells (Constance Talmadge). R-980;

C-397
Serenade (R. A. Walsh Prod.). R-SJO; C-897.
Wife Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.).
One Arabian Night (Pola Negri). R-S74:

C-759.
The Playhouse (Buster Keaton).
Bits of Life (Marshall Nellan Special).

C-1076; C-47.
The Idle Class (Two Reels—Chaplin). R-874;

C-895
The Child Thou Gavest Me (Stahl Prod.).

6,091 Ft. R-943.
Woman's Place (Constance Talmadc;*)-

5,645 Ft. R-1075; C-47.
Two Minutes to Go (Charles Ray). R-96;

C-159.
Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart—Six Reels).

R; Vol. 48, P-392; C-R, P-668.
The Kid (Charles Chaplin—Six Reels). R;

Vol. 48, P-39e; C-R, P-668; Ex. Vol. 49,
P-55. 155, 158.

Man—Woman—Marriage (Dorothy Phillips

—

Nine Reels). R; Vol. 48, P-S91; C-R, P-
668.

The Oath (R. A. Walsh Prod.)
The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge).

R-458. Nov. 26. C-581. Dec. %.

Tol'able David (Richard Bathelmess). R-
589. Dec. 3. (C-849. Dec. 17).

Stranger Than Fiction (Katherlne MacDon-
ald). R-705. Dec. 10. C-976. Dec. 24.

The Lotus Eater (John Barrymore). R-71B,
Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).

All for a Woman (Foreign Film). (R-855,
Dec. 17). C-1120, Dec. 31).

Love Never Dies. R-854. Dec. 17. C-976.
Dec. 24.

R. S. V. P. (Charles Ray). R-982. Dec. 24.
C-1120. Dec. 31).

.Stardust (Hoj-e Hampton). (R-1126. Dec. 31).

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
RELEASKD THROlir-H prD,<;T NATIONAI.

Blind Hearts (Hobart Bosworth). R-lt76;
C-159.

Devotion. R-840; C-49S.
The Silent Call. R-549. Nov. 2«. C-Hl.

Dec. 3.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS.
Mother O' Mine. R-747; C-47.
Cup of Life. R-318; C-897.

Note—Refer to top of page for explanation of reference marks
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J. PARKER REIA.D, JR.

A Thousand lo One (Hobart Bosworth)—Stx
Reels). R; Vol. 47, P-1082; C-R, Vol. 43,
P-164.

I am Guilty (Louise Glaum). R-85; C-149.
Greater Than Love. R-829; C-88B.

ALLAN DWAIV PRODUCTIONS.
A Perfect Crime (Monte Blue). R; Vol. 49,

P-45.
A Broken Doll. R-751.
The Sin of Martha Queed (Six Reels). R-71»;

Dec. 10. (C-1120, Dec. 31).

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford—Six Reels). R; Vol. 47, P-589; C-R, P-

714; Ex. Vol. 48. P-827.
The Foolish Matrons. R-114; C-189.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS.
Call a Cop (Two Reels).
Love's Outcast (Two Reels—Ben Turpln).

R- 7 2 9
Molly O (Mabel Normand). R-687. Dec. 3.

C-705; Dec. 10.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM.
The Ten Dollar Raise. R-323: C-387.
Pilgrims of the Nieht. R-831; C-386.

G OLD WYN METRO

FOX FILM Corp.
SPECIAIj.

Over the HUl. 10.700 Ft. R; Vol. 4«, P-«J».
A Connecticut Yankee In King Arthur'*

Court. 7.600 Ft. R, Vol. 48, P-J06; C;
Vol. 49, P-13B.

Thunderclap. 6,700 Ft. R-730.
Shame. 8,200 Ft. R-789; C-885.
Perjury. 7.400 Ft. R-932; C-27S.
Footfalls (Tyrone Power). R-448; C-649,
Tti© Lflst Trftil
The Queen of Sheba. 9.659 Ft. Vol, 4*. R-

879; C-947.
WILLIAM PARNUM.

His Greatest Sacrifice. R-206; C-267. (,6«*
Ft.

PEARIi WHITE.
Beyond Price. R-326.

TOH MIX.
TralUn".
The Rouerh Diamond. R-217; C-2t9,
Sky High (R-1126. Dec. 31).

DVSTIN FARNUM.
The Primal Law. R-575; C-759.
The Devil Within. 6,997 Ft. R-Btg. Dec. S,

C-705; Dec. 10.

RUCK JONES.
Bar Nothing. 4,311 Ft. R-809.
Riding With Death. R-456. Nov. 26. C-

681. Dec. 3.

WILLIAM RUSSELL.
Singing River. R-731; C-163.
"The Lady from Longacre.

SHIRLEY MASON.
Queenie. 5.174 Ft. R-693; C-76S.
Jackie. (R-1128. Dec. 31).

TWENTIETH CENTURY DRAND.
Little MiHs Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy). R-

807; C-1023.
While the Devil Laughs. C-278.
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford).

R-96: C-1B9.
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn). R-SS(;

C-397. Nov. 26.
The Jnlt fMurphy-Walker). R-45«. Not. 26.

(C-112n. Dec. 31).
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy). R-981.

Dec. 24. (C-1120. Dec. 31).

SERIALS.
Fantomas (Twenty Episodes). R; Vol. 48,

P-215.
CLYDE COOK.

(Two Reels Each).
The Sailor.
The Toreador. R-446.
The Chauffeur.

AL ST. JOHN SERIES.
(Two Reels Each).

Small Town Stutt.
The Happy Pest.
The Indian.
Fool Day.t. R-980. Dec 24.

MUTT A.\D JKEir CARTOONS.
(One Reel Each).

Fast Freight.
The Stolen Snooze.
Getting Ahead.
Bony Parts.

SUNSmNID COMEDISa.
(Two Reels Each).

One Moment, rieaae.
A Perfect Villain.
Love "nd War.
The Big Mystery.
Long Live the King-.

A Tale of Two Worlds (Gouverneur MorrU
Prod ). 5,649 Ft. R; Vol. 49, P-415; C-R.
P-469.

Cabinet of Dr. Callgari (German Impression-
istic Film). 5.157 Ft. Vol. 49; C-R, S21.

Snowblind (All Star). R-642.
Made in Heaven (Tom Moure). R; Vol, 41,

P-995; C-149.
Wet Gold (Williamson Prod). R-437; R-439.
Head Over Heels (Mabel Normand).
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers). R-208.
An Unwilling Hero (Will Rogers). C-7S9;

R-440.
Beating the Game (Tom Moore), 6,068 Ft.

R-448; C-529.
The Man from Lost River.

SEASON 1021-1022.
Theodora (Italian Spectacle). 10,000 Pt.

R-1073. R-47.
All's Fair in Love (4.979 Ft.) C-S97. Nov. 26.
Ace of Hearts (5,884 Ft.). R-S4: C-706.

Dec. 10.
For Those We Love (5,752 Ft.). (R-853. Dec.

17. C-976. Dec. 24.
Invisible Power (6.613 Ft.). R-694; C-7B9,
Dangerous Curve Ahead 6,BB1 Ft. R-810:

C-896.
The Old Nest (7,899 Ft.),
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore), R-94S;

C-47.
Doubling for Romeo (Will Rogers), R-96;

C-159.
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin). 6,620 Ft,
The Grim Comedian (Rita Weiwam), 6,6«9

Ft.
Poverty of Riches (Leroy Scott). 6,641 Ft,

R-589. Dec. 3. (C-849. Dec. 17).
The Man from I>ost River (Katherlne N.

Burt). 5,693 Ft.
A Poor Relation (Will Ropers). 4,609 Ft,
From the Ground TTp (Tom Moore). 4 495 Ft.
The NIe-ht Rose (Lerov Scott). B,6S0 Ft.
Be My Wife (Max Llnder). 4,470 Ft. R-760;

C-168.

WWHODKJNSON
WARD LASCELLB

Rip Van Winkle (Thomas Jefferson), R-1074,
C-397. Nov. 26.

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS.
God's Crucible (All Star). R-319; C-629.

BENJAMIN n. HAMPTO.N—GREAT
AUTHORS' PICTURES.

The Spenders (Claire Adams). Vol. 47, P-769;
C-R, Vol. 48, P-194.

A Certain Rich Man. R-809: C-896,
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

The Man of the Forest. R-434. C-608,
The Mysterious Rider. R-1075; C-47.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS.
Love Madness (Louise Glaum—Seven Reels).

R; Vol, 45, P-1067; C-R, P-1211.
The Brute Master (Hobart Boswerth), R:

Vol. 47; C-R; P-8B2.
ROBERT DIIUNTON PRODUCTIONS.

The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerri-
gan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080; Vol. 48, C-R,
P-tS.

The Coast of Opportunity (J, Warren Kerri-
gan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS.

Partners of the Tide. R; Vol. 49, P-616;
C-R P-581.

The Face of tjie World. R-538; C-639.
Fifty Candles. R-9S0. Dec. 24.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS.
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barrlsrale). R-

Vol. 48, P-729; C-R. Vol. 49, P-31
The Other Woman (Six Reels), R; Vol. 49.

P-627: C-R, P-705.
ROCKETT FILM CORPORATION.

The Truant Husband.
Keeping Up with Lizzie (Enid Bennett).

R-324: C-387.
HUGO BALLIN.

The Journey's End. R-113; C-689.
Jane Eyre. R-948; C-47.

RENCO FILM CORPORATIOlf

.

Lavender and Old Lace. R-92; C-149.
TRIART PRODUCTIONS

The Beggar Maid (Mary A stor—Two Reels).
The Bashful Suitor (R-1127. Dec. 31).

DIAL FILM CORP.
The Light in the Clearing (7,000 Ft.). C-71S.

Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).

Over the Wire (Alice Lake). R-116; C-941,
The Man Who (Bert Lytell). R-438; C-I»t,
Life's Darn F^inny (Viola Dana). R-<I4;

C-695.
Big Game (May Allison—6 Reels). R-tSI:

C-4 9.

A Trip to Paradise (Dert Lytell), 6 Reels.
R-92

The Match Breaker (Viola Dana). R-»J;

The Infamous Miss Revell (Alice Lake). R-
209; C-629,

There Are No Villains (Viola Dana), R-14;
C-163.

Alias Ladyflngers (Bert Lytell). R-944; C-
1023.

The Hole In the Wall (Alice Lake), R-(tt,
Dec. 3. (C-849. Dec. 17).

The Idle Rich (Bert Lytell),
Fightin' Mad (Six Reels), R-688. Dee. I,

C-705. Dec. 10.
The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana). C-701.

Dec. 10.
The Golden Gift (Alice Lake). R-711. Dec 10.

(C-1120. Dec. 31).
Glass Houses (Viola Dana).
The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell) (R-164.

Dec. 17). C-976. Dec. 24.

NA/.IMOVA PRODUCTIONS.
Camille. R-446: C-539.

S-L PHODUCTION8.
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes—Six

Reels). R-209. C-397.
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes—Six Reels). R-

944; C-1023.
Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes). R-711.

Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).
Stay Home (Gareth Hughes).

REX INGRAM PRODUCTIONS.
The Conquering Power. R-339; C-49S,
Turn to the Right,
The Prisoner of Zenda.

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS.
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray), (R-714. Dee,

3) ; (C-849. Dec. 17).

PATHE Exchange inc.-

Pathe Review iOne-Reel Edurotional) and TopUt
of the Day (One-half Rrel) ttmei ITwIcly,
Pathe Newt {Topical) ItKurtl Kvrry Wednetdrnf
and Saturday. Charlrit Hiilrhl^nn U tltr »f
"Hurrirnne tJvtrh." Ruth, Roland U itar of
"The White Eagle."

Wr*k of November 27.
No, 10 of Hurricane Hutch (The Show Down).
The Joy Rider (Snub Pullard—One-Reel

Comedy). R-689. Dec. S.

The Frogs That Wanted a King (2/8 Reel

—

Cartoon Comedy).
Bacl{ lo the Woods (Lloyd Reissue—One-Reel

Comedy).
Week •f December 4.

No. 11 of Hurricane Hutch (Hare an4
Hounds).

The Hustler (Pollard—1 Reel Comedy). »-
S90. Dec. 3.

The FIv and the Ants (2-3 Reel CartooB
Comedy). R-6S7. Dec. 3.

The Pirkanlnny (Sunshine Sammy—2 R««l
Comedy). R-B89. Dec. I.

Somewhere In Turkey (Harold Lloyd Re-
issue—1 Reel). R-B»e. Dec. 8.

Week of December 11.
No. 12 of Hurricane Hutrh (Hed Courage).
Trapping the Weasel (Bob and Bill—One

Reel). R-715. Dec. 10.
Look Pleasant. Please (Lloyd Reissue—

1

Reel) R-710. Dec. 10.
Sink or Swim (Snub Pollard—One Reel).
The Conceited Donkey (1-3 Reel CartoOB

Fable. R-716. Deo. 10.

Week of De<'ember IS
No. 13 of Hurricane Hutch (Nerk and Neck>.
Two Gun Guf.sie (Lloyd Re-Isaue—One Reel).

R-856. Dec. 17).
The Wolf and the Kid (2^3 Reel CsrtooM

Fable). (R-855. Doc. 17)
Shake 'Em Up (Pollard—One-Reel Comedy).

(n-856. Dec. 17).
Stick Around (Triiex—Two-Reel Comedy).

(R-856. Dec. 17).
The Power Within (Six-Reel Drama).

Week of Derember 2S
No. 14 of Hurricane Hutch, "The Secret In

the Flame."
Fireman Save My CThlld (Lloyd—1 reel—Re-

Issue).
The Wayward Dog (2-3 reel Cartoon Fable).

R-980. Dec. 24.
The Corner Pocket (1 reel—Pollard Comedy).

R-f»S0. Dec. 24.

Note—Refer to page 117 for explanation of reference marks
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Wf*k of January 1, 1022

No. 15 of Hurricane Hutch (The Last Duel).
No. 1 of The White Eagle.

Reel Comedy).
2-3 Reel Cartoon

Try and Try Again. (l
The Cat and the Mice.

Comedy).
Beauty Contest (Two Reel All Negro Com-

edy).
Before Breakfast (One Reel Lloyd Reissue).

Week of Jannary 8
No. 2 of White Eagle (The Red Men's Menace)
The Dog and the Mosquito (2-3 reel Cartoon

Fable).
Lose No Time (Pollard—One Reel Comedy).
The Canadian Lynx (Box and Bill Series—One

Reel).
Take a Chance (Lloyd—One Reel Reissue).

Pioneer Rlm Corp.
Sonny Series.
A Western Adventurer (William Falrbanka).

R-B40.
The Mystery Mind (15 Bptsode Serial).
Oh, Mary, Be Careful! (Madge Kennedy). R-

821; C-759.
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Stark).
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey).
In Society (Edith Robert*).
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane—Six Reels).
The Leech (Claire Whitney—Six Reele).
Peeps Into the Future (Six Two-reel»rg).
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield).

Realart Pictures
Time (Wanda Hawley). R-g46;

R-114;

C-

A Kiss Ir

C-291.
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady).

R-236.
Such a Little Queen (Constance BInney).

589.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle (Mary Miles

Minter). R-830; C-886.
Don't Call Me Little Girl (Mary Miles MInter).

R-113; C-291.
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy). R-847: C-

391.
The March Hare (Bebe Daniels). R-6tS; C-

695.
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone). R-S36;

C-695.
Little Italy (Alice Brady). R-539; C-696.
Her Sturdy Oak (Wanda Hawley). R-g28;

C- 8 85
One Wild Week (Bebe Daniels). R-4B1.
The I/ind of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114. C-

695.

SEASON 1921-1022.
Room and Board (Constance BInney). R-311;

C-27S.
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles MInter). R-

576: C-649.
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy). R-945;

C-1023.
Dawn of the East (Alice Brady). R-94E:

C-1023.
The Case of Becky (Constance BInney). R-

947; C-1023.
The Speed Girl (Bebe Daniels). R-467

Nov. 26. C-6J1. Dec. 3.

R-C-PICTURES
Cold Steel (Six Reels). R-638; C-699.
Live and Let Live (Cabanne Production—Six

Reels). R-5J7; C-47.
^

The Greater Profit (Edith Btorey). R-llB;
C- 695

When Lights Are Low (« Parts). (Sessue
Hayakawa). R-8$«; C-7X9.

The Sting of the Lash (Pauline P*rederlck).

Six Reels. R-931; C-S97.
Shams of Society (Walsh-Fleldlnr Prod.).

Six Parts.
A Wife's Awaktning (Oasnler Prod.). Six

Parts. R-94; C-J97.
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa). Six Reels.

R-94; C-159. ^ .

The Barrlcnde (Cabanne Prod.). Six Reels.
R-Rn7; C-1B9.

The Foolish Age (Doris May). R-107J; C-47.

Possession. R-J18; C-197. Nov. J(.

The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick).
R-S35; C-S97. Nov. 26. (« Re»ls).

Silent Tears (6 Reels). R-586. Dec. 3. C-
705 Dec. 10. ,„ ,

The Dulie of CHilmney Butte (Fred Stone

—

At th^ Stage Door (Cabsnne Prod —Six
Reels). R-981. Dec. 24. (C-1120. Dec. 31).

Eden and Roturn (Doris May—Six Reels).
(R-1127. Dec. 31).

S E LZ N I C K
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES.

Remorseless Love. R-827- C-49.
Handcuffs or Kisses. R-944; C-1023.
The Way of a Maid.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES.
Is Life Worth Living? R-541: C-49.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalorus Charles. (R-1127. Dec 31)

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES.
The Chicken In the Case. L-5,261 Ft. R;

Vol. 48, P-728.
A Divorce of Convenience. R-639: C-163.

CONWAY TBARLE STAR SERIES.
Bucking the Tiger. R-206; C-387.
The Fighter. R-830; C-163.
After Midnight. R-575; C-895.
The Man of Stone. R-457. Nov. 26. (C-849.

Dec. 17).

SPECIAti PRODUCTIONS.
Who Am I? R-440: C-49.
Conceit (All Star). (C-856. Dec. 17). (C-1120.

Dec. 31).
A Man's Home (All Star). R-649; C-769.
The Greatest Love (Vera Gordon).

REPUBLIC.
Man's Plaything (Grace Davidson and Mon-

tague Love).
Mountain Madness (Ed Coxen and Ora
Carew).

The Gift Supreme (Bernard Burning).
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor).

SHORT SUBJECTS.
William J. Flynn Series.
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
Kaufman Masterpieces.

REVIVALS.
Scandal (Constance Talmadge).
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Da wn and Bert Lytell).
The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Prod.). C-397.

Nov. 26.

United Artists
Dream Street (D. W. Griffith Production).

Vol. 49, R-876; C-387.
Through the Back Door (Mary Plckford).

R-439: C-495.
Carnival (Harley Knoles Prod.). 6,000 Ft.

R-llS; C-396.
The Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks).

R-211; C-397.
Disraeli (George Arliss). R-96: C-16J.
Little Lord Fauntleroy (Mary Plckford).

9.984 Ft. R-57S; C-649.
The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Prod.). C-397

Nov. 26.

UNIVERSAL
-Prlscllla Dean).

Priscilla Dean).

JEWELS
Outside the Law Six Reeli

R, Vol. 48-465.
Reputation (Right Recls-

R-205; C-267.
No Woman Knows (7 Reels). R-447: C-S29.
Conflict (Priscilla Dean). R-95; C-1B9.
The Fox (Harry Carey. R-B90. Deo I C-

706. Dec. 10. (7 Reels).

JKWEL COMKDircS.
A Monkey Movie Star (Joe Martin).
Robinson's Troiiseau (Lee Moran).
P. P. Q. (Lee Moran).
A Monkey Schoolmaster (Joe Martin).

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS.
Nobody's Fool (Marie Prcvost). 4,840 Ft.

R-1076: C-47.
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawllnson). R-217;

C-289
Sure Fire (Hoot Gibson). R-93; C-159.
False Kisses (Miss Du Pont). R-4B7. Nov. 26.

C-B81. Dec. 3.

Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo). R-4B8. Nov. it. C-
581. Dec. 3.

A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost). 4,739
Ft. R-B86. Dec. 3 C-Tns Pec. 10.

Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawllnson). 4 415
Ft. R-712. Pec. 10. (C-S4!>. Dec. 17).

Shattered Preams fMIss Pu Pont) (R-85t.
Pec. 17). (C-1120, Pec. 31).

Playing with Fire R-982. Dec. 24). (C-1120.
Dec. 31).

The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson). (R-1129. Dec.
31).

SERIALS.
The Terror Trail (Eileen Sedgwick).
Winners of the West (Art A%ord). R-676;

C-649.
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).

WESTERN DRAMAS.
(Two Reels Each)

The Call of Duty (George Larkin).
Fair Fighting (Art Acord).
A Woman's Wit (Eileen Sedgwick).
Old Dynamite.
The Brand of Courage.
The Dream Girl.
Ned of the News. (Percy Pemroke).
A Battle of Wits (Eileen Sedgwick).

CENTURY COMEDIES.
(Two Reels Each)

A Nervy Dentist (Charles Dorety).
Around Corners (Brownie).
Playing Possum (Harry Sweet).
Teddy's Goat (Teddy, the Dog) (R-g54. Dec.

17).
Get Rich Quick Peggy (Baby Peggy).
A Family Affair (Charles Dorety).
The Dumb-Bell. (Harry Sweet).
Chums (Baby Peggie and Brownie).

STAR COMEDIES.
(One Reel Each).

Back Stage.
Noiseless Valley.
Line's Busy.
Ice Box Pirates.
Heart Breakers.
Show Me Your Samples.
Fur Coats and Pants.
Oh Nursle!

SERIES.
The Return of Cyclone Smith (2 Reels Each).

VlTAG RAPH
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.

The Heart of Maryland. R; Vol. 49, P-629

R-943 C-47.
C-R, 823.

The Son of Walllngford.
The Flower of the North.

ALICE JOYCE.
The Scarab Ring.
The Inner Chamber (Six Parts). R-94; C-273.

CORRINE GRIFFITH.
Moral Fibre. R-945; C-159.
Received Payment.

EARLE WILLIAMS.
Bring Him In. R-1074; C-289.
It Can Be Done.

ANTOXIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS.
Three Sevens. R; Vol. 49, P-991; C-49.
The Secret of the Hills.

ALICE CALHOUN'S PRODUCTIONS.
The Rainbow.
The Matrimonial Web. R-220: C-2S9.
The Little Minister. (R-1129. Deo. 31).

WILLIAM DUNCAN.
Steelheart. R-450; C-529.
No Defense.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES.
The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JI.MMY AUBRET COMEDIES.
The Riot.
The Mysterious Stranger.

SBfllAL.
Breaking Through (Carmel Myers and Wal-

lace McDonald).

WiD GuMNiMG, Inc.
The Blot (Lois Weber Production). 7,121 Ft.

R-nnO; C-163.
Quo VHdIs (Reissue) (( Reels). 5,814 Ft.

F-95' C-397.
Good and Rv'll (Lucy Doralne). 4,951 Ft. R-

447: C-649.
Girl from God's Country (Nell Shtpman).

6 9S7 Ft. R-44S': C-529.
The Old Oaken Bucket. 5.098 Ft. R-217. (C-

1 120. Ppc. 31 ).

Moongold (Will Bradley). S.17S Ft.
Post Nature Pictures (Twenty-six Slngple

reels).
What no Men Want? R-459. Nov. 28. (6,141

feet.
Our Mutual Friend (English Prod.— 6 reels).

n-7I2. Dec. 10. C-976. Dec. 24. 7,891
feet).

White Hands. (Hobart Bosworth). (5,854
feet).

Bear, Boy and Dog. (2,053 feet).
Puppy Pays. (959 feet).
Robinson Crusoe Hours. (968 feet).

Note Refer to page 117 for explanation of reference marks
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CURRENT FILM RELEASE DATES

State Right Releases

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial—Fifteen Bpl-

sodes) (Elmo Lincoln-Star).

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
The Lonely Heart (Kay Laurell).

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Ghost City (Helen Holmes).
Crosilne Trails (Pete Morrison).
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson).

AYWON FILM CORP.
The Vengeance Trail (Big Boy Williams).

R-451; R-335; C-289.
The Shadow of Lightning Ridge (Snowy

B»ker). R-451; C-397. Nov. 26.

The Better Man (Snowy Baker). R-459.
Nov. 26. (C-1120. Dec. 31).

Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams). R-
458. Nov. 26.

Fidelity (All-Star Cast).
Lure of the Orient (Jack Conway-Frances

Nelson).

BLANCHFIELD
A Knight of the West. R-93; C-159.

C. C BURR
Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Johnny Hlnes). R-Jll.

DU MAHAUT-KLEIN
Monty Works the Wires (Monty—A Dog). R-

713. Dec. 10.

EQUITY PICTURES
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed).

R; Vol. 48, P-1092.
Charge It (Clara Kimball Young). R-848;

C-163.
Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson). R-748.
What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young).

R-1077.

EXPORT AND IMPORT
Wild Animal Serial (15 Episodes—Sellg Pro-

ductions).

C B. C
Dangerous Love.
The Victim.
Captivating Mary Carstairs.
Star Ranch Westerns (Two-reels, bi-monthly).

GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart).

R-208; C-649.

THE FILM MARKET
The Supreme Passion (Six Reels). Vol. 49,

P-194; C-R. P-581.
The Spoilers (Reissue—Nine Reels).
Jimmy Callahan Comedies (Twelve Two-

Reelers).

PHIL GOLDSTONE
The Unknown (Dick Talmadge). (R-1128.

Deo. 31).

GRAPHIC
Mother Eternal (Vivian Martin — Seven

Reels). R; Vol. 49, P-990; C-45.

HOWELL SALES CO.
Vendetta (Pola -Nesri). (R-112.''). Dec. 24).

JANS PICTURES
Man and Woman. R-447; C-529.
The Amazing Lovers. R-946.

J. W. FILM CORP.
Road to Arcady. (lt-1129. Dec. 31).

LEE-BRADFORD
The Unconquered Woman (Rubye DeRemer).

VICTOR KREMER
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan).
Where Love Is Young (Zena Keete). ,
Winding Trail (Buck Mannlnfj).

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Able Minded Lady (H. B. Walthall).
The Call from the Wild. R-323.
The Fatal Thirty.
The Impossible Boy.
Folly Comedies (George Ovey—Single Reels).
Folly Comedies (Vernon Dent^—Single Reels).

PHOTOCRAFT PRODUCTIONS
Oh, Mabel Behave (Four Stars) (R-855. Dec.

17).

PRODUCERS' SECURITY
Diane of Star Hollow. R-880; C-47.
Mr. Bingle (Daddy Dumplins).
The Soul of Man (Six Reels).
Mr. Potter of Texas.
Cissy Fitzgerald Comedies (Two Reels).
The Right Way. R-218: C-397. Nov. 26.

Squire Phlnn.
Welcome to Our City.
Trail of the Law.
The Man Who Paid.
Irving Cummings Series (Two Reels).

REELCRAFT PICTURES
Sun-Lite Comedies

Scream Street.
Lion Liars.

Mirth Comedies
(Two Reels Each)

Chick Chick. R-634.
Vacation.

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
Holy Smoke (Funnyface). R-810.
Funny Face Comedies.
Windsor McCay Animated Drawings.
Tony Sarp Almanac.
Charley Cartoons.
Lee Kid Comedies.
Four Eileen Sedgwick Features.
Body and Soul. (Anna Luther).
Silks and Saddles.
Power of the Borgias.
Six Clara Kimball Young Reissues.

RAINBOW FILM CORPORATION
A Girl's Decision. R-93: C-397.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience (Russell Simpson).

7 Reels. R-1075: C-47.

STOREY PICTURES, INC.
Shadowland Screen Review (Every two

weeks).
Burlesque Photoplays (Elsie Davenport)

(Once a Month). (2 Reels Each).

Miscellaneous

WILLIAM STEINER
R-980. Dec. 24.Tangier Trails (Neal Hart)

(C-1120. Dec. 31).

SWEDISH BIOGRAPH
Sir Arnrs Treasure. 6.500 Ft. R-711. Dec. 10.

C-976. Dec. 24.

TEXAS GUINAN PRODUCTIONS
Texas of the Mounted. R-1073.
Code of the West R-94.
Across the Border (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. 3.

The Spitfire (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. 3.

WESTERN PICTURES
EXPLOITATION

A Dangerous Pastime.
That Something. R-758.
Scattergood Stories (Two Reel Comedies).
The Masked Avenger (Lester Cuneo).

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray).
Lady Luck (Allene Ray).

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton).
The Wakefield Case (Herbert RawUnson).

R-757; C-49.

WESTERN FEATURES PRODUC-
TIONS, INC.

(Featuring "Bill" Fairbanks)
Go Get Him.
A Western Demon (William Fairbanks). R-9S.
Hell's Border.
Fighting Heart.
Daredevil of the Range.

WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home (Anna Q. Nllsaon).

R-210: C-273.
Parted Curtains (H. B. Walthall and Mary

Alden). R-94: C-397. Nov. 26.

School Days (Wesley Barry) (R-856. Dec. 17).
C-976. Dec. 24.

Ashamed of Parents. (R-1128. Dec. 31).

WESTERN CLASSIC SALES
(Two-Reel Dramas)

Bullets and Justice.
The Heart of Texas Pat.
The Unbroken Trail.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Quick Action (William Russell).
Sally Shows the Way (Mary Mile* Minter).
The Moonshine Menace (Helen Holmes).
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell).
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter).
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes).
A Rough-shod Fighter (William RuBsall).
The Loggers of Hell-Roarln's Mountain

(Helen Holmes).
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage).

ASTA FILMS, INC
Hamlet (Asta Nellson). R-3lt.

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
Frltzi Rldgeway Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Neal Hart Series (Two Reel Wtsterns).
Helen Gibson Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Al Jennings Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Capital Two Reel Comedies.
Witches Lure (All Star Cast).

EMERSON-LOOS
Red Hot Romance. R-713. Dec. 10.

D. W. GRIFFITH
Orphans ot the Storm. (R-1125. Dec. 31).

FEDERATION PRODUCERS
SERVICE

The New Disciple. (i;-1127. Dec. 31).

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA,
INC

The Four Seasons (4 Reels). R-<84; C-IS*.

Kineto Reviems

(Released Through National Ezchanffea, Inc.)
(One Reel)

(Third Series)
Kentucky Thoroughbreds.
Hiking the Alps With the Boy Scout*.
Manhattan Life.
Eccentricities of the Wasp and Bee.
Fur and Feathers.
My Adirondacks Outing.
The Chemistry of Combustion.
The Victory Pageants.
The Delta of the Nile.
A Glimpse of the Animal Kingdom.
Better Milk. R-587. Dec. 3.

Permanent Peace. R-586. Dec. 3.

llrbnn*N Movie CliatM

(Released Through State Rights Bzchanges)
First Series from No 1 to H, Inclusive

(One Reel).
Second Series from No. 27 to 52, incluslTe

(One Reel).

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Advea-

R-f47:

January—Martin Johnson's
tures." R-449; C-649.

January—His Nibs (Chic Sale)
C-1023.

W. KURTZ & CO.
Shattered (Foreign Film). R-460. Nov. 2«.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova).
The Lotus Blossom. R-809; C-16S.
The Great Reward (Serial—Francis Ford and

Ella Hall).
Kineto Reviews (One-Reel Educational).
Rainbow Comedies (Edna Shipman and John

Junior) (Two Reels Each).

WILL ROGERS
The Ropin' Fool (Two Reels). R-335.

ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (3,600 Feet).
Rigoletto (6.000 Feet).

SACRED FILMS
The Bible R-219.

Note—Refer to page 117 for explanation of reference marks
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PROJECTION
The Transverter

About six years ago this department made
the first announcement of the Transverter,
manufactured by the Hertner Electric Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, which appeared in any trade
paper. It was then a good machine, and we said

so. Its operating plan was a new one, as applied
to projection, and a good one and we said so.

Since that time its manufacturers have gone to

great pains in perfecting the machine, and with
such effect that the demand has steadily grown
through the years until it is now but justice to

say they are used in theatres scattered all over
the United States and Canada, and very many
are used in other countries.

Since the introduction of the Transverter,
we have, from time to time, described various
changes and improvements, but it seems to

us, a general re-description of the whole machine
would now be of at least sufficient interest to

justify the use of space, so here goes.

When the Transverter first came into the

field there was a strong demand for a single

arc machine. This was because of the fact

that at that time the general practice was to

operate, or rather to connect, the two projector

arcs in multiple, "stealing over" at the time of
change-over.
This was an undesirable practice, because

almost always there was some evidence of the

act on the screen, and many times the dimming
and discolorations were very bad indeed.

True a double arc motor generator was being
used, but until the advent of the Transverter
the double arc machine of the series type was
unknown, at least in motion picture work.
Another objection to the double arc machines
previously used was that they generated at

from 70 to 110 volts (mostly 70), and resistance

had to be employed to reduce the voltage, which
meant waste.

In Response to Strong Demand

The Transverter appeared in response to

what was a very strong demand for a double

arc machine which would carry two arcs during
the period of change over, and do it economic-
ally. The Hertner folks thought the series

type was the answer—the Transverter was
evolved, and be it said that its general design

and construction remains unaltered after six

years of existence, which speaks well for the

knowledge of its designer.

The machine is of the vertical type, meaning
that the unit comprising the bipolar D. C.

generator, its commutator at the upper end, is

mounted above the A. C. motor, the two shafts

being joined by a coupling having a limiterl

capacity for self alignment.

Ball bearings arc used throughout. Instead

of the armatures being mounted on, or carried

F.H.RICHARDSON

by two bearings, one at either end, as is the

case with most close-coupled machines, there are
three, all annular ball bearings. Two of them
are on the motor shaft and the third at the upper
end of the generator shaft. The lower end
of the combined shafts rides on a ball thrust
bearing, which carries both armatures and their

shafts—in fact the entire rotating elements of
the machine.
There can be no question as to the excellence

of the ball bearing. That it will stand tremen-
dous overload and abuse is amply proven by
even the most superficial examination of auto-
mobile bearing practices. They are perhaps the
most, and certainly are one of the most efficient

mechanical devices yet evolved.

HERTNER TRANSVERTER
Illustration shozvs structural details

Proper mounting demands that the inner
ball race be held rigidly in place on the shaft,

but that tlie outer race be so mounted that
while it permits of no radial play, still does
allow the race to slide sidewise on the shaft
to compensate for unequal expansion, vibration
etc. This allows of the outer race to so
position itself with relation to the inner race
that all possibility of end thrust is avoided. The
outer race being a free, or "sucking" fit, it will

also creep, or slowly revolve, which has a
beneficial efifect on the life of the bearing,

.-i Big Advantage

To best accomplish these desirable results

the inner race, instead of depending on friction

with the shaft, is held between a shoulder on
the shaft on one side and a collar or nut on the
other, the race being tightly clamped between
the two. Another advantage found in this con-
struction is that the average repair man outside
the construction factory will be better able to

handle a bearing mounted in this way, than
a bearing which depends on a fit which must
be accurate within two to three ten thousandths
of an inch.

As will be seen by examining the illustration,

the bearings are all well protected from dust
and dirt.

In the bottom of the motor shaft a screw is

set, which serves to hold the various parts of
the ball thrust bearing loosely in their correct
position in assembling, and until the shaft is

finally set into position in the bearing, where-
upon the bearing will rest on its seat and relieve
the screw of all pressure.

A Panel With Each Machine

A panel goes with each machine, and if it

be a "panel A" it carries a voltmeter and an
ammeter, also a field regulator with which to
control amperage at the arc. The ammeter and
voltmeter are connected to D. C., hence show
arc voltage and amperage. The field regulator
has sufficient range to enable the projectionist
to reduce arc amperage down to as low as one
half normal flow.

Panel B, in addition to the regulator, the volt-
meter and ammeter, also carries a pair of special
quick-break switches with which to open the
arc lamp circuits.

Reverting to structural matters, examining
the illustration you will see that the top bearing
is seated on a steel plug, the upper end of
which carries a grease cup. This plug is

hollow and is threaded so that the bearing is

held in place by firmly tightening down the
nut above.
The center bearing is held between a shoulder

on the armature shaft and a nut above the bear-
ing. The bottom bearing is held between a
similar shoulder on the rotor shaft and the
thrust bearing below, so that the weight of the
rotating elements (armature and rotor) secures
the annular bearing. Grease cups for each of
these bearings will be found on the side of the
machine.

Centrifugal Type Fan

The propeller type of ventilation fan has been
replaced by a fan of centrifugal type, which has
greatly increased the air circulation; also in-
stead of drawing the air through the machine
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from top to bottom, it is drawn in at top and
bottom and exhausted at the sides. This has
the advantage of drawing fresh cool air through
both motor and generater.

Electrically the machine design has not been
changed. The generator is shunt wound and
fitted with interpole fields for commutation.
The brushes are rocked to a position where
the magnetic effect of the armature on the

field is such that the current will remain practi-

cally constant over the entire working range
of voltage, and that is a very wide range too.

The interlopers can be shifted, and are so lo-

cated as to secure sparkless commutation once
the brushes are set for proper performance.
These adjustments are, of course, made at the

factory, and are permanent. THEY SHOULD
NEVER BE THEREAFTER ALTERED.
After the Transverter had been introduced,

the growth of theatres brought about a demand
for increased projection current. The general
demand was for 75 amperes, with many asking
100 and a few even as much as 125 amperes,
the filling of which demand was arranged for

by the manufacturer.
The Transverter today is an unqualifiedly

successful machine of the motor generator type.

It has stood the test of time, and this department
is glad to again give it its indorsement and
approval, just as we are glad to give approval
and indorsement to any piece of theatre equip-

ment which is of PROVEN WORTH.
Genuine merit is what counts with this depart-

ment and its editor. Adverse criticism is al-

ways an unpleasant, though sometimes a nec-

essary task, and the approval of worthy things

a real pleasure.

In the Game
Dabney C. Jones, Projectionist Capitan

Theatre, Roswell, New Mexico, writes:
Dear Mr. Richardson: For some time I

have been wanting to write a few lines con-
cerning the theatre of which I am Chief
Projectionist.
Have been in the game nearly a year, and

like the work fine. Our theatre is not very
large. Only seats 500. ,We have had a lot of trouble with our
screen. It has spots all over It which show
up badly. It was Installed last July. We
want your advice concerning it. Mr. Trieb,
the Managing Director, has written the man-
ufacturer about it. They want him to send
it in to be repaired, but It is up in a way
that would require much labor and time to
take It down.
What we want to know, is there not some

way we can work It over without taking It

down?
I am using two Powers 6B projectors.

Just got through installing a Martin con-
verter, which is working fine and giving
plenty of light. My distance of projection
is 131 feet, with a 12 foot picture. We have
a photoplayer. which was installed after the
theatre had opened. Have one of your hand-
books, which has helped me out several
times. We take the Moving Picture World
and I always look at the Projection Depart-
ment for something which will help me.
Have had trouble with glass in lamphouse
port holes. Smoked a piece of clear mica
with a match and my troubles are all over.
This. I believe is a little trick which may help
others.

Thanks for Mica Hint

Backing up on your remarks, on the prin-
ciple that the last shall be first and the first

shall be last, many thanks for the smoked
mica hint. It is passed along for others to

consider.

As to the blank you sent in, it is none of
mine, and I most emphatically do NOT believe
in it. That a projectionist should take the best
possible care of film he receives—yes. That
he should pledge himself to do exchange in-

spection work free of charge—NO.
As to the screen : No, there is no way you

can get a satisfactory job by trying to renew
the surface in your theatre—and get the same
type of surface, I mean. What I would advise
might not suit you at all. If you do try it, do
so absolutely on your owm responsibility, and
NOT because of my advice.

Under the circumstances, were the screen

Notice to All

PRESSURE on our columns Is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranleed umler two

or three weeks. If quick action Is de-
sired remit four cents, stamps, and wa
will send carbon copy of department
reply as soon as written.

For special replies by mail on mat-
ters which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through our department re-
mit one dollar.

THE LENS CHART
Are You Working by "Guess" or Do

You Employ Up-lo-Date Methods?

You demand that your employer keap
his equipment In good order and up ot
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in
knowledge and In your methods.
The lens chart (two in one, 11x17

Inches, on heavy paper for framing)
Is in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.

"Don't guess." Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address Moving Picture World, either

516 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Garrick Building, Chicago, 111., or
Wright & Callender Building, Los
Angeles, Cal.

mine I would have a painter there when the

show closes at night, with a ladder so con-
structed that he can reach the screen surface
without leaning the ladder against it. I would
have him previously examine the surface and
determine whether it should be seized with shel-

lac. In fact I think I would take no chances,

but would so size it. I would then give a
tolerably heavy coat of paint mixed as follows

:

white lead and white zinc half and half, mixed
to a consistency which will "cover" fairly well,

with one third boiled linseed oil and two thirds

turpentine, adding just enough ultramarine or
cobalt blue to give it a slight shade of blue

when in the pot.

Keep Theatre Warm
Keep the theatre warm and the paint should

be dry enough to allow of a second coat before
the show opens next day, though it will be
better to wait one day if you think you can
get by with the screen in that shape.

Next coat should be one third white lead
and two thirds zinc, and one quarter boiled

linseed oil and three nuarters turpentine, with
the same tint of blue. This will be dry
enough for a third coat in twelve hours. The
third coat should be all white zinc and very
nearly all turpentine—just a dash of boiled
oil for a binder. Some tint of blue.

Probably three coats will be plenty. If a
fourth is needed, give it, but that should be
decided before the third coat is put on, because
if there is to be a fourth coat the third should
have a bit more oil, though not much.
There, friend Jones. That is what I would

do, under the circumstances, if the screen and
theatre were MINE. You made a mistake in

installing a screen in that way. No screen is

a permanant institution, insofar as its surface
is concerned. They must all be renewed after
a time. The surface I have described will give
vou a better difusion than your present surface,
which will be desirable if your theatre is wide
and not so desirable if it be a narrow house.
The surface should be thoroughly scrubbed and
re-painted at least once a year. If it were mine
I would do it once every six months. A DULL
SCREEN SURFACE IS NOT GOOD. It

does not pay to have one. The necessary ex-
pense of sharpening the screen surface is, in

my opinion, far more than justified, and once in

six months is about right for most surfaces.
Very likely the Managing Director will not

feel inclined to view my advice with favor.
Well, it don't cost him one blooming cent, and
he can therefore feel perfectly free to—take
the screen down and send it to the factory to be
resurfaced. That is THE alternative.

Duluth Men Do Well

Some time ago I said that inasmuch at

Duluth local union, 509, was composed of

progressive men who had done what they could

to advance themselves in knowledge of their

profession, I would watch what, if any effect

it might have on conditions in Duluth when
it came to making a new contract with the

exhibitors.

I also said that if it had no effect there and
in some other places I named, I would be
obliged to agree tliat the exhibitor did not
appreciate an endeavor of men to fit themselves
to give high-class service.

The following letter comes from Local 509

:

Brother Richardson: At our last regular
meeting It was the wish of the men that you
be informed how Local 509 made out with
the 1921-1922 wage scale, so I am sending
you the facts. Our reason for sending It

was the article in the department In which
you said you would watch our local.

The scale for 1920-1921 was as follows:
In ten and fifteen cent houses, t42.50 for
seven hours. For 17 and 25 cent houses,
$45.00 for seven hours. For vaudeville
houses, and all houses charging more than
25 cents. $47.50 for seven hours. For subur-
ban houses running six or seven nights and
not to exceed two matinees, $37.50. All
overtime pro rata.
The 1921-1922 scale Is forty-five dollar*

($45.00) for all houses, seven hours a day.
Overtime 92 cents per hour.

Well, Duluth, considering that you have ob-
tained this, and obtained it without a fight, in

times when bread lines are long and suffering

more or less acute all over the land, certainly

you have done well. Just how much the
progressiveness of your local, or its members,
rather, had to do with the matter, I do not
know, but surely and certainly the facts that

you have been progressive, and that the ex-
hibitors of Duluth know you have, helped your
cause. To deny this would be, it seems to me,
equivalent to disputing the fact that water is

wet.

I am obliged to you for sending the scale.

I would appreciate a statement from your local

as to exactly what you believe the effect of
progressiveness was. May be hard to estimate,

but surely you have some views on the matter.

May I be favored?

Not New
R. O. Hardin, projectionist. Bijou Theatre,

Greenville. South Carolina, arises to say:
Have read with considerable Interest the

discussions In the department regarding
signals for change-over. We have a pro-
jectionist here In Greenville, named George
Bohlen, who has worked out an Idea, which
to my notion has solved the problem of
change-over signal. His play will be effective
and will not In any way damage the film.

The Instrument, or device Is a small affair.

It consists of a single cell dry battery, a
"buzzer" and a hard steel roller, all of which
are attached to a compact base. It Is

attached as a whole, to the magazine, on the
left side, with the roller In posltio i on the
back side of the film, between the sprocket
and the magazine valve rollers. The elec-
tric buzzer Is made to sound at the proper
time by affixing a strip of contact tape to the
edge of the film, which makes electric con-
tact between the roller before named and
the magazine valve rollers. The contact
strip Is cemented on the film before the run.

I have written because I am sure you will
be Interested In this new Idea, which I regard
as excellent.

Yes, but, Brother Hardin, that is just it. It is

NOT new. If I had time to search the depart-
ment files I could find it described therein as
long ago as eight years—or maybe even a year
earlier flian that.

Also it has been described once or twice
thereafter. It works, yes, but was not popular.

One objection is that the inspectors will not, as
a rule, approve of any make and break contact
at the magazines—or approve of any sort of
electrical connection with the magazines at all,

for that matter.

Sorry, Friend Hardin, but while I thank you
sincerely for the good intent in sending it in,

those are the facts in the case.
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Ready—
EASTMAN

FILM CEMENT
Cut where you will, splice with Eastman

Film Cement and for all practical purposes

the reel's original resistance to strain both

in projection and re-wind is restored. The
splice is secure against break or buckle.

Eastman-made and Eastman-tested as the

presence of this seal on the container testifies:

Eastman Film Cement is the only cement that may be used

successfully with either Regular or Safety film. It may be

obtained in i oz. and i6 oz. bottles, and gallon containers.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Motion Picture Film Department Rochester, N. Y.
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Better Equipment
^ . . . . _ _ „ „
Qonducted ii>E.T.KEYSER ii

*S^. Louis Contemplates Expending Over
$12,000,000 for New Picture Theatres

WITH General Prosperity in the
wings awaiting his cue to take
the spotHght, a building surv ey of

St. Louis indicates there are picture

and vaudeville theatres and other
buildings for the film industry in con-
templation valued at from $12,000,000 to

$15,500,000. The majority of these
structures will be started when construc-
tion costs reach a near-normal basis and
general industrial conditions improve.

In the Greater St. Louis region, includ-
infi East St. Louis, Edwardsville, Granite
City, Clayton, Kirkwood and St. Charles,
there are other structures under consider-
ation valued at almost $1,000,000.

$2,500,000 Since October, 1920

Since October, 1920, picture theatre
improvements costing $2,500,000 have
been made in St. Louis, including the
Missouri, Delmonte, Criterion, New Capi-
tol and Wellston Theatres, while in

Greater St. Louis there was such hand-
some additions as the Grand Theatre,
Alton ; Erber's Theatre, East St. Louis

;

New Lincoln, Belleville; Oh Gee, Ed-
wardsville, and the Ozark, Webster
Groves, representing an investment of

$775,000.
_

St. Louis, a city of more diversified

industries than any in the country, has
already shown distinct signs of recovering
from the industrial depression.

The development of the Mississippi

River as a great inland canal, the Roberts
process of converting Illinois soft coal

into metalurgical coke, and the "discov-

ery" of St. Louis by the automobile in-

dustry, indicates a phenomenal develop-

ment in the Mound City within the next
few years. With hundreds of thousands
of new inhabitants the city naturally will

need new amusement places, as it is al-

ready short of high class picture, vaude-
ville and dramatic theatres.

The Shubert interests contemplate two
new theatres for St. Louis. On a recent

visit Lee Shubert announced that he
would open a new vaudeville house here

next year. If present plans are com-
pleted' it would cost $1,250,000 and ad-

join the Jefferson Hotel, across Locust

street from the Shubert-Jefferson Thea-
tre. It is an open secret the Shuberts are

considering a $750,000, 3,500-seat theatre

for the Grand avenue-Olive street district.

The downtown place would seat 4,000
I>ersons.

Recently the Orpheum Circuit manage-
ment announced that the Mississippi, a
4,000-seat house costing $1,500,000,
would be erected on a downtown site

already selected. It is stated on good
authority that a Junior Orpheum house
may grace an ideal corner not far from
Grand and Olive street. This house would
seat 3,500 and cost $1,000,000 to $1,250,-
000.

Recently Charles H. Thimmig, owner
of the Mid Way Theatre, Grand and
Washington avenues, announced plans for
a theatre-office-apartment structure cost-
ing upwards of $1,250,000 to occupy the
Mid Way Theatre site. If plans mature,
a picture house with accommodations for
4,000 persons would be operated in Thim-
mig's structure by a local company affili-

ated with a leading eastern producer.

For a Million-Dollar House

Marcus Loew many months ago pur-
chased a site at Eighth street and Wash-
ington avenue for his State Theatre, to

cost not less than $1,000,000 and seat

4,400 persons. Several days ago, on a

visit here, Loew stated this building would
not start until construction costs come
down.
The Famous Players Missouri Corpor-

ation plans to go forward with the com-
pletion of the Missouri Theatre building,

a thirteen-story hotel-apartment struc-

ture. Work was stopped shortly after the
Missouri opened because of high wages
and materials.

Other structures imder consideration
include, a film exchange building at Beau-
mont and Olive streets, costing upwards
of $500,000 by Isaac Hedges of Wash-
ington University, a 2.500-seat house on
the south side of Chestnut near Eight-
eenth street, costing $500,000. Central
L^nion .A.musement Company, owners

;

and John Karzin's new 2,40d-seat house
near .Sixteenth and Market streets, to cost

$225,000. Karzin announced his plans
several months ago.

The Trocadero, modeled after the
famed amu.sement palace, will be erected
on the Delmar Theatre site at Delmar and
Euclid avenues if Hector M. E. Pasme-
zoglu's plans are carried out. It would
cost $1,000,000 to $L200,000. He alreadv

owns the Congress, Delmar and Criterion
Theatres.

William H. Green recently requested
the City Plan Commission to permit a
twenty-story film exchange office building
on tile triangle at Olive, Lindell, Qianning
and Theresa avenues. He plans to spend
$1,000,000.

Koplar to Build Big House
West End houses contemplated include

a $100,000 house by Sol and Nat Koplar
near Hamilton and Easton avenues, seat-
ing 1,600; another house in the same
vicinity to be owned by a syndicate headed
by George R. Hart of the Hamilton Air-
dome, to cost $150,000 and seat 2,000;
also a house for 1,500 persons costing
$100,000 by Sam C. Gossom, president of
the Hodiamont Bank, at Bartmer and
Hodiamont avenues, and the Aubert The-
atre, Aubert and Waston avenues, adjoin-
ing the Aubert Airdome. The Aubert
Photo Play Company plans to spend
$250,000 on this theatre. It would seat

,3,000 in a balcony and parquet floor.

It is rumored that Universal may erect
a $250,000 first run house in the Grand
avenue district. William Sacks, a local

banker, represents an eastern picture con-
cern that plans a downtown house to cost
upwards of $600,000. Business men in

the vicinity of Grand and Meramec street

have $100,000 to spend on a theatre there
when costs come down. Plans for the
Higlipointe Theatre, Clayton and Skinner
avenues, to cost $100,000, have been an-
nounced.

$70,000 for Improvements
Recently minority stockholders in the

company owning the Hippodrome in-

formed the Circuit Court they had an
offer of $12,000 annual rental for that
showhouse, which has been dark for sev-
eral years. The prospective tenant plans
to spend $70,000 in imi)rovements.

Construction of the Manchester Thea-
tre, Arco and Manchester avenues, and
Sam I lamburg's new film exchange build-
ing near Leonard avenue and Olive street,

are progressing rapidlv. The Manchester
will scat 1.700 and cost $100,000. The
film structure will represent an investment
of about $100,000.
New theatres are also planned for East

.St. Louis, Clayton, University City. Kirk-
wood, Edwardsville and Granite City.
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MAKE THIS NEW YEARNS RESOLUTION

And the Resolution Will Be the Making of YOU

/ hereby resolve—
to give my patrons henceforth the best in

projection.

to do this easily, economically and with cer-

tainty by installing the ultimate in pro-
jectors—the Zf-T^J^ - Proctor Automatic
Projector and its co-related equipment—^the

Hallberg- Motor Generator, Hallberg" Speed
Recorders and Indicators and the Hallberg
Arc Control.

To write NOW for Bulletin P.W., which will

tell me how my projection room troubles

can be banished.

There are no out-of-date relics in the Z/-7^jE^ line.

Each item of equipment represents the latest ideas in

the science of projection as developed by the world's

foremost and most successful projection engineers.

HALLBERG FILM SPEED INDICATOR
AND RECORDER

Keeps picture and music in harmony
and times the projection

HALLBERG CONTINUOUS FEED
ARC CONTROLLER

Ensures a perfect arc under all conditions

HALLBERG MOTOR GENERATOR

For all circuits, single and double arc.

25 to 125 amperes

Why bother, shop around and worry when ZZ-TZ stamped on projection

apparatus guarantees that it is the BEST of its kind? Specify ZZ-T^T equip-

ment and be absolutely safe.

UNITED THEATRE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
K T. EDWARDS 25 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK J- f hallberg

r__ I ,
»'«

Branch Store* in All Principal CMa»

EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EXCEPT THE FILM

SEND FOR FREE BULLETINS
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REST ROOM OF BILLINGS' LIBERTY
Wicker furniture, bird cages and a fountain filled vnth gold fish renders this room uniquely comfortable

Two Simplexes Furnish the Projection

of Billing's Fine New Liberty Theatre
THE new Liberty Theatre recently opened

in Billings, Montana, is the pride of the

city, and contains many features which
Jensen and Von Herberg, the owners, consider

improvements over those of any of their fine

theatres in Seattle, Portland, Tacoma, or

Yakima.
The architect of the house was H. Ryan,

who plans all of Jensen and Von Herberg
houses and who drew the plans for the Blue

Mouse, John Hamrick's Seattle theatre.

All in Good Taste

The building is finished in gray brick trimmed
with ornamental tile, and the flatness of the

facade is artistically relieved by windows cut

in the Roman style. A huge marquee extends

the full length of the building, and above it is

the "Liberty" sig^n, which operates on a f^ash

system. At either end of the marquee is an
announcement sign.

The foyer is broad and extends the entire

width of the building. It is decorated with

plastic relief work and mirrors. Two ramps
lead to the balcony and the cove and retiring

rooms.
The auditorium is finished in Louis XVI

style. Greek columns in old ivory has relief

from panels on the walls, which are decorated
in rose tapestry with a medallion at the top of

each. Rose and fawn are the predominating
colors in the decorative scheme. Carpets and
hangings are fawn.
There are two stage curtains, the outer one

rose, the inner one fawn. The former drapes,

the latter disappears by the barn door effect.

There are 1,'535 Heywood-Wakefield opera
chairs of mahogany with cherry end standards
and with full upholstering in red muleskin. A
feature of these chairs is the Marshall No. 9
special spring seat. The loge chairs, 480 of

them, are of wicker with gray velour upholstery.

The aisle carpets are in tile effect, fawn with

a brown line making the squares.

Gay with Wicker

The cove or general rest room, which is just

back of the balcony, is gay with wicker furni-

ture upholstered in cretonne and with singing
birds. In the center on a carved marble
standard a fountain bubbles over green ferns.

At one end of this room is the men's smoking
room and at the other the women's dressing
room. The former is furnished in wicker, the

UBERTY THEATRE. BILLINGS, MONTANA
Above, a corner of ladies' dressing room. Below, the orchestra, facing screen, and the house as viewed from the front
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CLOG DANCING
without a teacher. You can easily

learn from "The Clog Dance
Book" by Helen Frost of Colum-
bia Univ. Music with each of the
26 dances. Illustrations showing
the steps. Cloth bound. Price

$2.50 delivered. Catalogue free.

A. S. Barnes and Co., 30 Irving
Place, New York.

Seattle's Four Hundred and Fifty
Seat Paramount Uses Two Powers

latter in wooden furniture of a mottled bur-
nished gold finish.

A Fountain and Goldfish

The fountain idea is amplified in a nook off

one of the ramps. The base is of old Dutch
design, and the water trickles over cascades
of rocks and ferns into a pool in which gold-
fish disport themselves. Colored lights showing
through the water add to its beauty, and a
series of mirrors are so placed as to extend the
vista, thus giving the effect of a large water-
fall seen at a distance.

The lighting of the entire house is controlled
i v one master switch in the operating room.
Every light is on dimmers, and the house is

wired for three different colors so arranged
that by blending them almost any color effect

may be obtained. The stage is equipped with a
special lighting equipment for blending in

different stage settings to harmonize with the
picture on the screen, the effect being heightened
by the black velour border for the screen.

The projection room equipment consists of
two Simplexes, an automatic rewind cabinet,

W. T. E. Company's special stereopticon and
stereopticon spot, W. T. E. arc controls, two
double 75 ampere Hertner transverters. A vel-

vet gold fibre screen and an Automaticet ma-
chine completes the equipment.
The Western Theatre Equipment Company,

of Seattle, furnished all the equipment and the
furniture, which William Hartford, the com-
pany's installation engineer, installed in the

record time of three days.

Ed. Myrick, formerly manager of one of
Jensen and Von Herberg's Portland houses, is

manager of the Liberty, and he features the
fine projection in his advertising.

The projection room is in charge of Bert
Jollef, who made a special trip into Seattle to

obtain instruction from the Western Theatre
Equipment Company in handling the different

lighting effects, controls, etc.

A HEALTHFUL indication of the atten-
tion which projection receives today
from the progressive exhibitor is the

frequent notice given in this department of the
installations of batteries of two or even three
projectors in houses where a few years ago, one
would have been considered ample.
And these signs of progress are not con-

fined to theatres of large seating capacities.

One of the most recent examples of this is

furnished by a four hundred and fifty seat
house of the Northwest, in which two Power's
projectors are features of the projection room.
One of Seattle's handsomest neighborhood

theatres is W. F. Code's Paramount Theatre,
at Forty-sixth avenue and Meridian street, in

the University district. The building is of
fireproof construction finished in concrete. Its

dimensions are forty by ninety feet, and it

seats four hundred and twenty-five.

The interior walls are finished in gray with
four scenic panels painted on either side. The
draperies are rose colored, and the chairs are
of gray wood, upholstered in rose leather.

A Distinctive Lighting Feature

The lighting system is a distinctive feature
of the house. All light is distributed in the
auditorium from a central dome so sunken into
the ceiling that it is impossible for any of its

rays to reach the screen, and yet the auditorium
is fairly well lighted throughout the showing
of the picture. The system of dimmers and
colored lights makes it possible to throw the
house into any color desired.

The architect was George Purvis, of Seattle,

who has also just completed the Dixon Theatre
in Ellensburg.
The house boasts a women's rest room and

a men's smoking room, which heretofore pro-

G

prietors of local neighborhood houses seem to
have considered unnecessary.
The heating and ventilating system is that

regularly installed by the Washington Sheet
Metal Works and consists of a hot air furnace
and a big fan, which drives the fresh air
through the furnace and into the house through
grilles just over the exit doors on either side

of the stage. The foul air is forced by a slight

pressure constantly maintained in the house
through grilles in the walls near the floor.

Mr. Code is very proud of his organ, and
rnany of his patrons have voiced their apprecia-
tion of it.

Two Power's Projectors

Projection is furnished by two Power's
machines, and the screen is a velvet gold fibre.

The Western Theatre Equipment Company, of
Seattle, sold Mr. Code the screen and the
Heywood-Wakefield, chairs.

Mr. Code has long been a well-known figure
in motion picture circles in Seattle, having
operated the Code Theatre in Nome, Alaska,
for the past eight years. He still retains his
Nome house, but felt that he needed something
to do while spending his winters in Seattle.
He goes to Nome each summer, and in the

winter his interests are looked after by his
partner, N. H. Clark.
Mr. Code is also associated with Capt. A. A.

Lathrop, of Anchorage and Cordova, in buy-
ing film for Southeastern Alaska and the in-

terior

III II

Northwestern Notes
Missoula, Mont.—Northwest Theatres Com-

pany has sold all its Idaho houses to W. A.
Simons, former president of company. This
gives Simons control of houses in Wallace,
Mullen, Kellogg and Cocur d'Alene. North-
west Theatres Company retains control of
Missoula houses, the Liberty and the Empress.
E. K. Taylor is manager.

Ellensburg, Wash.—The Isis Theatre, closed
for some time, has been re-opened by Ed.
Whitesel.

Walla Walla, Wash.—R. W. Cram, former
owner of the Arcade, and more recently man-
ager of the Colonial, Seattle, is now manager
of the Liberty.

Billings, Mont. ^— Strand taken over by
O'Keefe and Duncan. E. C. O'Keefe will be
manager.
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PARAMOUNT THEATRE, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Exterior and interior views of W. F. Code's four hundred and Afty seat house
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MANAGERS-
ELECTRICIANS

Do you know that

you can get away
from the expense
and nuisance of

(lipping by using

RECO
for your sign and
decorative lamps and

COLOR HOODS
at the same time get
beautiful and lasting
effects ?

^Viitr for tiri-iilnr.

Reynolds Electric Co.
2650 WEST CONGRESS STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Also moke Flashers, Snuill ^[otors, etc.

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES

221U Moving Picture by States per M tS.N
1219 Film Exchanges, for List 7Jt
IM Manufacturers and Studios iM
4U Machine and Supply Dealers 4.M

3«74 Legitimate Theatres U. S. A Can. 25.M
SIO Vaudeville Theatres 7J«

A. F. WILLIAMS
IM W. ADAMS ST. CHICAGO

"THE BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Jonrnal mt

the British Film Indnstry

Of Ssaelol iRtsrsst ts All Wks Biiy sr Ml FItas
OFFICES:

85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W, L

Speeloaeo Copy Fr«« on B«qiM»t
Foreign EhilMcilptlons : One p«UDd tea ililHlilw (t«U)

PERFUMES
FOR COMBS AND SPRAYS

HEWS LABORATORIES
CHATMAN DOCKS BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Philadelphia Regent
Opened December 21

The opening on December 21 of Pete
Magero's new Regent Theatre, a handsome
structure, was attended by a large Philadelphia
contingent of prominent motion picture men
headed by Jules E. Mastbaum, Al Boyd, Frank
W. Buhlcr, Wni. Heenon, Felix M Mendels-
sohn, Robert Lynch, John Clark, George
Dembow, Max Milder, Charles Henchcll, Ben
Amsterdam and John Bethell.

The Regent has a seating capacity of 1,800
and is built of stone and brick with a main
floor of solid concrete. The building is 50 by
200 feet. The interior is finished in Adam style,

in old ivory and gold with silk damask hung
on the walls. There are two beautiful marble
staircases that lead to the balcony where re-

tiring rooms handsomely furnished, are located.

The floors are carpeted with azure blue
velvet, furnished by Lit Brothers, and have
leather seats furnished by the American Seat-
ing Company.

Indirect lighting system and the Typhoon
blower ventilating system have been installed.

The stage is fully equipped and a large organ
will supply the music. A handsome marble
booth stands in front of the theatre. The pro-
jection room is equipped with two Power's B
machines installed by the Motion Picture
Equipment Corporation.

Two More Baltimore

Houses Simplexized
N. C. Haefcle & Company, of Baltimore,

dealers in Simplex projectors and a complete
line of projection equipinent, recently removed
from 412 East Lexington street to more exten-
sive quarters at 228 North Gay street.

They report the opening of the new 1,200

seat Columbia Theatre. 709 Columbia avenue.
Baltimore, of which The Eureka Amusement
Company is the owner.
The Columbia projection room measures

fifteen by sixteen feet and is equipped with a
General Electric motor generator set of seventy
ampere capacity, arc controls, Safe-T-First en-
closed film cabinet, motor rewinder and two
Type "S" Simplex projectors, which are in

charge of Harry Schanne, projectionist.

A sixteen foot picture is projected with Snap-
lite lenses on a Minusa screen, at a distance of
one hundred and ten feet.

Haefelc and Company also recently equipped
the Lyceum Theatre, Sparrows Point, Balti-

more, which has a ten by twelve foot projec-
tion room. The Lyceum equipment, which is

in charge of B. Gregory, projectionist, consists

of a General Electric generator set and two
Type "S" Simplex projectors which project a
twelve foot picture with Snaplite lenses on a
Minusa screen at one hundred and ten feet.

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Tour m spsdal TIsktt.
SB7 Mlsrs, aMKTStslT num-
bsrsd; ••rr r«ll riuniitMd.
Coupes Tlekvts for Prise

Drswlaci: IS 11. it. I*.

Preourt stUpiMBts. Cssb
wltb tlx ordar. 0«t tb*

lUSPlM. Bsad itUiTu tu Be-
MTTSd Stat Ospaa Tlekxa. sarlal

•r tetsd. ±n tl*k«u Bust tm-
fans to OerenBsat rssslsUsa

kssr MtsbUshod prlss «(

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
FITS Tksusamd tUt
Teas Thouaaod iM
FUtaaa Thousand tM
Twanty-ftve Thoosand 9M
rUtr Thousand ITM
Om HuBdrad Thousand UJi

National Ticket Co. ihs»sirt». Pa.

THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Ottsianarf of Over 200 Th«atr««

C. HOWARD CRANE
ARCHITECT

ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER. AMSStsts

CYRIL E. SCHLEY
MsiB 0«Im:—HURON BLOG.. OCTROIT. MICH.
BrMHk OflleM;—N«« York. Ulltsis. Wlsdssr, Oat.

QUALITY plus SERVICE

Developing—Printing—Titles
backad up br a fair scale at prleee—are affand snd
deliTered wltb erery order we recelre for

Write for JjOtett BoaU of Price*

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Mailers Building CHICAGO

Phana: Castrsl 2S47

AMERICAN

Jfotoplaper
(Trade-Mark Registarsd)

Tho Musical Marvel Write for Catalo«BO

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
MM Broadway Now Yarfc CMy

TITLES
FOR ALL PURPOSES — ANY LANGUAGE

10 Yaart Specializing In Thli Prsduat
A»ur«s Yau af tha

BEST
Moderate Pricea Quick Strvlea

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
35«-J5g EAST 33rd STREET CHICAGO

If

v/entilatin^

Let the theatre

i ventildf.ion

I specidli^

tell

Send to day for
Booklet 6

1

HERE'S A REAL BUY
)H0 ft. (.iiadly l>e I raniie. inahot:ariy case, rcKuUr ami liick crank, for-

ward and rt-vtrse takt ui>. footaye Indicator, film punch. I>o Franne spring
rlaw liiti-rmlttcnt. ad,iu>tab!e shutter, outside reflectlnc fwualng derlce, 56
MM. Tessar F;3.5 lens. IVrfect throuphout. at $133.00.
Wire 'lr*<rt deposit aii<i balanre on t-\;imlnat((m.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn St., Dept. 107 Chicago. Illinois

P. S.—Write Bass. Let him solve your camrpa problem for you.

Every conrini*nt knows the dep^-ndablUty and supfrlcTlty

of this Unlvfrsal 4 kw. plant—the recognlzfd sland-
ard for motion picture work, either permanent er

ravellnE- Atao for drcusea. camlvftli. etc.

4 K. W.
Electric

Plant
Get Catologue 30

Universal Motor Ca^
Oshkosh, Wisconsin

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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CLASSIHED ADVERTISEMENTS
Cost Utile Do Much

SITUATIONS wAMTFnAND HELP WANTED 3c per

All Other COMMER- „.^.j
CIAL ADVERTISING 9C WOrO

Smallest ad twenty words.

Notice: The PubllBhers expect that all atate-
menta made In every advertlBement will bear the
strictest iDveatlgatlon.

SITUATIONS WANTED
NON-UNION M. P. OPERATOR WANTS

POSITION — Have diploma; can run Simplex,
Power s and Motiograpli. Let me have a start in
small town anywhere. Wire or write any time.
Chas. H. Whipple, Box 02, Lake Forest, 111.

YOUNG LADY PIANIST DESIRES to play In
theatre or high-class picture house. Battista.
East 15.jth Street, New York City.

EXPERIENCED THEATRE ORGANIST desires
position ; reference. Will go anywhere

; prelerably
six-day house. Northern New Jersey. Box 241,
Moving Picture World, New York City.

AT LIBERTY !
— First-class Picture Machine

Operator, Electrician and General Theatre Man.
Eleven years' actual experience. Best reference.
Member union, in good standing. Married. Desires
position in first-class theatre anywhere. State
salary you expect to pay and all in first letter.
Grover C. Black, 202 St. Louis Avenue, Seymour,
Ind.

PROJECTIONIST, NON-UNION, fourteen years'
«xperience, desires employment. Expert in optics,
electricity and overhauling machines. Competent
and reliable

;
good references. F. C. Shivers,

Liexington, Neb.

HXPERIENCBD ORCHESTRA director deslrei
engagement as conductor or planlat-leader ; refer-
ences

;
large library. Box 238, Moving Picture

World, New York City.

THEATRES WANTED
WANTED TO LEASE— Moving picture theatre,

fully equipped; must pass state Inspection. Tell
«11 particulars first letter. Box 237, Mevlng Picture
World. New York City.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE—A company's flve-year lease (with

no personal liability) on large theatre in city of
St. John, N. B. Population, 55,000. Excellent
location ; low rental. Owner unable to give it

personal attention : has been very successful in
the past. Will sell for reasonable figure to cover
cost of equipment and renovations. Fully equip-
ped and suitable for vaudeville, road shows, stock
company, motion pictures or any amusement what-
ever. To reliable purchaser will leave part of
purchase price tor payment one year after sale.
Only parties able to put up .$15,000 in cash need
apply. Write to Mr. Rov, 144 Queen Street, Hali-
fax, N. S.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
EDISON MODEL D, recently overhauled; new

lamp-house Mazda lamp. Everything complete,
$10(1. Kenneth Meade. St. Albans. Vt.

60 'VOLT, ,S3 AMPERE Direct Current Gener-
ator; perfect condition; $65.00. M. J. Rother,
Hastings, Minn.

FOR SALE—TICKET BOOTH, suitable for
theatre or any entertainment enterprise desiring
an outside booth circular in shape ; 4 ft. in diam-
eter. 7 ft. in height, with leaded glass dome. For
further particulars, address Manager, Fenway
Theatre, Boston. Mass.

FIVE THOUSAND YARDS Battleship Linoleum,
four thousand of best grade cork carpet. Qovern-
ment surplus stock, at less than wholesale prices.
J. P. Redlngton, Scranton, Pa.

OPERA CHAIRS from war camps, booths, ma-
chines and entire equipment furnished at half

original cost. Write your requirements. J. P. Red-
lngton, Scranton, Pa.

FOR SALE!—^Two Power's 6A motor-driven, 110-
folt, A. C. 60-cycle moving picture maohines ; in
good condition ; $148.00 each. A bargain. Webster
Electrle Company, 719 8th Street, N. W., Washing-
ton, D. C.

FOR SALE—One Simplex complete ; motor-driven ;

condition guaranteed ; 110-volt, A. C. 60-cycle ; a
bargain at .$245.00. Webster Electric Company, 719
!lth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

CAMERAS WANTED.
WANTED !—MOTION PICTURE CAMERA. Give

make and price. M. Lee, Hudson, Mich.

CAMERA WANTED !—Latest type Pathe with all

up-to-the-rainute attachments. Prefer one which
has been used only by its owner. Address immedi-
ately National Film Studios, 4718 Delmar Boule-
vard, St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED ! — COMPLETE Bell & Howell motion
picture camera and equipment. Box 242, Moving
Picture World, New York City.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
FOR SALE—"Temptation" (6), featuring Carmel

Myers—brand new print ; "The Bag Mystery." 12-

reel serial cartoon—brand new print ; "Adventures
of Jimmy Dale" (.32), featuring B. K. Lincoln;
"The Secret Kingdom" (.32) ; "The Scarlet Runnef
(24), featuring Earl Williams; also "The Stafford
Mystery" (6) ; "Muggy" (5) ; "One Against Many"
(5) ; "Mistaken Identity" (5) ; also series 12 two-
reel Black Cat comedies, and the largest selection
SERIALS, SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS, COMEDIES.
Educationals, Cartoons, etc. Guaranty Pictures Co.,

1.30 West 46th Street, New York. Cable address:
"Capictco."

SERIALS. FEATURES, 5, 6 and 7 reelers. Cow-
boy and comedies carried in stock. Let us quote
on your requirements- Serial Film Exchange, 126
West 46th Street. New York City. Cable address:
"Serialfilm."

ONE TO SIX-REEL SUBJECTS; $5 to $10 per
reel. Send for list. WIdmer, Room 209. 403 St.

Peter Street, St. Paul, Minn.

Changes in Management
CARIO, ILL.—L W. Rogers has purchased

Bijou Theatre.

CASEY, ILL.—Harry F. and George F.

Stout. Marshall, have purchased New Lyric
Theatre. Charles E. Bowles will be manager.

DECATUR, ILL.—E. L. Harris has pur-

chased Crescent Theatre at 14(jO East William
street. Will be conducted under management
Lloyd Harris.

QLIINCY, ILL.—Bijou Theatre will reopen
under management of M. H. Potter.

ROCK F.^LLS, ILL.—A. E. Berlin, Jr.,

has taken over Lyric Theatre. Also new- one
under construction.

PERU, IND.—Liberty Theatre will open un-
der management of Dale Loomis.

P,ELLEVUE, lA.— T. E. Grimm, Dyersville,

has purchased Cozy Theatre.

BURLINGTON, lA.—Princess Theatre
Comnany, Clinton, has purchased Garrick
Theatre. New owners will rernodel and re-

decorate house-

TOLEDO, lA.—D. R. Inman, Aplington,
has purchased Cozy Theatre.

WATERLOO, lA.—C. W. Davis and J. M.
Schultz have purchased Plaza Theatre.

NEWTON. KAN.— T. O. Kelly and K. B.
Stephaiison, both of Pratt, have purchased
Liberty Theatre.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Berry & Patterson
have purchased Laurel Theatre at Laurel and
.Xustcrlit-/, streets.

BIG RAPIDS, MICH.—New theatre will

open on Michigan avenue under management of
Earl Bender.

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

30 Gerrard Street
W. 1. London, England

Has the quality circulation of the trade in
Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusively In
this journal.

YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, $7.2S

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF

THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND. LTD.

Experience counts in

theatre design
Picture theatre construction has made
rapid strides. And to keep pace, It

is necessary to linow every step in the
development of design and construc-
tion.

We designed one of the first movlDg picture
houses in Philadelphia. Since then we luTe
been architects and englneere of a hundred
houses.

Hoffman - Henon Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers

Finance Bailding Philadelphia, P«.

Latest Achievement
In Ticket Selling Machines

The New 1922

Automaticket Register
Send for prices and

full particulars.

AUTOMATIC -nCKET
REGISTER CORPORATION
1780 Broadway New York

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR CATALOa

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.

Film Cement 75c. Pint

Gelatine—All Colors

HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS BROOKLYN. N. T.

BARGAINS—Rebuilt Machines
POWERS—SIMPLEX—MOTIOGRAPH

Complete Theatre Equipments and Supplies

228 Union Ave.

Wrlto for Cataloe

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
IHemphls. Tenn.

CORCORAN'S LATEST DEVELOPING TANK WILL
CUT YOUR DEVELOPING COSTS IN TWO

751 Jersey Avenue

SEND FOR PRICE LIST NO. f

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES

OfHcs and FactMT Jerev Ctty. N. t.
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The Palatial Palace

Keith's Premier Theatre in New York is generally

onoeded the best in service equipntenl.

Quite naturally Keith's Palace equipment in<,Ui(fe'.

DIXIE CUP
HoteU. theatres, picture housei. railroads, lennirulv

and "-ar5. as well as public buildings everywhere hpd Dime
Penny Vending Service a public convenience, sell.

-up|K>rting and profitable, highly appreciated by a steady

^Ifam of users.

P*RTlCt lARS kSD SAMPLE CUFS ON BBQUCT

Jndividval Drinking (yv ^mpanx Jnc

PHIL^bCLPRU

/ CAN'T AFFORD IT
It you need a projector, and cannot afford a new one, glance over our
list of GUARANTEED REBUILT PROJECTORS. Absolutely guaranteed
by the oldest and most responsible house in the Theatre Supply Busi-
ness. These machines will save you money.

I. Typs S Simplex, used a short time. 4. Power's 6, esaplsts with lenses.

Complete with lenses. Motor drlTe Huid drive 1 1 00.00
<nlT (425.00 4'/i.Pewer'i 6 A Mechanltais Only. c<m-

plete with crank and framing handle.
2 er 3 wing shutter. In fine e*n-
dltloa S75.00

i. Metlograph Ds Luxe, complete with
lenses. Ustsr drive sol; (423.00

«. Mstlstrtph, 19 It Model, eemplete
with lenses. Hand dllTS tl7S.«0
Motor drive t20t.0(

ALL ORDERS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE.
ABOVE MACHINES, COMPLETE WITH LENSES AND REELS.

FIVE PER CENT DISCOUNT ALLOWED FOR CASH WITH ORDER.

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the motion picture trade

746 S. Wabaih Avenue Chicago, III.

Regular Slmpln, complete with
Hand drive $200.00
Motor drive $250.00

Power' t 6 A, oomplete with lenses.

Hand drive $178.00
Motor drive $200.00

Good Film Printing Requires

t Years of Experience
American Film Company Laboratories enjoy a world-
wide reputation for quality film printing.
We have unsurpassed facilities and equipment a time-
tried organization of highly skilled men—and a geo-
graphical location which means promptest delivery to
all parts of the country.

There are ten vital reasons why you shoiild give
American Film Company Laboratories a trial—not the
least of which is the right price.

Developing
Printing
Tinting
Toning
Editing
Titling

Let us know your
needs and we will quote
you prices and service
details.

Ordinary film reduced
to American Standard
Safety Size. (Abso-
lutely fire-proof film,

passed by all fire un-
derwriters.)

Laboratory capacity one
million feet per week.

American Film Co.
Inc.

Q27 Broadway,
Chicago, IIL

Londoai, England
Samuel S. Hutchinson.

President

American 10 point*

1. QUALITY. Prints known fw
brilliancy and claamees. Ex-
pert staff, trained by years ol
experience, assures highest
quality prints obtainable.

2. REPUTATION. Gained in M
years of experience.

3. RESPONSIBILITY. A cMcera
of strong financial standing.

4. LOCATION. In the pniper
geographical location, assuriag
quick delivery anywhere.

5. EQUIPMENT. All of the nuwt
modem obtainable.

«. CLEANLINESS. Within twe
blocks of Lake Michigan. Awmj
from dirt mnd dust.

7. SAFETY. Plant approved by
both city of Chicago and Board
of Fire Underwriters.

8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed t»
serve exacting requirement*.

». PRICES. Rea«onable and omb-
petitive.

1*. GUARANTEES. Write for umr
unique guarantee ot quaUt^
work.

QUARTER
SIZE
2H indi
2% Inch
J Inch

$30

$Vi to 4 Inches

$25

HALF
SIZE

f ta Di iaclMe

$50

$60

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
(end for DMcrtpNix BookUt.

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL COMPANY
35 Steuben Street Brooklyn, N. Y., U. S. A-

Manufacturers of the finest lenses in the fVtrld

PROJECTING THE GREATEST PICTURE ON EARTH
PORTER installs SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Lenses, Robin
Electric Speed Indicators at 44th Street Theatre, N, Y., and Crescent

Theatre, Brooklyn, for D. W. GRIFFITH'S "WAY DOWN EAST."

B. F. PORTER, EXCLUSIVE EQUIPMENT, 729-7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

TYPHOONS fOOL*VENTILATE
1 TYPHOON FANCOMPANY 345 WEST 39-ST.f NEWYORK CITY

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA, 255 NO. I3^-"ST., PHILADELPHIA PA. €4 W. RANDOLPH ST..CNICACO. ILL.
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Just a Few New Representative Theatres

That Were

SIMPLEXIZED
during the closing days of the old year

MONTH
OPENED SEATS NAME CITY
Nov. 1154 Tower Theatre . St. Paul, Minn.
Nov. 1000 New State Theatre Scranton, Pa.
Nov. 3500 Granada Theatre San Francisco, Cal.
Nov. 1200 Jackson Theatre

. Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. 1800 Perry Theatre Erie, Pa.
Nov. 2000 Miller's Capitol Th. . Brooklyn, N. Y.
Nov. 1000 Riant Theatre Conshohocken, Pa.
Nov. 1200 Oxford Theatre St. Paul, Minn.
Nov. 1200 Columbia Theatre . Baltimore, Md.
Nov. 1500 Midwbod Theatre . Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dec. 1500 State Theatre Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dec. 2000 Riviera Theatre Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dec. 2500 Loew's State Theatre . Newark, N. J.

Dec. 2000 Blue Mouse Theatre Portland, Oregon
Dec. 2800 State Theatre New Brunswick,N.J.
Dec. 2000 69th Street Theatre . Philadelphia, Pa.
Dec. 1200 Coliseum Theatre . . Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dec. 1200 Ronson Theatre Newark, N. J.

Why not start the New Year right

and

SIMPLEXIZE !

!

'ISPreqsiokMachine(5.1nc.

317-29Ia«t 34<h:St-NewYoik
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POWER'S SLOGANS
1922

BETTER
PROJECTION

PAYS

POWER'S
BETTER THAN EVER

PROJECTION
RELIABILITY
PROGRESS
SERVICE

DEPEND UPON
POWER'S

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
EDWARD EARL.. Pi»ef5iDE:~-r

Ninety Gold St. NewYork,NY
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A BEAR
A BOY and
A DOC

/

if.

On/i/ Two Reels But

—My! How It Pulls

"A Bear, a Boy and a Dog" is more

than a filler-in; it's one of the strongest

program pictures released this season.

Run with a feature, it provides enter-

tainment of a wholesome character for

youngsters and grown-ups and yields a

mighty good return at the box-office.

If you haven't seen "A Bear, a Boy
and a Dog" arrange for a screening now.

Pictures that combine such excellent

photography with real entertainment are

rare indeed.

Book this one to make that show a

guaranteed, sure-fire success.
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L. CASE
SCREEN

TEN NIGHTS
IN EIGHT STU

IS THE GREATEST ROAD
MOTION PICTURE BUSI

THE
ALL RECORDS
BROKEN AT

NOW AVAILABLE FOR BOOKINGS
IN THE

WRITE

ARROW FILM
W. E. SHALLEN
220 WEST
NEW YORK
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Attraction—A Splendid

cellent Construction!''

Newspaper critics in every town in which

the picture played all unite in its praise.

SHOULD PROVE BIG BOX OFFICE
PICTURE

"An excellent picture from every angle.

Well acted, well directed, and given a good

production. 'Stardust' should prove a big

box-oflfice attraction. Miss Hampton again

proves that she is capable of really good

screen work.

"Adapted from Fannie Hurst's novel of

the same name, this Hope Hampton-First

National production offers pictorial enter-

tainment of the highest class.

"It was written with fine understanding

and Miss Hampton imbues the character of

Lily with a sympathetic appeal that is free

from mawkish sentimentality or obtrusive-

ness. Certain liberties have been taken with

Fannie Hurst's story, but these make for a

clearer understanding of the plot and reduce

the number of characters involved to the

minimum. The characters are all well

drawn.

"Hobart Henley's direction is well nigh

faultless and he has made the most of his

artistes and the possibilities of every scene.

There is a rich vein of humor and senti-

ment running through the story, but the

sentiment is never stressed for effect."

—

Exhibitors^ Herald.

IT WILL ENJOY GREAT SUCCESS
"The popular angle of sympathy has been

so well pointed in 'Stardust' that the picture

will undoubtedly enjoy great success. A
serious theme, developed seriously on the
whole but relieved by touches of the most
welcome sort of humor, the production relies

for its appeal on the situation of a youilg
girl's struggle for self-expression. The sub-
ject of parental tyranny and its detrimental
effect on the development of children has

had enough agitation recently to awaken
an interest whenever it comes up.

"There is a keen human interest and a
smooth construction that will insure its

hearty acceptance. Hope Hampton has a

role which calls for real acting in its de-
mand for self-expression, an impassive ex-
terior which is only a cloak for a truly
emotional nature and her personality is a

great factor in establishing this desired im-
pression. The small town types offer an
interesting study and delightful humor.
James Rennie is attractive in a romantic
leading role."

—

Moving Picture World.

A First National Attraction

**STARDUST^*
nhorell be a FrancAJso esam^M^i^

Suggested by

Fannie Hurst's
Famous Story
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A tale more thrilling ne'er was told

Than this wild tale—where the tramp-ship roUa
In the icy spume that whips her bows.

And the bull whale flumes to the look-oufs roar

Of "There she blows."

A Whaling Big Picture!
with thrills and wild adven-
ture on the seven seas — with
love, romance and heart interest.

Hobart Bosworth Productions, Inc., presents

HOBART BOSWORTH
in the kind of a tale in

which he is liked best

"THE SEA LION
By Emilie Johnson

Scenario by Joseph Franklin Poland;
Directed by Roland V. Lee;
Photographed by J. O. Taylor

Distributed by
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

Released on the Open Market: Available to All Exhibitors
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Co-Operation Has Been Achieved
O the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce of New York and the F. I. L. M. Club of the

same city we extend the hearty hand of congratulation. They, each and severally, have com-
mitted themselves to a program of sane, sound business in their mutual dealings, and the agree-

ment which provides for the arbitration of all differences is now in effect. The board of six voting
members, three from each organization, and a chairman, who is without a vote, save in the event
of a tie, has set an example for the entire industry, and the example, we are informed, is to be fol-

lowed wherever organizations are functioning in the business centers.

The arbitration board already has begun its work, sitting as a business tribunal and dispatching

business with celerity and satisfaction to all concerned. One of the first problems with which it had
to deal involved a sum approximating $8,000, and the matter was settled to the entire comfort of
of the exhibitor and the exchange manager in something like fifteen minutes. Other cases of
similar importance but of different financial size were gone through with and adjusted fairly,

calmly, with no fireworks, no bitterness, no unseemly personalities and no accusations of bad faith

from either side.

So important is this agreement that we reproduce it in full in this issue for the information and
consideration of all the industry.

We are advised that the document was jointly drawn by the exhibitor organization's repre-

sentatives, led by William Brandt, president of the Chamber, and the F. I. L. M. Club members
headed by I. E. Chadwick, their president. Concerning its several provisions, time will demonstrate
their practical value, and if any of the clauses prove unworkable it is to be assumed that they will

be changed in the interest of fair play.

The great and important principle of co-operation has been established. For many months this

publication has been urging practical business cooperation along the very lines followed by this

agreement. We felt that the best interests of the exhibitors would thus be served and that trials

by uproar and propaganda and oratory would profit the exhibitor least of all and work harm to the
industry as a whole.

To have this confidence justified so early is a source of profound satisfaction to us and to all

others who have the best interests of the exhibitor and all the industry at l^eart. William Brandt
and his able associates have worked on facts, while other less wise leaders have gone in for the
picturesque and the sensational. Mr. Chadwick and his associates have met their problems face
to face and the result is the greatest st#p toward stabilizing our business that has been taken in ten
years.

No fancy salaried attorneys, no politics, no red fire, no class hatreds and no misrepresentations
found place in the deliberations. Those concerned, acting as grown men, men of business, men of
affairs, and realizing their opportunity for service to themselves and their brethren, sat down,
talked the problems over, drew their agreement, discussed it, revised it and signed it. After it

was signed it was put into effect and the result is bright with promise for all save the hoorah hob-
goblins who will be disappointed in not being able to claim credit for this really notable achieve-
ment.

Although dated in the final week of the old year, the agreement practically begins a new year.
It is in effect for six months and even if changes are made later and a new agreement drawn to
cover new conditions, the great big get-together step has been taken. We regard this as a real start

for the new year, and the industry, all of the industry, should be glad.
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Rupert Hughes Sits Up with the Critics
Holds Their Pulse, Notes Fever and Diagnoses Their Unhappy Malady—

Incidentally the Movies Do Move

{That which follows is a talk by Rupert Hughes at a luncheon given l>y Samuel
Goldwyn in Keen's Chop House, Friday, December 30, 1921, on "The Critics of the

Motion Picture." It is in our opinion the finest analysis, or shall zve say vivisection,

of the critics that has been made. IV c commend it to the entire industry.—
Editor's Note.)

THE best definition of a gentleman that I have ever seen was Beerbohm
Tree's statement that "a gentleman is a man who doesn't care

whether he is a gentleman or not." And I think that this is true of a

true artist since he is so much interested in expressing what is in his heart

that he doesn't care whether he is an artist or not.

The moving pictures should not be f Tightened or humihated or bullied by
those critics who say that the moving pictures are not an art. One fanatic

recently wrote a ferocious attack in which he made the final announcement
that the moving pictures are an Indus try and not an art, and that the cen-

sorship could do them no harm as they had nothing important or artistic

to deliver. Even if he had kno^Ti the difference or had been qualified to

decide just what an art is, what difference does it make whether you call

moving pictures an art, an industry, an amusement, a merchandise? The
main thing is that they fascinate almost everybody. Their first duty is to

make their own rules, to be moving pictures, to be pictures and to move.

There are two schools of critics: one that thinks a thing is a great art

because it appeals to very few people; another that art is greatest when it

comes from the great common people. So some musical critics admire
only the new and eccentric and some a dmire the folk-songs.

\V'hat differences does it all make?
When Shakespeare was writing his

plays there were numberless critics who
bewailed the fact that the English drama
was limited in merit and that there were
no first class English poets. There were
plenty of people who said that Shakes-
peare was only a commercial manager
who appealed to the low-brow public.

An English critic has recently declared

that "Romeo and Juliette" is pure movie
stuff. "Hamlet" is also a blood-curdling

melodrama arid many of Shakespeare's

comedies are pure PoUyanna stuff. This

does not prove that Shakespeare was an
artist; it proves that melodrama and
pink romance are as good art as anything
else.

Doing Big Things

Three centuries from now a certairi

kind of critic will be roasting the life out

of the moving picture producers of his

time and referring to today as the golden

age of motion pictures when people de-

voted themselves to high art of prin-

ciples and wrote the great successes of

the screen.

I think that the motion pictures are

doing marvellous things ; that there are

great geniuses at work producing, writ-

ing and acting magnificent pictures.

I think that Tom Mix is a heroic fig-

ure. Cowboy exploits in which he rides

a horse down the side of a mountain or

dashes across the desert contain epic

qualities as glorious as the adventures of

Homer's heroes or the heroes of the

picaresque novels that literary critics

praise so highly. They also contain

landscape art of the noblest beauty.

Critics Late As Usual

The tide is about to turn and is already

turning. A number of critics who a few
years ago used the name of Charlie

Chaplin as a by-word of contempt are

now speaking of him with reverence as

the greatest artist of his time. It is

amusing to realize that these critics do
not realize that the great public found

out Chaplin's genius for itself years ago

without being told. Charlie Chaplin is

no greater artist now than he was then.

The critics are simply too late as usual.

There are other artists on the scree*who
will one day be similarly greeted by high-

brow critics as classics and as great per-

sonalities, whom the public has been for

years flocking to enjoy.

I predict that in a few years there will

be critics thinking themselves the most

artistic of the artistic who will make fun

of novels and plays and poems and

essays and sculptures and paintings as

cheap and cltmisy devices in comparison

with the magnificent charms of the mo-
tion picture.

What Critics Will Criticize

They will laugh at the sculptor who
pounds away at a block of marble trying

to chop out a beautiful image ; and they

will point to the motion picture director

who can select from thousands of

beautiful women and reveal them in mo-

tion; posing them and lighting them at

his divine pleasure; grouping them in

friezes and giving them all the magic of
life.

There will be critics who will laugh at

the novelist who ransacks his thesaurus
and his dictionary hunting for unusual
adjectives, which anybody can find who
will look for them, and pitifully trying
to express with stupid words the beauty
of a youthful face ; the pity of a lip that
trembles with grief ; the ache in a heavy
heart

; when the moving picture geniuses
can make all of these emotions live and
breathe with a vividness that brings
forth real tears, real laughter and real
sobs and present them to the public with
a vividness that cannot be resisted.

These critics will laugh at the poor
little author-dramatist who makes a few
actors parrot the same lines night after
night in the same narrow quarters, with
the same cheap make-shifts of scenery.

Critics Wrong Again

Of course these critics will be wrong
and cruel and futile; but they will be no
wronger, no cruder and no more futile
than these peculiar persons who despise
the moving picture and despise it because
they do not understand what the moving
pictures are really trying to do and really
succeeding in doing.
The moving picture of today is at its

best not only great drama and Action and
landscape art but also living sculpture,
living painting, psychology- of the most
searching importance, philosophy, his-
tory of manners, everything in fact that
any other art is, and some things that
no other art can be.

When I praise the motion picture as
an art or whatever you want to call it,

I do not mean that all pictures are good,
or that I like all of them. I hate lots of
them and lots of them bore me to death.
But that may be my fault, not theirs.

Nobody is expected to like every line
in "Hamlet," every line in "Paradise
Lost" or in "Vanity Fair," and nobody
should be expected to like every moment
of every moving picture. But I main-
tain that if a six-reel picture contains one
great moment, one flash of extraordinary
beauty or emotion, that picture is there-
by a great work of art. I maintain that
Wild West pictures are of the epic
school; that the pictures of the under-
world have great traditional authority;
that pictures of young love with their
kissing fade-outs have the very highest
right to exist.

I wonder what some of these critics of
today would say of Shakespeare and his
"As You Like It" or his "Twelfth
Night." They have all the qualities of
the so much despised cheerful happy-
ending school of fiction and film.
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and Tells Our Case Better Than Before
We All of Us of the Movies Will Read, Remember and in Turn

Tell Others of it

Many of the critics do not do the mo-
tion picture justice because they do not
really know what motion pictures are all

about. These critics may know some-
thing about novels and essays and
poetry, but they may know nothing of

the film. The man who has no acquain-

tance with sculpture or with music or

with painting has little value as a critic.

One great trouble with the motion pic-

tures is that they are being harassed and
bullied by any number of critics whose
advice it would be futile to follow and
whose ignorance is as profound as their

own contempt.

They say frankly that they don't like

them and don't go to them. But that

proves only their own narrowness.

Above all things the motion picture

people should not be scared to death or

driven out of their senses by the use of

this terrible word "art." Nobody knows
what art is. No two people agree on the

definition. What difference does it

make?

Among those who admit the right of

the pictures to exist as an art, there are

the usual difl^erences of opinion.

In the matter of titles there is great

debate. Some people think that a pic-

ture is the better the fewer its titles. This
school reminds me of the school of

critics that believes in "absolute music"
and finds something divinely superior in

the symphony to a great opera because
the grand opera has scenery and words,
acting, calcium lights and a lot of things

that do not belong to music.

The only answer to these people is to

HIGHLY encouraging reports of

picture production activity arrive

from the Pacific Coast with Hal
Roach, who is in New York on his an-

nual visit to Paul Brunet. Accompany-
ing Mr. Roach are Mrs. Roach, Harold
Lloyd, and Mildred Davis and her moth-

er. The visit will be a brief one, Mr.

Roach said, owing to pressure of work
involved in keeping pace with Pathe dis-

tribution. Lloyd and Hal Roach come-

dies and the new Ruth Roland serial are

calling upon all the resources of the Hal
Roach Studios, although they have been

much expanded during the last year and
supplied throughout with the latest and
best equipment and accessories.

"While in some instances," said Mr.
Roach, "some remaining signs of over-

say that if their advice were followed

the masterpieces of Wagner and the

other great opera composers would
never exist. The soliloquy in "Hamlet"
could easily be cut out and never missed.

The soliloquy is considered nowadays
bad dramatic art, but the world would
be much the poorer if Shakespeare had
been scared off.

A title is of value only when it is of

value. This is also true of any scene in

any picture. Theoretically, nothing

should appear in any picture that has no
value. There are things that titles can

get across which cannot be otherwise

given to the public. To ban the titles

altogether would be to deny the motion

picture all comment on character, all

philosophy, all delicious terms, all dia-

logue and dialect and all the beauty that

words alone can convey. I believe in

cutting titles down to the minimum ; but

I believe also in cutting pictures down
to the minimum.
My main feeling is, in short, that we

movie people should not be afraid of

what people will say of our work. We
should not allow a word or a theory to

drive us into anything or away from any-

thing without some strong inner reason.

Most of all, we should not be afraid of

popularity and of financial success. Suc-

cess is like posterity brought within our

immediate vicinity. To have pleased

millions of people with comedy, pathos

or a well-constructed story is to have
done a glorious thing. You can call it

art, merchandise, trash or wooden nut-

megs, but you cannot rob it of its noble

mission—to cast light into dark places.

production may be apparent, nothing of

the kind affects us. On the contrary, we
are, and have been constantly, kept on
the jump in order not to be caught lag-

ging behind our schedule. The degree of

public favor extended to all of our pro-

ductions never was greater than at the

present time. I can't conceive of any
better augury for the new year, either

regarding pictures or general business."

Mr. Roach's expectations of the new
Ruth Roland serial, at present called

"The Timber Queen," bear out Pathe
home office impressions gained from pro-

jections of the first three episodes. He
believes it will prove to be the finest and
most appealing picture in this form ever

distributed by "the house of serials,"

that is to say, Pathe.

Harold Lloyd's trip, and the days spent
in New York, afford him little relaxation

from the star's responsibilities in connec-

tion with the Lloyd comedy that is to

follow "A Sailor Made Man." The new
production, now under way, shows a

sharp departure from elements which
have given its immediate predecessor

such prompt and generous public accept-

ance.

As the Roach party left the Culver
City studios, the one hundred and fourth

comedy featuring Harry "Snub" Pollard

was in production. Harold Lloyd's old

partner in one-reel comedies which in-

sistent exhibitor demands have caused
Pathe to re-issue with results quite trans-

cending anticipations, is reported to have
started on his second "century" filled to

the brim with "peP."

The only members of the Hal Roach
visiting party who apparently have not
brought their picture studio activities

with them are Mrs. Roach, Mildred
Davis and her mother.

Bill of Particulars in

Smith-Chadwick Suit
A bill of particulars secured on an

order of the court by Isaac E. Chadwick
has been filed in the New York County
Clerks' Office by Guy Croswell Smith.

Suit has been brought in the New York
Supreme Court by Smith against Chad-
wick for alleged damages sustained by
Smith in a transaction concerning the

production of the motion picture "The
Chastened Woman." Smith alleged Chad-
wick, as vice-president of the Rialto

de Luxe Productions contracted to as-

sign to him the exclusive right to exploit

and distribute the production for a period

of five years. Smith charges that the

rights to the picture were not owned by

the Rialto concern at the time the deal

was made.

Proctor-Stoll Suit to

Go Before a Trial Jury
The Appellate Division of the Su-

preme Court has handed down a decision

sustaining a decision of Justice Vernon
M. JDavis of the New York Supreme
Court, which denied the motion of Ralph
O. Proctor, that certain chapters of the

answer of the Stoll Film Corporation of

America to his suit for breach of con-

tract be stricken out, and that the court

decide the action on the briefs of both
sides to the controversy. This means that

Proctor will now have to go to the trial

of his suit before a jury, which will de-

cide the contentions on their merits and
evidence adduced.

Roach Pays Brunet Annual Visit; Says

Studio Resources Utilized to Limit to

Keep Pace with Pathe Distribution
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Censorship, Alleged Bribes and
Attempt to Bar Minister Cause

Excitement as Legislature Opens
MOTION picture censorship, al-

leged attempts at bribes and an
effort to bar the Rev. O. R. Mil-

ler of Albany, of the New York Civic

League, who has fought for censorship

in this state for years, were outstanding

features at the opening on January 4 of

the New York State Legislature. A spade

was called a spade. Senator James J.

Walker, who fought tooth and nail in the

fight to prevent censorship last spring,

came out today and asked first whether

or not Clayton R. Lusk, Republican lead-

er of the Senate, had ever been offered

the sum of $100,000 if he would reverse

his stand on censorship, and secondly,

that the Rev. Miller be barred from the

legislative chambers.

The whole thing got under way within

thirty minutes after the session had

opened. Senator Walker started by say-

ing that the Rev. Miller was marked to-

day in the records of the Senate as a liar

and a bad sport. He said that the Rev.

Miller had not had a congregation since

1905. Reading then from a copy of the

Reform Bulletin, of which Mr. Miller is

one of the editors, Senator Walker said

:

Miller's Article

"The underworld elements of the state

are making frantic efforts to drive Clay-

ton R. Lusk out of public life. He intro-

duced a moving picture censorship bill

and pushed it through the Senate, not-

withstanding all the tremendous influence

and money of the movie men against it.

Senator Lusk has been most bitterly op-
posed by all the wet newspapers and the

moving picture men. The movie men
were unable to buy him although they

apparently bought everything else in

sight. Undoubtedly Senator Lusk could

have sold out to the movie men for $100,-

000 or more, not to have pushed this

movie censorship bill through the Senate.

He knew this as well as anyone, but he is

not for sale."

Calling upon Senator Lusk to tell his

associates whether or not he had ever

received any offer from the motion pic-

ture interests of $100,000 or more, for

which he would relax his efforts, Senator

Walker declared that he hoped that there

would be found some method that would
for all time silence what he termed as

charlatans and fakirs and who came
dressed up in God's livery to prey upon
men.

Senator Lusk's Reply

To this Senator Lusk replied:

"I was never asked to conduct myself

in other way than I did, and whether I

could have got $100,000 or any other

amount of money, I do not know. It is

not necessary for me to state here that

no one ever offered me anything to in-

fluence my vote on censorship, because if

they had, you would have known it at the

time."

Senator Walker called upon the ser-

PROMINENT IN METRO SALES FORCE

Who were in New York to witness "Peacock Alley" and "Turn to the Right." Seated:

Robert Lynch, of Philadelphia Exchange; E. M. Saunders, general sales manager;

T J Connors his assistant, and E. A. Golden, district manager, Boston. Standmg are

District Managers W. C. Bachmeyer. of Cincinnati. C. E. Kessnxch. of Atlanta,

H. Lusty, of Los Angeles, and S. A. Shirley, of Chicago

The Daddy of Them All
Wanetto, Okla.,

Dec. 27, 1921

Arthur James, Editor Moving
Picture World:
Do Moving Picture World ads

produce results? They don't do
anything else!

Last week I had a forlorn lit-

tle ad stuck over in the classified

section, yet it was seen and read
by many, judging from the an-
swers I have received. The ad
in question was an application
for a position as theatre man-
ager or for a theatre to lease
with purchase privilege.

Do Moving Picture World ads
produce results? Obviously
they do! World subscribers
have a world of confidence in
World advertisers!

Therefore, there can be only
one verdict regarding trade pub-
lications—the Moving Picture
World is the daddy of them all!

With all good wishes, I remain
Cordially yours,

L. E. BREWER.

geant-at-arms to remove the Rev. Miller

from the floor and to deny him the privi-

lege of the floor at future sessions. It

was finally agreed to let the matter rest

for the time being.

That session was the first time that any

mention of any bribe in connection with

the passage of the censorship bill last

spring, was ever made. Whether or not

Mr. Miller will be called to the Senate

chamber and asked to explain his editorial

and the slur upon the motion picture in-

terests, will be determined later on. There

is no one in the Senate who believes that

any attempt was made at any time dur-

ing the session to influence by money

either Senator Lusk or anyone else, in

taking a different attitude on the censor-

ship bill.

New York Capitol to

Show "His Nibs"

Sam Rothapfel, of the New York

Capitol Theatre, this week closed a deal

with Alexander Beyfuss, president of

Excetpion Pictures Corporation, whereby

the Charles (Chic) Sale special produc-

tion, "His Nibs," will be shown at that

house in the very near future. L. L.

Hiller, president of "His Nibs" Syndi-

cate, Inc., which is distributing the fea-

ture, co-operated with Mr. Beyfuss in

closing the deal.

In selecting "His Nibs" for a showing

at the world's largest picture theatre

Managing Director Rothapfel has paid a

distinct honor to the art of Chic Sale.

The Capitol showing will mark the world

premiere of the picture.
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Prejudices and Customs of Old World
Make U. S. Best Locale for Producing

Rome, Italy, Dec. 9.A SCRUTINY of film productions on
this side of the water and a com-
parison with American pictures has

long been needed. Such a survey and
comparison has a very definite practical

value. We have been hearing much of

late concerning the coming competition of

foreign films with our own product, and
considerable attention has been given to a

plan of producing in European countries

for the American market. It has been

pointed out that the cost of production

in Europe is lower than it ever was, and
easily from ten to twenty times lower than

in the States.

It has been claimed that with an Amer-
ican director, with an American cast and
with an American play, pictures may be

made in Europe with which the American
made production can be undersold. In

theory, and far away—say, at a prolonged

luncheon on Broadway— the scheme
sounds plausible enough. The difficulties

begin to appear when you start to trans-

late your theories into action on this side

of the water. Everywhere you run up
against deeply rooted prejudices and prac-

tices in European studios. It is next to

impossible to build a bridge of interna-

tional understanding. You may have your
American director and even your Amer-
ican cast all ready to set up their tents

either in England or France or Italy or

Germany, but you cannot create the Amer-
ican atmosphere, you cannot transplant

American conceptions and American tradi-

tions into the unresponsive soil of the Old
World.

Made Best at Home
An American scenario does not work

well anywhere outside the U. S. A. A
thousand trifles betray the alien atmos-

phere and displease the American audi-

ence. The American picture is made best

on American soil. The reasons for all

this go rather deep and I only wish that

our high-beat critics of the motion pic-

ture would come over here and study con-

ditions as they exist on this side of the

water.

Perhaps we are a good distance away
from the millennium of the screen, but

I will say we are appreciably closer to it

than the producers of Europe. The
magazine writers and amateur philoso-

phers, who speak unkindly of our pictures

and even more unkindly of our audi-

ences, may not know that American pic-

tures supply a new and better standard of

art and ethics to Europe, and if given the

proper range and sweep will make for

better taste and cleaner and more whole-
some ways of living.

The Morbid Note

A morbid note pervades the average
film here. Among the many pictures I

By W. STEPHEN BUSH

have seen in Northern Italy and in Rome,
there was just one which might have

passed muster on our screen, a short com-
edy called "The Lost Woman," the sort

of picture of which we have an abundant
supply at home and which it would be

folly to import. I only mention the pic-

ture here because it has a lighter touch

and a bit of subtelty which as a rule are

not found on European screens.

In the dramatic productions the plot,

the "motif," the characterization, and the

atmosphere are unhealthy and unnatural.

Humor, either in what we call "comedy
relief," or humor for its own sake, are

really unknown. Melancholia of various

grades and types and often degeneracy

saturates their film plays from beginning

to end. The silly optimism of Pollyanna

has here found its counterpart in the

silliest sort of pessimism. Everybody in

the dramatic films is profoundly—one
might say aggressively and provokingly

—unhappy.

Weak Acting and Horror

The actors and actresses do nothing but

pose from one scene into another, and
hard, heavy breathing passes for emotional

acting. There is so much needless cruelty

shown, so much gratuitous horror.

Crime, crime, crime and human depravity

wind their shiny trails across these

screens. Even the men who aim at the

higher things are under strange spells and
delusions—they seek what we would con-

sider the horrible and repellant things of

life, delving into sewers and exploring the

hideous sides of human nature. Their
characters look and act as if they had
been picked out of sanitariums and penal

institutions.

Let me cite a few instances. Thus, in

a recent release, in which that able artist,

Franasca Bertini, is featured and which
is called "The Last Dream," the two prin-

cipal characters commit suicide within a

few feet of each other. In another pic-

ture bfearing the title, "The Critical Age,"
one man commits suicide, another man
goes blind and the rest of the cast have
nothing to live for when the last title is

flashed on the screen. Another popular
film based on a recent stage success ends
with the suicide of the only fairly decent
person in the play, while the wanton and
the villain marry each other in the last

act. A sickly, fetid atmosphere envelops
film productions in Italy, or at least a
great deal of it.

Open Worship of the Male
Another feature in all European films

which is decidedly offensive to Amer-
ican tastes is the open worship of the
male of the species. And the male of the

day, let it be remembered, does not al-

ways remind one of those glorious statues

of Apollo and Antinous one finds in

the Vatican Museum. If there is any
Italian hero who can graduate into even
the second class of our matinee idols, he
is being kept under cover. Neverthe-
less, woman here accepts the lowly part

assigned to her on the screen with meek-
ness and humility.

Americans who go to see motion pic-

tures may be too optimistic, they may
exhibit an undue fondness for the lighter

vein, they may reject the unhappy end-
ing, their wayward taste may even in-

cline toward the melodramatic, but their

notions and feelings are sound and
wholesome indeed compared to European
or at least Continental audiences.

It has been said that Italy furnishes
marvelous historic and scenic back-
grounds, and that judiciously used this

advantage is very important, other things

being equal. True, there can be no doubt
about the glorious historic and scenic

backgrounds of this country. Indeed, no
one is more thoroughly aware of the
fact than the Italian producers and di-

rectors. They play it "for all it is worth."
The finest backgrounds, however, can
after all be never more than an incident.

The faults of plot and acting are never
cured by charming scenery or historic

monuments or beautiful churches. I

think our directors made some such dis-

covery long before the war.

Failure of Censorship

And what about censorship How can
all these films exist under censorship?
Evidently our friends the censors will

suggest censorship for Italy. They are
late. Censorship flourishes in Italy.

They have two varieties of censorship
here—a preventive and a repressive cen-
sorship. The producer really has to con-
sult the censors before he starts on his

picture. He must get a censorial opinion
on the subject he desires to film, and if

the censors do not think the subject is

filmable from an ethical point of view,
he has to look around for another
subject.

In other words, there is a censorship
of scenario, such as one advocate of na-
tional censorship proposed some years
ago. If the censors approve of the sub-
ject the producer may go ahead and when
he is through he must show the finished

picture to the censors, who then get busy
with their scissors. The censors, when
their attention is called to the morbid and
criminal films, say they never sit in judg-
ment on mere matters of taste And
the'c you have the complete failure of
all kinds of legalized censorship i)^.^^ivi*-

shell. „At.J>fiPt/"frt?'f(5»n'Hg Neit; York State
convention of exhibitors
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Editor Boynton, or The Curse ofAn Aching Heart

'WT T'El appreciate the hearty words of praise from the emotional Hps of Mr.

V T Bo3^nton, of the Trade Review. If we were of the other of the two well

known sexes we would hesitate to meet him for fear he might want to give

us a kiss.

We have a native modesty which makes us decline his appointment as a tutor for

his primary editorial development. We realize that the job is one for a corps of

journalists who are also good bone speciahsts. We couldn't make an editor out of

Boynton any more than he could make a lawyer out of us. We're not half smart

endugh to be a lawyer. But we want to be helpful, especially to those who need it

most, so we'll draw out of the drawer of experience a few homespun things for

Boynton to paste in his hat—provided there is room.

Be no man's office boy either to gain circulation or to secure advertising.

Don't wait until starvation stares you in the box office before deciding that

honesty is the best editorial equipment.

Don't put on a lion's skin unless you are prepared to fight a lion's battles. ,

Don't figure that the moving picture business is ripe to be plucked b}^ outsiders

who know nothing about it and who care less. Remember that the only worthwhile

editorial success comes from square, unselfish service, backed up with the courage to

tell the truth as you see it without dictation from any man.

Don't write funny stories when the Lord never builded you for a comedian.

Don't charge advertising rates to print the other side of a controversy even if you

need the money.

Don't try to straddle issues. There's only one editor in the field who can do it and

he's had years of experience and was born to the role. His name is Bill.

And above all don't let the green chemical of jealousy corrode your editorial pen.

Be of stout heart. If the moving picture industry does not respond to you

remember there are many other attractive fields. A man of your ph^^sique, for

instance, would make an excellent brick layer.

District Manager . ARTHUR JAMES.
H. Lusty, of Los Angeles,
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F. 1. L. M. Club and ExhibitorBody Sign

AmendedAgreement to Hold Six Months
MOVING PICTURE WORLD

herewith presents the amended
text of the agreement between the

New York City F. I. L. M. Club and
the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Com-
merce :

It is mutually agreed between the

F. I. L. M. Club of the City of

New York and the Theatre Owners'
Chamber of Commerce of the City of

New York, that a Joint Arbitration
Board shall be created to hear and de-

termine disputes between exchanges,
members of the F. I. L. M. Club of the

City of New York, and exhibitors in

the Metropolitan District; that is. Great-
er New York, Long Island, Northern
New Jersey, Western Connecticut and
that part of the State of New York
served by New York exchanges.

The Joint Arbitration Board shall be

composed of seven ; three members and
a chairman appointed by the F. I. L. M.
Club of the City of New York and three

members appointed by the Theatre Own-
ers' Chamber of Commerce. The chair-

man, however, shall have no vote except

in case of a tie. But any case decided

after such vote by such chairman, shall,

ipso facto, be submitted to the Appeal
Board hereinafter described.

Rules of Board

The following rules and principles

shall govern the Joint Arbitration Board

:

The right of the home ofifice or office

of the exchange to reject any application

for a contract, or a contract, within four-

teen days, shall not be abridged or de-

nied.

The terms of a written contract shall

be binding on all parties as to protection

and as to price, but oral evidence may be

introduced and considered by the com-

mittee in all cases where the committee

finds that oral evidence is necessary to

explain the terms of the contract, but not

to change the price of protection, except

in case of fraud or duress, and except

that the Board of Arbitration may ac-

cept the principle that the clause with

respect to protection specified in a con-

tract may be deemed to cover any new
theatre erected after the date of the con-

tract and which is situated at a distance

not further than is the distance of any

theatre listed in the protection clause.

Any involuntary breach of a contract

with respect to one picture in a contract

for several pictures, shall not be deemed

to constitute a breach of the entire con-

tract.

Breaches of Contract

The Board of Arbitration shall not

deem it a breach of contract for an ex-

change to fail to deliver a motion picture

to any exhibitor in the event said ex-

hibitor has failed to comply with the de-

mand of an exchange made pursuant to

the terms of its contract, and to the rule

of the F. I. L. M. Club of the City of

New York, for additional security not

exceeding the sum of $250 to insure the

safe return of its film. The F. I. L. M.
Club of the City of New York agrees,

however, that the enforcement of this

provision shall only follow a judgment
of the Joint Arbitration Board, rendered
after a hearing of the parties or after a

default by one of the parties.

It is agreed that the F. I. L. M. Club
of the City of New York, on behalf of

its members, and the Theatre Owners'
Chamber of Commerce, on behalf of its

members, guarantees that the decisions of

the Joint Arbitration Board shall be car-

ried out, but that an appeal allowed to

the Board of Appeals under the rule

hereinbefore specified, or allowed by the

action of the Joint Arbitration Board,
shall act as a stay in any case determined.

Exhibitor to Have Copy
The Board of Arbitration shall deem

existing contracts and unpaid accounts

binding upon the new owners, assignees

of lease or purchasers of stock in a new
corporation, operating a theatre, but shall

nqt be binding upon the new owner of

a theatre where such sale, assignment of

lease or transfer of stock has not been
made by the former operator of the

theatre.

That the exchange shall leave an ex-

act copy of the application with the ex-

hibitor at the time it is signed.

When an application for film service

is rejected in part or as to several of

the pictures by the exchange, the ex-

hibitor may at his option accept or re-

ject the balance on such individual ap-
plication.

Any application for film service which
authorizes the exchange, or its officers

as the attorney in fact or for an ex-

hibitor, to separate the individual por-

tions of his application into as many
applications as there are pictures, shall

be deemed, for the purpose of this cause,

not to be a single application. This
reservation is necessary, owing to the

clause contained in the contract of

Famous-Players Lasky Corporation, to

which specific attention of all exhibitors

is drawn.

Six in Board of Appeals

There shall be created a Board of Ap-
pearls of six; three of the members to

represent the F. I. L. M. Club of the City

of New York, and three of the members
of which shall represent the Theatre
Owners' Chamber of Commerce. The
Board of Appeals shall hear and deter-

mine all appeals submitted to it by the

Joint Arbitration Board, or because the

original hearing before said board was
determined after a tie vote. The princi-

ples herein set forth for the guidance of

the Joint Arbitration Board, shall be
binding upon the Board of Appeals, and
its decisions shall be made by a majority

vote. In the event no majority vote is

obtainable, the Board of Appeals shall

have authority to nominate a disinterested

umpire.

This agreement shall be binding upon
all parties for a period of six months
from the date hereof, subject to renewal
from time to time as the parties hereto

agree. The principles and rules herein

recited shall be subject to amendment or

addition or elimination when all parties

to this agreement, after a hearing, deter-

mine to accept any suggested change, and
such suggested change be ratified by the

respective organizations, signatory hereto.

In witness whereof, this agreement has

been signed and sealed in triplicate, this

27th day of December, 1921.

Attest

:

F. I. L. M. CLUB OF NEW YORK,
By I. E. Chadwick,

Henry Seigel, President.

Secretary.

THEATRE OWNERS' CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE,

By William Brandt,

President.

Attest

:

S. A. Moross,
Secretary.

ROY S. SMITH

Executive Manager, Albany Chamber of
Commerce, who is cooperating with the

Albany Managers' Association in perfect-

ing details of the coming Neiv York State

convention of exhibitors
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Melford Discusses Alluring Titles;

to Use ''The Cat That Walked Alone'
SPEAKING of the title that carries

a hire, how's this 'The Cat that

Walked Alone'?" said Director

George Melford, who paid New York a

short visit over the holidays. "This is

the title of one of Sidney Colvin's best

known famous poems, and it has al-

ways been considered largely respon-

sible for the popularity of that particu-

lar work. 'The Cat That Walked
Alone' is a title that has everything. It

has rhythm, humor, originality and,

best of all, a touch of the wierd and fan-

tastic that will grab hold of anyone's

imagination. We are going to use it as

a name for my next produaion for Fa-

mous players, which will be started soon

after I return to the West Coast."

Mr. Melford, in explaining the appli-

cability of the title, stated that it re-

ferred to a young woman who is mar-

ried to a man much older than herself

and who discovers that his constant

jealousy is insufferable. She decides to

lose him and from that moment she be-

comes "The Cat That Walks Alone."

The early part of the story is laid in

London and the rest of it in Afriea.

There are many locations in California

that will make beautiful and character-

istic "African" settings, the director ex-

plained.

"The comedy with a touch of melo-

drama is the picture of the hour," was
one of the interesting generalizations

which Mr. Melford made. "The suc-

cess of 'The Sheik' has been largely at-

tributed to the melodramatic splashes

which are found all the way through it.

Call it 'hokum' or whatever you will, it

is the type of action that will always go

over, because it is always understand-

able. A far better example of this than

'The Sheik,' even, is 'The Moran of the

Lady Letty' which has some tremendous

onait of oii'Mti Holmquist, made in the

South during the filming of Pyramid's
big production, "My Old Kentucky

Home"

climaxes on board ship. This is the

latest Dorothy Dalton feature, and it has

just been completed."

Suit Discontinued
Agreeable to a stipulation signed by

the attorneys representing both sides to

the controversy. Justice Robert F. Wag-
ner of the New York Supreme Court has

signed an order discontinuing the suit

brought by the National Film Compora-
tion of America against David P. How-
ell, well known in motion picture circles.

The suit was for an alleged breach of

contract.

U. S. is Best Locale
(^Continued from page 157)

than reflect the tastes and the public

opinion of his country. Public opinion

never needing an official reflector, there

is no need for censorship. Effective pub-

lic opinion is embodied in the preventive

and repressive laws of a country, which
leave no room for arbitrary individual

opinions and rulings, and which are en-

forced in accordance with public opinion.

German Film Makes Debut

Last night at the end of a holiday the

Romans love to celebrate, I attended the

first performance in Italy of a so-called

super-feature, "Lady Hamilton," a Ger-
man-made film in seven reels. The show-
ing occurred in the Teatro Constanza, at

once the most modern, the most fash-

ionable and the largest theatre in Rome.
Heretofore this house confined its pro-

grams to the classic in the spoken drama
and in grand opera. Its audiences were
always made up of the best society in the

Eternal City.

The owners of the film had conducted
a very clever and intensive advertising

campaign, and had announced that the

proceeds of the sale of tickets would go
to the War Orphans' Fund. The show
opened at 21.30 p. m.—or in other words,
at half-past nine—following the example
of all high-class entertainments in Italy.

Prices ranged from 250 lire to 40 lire

($10 to $1.50).

Poor Attendance

The response of the general public,

for whom the high prices were impossi-

ble, was far from gratifying. The boxes
and lodges were filled with fashionable

people and with the glitter of military

uniforms, but the popular sections of the

theatre were very poorly attended. The
patriotic object of the show, which had
the indorsement of the King, accounted
for the members in the $5 and $10 seats.

No American exhibitor would have
permitted the way the picture was pre-

sented. The orchestra was a blaze of
light directly in front of the curtain.

There was a short intermission after

every reel and a long intermission be-

tween the fourth and fifth reel. The
projection seemed to be in the hands of

amateurs.

Direction Jerky, Story Sordid

"Lady Hamilton," made by the S. I. A.

C. of Germany, directed by Richard Os-
wald, had come to Italy after a short and
highly successful run in Germany, where
it had been shown at advanced prices in

the big theatres. The film represents an
earnest attempt to reach the standards

of production typified in the Du Barry
and Anne Boleyn pictures. The attempt

is only moderately successful. Here and
there one finds splendid work in the spec-

tacular scenes and there are a few strong

dramatic moments. Above all, one misses

the smooth, swift flow of action, the di-

rection being jerky and uncertain.

The story of the film deals with the

love affairs between Lady Hamilton and
Admiral Nelson. Lady Hamilton, a girl

who began life in most unfavorable cir-

cumstances, has completely lost the sym-
pathy of the audience when she encoun-

ters Nelson for the first time. Accord-

ing to the story, she had a very sordid

past. Indeed, compared with her, Anne
Boleyn was nothing less than a bles.sed

saint and the Du Barry just a gay
hearted little girl with unconventional

notions as to morality. By the time this

woman really becomes a factor in Nel-

son's life, somewhere along the fourth

reel, she has been the mistress of half a

dozen men.

Obviously German

The details as to her various meretri-

cious adventures are brought out at con-

siderable length and might be ofifensive to

American taste. The woman playing the

part of Lady Hamilton is remarkal i

pretty but wholly innocent of any ability

to act. The man who impersonates Nel-

son is the Armand, who may be remem-
bered by Americans for his good work in

the Du Barry film. His work in this pic-

ture is good. The rest of the cast is fair

enough.
It must be pointed out, however, that

the German origin of the film asserts

itself with great distinctness. This must
be considered a severe handicap, not be-

cause of the war, which is over, but be-

cause of the inability of these Germans
to give a convincing rendition of a Brit-

ish subject with Italian variations. Lord
Hamilton, the Prince of Wales, indeed all

the British characters are unreal and
amusingly unconvincing. The same is

true of the Italian characters, notably of

the King of Naples and his court. The
picture ends with an anti-climax after

the death of Nelson. The last named
scene, made after a famous painting, is

one of the best in the picture. There is

an abundance of fine backgrounds but

the photography does not always register

100 per cent.

The race between the Italian picture

"La Nave," described above, and the

American film "Joan of Arc," both still

running here, is a walk-over for the

Yankee production.
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Salesmen Hail Realart Absorption as

Example of Economy in Whole Industry

AN example in economy for the

whole industry." That's the way
the trade is now interpreting the

absorption of Realart by the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. This is the

idea even of those most directly affected

by the Realart officers and managers.
Several of the latter have been in New
York during the past few days and are

unanimous in classifying the merger as

one of the most spectacular and daring
strokes in the new campaign for greater

economy.
"As outstanding as a lighthouse in a

fog," said one of the former managers.
"Honestly, now, why should Famous
maintain two separate organizations to

sell the output of one production depart-

ment? The marvel to me, since the

thing's been done, is that it wasn't done
sooner.

"Times are tight and the past ex-

travagances of the industry—exhibitor as

well as producer—are being felt. They've

wasted money everywhere—in produc-

tion, in distribution and in exhibition.

They're getting back to sanity. Isn't it

natural, therefore, that such a marked
tax on distribution as Realart represent-

ed should be eliminated ?

"I don't know how much money this

merger is going to save, but you can bet

it will be a barrel. Distribution alone

probably cost $1,000,000 and that item

is now entirely eliminated. But selling

hasn't stopped. That's the beauty of it.

Famous can go right ahead with this

work because it has an organization that's

ample and there will be fewer pictures

to market, even counting in the Realarts,

than the same organization sold last sea-

son."

Zukor's Letter

The manager quoted was in possession

of a farewell letter from President Mor-
ris Kohn of Realart to which was at-

tached a copy of a letter from Adolph

Zukor, explaining the cause of Realart's

absorption. Mr. Zukor wrote:

"Because of the general unsatisfac-

tory conditions existing in the motion

picture industry at the present time, and

in the interest of every possible economy,

we have decided to combine the distri-

bution of Realart and Paramount Pic-

tures for the future, effective at once.

"In closing the Realart organization,

I want to express to yourself, Mr.

Woody, your loyal aides, and the entire

personnel of the Realart institution, rny

deep personal gratitude for the splendid

work you have done and for the loyalty

and effort you have put behind the suc-

cessful building up of the Realart or-

ganization.

"It is a matter of keen regrret to my-
self and my associates that this step was

necessary, and the abandonment of the

Realart organization is in no sense a re-

flection on those who have loyally striven

to make of it the splendid institution it

developed into, from a managerial as
well as a financial standpoint. Would
you be kind enough to transmit my per-

sonal thanks to each member of your
organization for his loyal support in the

past ?"

Quitting Big Business

According to J. S. Woody, general

manager, Realart closed shop with as-
surances from its managers that Jan-
uary rentals would exceed expectations.
February business, on a basis of reports,

he says, promises well. "And for all of
this we are indebted wholly to the hearty
co-operation given by Realart exhibi-

tors."

Mr. Woody sees much to the advan-
tage of Realart customers in the con-
solidation with Famous. "We are quit-

ting a healthy, profitable business," he
says, "but it is quite clear to us that the

large value represented by this business
can be increased by the economies which
eliminate a whole distributing organiza-
tion. The saving will be large and can-

not fail to result to the general benefit

of exhibitors. The distributor's alterna-

tive in times like the present Parallels

that of the exhibitor. He either must re-

duce expenses or increase prices.

A Question of Economy

"It was not a question at all of Real-
art's profits. It was a rhatter solely of

how much could be saved by consolida-

tion. The revenues we have insured will

continue to come in, but the expense we
have been incurring will cease. In other

words, our rentals will be turned from
gross income into net profit. Realart

Pictures will be merged with those of

Famous and service will continue under
even better conditions than have pre-

vailed in the past, because the other or-

ganization is larger than ours, has more
branch offices, more employes and bet-

ter distribution facilities than we had
been able to provide.

"The finale was one of the quickest in

motion picture history. But in spite of

this fact I understand that most of the

boys have made new connections. And
that this is particularly true of the man-
agers and salesmen speaks very eloquent-

ly for the ability and reputation of the

men in Realart's employ. The co-opera-

tion which home office and branch office

employes have given Famous Players-

Lasky has been a very large and im-

portant factor in effecting speedy and
orderly transfer. This in itself is an
unusual condition, quite different from

the customary scurrying from a sinking
ship.

Praise for Sales Force

"I know that the elimination of Real-
art is not going to delay long the resump-
tion of personal friendships which uni-

versally existed between exhibitors and
our boys in the field. Most of the lat-

ter will again come in touch with their

old customers as the representatives of
other concerns. For all of them, how-
ever lined up, I bespeak continued con-
fidence. They are men of high ideals.

"I owe personal acknowledgement to

exhibitors as a result, of the many favors
and courtesies which they have extended
to me and to the Realart staff during the

existence of this organization. And I

speak on behalf of all of us, from presi-

dent down, when I say that no men ever
have had more encouragement and real

co-operation from their customers than
has been given to us by the buyers of

the industry."

Executives' Plans

Plans for the future, it is understood,
have not been completed by any of the

Realart executives. Mr. Kohn is quoted
as saying he probably will continue his

identification with motion pictures, but
has not yet given serious thought to the

future.

Rumor has connected Mr. Woody's
name with several prospective deals, but

the report most commonly credited is

that he has formed a motion picture

brokerage partnership with Fred Quim-
by and will open offices in the film dis-

trict within the near future. The for-

mal announcement that was expected to

have been made this week has been de-

layed by illness which confined Mr.
Woody to his home for several days last

week.

Visitors Here

Dario L. Faralla, assistant treasurer of

Realart, probably will be busy for sev-

eral weeks closing the books of the cor-

poration. He states that his plans are

undecided. Jay A. Gove, assistant gen-
eral manager, is making arrangements
this week which will continue his identifi-

cation with sales supervision work in the

industry.

W. R. Scates, Boston; Harry E. Lotz,

Buffalo; Harry W. Willard, Chicago;

James B. Reilly, Cleveland; James S.

Hommel, Pittsburgh; Floyd Lewis, St.

Louis, and Louis Reichert, Washington,
are among the Realart managers who
have visited New York within the last

few days. All of them are reported to

have made satisfactory arrangements for

the future.
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Canadian Customs Revise Regulations

Covering Imported Film and Accessories

THE N. A. M. P. I. has received

word that the Canadian Depart-

ment of Customs has revised its in-

structions regarding the designation of

country of origin which must be indicat-

ed upon all film and film accessories

shipped into Canada. Section 13 of the

"Country of Origin" regulations now
reads : "The name of a manufacturer or

his trade mark, accompanied by the name
of the country or a place in a province,

state or other division of a country where
the goods have been manufactured or

produced, will be accepted as sufficient

indication of the country of origin."

The Chief Clerk of the Customs Office

at Ottawa advises that insofar as litho-

graphs are concerned, the name of the

maker and the city in which they are

made on the lithograph itself will be suf-

ficient indication of the country of origin

;

further, that : "Imported films will be

required to be marked with an indication

of the country of origin on each reel."

The situation is uncertain as regards

printed matter. It would appear, how-
ever, that the words. "Printed in U. S.

A." or "Made in U. S. A." on each copy
will be acceptable ; also that under Para-
graph 13 a marking such as "Printed by
Jones Press, Philadelphia, Pa.," will be

acceptable, without leaving the importer

liable to the 10 per cent, surtax.

It is believed by the N. A. M. P. I. that

the regulations will be rather more lib-

erally interpreted than was at first in-

tended, although it is apparent that the

wishes of the Canadian manufacturers
will ultimately prevail and all imported
goods will have to be marked with the

country of origin according to the regu-

lations laid down.

Coroner Blames A. S. Black for Rialto

Blaze, But No Arrests Are Expected
ALFRED S. BLACK, president of

the Connecticut Theatres Corpo-
ration, one of New England's

leading exhibitors, was one of the three

men held criminally responsible for the

death of nine persons at the burning of

the Rialto Theatre in New Haven two
weeks ago. Mr. Black heads the com-
pany which owned the theatre. The
others blamed for the blaze by Coroner
Eli Mix, following his inquest, are City

Building Inspector Joseph E. Austin and
Lawrence W. Carroll, manager of the

Rialto. City officials of New Haven
stated late this week that no warrants

for any arrest would be issued until after

the findings had been completely investi-

the findings of the Coroner had been

completely investigated by City Attorney
Whitaker's office.

The report of the Coroner contaijied

18,000 words and while it held the three

above mentioned persons responsible for

the fire, it also contained a bitter ar-

raignment of New Haven authorities,

among them being Chief of Police Philip

T. Smith and Censor Frank Callahan.

The report created a sensation in theatri-

cal circles in Ne^v England, as it had

been generally believed that the theatre

men would be exonerated by the coroner.

While the report has been submitted, in

circles believed to be close to the muni-
cipal authorities the belief prevailed that

no arrests would be made, although the

findings did pave the way for the insti-

tution of civil suits for damages against

Mr. Black and his company.

Motion picture and legitimate theatres

in New Haven have since the fire been

operating without a license. Immediate-

ly after the Rialto fire the city authori-

ties revoked the licenses of all theatres,

but have permitted them to operate on
a weekly permit issued by the police au-

thorities. However, it is believed in

political circles that at least one theatre

will be closed as the result of the rigid

investigation of the theatre structures

that is now being conducted. The
theatre in question, however, is not a
motion picture house.

Taxes Indicate Greater

Theatrical Attendance
Increased theatrical attendance

throughout the country in November is

indicated by reports to Washington, the

tax collections for the month of Novem-
ber showing a decided advance over those

for the preceding month.
A total of $6,995,338 was collected

from the admission tax in November, ac-

cording to figures just made public by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, as com-
pared with $6,413,426 in October. The
November collections from this source,

however, were considerably below those

of the same month of last year, when
$7,982,248 was reported.

The film tax, repealed on January 1,

totaled $567,055 in November, as com-
pared with $388,616 in October, while

the receipts from the seating capacity tax
were $49,933, as compared with $77,178.
Tax collections from all sources dur-

ing November aggregated $164,684,916,
as compared with $153,176,499 in Octo-
ber, and $187,165,985 in November of

last year. In addition to the direct taxes
on the industry, the producers and ex-
hibitors of the country contributed

material to a number of other taxes, re-

ports to the bureau showing that a total

of $11,114,999 was collected from the

tax on freight shipments, $1,325,695 from
express packages, $6,812,548 from per-

sonal transportation, $811,546 from seats,

berths and staterooms, and $2,326,377
from telegraph and long-distance tele-

phone messages. With the exception of

the levy on telegraph and telephone mes-
sages, these taxes were all repealed on
January 1.

C
Conservation Needed, Says Crawford
[ONSERVATISM is the keynote of success," says Roy Crawford,
treasurer of Associated Exhibitors. "Banks and all big-going

corporations follow it. There seems to me to be a great deal of

waste in the picture business, particularly in the producing end. When
this waste is eliminated, and more conservatism shown in this end of

the industry, greater profits will pile up both for the distributor and the

producer, and it will make for easier financing for future productions.

"The producer who can meet the payments of his notes at the bank
is the one who is conservative in his production cost. Likewise, the

distributing organization, operating on the same principles, is the one
who can give the independent producer quick returns. Banks will be
more free and ready to give their financial assistance to producers and
distributing organizations when they know that conservative methods
are being used."

Mr. Crawford has interests in a number of theatres in the Middle
West, and states that he and his associates have always used conser-

vatism in the operation of their theatres. And the result has been that

during the period of depression their theatres all operated at a profit.

They did not let the cost of operation of their theatres during war-
times pile up to such an extent that when business began to slacken it

had any material effect.
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Invaluable Co-operation Characterizes

Arrangements for the Albany Convention

No convention of New York State

exhibitors has ever brought forth

the co-operation which is charac-

terizing arrangements for the one which
will be held in Albany on February 14,

15 and 16. Headed by Charles M. Win-
chester, former president of the Albany
Chamber of Commerce and one of the

biggest men in the Capital City, a com-
mittee has been named by the chamber to

co-operate with the Albany Theatrical

Managers' Association. On this com-
mittee are a dozen of the leading business

men of the city.

The New York Central Railroad has

come forward and promised reduced
fares to all delegates attending the con-

vention. It also has volunteered to use

a large number of 24-sheets on all bill-

boards within a radius of fifty miles from
Albany. These will advertise both the

convention and the ball, which is expect-

ed to be one of the leading social affairs

of the winter at Albany.
From the top of Capitol Hill a huge

electric sign at night will carry a mes-
sage to all that the convention is in prog-
ress. A huge welcome sign, donated by
the Albany Chamber of Commerce, will

adorn the front of the Hotel Ten Eyck,
headquarters of the convention.

George Roberts, president of the Al-
bany Theatrical Managers' Association,

and Samuel Suckno, treasurer, spent a

portion of last week in New York and
returned to Albany brimful of enthusiasm
and ideas.

Producers have promised that their

stars in the East in February will per-

sonally appear at the ball. The contract

for decorating the huge State armory for

this feature of the convention has been
let to a New York concern. Thousands
of electric lights will be used in securing

the desired decorative effects.

Although the convention is still a mat-
ter of six weeks distant, requests for

reservations are already beginning to

reach Sa;muel Suckno, who has charge
of this part of the arrangements. When
Mr. Suckno returned from New York his

pockets bulged with requests.

There will be twenty booths for the

exchanges. Many of these have already

been taken. The booths will be of uni-

form size, each to contain forty-eight

square feet. They will be arranged
around the three sides of the room, leav-

ing a large center space available for the

crowds which are sure to throng the

room. There has probably never been a

better arrangement for the exchanges at

any convention.

President Roberts has sent letters to

all exhibitors and exchanges in New
York State, calling attention to the com-
ing convention. In this letter he says

:

"You know what organization has ac-

complished for the exhibitors. You also

realize that there is nothing like 'getting

together' when it comes to doing things.

This convention is going to be a 100 per

cent, affair. It will be one of accom-
plishments. We want you on hand.

Don't be a stay-at-home and regret it

later. Have a say in bettering condi-

tions. There is too much at stake to be
lukewarm. They will all be there from
Broadway to Main street.

"Bring the ladies. There will be a

special committee on hand to look after

their entertainment in the way of lunch-

eons, theatre parties and automobile
trips.

"Do this now ! Write Samuel Suckno,
Albany Theatre, Albany, N. Y., telling

him just what you want in hotel reserva-

tions, what nights, approximate prices,

etc. This is important."

This letter will be followed up with

weekly bulletins from now on to all ex-

hibitors and exchanges, calling attention

to this or that feature which will be

arranged as time goes on.

Exhibitors from Massachusetts, Con-
necticut and Vermont will be cordiallv

welcomed to the convention. It is ex-
pected that at "least 300 will be sent up
from New York City. The Buffalo dele-

gation will probably come in a special car.

Syracuse, Rochester, and in fact all the

large cities of the State, will be repre-

sented 100 per cent, strong.

Attractive posters will be sent to all

exchanges within a week or two, adver-
tising the convention. The exchanges
will also receive stickers for all mail mat-
ter.

Arrangements for those who will be
heard at the banquet will rest largely with
Sydney S. Cohen, national president

;

Charles L. O'Reilly, State president, and
State Senator James J. Walker.

President Roberts earnestly desires

that all persons planning to attend the
convention should arrange their hotel

reservations at once in order that there
will be no confusion on the opening day.
Requests for such reservations should be
made to Samuel Suckno.

Two Incorporations
The closing week of the year found

only two companies entering the motion
picture business in New York State, and
filing papers in the secretary of state's

office at Albany. These corporations,

with their directors and amount of capi-

talization, were the Jupiter Film Corpor-
ation $25,000, H. C. Trewedi, A. H.
Goodman, Jane Morgan, of New York
City; Just Because, Inc., $40,000, A. G.
Scheer, M. C. Berman, New York; M.
C. Hicks, of Mount Vernon.

Goes to Paramount
Harry Reichenbach, who has been

handling the special exploitation and
advertising for Universal's "Foolish
Wives," has resigned to take effect im-
mediately after the opening of that pic-

ture at the Central Theatre and will

immediately join Famous Players-Lasky
for special work on "The World's Mis-
tress."

SCENES FROM "AT THE SIGN OF THE JACK O' LANTERN." A HODKINSON RELEASR
The cast includes Betty Ross Clark, Wade Boteler and Earl Schenck
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Riesenfeld Agrees with Taylor
That Music Must Be Subservient

to Picture: Terms It An Opiate

WILLIAM D. TAYLOR, one of

the oldest and best known direc-

tors, recently protested against

the overwhelming quantity of music and
the so-called "atmospheric prologues" of

the programs in the better class picture

theatres. His objections were not mere-

ly personal, but were an expression of

the Motion Picture Directors' Associa-

tion, an organization that has on its mem-
bership rolls some of the biggest figures

in the directorial branch of picture pro-

duction.

Now Hugo Riesenfeld, director of the

RivoU, Rialto and Criterion theatres,

New York, contributes to the discussion.

And it seems strange to find the sponsor

of music in motion pictures supporting

Mr. Taylor's view that the music and all

the attending numbers must be subserv-

ient to the feature film.

Mr. Taylor insists that the picture is

the thing. Mr. Riesenfeld—the man
who first turned to the classics to score

a picture ; the first musician of any prom-
inence to desert the field of opera for the

film; the man who made his reputation

on his "presentations and prologues"

—

joins Mr. Taylor in saying that the pic-

ture is the thing.

Music An Opiate

"The whole purpose of music with pic-

tures was originally to satisfy the ear

so that the eye could give its attention

to the screen," explained Mr. Riesenfeld.

"It was a sort of opiate, nothing more.
That was the fundamental theory upon
which music was originally introduced in

motion picture presentation, and if the

exhibitor will hold to that central idea

he cannot go far astray. If he will bear

in mind that the work of men hke Mr.
Taylor and others shall be the center of

his program, that the music is merely in-

cidental, he will be safe. If he is led to

believe that because his patrons like good
music he must give them more and still

more music, he is doomed to disappoint-

ment, because, primarily, his patrons

want pictures.

"Why do we need music with pictures ?

Because the ear demands it. Nearly
every action in life has sound connected
with it. And on the stage there is the

human voice and color as well as action.

When the patron turned to the motion
picture for entertainment, it was natural

that the human voice should be sought as

well as the figures in dramatic action.

Without a sound except the whirring of

the projection machine or the whispering
of the audience, there would be an un-

naturalness about the silent drama which
would be disconcerting. The players

would be seen to speak—their words
might even be read upon the screen—but

there would be no sound. Naturally, it

was found necessary to appease the de-

mands of the ear, and music was intro-

duced.

To Rest the Eye

"In time this musical side of the enter-

tainment was given great study and an
effort was made to bring together the

emotional force of the music with the

appropriate action on the screen. And
there was, at the same time, a develop-

ment in the orchestral side, until the

piano and the primitive organ disap-

peared and fine symphony orchestras

were used. And so it went on, progress

in music setting and in the orchestras.

"Then there was the problem of the

entire program. A motion picture enter-

tainment takes about two hours, yet it is

almost physically impossible to watch pic-

tures for that length of time. That is

why pictures were made to alternate with
stage numbers, a bit of dance, an orches-
tra] selection or a vocal solo. It was to

give the eye a rest that these stage and
music numbers were introduced. And,
of course, the best possible numbers were
presented.

The Danger

"This wonderful development of mo-
tion picture presentation continued with
remarkable strides—and hidden in that

fact lies the danger. The public liked

fine music settings with its pictures, it

appreciated the symphony orchestras, the
vocal selections, the dance numbers, and
immediately it was presumed that more
and more of that side of the entertain-

ment was desired. The original purpose
was being forgotten and music and stage
numbers were made a fetich. The serv-
ant was placed in the master's chair and
obeisance was paid to a usurper.

"After all is said and done, the picture
is the thing. We know that the public
likes music with its pictures. A good
orchestra, a properly prepared score and
well selected soloists will give the theatre
a steady clientele, provided, of course,
that the average of pictures is good.
Music will increase the attendance when
the photoplays are good, but will not
draw patrons if the pictures are uniform-
ly bad."

Louis Green, Fox Manager,
Dies Suddenly in Albany
Louis Green, 35 years old, resident

manager for Fox Film Corporation in
Albany, N. Y., died on January 4. Two
weeks ago he caught cold and it developed
into congestion of the lungs. He was well
known throughout New England and
New York, having at one time been Select
manager in New Haven and later with
George Klein in BuflFalo. He leaves a
wife and two children. The funeral will

be held in Roxbury, Mass., but the date
has not been announced.

SCENES FROM "HIS BACK AGAINST THE WALL." RELEASED BY GOLDWYN
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Vitagraphs Production Plans
Announced; Jose in the West;

Tarkington Novel Is Bought
INTENTLY absorbed in the produc-

tion plans for 1922, President Albert

E. Smith, of Vitagraph, has been in

close touch with West Coast production
conditions since his arrival in Hollywood
a few weeks ago from New York. To-
gether with W. S. Smith, manager of the

West Coast Vitagraph Studios, the com-
pany president has well under way the

schedule which marks the closing of 1921

and which will usher in the New Year.

Among the announcements made this

week by Mr. Smith was the item that

Edward Jose has arrived from Vita-

graph's Brooklyn studios, where he has

directed some of the most important
Vitagraph pictures of the past year. Mr.
Jose arrived in Los Angeles just before
Christmas, having completed the work of

many months on "The Prodigal Judge,"
starring Jean Paige. Vitagraph is con-

fident the picture will be classed among
the most successful of its products.

Mr. Jose will assume direction of Earl
Williams in a new type of story for Mr.
Williams, "The Man from Downing
Street." The story has to do with a

captain in the British secret service who
becomes an East Indian Rajah in order

to ferret out treacherous individuals re-

sponsible for leakage in England's code
messages. Production has been com-
menced.

Another item of news from the West
Coast is that Alice Calhoun, who starred
so successfully in the Vitagraph produc-
tion of "The Little Minister," will re-

main on the West Coast and start imme-
diately upon a picture entitled "Angel-
face." David Smith will continue to

direct her.

President Smith announced this week
that he had purchased the rights to the
novel, "The Magnificent Ambersons."
This story by Booth Tarkington has been
proclaimed one of the great American
novels. The film will be one of the early
Vitagraph specials of 1922. Star and
director have not as yet been chosen.
An Irish story also has been decided upon
for one of the 1922 specials.

William Duncan and his co-star, Edith
Johnson, have just commenced camera
work on "Man Hunters," a story of the
Alaskan Northwest. During 1922 Dun-
can is scheduled to produce eight pictures
of a dramatic nature. Larry Semon is

in the midst of his latest comedy.
Jimmy Aubrey is just putting the finish-

ing touches to his latest two-reel comedy.

Files Counter Suit
Answer to a suit brought in the New

York Supreme Court by the Cinema Dis-
tributing Corporation against Joe Horo-

Laemmle Offers to Cut Prices to

Enable Exhibitors to Break Even

IN
a statement just issued by Carl Laemmie, president of Universal

Film Manufacturing Company, the offer is made to cut prices on
behalf of any exhibitor in America who can prove that he is

really losing money.
Mr. Laemmie calls attention to the fact that this offer does not apply

to any exhibitor who is breaking even or making a profit, that it is only
intended to prevent theatre failures, and that where an exhibitor proves
that he is actually operating at a loss he will authorize Universal's

nearest representative to cut film rentals enough to enable the exhibitor
to at least break even.

Continuing, Mr. Laemmie states that while some exhibitors com-
plain even when they are cleaning up, for the purpose of hammering
down film rentals, that producers realize in many cases the complaints
are justified, that Universal feels that everyone in the picture business
should have a fighting chance and if by reason of high film rentals any
exhibitor is unable to break even he will meet him half way in this

respect.

Mr. Laemmle's statement further calls attention to the big improve-
ment in Universal pictures, to the excellent staff of directors and to the
manner in which waste has been eliminated.

The only exception made to this offer is in the case of Universal's
"million dollar" picture, "FooUsh Wives," regarding which he says:
"I'm going to get every dollar I can for that production because I've

got to. You need no diagram to show you why."

witz for breach of contract, has been filed.

Horowitz asks that the complaint be dis-

missed and sets up a counterclaim asking
for $2,000. He says that on February
21 an agreement was eftected between
himself and the corporation which gave
to him the exclusive right to exhibit "Dol-
lars and Destiny" for a period of five

years at a rental of $5,000, with the
understanding, however, that the picture

would pass every board of censors in the
various states. Should it meet with the
disapproval of any of the boards it was
agreed, he says, that the plaintiff would
refund his money.
Horowitz alleges that the picture failed

to be approved by the censors in several

states, and that in consequence there is nO'

merit to the allegations of the plaintiff,

and that there is due him, under this fea-

ture of the contract, $2,000.

Saxes Add to Holdings
The Saxe Amusement Enterprises,,

operated by Thomas and J. E. Saxe, has
taken over the Roy Cummings Theatres
in Oshkosh, namely the Majestic, Or-
pheum and Grand. The Saxe organiza-
tion now controls twenty theatres in Wis-
consin, according to information from
E. C. Bostick, general manager.

Berinstein Arranging
Surprises for Banquet

William Berinstein, named as chairman
of the committee arranging the banquet
which will be the concluding of the New
York State exhibitors' convention in

Albany in February, is owner of the
Colonial Theatre in that city and has an
interest also in the Hudson Theatre. Mr.
Berinstein is also interested in the Ma-
jestic and Mozart Theatres in Elmira.

He entered the motion picture business

about eight years ago, becoming associated

first with the Hudson Theatre in Albany,
and then securing the larger Colonial, a
house which seats about 1,400. Mr.
Berinstein promises plenty of entertain-

ment and pleasant surprises in connection

with the banquet.

WILLIAM BERINSTEIN
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Both Foes and Friends of Censorship

Will Speak in New York High Schools
THROUGH an arrangement between

the Board of Education of the City

of New York and the National

Association of the Motion Picture In-

dustry, William A. Brady, D. W. Grif-

fith and Paul H. Cromlin, film exporter,

will speak against censorship in several

high schools in Brooklyn, Manhattan and
the Bronx, between January 12 and Feb-
ruary 27. At each of these lectures

there will be shown a model motion pic-

ture program and the speakers will offer

arguments of the ineffectiveness of cen-

sorship and its menace to the industry, as

well as to the fundamental rights of the

public.

These lectures will not take the form
of debates. Although the advocates of

censorship will also speak under the aus-

pices of the Board of Education, the

dates to be assigned them will not con-

flict with the appearance of the motion
picture men.
Among the champions of censorship

who will seek to justify legalized screen

control are Mrs. Clarence Waterman,
Canon William S. Chase and Frederick
Boyd Stevenson, all of whom figured in

the campaign which resulted in the enact-

ment of a censorship law in New York
State. Joseph Levenson, secretary of

the New York State Motion Picture
Commission, will be another speaker.

The double-barrelled censorship discus-

sion under the auspices of the Board of

Education is the outgrowth of a recent

anti-censorship lecture by William A.
Brady in the American Museum of

Natural History in which Mr. Brady
handled the censorship subject without
gloves and made a favorable impression.

Ernest L. Crandall, Director of Lectures
of the Board of Education, decided theii

that the subject of censorship was of suf-

ficient interest to warrant a series of lec-

tures in the high schools, but he consid-

ered it only fair to have both sides of the

censorship controversy represented in

these discussions.

Charles Ray Back
in Los Angeles

After a seven-week absence from his

studio, Charles Ray is back in Los An-
geles. The star and his party returned

from their Eastern tour on Dec. 29, after

having spent the Christmas holiday in

New Orleans. In the best of health and
spirits and rejuvenated by his interesting

and diverting trip through the East and
South, Mr. Ray plunged into his pro-

duction activities the day after his home-
coming.

Friends declare nothing else could
have proved so valuable a mental and
physical tonic as the trip to the East. In

his visits to Chicago, New York, Boston
and other centers, Mr. Ray was enabled
to meet the best minds in the producing
and exhibiting end of the industry and
the interchange of ideas has not only

given Mr. Ray a broader insight into ex-

hibitor needs and audience appeal, but has
confirmed him in many of the good ideas

which he has long held regarding the cre-

ation of photoplays. One of the most
satisfying convictions which Mr. Ray
brings back to the studio with him, and
one which has been endorsed everywhere
in his travels is the star's time-honored
policy that clean pictures pay.

During his last stop-over in the city

of New Orleans, Mr. Ray made only one
public appearance, at a large dinner ten-

dered to him by the Advertising Club of

New Orleans. Prominent citizens and
government officials were among those

present to welcome the star.

Cosmopolitan Saks
Head Goes on Tour

Hal Hodes, sales manager of Cos-
mopolitan Productions, will leave New
York on January 3 for an extended trip

through the United States for the pur-

pose of getting into direct touch with
those who distribute and those who exhibit

the product of International Film Service

Company, Inc.

Mr. Hodes' itinerary will take him to

Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Chicago, Mil-

waukee, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Oma-
ha, Denver, Seattle, Portland, San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, New Orleans,

Atlanta and Charlotte.

Mr. Hodes will visit all of the domestic
exchanges of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration, distributor of Cosmopolitan Pro-
ductions, to get in touch with the selling

force so that all concerned may have
personal knowledge of the aims of the

producing unit and its plans for the

future.

Viola Dana and B. Lytell
to Tour United States

Bert Lytell and Viola Dana, Metro
stars, are about to embark on a get-

acquainted tour of the United States

that will take one player or the other

into practically every big city in the

country. The cross-country jaunt has

been made possible through a combina-
tion of circumstance.

Both stars have received thousands of

letters requesting them to appear at va-

rious theatres throughout the country.

Though the dates of their appearances
have not yet been settled, it is proposed
that each start at the West Coast and
zig-zag to the Atlantic, stopping at the

most important cities en route. Lytell

will reach New York first because of

the necessity of filling an engagement
there. Miss Dana, however, probably
will visit the South.

ADOLPH ZUKOR PRESENTS SIR GILBERT PARKER'S STORY. "THE LANE THAT HAS NO TURNING. WITH AGNES AYRES
AND THEODORE KOSLOFF. A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
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Silver Service Is Given J, P. Bickell

on Fifth Anniversary of Regal Films

ONE of the most outstanding func-

tions in the whole history of the

picture business in Canada took

place on Thursday, December 29, when
a complimentary banquet was tendered

J. P. Bickell at the King Edward Hotel,

Toronto, Ontario, the occasion being the

jifth anniversary of the establishment of

Regal Films, Ltd., one of the greatest

film exchanges in the Dominion, and of

the Regent Theatre Company, Toronto.

Mr. Bickell is the vice-president of the

Famous Players' Canadian Corporation

and of the Eastern Theatres, Ltd., as

well as being identified in an official

capacity with associated enterprises, in-

cluding Regal Films, Ltd., Famous-
Lasky Film Service, Ltd., Hamilton The-

atres, Ltd., Regent Theatre Company of

Toronto and other organizations. Em-
ployes of the associated companies from
coast to coast assembled to the number
of 300.

A unique feature of the occasion was
the presentation to Mr. Bickell of a

magnificent service of solid silver, com-

prising 225 pieces, in an English walnut

cabinet, and of a morocco-bound album
containing views of the forty-two the-

atres in Canada controlled by the Bickell

interests, the honors being performed by

N. L. Nathanson, managing director of

the affiliated companies. The name and

inscription plate on the album is of pure

gold from the Mclntyre Mine in North-

ern Ontario, in the development of which

Mr. Bickell has been closely identified.

To remind the guest of honor of the

originating point in his success in busi-

ness, one corner of the banquet hall had

been transformed into an ingeniously

lighted grotto, which was a replica of the

shaft head of the Mclntyre Mine. A
sextette of lovely women was raised in

turn by an elevating contrivance from
the depth of this shaft, and each young
woman bore a tray of the silverware.

After each tray had been placed in the

immense cabinet, the actual presentation

took place.

J. L. Day Says American Pictures Have
and Will Hold First Place in Brazil

JOHN L. DAY, South American rep-

resentative of the Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation, returned to New
York on December 23, from a stay of

several months in Brazil and Argentina
in the interests of the foreign depart-

ment, under the direction of E. E.

Shauer. Considerable time was devoted

to the Paramount offices in Rio de Jan-
eiro, Peliculas D'Luxo Da America Do
Sul, where extensive arrangements were
made for increased distribution facilities

during the coming year.

"Despite the low position of Brazilian

exchange, the motion picture industry has

enjoyed good business during the last

few months," said Mr. Day. Among
the most popular pictures, he said, have
been "Male and Female," "Midsummer
Madness" and "The Furnace."

"The outlook for 1922 business is

FOX productions will be distributed

throughout the entire Orient, with

the exception of Japan, by the Mid-
dle East Films, Ltd. Negotiations with

the Oriental distributing agency were
consummated through Joseph Fisher, an
official of the concern. Distribution of

films in the Orient has been greatly lim- -

ited, due to many conflicting forces. By
this agreement hundreds of theatres in

China, the Malay Peninsula, Manchuria
and other countries, will be in a position

to contract for Fox productions.

According to Fisher, William Farnum

much more cheerful," Mr. Day stated.

"There is a firm belief that Brazil's ex-

change position will be considerably im-
proved during the coming months, and
this will have a most beneficial effect

upon the motion picture industry. The
world exposition to be held in Rio de
Janeiro next September should draw
many people to Brazil and will no doubt
bring much new business for the motion
picture theatres.

"Despite the efforts of foreign pro-
ducers to gain a strong foothold in Bra-
zil, the highest grade American pictures

continue to hold first place and cannot be
displaced in the estimation of the critical

public. During 1922, as in the past,

Brazil should continue to be one of the

greatest of all markets for American
pictures anywhere in the Southern hemis-
phere."

and Tom Mix, the Fox stars, are the

most popular screen artists with the in-

habitants of those remote parts of the

world. Picture patrons there are espe-

cially fond of speedy action. Fisher tells

many interesting facts about the screen
and its followers in the Orient. Many
theatres in Java, Straits, Settlement and
China have a transparent screen with the

auditorium divided into two parts. On
one side sit the elite, while on the other
side the coolies and poorer class enjoy
the ifilms. Apparently it makes little

difference to those "on the other side"

that the titles are shown upside down.
They follow the story closely and applaud

and laugh at the right time.

In the past, film has been handled so

carelessly in the Orient that its life has

been short. This is in great part due
to native operators, who are not skilled

in their work. The men who are now
working for the good of the business in

the Orient are taking steps to rectify this,

to school operators and have films

handled with care.

Bronx Elects Wittman for

Tenth Consecutive Time
At a largely attended meeting of the

Bronx Motion Picture Theatre Owners'
Association, on December 22, John J.

Wittman was elected to serve a tenth

consecutive term as president. John C.

Bolte was made vice-president for the

third consecutive time, and Henry Cole

went in as executive secretary for the

ninth time. Henry Suchman got a second

term as treasurer. Others elected were

:

Trustees, Edward Falter, Morris Suss-

man and Isadore Rothman
;
sergeant-at-

arms, William Wilson. The tenth annual

installation of officers will be staged at

a banquet on January 25. The organiza-

tion has a 100 per cent, membership.

Arliss Appears
at the Aldine

Mr. and Mrs. George Arliss appeared

in person on the stage in the new Al-

dine Theatre, Philadelphia, shortly be-

fore I A. M., January 2, in connection

with the first local showing of the screen

version of "Disraeli."

Mr. Arliss set a new high mark in the

matter of "personal appearances," and in

a brief and humorous address further

endeared himself to the more than 2,000

persons crowded into the edifice, while

hundreds in nearby streets echoed the

applause while braving the high wind and
excessive cold, waiting to enter the the-

atre. Near-zero weather prevailed.

Mr. Arliss has been prevented, hereto-

fore, from making any personal appear-

ance. His stage play, "The Green God-
dess," at the Booth Theatre, in New
York, occupies too much of his time.

C. DeMille and P. Iribe

Introduced to the Pope
According to a letter received by Mrs.

Cecil B. DeMille at Hollywood during
the holiday season, Mr. DeMille and his

art director, Paul Iribe, who are enjoy-

ing a vacation trip abroad, were recently

presented to His Holiness Pope Benedict
XV., during a brief visit to Rome. Later
in their tour, Mr. Iribe has arranged for

Mr. DeMille to meet the President of
France and other notables of the re-

public.

On his return to Hollywood, Mr. De
Mille plans to produce Alice Duer Mil-

ler's story, "Manslaughter," with Lea-
trice Joy in the principal feminine role.

New Distribution Plan for Fox Film
in Orient; To Erect Better Theatres
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As a sporting proposition there is no

more interesting news of the week

than the offer made by Mr. Carl

Laemmle, of Universal to cut picture

prices to any exhibitor who will demon-

strate that he is losing money. Laemmle's

offer includes the agreement to cut film

rentals enough to enable the exhibitor to

at least break even, £md, according to the

statement, is intended to prevent theatre

failures.

We commend to your attention the talk

in this week's issue by Rupert Hughes on

the subject of moving pictures and the

critics. It is so well done— so apt, so

true—that we advise its reading and re-

reading so that the material it contains

can be put to practical use by every one
associated in any way with the screen.

Many of us have been at a loss to meet
the sneers of the critics of moving pic-

tures because we have not fully appre-

•ciated the greatness of the screen. Mr.
Hughes, in felicitious phrases, gives us

the material we need, and the industry

—

art, business—is again indebted to this

able man.
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ARTHUR JAMES.

Mr, Griffith Rises to a Dizzy Height

AGLO\Y with color, pulsing with life, eager, rapid, massive,
sumptuous, "Orphans of the Storm" has made its bow
to New York and another gieat Griffith success begins

its history.

It is a triumph for David Wark Griffith to eclipse his own
great productions which led the screen into new and finer

realms, but with this picture he has succeeded in doing it. No
more gorgeous thing has ever been offered on the screen. It

has motion within motion, action upon action, and it builds up
to crashing climaxes with all that superb definiteness and cer-

tainty which makes Mr. Griffith first and always the showman.

No man of the stage or screen understands so well the art

of exquisite torture for his spectators. He takes their heart-

strings, one by one, stretches them out until they are about to

snap, then ties little bowknots in them and finally seizes them
by handsful and twists them until they quiver in agony. Then
he applies myrrh and aloes and sweet unguents and sends the

spectators away happy in the memory of attractive sufferings

that they never can forget.

Taken from the play "The Two Orphans", it is a story of
the events which lead up to and include the French Revolu-
tion. Its detail is perfection and its grandeur is the sum total

of many perfections. It is emotional, throbbing and sustained,

telling a definite story of a fine love that runs like a gold cord
through the wonderful fabric of a spectacle drama that is at

once brutal, exotic, fascinating and absorbing.

Miss Lillian Gish and Miss Dorothy Gish are beyond praise,

and each of the character roles is drawn superbly. Monte Blue
as Danton is magnificent. Its massed scenes surpass the
greater of the European spectacles thus far of record.

A discriminating audience at the Apollo Theatre received it

with unbounded enthusiasm, and we believe that some
measure of this applause was due—as well it might be—to the

richness and beauty of its musical score.

A fine lesson for our industry is to be found in the
prominence given to the attitude of the sly monster, Robes-
pierre, who uses the guillotine to eliminate all who do not
think as he does. This spirit fits the censor and it fits the sly

politicians in our industry who seek to destroy by the guil-

lotine of defamation and slander those who do not think as
they do.

Mr. Griffith responded to the demands for a speech, and
Miss Lillian Gish and Miss Dorothy Gish greeted the audience
from a procenium box. Miss Lillian spoke briefly, and very
well, her words of thanks for the unquestioned genuineness
of the enthusiasm.

We see nothing between Mr. Griffith and many millions
of dollars as the financial rewards of this his newest effort,

but above and beyond that Mr. Griffith has achieved in a
manner that should fill him, as it does the industry, with
satisfaction.
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News from the Producers
Si) C S^SEWELL

Paramount 's West Coast Studios
Are a Hive of Production

With twelve companies working
simultaneously, the Paramount West
Coast studios are now enjoying one
of the busiest periods in the com-
pany's history. Continuous heavy
rains have interfered considerably
with exterior work, but this condi-
tion has to a great extent been off-

set by the increased facilities for in-

terior production through the com-
pletion of the big glass stage at the
Lasky plant.

William DeMille is now well into

the story of "Bought and Paid For,"
which Clara Beranger adapted for

the screen from the play by George
Broadhurst. Agnes Ayres and J3ck
Holt play the leading roles, with

Famous Players-Lasky release. Bebe
Daniels is enjoying her first real

vacation in over eighteen months.

The difficulty of making chemicals
'act" has been a feature of work

The Heart Specialist," the Mary
Swanson has the stellar role, is found May McAvoy's company com- Miles Minter feature which Frank

rapidly developing. This is the pleting "Through a Glass Window" Urson is directing. Constance Bin-
Elinor Glyn story which Jack Cun- on location. This Realart picture ney can soon pack up her nightie and
ningam adapted and Sam Wood is for Famous Players-Lasky is by don regular day-time garments,
directing. Olga Printzlau and is directed by Under the direction of Edward Le
Wallace Reid, directed by Philip Maurice Campbell. Having com- Saint, Miss Binney is making the

Rosen, is back from the Mojave pleted "A Game Chicken" for final scenes for "The Sleep Walker."
where scenes were made for "Across
the Continent," which Byron Mor-
gan wrote expressly for Mr. Reid.
The story is about a transcontinental

automobile contest. Mary Mac-
Laren plays opposite the star and
Betty Francisco plays an ingenue
heavy role. "Hail the Woman," the Thomas rather an independent determination
Back From Arizona, Thomas H. Ince special production which on Mr. Ince's own part to do all

Meighan's company making "The is to be released by Associated First within his power to help build busi-

Proxy Daddy," under direction of National Pictures, Inc., will go di- ness for the motion picture theatres

Alfred Green, are now at work on rect to the exhibitors of the country of the United States.

Ince's '*Hail the Woman" to Go
Direct to the Picture Houses

Walter Hiers in the part that Frank
Craven created on the stage. Wil- interior scenes at the Lasky studio, instead of playing in "legitimate" As a consequence the first book-
liam D. Taylor is almost through Leatrice Joy is leading woman in this theatres in the key cities. ing of "Hail the Woman" was at

with his Betty Compson vehicle picture which Olga Printzlau adapt- This decision gives the exhibitors Balaban & Katz's magnificent Chi-
titled "The Green Temptation." It ed from the story by Edwrad Peple. of the country a big box office at- cago theatre, where the picture play-

Ranch scenes and interiors showing traction at the peak of a season when ed the week before Christmas. The
a western drink emporium are oc- many of the big pictures are being Chicago is Balaban & Katz's first

cupying the attention of Dorothy held for runs in regular playhouses, venture into big theatre presentation

Dalton and company making Virgie which are being ofTered to producers in downtovm Chicago, and as good
E. Roe's "Tharon of Lost Valley" of big pictures because of condi- showmen they wanted the biggest

Mahlon Hamilton. Theodore Kosloff under the direction of Paul Powell, tions in the theatrical business. possible attraction for the week be-
and Mary Thurman. Jack Mower plays opposite Miss There has been considerable com- fore Christmas.
With the very first suggestion of Dalton. ment during the last few weeks over Exhibitors in some territories took

a return of clear weather, James The sound of firearms has been a the exhibitors' needs of big pictures advantage of the Christmas appeal
Cruze took a portion of his company conspicuous feature on the Wanda at this special season of the year of "Hail the Woman" to present the
making "Is Matrimony a Failure?" Hawley set, where "The Truthful to stimulate public patronage of the production during Christmas week,
to Bakersfield for the last shots. T. Liar" is being produced. Thomas motion picture box office, and Mr. Among the houses which played the

Roy Barnes plays the leading role Heffron, director, has been making Ince's decision was based upon his Ince special, commencing Christmas

was adapted from a magazine story

by Constance Lindsay Skinner. The
authors of the adaptation are Monte
M. Katterjohn and Julia Crawford
Ivers. The supporting cast includes

and the bi^ cast also includes Lois
Wilson, Lila Lee, Walter Hiers,
ZaSu Pitts. Lillian Leighton, Tully
Marshnll, Sylvia Ashton, Otis Har-
lan, Charles Ogle and Ethel Wales.
"Beyond the Rocks," in which Gloria

some dramatic scenes for this pro- belief that the regular motion picture Day, were the Palace at Wichita,
duction, which is an adaptation by theatre is entit'-ed to every film at- Kan., the Grand at Topeka, Kan.,
Percy Heath of a story by Will traction that is produced. and the A. H. Blank theatres of
Payne. It is a Realart Picture for This is in no way a cricitism of Des Moines, Burlington, Decorah,
Famous Players-Lasky release. the producer who plays his big pic- Davenport and Fort Dodge, Iowa.
The coming of clear weather tures first in legitimate theatres, but The first general presentation of

"Hail the Woman" in big theatres
will occur the week of January 14

bitter portrait aroused many con- "^^f^ Pj^y^ates have been set for

troversies; but the picture was so
Rubin & Fmk estein s two big twin

powerful that it is still one of the ^'^^ luf^c^'.^H-u^i?'!"':.^*-..-??"'
most sought after melodramas in

Goldwyn Fourth Year Product
Still in Demand; Two Pictures

Are Playing Return Dates
That Goldwyn chose wisely in met with unusual success in every

making selections for its fourth part of the country. The humorous
year product is evidenced by the aspect of adolescents trying to act

fact that last season's pictures are like grown folks is universal ; and
still in yreat demand in every sec- every audience has responded to it.

tion of the country. These pictures, Mrs. Burt's "The Branding Iron,"
it will be recalled, were made with the first photoplay that this novelist

the idea of presenting wide variety and screen writer had produced, has
of types of stories. Comedies, trag- held its public by the stern realities Tom Moore gave an admirable im
edies, farces, society stories, and a of its plot and through its uncom- personation^ of a ditch digger who
few costume pictures were part of promising presentation of its crude rose to heights he never dreamed
the output of the Culver City studios, characters. of in his digging days.

Among the famous authors whose Rex Beach's "The North Wind's One of the most gratifying inci-
last year pictures are being called Malice," with the talented Vera
for continually at the Goldwyn Ex- Gordon in the role of a Jewish
changes may be mentioned Mary mother, is another North woods pic-

Roberts Rinehart, Katharine Newlin ture that has won its audiences and
Burt, Gouverneur Morris, Rupert is still finding new markets.

the Goldwyn list. Another melo-
drama that has met wide approval
is the Reginald Barker production
of "Godless Men." It is a strong
story of a fearless man and his

worthless son, presented without
sentimentality.

An Excellent Farce
In the field of rollicking farce,

Rupert Hughes showed his deftness
in "Hold Your Horses," in which

dents in connection with the Gold-
wyn fourth year product is the in-

and the State Theatre at Minne-
apolis, the Grand of Greenville,
Miss., and the Palace of Mandan,
N. D.
New Year's week bookings include

the Auditorium of Dayton and the
Majestic of Columbus, O.. Garrick,
Duluth and Grand, Northfield,
Minn. The New York date for
"Hail the Woman" has not been set,

but it probably will have a rnn in
January at one of the big Broadway
theatres.

New Titles
The following changes in titles

have been announced by Paramount
for forthcoming pictures: "The

creasing vitality of "Earthbound," Noose," starring Betty Compson,
the Basil King photodrama which has been altered to "The Green
sought for its theme a dramatic Temptation;" "The Husband's

Hughes, Edward Knoblock, Basil Perhaps the most discussed picture probing of the land beyond. Trademark," starring Gloria Swan-
King, Rex Beach, O. Henry and of the year was "The Penalty" by Another Goldwyn photoplay that son, will be called "Her Husband's
Gertrude Atherton. Gouverneur Morris, which presented will always be remembered and is Trademark :" "The Champion," a

Mrs. Rinehart's story of prep Lon Chaney in the role of a legless still as much in demand as the latest Wallace Reid picture, will be called

:

school life, "It's a Great Life," has monster of the underworld. This Goldwyn picture is "Madame X." "The World's Champion."
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'Wid Gunning Month " Starts Off 'yeifs ^go^
, J r TT -r% 1 • "The Girl From God's Country,"

With Reports of Heavy Bookings ^;^irv^!;^s?-Ur^^^^^
Wid Gunning Month has gotten "What Do Men Want?" the big the Continental spectacle featuring

off to a flying start that bids fair Lois Weber spectacle, is reported l ucy Doraine, and "The Old Oaken

to make it a record-breaker, accord- as breaking many house records. Rucket," the great human-niterest

ing to sales reports from the Wid " 'Our Mutual Friend' is winning picture, are all being booked by both

Gunning, Inc., exchanges, which are a host of friends both among the hig and little houses,

exceeding even their own best pre- lovers of Dickens' stories and those Many of the important theatres,

vious efforts in having exhibitors who are partial to good, melodra- and circuits like the Southern Enter-

sign for the series of specials which matic pictures, with plot and a prises, are testifying to the mass

the company is offering for release leaven of humor," says Mr. Gunning, appeal of the Gunning pictures by

during the present season. It is endorsed by schools, critics booking them over their entire string

As an additional incentive to the and the public generally. of theatres,

members of the force to smash afl "The Blot," another Lois Weber The salesmen are being backed

standing figures, Wid Gunning has production, is reported as among the up by a high-powered exploitation

inaugurated a contest between the popular leaders, while "Quo Vadis," department, both in the home office

various exchanges, with substantial in a brand-new dress, is crowding and around the country,

money prizes to the four branches ^.^.^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
which turn in the greatest amount

monl"o?7alS^'^!^pUS Paramount Says Press Book on
'\h?r"wnTbe"$2% in prizes, ac- **FooVs ParacUse" Is Its Best
cording to the announcement, the , . , , r^, , , ,

contest having started January 1 and Paramount has issued the press Blade, a newspaper of ninety thous-

ending January 31, 1922. To the book on Cecil B. DeMille's produc- and circulation, with the run of the

office which stands' at the head of "Fool's Paradise," and ad- picture by having The Blade's movie

the honor role at the end of January niitting that it is the most complete editor conduct a contest among the

a prize of $1 000 will be awarded. issued by the company, claims women of Toledo for the best

the runner-up among the offices will ^o"" the distinction of being the answer to the question, "What Do
get $500; the third prize will be $300, finest that the trade has been pre- Men Want?" .

, . ,
and the fourth prize $200. In case rented with by any company. Although this resulted in first-

of a tie between any of the winners The book consists of twenty page stories, and extraordinary free

for these prizes each of the con- Pas^s, including the front and back publicity, Gray went still further,

testants so tying will receive the covers. It is printed on the finest He had a huge sign, fifteen by

full amount offered as the prize for lufl'ty super coated paper in two eighteen feet painted as a repro-

that class colors. In addition to two full pages duction of the first page of The

The keenest sort of competition °^ editorial matter, including Blade, but instead of painting the

is in evidence and one of the fea- synopsis, full information concern- usual news in the body of this

tures of the contest is the fact the '"^ ^^^^ exploitation sug- "page," he painted in details of the

they advance slowly and stealthily,

and suddenly Christians and lions

mingle in a heap on the ground,
while the beasts seem fairly to rend
their prey. This scene is so real

that it is almost impossible to be-

lieve it is not actually happening."
"Quo Vadis" has been shortened

retitled and generally refurnished
since it amazed and startled the mo-
tion-picture world, so that, even for
those who saw it then, it is in many
respects a new picture, according to

the Gunning statement. Theatre
owners who played the spectacle
when it was first issued, are playing
it again, in scores of cases, to houses
as crowded as its initial triumph.

gestions, there are five full pages contest, giving the list of prizes

of newspaper stories. and other information. The sign

The inside front cover contains was placed on the Pantheon Theatre
reproductions of five handsome building, high enough in the air to

We" have"" given
"
many reasons l^^'by one-sheets and a twenty-four be visible to persons on the other

why the exhibitor should play with sheet stand, all the work of Henry side of the street.

Llive. Besides an unusually ample A crowd of between twenty-five

list of outside and lobby accessories, and fifty stood before the sign at all

announcement states, that the small

er offices have just as much of a

chance to get in the prize-winning

class as the big fellows.

this organization," said Wid Gun
ning. "The most important is the

advertising and publicity mats.
fact that this organization takes the ^^^^ ^ complete line of newspaper hours of the day. But the Blade's

»j—*
' — co-operation brought it to a much

larger audience. The newspaper re-

produced the sign on its first page,
under Jhe caption, "The Biggest
Newspaper Page in the World," and
also ran a story, telling of the stunt
and the engagement of the special at

the Pantheon. Needless to say, it

was a "sold-out" showing.

exhibitor's dollar and divides it be-

tween the man who is actually sell-

ing and exploiting the film and the P^tf /^cri/?*- TtitT
man who has made the film, with -^^^
the big end of the dollar to the man
who made the film, this money be-

ing available then for the making
of better films for the future."

Mr. Gunning paid a tribute to the

Exploitation on

Gunning Film
Paul Gray, of the Wid Gunning,

members of the organization's sales Inc., exploitation forces, put over

staff, and to the branch managers, an unusual stunt in connection with

He stated that many of the salesmen the showing of the big Gunning
had gone into theatres where the special, "What Do Men Want?"
exhibitor had filled all his playing when that Lois Weber production

dates months in advance, and had played at the Pantheon Theatre,

been given play dates for Gunning Toledo, Ohio.
products. First, he hooked up the Toledo

C. deRochefort

in Parainount's

"Spanish Jade"
John S. Robertson has just en-

gaged Charles de Rochefort, a well-
known French director and popular
film star, for the important role of
Esteban, the heavy lead in his new
production for Paramount, "Spanish
Jade," now being made in Spain.
M. de Rochefort is one of the

handsomest men on the French
screen. 'Before the outbreak of the
war, he had been associated in a
number of films with Max Linder
and Capellani. Among his most
successful screen creations are Ver-
dier in Kistemaecker's "Marthe;"
the Due de Coranne in Arthur
Bernede's "Imperia" and the deputy
of Mariomont in Pierre Decourcelle's
"Gigolette." He has appeared in the
leading roles of Leonce Peret's
"Empire du Diamant," Rene de
Prince's "Imperene des Pauvres"
and Antoine's "Arlesienne."

Before signing with Paramount,
M. de Rochefort had concluded an
engagement with Flugon Films in
"Le Roi de Camargue." from the
celebrated work of Jean Aicard.
His work in this picture is said to
show to the best advantage his fine

qualities as an actor and an athlete.

"Quo Vadis" Gets

Editor's Praise
"Quo Vadis," the famous Italian

spectacular film, released in its 1922

form through Wid Gunning, Inc.,

has just received the honor of be-

ing named "the world's greatest

motion picture" by the editors of

f
The Book of Knowledge, the world-
known publication, millions of copies

of which have been sold.

Speculation regarding releasing cast are Robert_ Gordon, j;ugenie In the edition of The Book of ^flft(J SteWart'S

First National to Distribute

Selig'Rork Special ''The Rosary'

Tommie Gray
Joins Keaton

Annonucement has been made by
Lou Anger, general manager of the
Keaton Studio, that Thomas J.
Gray, well-known as a humorist,
had been added to the Keaton
scenario department. He will col-

laborate with Joseph A. Mitchell
and Clyde A. Bruckman in prepar-
ing "gags" for the frozen- faced
comedian. Gray is the author of
many successful vaudeville acts as
well as some New York successes.

plans for "The Rosary," a spectac- Besserer, Dore Davidson, Pomeroy Knowledge just issued, there is a

ular production recently completed Cannon, Bert Woodruff, Mildred sr>ecial article devoted to "Quo
by Selig-Rork, has been set at rest June and Harold Goodwin. Vadis," reading, in part:

by the announcement that it would The story is described as a rare "One of the most wonderful mo-
be distributed as a special produc- and effective combination of drama, tion pictures ever produced is 'Quo

tion by Associated First National romance and pathos, with some spec- Vadis.' a film based upon a book

Pictures, Inc. tacular effects which are especially written by the famous Polish au-

The picture is based on an original noteworthy. One of those shows the thor, Henri Sienkiewicz. It is
_
in

story by Bernard McConville, in- explosion of a dynamite bomb placed eight reels, and the most striking

spired by the theme of the play by beneath a large factory building, scene is a group of early Christian

Edward E. Rose. Jerome Storm A number of night scenes, showing martyrs in the vast arena of the

directed it. a posse pursuing the conspirators, a Coliseum about to be devoured by

Lewis S. Stone heads the cast as fight in the dark and a bridge col- the wild beasts.

Father Brian Kelly. Jane Novak is lapsing while an automobile is "The lions are first seen massed
cast as Vera Mather, while Wallace crossing it furnish other exciting together at one end of the great

Beery is the "heavy." Others in the episodes. amphitheatre. In the next picture

Husband in Cast
Rudolph Cameron, .Anita Stew-

art's husband and manager, has
been drafted from his executive
position in the star's company to be
her leading man in "Rose O' the
Sea," an adaptation of the Countess
Barcynska novel which Fred Niblo
will direct.

This will be Mr. Cameron's first

appearance on the screen since the
old Vitagraph days of five or six

years ago when he was Miss Stew-
art's leading man.
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Directed by

Excellent Production Made From Barriers Classic ,

JAMES M.'BARRIE'S celebrated story (not the play) has becit T^*^ ^ ""
riicturizatiotl

made into a feature production by Vitagraph, and it behoove* gst hoTuing P^^
every exhibitor to book it because of its excellent qualiti^-
Some of those who have been showmen over a score of yeaA

will doubtless remember the three-reeler which Vitagraph madt
from the same story. With the advance in technical equipment—

\

with an advance in the art of translating a story for the screen, th(|
producers have done extremely well by this charming documentl
which is entitled to cla-^iical honors. The lovable figure of Ladyi
Babbie, the quaint character of Gavin Dishart, the little minister, and /
the picturesque natives of Thrums—these are all given life and color/
here. \

Not even the stickler for tmths will be able to find any flaw in thist
production. From a technical viewpoint, the offering is richly deco-\
rated. The thatched cottages, the simple interiors, the charming^
backgrounds—th^se are all caught. You become an actual partici- i
pant in this fragrant story of old-world sentiment and romance. You/
follow the adventure of Gavin with the deepest interest, even thoughS
you have been made familiar with the plot through the story or play, i

It carries the deepest sort of heart interest. There is sympathy for
|

nearly every character. And when the soldiers surround the little

village in order to compel the simple weavers to obey the laws of
the country, you are stimulated with desire to be with them and help
them in some way. The minister tells the natives to find a way to
peace. But they rebel because of the insistent demands of the
"gypsy girl," Babbie, who eventually proves to be the ward of a
neighborly baron.

T^iere is rich incident offered when Gavm upbraids the wicKcd
Rob Dow during church services. And you almost catch the spirit-

ual inspiration as the young preacher finds a champion in his tor-
mentor. The story revolves around this little circular town Of
Thrums. The walls are penetrated and you see a simple folk, deeply
religious and eager to live their lives in their own way. It is a
charming moment when Lady Babbie runs to the home of Nannie to
discover whether her beloved is dead. She is betrothed to her
guardian, but she willingly elopes with the minister, and they are
married according to gypsy .;- ^being a g-ypsy camp

audience
^rid Smith

Vitagraph Production. From the Story by James
M. Barrie. Scenario by C. Graham Baker.

Directed by David Smith. Cameraman,
Steven Smith. Lfength, Approximately 5800
Feet.
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Practically every essential of

good photodrama is in The Little

Minister. Vitagraph has selected

a splendid cast, from the charm-
ing Alice Calhoun to tiny Richard
Daniels.

All of the quaintness and
peculiar charm of the little Scotch
town of Thrums pervade the pic-

ture, and not only is this manifest
in the settings and costuming,
but even to the extras, there is

evidence of careful picking of
types.

Sir James Barrie's famous
story has been screened with un-
wavering faith to the original
theme and all the good fortunes
that may befall an author's work
picturized, haye attended it. It

stands out as unique in that its

interest begins in the first two
liundred feet and in this respect
good direction and splendid edit-
ing are combined to make a mo-
tion picture that should have wide
popularity.

There are thrills and there is

}teart interest. The love motive
is delightful but never "gushy,"
and its climax is swift and pleas-
ant.

The flight of "Lady Babbie"
"to her sweetheart, when the re-

port comes to her that he has been
killed is the beginning of a se-

quence in which one of the wet-
est rainstorms in motion picture
history has been screened. There
is nothing puny about this storm.
The players are drenched in it,

and throughout this deluge the
strongest dramatic action of the
story is revealed;

Miss Calhoun quite delightfully
-potnays the hoydenish gypsy and
her "Lady Babbie" is as charming as Barrie wrote it.

Each new picture in which she is cast sees her in a ne\v light '

of stellar achievement.

James Morrison is the "Little Minister." Few coutd ao well

characterize the very young dominie of the small Scotch hamlet

-•-^•or-\f
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the minister's gentle kindliness and
comparably well.

William McCall contributes a fin

in his part as "Rot Dow," and of
said he owns a better understand:
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sciousness whatever. And whatet
he possesses already.

It is a mighty good picture
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Well Known Players in Cast

for New Rex Beach Picture
Announcement has been made of

the completion of the cast for the

second Rex Beach production for

United Artists release, and the list

discloses an aggreeation of ex-

ceptionally strong and well-known
players.

Miss Betty BIythe was selected

for the leading feminine role, that

of a Sicilian countess, a char-

acterization in which she will have
ample opportunity for the display of

her grace and artistry. Thurston
Hall, the "heavy" in Mr. Beach's

preceding picture, "The Iron Trail,"

is again cast as the foil for the hero.

However, he will be more smooth
and suave villain than in the former
Beach feature.

Arthur Lucy, well known on the

speaking stage and on the screen,

has been cast for the quaint com-

edy role. He will be best remem-
bered for his work in support of

William Collier. Robert Elliott was
selected for the straight lead op-
posite Betty BIythe, while Gladys
Hulette was given the ingenue role.

Other parts are taken by Florence
Auer, Macey Harlem, Effingham
Pinto, Henry Leone and Walter
James.
The story is practically an original

one by Mr. Beach. Kenneth Webb
is directing under the personal

supervision of Whitman Bennett,

who has arranged to take the entire

company to New Orleans on Jan-
uary 14 to make most of the ex-
terior scenes. The story opens in

Sicily, where the action takes place

in interior settings, and then shifts

to New Orleans, where the Italian

quarter figures prominently in the

scene embellishment.

Educational Is Preparing to

Release ''Battle of Jutland"
George A. Skinner, vice-presi-

dent and manager of production of

Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,

has just returned from Providence,

Rhode Island, where he has been

supervising work on prints of "The
Battle of Jutland," the film repro-

duction of that great battle which
Educational is preparing for early

release. As soon as the prints are

completed Educational will release

the picture as a special.

Approximately two hundred feet

of the picture illustrates gunfire and
the burning of the ships that went
to the bottom in this terrific naval

conflict. Each frame in this part

of the picture has to be painted by
hand to give the stirring effect of
battle which so thrilled the audiences

at the Rialto Theatre in New York,
where the picture had the only
showing it has been given so far in

this country.
The tedious work of coloring

these frames is being done at the

laboratory of the Coronet Films
Corporation at Providence, where
much work has been done on Edu-
cational's pedagogical subjects, such
as "The Valley of Ten Thousand
Smokes" and "The Crater of Mt.
Katmai."

Shubert Books Hodkinson
During the past week six Hodkinson-released

productions were booked by the Shubert New York
office for its Newark theatre, the Rialto. The pro-
ductions are "A Certain Rich Man," "The Face of the
World," "The Mysterious Rider," "Fifty Candles,"
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" and "Jane Eyre."
Each of these productions has been booked for a
week's run at the Rialto in Newark. The engage-
ment begins with "A Certain Rich Man" for 3ie
week of January 9, and may run in successive en-
gagements until the schedule is exliaustcd.
"A Certain Rich Man," the initial feature of the

new Shubert policy, is a Benj. B. Hampton produc-
tion and was released by Hodkinson last September.
"The Face of the World" is an Irvin V. Willat pro-
duction and was released in August. "The Mys-
terious Rider" is also a Benj. B. Hampton produc-
tion. "Jane Eyre" was produced by Hugo Ballin.
"Fifty Candles" was produced by Irvin V. Willat,
and "Cameron of the Royal Mounted" was produced
by Winnipeg Productions, Ltd. The latter produc-
tion was released by Hodkinson in December.
A one picture a week policy for Shubert's big 44th

Street Theatre has also been adopted, it is said, and
while the present product is practically 100 per
cent, sold in the New York City territory, it is said
that several forthcoming Hodkinson specials will be
booked for the 44th in the near future.

that special attention has been given
to the posters and art work, and that

the theatres may expect something
quite out of the ordinary.

Associated Exhibitors Release

''Handle With Care*' January22
The Al and Ray Rockett produc-

tion "Handle with Care," which is

scheduled for release by Associated

Exhibitors on January 22 has no
less than seven well-known screen

players in the cast. Grace Darmond,
who has the most important role,

never appeared to better advantage,

it is said.

Aside from the cast. Associated
Exhibitors is placing much emphasis
upon the exploitation opportunity

which the title presents, and says

that the campaign book which is

now being completed contains several

stunts of particular value to the

exhibitors, because they are prac-

ical and inexpensive. It is reported

Modem Marriage
Is the Theme of

"Grand Larceny"
Goldwyn's dramatic photoplay of

modern marriage, "Grand Larceny,"
was adapted by Bess Meredith and
Charles Kenyon from Albert Pay-
son Terhune's story of the same
title. Wallace Worsley directed it.

"Grand Larceny" is one of the six

photoplays to be distributed early in

the year by Goldwyn as its third

group of releases of its fifth year
productions. Elliott Dexter and
Claire Windsor are featured.

The story tells of the events that

led up to John Annixter's relinquish-

ment of his wife whom he found in

the arms of the other man. She was
innocent of the wrongdoing which
her husband imputed to her.

Her new marriage was anything
but happy, and she awakes to the
fact that she is regarded as nothing
but a piece of property by both
men, and tells them that she belongs
only to herself and is going to

leave them and go out in the world
and learn to be worthy of the
greatest love.

Others in the cast are Roy Atwell,
Richard Tucker, Tom Gallery and
John Cossar.

New Metro Film
"Sherlock Brown," a comedy-

drama written and directed by
Bayard Veiller, is the title of Bert
Lytell's latest Metro special photo-
play. It is now nearing completion
at the Hollywood studios ot the
company. Ora Carew is the lead-
ing woman.
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The last Hurricane Hutch serial,

produced by Pathe, has been booked
for exhibition at the Notre Dame
University, at better than theatre

prices. The picture will be shown
to boys between the ages of 8 and
14 years. The booking was ar-

ranged because of no guns, knives

nor crime of any kind being de-

picted in this "thriller," thus proving
that producer? may be their own
censors. In addition, the university

had booked the entire Pathe short

subject program, including the two-
reel westerns and the Lloyd re-

issues. These will be shown to the

adults of the school.

The George Beban act, wherein
Beban and his cast of players ap-

pear in person and play the climax
of the "Sign of the Rose" during
the screen performances, which
played at the Chicago Theatre dur-
ing holiday week, was one of the

most successful acts ever booked by
the Balaban & Katz Enterprises.

The star was greeted with applause
at his appearance at each perform-
ance and was again given an ovation
at the expiration of his act. Bala-
ban & Katz gave Mr. Beban credit

for the record-breaking business at

the Chicago Theatre during the

holidays.
* * *

A sketch of the Municipal Pier,

painted by Miss Crowell. a disabled

war nurse, is on exhibiton at the

J. W. Young Art Galleries, 66 East
Jackson Boulevard, as the purchase
of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fair-

banks. The picture was among a
display made by disabled war vet-

erans and nurses, which was visited

by Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks during
their recent short visit in Chicago.

* * *

Nate Ruttenberg is temporarily
managing the affairs of the Capital
Theatre at Manitowoc, during the

illness of Charlie Menzing, who was
recently operated upon for appendi-
citis. Friends of Mr. Manzing will

be glad to hear he is convalescing
nicely.

* * *

Harry K. Morton and Zella Rus-
sell, from the Bert Williams show,
"Under the Bamboo Tree, were the

headliners of the special New
Year's Eve midnight show at the

Ascher's Chateau Theatre. The
Byron Brothers Saxophone Players,

Pearl's Roumanian Gypsies. Zuhm
& Dreis. Byron & Hague. Frances
Kennedy and Hammill's Musical
Misses, all big time acts, were the

other players on a bill which was
received with great enthusiasm by
a crowded house.

* * *

Carefully indicating the moral
that bread cast upon the waters will

return with interest, W. L. Hill,

publicity manager of Universal,
sends in a little story concerning the
loss and* return of two five dollar
gold pieces belonging to Herman
Stern. District Manager of Univer-
sal. It appears that the gold would

^0? PAUL C.Him

have been gone forever, had Mr.
Stern not taken a beggar to a near-

by restaurant for a meal, finishing

up with a package of cigarettes at

a nearby cigar stand, where the

proprietor recognized the philan-

thropic manager as the man who,
the previous day. had given him two
five dollar gold pieces instead of

silver change.
* * *

A de luxe showing of Cecil B. De
Mille's latest Paramount production,

"Fool's Paradise," was given at the

Ziegfield Theatre January 5 to the

trade and members of the press.
* *

Exhibitors in the larger cities have
noted the fact that audiences are
"shopping" for their amusements at

the present time, showing a decided
tendency to patronize the shows
giving the greatest variety in their

programs. This tendency has also

been manifested in the smaller
towns, report the Pathe salesmen.
The small town exhibitors have
shown a spirit of co-operation, re-

sulting in the booking of a diversi-

fied program.
* * *

The small town business is rapid-

ly getting back to normal, report
the Pathe salesmen, Charles Filkins,

H. W. Ricker, and Ed Cassanave,
recently appointed to the territories

of Northern Illinois, Southern Illi-

nois, and Indiana, respectively. The
small town theatres are booking bet-
ter pictures and patronage is pick-
ing up to a great degree

—
"every-

thing booming"—is the consensus of
opinion.

* * *

Hal Opperman, Pontiac, Illinois,

was in town during the week to look
over the schedule of pictures from
the Associated Producers for 1922.

which will be released by First Na-
tional.

The local Pathe offices

are putting a quietus as

much as possible on the
report that Pathe is

about to affiliate with the

Vitagraph company. A
wire from Elmer Pear-
son, general sales man-
ager, states there is noth-
ing to the rumor.

The New Virginia Theatre, of
which Charles Pyle is proprietor
and managing director, opened in

Champaign, Illinois. December 28th.
The house seats 2,500 people. Feat-
ure releases, alternating with "legit-

imate" attractions, will be played.
Mr. Pyle is to be congratulated
upon his choice in the location of
his new theatre, for Champaign is

a college town and the motion pic-

ture business, always good there,

climbs to many broken records dur-
ing the college term.

* * *

The Lincoln Theatre, owned by
the Reuben Bros., of Joliet, was

destroyed by fire on December 21st.

The origin of the fire, which started

at 12:30 a. m. after the final show-
ing of the Dempsey-Carpentier fight

films, is unknown. No insurance

was carried, and a loss of $40,000
was sustained. The company is

making plans for the erection of a
new theatre which will get under
operation as soon as possible.

* * *

A trade showing in the First Na-
tional Headquarters of the latest

J::ckie Coogan release, "My Boy,"
on December 28th, was attended by
more exhibitors than could be ac-

commodated. The overflow crowd
necessitated the use of a second pro-
jection room to which the reels of
the feature were relayed, one by
one, as soon as they had been shown
in the original projection room.

* * *

H. P. Joslyn has been appointed
head of the exploitation staff of the
Chicago First National Exhibitors'
Association. He is another capable
newspaper man to enter the motion
picture business, having had many
years of advertising experience, as
well as considerable editorial work,
to his credit.

* * *

Daniel P. Kostakos, a newsboy
and ex-prize fighter before he be-
came associated with the Ascher
Bros, clerical staff, has been made
assistant to Nathan and Max Asch-
er. He is now engaged in learning

the duties of a theatre manager,
to be able to fit in in case of emer-
gency, receiving his first instruc-

tions from Harry Beaumont, man-
ager of the Chateau Theatre. "Dan-

DANIEL P. KOSTAKOS
Appointed Assistant to Nathan

and Max Ascher.

ny" is proving himself such an apt
pupil that great things are perdicted
for him in the motion picture indus-
try.

Lloyd Ingrain
to Direct Film

Lloyd Ingraham has been engaged
to direct Gladys Walton at Uni-
versal City. He will begin produc-
tion immediately with the star on
"Second Hand Rose," a comedy
drama adapted from the popular
song of that name by A. P. Younger.

Starts Crusoe Serial
With the continuities, sets and productions held

up merely for the selection of a star, word has just
come from Universal City that production on "The
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe" has been started.
This is the third of its new educational-historical
series. The first one, "Winners of the West," is

finishing its epoch-making course of eighteen epi-
sodes. Its promise of a new and nobler era in the
serial field is being carried on by the second of the
series, "With Stanley in Africa," the first episode of
which will be released on January 23.

It had been the intention when Eddie Polo was
still with the Universal to star him in "The Adven-
tures of Robinson Crusoe," and all preparations
were made to start the serial by December 15.
However, events so shaped themselves as to make it

necessary to begin production on the fourth of the
series, "In the Days of Buffalo Bill," starring Art
Acord, first.

This problem of selecting a star for the Crusoe
film was solved by Julius Stern, newly elected sec-
ond vice-president, who chose Jack O'Brien. O'Brien
has the physical characteristics required and had
enough experience in the serial, "Bride 13," to
weather the arduous role mapped out for him.
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Keeping in Personal Touch
2?j7 FRITZ TIDDEN

WE have received numerous
letters commending us for

the stand we took two

weeks ago and last week, when a

certain group of daily paper film

reviewers brought the matter to a

head with their "criticisms" of "The
Little Minister." against the manner
in which really fine productions are

reviewed by these poseurs. We wish

we could publish all of the letters,

some of which were from persons

prominent in th.: mdustry and might

be' affected if the little group of

serious reviewers got down on them
and worked off their personal feel-

ings with consistant knocks against

the films in which these men have

either a direct or indirect interest.

In not one of these letters did

the writer request it not be published

with his name attached, showing that

they do not in any way fear the

power these re\newers think they

have. But we assume the respon-

sibility of deciding that it is no use

starting anj-thing that might just be

an annoying unpleasantness by con-

sistant pounding, regardless.

Instead we will publish one of the

letters from someone not directly

connected with any of the film com-
panies.

"Just a few lines of commendation
for your remarks in the issue of

January 7, apropos of 'film criticism.'

so-called. Another particular in-

stance was in connection with the

very artistic production of 'Peter

Ibbetson.' Few of our young and
confident reviewers seemed to have
read DuMaurier"s story, and so were
ignorant of the fact that his Peter,

though awkward, misplaced and un-
happy, was a husky athletic six

footer, instead of the ethereal poet.

"A possible explanation of the

usual pose might be that the

embryo critic, assigned to motion
pictures because they are assumed
not to require 'high brow' qualities,

with little real education and only

a smattering of art and literature,

is obliged to resort to peppy per-

sonalities, and his own mental re-

action is his only standard of judg-
ment. If you follow the pictures

and their reviews this does little

harm—you are able to discount the

mental complex of the reviewer.

The lady of the Tribune, for in-

stance, cannot see a good actor if

his clothes are made in Hollywood,
or she doesn't like his haircut—while

one of 'our sef in things dramatic
or artistic is sure of sympathetic
treatment.

"It is frequently entertaining

reading, but it isn't criticism, and as

you say, it is distinctly unfair to

public, producers and theatres. It is

likely to do especial harm because
of an increasing habit of local papers
in other cities, of quoting a 'smart'

New York review.
"A. J. S."

* * *

And further speaking of these re-

viewers, imagine Quinn Martin giv-

ing advise to a young moving pic-

ture star on how to improve her

work or keep it at a high standard

!

Mr. Martin, among other things, to

was the only man reviewing pictures

in New York that damned "The

Little Minister" with faint praise.

Thomas J. Gray has been added foreign department, has returned to

the scenario staff of Buster New York from a month's trip to

Keaton's Company. He will write Copenhagen and Stockholm,

gags for the frozen faced comedian. » • »

Goldwyn tendered a luncheon to

Rupert Hughes at Keene's Chop
House, December 30. The author

had just arrived from the coast.

It is such reviewers as he that are

insufferable because of the pose

evident in their review articles.

For justifiable motives various rep-
, ^ ,

" .

'
. , , e

resentatives of film companies flatter R. J. Tobm, vice president of

them and pay them a good deal of Robertson-Cole, who is in charge of

/I
MARIE P REVO ST

Her latest Universal production, "Don't Get Personal." was played

at the Central Theatre, Sezu York, during New Year's week

with success

This makes them think production at the coast plant, arrived

really important. And in New York recently.

attention,

they arc

from then on their poses and awful

struggles to live up to the reputa-

tion they manufacture for them-

selves and be clever are some of the

most enjoyably humorous things

taking place in the industry.

Be sure to read what Rupert

Hughes has to say about film critics

in another part of this issue.

In what was supposed to be an

exhaustive survey of the financial

and industrial world, taking up at

least sixteen pages, the New York
Evening Post made no mention of

the film business, the fifth largest

industry in existence.

* *

Carl Neilson, of Famous-Lasky's

Lon Chaney left for the coast last

week.
* * *

A Christmas afterthought thought

up by one of our correspondent who,
for obvious reasons does not want
his name mentioned

:

Santa's like a cameraman—
Though stockings do not thrill 'um,

II'hen he firuis a nice array

He does his best to filtum!
* • •

Harry Carey, the Universal star,

arrived in New York January 5,

accompanied by his wife and seven

months' old child. The Carey
entourage came East to visit Harry's
mother. It is the first visit the star

has made to this city in seven years.

* « *

F. J. Godsol returned last week
from his trip abroad.

* * *

A visitor to our sanctum the other

day was Mary Anderson, who came
to New York for the holidays. She
is to make a personal appearance
tour through the Northwest, com-
mencing immediately.

* • •

"/ became the father of a boy
yesterday," proudly remarked a
barber sliaving Lincoln Pturner.

"M'ell, well," said the screen player,

"here's a dime for the little shaver."

A little old, but hardy.
« * •

Victor Rodman, chief "heavy" of

the Christie Company, whose villain-

ous doings have been very evident in

many of the Christie Comedies re-

cently released by Elducational,

ranked himself as a first-rate cave
man. The more villainous he could

be, the more he enjoyed life.

But that was before pretty

Dagmar Dahlgren, classic dancer,

came dancing her way into Christie

Comedies. When she appeared in

"A Pair of Sexes" V^ictor began to

wonder if bachelorhood was all it

was held up to be. So he began to

growl at Dagmar.
"Come hither," he said, with s

frown.
But Dagmar merely smiled and

danced on.

By the time Miss Dahlgren fin-

ished working in "Kiss and Make
Up," Victor had been convinced that

cave man tactics were useless, and
was thoroughly tamed.

"I'm sorry," he said submissively.
"I didn't mean to be so rough. Can't
you forgive me?"
Then the beautiful dancer began

to listen. Now they are Mr. and
Mrs. Victor Rodman, having been
married a few days ago in Los
Angeles.

* * •

After finishing a difficult comedy
part as the cardinal in Max Linder's
burlesque on "The Three \fus-
keteers," Bull Montana has sailed

for Honolulu, where he is to rest
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In the Independent Field
3 ROGER FERRI

The Passing Week in Review
A WELL-KNOWN exchangeman five weeks ago purchased

the rights in a certain territory to a wonderful box office

picture. He promised the distributor that he would give

tlie attraction the widest exploitation and an 'elaborate premier

in the best motion picture house he could secure in his territory.

The distributor, before selling, insisted that the picture be prop-

erly exploited and contracted to share in all expenses incurred.

He had no reason to question the sincerity of the buyer, for he

had established an enviable reputation as a "hustler" in his

territory and was seemingly respected for his determined busi-

ness methods which had established his exchange as one of the

foremost State rights offices in the country.

DjAYS passed and finally word was telegraphed to New York
by the exchangeman that he had booked a vaudeville theatre.

The national distributors immediately communicated with the

exchange via the telephone, registering opposition to such a plan,

but the exchange already had signed the contract and there was
nothing to do except to carry it out. Though disappointed, the

distributor, appreciative of the task before him, offered to co-

operate, but none of this would be had by either buyer or theatre.

However, considerable paper, cards, novelties, banners, cuts,

mats, etc., were sent to the theatre.

p^ESPITE the fact that the theatre had been adequately sup-

plied with accessories and many exploitation stunts had been

outlined to its publicity man, the picture was neglected. When
the writer, who attended the premier, visited the house, the

paper, cards, etc., were still in the poster room unused. We
picked up the local newspapers and discovered that the house had

done nothing whatsoever to boost the picture there, but, on the

other hand, laid emphasis on the "high class holiday vaudeville

bill." In other words, this picture, which, the same day, broke
records in a middlewestern city where it was properly exploited

and presented to the public, was a secondary consideration and
the fact that it was the premier showing meant nothing in the life

of the manager. In fact, inasmuch as that house was one of a

well-known circuit, he gave the impression that he was doing the

exchange a favor by using the picture.

T T is not difficult to guess what happened to the picture. It was
buried in a holiday bill. The vaudeville was the typical

Christmas week sort, which means the poorest and cheapest to be

had. This reflected on the bill. The acts bored the patrons and
they filed out gradually, but in sufficient numbers to fairly clear

the house by the time the picture was flashed. When the closing

act came on tlicre was a wholesale walkout. Tliere is no doubt

in the mind of the writer but that many of those folks who walked
out would have enjoyed that picture.

B'
• UT what did this showing do that was suicidal to the picture?

In the first place, the exchange did not play fair with the

distributor who had made it plainly understood that it was some-
thing more than a matter of dollars and cents and that he wanted
to have the picture properly exploited, promising to even share
50-50 on all expenses incurred in advertising the picture. He
even ofYered to send his own exploitation experts to assist in

"selling" the production to the public. But this oflfer was turned
down. Secondly, the booking of the picture for a premier show-
ing in a vaudeville house was an insult to those exhibitors in that

territory who have patronized that exchange 52 weeks in the

year. The only reason this exchangeman had for booking this

picture into that house was because the theatre was on a circuit.

He was seeking dates on that entire circuit. But was that the

proper way to get dates even on that circuit ? Most emphatically

"no."

*HE picture flopped. And when it did its value in that

territory depreciated. The circuit officials refused to book it.

The exchangeman then appealed to his exhibitor-friends and
sought dates from. them. Yes, they wanted the picture, but not
at the price the exchange is quoting. They take the stand that

the picture failed at the vaudeville house, and, as this fact is well

known among picture patrons, they would have to start anew and
expend more than their ordinary appropriation in putting the

picture over. This is logic that the exchangeman can not contra-

dict. He must, and probably has by this time, admit that he
pulled a "bone." And he has no one but himself to blame. While
the distributor has received payment for the territorial rights, he
is a disappointed and disgusted gentleman, for the incompetent
exchange has without a doubt mutilated the box office value of
what in the opinion of the writer is one of the greatest pictures

offered on the State rights market.

CUCH tactics as utilized by this exchange should be tabooed
^ at once. They should not exist. The distributor is entitled

to every consideration from the exchange, for upon the existence
of the former depends the success and permanency of the latter.

His wares must be properly exploited. Exchanges have time and
again complained to this office that distributors have been grossly
negligent in the matter of forwarding accessories. This in some
degree is correct, but the fact of the matter is that the exchanges
themselves have not been the most co-operative institutions in

this market. They have their faults and shortcomings. And the
example, detailed above, constitutes one of the most dangerous
abuses practiced by some of them.

OR the sake of getting fifteen days the exchangeman
sacrificed the future of the picture. When he did that he

ignored—and unjustly so—every exhibitor in his territory. He
ignored the very people on whom he is dependent for business
the year round. If this exchange had sought a good house for his
premier there were plenty to be had in his territory that were
legitimate picture theatres. But he made no effort to book them.
As a matter of fact any one of the first run houses in that district
would willingly have shown that picture—and given it proper
exploitation and presentation. But nothing doing. The ex-
changeman was not a good enough showman or business man to
appreciate that the picture house was the proper place for the
premier. He did not realize that success in a vaudeville house
was not a credit to the picture for the reason that managers would
attribute a part of the "draw" to the variety acts.

D UT this exchange is not the only one. There are a few others
just like it. The distributor must insist on an immediate

remedy of such a practice—and we for one want to go on record
as saying that it is an abuse that discourages patronage of State
rights exchanges by exhibitors. It's unfair to the distributer and
the exhibitor. And, finally, it's a lot of nonsense—an open
confession of incompetency. What this branch of the industry
needs is more exhibitor friends. And they are not made by
ignoring their presence when a real box office attraction comes
along.
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War Officially Declared on

Film Pirates and ^'Flyers''
War has been officially declared

on tilni pirates.

A dctiniic program of action

against these unlawful operatives in

the State Rights market will be

drawn up at the regular monthly
meeting of Independent Producers'

and Distributors' Association in New
York on Saturday night. January
7. It is the lirm determination of

,

the asstx-i.ition to drive these pirates

out of the tield.

While the "pirate" practice was
somewhat curtailed during the past

year, due largely to the organized

efforts of the distributors, it is still

one of the most dangerous menaces
with which this particular branch of

the industry has to contend. A
number of complaints has reached

the offices of the I. P. D. A. and
these will be taken under considera-

tion with immediate action follow-

ing.

The coming year promises to be
an unusually busy one for the asso-

ciation. In addition to the war
against t'llm pirates, the I. P. D. A.
also will take under advisement
many other questions of vital im-
portance to the future of the market.
Among the-*e will be the "shoe-
string" operative.

No few distributors during the

past few months have l^en victim-

ized by these "shoestring" promoters
who. having established an office and
called it an exchange, have pro-

cee»led to issue inviting stationery

and got in touch with the distribu-

tors. Some have advanced small

pa\Tnents on pictures, but that was
alx>uf all. for the exhibitors in ter-

ritories wherein they operate, know-
ing the reputation of these "tlyers"

have refused to do business with

them. However, they have received

enough patronage to permit thera

continuing their petty tactics. In so

doing, however, they have jeopar-

di.'ed the St.ite Rights market.

Nothing will be left unJone to

expose these "flyers" and subse-

quently drive them out of the field.

.\s a result of their presence it is

conservatively estimated thousands

of dollars have been lost by dis-

tributors. Their presence, too. has

menaced reputable exch.ingemen.

Resume of Week 's Business

W ARNER BROTHERS
"School Days"

Independent Film Corporation of Philadelphia for southern New Jersey,

eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, District of Columbia and Virginia.

Skirboll Brothers, of Cleveland, for Ohio.
Celebr.ited Film Players Corporation, of Chicago, for northern Illinois

and Indiana.
First National Exhibitors Exchange, of Pittsburgh, for western Pennsyl-

vania and West Virginia.

E. G. Tunstali, of Minneapolis, for Wisconsin, Minnestota and North and
South Dakota.

ARROW" FILM CORPOATION
"Ten Night* in a Barroom"

Lightning Photoplays Corporation, of Boston, for Connecticut, Rhode
Island, Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE. INC.

"The Two Orphans"
First National Exchange, of New York City, for New York State and

the metropolis.
Turner & Dahnken, of San Francisco, for California.

'The LoTc Slave"

First National Exchange, of New York City, for New York State.

Margery Wilton Production*

First National Exchange, of New York City, for New York State.

WILLIAM STEINER PRODUCTIONS
Neal Hart Serie*

Greater Features, Inc., of Salt Lake City, for Utah.
Lannon-Sheffield Exchange, of Denver, for Colorado.

Economy Should Be the

Watchwoi'dy Says Jaccard
Jacques Jaccard, director, and Isa-

dore Bernstein, supervising director
of the ^\'est Coast Films Corporation
is bent on reversing the e.xtra\-agaiit

spending idea. The West Coast is

at present producing "The Great
.\lone" at the Pacific Studios in San
Mateo. California. The picture is

the first of a series in which Monroe
Salisbury is to be starred.

Rconomv is one thincr that should

gain the immediate attention of pro-
ducers. There have been to many
million dollar flivvers perpctr.ited on
the long suffering exhibitor and it

seems nothing short of sheer idiocy

and the gratification of i>ersonal

whims for a director to throw away
thousands of dollars when the same
effect might be obtained at a far

lower cost.

JACK AXD SAM IVARXER
Of Warner Bros., producing big

\5-ctisode serial. "Shadows of
the Jungle," starring Grace Dar-
mond and Philo McCullough.
Photo taken at Warner's U''est

Coast Studio

"Life's Greatest

Question " Demand
Much interest among State Rights

buyers and exhibitors has been
aroused by the theme that inspired

the latest Joe Brandt-George H.
Davis production. "Life's Greatest
Question." starring Roy Stewart.
Phe picture is said to solve the

questions : Can anything, except
honesty, serve as the basis for liappi-

ness ; can there be contentment and
a chance for any sort of understand-
ing, with the foundation of subter-
fuge and suspicion?

"But the Butler"

Barry's Latest
"But The Butler" is the title of

the newest Broadway-.^rrow two-
reel comedy with Eddie Barry and
\'era Reynolds, produced by Morris
Schlank. Broadway as a comedy
pro<lucing unit is going very strong

and the comedies are in demand.

''Four Seasons'* Promises to Be
One of Year's Best Pictures

Producers Security Corporatiofi

to Distribute "The Bootleggers

Harry J. Shepard. of the Kineto

Company of America, was discuss-

ing this week "The Four Seasons"

and the many inquiries that have

been made about it from persons in

all walks of life

"A very usual question about 'The

Four Seasons.' " he said "is to ask

just what it is in this picture which
gives it such a human appeal ; which
creates in so many different t>-pes of

persons a genuine sense of satisfac-

tion
;
helps them to take away some-

thing from viewing that picture

which they did not have before they

saw it.

" 'The Four Seasons' tells the

story of a whole year of Nature;

it is as Arthur lames so well pharsed

it 'l.iving a Year in an Hour.*"
"We have permitted private views

of 'The Four Seasons' before sever-

al tvTies of audiences and the reac-

tion in every case has been remark-
ably enthusiastic. The picture speaks

a universal language."

"The Bootleggers." a five-reel fea-

ture with an all-star cast, announc-
ed this week by Producers' Security
Corporation as ready for distribu-

tion on the State Rights market.
The feature is an Al Gilbert produc-
tion and Roy Sheldon directed. The
cast includes Paul Panzer, Jules
Cowles, Walter Miller, Norma
Shearer, leading woman for Eugene
O'Brien, and others. Officials of
Producers Security Corporation, in

a statement issued this week, char-
acterized the picture as "censor-

proof" and added the information

that the New York censors had
passed it 100 per cent.

The story, according to the state-

ment, is one that calls for many
exciting incidents, among them be-

ing a battle in midair. The dis-

trib\itors point out the exploitation

possibilities of the title and further

stated that this title is backed up
with an unusual story dealing with a
subject that is filling the front pages
of newspapers in every community
in this countr>-.
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Live and Newsy Gossip of the Trade

IT was a merry Christmas party at

the Grand & Warner Exchange in

Buffalo when Manager Sydney Samson
passed out gold pieces to every em-
ploye- It is rumored that there also

was some real stuff on tap for the
participants. Mr. Samson was pre-
sented with a gold fountain pen and
pencil set. Even the crooks are show-
ing a preference for Grand & Warner
productions. A Monty Banks' comedy
and an issue of Federated Snap Shots
were stolen from an express wagon
loaded with films of every brand one
day last week. "Why Girls Leave
Home" is getting a great reception in

western New York, according to Mr.
Samson, who has booked the production
lor almost two dozen theatres in Buf-
falo alone, including the Strand, Vic-
toria, Star, Rivoli, Fillmore, Capitol,

Maxine, Oakdale, Oriole, Lily, Circle,

Allendale, Marlowe, Central Park, Lib-
erty and others. "Heidi of the Alps,"
a Prizraa subject, was a big feature at

the Loew State last week in Buffalo.

Mr. Samson reports an unusually large
number of bookings on this production.
'School Days" will be released shortly.

, . 7-1 ^ Howard F. Brink spent the holidays in

Star of Arroiv ttlm tort>oraUons Buffalo resting after his strenuous

Ben Wilson Productions campaign in the interest of "Why Girls

Leave Home," and getting pepped up
tor "School Days." Business is unus-
ually good at the Grand & Warner
office and plans are now being made
for a drive on Federated and other
comedies.

NEVA GERBER

L. L. Hiller to Personally Aid
in ''His Nibs" Exploitation

L. L. Hiller, President of "His

Nibs" Syndicate, Inc., the organi-

zation especially formed to distnbiite

"His Nibs," the Exceptional Pic-

tures Corporation production in

which Charles (Chic) Sale is making

his first appearance as a motion

picture star, has gone West in order

to aid -with the special exploitation

program that will mark the first

runs of the picture, "His Nibs," in

the key cities.

Mr. Hiller's first stop will be at

Cleveland, where he will confer with

Phil Selznick, who controls the dis-

tribution of "His Nibs" for Ohio.

Mr.Selznick has booked the feature

in a number of key theatres in his

state, and special exploitatin will

mark these first runs, so that every

exhibitor in the territory may take

exploitation and put the picture

across in the biggest posible manner

to large profits. The exhibitors of

Ohio are showing great enthusiasm

over the picture, which will be re-

leased February 1st, and feel sure it

will prove to be one of the big money

makers of the year 1922.

"I am particularly interested in

"His Nibs," Mr. Hiller said just

before leaving New York, "for it

has so many unusual points in its

favor. "Chic" Sale, the star, is one

of our greatest vaudeville and musi-

cal comedy favorites, and he has

surpassed his stage ofifering by

appearing in seven distinct rural

character roles in his first picture.

Then, too "His Nibs" is a comedy,
and comedies that have atmosphere,

novelty and suspense are always in

the greatest demand. And a third

point in favor of the picture is that

it is absolutely censor-roof.

"As far as its exploitation possi-

bilities are concerned they are so

numerous that it seems impossible

to exhaust them. I am very anxious

to work with Mr. Selznick and the

exhibitors of his territory in put-

ting over the first runs of this pic-

ture, and I feel sure that they are

going to prove highly successful."

On th.e completion of his trip to

Cleveland, Mr. Hiller has promised

to stop in Detroit, Michigan, and
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to confer

with exhibitors in all of those key

cities.

First Two Episodes of Big

Warners' Serial Are Ready
The first two episodes of the

Warner Brothers serial production,

"Shadows of the Jungle," being pro-

duced at the West coast studios of

the Warner organization under the

direction of Sam and Jack Warner,

have been completed and are ready

for the state rights market.

"Shadows of the Jungle," co-

starring Grace Darmond and Phil

McCuIlough, is said to be one of the

most stupendous serial productions

made. The locale of the serial is

laid in the wilds of Africa.

Over 1,500 animals belonging to

Al G. Barnes, the circus man, are

being used in the serial, in addition

to hundreds of extras and the

trainers and assistants of the Barnes

circus. The entire Warner studios,

save the administrative offices, is

said to have been converted into a

veritable jungle and day and night

shifts are being used.

fined to his bed in a Hub hospital, but
his condition is said to be rapidly im-
proving.

Under the auspices of the Federated
Film Exchange, of Boston, of which he
is the head, Sam Grand, on Tuesday
evening at the Copley-Plaza Hotel in

that city, staged a trade showing of

Warner I3rothers' Harry Rapf produc-
tion of Gus Edwards' play, "School
Days," starring Wesley Barry. Repre-
sentative exhibitors from all six New
England States were on hand. A sup-
per followed the showing. There also
was dancing. All in all it was a grand
and glorious affair. Harry Warner, of

New York, was on hand-

Ben Friedman, of the Friedman Film
Exchange of Minneapolis, is preparing
for an aggressive exploitation campaign
in the Northwest- Ben has acquired
the rights to a number of big features
that he is now preparing to release.

N. I. Filkins, managing director of
the Buffalo and Albany Merit Ex-
changes, is expected to make some
additions to the local sales staff in a
few weeks. Mr. Filkins announces that
Grace Davison will be in western New
York for personal appearances this
month, appearing at many of the lead-
ing houses.

January 2d marked the first anniver-
sary of Miss Esther Linder, that en-
terprisingly aggressive publicity direc-
tor for C. B. C, Joe Brandt and other
firms in which Messrs. Brandt, Jack
and Harry Cohn are interested, as
chief purveyor of publicity for those
gentlemen. Miss Linder spent a busy
week receiving congratulations from
those in the trade who were let in on
her secret.

Bert Lubin stopped off at Kansas
City this week on his tour of ex-
changes early this week. He is expect-
ed back in New York with fat contracts
late this month.

Joseph J. Goldstein, president of
Arrow Photoplays, Inc., of Arrow, was
given a royal reception on his arrival
in Pueblo, Col., on Dec- 27. Judging
from a story published in The Pueblo
Chieftain, Joe is exceedingly popular
there, tor the yarn carried a two-
column 30-point head.

"Out of the Dust," according to
Manager Rovner, of the Lyric Theatre,
Camden, N. J., did the biggest business
ever recorded by that house. The en-
gagement lasted four days, starting
Dee. 27- The picture was elaborately
shown, together with a prologue. The
staging was under the direction of
N. E. Milligan, who is distributing the
Remington production in eastern Penn-
sylvania and southern New Jersey.

A new building nearing completion
at 915 South Olive street, Los Angeles,
has been leased to three film distribut-
,ing companies, All-Star Feature Dis-
tributors. Supreme Film Exchange and
the Federated Film Company. The
new building is a one-story structure,
divided into three sections, with each
section containing a large main office

with a large show window fronting the
street, a miniature theatre with a pro-
jection booth and a concrete vault for
films.

The Apex Film Company of Pitts-
burgh held a trade showing in the
Auditorium there on Jan. 1 of their
latest National Exchanges production,
"Lotus Blossom." Single and two-reel
pictures also were shown. Fifteen hun-
dred persons attended.

J. L. Friedman, of Celebrated Players
Corporation of Chicago, announced last
week that a deal had been closed with
Warner Brothers whereby his firm will
distribute the Harry Rapf-produced
and William Nigh-directed Gus Ed-
wards' screen play. "School Days," in
the states of Illinois and Indiana.

Mr. Filkins announces that Merit
has taken on two new productions,
"The Mother Eternal" and "The Wrong
Woman." Mr. Filkins is booking
"Mysterious Manchuria" and "A Bit of
Old China," as being especially appro-
priate for showing during the discus-
sion of the Chinese problems by the
Armament conference. He has issued
a fine piece of publicity in the form
of a dodger, showing headlines from
the newspapers and a description of
the pictures. The Merit offices will re-
main on the second floor of the Para-
mount building.

Phil Hazza, of the Montreal Branch
of the St'-indard Films, Ltd., has taken
over the Canadian distribution rights
to the Snowy Baker pictures being
State righted by Aywon Pictures Cor-
poration. Incidentally, Phil also an-
nounced that his firm has taken over
the distribution in Canada of the entire
output of the Film Distributors
League.

Also from Canada comes the infor-
mation that State rights patronage in-
creased considerably during the past
few months and a better showing is be-
ing looked forward to for the coming
season-

David Adler. of the Buffalo office of
the Lande Film Company, announces
the acquisition of "Thunderbolt Jack"
serial, which is now being released in
western New York and which is being
heavily booked. Philip Adler. sales
manager. Is now out In the territory
booming the serial. The Lande office,
which la being operated by the Adler
boys. Is on the second floor of 14")

Franklin street. Buffalo.

M. Cohen has left Buffalo to take
charge of the new Nu-Art exchange,
which Fred M. Zimmerman opened this
week at 4 Clinton avenue. Mr. Cohen
is one of the most popular salesmen in
the business and he will get a big weK
come in the Albany territory, where
he has a host of friends. Mr. Zimmer-
man reports that the new Lafayette
Square Theatre and the Olympic have
contracted for the new Johnny Hines
comedies, all the Pola Negri produc-
tions. "Everyman's Price," and "Heart
of the North." Proctor's theatres in
Albany and Troy have also booked
"Vendetta" and "Intrigue," the two
Negris. which Nu-Art is distributing.
Mr. Zimmerman reports business boom-
ing with the coming of the New Year.

William I. Porey. of Superior Pic-
tures Exchange of Pittsburgh, is again
hard at work, after having been laid up
for several weeks with a severe attack
of lumbago.

Lester Scott, road representative for
East Coast Productions, Inc., distrib-
uting Amalgamated pictures, returned
this week from a trip through the
West, where he disposed of territorial
rights to Amalgamated franchises.

So pressing has become the need for
space in the new exchange of Federated
Film Exchange Company of Pittsburgh
that this organization has acquired the
entire sixth floor of the building at
loot Forbes street. Federated took
over the space formerly used by the
Pittsburgh Roalart Exchange.

Sam Grand, of the Federated Ex-
change, of Boston, Mas^., is still oon-

George West, brother of Billy West,
the comedian, visited Kansas City last
week. George Is on the road for Myr-
iad Productions. Inc., of New York,
selling rights to the two-reel comedies
stalling his brother-
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State Rights
Coast News

ACCORDING to Hoyle" will

be the next David Butler pro-

duction. It is a comedy by Clyde
Westover and Lx)ttie Horner.

The Warner Brothers are about

to open an exchange in Los Angeles.

Sam Warner is perfecting the or-

ganization and expects to make a
complete announcement late next
week.

Jack Polio is being starred in a

series of two-reel semi-westerns

which Arthur Delmar is producing.

Martha McKay is playing the lead-

ing role.

Attractiic Posters from "The
Runt," Starring "Short y"

Hamilton, Which Egler & Mc-
Govern Are Distributins on

State Rights Basis

Lucille Du Bois is playing a part

in "Four Hearts," the next Dick
Hattan western for Prairie Produc-
tions, Inc.

Roger Halperin Productions, Inc.,

has taken over the production of a

series of 18 outdoors pictures in

which Bob Reeves and Maryon Aye
are co-starred. Albert Rogell will

direct while Victor Hugo Halperin
will write the stories.

99

"Sleeping Acres" in which
"Snowy" Baker will be starred is

being prepared at the Selig-Rork
studio. Bert Bracken will direct.

Brayton Norton wrote the scenario.

"'Neath Western Skies," a

Western Classic Film Company
production, starring Monty Mon-
tague and directed by Bob Horner,
will be ready for release late in

January, according to information

given out here.

Five Big Territories Sold On
Warner Brothers' ''School Days

The cast supporting Wesley
Barry is a large one, and it in-

cludes George Lessey, Margaret
Seddon, Francis X. Conlan. Nellie

P. Spaulding, Arline Blackburn, J.

H. Gilmore, John Galsworthy, Je-

rome Patrick, Eveline Sherman and
Arnold Lucy. The picture was pro-

duced by Harry Rapf, and directed

by William Nigh, both of whom
brought forth "Why Girls Leave
Home," also a Warner production,

and the story was written by Mr.
Nigh and Walter De Leon, who is

known as a successful writer.

Ben Wilson, the comedy producer
who releases through Arrow Film
Corporation, has returned to the

Coast from New York where he
held a series of conferences with
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger of Arrow
and a number of representative ex-
changemen.

Five of the biggest State right

buyers in the country have pur-
chased the latest Warner Brothers
production, Gus Edwards' "School
Days," featuring Wesley Barry, it

is announced.
Louis Berman, of the Indepen-

dent Film Corporation, Phila., has

,

taken over Eastern Penn., Delaware,
D. C, Southern New Jersey and
Virginia. The First National Ex-
change. Pittsburg, has purchased the
exclusive territorial rights to West-
ern Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

Skirboll Brothers, Cleveland, have
acquired the state of Ohio. J. L.

Friedman of the Celebrated Film
Players, Chicago, has purchased the
rights to Northern Illinois and In-

diana, and E. G. Tunstall, of Min-
neapolis, has bought the rights to

Wisconsin, Minnesota, and North
and South Dakota.
These five dfeals are said to be

forerunners of a number of other

negotiations that are being consum-

mated by Harry M. Warner who
has stated that only those concerns
capable of getting the maximum re-

sults out of the production will be
given first preference in their re-

spective territories.

The unanimous praise of the pro-
duction by the trade and newspaper
critics is declared to have brought
a flood of inquiries to the Warner
offices, not only from state right

exchanges but also from scores of
first run houses throughout the

country desirous of booking the

feature.

Alexander to Handle All

of StolVs Pictures in U. S.

Five Cities to Show Weiss'

Bible Pictures at One Time
Louis Weiss, vice-president of

Artclass Pictures Corporation, an-

nounces this week that arrangements
are now being completed for the

showing of the film production of the

Old Testament in five key cities

throughout the country simultaneous-
ly. Representatives of the organiza-
tion are now in the cities in question
negotiating for the leading legiti-

mate theatre in each city. "The

names of the cities will be divulged
next week, together with the names
of the house engaged and a tentative

opening date has been set for the
middle of February.

These openings will follow the

premier of the Old Testament film

in New York, arrangements for

which are now in full swing. In

each of the theatres a chorus of
fifty voices will form part of the

musical program, while augmented
orchestras under the direction of
well known leaders will interpret the

special musical score prepared for
this production. As a special attrac-

tion for these five openings, an
organist of country-wide fame will

preside at the organ, rendering a
special solo prior to the presentation
of the entertainment on the screen.

It is stated that following the
runs arranged for in the five cities,

the various road companies will be
kept intact and turned over to the

purchaser of the State rights in each
case.

In the course of an exclusive in-

terview William Alexander of .A.lex-

ander Film Corporation, made the

following interesting statement:
"On my arrival in London, not

having been there for four years, I

was amazed at the progress made
by the English producers, as to

studios and their equipment, es-

pecially the Stoll Film Company,
who have a plant in Crickelwood,
which is but twenty minutes from
the heart of London.
"The floor space of the Stoll Film

Fourth Big Boy
Williams Ready

The fourth picture of the "Big
Boy" Williams series, being State
righted by Aywon Film Corporation,
has been completed and is entitled

"Across the Border." The natural

scenic settings of four states—Utah,
Colorado, Arizona and New Mex-
ico—were used in making this pic-

ture. Nathan Hirsh, head of Aywon,
reports a big demand for this series.

Company covers the length of a

crosstown New York block. Thirty-

two sets can be utilized at one time.

The entire equipment, including

cameras, carries the U. S. A. mark.
They have virtually every well

known writer in England tied up,

and have a library of over two
thousand stories, all well known
books.

"While I was there, they were
just finishing the second episode of
the New Sherlock Holmes Series.

This series was written especially

for the film by Sir Conan Doyle.
"Stoll has Conan Doyle under con-

tract for the next five years. In
addition to short subjects, he has
written some special features. The
first series of the Conan Doyle
stories which the Alexander Film
Corporation are handling for the

United States have grossed more
than any two-reel subjects ever pre-
sented in Great Britain.

"While in loindon I arranged with
a film clearing house to handle the
pick of ninety per cent, of the film

produced in France, England and
Germany.
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State Rights Buyers Clamoring
for ''Jungle Goddess'' Serial

A veritable avalanche of inquiries

is said to have descended upon the

offices of the Export & Import Film
Co., Inc., following their announce-
ment of the placing of Col. Selig's

new animal-jungle serial, "The
Jungle Goddess," upon the indepen-
dent market.

Alexander On Foreign Films
if: ^ 3(c 3|:

Observations of the Week
It is evidenced by the nature of \X/ILLIAM ALEXANDER, who i"rconv'c^oncSrtfe%°^^^^^^^^ f "^T^'^r"

these letters that Colonel Selig's W arrived in New York on Sun- T.f ^^V' ru?^%T.^ '^LT^ZJ^., ^^-^ ^.^^

Dave Segal
Buys 'Change

David Segal of the Royal Pic-

tures, Inc., celebrated the advent of

the new year by expanding his

State Rights exchange interests. In

addition to acquiring the Pioneer

franchise for southern New Jersey

and eastern Pennsylvania and dis-

tributing their product from his

Philadelphia exchange at 1337 Vine
street, Mr. Segal has also taken

over the franchise for the Washing-
ton, D. C. district. F. J. Sheppard,

reputation has created a tremendous
exhibitor demand for his product,

so much so, states an official of the

Export & Import Film Company,
that many of the biggest exchange-
men are already making arrange-
ments to come to New York to

view the serial.

Colonel Selig's previous serials,

"Miracles of the Jungle" and "The
Lost City," are admitted to have set

the high mark in animal chapter-
pictures. Their success is unques-
tioned, due mainly to the unmatched

day after a six weeks' business trip

abroad, reports generally improved
conditions in Great Britain. Alex-
ander Film Corporation will release

the 15 Sherlock Holmes detective

two-reelers produced by Stolls.

A most striking observation of

Mr. Alexander was found in his

statement of an exhibitors' movement
in London where the theatre owners
and film distributors and producers

are agitating a measure to be placed

before Parliament making residence

in the United Kingdom obligatory

This movement ^^^^ j^as been promoted to the

managership of the Washington ex-

change.

market

Starts On Third

It? star, Chic Sale

can not help but open a

for the picture, which in itself is

an unusual box office asset. But it

is the confidence of Exceptional in

its picture and the exhibitors who
will show it that is arousing con- Elsie Davenport, featured in Bur-
siderable favorable comment for this lesque Photoplays released by Storey
enterprising firm. It is a good omen, pictures. Inc. has started work in

the third of this series of twelve
Quietly, but energetically the In- t^vo reelers; "Little Lord Fond O'

dependent Producers and Distribu- jgy." jhe stories for this series

tors Association is carrying on its are by Edward Anthony
work. Because of the fact that

1 -11 r 1 c 1- 1 , r 1
- • - ,-1 - business conditions have virtually

ski 1 of Col Se ig in making jungle for all persons who appear in films monopolized the time of its members,
pictures No other man in the world shown there, with a penalty per Association has been unable to
has had the experience which this capita for none residents in a picture
pioneer producer has gained thru made in the Kingdom or else a fine

making these and other serial suc-
cesses.

Colonel Selig realized the short-
comings of serials in general and
also noticed that serial audiences
are becoming more discriminate.
This is largely due to the fact that
the better class serials are now

stars to be assessed at five quid or

the equivalent of $25; principals $15,

and supernumeraries four shillings

or about one dollar.

The plan, Mr. Alexander said, is

regarded by English film men as a

sure way to check the invasion of

films from Germany,, Italy and
booking the higher class photoplay France. The measure applies also
houses and that the first-run house to American-made pictures, but the
using serials is no longer an un- feeling that inspired it, he said, has
common occurrence. been provoked by the flood of pro-

In making "The Jungle Goddess," ductions seeking English markets
all of these conditions were provided with casts, stars and principals com

give various problems the attention

that they would have liked to give

them. However, the new year is

here and a number of reforms will

be acted upon. Joe Brandt, Presi-

dent of the association, was a busy
man this week attending to the var-

ious affairs of the organization. The
possibilities of this organization are

numerous and it can accomplish a

grea^ amount of good in the market
—and there is no doubt but that it

will.

Snapshots No. 18
Screen Snapshots No. 18 was this

week delivered to Federated Film
Exchanges for distribution. The
issue picturizes Richard Barthlemess,

Frank Mayo, Jan Kubelik, the world
famous violinist and many other

notables of the stage and screen.

for. The censorship question vras

also carefully studied to eliminate
the possibility of costly changes
after the picture is released. "The

posed chiefly of the lowest posible

priced alien players.

Advocates of this measure in their

petitioni to Parliamfent maintain
Jungle Goddess," as a result of that unless this measure is passed
this forethought, is said to be prac
tically censor-proof.
An indication of the value of

tradepaper advertising to the exhibi-
tor and the eager interest which the
public has in animal-jungle serials
made by Col. Selig, is apparent in

the large number of exhibitors who
have already written in and wired
for information regarding the book-
ing of "The Jungle Goddess."

British made films will have to give

up the struggle to survive.

Louis Baum of Equity believes

there is a tendency in this branch
of the industry to flood the market
with high priced pictures. Lou re-

cently returned from a visit to

various exchange centres. He has
interviewed a number of representa-
tive exchangemen most of whom
complain that while they want to

buy pictures they are prevented from
doing so because of the high assess-

ment. He cited the case of an Ohio
exchangeman who sought to buy a

big production. When he learned the

price he threw up his hands and
quit. It was not because he did not

want the picture—on the contrary
the exchangeman wanted it and

We're strong for personal appear-
ances. There is, in our humble
opinion, no surer way of populariz-

ing a star than to have him meet
the folks who make it possible for

him to draw a salary. Movie en-
thusiasts like to meet them. Inci-

dently, this personal touch develops
an intimacy between star and pic-

ture and public that usually fattens

the box office figures.

Hallrooms Inventors
In their next release of the Hall-

room Boys Comedy series, being
produced by C. B. C. and distributed

by Federated, Freddie and Percy
will take the roles of inventors.

They are said to appear in a number
of side-splitting stuntsi.

On Long Tour
A number of stars in State rights

pictures will start late in January
on a tour of personal appearances
in the southern territory. Among
those who will go are William Des-
mond, Grace Davison and others.

VALUABLE TERRITORY GOING FAST

Prize Winner in

Screen Review
Gertrude Eggett, who won the

National Contest for the most per-
fect female form in the United States
is one of the subjects recently taken
for "Shadowland Screen Review,"
the single reel released every two thought it was a wonderful buy. But
weeks by Storey Pictures Inc. if he bought that picture virtually

Gilda Gra)', John Barryrriore, all of his capital would be tied up in

Galli Curci, Darling Twins, Elsie the one picture.

Davenport, Ralph Ince and Eugene
O'Brien, Miriam Batista, Creighton Certainly Exceptional Pictures
Hale and his family, Irene Franklin, Corporation is leaving no stone un-
Johnny Hines, Harry Morey, Diana turned in properly exploiting their

Allen, Huntley Gordon, Mrs. Leslie splendid feature, "His Nibs" both
Carter and Georgette Le Blanc in the trade and to the public. The
Maeterlinck also appear. firm's able publicity squad is push-

PHOTOPLAY SERIALS CORP.
E. S. MANHEIMER. General Manager

130 WEST «th STREET, NEW YORK

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
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Straight from the Shoulder Reports
T)eparttneni Jar the Informaiion of Exhibitors

Edited by A. Van Buren Powell

The box office is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.

In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the

various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.

You are helping yourself and others by sending them in. Use the blank printed in this

department or better still write us that you'd like a free supply of report cards.

First National
BROKEN DOLL. Another crackerjack

in which Monte Blue scores. It is a pleas-

ure to have patrons praise a picture as they

did this one. Advertising; ordinary. Pa-
tronage; general. Attendance; fair. H. J.

Longaker, Howard Theatre, Alexandria,
Minn.

FAMILY HONOR. Very satisfactory

oflfering, pleased both young and old. It

is not a new picture, but it's a good one.

Advertising; usual allotment of posters.

Patronage; mixed. Attendance; only fair.

Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South Falls-

burg, N. Y.

FORBIDDEN THING. A lot better than

the average picture. Adverse reports rather

had me guessing, but the people liked it.

Advertising; ordinary. Patronage; general.

Attendance ; fair. H. J. Longaker, How-
ard Theatre, Alexandria, Minn.

GO .XnD get it. Excellent picture.

Don't miss this one. Marshall Neilarfs

pictures all good. Advertising; extra adver-

tisement in local paper. Patronage; aver-

age. Attendance; good. S. H. McNeil, Ri-

deau Theatre, Smith's Falls, Canada.

GOLDEN SNARE. Liked the picture

very much. For an outdoor production it

is exceptionally fine. Curwood's works are

always good. Advertising; usual. Patron-
age; better class. Attendance; poor. K.

H. Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.

HOMESPUN FOLKS. A dandy rural

drama. Pleased all who saw it. Christ-

mas shopping and poor times hurts patron-

age on all of them, good or average. Ad-
vertising; thorough. Patronage; general

Attendance ; fair. H. J. Longaker, How-
ard Theatre. Alexandria, Minn.

INFERIOR SEX. A good average pic-

ture. Well liked by the younger married

set. Had many comments. Advertising;

two one sheets and slide. Patronage; small

town. Attendance; poor. J. F. Schlez, Co-
lumbia Theatre, Columbia, N. C.

THE KID. It is all they claim for it.

It's great, but did not make me any money.
Played two days. .Advertising; lobby, mail-

ing list. Patronage ; small town. Attend-
ance

;
poor. Libertv Theatre, Roanoke,

Ala.

LYING LIPS. Good. Some real good
dramatic stuff, while title has exploitation

possibilities. Advertising; teaser cards,

special lobby and splash billboard. Patron-

age; small town. Attendance; good. W.
Ray Erne, Arcade Theatre, Charlotte, Mich.

PECK'S BAD BOY. Picture is good av-

erage. Great drawing card. Advertising;

extra space in newspaper. Patronage;
regular. Attendance; good. S. H. Mc-
Neill, Rideau Theatre, Smith's Falls, Ont.,

Canada.

SALVATION NELL. Picture will not

please society. Patrons very much discour-

aged. Advertising; extra. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; fair. Arch E. Bam-
berger, Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Ken-
tucky.

SALVATION NELL. Very good produc-
tion, indeed, of its kind, but too much re-

ligion for average audience. Advertising;
usual. Patronage; medium class. Atten-
ance ; fair. Geo. C. Poindexter, Broadway
Theatre, Topewell, Va.

SOWING THE WIND. Excellent, highly
praised by my patrons. Advertising; win-
dow cards and one sheets. Patronage; high
class. Attendance; fair. G. W. Saul, Fire-

men's Hall, Hillsdale, N. J.

STRANGER THAN FICTION. Picture
pleased very well. Far beter than any of
her others. Advertising; regular. Patron-
age ; mixed. Attendance ; fair. .Arch. E.

Bamberger, Empress Theatre, Owensboro,
Kentucky.

TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS. Very
good for adults, not suitable for children.

Advertising; window cards and one sheets.

Patronage; high class. Attendance; poor.

G. W. Saul, Firmen's Hall, Hillsdale, N. J.

Fox
CYCLONE. Very good picture for Mix.

Pleased every one. Advertising; ones,

threes, sixes and photos. Patronage; srnall

town. Attendance ;
good. R. L. Harding,

Plaza Theatre, Little Rock, Ark.

OVER THE HILL. A wonder picture.

It pleased all. Commended by pulpit. Ad-
vanced admission prices reason for not

breaking records. Advertising; news-
papers, heralds, program, lithos. Patron-

age; high class. Attendance; fair. T. D.

Davis, Fourth Street Theatre, Moberly,
Mo.

THE PRIMAL LAW. h good pleasing

western picture of the better sort. Dus-
tin Farnum ha? all the ear marks of a great

star, but does not seem to attract the fans.

Advertising; usual. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; fair. E. W. Collins, Liberty The-
atre, Jonesboro, Ark.

RIDING ROMEO. Good western with

plenty of action and humor. Mix a favorite

here. .Advertising; usual, posters, photos,

etc. Patronage ; mixed. .Attendance
;
good.

.Anna Frankle, Strand Theatre, Leon, Iowa.

RIDING ROMEO. Very good picture.

Tom Mix in his best, all full of action.

Every patron pleased. Advertising; same
as usual on other pictures. Patronage;
mostly big people. .Attendance; very good.

Frank Fera, Victory Theatre, Rossiter, Pa.

TO A FINISH. A splendid, lively picture

worth boosting big. Not a dull moment in

it. A real western. Advertising; posters.

Patronage; best rural. Attendance; good.
B. A. Aughinbaugh, Community Theatre,

Lewiston, Ohio.

Goldwyn
DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD. The

most delightful picture we have ever shown,
it starts with humor, especially in sub-
titles, settles down into the business of
marriage and then works up to where it

will cause a flutter of white around the
house as the gentler sex recall vigils of
weariness around the sick-bed of some
child. It is a big picture, because there are
no train wrecks, storms at sea or other
adjuncts of the average big feature. It's

just human nature portrayed in a delight-
ful fashion: all credit to the one who sub-
titled the picture. Fine. Attendance; fair,

gained each night, however. Columbia
Theatre, Columbia City, Indiana.

HIS OWN LAW. Good picture, but film
too dark, probably reissue. Will please av-
erage audience. Advertising; ordinary ad-
vertising. Patronage; small town.
.Attendance ; fair. Anna Frankle, Strand
Theatre, Leon, Iowa.

THE OLD NEST. 100 per cent, picture
from any angle. Will back to the limit any-
thing that can be said in its favor. Should
be exploited like a road show. Advertised
to the limit. Lacks the gallery play of
"Over the Hill" and gives much better sat-
isfaction. Advertising; every known
method. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
very good. J. J. Wood, Redding Theatre,
Redding, Calif.

THE OLD NEST. One of the best pic-
tures ever shown in city. Pleased 99 per
cent, of the people. .Advertising; lobby and
two six sheets. Attendance; good. A. R.
Workman, Coliseum Theatre, Marseilles,
Illinois.

JOURNEY'S END. Fine picture, but was
disappointing to the younger people. Older
people raved about it. Advertising; 24
sheets, street car cards, program, newspap-
ers and trailer. Patronage ; mixed. .Attend-
ance; fair. J. A. Schwalm, Rialto Theatre,
Hamilton, Ohio.

SILENT BARRIER. Acting couldn't be
improved upon. Think it pleased about 50
per cent. Fine snow scenes. .Advertising;
ones and lobby. Patronage ; small town.
Attendance; fair, bad weather. J. R. Rush,
Pastime Theatre, Pearl City, III.

Metro
CAMILLE. Nazimova in this production

of course would, and did, draw people, but
to top it off when picture was shown we find

some amateur photographed it. Camera out
of focus, dirty lenses, action too slow, blurred
and horrible ; inexcusable work. Slighted
and cheapened at every turn. Disappointed
people, when with a little expense and a
little care, it could have been so good. Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Okla.

FINE FEATHERS. Very good picture,
but l)um business. Lots of favorable com-
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ments. Advertising; lobby and mailing list.

Patronage; small town. Attendance; poor.

J. F. Pruett, Liberty Theatre, Roanoke,
Ala.

THE MAN WHO. Was afraid of this

one, exhibitors' criticisms divided; found it

pleased, but gald we did not push it any
stronger. Would have been a flat failure

in less clever hands than Lytell's, his ability

saved the show. Advertising; regular. At-
tendance ; fair only. Columbia Theatre, Co-
lumbia City, Indiana.

POLLY WITH A PAST. Only fair imita-
tion of a French girl in disguise. Fair
picture only. Advertising; usual. Patron-
age; medium class. Attendance; poor in-

deed. Geo. C. Poindexter, Broadway The-
atre, Hopewell, Va.

POLLY WITH A PAST. Very good,
pleased, but did not draw. Lost money on
this one. Advertising; lobby and news-
paper. Patronage; small town. Attend-
ance; poor. J. F. Pruett, Liberty Theatre,
Roanoke, Ala.

Paramount
AFFAIRS OF ANATOL. Only a fair

picture, little better than ordinary. Did
not cost so darned much to produce. Ex-
hibitors should not be held up on this over-
estimated thing. At a reasonable price it

is just fine, but ours was not a reasonable
price, so it is all wrong. We made no
money. Yes, it pleased. Ned Pedigo, Pol-
lard Theatre, Guthrie, Okla.

AFFAIRS OF ANATOL. Absolutely the
classiest picture ever on our screen. My
hat off to Cecil B. DeMille. Let others
rave about Griffith, Ince and others, but
for unadulterated genius and real show-
manship, commend me to DeMille. Adver-
tising; as usual. Patronage; high class.

Attendance; good. E. W. Collins, Grand
Theatre, Jonesboro, Ark.

AT THE END OF THE WORLD. Very
good feature. Did not draw very good, but
all who saw it seemed to be well pleased.
Advertising; regular. Patronage; mi.xed.

Attendance ; poor. Fred S. Windenor,
Opera House, Belvidere, N. J.

BONNIE BRIER BUSH. English picture
will go good in London, not in U. S. A.
Advertising; posters, signs and papers.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; poor.

J. Carbonell, Monroe Theatre, Key West,
Fla.

BRONZE BELL. Fair picture, no draw-
ing power. Patrons did not like it. Lost
money on it. Advertising; street car cards,
program, newspapers. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; poor. J. A. Schwalm, Rialto
Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.

DON'T TELL EVERYTHING. Disap
pointing. Story is very thin and picture
short. Reid has had many better, starring
alone. Patrons expected more and said so.

Advertising; special lobby, handbills, slides

and program. Patronage; mixed. Attend-
ance; fair. Cragin & Pike, Majestic The-
atre, Las Vegas, Nevada.

THE GREAT DAY. Cut 'em out, Mr.
Zukor. This British stuff is simply killing

the prestige of your trademark in my town.
Rotten to the nth degree, every one of
them. Advertising; said as little about it

as possible. Patronage ; small town. At-
tendance

; fair, holiday. A. L. Middleton,
Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Ark.

HER HUSBAND'S FRIEND. Did not
think Enid Bennett would ever be seen
in such a poor picture from an audience
point of view. Advertising; newspaper,
cards and program. Patronage; family.
Attendance; good. A. G. Pearson, Pear-
son's Theatre, Somerville, Mass.

HUMORESQUE. One of the best we
have ever had. Played two days, only fair
business at first, but picked up later. Ad-
vertising; newspaper. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; good. L. T. Carskaden,
Music Hall Theatre, Keyser, West Virginia.

KING, QUEEN AND JOKER. A real
lemon that will not add to the prestige of
any theatre. Patronage; average. Attend-
ance; light and glad of it. L. M. Zug,
Rialto Theatre, Jerome, Idaho.

ONE A MINUTE. A corker! Ran it

with a Buster Keaton comedy and got more
laughs to the foot than I did from Buster
and that's some. It will please 99 per
cent. Advertising; regular. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance ; fair. O. V. Drew, Acme
Theatre, Vinalhaven, Maine.

PARIS GREEN. A fair Ray picture.
Ray is usually good when he does not
overact his part. Advertising; posters.
Patronage; best rural. Attendance; poor.
B. A. Aughinbaugh, Community Theatre,
Lewistown, Ohio.

RESTLESS SEX. Picture pleased about
75 per cent. Advertising; regular. Patron-
age; mi.xed. Attendance; fair. Arch E.
Bamberger, Empress Theatre, Owensboro,
Kentucky.

RESTLESS SEX. First six reels very ex-
cellent, the last reel was so long drawn out
that it spoiled the picture. Advertising;
programs, newspaper and cards. Patron-
age; family. Attendance; good. A. G.
Pearson, Pearson's Theatre, Somerville,
Mass.

SACRED AND PROFANE LOVE. Pa-
trons did not like this. Miss Ferguson's
personality was lacking. Theme of story
very much abused. Advertising; usual.
Patronage; better class. Attendance; fair.

K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville,
Ohio.

SICK ABED. Very good comedy, al-

though this is not a new one, seemed to
please. Wallace Reid a favorite. Adver-
tising; usual advertising. Patronage; best.

Attendance; good. Anna Frankle, Strand
Theatre, Leon, Iowa.

SILK HOSIERY. Many favorable com-
ments, nothing great, just a nice program
picture. Title drew, but Bennett is well
liked here. Advertising; lobby and news-
papers. Patronage; small town. Attend-
ance; fair. Ray Pfetcher, Isis Theatre,
Roseville, 111.

TEETH OF THE TIGER. Those who
saw picture liked it very well, but it didn't

draw well. Advertising; photos, one sheets,

newspapers. Patronage; town. Attend-
ance ; fair. Harry C. Waffle, Lyric Theatre,
Mcintosh, S. Dakota.

WHAT'S YOUR HUSBAND DOING?
Nice little program picture, amusing. It

will please, not like "23 1-2 Hours' Leave,"
however. Advertising; posters. Patron-
age; rural. Attendance; poor. B. A.
Aughingbaugh, Community Theatre, Lewis-
town, Ohio.

THE WHISTLE. Was very well taken
by our patrons although this is a very
unusual type for Wm. S. Hart. Advertis-
ing; usual. Patronage; better class. At-
tendance; fair. K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre,
Greenville, Ohio.

Pathe
BEGGAR IN PURPLE. Very good pic-

ture that will please any audience. Story
holds interest throughout. Pathe's rentals
are such that the small town exhibitor can
make something on them. Advertising;
usual newspaper, billboard and lobby. Pa-
tronage; small town. Attendance; fair.

Jno. W. Joerger, O. K. Theatre, Enterprise,
Oregon.

THE DEVIL TO PAY. Although a little

uncanny in some places I think this is the
best so termed all-star of this class for
some time. It should be listed as starred
by Roy Stewart. Advertising; usual news-
paper with extra billboard. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; very good. Jno.
W. Joerger, O. K. Theatre, Enterprise, Ore-
gon.

Realart
MARCH HARE. Nice light entertain-

ment for any audience. The star is working
her way into public favor. Advertising;
street car cards, 24 sheets, newspaper, pro-
gram, trailers. Patronage; mixed. Attend-
ance; fair. J. A. Schwalm, Rialto Theatre,
Hamilton, Ohio.

THE SPEED GIRL. Was disappointed
in this picture and in Bebe Daniels. About
the poorest picture she made. All her
other pictures have been extra good. Ad-
vertising; average. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance

;
good. Charles Kuchan, Idyl-

hour Theatre, Canton, 111.

R-C
THE FOOLISH AGE. Fine comedy that

certainly pleased. First picture of this star,

Doris May, for me. Hope she keeps up the
way she started. Advertising; better than
average. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
good. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre,
Canton, 111.

LIVE AND LET LIVE. A good picture.
Advertising; average. Patronage; mixed.
.'\ttendance ; fair. Charles Kuchan. Idyl-
hour Theatre, Canton, Illinois.

SALVAGE. Fine picture. The best Paul-
ine Frederick picture from R-C and it went
over the best of her pictures for me. Ad-
vertising; average. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; good. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour
Theatre, Canton, 111.

SEVEN YEARS' BAD LUCK. A good
five-reel comedy, a laugh every minute and
takes better than dramas here. Kept my
patrons laughing all the time. Try it. Pa-
tronage; all classes. Attendance; fair. A.
E. Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter, New
York.

SEVEN YEARS' BAD LUCK. More
stunts to the reel than most of them. Max
Linder gave us one that made even the
sour ones laugh. Advertising; thorough.
Patronage; general. Attendance; fair. H.
J. Longaker, Howard Theatre, Alexandria,
Minn.

STEALERS. A good picture from all

angles, teaches a good moral lesson and
will please any audience. Advertising;
cards, bills, newspaper, one sheet. Patron-
age; first class. Attendance; poor. A. E.
Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter, N. Y.

STEALERS. They had the material here
to make a big wonderful picture, but some-
where they slipped, and only turned out a
picture that's just above the average. It's

in eight reels and would have been better
in six. Advertising; regular newspaper,
extra billboards. Patronage; mixed. j\t-

tendance; fair. Steve Farrar, Orpheum
Theatre, Harrisburg, Illinois.

Selznick
GHOSTS OF YESTERDAY. A very

good picture starring Norma Talmadge and
Eugene O'Brien. O'Brien is much better
in this than his star vehicles. Advertising;
average. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
fair. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre, Can-
ton, Illinois.
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THE GREATEST LOVE. This is the

best picture we have shown this year.
Everyone greatly pleased. You can't go
wrong on a Select program. Advertising;
photos, one sheets, postal cards. Patron-
age; smalltown. Attendance; fair (snow
storm). P. S. Nielan, Rex Theatre, La
Moure, N. D.

A MAN'S HOME. Believe it to be the
biggest disappointment you could draw
among pictures. Cannot see it from any
angle. Rotten business and glad of it.

Ned. Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie.
Okla.

REMORSELESS LOVE. A fine picture.

Both star (Elaine Hammerstein) and lead
(Niles Welch), were very good. Patrons
highly pleased. Advertising; average.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fair.

Charles Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre, Canton,
Ills.

United Artists
DREAM STREET. Opinion divided as

to picture, although all applauded work of
Dempster and Graves. My personal opin-
ion is, wonderful picture. Advertising;
special lobby with all colored lights, pro-
logue and heavy newspaper and lots of
cards. Patronage ; smalltown. Attend-
ance

;
good. W. Ray Erne, Arcade Theatre,

Charlotte, Michigan.

THREE MUSKETEERS. One of the
best of Costume pictures, sold too high,

but why do they make costume pictures?
Just about 25% appreciate them. Another
loser for me. Advertising; newspaper,
heralds, banner, all styles of litho. Patron-
age

;
very best. Attendance; poor. F. M.

Holeman, Garrick Theatre, Madisonville,
Kentucky.

WAY DOWN EAST. A very fine pic-

ture, but they certainly are asking too
much money for it, lost money and if there
ever was a picture that had publicity this

one had it. Advertising; 591 inches news-
paper, 1800 circular letters, all styles of
paper, in fact everything. Patronage; very
best. Attendance; poor. F. M. Holeman,
Garrick Theatre, Madisonville, Kentucky.

Universal
THE CONFLICT. Good picture, but

thrills were not what they were advertised.

Priscilla Dean doesn't do any more than

walk on logs. .Advertising; four papers,
threes, sixes, 100 window cards and special
lobby display. Patronage; neighborhood.
Attendance; 900. J. Edw. Mitchell, Strand
Theatre, Waverley, Mass.

DESPERATE TRAILS. Good picture,
Harry Carey well liked. Universal features
as a rule good. Photography poor. Adver-
tising; six sheets, newspapers, photos,
slides. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
good. Al. V. Bothner, Majestic Theatre,
Troy, New York.

THE FIGHTING LOVER. Frank Mayo
is great favorite here and drew his usual
good crowd. Advertising; newspaper.
Patronage; smalltown. Attendance; good.
L. T. Carskaden, Music Hall Theatre, Key-
ser, W. Va.

MAN TRACKERS. The audiences in

suburban theatres to-day like Northwestern
pictures, even if the cast is not all star.

They enjoyed this picture. Advertising;
program, cards and newspaper. Patronage;
family. Attendance

;
good. A. G. Pearson,

Pearson's Theatre, Somerville, Mass.

NOBODY'S FOOL. A dandy picture
that went over fine. Cast included a for-
mer Cantonian so that helped put it over.
It's a real good comedy. Advertising; bet-
ter than average. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance

; good. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour
Theatre, Canton, Illinois.

PINK TIGHTS. Some dandy little pic-
ture, went over better than most specials.

Everybody pleased, but why did the girl

say to the preacher "forget that I got
legs."? Why do they have to mar other-
wise perfectly clean and entertaining pic-

ture. When a man has to work for seven
years to get his house up to a paying
proposition and finally get some of the pic-
ture knockers to coming to your show they
can find flaws enough without deliberately
slamming them after you get them to come.
J. R. Rush, Pastime Theatre, Pearl City,

Illinois.

Vitagraph
BRING HIM IN. Fairly good. This sort

of picture is good for the smalltown Satur-
day crowd. Ran two reel Tom Santsche
and Lloyd reissue with it. Advertising;
advertised as double feature bill. Patron-
age; smalltown. Attendance; good. W.
Ray Erne, Arcade Theatre, Charlotte,
Michigan.

THE FORTUNE HUNTER. An excel-
lent picture. One of the best rural comedy-
dramas we have ever had. Clean, whole-
some and delightfully entertaining. Ad-
vertising; one sheets, photos, 11x14, herald»
and local paper. Patronage; community.
Attendance; fair, bad night. Ida Grant,
Grant's Theatre, Hobart, New York.

Wid Gunning, Inc.

THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET. A won-
derful production, many liked it better than
"The Old Nest." Photography fine. We
are bringing the picture back for a return
date. Advertising; special set of six slides,

lobby display, mats, school children contest
for prize on largest list of words made fronv
letters in title, three sheets, one sheet, etc.

Patronage; high class. Attendance; packed
house. John W. Creamer, Pert Theatre,
Gillespie, Illinois.

State Rights
WHEN DAWN CAME (H. E. DIER-

KER). A splendid picture. Don't remem-
ber when a picture pleased so much. Many
compliments. Should run it as a special.

Advertising; average. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; good. Charles Kuchan, Idyl-
hour Theatre, Canton, Ills.

THE MASK (IMPORT & EXPORT). A
very good production. Would recommend
it for any theatre, will please all classes.

Advertising; six, three, one sheets, photos,
extra newspaper. Patronage; general. At-
tendance; fair. U. G. Replogle, Grand
Theatre, St. Mary's, Ohio.

MONTANA BILL (RICHARDS Sc.

FLYNN). Good, but has quite a bit of
night scenes in reels four and five that
were so dark had to put out house lights.

They make the night scenes too dark. Find
all of Fairbank's pictures good. So far

have run four of them. Wm. Thacher,
Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

Comedies
RAINBOW ISLAND (PATHE). Good

comedy. Patronage; smalltown. J. R-
Rush, Pastime Theatre, Pearl City, Ills.

TWIN CROOKS (UNIVERSAL). Thi»
was a hummer. One continual laugh. Ran
with "Pink Tights." Patronage; smalltown.
Attendance; fair. J. R. Rush, Pastime
Theatre, Pearl City, Illinois.

EXHIBITOR'S REPORT
Title of Picture Producer .

.

Your O-wn Report

How Advertised

Type of Patronage Attendance
Good Fair Poor

Theatre City State

Date Signed
PILL THIS OUT, MR. EXHIBITOR, SEND IT IN, AND WB WILL MAIL YOU POSTAL CARDS FOR FUTURE REPORTS
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Selling the Picture to the Public
Sd) EPES WINTHROP SARGENT f^^^\

How Australian Picture Managers
Advertise Their Films to the Public

NOTE:—This story of advertising the films

in Australia has been written by Albert

Deane, publicity manager of the Australian

branch of the Paramount. It runs a trifle

long, but we believe that the complete pic-

ture it draws of exploitation "down under"

will be of sufficient interest to excuse its

length.

IF
the Australian exhibitor is perfectly con-

tent to exploit his picture according to its

merits and then pay the piper—in the shape

of a whole host of municipal by-laws—then

he should meet with unbounded success, for

Mr. and Mrs. Australia are proverbially

enthusiastic and delight in the unconventional.

It is here proposed to outline, in four sections,

the procedure of the Australian exhibitor

—

whether he be first-release, suburban or small-

town—right from the time of booking his film

down almost to the signing of his deposit

slip at the bank.

Accessory Advertising

For the purpose of advising the folks about a

picture by means of outdoor advertising, what

is known as a hoarding is made use of. This

is identical with the American stand, but is

not used as neatly nor constructed so distinc-

tively. Posters of many sizes are placed upon

it in a very patchwork-quilt fashion and so

each does not have the degree of attractiveness

that it should. Into this motley must go the

exhibitor's lithograph and take its chance of

being observed.

Posters also are used in advance both around
the theatre and in the lobby, whilst in conjunc-

tion with them, for wider and more inexpensive

publicity, use is made of what is known as the

Daybill. This might easily be termed a half-

sheet, for it is as deep as a one-sheet, but only

half as wide and can be prepared in lithograph

for about $20 a thousand. These are sniped

in outlying districts, in shop windows and in

many other places where their comfortable

size accommodates them.

In almost every instance the exhibitor pre-

pares and has printed his own couriers

(heralds) and various methods are utilized in

the distribution of these. They may be handed
to outgoing patrons, may be placed with house-

holders by paid distributors and in some
instances arrangements have been made with

the postal authorities where by payment of

one cent per courier they may be distributed

by the letter-carriers in specially authorized

envelopes to householders at the carrier's dis-

cretion. These couriers carry advance publicity

and teaser campaigns relating to forthcoming
attractions.

Where a production is particularly adapted

to a teaser campaign, snipes, usually about

twenty inches by five, stickers, scattered news-
paper ads and teaser stereos (electros) in news-
papers and house organs are the media used to

attract the public attention.

Announcement slides—often five or six for

the one picture—tell the fact from the screen

and many theatres use slides for productions

which are well into the future.

Banners over the lobby entrance and lobby

display photos are also made ttse of extensively.

These are not sold to the exhibitors but hired,

as are also slides and electros, but all paper is

sold outright.

All this time it must be borne in mind by the

reader that, with a few very notable exceptions,

the Australian exhibitor has been, and still is

being compelled to serve up a program contain-

ing two feature pictures in addition to fillers;

so that unless he decides to concentrate upon

one picture only, he has to duplicate his

accessories and his method of using them for

each of the two features.

Exploiting The Picture

Mention has already been made of the bugaboo
of the municipal by-laws. These comprise, I

think, the greatest list of "Thou shalt not's" in

captivity and the fearsome penalties tacked onto

the end of each one of them make a person

think not twice about defying them, but seven-

teen times or more. Consequently, with the

exception of an oft-lavish use of the several

accessories outlined previously, not a great

amount of actual go get 'em exploitation is

indulged in. However there sometimes occur

cases of inspired defiance from which very
worthwhile results are gained.

Any competition or stunt with tickets for

prizes is always a success, for some queer

psychological twist always seems to render a
free ticket's value about ten times its actual

face value. Likewise petty remuneration by
tickets instead of cash in Australia is always
the far nfiore successful method. Consequently
such a stunt as dropping couriers from an
aeroplane, with tickets attached to a few, is

always a success.

Floats are not permitted, nor are banners in,

or across the streets, but occasionally in the

event of such a procession through the streets

as Eight Hour Day (Labor Day), the regula-

Pay As You Exit Idea

Rent Free Exploitation
Here is the idea suggested by Walter Lind-

lar, assistant to Claud Saunders, of the Para-

mount exploitation department for "Rent
Free," the next Paramount release. If you
have the Paramount service, hold this against

the coming of the picture. Otherwise add it

to your gallery and adapt it to any picture it

will fit.

Mr. Lindlar suggests that for this picture

the patron be confronted with a sign reading

that admission is free, but the patron can pay
as he exits if he approves the entertainment.

In this case the box office is eliminated and
replaced by a "renting office" at the exit door.

Some few persons may leave without paying,

but most of them will cash out, and the loss

of a few admissions will cover the cost of a
novel talking point.

Where you exact admission in advance, put
up a sign stating that you rent the seats free,

but make a small charge for light and heat.

That will put the idea over the still assure
your receipts.

In building this lobby hold the front flat and
save the pieces cut out for windows, then you
can repaint later on, with other openings for
some other attraction. It is a foundation struc-
ture on which much work can be done from
time to time.

On the other hand, you can decorate the
brickwork with trailing vines, or run a row of
potted plants along the base and get an elaborate
effect. By laying off the idea to some local

real estate dealer, you may be able to split the
cost of the building.

WALTER LINDEAR'S SUGGESTED LOBBY FOR "RENT FREE"
In this the front is shut off with a false front dome to represent brick and with for rent

signs in the windows. If you can get real windows with broken glass stuffed with rags,

it might help to emphasise the comedy nature of the picture
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tions are waived and floats are then permitted.

Co-operati've tie-ups are only now forming
part of the education of the Austrahan merchant
and like one who has suddenly seen the light,

he is proving himself a ready and apt pupil.

Judging from advanced reports received con-

cerning the activities of John W. Hicks Jr.,

who is controlling the distribution of Para-
mount and Realart productions down there,

1922 is going to prove a revelation in the matter
of tie-ups.

So that what is being written now regarding
exploitation in Australia will really prove to

be history, since it is written concerning an
age which is swiftly pasing.

Some Stunts Which Have Sold the Picture

An advance showing of a really worthwhile
picture in some big public institution such as

the Town Hall (City Hall), and a request for

all those attending to submit their opinions,

preferably to the press, has in almost every
case secured a desirable initial impetus to the
picture. From these opinions newspaper con-
troversies have often commenced and attained

a countrywide significance. Just to quote two
pictures which might come into this double-
headed category I might quote Paramount 's

"The Inside of the Cup" and Selznick's "The
Flapper."

Small novelties such as hairpins for the pic-

ture of the same name, small envelopes con-
taining sand for Bill Hart's grittily-titled pic-

ture, and betting tickets for "The Home
Stretch" form but a few of the minor interest-

attracting devices which have been employed
to advantage.

Official Endorsement First

Official endorsement of a picture is a great
selling factor, but this has only been gained in

comparatively few instances. One of these, as
might naturally be inferred, was "Humoresque,"
whilst another—digging back into the murky
past—was "The Miracle Man."
Those two veterans "What's Your Hurry ?"

and "Too Much Speed," both received the
endorsement of the police authorities and this

was fully capitalized.

But summed up, all in all, it will be readily

seen that exploitation is a science with practi-

cally untouched possibilities in Australia and I

am moved to again urge upon you to 'watch
Australia's smoke' right from the beginning of
1922.

Hyman's Novelties at the Mark Strand
For the week of January 8, Edward L.

Hyman, of the Mark-Strand, Brooklyn,
announces a novelty in a prologue to the

comedy instead of the feature. This is

really a production
number, germane to

the film, rather than
a prologue in its true

sense, but it serves to

make talk. The
comedy is Harold
Lloyd in "A Sailor
Made Man" and the

prologue is a bass
solo, "The Sea Makes
a Man a Man," sung
in an adaptation of the
setting used last week
for the Pinafore

selections. The singer is dressed in naval
uniform and is supposed to represent Lloyd,
though Hynian does not say whether or not
the glasses will be used.

The overture will be selections from
Lohengrin, played straight. The last two
or three overtures have been merged with

a production and the return to straight will

serve as a change. The orchestra will be
flooded with magenta from the booth, with

EDW. L. HYMAN

four 500 watt lamps in blue playing from
overhead. Two bridge spots in orange will

be thrown on the plush curtain of the

production stage and the transparent win-
dows on cither side of the orchestra stage
will be in harmony.
The first production will be a suite of

waltzes by Dvorak, Brahms, Strauss and
Schubert, done into motion by a premiere
and secondas. The set will be the blue
cyclorama, with openings through which
show blue sateen backings. The cyke will

be flooded dark blue and the backings a
lighter blue, to give contrast. The dancers
wear Greek costume of chiffon. For the

first dance the performers will be picked
up with magenta spots, amber and pink for

the next two and a color wheel for the
fourth. The foots will be blended green
and blue.

The Topical Review separates this from
a concert number by the male quartet, sing-

mg on the front apron. The selections are
"Carmena" waltz, Wilson, and "The Sand-
man" Protheroe.

Charles Ray in "R. S. V. P." is the drama
feature, followed by the sea number and the

comedy, with McKinley's "Arabesque" for

the organ postlude.

Under the heading of newspaper advertising

must naturally come paid space advertising and
free publicity. In the latter respect many
papers are quite liberal and will print anything
that is truthful and really worthwhile. But it

is fatal to attempt to put 'fake stuff' over as it

might 'kill' an exchange or an exhibitor with
whatever paper or papers that publish it. Free
publicity also includes photos, but these only
appear in the weeklies and Sunday issues.

Paid space advertising even judged on a
relative circulation basis, is cheaper in Australia
than it is in the U. S. Thus as a natural
corollary, it follows that exhibitor's advertise-
ments in both tile daily and Sunday newspapers
are bigger there than ihcy are over here. In

a Sunday issue it is not an uncommon
occurrence to find two or even three distinct

full page ads in addition to quite a number of
half and quarter pages.

The advertisements are in most cases illus-

trated by Australian made cuts—usually in line,

but also quite frequently in a composite line-

and-tone; and after a period of the opposite
practice a few years ago, the stern and stead-

fast motto that is now almost a religion with
advertisers is "Truth In Advertising." So
that now prospective patrons can know just
what they are going to see.

Coincident with their daily announcements the
first-release theatres in the capital cities carry
the announcement of their forthcoming week's
attractions ; so that virtually these theatres are
perpetually carrying two distinct advertisements.
Each adverisement usually carries the location

of the theatre, the full season of the pro-
gramme's screening and the list of "admission
prices, plus-tax."

In the text of the advertisements superlatives
are taboo and so the vast army of "est's" and
"ion's" is seldom made use of, and then only
when truthfully necessary.

Ruff Stuff
Ralph Ruflfner, of the Capitol Theatre, Van-

couver, has not been writing much lately, but

he is still keeping in form. Recently the circuit

he is with offered prizes for the best cleanups
on "The Affairs of Anatol, and Ruff nosed
out the Toronto house, which had been the

pacemaker, and moved up from second to first

place as they came under the wire. He says

he is going to take some repeats on other sim-
ilar contests, and if Ruff makes up his mind to

it, he generally does what he sets out to accom-
plish.
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HERE IS HAROLD ll-ATTS' IDEA OF A POSTER FOR "THE SHEIK"

He has this stand built for "The Affairs of Anatol" and has been using painted posters

and straight 24s ever since. This is a painted sign and helped to keep business up at the

Strand Theatre, Omaha, for a very profitable two weeks

Sold Out on 18
One of the most popular girls in Bellevue,

Ohio, was the telephone central. There was
only one, and everyone knew her, because she

was the prize operator of that district.

When she announced her engagement, George
R. Moore, of the Lion Theatre, invited her to

give a theatre party. She took eighteen seats,

but the rest of the town heard about it through
the newspaper announcement and everyone came
to give her a send-off. Those eighteen tickets

virtuallv sold out the house.
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THJS FIRST FRONT ON "MY BOY" MATCHES THE POSTERS
Jack Retlaw, of Pomona, ivas the first to get the new Jackie Coogan release, and he

followed the line of the Yearsley posters with hand wade sketches and lettering. He
dressed the ushers as Jackies, and put on a prologue

Followed Yearsley Idea

on Jackie Coogan Front
Playing the world-premier on Jackie Coogan

in "My Boy," Jack Retlaw, of the Belvedere
Theatre, Pomona, Calif., followed the Yearsley
poster idea for his house front.

All of the displays were crudely drawn and
roughly lettered, and unlike the average run
of lobby material, therefore they attracted

unusual attention.

Mr. Retlaw also made Jackie Coogans of his

girl ushers and his ticket sellers, which helped
to make talk. A prologue was staged showing
Jackie and the Captain.

Sunday stunt when fifteen advertisements would
each carry a name chosen at random from the

circulation list. The newspaper angle was not

circulation stunt so much as to offset the great

bulk of holiday advertising. It wanted to as-

sure its advertisers that the spaces would be

read, and each time it ran a big story about the

stunt it helped the advertising solicitors as

much as it did the theatre

Then came Sunday, "The Sheik" and a

blizzard of proportions, but so many persons

had made up their minds they were going to

see "The Sheik" that they came anyway in

spite of their disappointment and the storm.

Exploitation Paintings

Used in an Art Gallery
John Maloy, general manager for Wilmer

& Vincent in AUentown, Pa., and Alvin Plough,
a Goldv^ryn Exploitation man, gave the town
the large shake-up for "The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari." They even persuaded the committee
to hang a set of 14 by 22 stills in the art

gallery, which is the first time this stunt has
been worked in just this fashion.

An impersonator of Caligari was shown in

the theatre after the trailer, seated at a desk,

a black desk against a black ground, and he was
dressed in a black suit. A green light shone
upon his whitened face. As the spot went on
he turned to the audience and remarked "Yes,
ladies and gentlemen. I will appear on the
screen of this theatre next Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday." Then the lights went out and
he made his exit.

Moved the Doctor

On the playing dates they moved him into the

lobby, desk and all, with a nurse to keep him
company, and the cashier was also dressed in

a nurse's costume. The chief display sign read,

"Dr. Caligari. Office hours 2 to 11. For
appointments see the head nurse."

This chap Plough interests us. We'd like

to hear more about him. Any man who can
break into an art gallery with exploitation

material amounts to something. It has only
been done once before and then as a poster show.

Get a
P. T. A.

Builds a Display on
Lithographic Cutouts

Manager Bradt, of the People's Theatre,
Portland, Ore., has a lobby which permits a
pretentious display, and for First National's
"Foolish Matrons" he devised a clever stage
setting with cutouts from the paper to supple-
ment his painted scenery. It is a two groove
display and makes a very ingenious use of the

lithographic material.

As most scene painters are weak on figures,

this is a material aid in the preparation of a
lobby display, the combination idea is coming
more and more intouse, but we have seldom
seen it better done than in this example.
Above the lobby are the bust cutouts of three

women, apparently taken from other paper, one
of which is labeled "A Foolish Wife," which
is a free advertisement for Universal's "Foolish
Wives," not altogether necessary. It does not
pay to trespass upon another title.

Votes for Women
Constance Talmadge, in "Woman's Place,"

was the attraction at the Frances Theatre,

Dyersburg, Tenn., only a couple of days before
the primary election, and manager T. W.
Young worked so hard on her behalf that he
almost won the nomination for her. Scatter

cards reading
—"Vote for Constance Talmadge

for Mayor. It's a woman's place" were all

over town, and her "platform" was posted in

front of the theatre where all might run to

read. It was timely, and it took hold big.

Bucked a Blizzard
J. V. Lynn did not know that he was pre-

paring blizzard proof publicity when he hooked
the American Theatre, Butte, to the Anaconda
Standard on the name in the advertisements
stunt for "The Sheik." He simply wanted more
newspaper space than he could afford to pay
for, and knew he could get it with passes where
he could not win it with as many ten dollar
bills.

For an entire week the paper told about the

ANOTHER COMBINATION LITHO AND SCENERY DISPLAY
This comes from the People's Theatre, Portland, Oregon, ivhere Manager Bradt built up
a couple of cutouts into a very presentalAe stage setting in the lobby to Advertise First

National's "Foolish Matrons." The matrons are around the B. 0.
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Christmas Tree Party
Won Gadsden Approval

Hundreds of theatres had special parties for

Christinas, some for the poor children and others

for just kids, but the most successfully handled

party thus far to be reported was given by the

Imperial Theatre, Gladsden, Ala., in conjunc-

tin with a local paper.

It was planned to start the show at ten

o'clock and have some 2,000 children, but the

crowd began to gather at half past eight and

in spite of the light rain, had increased to

5,000 by ten o'clock. It was not possible to

take care of them all in the theatre, but those

who could not get in enjoyed the band concert

and felt they had been to the party even if

they did not get in.

A. L. Snell, the local manager for Southern
Enterprises, arranged an all-comedy program
for the youngsters and the paper got 2,000

packages of chewing gum, and as many toy

balloons and boxes of chocolates. It was all on
an advertising basis, but that made no difference

to the children and now the Imperial stands

foremost among the houses in town.
In addition to providing the gifts, the news-

paper gave one and two column boxes on the

front page for a ten day period and whooped
it up for the Imperial. And all it cost the house

was covered by a five dollar bill. That covered
the tree decorations. And the best part is that

Snell did this on his own initiative.

Local Teaser Ad. Was
Good for a Repeater

Charles H. Amos, of the Strand Theatre,
Spartanburg, S. C, ran a teaser ad. in the local

paper for Constance Binney in Realart's "Room
and Board." It was so cleverly worded the

Tampa Tribune fell for it and made it the

subject of editorial comment, and then the

Spartanburg paper re-copied it and Amos got

a second chance at the patrons free, whereupon
he changed his display copy to match the much
repeated teaser and rode in on that.

Mr. Amos, who is a graduate from the

operating room, also painted a castle front for

the lobby—painted it himself, and that also

helped to run up the receipts. To make cer-

tain that there would be no misunderstanding.

'MOLLY 0" WAS MADE TO HELP OUT THE SIGN PAINTERS
J his is the first time the Columbia Theatre, Portland, ever put up an electric sign for a
title, but when they realized zvhat a flash they could get with thai six-letter title they

simply had to break precedent and set it up

he labeled it above the box office opening,
"Kildoram Castle, 'Room and Board.' " The
title does not suggest castles, and he wanted to

make it plain. And he did it at a cost of ten

dollars, which is cheap at present building

prices.

Miniature Models
Display a Man 's Home

Evidently the miniature of a cottage will be

the standard display for "A Man's Home," just

as the Lindlar lobby is standard for "The
Sheik." E. E. Rogers of the Tivoli, Chatta-

nooga, built an elaborate house in his lobby,
keeping it inside for a week as advance exploita-
tion and then moving it outside where it worked
during the run.

People respond to the appeal of the miniature
models where they will pass more pretentious
displays, and this structure made a clean-up for
Mr. Rogers because it was so complete, with an
auto in the garage and electric lights in both
house and auto home. Everything is done to
a scale, and is perfectly proportioned, which
makes the appeal all the stronger. A single
object too large or too small will seriously in-

jure the effect, but Mr. Rogers kept inside the
lines and the model is a fine example of how
it should be done.

E. R. ROGERS. OF THE TIVOLI THEATRE, CHATTANOOGA, BUILDS "A MAN'S HOME"
It's a nifty little place and just the sort you would like to rent, and it stood in the foyer for a week before the showing of the Selznick pro-
duction. It looks as though this miniature house stunt will be the standard lobby and ivindozv decoration for this play, for it can be made to

cost less than a dollar or can be done as elaborately as a manager desires
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HERE'S ANOTHER STAR WINDOW FOR "THE SHEIK"
It was invented by Ray Jones, of the Orplieum Theatre, Topeka, Kan., for a drug-store
hook-up. The sign in back reads: "We have all those rare, old perfumes such as 'The

Sheik' gave Agnes Ayres." The floor is sand and the figures lithe cutouts

A New Idea for Cars
Not all of the angles on the street car per-

ambulator have been shown even yet. The
newest comes from Jones and Cammack, of
the Cozy* Theatre, Shawnee, Okla. They
booked Fox's "Over the Hill" for five days
and held it for two additional days, playing to

one out of every three of the city's population.

They used circular painted cards on auto
spares and a car perambulator. Exhibitors who
have struggled to get a good banner on the

closed car will appreciate the Jones and Cam-
mack stunt of resting the side pieces on the

running boards of a summer car and tying off

to the posts. It makes a simpler fix and a

very much safer one.

It helped to bring in seven solid days of
S. R. O. .A.nd the funny part is that they admit
they felt they had been gypped when they were
talked into booking it for five days instead of
three.

Real Competition
Don't think that because the man up the

street or across the way has a big film that you
know all about competition. If you think you

are up against it, give a thought to the Royal
Theatre, Laredo, Texas, on the banks (or one
of them) of the Rio Grande.
They booked "A Small Town Idol" from

First National, to open on a Sunday. Satur-
day night a ZOO-barrel oil well came in a

short distance out of town, and everyone wanted
to see the gusher. In the afternoon New
Laredo, across the border, pulled a regulation
bull fight and then matched a tiger against a
bull, and in the evening there was a free band
concert in the Plaza.

And even at that the Royal pulled them in

to see the cross-eyed comedian, and pulled them
to capacity, with a subsequent holding up of
two more days on the advice of the Sunday
spectators.

That's meeting competition—throwing the bull

fight, as it were.

Do you know zvhy you pay more for a Pick-

ford Rim than for a state rights, "all-star" castf

You knozv that Miss Pickford will sell better

because she is better known. Patrons know
she is a safe bel. Did it ever occur to you that

you could make your house the star of your
town? Advertising, plus merit, made Miss
Pickford. It can make you.

Had One New Stunt

and Some Veterans
Jimmie Carrier, R-C exploitation man, work-

ed one new idea for Doris May in "The Fool-
ish Age" in Seattle. Two weeks before the

picture was due to open at the Blue Mouse, he
advertised his disgust at the failure of Seattle

managers to book Seattle's own star in her big
production and urged some church or organiza-

tion to hire a hall and run the picture on a per-

centage basis. This ran two days and then

the copy was changed, but ran along the same
lines. The last two days whooped it up over
the fact that the picture would be seen under
the best possible conditions at the Blue Mouse.
In the meantime a number of organizations

had applied for the booking, and they were
persuaded to sell tickets to the Blue Mouse
iin a commission basis. As only about 40 per

cent, of the tickets came in, the house was
ahead.

Other stunts were the ten names notification,

the blank book with "What I Know About
Women," and the arrow stunt, which was
worked with unemployed Legion men.
The lost key idea was also used, and 125

out of 150 keys were brought to the box office

and exchanged for a pass. A special pass was
used for this and the doorman was instructed

to mark on the back the number of paid ad-

missions each pass carried. The count showed
that the 125 free tickets brought in 160 paid

admissions. This is about the average, but
this is the first time that actual figures have
been taken, and this should interest managers
who contemplate any free ticket distribution.

You can count on one paid admission, at the
least, for each ticket given free.

Posted Milk Wagons
Saving a lot of cost, the Crystal Theatre,

Wayne, la., used the three local milk wagons
for perambulators for the run of "Over the

Hill," posting both sides of the carts, which
completely covered the town and gave a better

display than any perambulator could have done.
Of course the carts are not out in the after-

noons, but on the second trip the wagons are
kept out until well along in the morning, and
they cover every street and not merely the busi-

ness streets, so that practically everyone had a

chance to see the signs.

HOW THE GARRICK THEATRE, MADISONVILLE, KY., PUT OVER "WAY DOWN EAST"
There was a high school game on Thanksgiving Day between the local school and that from a nearby town, and excitement ran high. Man-
ager F. M. Holeman made a pipe line, and when the home eleven marched out on the field every one of the sixteen carried on his back

a sign for the Garrick attraction. It is one of those stunts you have to work for, but it is worth while
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Boasberg Brainstorm
Convulsed Two Cities

Albert Boasberg, Detroit Paramounteer, had

a brainstorm recently, and when the physicians

got off his chest and said he would probably

recover, he went out and sold the idea to Eddie

Zorn, of the Temple Theatre, Toledo, and to

the Regent Theatre, Ann Arbor. It is simple,

but it will stand any small city on its head

inside of twenty-four hours, and will jazz busi-

ness at a house for weeks.

A mid-Cat Flash

It was tied to the Cosmopolitan-Paramount

"Get Rich-Quick Wallingford," and was started

off with a display advertisement in the news-

papers very similar to the flashes wildcat com-

panies use. In it the C. C. T. Co. announced

that it was going to bring 5,000 workmen to the

town, put street cars on all leading arteries and

build at least fifteen sky-scrapers.

The second day it added that the town would

have to build subways to handle its traffic prob-

lems. The third day the company begged the

reader to sell no property and give no options.

Then the Blow-off

And on the third day an unsigned warning

appeared in which the advertiser oflfered the

opinion that the C. C. T. Co. was none other

than the Covered Carpet Tack Company, which

two years ago had been operated in the vicinity

of Des Moines—to the detriment of Des Moines

pocketbooks. That, of course, put gasoline on

the fire, and had everyone talking at once.

They did not know whether to invest or in-

vestigate, and while they were in this frame

of mind the theatre slid in with a statement

that the full details of the Covered Carpet Tack
Company would be shown in "Get-Rich-Quick

Wallingford." After that there was nothing to

be done but to buy tickets. Everyone did.

Mr. Zorn also used a show window, but he

didn't need it. He just threw that in.

HERE IS A USEFUL LOBBY IDEA FOR "A MAN'S HOME"
This man's home is apparently a pasteboard cutout toy and provided with a lawn and a
background of black cloth. It was devised by Gail Meyers, of the Park Theatre, Cham-

paign, III., for the Selsnick production, and attracted much attention

Made a Cutout Toy
Man 's Home Display

Almost as effective as the toy railroad was
a built scene provided by Gail Meyers, of the

Park Theatre, Champaign, 111., for the Selznick

production of "A Man's Home."
The basis seems to be a cutout toy such as

most stores carry. If it was not, one of these

toys will serve as well and will involve no
trouble and practically no expense. This was
built up with a yard and graveled rocks. Over

on the right a table and two chairs were placed,

but these are almost as large as the house, and
detract somewhat from the effect. All should
be built to scale.

The simplest display will atract attention,

liut the more elaborate the effect the greater
the impression made and it will pay to devote
some time and care to the preparation of the
scene.

The same idea can be used for a window dis-

play, particularly in the florists' windows, where
they have the greenery to build up with.

This Is a Pippin
Pass the cigars to A. L. Snell, of the Imperial

Theatre, Gadsden, Ala. He has dug up a
imiversal stunt.

He hired four boy scouts and put one on
the street and the others on the theatre and on
the roof of the post office. All day long they
wigwagged to each other and all day long some-
one would come up with "What message are
you sending, sonny?" and the invariable reply
would be "The Sheik is here."

Snell counted the first thousand inquirers
and then stopped, but the boy who was on tiie

sidewalk is confident that the total was a million
at least.

Snell also bannered the interurban freight
car, and 500 automobile stickers, and put the
Paramount over to a 33 percent increase.
But you have boy scouts and you have a

theatre. Try the wigwag.

•RD-

Money bags were the big attractor for the Cosmopolitan-Paramount presentation at the

Temple Theatre, Toledo; but windows were only a runner-up for a campaign of blue-

sky advertising which had the town by the ears for several days

Twirling Doorknobs
For "A Connecticut Yankee" at the New

Theatre, Baltimore, a new form of doorknob
was employed, cut to a diamond shape and hung
by one of the points. Where possible these
were hung so that they swung free, and the
slightest breeze would cause them to twirl,

giving emphasis to the text : "Fine. It's your
turn to laugh." "A Connecticut Yankee" at the
New Theatre.
These were put into place by men in armor

and they attracted even more attention than
the cards, though they did not stick in any one
place as long.

Twelve thousand of these hangers were put
out, and Baltimore was fully informed.
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Century, Baltimore,

Gets Wrong Values
Generally the Century Theatre, Baltimore,

gets an excellent result in its advertising, but

this 175 lines across four is not to be classed

with its triumphs because it permits the cast,

in a mortise, to overshadow the star and the

play. Probably that looked like a splendid ad-

vertisement in the original drawing, but no
one visualized how it would show in the news-
papers, and as a result the appeal is lost.

The title and star do not stand out clearly

and the figure of the star is lost in the black
of the background, because nothing has been
done to bring it up. Probably the figure was
a photograph, and it looked all right pasted
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A CENTURY DUD

to the copy, so the artist did not take the
trouble to outline it. In the cut it has the

same tonfe as the background and you see very
little of it. It may be artistic, but it is not
advertising. Mortising to get in the minor at-

traction is what spilled the beans, however, for
the mortise is so much stronger than the rest

of the area put together that the major an-
Jiotsncement is faded. This will not look as
badly in the reproduction as it did in the orig-
inal newspaper display, for a good black and
while will yield more nearly what the artist

was aiming at and did not obtain in the paper.
The Century is entitled to a fall down now
and then because its work is so generally good,
but we are surprised to see the artist fall into

such an obvious trap as this.

—P. T. A.—

Combination Display
Put the Feature Over

The Butterfly Theatre, Milwaukee, is doing
nice work with a combination of cuts and type.
It does not flirt with hand lettering, but keeps
its displays clear and readable. This for Bebe
Daniels in "One Wild Week" is a good ex-
ample. It is simply a reader for the produc-
tion, so worded as to suggest the best angles
of the story in a running appeal which carries
the reader along from the signature to the
underline. There is no excess of adjectives,
nor sensation lines, but just a clear statement
of the play which presents the idea in its most
attractive guise. It runs 105 lines across six

columns, but except for the added features it

might have been set in half the space without
seriously losing its appeal. The use of upper
and lower case makes it possible to spread the
appeal in 24 point type and have it read, while
the title and star are in eight line gothic. Even
the ears are in eighteen point and it is all about
as easy to read as one could ask. The display
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EASY TO READ THIS

is good, but the copy is the best thing in the
advertisement because it makes you feel that
here is a play you can get entertainment from.
You read the text and you want to see the
production. This style of advertisement is good
only where the copy is smartly written. Unless
you can sell through talking, it is better to
stick to the press book phrases, but if you can
write this sort of stufif, this style will win for
you every time.

—P. T. A.—

In the Cities
Blotters are not just small time stuff. The

Circle Theatre, Washington, D. C, used them
to advantage 'to put over Fairbanks in "The
Three Musketeers," announcin"- the sale of re-
served seats for this engagement and only one
show in the evening. It even announced that
seats would be sold at three points other than
the theatre for the convenience of its patrons,
which is something new in the cities,

—P. r. A.~

Giant Football Sold
Tickets to Ray Play

The Branford Theatre, Newark, used giant
football cutouts for its two entrances to sell

Charles Ray in "Two Minutes to Go" attach-
ing smaller balls to get over the points of this
First National production. The Branford, like
most Newark houses, has to put over two fea-
tures, as they do in a lot of the stick towns,
but they gave most of the effort to Ray the
week he was played there, because the story
came in the heighth of the football season and
was more timely than the other release.

—P. T. A.—

Lovett Still Holds to

His Original Ad. Form
J. Fred Lovett, of the Royal Theatre, Prov-

idence, used to send his displays in every couple
of months, but he has been out of the paper
for about a year and he comes back apparently
in response to a recent comment on the hand
work most of the Providence theatres use. He
still uses the same general form of advertise-
ment, but he has increased his space a trifle,

THOMAS MEIGHAN in "C.'tPPY RICKS

"THt AFFAIRS OF ANATOL'

I the Back Door'

l^ iThe Affairs

A LOVETT DISPLAY

for the new examples are three fives, but he
adheres to the same general style he has always
used, though practise has made him more adept
in handling his material. This display is a
little larger than the average, a five and a half
inch drop, but in this comparatively restricted
space he sells two of the features of the season
as well as two regular program features. The
cut at the top announces Mary Pickford in

THE BRANFORD THEATRE, NEWARK, WITH LARGE CUTOUT FOOTBALLS
FOR CHARLES RAY IN "TWO MINUTES TO GO"
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"Througli the Back Door" and below there are

ten cuts for "The Affairs of Anatol." These
cut down to dots in the reproduction, but in

the display they are really pictures and not

inkspots in spite of the fact that they are only

half inch circles. Mr. Lovett, as you may
remember, has a house in the suburbs and his

advertisement runs on a page with local news
of that section instead of on the dramatic page,

with the result that he has no competition to

fight. In spite of this, he gives careful atten-

tion to his layouts and gets a pretty display

for four changes of bill, which is something
of an accomplishment in that space. He seldom

goes above an eighteen point and usually holds

to a twelve as his largest size type, which is

the reason he can get a real display for four

changes in a five inch drop. He knows that it

can be done through proportioning, and he has

been doing this for years. He is doing some-
thing real when he can put it over the way he

does and other Providence managers-—who have
more space at their disposal, might follow his

lead with profit to themselves. Mr. Lovett

knows how to use type. The others do not,

apparently, and so resort to hand lettering to

get their displays, and they lose a lot of adver-
tising through this action. Mr. Lovett does

better work in fifteen column inches than the

others do in quarter and half pages.

—P. T. A.—

Rowland and Clark Ads.

Show the Type Mortise
Samuel Sivitz is holding to the type and

hand work in his displays for the Rowland
and Clark theatres in Pittsburgh, and he not

only shows good lettering, but a capital italic

which is used to mortise in. He is holding to

the R & C crosslines, which we like very

much indeed, and he has a generally good dis-
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SAM SIVITZS SAMPLE

play. Just in passing, this space shows three

very good plays for one circuit in one week.
One thing you will notice about these Sivitz

advertisements is that he does not duplicate

the same style for two houses in a single issue.

Each of the three spaces will offer a different

treatment so that each has an individuality.

Some artists might make all three more or

less alike, but you will always find a difference

in this trio of layouts so that each house
stands out by itself. It is a small matter per-

haps, but it does make a difference in the long
run. It permits each attraction to make an
individual appeal and does not throw out the

three with the suggestion that you can take

whichever you want. We think that Mr. Sivitz

might cut in even more type in these displays,

but that is more or less of an open question,

and he is doing so well that perhaps it would
be best to let well enough alone.

—p. T. A.—

Keeps "Sheik" Running
with Well Planned Ads

Grauman's Rialto Theatre, Los Angeles, did

some good work for "The Sheik," one of the

best displays being this for the opening of the

third week. This space is laid out to give an

A GRAUMAN THIRD WEEK

exceptional display to the title, which is made
the chief centre of the space, all other lines

being held subordinate. The stills are worked
in nicely for attractors and in two instances

extracts from the book are used for captions.

The third, which reads, "Hordes of Arabs are

Pursuing me" is almost funny in its cheapness
and lack of real sense. It does not create the

picture the writer probably intended, though
it is backed up by a picture of the Arabs in

motion and one at rest. The panel tells that

everyone has either read the book or has wanted
to and that now they can see it in picture form.
It is not very convincing copy, but the title

alone will put the play over and by letting the

title have all the best of it, the remainder of
the space is not important. Jazz copy would
have worked better here than what has been
used, but the advertisement sufficed to get over
the play for another week or a prosperous run.

—P. T. A.—

Benson Still Employs
the Pocket Program

W. C. Benson, of the Laurier Theatre,
Woonsocket, R. I., sends in a vest pocket

PICTURE
THEATRE
ADVERTISING

is a book every exhibitor needs.

Packed with ad-stunts, tested adver-
tising wrinkles, information on every
phase of advertising for the picture

house.
$2 postpaid.

ORDER QUICK! YOU NEED ITI

Chalmers Publishing Co.
518 Fifth Avenu* N«r Y«1t

program in response to our recent inquiry as
to what had become of these valuable ad-
vertising adjuncts. Benson has been using
them ever since they were invented, and he
generally gets out a very good one. The
sheet shown is 4J/2 by 5 inches, giving two
pages, and he puts a four change program

< .,n,ing "OVER THE HIl.L roron.e o\ KH INK ini..

SuAdaj, Kov. 6. 7.30
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BENSON'S VEST POCKETS

on this side with the front for the house and
the back for talk and underline. He writes
that he is still training the printer who did

this work, for he recently had to change
printers but that he hopes to have a better

one to show presently. This is plenty good
enough for a sample. If you are not using
the vest pocket program, you are overlook-
ing a good bet. They are small enough to

go into a woman's handbag or a man's vest

pocket, and they will be tucked away where
a larger program, requiring to be folded,

will be thrown down. They are inexpensive
and cost so little that they can be used no
matter what other forms of advertising are
employed. Of late the vest pocket pro-

gram appears to have been neglected, but it

is too valuable a form to be forgotten. Re-
vive the idea and give some pains to getting

a good typographical display. Get a pretty
face, even if you have to buy the type your-
self. Don't accept whatever roman the
printer happens to have on the machines.
Insist upon a display face. Post \Ionotone
in the eight and ten point sizes will work
very well if you do not find anything you
like better. Make them dainty and at-

tractive and they will do you a lot of good.
—P. T. A.—

More Capital Ideas in

Shea Daily Small Ads.
Here are some more studies in how to get

them over in small spaces. Five of these are
the week's campaign for "The Sheik" and the

others are for "Miss Lulu Bett." "The Sheik"
was hooked-up and played simultaneously at

the Hippodrome and the North Park, but fhe

spaces are not increased because of the two
houses. Mr. Franklin figures that if a certain

space will put over a show at one house, it will

do the same thing at two, so he runs the regular
size. In "The Sheik" ads, that for Monday
is at the bottom of the left hand column, with
the moon and desert effect. The desert scene
is very tiny, but it is good in its outlines,

though the Arabs would shudder at the black
camels, which are emblematical of death. The
Thursday ad, just above, gives the book title

with the Paramount line, "Half of Buffalo has
read" and "All of Buffalo will see " leading
up to the book. On Wednesday the picture
of Valentino carrying Miss Ayers is the chief
appeal and the best selling display is that for
Thursday, shown in the centre of the bottom
line. This properly should have been the Mon-
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day ad since it tells most about the play, but
Mr. Franklin figures that the Sunday ads will

carry over the early part of the week and
starts to jazz up on Thursday. Friday used
the space in the upper left hand corner, with
the dashing picture of the abduction; one of
the best pieces of drawing these advertisements
have shown. The Monday space for "Miss
Lulu Bett" is not shown, but Tuesday's ad is

in the lower right hand corner. This black
panel is very effective. In the ring in the upper
margin is "The play and book that made a

TWO SETS OF DISPLAYS FROM
SHEA'S THEATRES FOR "THE
SHEIK" AND " MISS LULU BETTS"

sensation." The Wednesday advertisement we
do not care for, the split color never works
as well as a solid. Thursday the title is

nicely displayed in the crescent and on Friday
the same design is used, but with the featured
players eflfectively sketched into the band. The
spaces range from 28 to 41 lines, the larger
ads being used on Monday, Thursday and
Friday. These would make excellent displays
in larges spaces, but they are remarkable when
their size is considered, for with one exception
they give a strong display in a very limited
space.

—P. T. A.—

Sold on a Circle to

Excellent Advantage
This one hundred lines across two columns

from the Pastime Theatre, Columbus, Ohio,
works because a circle is set out in the black
to get over the real message of the display.

All of that white on black lettering is merely
using the space for something. The real

service the lalack performs it to throw into
high relief the circle in which tho selling

point is well set forth in real type. Probably
the house was not trying to sell the Vita-
graph star in "The Inner Chamber." If it

was, it did not do this but it did sell tickets

on the angle of the play announced in the
small space and the rest of the advertise-
ment served to grive prominence to this

circle through contrast. From the manner
in which it was handled, we think that the
house was aiming at precisely the result it

achieved, figuring that the play would sell

better than the title and so giving it all to
the type phrases, which read: "How did it

happen? Claire Ronson, the bride of an
hour, entered the room where her wedding
presents were displayed and found the place

in disorder. Her husband, unconscious, was
stretclied upon the floor." Naturally you
want to go to the play to see whether it

was hooch, a highwayman or something else
which had had this efifect upon the husband.
The sketch at the bottom is almost indis-
tinct, but it gives some suggestion of the
main situation. We think that this was re-
duced from a much larger original. It

looked all right in the drawing, but it did

THE CIRCLE SELLS

not reduce well. Note the little touch
whereby the arrowhead points from the
copy to the scene. That arrow helps to save
the space. If you can't make out the picture,
you know what it is, so it is almost as good
as though you could see it, but we think
that the artist would do well to give a little

more care to his drawings. By properly
laying out the white it is possible to get a
better display effect. Here the cut serves as
an illustrator but not as an attractor. More
clearly shown it would have served both
ends, and this without giving too much
white to the black space.

—P. T. A.—

Likes Type Displays

Because They Attract
Elmer A. Lohmaire, publicity man of the

Rialto Theatre, Rochester, N. Y., sends in
one of his displays for comment, explaining
that he uses type because he believes it

easier to read than drawn displays. He does
not mean exactly that, to judge by the sam-
ple sent, for his letter suggests the absence
of other attractors than the type faces while
as a matter of fact he makes shape replace
drawing as the attention winner. In the
sample we reproduce he uses the star cut
of Miss Swan son in "The Great Moment" as
well as the figure cut, setting it right into
the type. Then he sets his text in a triangle
formed of three point rule with ears at the
apex of the pyramid. This is a good ele-
mentary device, safe and reasonably certain.

The triangle gives the white space value and
the form is odd and therefore adds to the
pull of the white space. It does not make
as pretty a display as one in which the cuts
are so disposed as to give the value of drawn
work. Some really artistic work can be had
from cuts alone, without a penny spent on
art work. Some of the samples we have
shown from Nelson B. Bell prove what can
be done with cuts and rule alike. But Bell
lias the advantage of working with printers
who will carry out his ideas. Mr. Lohmaire
perhaps has reason to distrust the results
he might obtain from an eflfort to get artistic
work and so plays safe. He is reasonably

MAKING SHAPE ATTRACT

certam to come through with a design such
as this where an efifect to place the cuts to
better advantage might result in a jumble of
types. If this is the case he is wise in stick-mg to geometrical forms. He gets a by no
means unpleasing result, and something that
IS mfinitely superior to the average drawn
work There is a lot of type in this 135
hnes by three, but the essentials are played
up so that they get over without requiring
the rest of the type to be read. He an-
nounces Gloria Swan son, Elinor Glyn and
the play. If you are interested you read
further. It is a combined reading and dis-
play advertisement of good style and rea-
sonably large display.

—P. T. A.—

Saving Space Bills
H. E. Jamcyson, of the Lyric and Doric

Iheatres, Kansas City, in sending in a cam-
paign, remarks: "Ordinarily I use considerably
more space on a picture of this grade, but this
time I tried to make niy copy do the selling
instead of using extra space. Got to cut
somewhere." That's a whole chapter in the
book on selling. Get your copy right and you
will not need to take so much space. Get
some convincing argument and you have to
spend less with the papers. It's better for the
boss, and in the long nm it's better for you.
Anyone can make a splash in a half page, but
to make an eighth sell as much means something
besides the saving in space bills, because mere
space alone does not sell. It's what you say in
that space.
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Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extracts from newi available at prett hour from publications of the industry boiled dowa to a sentence. Thcj
present the views of Moving Pictore World (M.P.W.): Exhibitors' Herald (E.H.); Motion Picture News (N.); Exhibitors'

Trade Review (T.R.) ; Wid's (W.).

The Little Minister
{Betty Compson—Paramount—6,031 Feet)

M. P. W—"The Little Minister" is another

masterpiece in a season of masterpieces. It

embraces all the qualities that go for the heights

of effective motion picture achievement.

T. R.—Perhaps few masterpieces have been
given the wonderful feeling that has been

attained in this picture. It is not at all difficult

to discern the hand of a real artist in the

direction.

N.—Quaint and charming picture made from
Barrie's play. It is a picture which is com-
pact with human touches—which is embroidered
with charming detail of Babbie's charm.

E. H.—There can be nothing but the highest

praise for Penrhyn Stanlaw's production of

"The Little Minister." As a type of the best

in pictures, this production is a good example.
W.—The artistic hand of the producer is

obvious throughout the picture, and the quaint

charm of the Barrie novel is delightfully

presented.

The Little Minister
{Alice Calhoun—Vitagraph—6 Reels)

M. P. W.—Vitagraph offers charming pro-

duction of Barrie's famous story.

T. R.—Practically every essential of good
photodrama is in "The Little Minister."

N.—Excellent production made from Barrie's

classic.

W.—A pleasing though not extravagant pro-
duction of Barrie's novel. Has much simplicity

and natural charm to recommend it.

E. H.—One of the best pictures yet pro-

duced in Vitagraph studios is "The Little

Minister," with Alice Calhoun in the part of
"Lady Babbie."

Jackie
{Shirley Mason—Fox—4,943 Feet)

M. P. W.—Shirley Mason is attractively cast

as dancer.

T. R.—There is a wealth of human pathos
in this picture.

W.—Story weak but star pleasing as usual.

E. H.—Is an English story, conventional in

plot, but intensely human and possessing con-
siderable sympathetic appeal.

N.—Light story suitable for star.

Eden and Return
{Doris May—Robertson Cole—4,600 Feet)

M. P. W.—"Eden and Return" offers light

frivolous entertainment of rather indefinite

character.

T. R.—Here's a most acceptable offering

from an amusement standpoint.

W.—Doris May's second starring vehicle

disappoints.

N.—Frail little comedy has some amusing
moments.

E. H.—A comedy-drama which proves fair

entertainment. The vivaciousness of the star

is the outstanding feature.

Fifty Candles
{Featured Cast—Hodkinson—5,600 Feet)
M. P. W.—High tension in Irvin V. Willat's

mystery drama is one of its many excellent

characters.

N.—Mystery melodrama teeming with sus-

pense.

E. H.—Murder mystery pictures are few
enough nowadays to make Irvin V. Willat's

production, "Fifty Candles," rather a welcome
attraction.

All for a Woman
{Featured Cast—First National—5,873 Feet)
M. P. W.—Foreign made film with the

French Revolution as a background is packed
with powerful drama.
W.—Depends entirely upon clientele you

cater to.

E. H.—An impressive presentation with
hordes of people and many good scenes, well

acted by characters who play strong parts.

The New Disciple
{Featured Cast^Federation Producers—

7 Reels)

M. P. W.—"The New Disciple" as presented

at the Lyric Theatre, N. Y., is liable to dis-

appoint many patrons.

N.—Capital versus labor story is well acted.

W.—Industrial problems outweigh story and
drama.

Pardon My French
{Vivian Martin—Goldwyn—5,500 Feet)

M. P. W.—In "Pardon My French," an
accumulation of talent has accomplished much
with an almost hopeless task.

T. R.—There are some amusing moments in

"Pardon My French," which starts off in

promising fashion but fails to convince as the

story develops.

W.—Irvin S. Cobb's titles help put over farce

comedy.
E. H.—A light, little farce-comedy offers

fair entertainment.

Rent Free
{Wallace Reid—Paramount—4,661 Feet)
M. P. W.—This picture provides comedy of

the sort easiest to follow.

T. R.—Romance and comedy are agreeably
intermingled in this picture.

N. — Snug little comedy - romance with
Wallace Reid.

W.—Latter reels amusing but gets off to

slow start.

The Guttersnipe
{Gladys Walton—Universal—4,225 Feet)
M. P. W.—Universal production, starring

Gladys Walton, combines satire with melo-
drama.
W.—Story a bit weak in Gladys Walton's

latest. Star will please but more laughs are

needed.
N.—Cinderella theme and local color offer

adequate entertainment in Gladys Walton's
latest.

T. R.—Here's one from Universal that is

really an entertaining offering and nothing else.

Trailin
'

{Tom Mix—Fox—4,355 Feet)
M. P. W.—"Trailin'," the Fox production,

starring Tom Mix, has a rather more intricate

plot than the usual "Western" and its enter-

tainment value is enhanced thereby.

E. H.—In "Trailin' " Tom Mix has the oppor-
tunity to use all his wares of Western stuff

which he does in a manner that commands
attention.

W.—Some good action but not a coherent
story.

N.—Mix in a complicated story filled with
typical action.

T. R.—One of the best Mr. Mix has ap-
peared in.

The Roof Tree
{William Russell—Fox—4.409 Feet)

M. P. W.—Melodrama with William Russell
has strong sentimental strain.

T. R.—This romantic tale, like the people it

pictures, is simple and human.
W.—It will appeal to admirers of Westerns.
N.—A slight variation of feud story; fairly

pleasing.

Desert Blossoms
{William Russell—Fox^,500 Feet)

M. P. W.—Likable role of the typical Amer-
ican hero assigned to William Russell.

W.—Weak story hampers production and
offers mild entertainment.

E. H.—An absorbing story, well told against
a background of immense bridges and dams in

the course of construction.
N.—Familiar but absorbing picture with sev-

eral thrills.

Shams of Society
{Featured Cast—Robertson-Cole—6 Reels)
M. P. W.—The story is a variation of the

neglected wife theme.
N.—Neglected wife formula burdened with

irrelevant detail.

E. H.—Another version of the neglected
wife theme with an attempt to put over a moral.

T. R.—Achieves the unusual feat of driving
home a strong moral lesson and at the same
time providing admirable entertainment.
W.—Old theme might have been made attrac-

tive by better direction.

Playthings of Destiny
{Anita Steit'art—First National—6,200 Feet)
M. P. W. — The subject is primarily a

woman's problem, handled with understanding.
E. H.—Falls short of former Stewart pro-

ductions in plausibility and interest.

T. R.—Here is a picture that will go over
with a not-too-discriminating audience.

N.—Unconvincing story of domestic compli-
cations.

My Boy
(Jackie Coogan—First National—4,967 Feet)
M. P. W.—Jackie Coogan wins his way.
T. R.—That the picture will win widespread

popularity cannot be doubted. Its appeal hits

young and old alike.

E. H.—Good entertainment with heart in-

terest simply and unaffectedly played and never
carried to the point of exaggeration.

.N'.—Correct appraisal of "My Boy" presents
difficulties. A great deal depends on how solid

the young Mr. Coogan has been sold with the
fans, how far the "cute kid" stuff will carry
him and whether or not people expect him to
live up to the reputation he established in "The
Kid."

W.—Jackie Coogan offers fine entertainment
in "My Boy."
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CURRENT FILM RELEASE DATES
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS

Mother O' Mine. R-747; C-47.
Cup of Life. R-318; C-397.

J. PARKER READ, JR.
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth—Six

Reels). R; Vol. 47, P-1082; C-R, Vol. 43,

P-164.
I Am Guilty (Louise Glaum). R-85; C-149.
Greater Than Love. R-829; C-885.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
A Perfect Crime (Monte Blue). R; Vol. 49,

P-45.
A Broken Doll. R-751.
The Sin of Martha Queed (Six Reels). R-710.

Dec. 10. (C-1120. Dec. 31).
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford
—Six Reels). R; Vol. 47, P-589; C-R,
P-714; Ex. Vol. 48, P-827.

The Foolish Matrons. R-114; C-189.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS

Call a Cop (Two Reels).
Love's Outcast (Two Reels—Ben Turpin).

R-T29.
Molly O (Mabel Normand). R-587. Dec. 3.

C-705. Dec. 10.
J. L. FROTHINGHAM

The Ten Dollar Raise. R-323; C-387.
Pilgrims of the Night. R-831; C-386.

FOX FILM Corp.
SPECIAL

Over the Hill. 10,700 Ft. R; Vol. 46. P-623.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's

Court. 7,600 Ft. R; Vol. 48, P-80B; C;
Vol. 49, P-135.

Shame. 8,200 Ft. R-789; C-885.
Perjury. 7,400 Ft. R-932; C-273.
Footballs (Tyrone Power). R-448; C-649.
The Last Trail.
The Queen of Sheba. 9,559 Ft. ^'ol. 49.

R-879; C-947.
WILLIAM FARNUM

His Greatest Sacrifice. R-205; C-267. 6,500
Ft.

PEARL WHITE
Beyond Price. R-326.

TOM MIX
Trailin". (R-113. Jan. 7).
The Rough Diamond. R-217; C-289.
Sky High (R-112fi. Dec. 31. C-108. Jan. 7).

DUSTIN FARNUM
The Primal Law. R-575; C-759.
The Devil Within. 5,997 Ft. R-583. Dec. 3.

C-705. Dec. 10.

BUCK JONES
Bar Nothing. 4,311 Ft. R-809.
Riding With Death. R-456. Nov. 26. C-581.

Dec. 3.

WILLIAM RUSSELL
Singing River. R-731; C-163.
The Ladv from Longacre.
The Roof Tree (R-113. Jan. 7).
Desert Blossoms (R-116. Jan. 7).

SHIRLEY MASON
Queenie. 5.174 Ft. R-693; C-759.
Jackie. (R-1128. Dec. 31).

TWENTIETH CENTURY BRAND
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy).

R-807; C-1023.
While the Devil Laughs. C-273.
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford).

R-95; C-159.
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn). R-336;

C-397. Nov. 26.
The Jolt (Murphy- Walker). R-456. Nov. 26.

(C-1120. Dec. 31).
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy). R-981.

Dec. 24. (C-1120. Dec. 31).

SERIALS
Fantomas (Twenty Episodes). R; Vol. 48,

P-215.
CLYDE COOK

(Two Reels Each)
The Sailor.
The Toreador. R-446.
The Chauffeur. (R-115. Jan. 7).

AL ST. JOHN SERIES
(Two Reels Each)

Small Town Stuff.
The Happy Pest.
The Indian.
Fool Days. (R-980. Dec. 24.)

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
(One Reel Each)

Fast Freight.
The Stolen Snooze.
Getting Ahead.
Bony Parts.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
(Two Reels Each)

One Moment, Please.
A Perfect Villain,
Love and War.
The Big Mystery.
Long Live the King.
Pardon Me. (R-H6. Jan. 7).

G O L D WT N
A Tale of Two Worlds (Gouverneur Morris

Production). 5,649 Ft. R; Vol. 49, P-415

;

C-R, P-469.
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (German Impres-

sionistic Film). 5,157 Ft. Vol. 49; C-R,
323.

Snowbl'ind (All Star). R-542.
Made in Heaven (Tom Moore). R; Vol. 49,

P-995" C-149.
Wet Gold' (Williamson Production). R-437;

R-439.
Head Over Heels (Mabel Normand).
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers). R-208.
An Unwilling Hero (Will Rogers). C-739;

R-440.
Beating the Game (Tom Moore). 5,053 Ft.

R-448; C-529.
The Man from Lost River.

SEASON 1921-1022

Theodora (Italian Spectacle). 10,000 Ft.
R-1073. R-47.

All's Fair in Love. 4,979 Ft. (C-397. Nov.
26.)

Ace of Hearts. 6,884 Ft. (R-94; C-705.
Dec. 10).

For Those We Love. 5,752 Ft. (R-853. Dec.
17. C-976. Dec. 24).

Invisible Power (6,613 Ft.). R-694; C-759.
Dangerous Curve Ahead (5,651 Ft.). R-810;

C-895.
The Old Nest (7,899 Ft.).
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). R-948;

C-47.
Doubling for Romeo (Will Rogers). R-95;

C-159.
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin). 5,620 Ft.

R-113. Jan. 7.

The Grim Comedian (Rita Weiwam). 5,609
Ft.

Poverty of Riches (Leroy Scott). 5,641 Ft.
(R-589. Dec. 3. C-849. Dec. 17).

The Man from Lost River (Katherine N.
Burt). 5,693 Ft.

A Poor Relation (Will Rogers). 4,609 Ft.
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). 4,495 Ft.
The Night Rose (Leroy Scott). 5,630 Ft.
Be Mv Wife (Max Linder). 4,470 Ft. R-750;

C-163.

WARD L.*SCELLE
Rin Van Winkle (Thomas Jefferson). R-1C74.

C-397. Nov. 26.

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS
God's Crucible (All Star). R-319; C-529.

BENJAMIN B. H.AMPTON—GREAT
AUTHORS' PICTURES

The Spenders (Claire Adams). Vol. 47, P-769;
C-R. Vol. 48, P-194.

A Certain Rich Man. R-809; C-895.

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The Man of the Forest. R-434; C-603.
The Mysterious Rider. R-1075; C-47.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
Love Madness (Louise Glaum—Seven Reels).

R; Vol. 45, P-1067; C-R, P-1211.
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth). R;

Vol. 47; C-R, P-852.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerri-

gan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080; Vol. 48, C-R,
P-46.

The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerri-
gan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

Partners of the Tide. R; Vol. 49; P-516;
C-R P-581

The Face of the World. R-538; C-539.
Fifty Candles. (R-980. Dec. 24).

J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale). R;

Vol. 48, P-729; C-R, Vol. 49, P-31.
The Other Woman (Six Reels). R; Vol. 49,

P-627; C-R, P-705.
ROCKETT FILM CORPORATION

The Truant Husband.
Keeping Up With Lizzie (Enid Bennett).

R-324; C-387.
HUGO BALLIN

The Journey's End. R-113; C-589.
Jane Eyre. R-948; C-47.

RENCO FILM CORPORATION
Lavender and Old Lace. R-92; C-149.

TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor—Two Reels).
The Bashful Suitor (R-1127. Dec. 31).

DIAL FILM CORPORATION
The Light in the Clearing. 7,000 Ft. (C-71B.

Dec. 10. C-849. Dec. 17).

METRO
Over the Wire (Alice Lake). R-116; C-943.
The Man Who (Bert Lytell). R-438; C-589.
Life's Darn Funny (Viola Dana). R-634;

C-695.
Big Game (May Allison—Six Reels). R-829;

C-49.
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell—Six Reels).

The Match Breaker (Viola Dana). R-92;
C-163.

The Infamous Miss Revell (Alice Lake).
R-209' C-529

There Are No Villains (Viola Dana). R-94;
C-163.

Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell). R-944; C-
1023.

The Hole in the Wall (Alice Lake). R-588.
Dec. 3. C-849. Dec. 17.

The Idle Rich (Bert Lytell).
Fightin' Mad (Six Reels). R-588. Dec. 3.

C-705. Dec. 10.

The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana). C-705.
Dec. 10.

The Golden Gift (Alice Lake). R-711. Dec.
10. C-1120. Dec. 31).

Glass Houses (Viola Dana).
The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell). R-854.

Dec. 17. C-976. Dec. 24.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

Camille. R-446; C-539.
S-L PRODUCTIONS

Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes—Six
Reels). R-209; C-397.

The Hunch (Gareth Hughes—Six Reels).
R-944; C-1023.

Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes). R-713.
Dec. 10. C-849. Dec. 17.

Stay Home (Gareth Hughes).
REX INGRAM PRODUCTIONS

The Conquering Power. R-339; C-493.
Turn to the Right.
The Prisoner of Zenda.

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray). R-714. Deo.

3. C-849. Dec. 17.

PATHE Exchange Inc.-

Pathe Review (One-Reel Edvcational) and. Topics

of the Day {One-half Reel) Issued Weekly.
Pathe News (Topical) Issved Every Wednesday
and Saturday. Charles Hutchison is star of
"Hurricane Hutch." •Ruth Roland is star Of
"The White Eagle."

Week of December 4
No. 11 of Hurricane Hutch (Hare and

Hounds).
The Hustler (Pollard—One-Reel Comedy).

R-590. Dec. 3.

The Fly and the Ants (2/3 Reel Cartoon
Comedy). R-587. Dec. 3.

The Pickaninny (Sunshine Sammy—Two-Reel
Comedy). R-589. Dec. 3.

Somewhere in Turkey (Harold Lloyd Reissue—One Reel). R-590. Dec. 3. —
Week of December 11

No. 12 of Hurricane Hutch (Red Courage).
Trapping the Weasel (Bob and Bill—One

Reel). R-715. Dec. 10.
Look Pleasant, Please (Lloyd Reissue—One

Reel). R-710. Dec. 10.
Sink or Swim (Snub Pollard—One Reel).
The Conceited Donkey (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Fable). R-715. Dec. 10.
Week of December 18

No. 13 of Hurricane Hutch (Neck and Neck).
Two Gun Gussie (Lloyd Reissue—One Reel).

R-856. Dec. 17.
The Wolf and the Kid (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Fable). R-855. Dec. 17.
Shake 'Em Up (Pollard—One-Reel Comedy).

R-856. Dec. 17.
Stick Around (Truex—Two-Reel Comedy).

R-856. Dec. 17.
The Power Within (Six-Reel Drama).

Week of December 25
No. 14 of Hurricane Hutch (The Secret In

the Flame).
Fireman Save My Child (Lloyd—One Reel

—

Reissue).
The Wayward Dog (2/3 Reel Cartoon Fable).

R-9S0. Dec. 24.
The Corner Pocket (One Reel—Pollard

Comedy). R-980. Dec. 24.
Week of Jiinuary 1. 1022

No. 15 of Hurricane Hutch (The Last Duel).
No. 1 of The White Eagle.
Try and Try Again (One-Reel Comedy).
The Cat and the Mice (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Comedy).
Beauty Contest (Two-Reel All Negro

Comedy).
Before Breakfast (One-Reel Lloyd Reissue).

Note—Refer to page 208 for explanation of reference marks
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Week of January 8

No. 2 of White Eagle (The Red Men's

The Dog and the Mosquito (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Lose'^No^Time (Pollard—One-Reel Comedy).
The Canadian Lynx (Bob and Bill Series—

Take*"!* Chance (Lloyd—One-Reel Reissue).

Week of January 15

No. 3 of The White Eagle (A Strange

The Dog and the Flea (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Loose Change (One-Reel Parrott Comedy).
The Bashful Lover (Truex— Two-Reel

The Non-stop Kid (One-Reel Lloyd Reissue).

Pioneer Film Corp.

A Western Adventurer (William Fairbanks).

R-540
The Mystery Mind (Fifteen Episode Serial).

Oh Mary, Be Careful! (Madge Kennedy).
* R-321' C-759.

The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Stark).

A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey).
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane—Six Reels).

The Leech (Claire Whitney—Six Ree s).

Peeps Into the Future (Six Two-Reelers).
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield).

Realart Pictures
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114;

R-236. „.
Such a Little Queen (Constance Bmney).

C-589
Moonlight and Honeysuckle (Mary Miles

Minter). R-830; C-885.
Don't Call Me Little Girl (Mary Miles Minter).

R-113' C-291.
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy). R-847;

C-291.
The March Hare (Bebe Daniels). R-538;

A Heart to Let (Justine Johnston). R-636;
C-695.

Little Italy (Alice Brady). R-539; C-695.
Her Sturdy Oak (Wanda Hawley). R-828;

C-885.
One Wild Week (Bebe Daniels). R-451.
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114.

C-695.

SEASON 1021-1922

Room and Board (Constance Binney). R-319;
C-273.

Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter).
R-576; C-649.

Everything for Sale (May McAvoy). R-94B;
C-1023

Dawn of the East (Alice ^rady). R-945;
C-1023

The Case of Becky (Constance Binney).
R-947; C-1023.

The Speed Girl (Bebe Daniels). R-457.
Nov. 26. C-581. Dec. 3.

Morals (May McAvoy). R-114. Jan. 7.

R-C-PICTURES
Live and Let Live (Cabanne Production—Six

Reels). R-537; C-47.
The Greater Profit (Edith Storey). R-115;

C-695.
When Lights Are Low (Six Parts—Sessue

Hayakawa). R-236; C-789.
The Sting of the Lash (Pauline Frederick

—

Six Reels). R-931; C-397.
Shams of Society (Walsh-Fielding Produc-

tion—Six Parts). R-115. Jan. 7.

A Wife's Awakening (Gasiner Production

—

Six Parts). R-94; C-397.
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa—Six Reels).

R-94; C-159.
The Barricade (Cabanne Production—Six

Reels). R-807; C-159
The Foolish Age (Doris May). R-1073; C-47.
Possession. R-218: C-39T Nov. 26.

The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick). R-335;
C-397. Nov. 26. (Six Reels).

Silent Tears (Six Reels ) R-586. Dec. 3.

C-705. Dec. 10.
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone

—

Six Reels).
At the Stage Door (Cabanne Production—Six

Reels). R-981. Dec. 24. C-1120. Dec. 31.

Eden and Return (Doris May—Six Reels).
R-1127. Dec. 31.

S E LZ N I C K
ELAIXE H.\MMERSTEIN STAR SERIES

Remoresless Love. R-827; C-49.
Handcuffs or Kisses. R-944; C-1023.
The Way of a Maid.

EUGE3VE O'BRIEIN STAR SERIES
Is Life Worth Living? R-641; C-49.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalorus Charles (R-1127. Dec. 31).

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
The Chicken in the Case. L-5,261 Ft. R; Vol.

48, P-728.
A Divorce of Convenience. R-639; C-163.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Bucking the Tiger. R-206; C-387.
The Fighter. R-830; C-163.
After Midnight. R-575; C-89B.
The Man of Stone. (R-457. Nov. 26. C-849.

Dec. 17).
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Who Am I? R-440; C-49.
Conceit (All Star). R-856. Dec. 17. C-1120.

Dec. 31.
A Man's Home (All Star). R-649; C-759.
The Greatest Love (Vera Gordon.

REPUBLIC
Man's Plaything (Grace Davidson and Mon-

tague Love).
Mountain Madness (Ed Coxen and Ora

Csir© VP )

.

The Gift Supreme (Bernard Burning).
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor.

SHORT SUBJECTS
William J. Flynn Series.
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick New3.
Kaufman Masterpieces.

REVIVALS
Scandal (Constance Talmadge).
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert

Lytell).
The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Production).

C-397. Nov. 26.

United Artists
Dream Street (D. W. Griffith Production).

Vol. 49, R-876; C-387.
Through the Back Door (Mary Plckford).

R-439; C-495.
Carnival (Harley Knoles Production). 6,000

Ft. R-113; C-396.
The Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks).

R-211; C-397.
Disraeli (George Arliss). R-96; C-163.
Little Lord Fauntleroy (Mary Pickford).

9.984 Ft. R-573; C-649.
The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Production).

C-397. Nov. 26.

JEWELS
Outside the Law (Six Reels—Priscilla Dean).

R; Vol. 48-465.
Reputation (Eight Reels—Priscilla Dean).

R-205; C-267.
No Woman Knows (Seven Reels). R-447;

C-529. <

Confiict (Priscilla Dean). R-95; C-159.
The Fox (Harry Carey). R-590. Dec. 3.

C-705. Dec. 10. (Seven Reels).

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Monkey Movie Star (Joe Martin).
Robinson's Trouseau (Lee Moran).
P. D. Q. (Lee Moran).
A Monkey Schoolmaster (Joe Martin).

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Nobody's Fool (Marie Prevost). 4,640 Ft.

R-1076; C-47.
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson). R-217;

C-289
Sure Fire' (Hoot Gibson). R-93; C-159.
False Kisses (Miss Du Pont). R-467. Nov.

26. C-581. Dec. 3.

Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo). R-458. Nov. 26.

C-581. Dec. 3.

A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost). 4,739
Ft. R-586. Dec. 3. C-705. Dec. 10.

Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson). 4,416
Ft R-712. Dec. 10. C-849. Dec. 17.

Shattered Dreams (Miss Du Pont). R-863.
Dec. 17. C-1120. Dec. 31.

Playing With Fire (R-982. Dec. 24. C-1120.
Dec. 31.

The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson). R-1129. Dec.
31. C-108. Jan. 7.

The Guttersnipe (Gladys Walton). R-116.
Jan. 7.

SERIALS
The Terror Trail (Eileen Sedgwick).

Winners of the West (Art Acord). R-67S:
C-649.

The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
WESTERN DRAMAS
(Two Reels Each)

The Call of Duty (George Larkln).
Fair Fighting (Art Acord).
A Woman's Wit (Eileen Sedgwick).
Old Dynamite.
The Brand of Courage.
The Dream Girl.
Ned of the News (Percy Pemroke).
A Battle of Wits (Eileen Sedgwick).
The Deputy's Double Cross (Laura I.aPlante

and Lee Shumway).
CENTURY COMEDIES
(Two Reels Each)

A Nervy Dentist (Charles Dorety).
Around Corners (Brownie).
Playing Possum (Harry Sweet).
Teddy s Goat (Teddy, the Dog). R-854. Dec.

17.
Get Rich Quick Peggy (Baby Peggy).
A Family Affair (Charles Dorety).
The Dumb-Bell (Harry Sweet). R-114.

Jan. 7.

Chums (Baby Peggie and Brownie). R-113.
Jan. 7.

Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Harry
Sweet).

STAR COMEDIES
(One Reel Each)

Back Stage.
Noiseless Valley.
Line's Busy.
Ice Box Pirates.
Heart Breakers.
Show Me Your Samples.
Fur Coats and Pants.
Oh Nursie!
Westward Whoa.

SERIES
The Return of Cyclone Smith (Two Reels

Each).

VlTAG RAPH
SPECI.*L PRODUCTIO.NS

The Heart of Maryland. R; Vol. 49, P-629;
C-R, 823.

The Son of Wallingford. R-943; C-47.
The Flower of the North.

ALICE JOYCE
The Scarab Ring.
The Inner Chamber (Six Parts). R-94; C-27J.

CORRINE GRIFFITH
Moral Fibre. R-945; C-lo9.
Received Payment.

EARLE WILLIAMS
Bring Him In. R-1074; C-289.
It Can Be Done.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens. R; Vol. 49, P-991; C-49.
The Secret of the Hills.

ALICE CALHOUN'S PRODUCTIONS
The Rainbow.
The Matrimonial Web. R-220; C-289.
The Little Minister. (R-1129. Dec. 31).

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Steelheart. R-450; C-529.
No Defense.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Mysterious Stranger.
The Messenger (R-113. Jan. 7).

SERIAL
Breaking Through (Carmel Myers and Wal-

lace McDonald).

WiD Gunning, Inc.

The Blot (Lois Weber Production). 7,121 Ft.
R-930; C-163.

Quo VaUis (Reissue—Six Reels). 5,884 Ft.
F-95' C-397.

Good and Evil (Lucy Doraine). 4,961 Ft.
R-447; C-649.

Girl from God's Country (Nell Shipman).
6,957 Ft. R-448; C-629.

The Old Oaken Bucket. 5,098 Ft. (R-217:
C-1120. Dec. 31).

Moongold (Will Bradley). 8,175 Ft.
Post Nature Pictures (Twenty-six Single

Reels).
What Do Men Want? R-459. Nov. 26.

(6,141 Ft.).
Our Mutual Friend (English Production—Six

Reels). R-712. Dec. 10. C-976. Dec. 24.
(7,698 Ft.).

White Hands (Hobart Bosworth). 5,664 Ft.
Bear. Boy and Dog. (2,053 Ft.).
Puppy Days. (959 Ft.).
Robinson Crusoe Hours. (966 Ft.).

Note—Refer to page 208 for explanation of reference marks
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ADVENTURES OF TARZAN
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial—Fifteen Epi-

sodes) (Elmo Lincoln-Star).

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
The Lonely Heart (Kay Laurell).

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Ghost City (Helen Holmes).
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison).
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson).

AYWON FILM CORP.
The Vengeance Trail (Big Boy Williams).

R-451" R-335* C-289
The Shadow of' Lightning Ridge (Snowy

Baker). R-451; C-397. Nov. 26.
The Better Man (Snowy Baker). R-459.

Nov. 26. (C-1120. Dec. 31).
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams). R-

468. Nov. 26.
Fidelity (All-Star Cast).
Lure of the Orient (Jack Conway-Frances

Nelson).

BLANCHFIELD
A Knight of the West. R-93; C-169.

C. C. BURR
Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Johnny Hines). R-211.

DU MAHAUT-KLEIN
Monty Works the Wires (Monty—A Dog). R-

713. Dec. 10.

EQUITY PICTURES
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed).

R; Vol. 48, P-1092.
Charge It (Clara Kimball Young). R-848;

C-163.
Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson). R-748.
What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Toung).

R-1077. (C-108. Jan. 7.)

EXPORT AND IMPORT
Wild Animal Serial (15 Episodes—Sellg Pro-

ductions).

C. B. C.
Dangerous Love.
The Victim.
Captivating Mary Carstairs.
Star Ranch Westerns (Two-reels, bi-month-

ly).

GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart).

R-208; C-649.

THE FILM MARKET
The Supreme Passion (Six Reels). Vol. 49,

P-194; C-R, P-581.
The Spoilers (Reissue—Nine Reels).
Jimmy Callahan Comedies (Twelve Two-

Reelers).

PHIL GOLDSTONE
The Unknown (Dick Talmadge). (R-1128.

Dec. 31).

GRAPHIC
Mother Eternal (Vivian Martin — Seven

Reels). R; Vol. 49, P-990; C-45.

HOWELL SALES CO.
Vendetta (Pola Negri). (R-1125. Dec. 24).

(C-IOS. Jan. 7.)

JANS' PICTURES
Man and Woman. R-447; C-529.
The Amazing Lovers. R-946.

J. W. FILM CORP.
Road to Arcady. (R-1129. Dec. 31).

GEORGE KLEINE
In the Fog (R-nS. Jan. 7).

L. & H. ENTERPRISES
Daughter of the Night (R-114. Jan 7).

LEE-BRADFORD
The Unconquered Woman (Rubye DeRemer).

VICTOR KREMER
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan).
Where Love Is Young (Zena Keefe).
Winding Trail (Buck Manning!.

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Able Minded Lady (H. B. Walthall).
The Call from the Wild. R-323.
The Fatal Thirty.

The Impossible Boy.
Folly Comedies (George Ovey—Single Reels).
Folly Comedies (Vernon Dent—Single Reels).

PHOTOCRAFT PRODUCTIONS
Oh, Mable Behave (Four Stars) (R-855. Dec.

17).

PRODUCERS' SECURITY
Diane of Star Hollow. R-8S0; C-47.
Mr. BinKle (Daddy Dumplins).
The Soul of Man (Six Reels).
Mr. Potter of Texas.
Cissy Fitzgerald Comedies (Two Reels). -

The Right Way. R-218; C-397. Nov 26.
Squire Phinn.
Welcome to Our City.
Trail of the Law.
The Man Who Paid.
Irving Cummings Series (Two Reels).

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
Holy Smoke (Funnyface). R-810.
Funny Face Comedies.
Windsor McCay Animated Drawings.
Tony Sarg Almanac,
Charley Cartoons.
Lee Kid Comedies.
Four Eileen Sedgwick Features.
Body and Soul. (Anna Luther).
Silks and Saddles.
Power of the Borgias.
Six Clara Kimball Young Reissues.

RAINBOW FILM CORPORATION
A Girl's Decision. R-93; C-397.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience (Russel Simpson).

7 Reels. R-1075; C-47.

TONY SARG
The Original Golfer. (R-116. Jan. 7.)

STOREY PICTURES, INC.
Shadowland Screen Review (Every two

weeks).
Burlesque Photoplays (Elsie Davenport)

(Once a Month.) (2 Reels Each.)

WILLIAM STEINER
Tangier Trails (Neal Han.). R-980. Dec. 24.

(C-1120. Dec. 31.)

SWEDISH BIOGRAPH
Sir Arnes Treasure. 6,600 Ft. R-711. Dec. 10.

C-976. Dec. 24.

TEXAS GUINAN PRODUCTIONS
Texas of the Mounted. R-1073.
Code of the West. R-94.
Across the Border (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. 3.

The Spitfire (2 Reels). R-690. Dec. 3.

WESTERN PICTURES'
EXPLOITATION

A Dangerous Pastime.
That Something. R-768.
Scattergood Stories (Two Reel Comedies).
The Masked Avenger (Lester Cuneo).

WESTERN PICTURES' CORP.
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray).
Lady Luck (Allene Ray).

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton).
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson).

R-757; C-49.

WESTERN FEATURES' PRODUC-
TIONS, INC.

(Featuring "Bill" Fairbanks)
Go Get Him.
A Western Demon (William Fairbanks). R-

96.
Hell's Border.
Fighting Heart.
Daredevil of the Range.

WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home (Anna Q. Nilsson).

R-210; C-273.
Parted Curtains (H. B. Walthall and Mary

Alden). R-94; C-397. Nov. 26.
School Days (Wesley Barry) (R-856. Dec.

17) C-976 Dec 24
Ashamed of Parents.' (R-1128. Dec. 31.)

WESTERN CLASSIC SALES
(Two-Reel Dramas)

Bullets and Justice.
The Heart of Texas Pat.
The Unbroken Trail.

MISCELLANEOUS
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

Quick Action (William Russell).
Sally Shows the Way (Mary Miles Minter).
The Moonshine Menace (Helen Holmes).
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell).
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter).
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes).
A Rough-shod Fighter (William Russell).
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin's Mountain

(Helen Holmes).
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage).

ASTA FILMS, INC.
Hamlet (Asta Neilson). R-336.

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
Fritzl Ridgeway Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Neal Hart Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Helen Gibson Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Al Jennings Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Capital Two Reel Comedies.
Witches Lure (All Star Cast).

EMERSON-LOOS
Red Hot Romance. R-713. Dec. 10.

D. W. GRIFFITH
Orphans of the Storm. (R-1126. Dec. 31).

FEDERATION PRODUCERS'
SERVICE

The New Disciple. (R-1127. Dec. 31).

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA,
INC.

The Four Seasons (4 Reels). R-694; C-1B9.

KIneto Review*
(Released Through National Exchanges, Inc.)

(One Reel)
(Third Series)

Kentucky Thoroughbreds.
Hiking the Alps With the Boy Scouts.
Manhattan Life.
Eccentricities of the Wasp and Bee.
Fur and Feathers.
My Adirondacks Outing.
The Chemistry of Combustion.
The Victory Pageants.
The Delta of the Nile.
A Glimpse of the Animal Kingdom.
Better Milk. R-587. Dec. 8.

Permanent Peace. R-586. Dec. 3.

Urban's Morle Chats

(Released Through State Rights Exchanges)
First Series from No. 1 to 26, inclusive

(One Reel).
Second Series from No. 27 to 52, inclusive

(One Reel).

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES' CORP.
January—Martin Johnson's "Jungle Adven-

tures." R-449; C-649.
January—His Nibs (Chic Sale). R-947;

C-1023.

W. KURTZ & CO.
Shattered (Foreign Film). R-460. Nov. 26.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova).
The Lotus Blossom. R-809; C-169.
The Great Reward (Serial—Francis Ford and

Ella Hall).
Kirieto Reviews (One-Reel Educational).
Rainbow Comedies (Edna Shipman and John

Junior) (Two Reels Each).

WILL ROGERS
The Ropin' Fool (Tv, o Reels). R-33B.

ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (3,600 Feet).
Rigoletto (6,000 Feet).

SACRED FILMS
The Bible. R-219.

Note—Refer to page 208 for explanation of reference marks
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PROJECTION
Supplies a Text

Fred H. Wood, motion picture projectionist,

Springfield, Missouri, speaks thusly

:

Having acquired tlie habit of writing, I

And it a hard one to break, so here I am
once more. Concerning condensers, I want
to express my approval and endorsement of

the Paramount condensers, I have not had
half the breakage trouble with them I have
with other makes; also less pitting. More-
over I believe they give less spherical
aberration and a whiter light on the screen.
Some may object to the price, but to my way
of thinking the lenses are worth what they
cost.
And now may I suggest a text for one of

those sermons of yours, which Same I would
rather read than hear the oration of any of
the supposed-to-be big ones of earth. It Is

"Keeping Physically Fit for Your Job."
My reason for wishing to have you "talk"

on that particular subject is that I personally
know at least a dozen projectionists who
mope around with headaches, backaches and
other aches, AND believe me their work
shows the reflex of these aches and pains
in dingy. Jumpy, streaky pictures. Let's have
one of your "sermons" on this subject.

So far as I know the Paramount condensers
are good lenses. I have rather laid off inves-

tigating the merits of condensing lenses, because
of the fact that up to date none that have been
presented to this department for examination
and test have maintained a uniformly high
standard of excellence. As to less breakage
and pitting, why that sounds like you may be
fooling yourself a bit. Pitting would occur
just as readily with a high-class lens as with
a lens with poor finish— in fact it would be
likely to be the more noticeable on the high-
class lens.

Pitting Is Burning

Pitting is the burning away of the finish,

or polish of the glass, by hot particles from
the crater. I note that you say both pitting

and breakage is reduced. Perhaps you have a
longer distance from crater to face of collector

lens. How about it?

Better investigate that point carefully. As to

spherical aberration being reduced, why I hardly
think that probable, though it is a fact that
reduction of that item would tend to whiten
the light, because less of the color at outer
edges of the condenser, caused by chromatic
aberration, would be carried down into the
center of the spot.

But reduction of spherical aberration i.s not
an unmixed evil, because wc have to depend
on it, to a certain extent, for evenness of
illumination at the spot. All these things are
linked together in such a way that it is amusing
when one of the Wise Ones speaks disparag-
ingly of the knowledge necessary to intelli-

gently and efficiently handle a motion picture
projector.

Your Arc Rliihi

As to the "sermon," well, while you are
entirely right in saying that the efficient inan
in projection, or any other line of human
endeavor, must keep himst-lf physically and
mentally fit, stilll am afraid it is somewhat a
waste of space to "preach" to those who have
not sufficient ordinary intelligence to under-
stand so simple a thing as that.

I remember visiting the headquarters of a
projectionists' local union at one a. m. some
years ago. I found a number of members,
who had \vorked their shift the previous day,
engaged in shooting craps, in poker and similar
diversions. I remarked upon the number so
engaged, and was informed that some of the
boys would be in later (earlier, it really would
be), as thev had dates.

F.H.RICHARDSON

Notice to All

PRESSURE on our columns la auch
that published replies to qusstlona
cannot be guaranteed under two

or three weeks. If quick action Is de-
sired remit four cents, stamps, and w*
will send carbon copy of department
reply as soon as written.

For special replies by mall on mat-
ters which, for any reason, cannot bs
replied to through our department re-
mit one dollar.

THE LENS CHART
Are You IVorking by "Gutss" or Do

You Employ Up-to-Dati Methodsf

You demand that your employer kasp
his equipment In gooi order and up ot
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe It to him
to keep abreast with the times In
knowledge and In your methods.
The lens chart (two In one, 11x17

Inches, on heavy paper for framlnr)
Is In successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.

"Don't guess." Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address Moving: Picture World, either

516 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Oarrick Bulldlnri Chicago, 111., or
Wright & Callender Building:, Los
Angeles, Cal.

And during the evening the aforesaid business

agent, as well as the president of the local, had
expended considerable breath telling me what a

lot of ingrowing tight-wads the managers were,

and how hard it was to get better wages or
conditions.

I had at the time, after carefully concealing

my left eye, winked it to myself six times in

the same place. The screens of that city were
quite sufficient explanation as to why the man-
agers only "gave up" when compelled to, and
the exhibition at union headquarters was quite

sufficient explanation of the why and where-
fore of the punk screen results viewed in that

town, particularly when the business agent in-

formed me, with apparent pride (though why
it was anything to be proud of I could not
understand), that "none o' dem bull heads 'ull

go into th' hay before tree o'clock, an' th' crap
game don't bust up till daylight, lessen them
ginks goes bust before then."

Not General Condition
Please do NOT understand this as represent-

ing any general condition. Tt does NOT.
Most unions maintaining headquarters would
not tolerate any such insane doings for even
one night. But the point is that men who
habitually stay up all night gambling, or doing
anything else for that matter, cannot expect
to bring to their work that mental or physical
energy which is necessary to high-class results.

It cannot be done, and is NOT done.
MEN WHO WORK IN A PROIECTION

ROOM. BUT WHO REGARD THEIR
WORK MERELY AS A MEANS TO GET
ENOUGH MONEY TO RAISE H
WITH, NEVER GET ANYWHERE. They
burn the candle of life at both ends, hence are
always mentally and physically tired—especially
the former.
The boss is "on" to them. Their mental and

physical condition reflects itself in their work.
There can be no manner of doubt whatever as
to that. Their mind is dulled, and is not bent
upon their work, but upon the things they will
do when the work is finished. They are time

servers and clock watchers. Their work i»

merely a means to an end, and a very un-
pleasant means, too.

It is true that all work and no play makes
•Jack a dull boy; it is equally true that if work
is made secondary to play, then Jack is little

else tlian a mere toy—a thing that is not much
good to any one but himself, and in the end is

not much good to himself.
The man who is a blessing to himself, to his

trade, business or profession, is the one who
bends every mental energy to his work, realizing

that it is the ONE big thing in any real man's
life, and when work is done, plays reasonably,
but NOT enough to work injury to the work
of next day.

Remember This
Remember this: The man who plays or dis-

sipates to his physical injury, or to an extent
which reduces his physical powers, automati-
cally also reduces his mental powers, and the
man who has impared mental powers is ineffi-

cient in any and everything he undertakes, be
it projection or ditch digging. And don't one
of you ever run away with the idea that ANY
boss worthy of being a boss (and if he isn't

it is best to seek employment under another
man), does not or will not recognize high-
class work. ABILITY ALWAYS GETS
RECOGNITION IN THE LONG RUN,
though it will get recognition, very much more
quickly, if the man understands how to go
about intelligently showing and proving to the
boss that he is entitled to it.

Many things pass unnoticed which would be
properly valued if intelligently set before the
right man or men.

Perhaps the one most neglected important
field of study is how to get the really merit-
orious things you may do in your work recog-
nized. Many a really excellent projectionist
has failed to get ahead and has become dis-

couraged simply because he did not understand
how to get recognition for his good work.

It is just as necessary to study this end of
things as it is to study and learn how to do the
good work for which you seek recognition.
-Selah.

Projtjeciionistx" Tools
Wells Jewett writes from Buflfalo, New

York, at some length. The letter is a personal
one, but in it occurs a paragraph which I think
is of sufficient interest to be printed. Friend
.Icwett wrote of his difficulties in small town
work, and told how when he found it necessary
to take charge of a motion picture projector.
He then said

:

The first difficulty I encountered when I
attempted to make adjustments on the pro-
jectors was a lack of proper tools. The
management had never had any tools put In
the projection room, and while co\intry hard-
ware stores carried plenty of tools for farm
machinery and tractors they were sadly shy
of tools fit for use on a motion picture pro-
jector. I therefore turned to the supply
house, only to find their stock almost as
limited as that of the hardware merchants.
Not one of them had tools p.irticularly

adapted to the making of evrn the most
ordinary adjustments on the different makes
of projector. Finally, mostly on trips to the
larger cities. I did get together an assort-
ment of punches, screwdrivers, otcotra, which
served the purpose after a fashion, but there
were always some simple adjustments which
had to be made in a more or less make-shift
manner.

This condition is perhaps not altogether the
fault of anyone. The projectionist has, as
Brother Hamilton aptly expressed it, been ac-
customed to "getting along" (after a fashion),
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with a pair or two of flea bitten pliers and a

moth eaten screwdriver or two—usually minus
the "two." He is, as a class, in a "no tool"

rut. He needs jarring out.

In the days when the projector was a spindle-

legged affair, and the adjustments mostly more
or less imaginary, the ten cent screwdriver and
pair of pliers might serve very well. But now
we have a real, honest-to-gosh projector, a
motor generator and maybe a lot of other stuff.

We need tools, and NOT tools from the ten

cent store either.

a binder. Add blue, of course. Don't mix last

two coats very heavy.
Now mount the screen on a support, which

must be PERFECTLY STRAIGHT, and must
remain so, or at least the curtain must be
attached to the support in a perfectly straight
line. I would suggest that before you take

Wants Advice

O. F. Allen, Chelsea, Vermont, wants advice,

as follows:

Am writing for a bit of advice. We have a
house in Woodstock, Vermont, in which we
must very soon install a new screen. We
have been conducting- a circuit of one night
stands for the past few years. Last winter
we took a lease on the building known as
"Music Hall" at Woodstock. It contains the
town hall on the first floor, which same we
can use for dances etc. The building is the
property of the town. We can seat about
500, and there is a stage which will accom-
modate any ordinary road show.
But to get back to my story, we have been

using a cloth screen which was coated, and
has a black border. This screen is, however,
getting in bad shape. It is beginning to
wrinkle. We now want a new screen, with
a set to finish up the front of the stage.
Distance of projection is about 75 feet. The
present picture 14 feet wide. Picture is

projected at an angle of about fifteen degrees.
Have two projectors in projection room and
use thirty five amperes through a Wagner
converter.
We do not feel like Installing a manufac-

tured screen at present, as the place is not
large enough to warrant the expenditure.
What We want to know Is, what would you
recommend as to material and construction
for something we can build ourselves. Must
be something we can roll and unroll without
wrinkles. The house is wide and the screen
about twenty feet from front row of seats.

Cannot Guarantee it Not to Wrinkle

Well, gentlemen, I cannot guarantee that

anything you may make will not wrinkle when
rolled and unrolled, but there is no reason why
a painted cloth screen should not roll smoothly,
provided it be rightly made, and to be rightly

made it must be stretched tightly on a frame,
well sized and then painted.

I would suggest the following : Get four
timbers heavy enough so that they will not give
under the pull of the cloth, remembering that

after it is wet and dries out, it will pull pretty

hard. 2 x 4 or at most 2x6 will do. Make
a rough frame and stretch good, heavy un-
bleached muslin, which you have had sewed
to make a sheet the right size, thereon. Stretch
it only tight enough to remove all wrinkles.

Then size the cloth by wetting it thoroughly
(using a calsomine brush) with a mixture of
about one and a half pounds of good glue to an
ordinary bucket of water. Let dry thoroughly.
Best let it stand twenty four hours in a fairly

warm place, or longer if in a cold place.

Don't let it freeze until dry. The point is be
sure it IS dry.

Next paint with only tolerably heavy coat

of white lead, mixed with one third boiled

linseed oil and two thirds turpentine, adding
enough ultamarine or cobalt blue to make it

a faint blue tint in the pot. Do this latter

to all coats.

Dry Thoroughly

Let dry thoroughly. Twenty four hours is

enough if in a warm place. Then mix half
white lead and half white zinc (any painter

supply dealer can furnish the zinc, or get it

for you) with one quarter boiled linseed oil

and three quarters turpentine—add the blue,

of course.

This should dry in a warm place in twelve
hours.

Now mix the finishing coat of all white
zinc, with about the same proportions of oil

and turpentine used for last coat. It is a bit

too much oil, but your curtain must be rolled

and I think that much oil will be necesary for

CONSTRUCTION DIAGRAM
For home made screen support

the curtain off the frame you snap a chalk

line near its top. You can then, using heavy
carpet tacks, fasten the line so it is exactly

over a similar line snapped on the support.

You will understand that unless the support

be one which will remain straight, and the

top of the screen be tacked exactly as it was
on the frame, there will be inevitable wrinkling.

I therefore suggest the form of construction

for a support shown, the broken line represent-

ing the chalk line. For a roller—well you
will, of course, use your own judgement, only

remember this : a roller which is not perfectly

straight will stretch the surface and cause
wrinkling. Also tack to chalk line as for top.

A Good Projection Surface

The surface described will give a good
projection surface, and it can be renewed every
six months or so by one new top coat mixed
as per last coat I have described. It will give

excellent diffusion, and that is what you want
for a wide house. If properly constructed and
not abused such a screen should last anyhow
two or three years, with the addition of a top

coat every six months.
On second thought, I would give the back of

the screen a good, heavy coat of white lead

and boiled linseed oil to protect the cloth and
glue from the effects of moisture. It would
be well to do this at the same time you give
the front its first coat.

NOTE.—There are many who make Similar
requests for directions for a home-made screen
which will roll. If any of our friends can
offer something better than what I have sug-
gested, I shall be very glad to hear from them.

Comes Back For More
Benjamin G. Hull, Westfield, Mass., arises

to remark

:

Dear Sir and Brother: First of all permit
me to thank you for your kindly interest in
my troubles by writing me, as well as send-
ing carbon of department matter.

I am sorry for the necessity existing which
obliges me to trouble you again, as I know
you must be very busy with the new "dic-
tionary" of projection. I use that word
because this new book will be the means of
explaining from A to Z all those troubles
with which we are beset. I do hope it will
prove a success, particularly financially,
because you deserve it, though if you publish
fhis in the department it will probably be
sneered at, or at least laughed at by the
deadheads and chair warmers, with many of
which the profession of projection is inflicted.
One thing is amusing, viz: The shout from

certain ones who rave because you get some
of your knowledge from others. Well, even
so, you deserve every credit for placing the
ideas and writings of others before us IN
UNDERSTANDABLE FORM.
How little do these sponge-heads realize

the labor involved in picking out the grains
of truth from the mass of error which
reaches your desk, and the task of arrang-
ing it to the end that the idea be assimilated.
Were the mass of mixed truth and error
published as received, it surely would raise
havoc with the inexperienced man, especially
those in small towns, who are many miles
from supply houses and sources of informa-
tion.

I have read your writings every week
since in the spring of 1909, when the depart-
ment first started, and believe me I have
gained much knowledge by the reading, nor
am I too conceited to acknowledge it, giving
credit where credit is due. In closing let me

wish you the merriest of Merry Ghristmases
and the happiest possible New Year.

Should Impress the Unthinking

Why do I publish this, you ask? Well, for
several reasons. I am, and for many years have
been keenly interested in the endeavor to induce
the projectionist to study and thus raise the
profession to that higher level it ought to
occupy. There are several points in this letter

which ought to impress the unthinking with the
foolishness of some of their arguments.

I was forcibly struck with one thing, namely,
the absolute truth of the good friend's analysis
of how a very great deal of the truth I am
rightfully accused of "getting from others" is

actually obtained.

It is no unusual thing for a projectionist to
send a letter in which, bound up in a bale of
error, is ONE valuable grain of truth. Did I

publish the letter as received, it would be of
worse than no account at all. I have to "pan"
the grains of gold from the worthless sands.
Then I must carefully examine and see how
and where the gold can be used, the latter
process often consuming weeks, and sometimes
months, with correspondence with perhaps any-
where from one to twenty companies of men.
Then, too, take the things I can use from

standard text books. Can I use them as they
are? NOT ONCE IN A HUNDRED TIMES.
If I did the average projectionist would look
at them in helpless perplexity. Very often I
cannot understand them myself, until I have
first done a lot of digging to ascertain what all
those words, signs, and perhaps funny looking
diagrams, really mean.

He Got It Right

I don't know how Brother Hull visualized
so clearly what takes place at the conductorial
desk, but by gum he certainly got it pretty
nearly right. I would give a few dollars just
to watch some of the saps who criticise look
through just one bunch of letters and try to
make head or tail out of some of the stuff I
have, through years of experience, learned to
analyze quite fairly well. For instance:
Recently I copy verbatim from a letter received
a few days ago

:

"Will you explain just exactly change over
speed."

I answered that "question" correctly, as was
proven by a letter of thanks. The good brother
—member of a local in a city of something like
a quarter of a million—wanted me to explain
exactly what was meant by speed of inter-
mittent, or ratio of intermittent speed.
Thank you. Brother Hull, for your expres-

sions of confidence and friendliness. Some day
when Richardson is shoving up the daisys they
will mostly all talk that way. Hope Mr. S
Claus found your stocking, and filled it to
overflowing.

Ten Dollars For a Handhox
From J. S. Gelman, Cincinnati, Ohio, a pro-

jectionist well-known in that city, comes the
tollowing letter, attached to which is the sum
of ten perfectly good dollars. He says:

Friend Richardson: Probably you will notremember the writer, but more than a yeaiago last October we were together when the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers met inuayton, Ohio. I was "among those present"

you
'^^"1"®* Hamilton, Ohio, men gave

I just want to refresh your memory, be-cause I propose to hold you to the promiseyou made then that you would send me anautographed copy of the Fourth Edition ofthe Handbook, or as it is popularly known
the Projectionists' Bible."

l^^t^V!^,
'"^^I.osing a check for ten dollars

(?10.00), which is only a small part of theamount I think the new book will be worthYOU ask, in a recent issue of the depart-ment, those who may know of other goodbooks for projectionists to send in the names
or same. In my estimation, as well as in theestimation of most people in the business,
the Handbook is all there is! There are notany more.

Will appreciate it if you will send the newbook at your convenience, but by all means
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send it! The sooner the better. In closing
let me extend my kindest personal regards,
and best wishes to you for a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Establishes a Record

Weill That, I think, establishes a record.

A man who thinks so much of the Handbook
that he is actually sending in ten of his hard
earned dollars for a copy is pretty excellent

proof that he has found real genuine honest-

to-gosh value in past editions—also that he

recognizes the money value of knowledge to

him.

I want to most cordially thank Brother
Gelman for his appreciation and kindly feeling.

The order has been turned over to the book
department of the Moving Picture World,
which handles all book orders.

All surplus above the price of the book, when
finally fixed, will be returned to Friend Gelman.
The price may not exceed five, and must not

and will not exceed six dollars.

All those sending in five dollars will be
booked for one of the first copies, all of which
will be autographed by the author. If we find

it necessary (as I am much afraid we will) to

fix the price in excess of five dollars, but in

no event more than six dollars, the book will

be sent C. O. D. for whatever balance there

may be. It will be either five, five-fifty or six

dollars. That much is certain. BUT believe

me, gentlemen, I am giving you full value,

even though it be the higher figure—and then

some. THE FOURTH EDITION IS NOT
A RE-VAMPING OF THE THIRD
EDITION. To all intents and purposes it is

an entirely new book, which it has taken me
two years of the hardest kind of hard work to

prepare.
Latest Dope

It will contain the very latest, most up-to-date

dope on the optical system of the projector,

including method for selecting and adjusting

optical train for any amperage, no matter how
high. It will contain a Mazda section, to which
such careful preparation has been given that

the General Electric voluntarially sent a man
down from West Lynn, Mass., and one from
Schenectady, New York, to assist in its prepar-
ation. In fact the man from West Ljmn came
three times.

I cannot agree with Brother Gelman that

"there are not any more." No one book does,

or probably can ever contain all the knowledge
it is desirable the prjectionist have at hand,
but I do say that the projectionist, while he
should have other books, CAN get by with the

Handbook alone, and get by very well, too.

When he has learned all there is in the Hand-
book he will have a fund of projection

knowledge which I believe any man might well

be proud of.

Thanks, Neighbor Gelman. I remember you
well. May the New Year bring to you and
yours health, wealth and happiness.

New Film Cement

This department is in receipt of six sample
bottles of a new film cement being manu-
factured and put on the market by the Ejistman
Kodak Company.
This proposition attracted my immediate

attention for three reasons. First, it is a cement
put out by a company which is the largest

maker of films in the world, and which there-
fore certainly ought to know exactly what a
film cement should be; also it is a company
having ample laboratory facilities for experi-
menting and testing. Second, in the accompany-
ing letter appeared this important statement:
"Eastman film cement is made from tested
chemicals and will be consistently uniform in
quality." Third, the cement is equally effective
on inflammable and non-flam stock.

As you may all see by examining the back
files of the projection department, I have con-
sistently refused to indorse any particular brand
of film cement, or film cement formula, be-
cause of the difference in different lots made
from the same formula, presumably due to
difference in chemicals.

NOTICE
Equipment

—

Manufacturers and
Dealers

The 4th Edition (25000)

of

F. H. Richardson's
HANDBOOK

Now Going to Press

The new 4th edition of the Handbook will

contain more than 800 pagei of technical
matter—100 pages more than the Istt
edition.

A Hmited am»unt of advertiting toiU
accepted up to press time.

For rates address ADV. DPT.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Murray HiU IHO S16 Sth Ave, N. Y. C

And now I am going to do something this

department mighty seldom does, viz : Give a

flat indorsement to something I have not had
tested—for I have not had the cement the

Eastman Company sent tested. I do not regard

it as necessary. There can be no manner of

doubt but that the Eastman Company would
not put out anything other than a good cement,

and if we are assured, as we are, that it is

made only from tested chemicals, and that it

will always be of uniform quality, that is

sufficient, coming from the source it does.

I therefore take real pleasure in recommend-
ing that projectionists try the Eastman film

cement. It will probably be on the market by
the time this is printed. If not, then it will be
very soon afterward.
And mind you, this is the first time in

TWELVE YEARS that I have given such a

recommendation as this before the recommended
article had been very thoroughly tried out.

But I'll stand by my judgment in this matter
nevertheless.

Conductorial Troubles

Very often one who tries to guide the des-
tinies of such a department as this into helpful,

useful lines, not the least task of which is to

make it interesting reading, don't know whether
to laugh or swear.

In December 10 issue I published an unsigned
letter from a man in Philadelphia, commenting
thereon in a way which, so far as I can see.

cast no reflection on the afraid-of-his-name
friend. Now comes the following contribution,

also unsigned, which shows I was wrong in

supposing the man merely forgot to append his

name to the other. Here is a portion of his

last effort, quoted verbatim:

I see you published my letter In the depart-
ment, which was not meant for publicity.
Now then, Mr. Richardson, would you be so
very kind to explain a little more clearer
just what you meant by re-directing Grifflth's
pictures. When you made that crack, old
man, you made It to the wrong bird, if I

understand you correctly. If you can't say
a good thing about a man, why do you say
some sarcastic thing? I think It is your
duty to patch this thing up, or I am afraid
you will have considerable more enemies to
add to your list. If you can't boost, don't
knock!

Allow Me to Say
For the benefit of the man from Philadelphia,

allow me to say that David Wark Griffith is

credited with having said "the motion picture

projectionist in a way re-directs the photoplay."
And let me add to that that what Mr. Griffith

says is entirely and absolutely TRUE

I believe Mr. Unsigned will admit that by
the mere moving of a lever or twisting of a
knob he can alter the speed of projection to
such an extent that the actors will present to

the audience something very unlike what they
portrayed before the camera. Is it not so?
Cannot Mr. Nameless turn a funeral scene

into a howling farce which will rock an audi-
ence with laughter, merely by altering projec-
tion speed? Is it not so? Cannot he make
an automobile or horse race utterly ridiculous
by the same thing in reverse? Is it not abso-
lutely so?

Then It Is True
Then it is true the projectionist can entirely

alter the effect of almost any scene in which
action Is present, hence he in a way, just as it is

said Mr. Griffith asserted, re-directs the photo-
play.

And where, pray, is the "sarcasm" in that?
The "crack" was made to ALL projectionists
alike. Why do you try to grab it all to your-
self, Mr. Whoareyou. Enemies? Huh, man,
I eat three of 'em every morning before break-
fast for an appetiser, and six more afterward
for a chaser, so in four or five days I get 'era

all cleaned up and there "ain't no more."

Wants the New Handbook
Ralph V. Plew, Linton, Indiana, sends check

in the sum of five dollars for Fourth Eklition

of Handbook, in accordance with my offer, page
722, December 10 issue, in which I agreed to
send autographed copy of first lot of books
received to all those who forward five dollars,
with understanding that if the price succeeds
that sum the book will be sent C. O. D. for
balance, and the further understanding that it

will in no event be more than six dollars, and
asks :

If the following is not suitable for answer-
ing in the department will you please supply
the desired Information by mail? Where
can I get the following tools: Copper
punches, hardwood punches, press for re-
moving and replacing Intermittent sprockets,
tool for extracting broken small screws, and
broaches for reaming intermittent sprocket
taper pin holes?

Make Your Oitm

If there is such a thing as a copper punch
made I don't know of it. Would suggest that
you get a piece of No. 0 or 00 copper wire and
file out any sort of punch you want. As to
hardwood punches, why, man, get a piece from
a really good, tough axe handle, and a very
coarse, sharp file or a fine tooth wood rasp,

and you can easily make as many as you want.
Just cut the wood in about six inch lengths,

split it to about 3-8 inch squares and then get
busy with the file or rasp. The six-inch leng^th

is to allow of clamping one end in a vise while
you work on the other.

An Excellent Press

An excellent press of the kind you want vras

described and illustrated in September 17 issue
of the department; also the name and address
of the maker was given. As to a broken screw
extractor, why if any one knows of such a
tool will he or she advise me, and write Brother
Plew. It runs in my mind that the E. E. Fulton
Company, Chicago, Illinois, makes or handles
such a tool, though I am not sure. They are
on Carroll avenue.
Any Simplex service station will provide you

with a broach for taper pins. Don't believe
the Powers Company dealers handle them, but
see no reason why the Simplex tool would not
serve for either projector. As far as I know
the same size pins are used by both.

Don't get all fussed up if you don't get a
book quite as soon as you think you should.
We will push things through as fast as we can,
but such things as getting out a book of this

sort takes tremendous effort, barrels of patience
and boodles of hard work. You are booked,
and will get one of the first lot to escape the
clutches of the book binder.

All you other fellows who have sent checks
please take note!
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Ready

EASTMAN
FILM CEMENT

Cut where you will, splice with Eastman

Film Cement and for all practical purposes

the reel's original resistance to strain both

in projection and re-wind is restored. The
splice is secure against break or buckle.

Eastman-made and Eastman-tested as the

presence of this seal on the container testifies:

Eastman Film Cement is the only cement that may be used

successfully with either Regular or Safety film. It may be

obtained in i oz. and i6 oz. bottles, and gallon containers.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Motion Picture Film Department Rochester, N. Y.
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Better Equipment

An Extra Projector on the Floor Is

Worth a Drawerful of Spare Parts
WHAT particular spare projec-

tor parts should an exhibitor
stock up on?" we asked a

house manager the other day.
"What will the weather conditions

be at 3.30 P. M. next Wednesday?"
he countered. "If I could answer
that sort of a question and be within
anything like reaching distance of a
correct solution, I'd shut up shop and
hang out an astrologer's shingle and
rake in enough shekels to make my
income tax shoot up around 100 per
cent."
"Why?" we persisted.

"Because, to the eternal credit of
American projector manufacturers,
it may be said that accident not wear
is Responsible for tlie majority of
break-downs in projection appara-
tus. You may figure out where the
greatest wear comes in the projector
mechanism and fancy that you have
a line on just where the first trouble

may develop and lay in extras along
that line.

The Manufacturers Coppered the Bet

"And then you will discover that

the manufacturers have coppered
that bet by making those particular

parts so wear-resisting that they
stand up indefinitely under the hard-
est kind of usage.
"And if you think tliat I'm off in

my reasoning, just try and get a list

of such parts recommended to you
by any number of supply houses.
"The chances are that no two such

lists will be identical. And when doc-
tors disagree, where would you or I

come in?"
"What's the use of us trying to

figure where the trouble is most
likely to happen through wear when
the manufacturers ha-vc beaten us to

it and provided for it far in ad-
vance?"

"It's accident that usually starts

such projection troubles as those
with which we have to cope and no
one can foretell where accidents will

strike. Otherwise, they are not acci-

dents."
"Well, then, what IS the remedy?"

we asked.
"The very same that the sportsman

uses when he goes far afield," was
the reply. "Do you remember when
expensive English guns were sup-
plied with an extra set of locks ? And
our American shooters carried the
locks around with 'em for years,
waiting for the old springs to break
—which they did not.

"But that when the shooter fell or
the gun was let fall and the barrels
dented or the stock broke, the extra
set of locks did not make matters any
better? The only thing that would
fill the game bag under those circum-
stances was a spare gun."

Accidents Are Unforseen

"And as no one can foresee just
what particular variety of accident
will put a temporary crimp in the
projection, a spare projection ma-
chine is the one and infallible spare
that will effect an instantaneous re-
pair.

"No matter how skillful the pro-
jectionist, he cannot have at his dis-

posal the machinery and facilities of
either the projector manufacturer or
the service station to make good ac-
cidental damage, and it is unfair to
both projectionist, the audience and
the house to try to shove a quick
make-shift repair job through while
tlie audience waits."

All of which is most logical for
the time clement is a very important
factor in the projection room. The
slightest delay in the projection, due
to an unforeseen hitch or break-
down, and its remedy, no matter
how skilfully or quickly applied,

tends to break up the show and to

make the audience uncomfortable
and impatient.

An Extra Projector Best Insurance

An extra projection machine, that

may instantly be substituted for one
which temporarily balks, is the best
insurance policy that an exhibitor
can carry against such delays and an-
noyances.
Not only does this insure a contin-

uous and satisfactory screening, but
it permits the exhibitor to shift his

damaged machine to the nearest ser-

vice station or even to the plant of

the manufacturer for an overhauling
much more satisfactory and thor-
ough than he would have any right to
expect at the hands of his house em-
ployees. And this allows of plenty
of time being devoted to the repair
work instead of calling for a rushed
job and almost an immediate return
of the projector before it has been
given a satisfactory try-out at the
repair man's hands.
An extra projection machine is

just as much of a necessity to the
exhibitor as spare wheels to the care-
ful automobilist with Uie difference
that, in the former case, it means
true economy in dollars and cents,
while in the latter it is simply a mat-
ter of convenience and comfort.
One of the best New Year's reso-

lutions that an exhibitor can make is

that he will add to his battery of pro-
jection machines one more, to be
held strictly for emergency purposes,
and which will always be kept ready
for substitution should anything go
wrong with one of his service pro-
jectors.

Of course, it will cost some money,
but life, fire and accident insurances
also cost money, and the installation
of an emergency projector consti-
tutes one of Uie best business insur-
ances that an exhibitor can obtain.

Power Plants for
Washington Houses

Milce Lyons, of the Union Theatre, in the
Seattle downtown district, has installed two of
the late Type "E" Power's with governor speed
controls.

The Majestic Theatre, Yakima, is now using
Power's with roller pin intermittent movements.

R. H. Glenn, who operates a chain of thea-
tres in Washington's greatest coal mining dis-
trict, has purchased anotlier Power's 6-B pro-
jector.

The Rialto Theatre, of Tacoma, which is

operated by the Moore Amusement Company,
of that city, is using the Power's roller pin
projector.

Good Music Assured
The American Photo Player Company has

shipped a Robert- Morton organ to Honolulu,
to be installed in the Liberty Theatre, operated
by the Consolidated Amusement Company. N.
B. Jacobus has left to install it and will remain
there a while as organist.
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FROM THE LARGEST
TO THE SMALLEST

The Z/-7^£r Line Is Complete
From the l/^Z Proctor Automatic
to the feather-weight Hallberg Port-

able Projector, the entire projection

requirements of the world have been
covered, adequately and satisfac-

torily.

The big, self contained Proctor Auto-
matic is the latest and most scientific

development of the professional pro-

jection machine.

The light weight Hallberg Portable
Projector, which makes a slide of

eyery picture, gives to the theatre
reviewing room, the church, the school
and the lodge, projection facilities that
have never before been at their disposal
when utilizing portable projectors.

Because, with the Hallberg, a 100-watt
lamp gives a 600-watt effect.

For every requirement of exhi bitor and
educator the ?Z-72/ trade mark means
absolute satisfaction coupled with the

assurance that there is nothing in pro-

jection apparatus equal to products
bearing this brand.

Be safe, not sorry—Look for Zt-H^Z on YOUR projection equipment.

Send for Bulletin P-W and learn how projectors should be built

UNITED THEATRE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
H. T. EDWARDS

Pnsident
25 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK

Branch Stores in All Principal CMm
EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EXCEPT THE FILM

J. H. HALLBEftO
Vic«-Pre«id«a«
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Your own special Ticket,

any colors, accurately num-
bered: every roll suaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize
Drawings; $5.00. $6.00.
I'romiit shipments. Cash
with the order. Get the

samples. Semi diagram for Be-
8erre<l Seat Coupon Tickets, serial

or dated. All tickets must con-
'I form to Government regulatien

and bear established price of admi sslon and tax

paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand $3.00

Ten Thousand 5.00

Fifteen Thousand C.50

Twenty-five Thousand 9.00

Fifty Thousand 12^
One Hundred Thousand IS.OO

National Ticket Co. shamokin, Pa.

RADlO^Ai:i^:-MAT

F r
o<

TALK froD your soroen

—1
\^

WITH your quickly

TTPEtRITTEN MESSAGES

.2=:-

at: eO RADIO HAT SLIDES %Z.

a Aooept no Substitute

• ForSalcbyall Leading Dealers

fr?reroam
Company

Fire • Proiection Engineers
fiOO Fifth Avenue New lork City

ainite FIRE
IGHTING

APPLIANCES
FOR

THEATRES

$5 Gallon

75c. PintFilm Cement
Gelatine—All Colors

HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS BROOKLYN, N. Y.

AMERICAN

Jfotoplaper
(Trade-Mark Registered)

The Musical Marvel Write for Catalogue

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
1600 Broadway New York City

QUALITY plus SERVICE
backed up by a fair scale of inlris—are offered and

delivered with every order we nceive for

Developing—Printing—Titles
Write for Latest Scale of Prices

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Mailers BuUding CHICAGO

Phone: Central 2347

Latest Achievement
In Ticket Selling MachlnM

The New 1922

Automaticket Re^ster
Send for prices and

full particulars.

AUTOMATIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION
1780 Broadway Nn Yarli

NUMBER FOUR LASKY STAGE
As vieu'ed from the girders above same

The Mammoth Glass Covered Stage

of Lasky Studio Is Now Complete
THE mammoth glass-covered stage of the

Lasky studio—said to be the largest

structure of its kind in the motion pic-

ture world, has been completed.

This stage, which will be known as number
four, is one hundred and twenty-five feet in

width by two hundred and fifty feet in length.

It has a clearance height of thirty feet and
rises to a maximum of forty-two feet at the

apex of roof.

This huge structure required one hundred and
seventy-five tons of steel for its construction.

It is roofed with 32,000 square feet of glass,

held in place by four tons of galvanized iron

in the form of ribs and mullions.

Approximately three tons of wire was used

for the installation of diffusers. One hundred
thousand square feet of muslin was required

for the making of these same diffusers and

twenty-five thousand square feet of canvas

form the walls. Ten thousand feet of rope and
seven tons of sash weights are used in operating

the diffusers and walls.

Forty Kegs of Nails Used

Sixty tlwusand feet of lumber and seventy-

five thousand surface feet of flooring were used.

Forty kegs of nails hold this lumber in place.

The new stage covers a|thriving garden of

tropical plans and the famous Lasky tank

where so many effective water scenes have been

filmed in the past. Thanks to these two ad-

juncts it will be possible to film within the

four walls of this stage, practically every type

of story ever written.

The stage boasts several structural improve-

ments designed to aid in the efficient staging

of pictures. Double diffusers—black and white

in complete sets—make it possible to operate

it as either a dark or light stage. Another

departure in construction is the equipment of

sliding doors by which all entrances and exits

are covered.

The stage was appropriately dedicated by

a successful employees' dance held on the eve

of its entrance into practical service. Credit

for the notable structure goes to Victor H.
Clarke under whose personal supervision it was
erected; Charles F. Eyton, general manager
of Famous Players-Lasky West Coast activities;

and James Scutter, Lasky studio superintendent.

Powers Projectors for
the Rochester Schools

Frank Davidson, branch manager of the In-

dependent Movie Supply Company, 464 Pearl
street, Buffalo, N. Y. has been awarded the
contract by the Rochester Board of Education
to install Powers' machines and equipment in

the schools of that city.

Mr. Davidson also announces that Frank
.^mendola, through the Niagara Falls Equip-
ment company, has purchased two Powers'
high intensity projection machines for his new
Amendola Theatre which is being erected on
East Ninth street and which, it is expected, will

open about February 1.

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

30 Gerrard Street

W. I. London, England
Has the quality circulation of the trade in

Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official

Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusively in

this journal.
YEARLY RATE:

POSTPAID, WEEKLY, $7.2S

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICLAL GROAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN I IRELAND, LTD.
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RECO Hoods are

made of natural col-

ored glass and show
brilliant and perma-

nent effects. Cheaper

and better than any

dip.

Hoods are easily

cleaned and last
forever.

2 Sizes

10 Watl^40 Watt

7
Reynolds Electric Co.

2650 WEST CONGRESS STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Alto make Flashers, Small Motors, etc.

TITLES
FOR ALL PURPOSES — ANY LANGUAGE

10 Years Speciallzino in This Product
Assures You of the

BEST
Moderate Prices Quick Service

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
358-3M EAST 33rd STREET CHICAGO

RINALDYSr} Apparatus

for Quantity and Quality Productions
Advanced Engineering Features

Attractive Guarantee
226 West 41st Street
NEW YORK CITYE. S. RINALDY

THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Designers of Over 200 Theatres

C. HOWARD CRANE
ARCHITECT

ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER. Associate

CYRIL E. SCHLEY
Main Office:—HURON BLDG.. DETROIT, MICH.

Branch Offices: New Yorlt, Chicago, Windsor, Ont.

PERFUMES
FOR COMBS AND SPRAYS

HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS BROOKLYN, N. Y.

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BARGAINS-Rebuilt Machines
POWERS—SIMPLEX-MOTIOGRAPH

Complete^Theatre Equipments a/id Supplies

Write for CataloR

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
228 Union Ave. Memphis, Tenn.

YOU CAN BANK
On Any Equipment Advertised in

The Moving Picture World
Being Mighty Good Equipment

The Independent Generating Plant
An Insurance Policy Against Panic

A FEATURE of the development of the
modern picture theatre is the increased
utilization, by far-sighted exhibitors, of

private generating or isolated lighting plants.

These are installed not always with the idea

of being relied upon to furnish the sole current
for house sign and projection lighting, as in

moderate sized houses in rural communities
where the public service supply of electricity

is absent or unsatisfactory, but simply as a pre-
cautionary measure.
The reason for their installation in houses

even in metropolitan sections is that they con-
stitute a precaution against interruption of pro-
jection, or even worse, of the house lights being
extinguished by any unforeseen break in the
public service supply.

Panic Insurance

Such a private generating plant constitutes

so satisfactory an insurance against panic or
annoyance in event of the house lighting failing

that progressive exhibitors regard their cost as
a profitable investment, by reason of the feeling

of security which they give the management,
even should their services never be called upon.
As one up-to-date exhibitor stated, during a

recent visit to the Moving Picture World
office, "I don't grudge a cent of the cost for
such an installation even if I never have to use
it. In fact, I would be mighty glad if I never
used it, but the very fact that I have it and
that it is ready for use and that no matter
what happens to my main wiring or the central

station there will never be a panic in my house,
is worth all the outfit cost me."
Such an installation, that will take care of

the projection in the moderate sized house and
all of the exit lighting and a certain portion
of the house lighting in time of emergency, is

far superior and may be much more quickly
brought into operation than a system of
auxiliary gas illumination.

considerable publicity for his company and
that it would also be the means of the public
getting a veiw of a projector at close range,
Geo. J. Homer, Chief Projectionist for the
American Amusement Company, made arrange-
ments with one of the leading hardware stores
to display the Simplexes in its show windows.
With the installation of the above two pro-

jectors, all of the theatres operated by the
American Amusement Company at Mankato,
Grand, Lyric and Orpheum, are now Simplex
equipped.

The Teco Products Mfg. Company state
that the City of La Crosse, Wisconsin has six
theatres, three of which are operated by the
Cooper Amusement Company and three by the
La Crosse Theatre Company, all of which
have Simplex Projectors installed.

CLOG DANCING
without a teacher. You can easily
learn from "The Clog Dance
Book" by Helen Frost of Colum-
bia Univ. Music with each of the
26 dances. Illustrations showing
the Steps. Cloth bound. Price
$2.50 delivered. Catalogue free.

A. S. Barnes and Co., 30 Irving
Place, New York.

Homer Made Hardware
Display of Simplexes

The American Amusement Company, oper-
ators of several chain Minnesota houses recently
placed an order with The Teco Products Mfg.
Co., 24S Loeb Arcade, Minneapolis, Minn., for
two types "S" Simplex projectors in one of
their Mankato theatres.

Realizing that a display of these would mean

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES

22166 Moving Picture by States per M $5.00
1Z19 Film Exchanges, for List 7.50
196 Manufacturers and Studios 3.50
419 Machine and Supply Dealers 4.00

3674 Legitimate Theatres U. S. & Can. 25.00
810 Vaudeville Theatres 730

A. F, WILLIAMS
166 W. ADAMS ST. CHICAGO

THE TWO SIMPLEXES
As displayed in the leading hardware store of Mankato
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OLAtSIHED ADVERTISEMENTS

Cm! Little Do Much

SITUATIONS wANTPn 9aAND HELP WANTED gc per

All Other COMMER- „...j
CIAL ADVERTISING 9C WOrO

Smallest ad twenty words.

Notice: Tbe PubUahen ucect that all itate-
menta made In everr adTertlsement will twaf the
trlctest InTuUgatloo.

SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED—Job by first-class projectioni-t. Nine

years' experience; can handle any equipment. Will
go anywhere. Can furnish reference. Write or
wire, D. C. Mallory, Box 155, Cheraw, S. C.

PIANIST—Expert picture player ; 15 years' ex-
perience ; read, fake, transpose ; fair salary. Robert
Burns, 1343 Vanderer Ave., Wilmington, Delaware-

A-1 MAN as manager or assistant manager of
motion picture theatre ; also competent to direct
the music. Address Box 243, Moving Picture World,
New York City.

NON-UNION M. P. OPERATOR WANTS
POSITION — Have diploma; can run Simplex,
Power's and Motiograph. Let me have a start In
small town anywhere. Wire or write any time.
Chas. H. Whipple, Box 92, Lake Forest, 111.

EXPERIENCED THEATRE ORGANIST desires
position ; reference. Will go anywhere ; preferably
six-day house. Northern New Jersey. Box 241,
Moving Picture World, New York City.

THEATRES WANTED
•WANTED TO LEASE— Moving pictur* theatre,

fully equipped ; must pass state inspection. Tell
ell particulars first letter. Box 237, Mevlng Picture
Worl4. New York City.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FIFTEEN hundred standard opera chairs we are

replacing with cushioned seats and offer at a big
sacrifice ;

five-ply, in good shape. Will not sell less
than 300 at a time. P. O. Box 98, Scranton, Pa.

60 VOLT, 33 AMPERE Direct Current Gener-
ator ; perfect condition ; $05.00. M. J. Rother,
Hastings, Minn.

nVB THOUSAND YARDS Battleship LInoIeam.
leur theusand of beet grade cork carpet. Oerarm-
ment surplus stock, at leas than wholeeale prleea.
J. P. Redlngton, Scranten, Pa.

OPBRA CHAIRS from war campa, booths, ma-
ehlnes and entire equipment furnished at halt
original cost.. Write your requirements. J. P. Red-
lngton, Soranton, Pa.

FOR SALE—Two Power's 6A motor-driven, 110-
volt, A. C. 60-cycle moving picture machines ; In
good condition ; .$148 00 each. A bargain. Webster
Electric Company, 719 9th Street, N. W., Washing-
ton, D. C.

FOR SALE—One Simplex complete ; motor-driven';
condition guaranteed; llO-volt, A. C. 60-cycle; a
bargain at $245.00. Webster Electric Company, 71»
9th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE
CAMER.\—SACRIFICE. A Pathe Professional

Studio Camera : 3 magazines, dissolve, 2 lenses. 51

m. m. each. Tripod; fine condition; price, $450.00-
Apply Room 213, 107 Broad Street, City. Phone
--)r>55 Broad. Hours, 3-6.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
FOR SALE—Five-reel features, two-reel west-

erns, one and two-reel slapstick and bathing girl
comedies- Posters on all. Central Film Company,
729 Seventh -Avenue, New York.

FOR SALE—"Temptation" (6), featuring Carmel
Myers—brand new print ; "The Bag Mystery," 12-
reel serial cartoon—brand new print ; "Adventures
of Jimmy Dale" (32), featuring E. K. Lincoln;
"The Secret Kingdom" (32) ; "The Scarlet Runner"
(24), featuring E^rl Williams; also "The Stafford
Mystery" (6) ; "Muggy" (5) ; "One Against Many"
(5) ; "Mistaken Identity" (5) ; also series 12 two^
reel Black Cat comedies, and the largest selection
SERIALS, SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS, COMEDIES.
Educationals, Cartoons, etc. Guaranty Pictures Co.,
1.30 West 46th Street. New York. Cable address:
"Caplctco."

MISCELLANEOUS
IF IN need of drawings for letter-heads, program

headings, newspaper illustrations, etc-, write Al
Tock. Dwighi, III., Commercial Artist.

Picture Theatres Projected
TEX.A.RK.A.X.A., ARK.—Sacnger Amusement

Company plans to erect theatre to cose $150,000.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Ascher & Brothers, 220
South State street, have plans by C. Howard
Crane, 127 North Dearborn street, for three-

story brick and reinforced concrete theatre and
apartment building to be erected at Broadway
and Anslie street, to cost $500,00. Theatre will

have seating capacity of 250.

ROCKFORD, ILL.—Erickson & Company,
139 North Clark street, Chicago, has contract

to erect theatre at North Main and Auburn
streets for Alhambra Theatre Corporation of

Chicago, to cost ^400.000.

SIOUX CITY, lA.—J. C. Morrison will

erect theatre at 1959 South St. Aubin street.

HARPER, KANS.—Mrs. J. C. Robinson has
plans by S. S. Voigt, 610 Fourth National
Bank Building, Wichita, for one story brick

and stone-trim moving picture theatre, 35 by
118 feet, to cost $15,000.

DETROIT, MICH.—Contract has been let

for erection two-story moving picture theatre,

store and photo studio, 120 by 120 feet, at

7707 Harper avenue, for Joshus Karbal, 533
Farnsworth street, to cost $80,000. Theatre
will have seating capacity of 800.

LANSING, MICH.—Lansing Theatre Com-
pany will erect ten-story theatre and office

building at North Capital avenue and Allegan
street. Address C. W. Nichols, president.

PORT HURON, MICH.—Charron & Riddeli

have contract to erect Desmond Theatre on
Military avenue near Pine street, with seating

capacity of 1,270 for Port Huron Theatre
Company, to cost $200,000.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Gustaf Eidsvig,

1824 Clinton avenue, has contract to erect

three-story moving picture theatre, bank, of-

fice and store building, 100 by 128 feet, at

Fourth avenue, S. and Frank street, for Fourth
.A.venue State Bank, to cost $170,000.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

Official Organ of the Italian Clncmatograpb Unloo

Published on the

loth and 30th of Each Month
Foreisn Substrlptlon: $7.00 or 85 frantt Per Annas

Editorial and Business Offices:

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

*THE BIOSCOPE''
The Representative Weekly Journal of

the British Film Industry

01 Special interest lo All Who Buy or Sell Fllmt

OFFICES:

85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. I.

^loclmen Copy Free on Bequest
I'oreiKH Subscriptions: One pound ten shillings (gold)

ST. LOUIS, MO.—Orphcum Circuit, Pal-

ace Theatre Building, New York, has plans by
C. W. and George L. Rapp, 190 North State

street, Chicago, for two-story brick and terra-

cotta trim Mississippi Theatre, 190 by 140 feet,

to cost $1,500,000.

ST. LOUIS, MO.—Charles H. Timmig,
1662 South Jefferson avenue, has plans by Pres-
ton J. Bradshaw, International Life Building,

for 12-story theatre, office and apartment build-

ing to be erected at Grand and Washingpton
avenues, to cost $1,500,000.

PATERSON, N. J.—Alexander Hamilton
Theatre, 209 Main street, has plans by F. W.
VVentworth, 150 Market street, for eight-story

brick fireproof theatre to be erected at Church
and Market streets.

UNION HILL, N. J.—James Mitchell, Inc.,

76 Montgomery street, Jersey City, has con-
tract to erect a three-story theatre, store and
office building at Fourth street and Bergen-
line avenue for Capitol Theatre Amusement
Corporation.

BELLE HARBOR, L. I.. N. Y.—L. & W.
.Amusement Company, 150 Beach 116tli street,

has plans by Charles A. Sandblom, New York,
for two-story brick and terra cotta theatre and
store building to be erected on Beach 116th
street, to cost $100,000.

BELLE HARBOR, L. I., N. Y.—Nieman &
Company, 25 West 42nd 'street. New York,
has contract to erect two-story theatre and
store building on Beach 116th street for L. &
W. Amusement Company, ISO Beach 116th
street, Rockaway Beach, L. I., to cost $100,000.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—Strausburg & Blendes,
492 DeKalb avenue, have plans by R.
Thomas Short, 370 Macon street, for two-
storj' brick moving picture theatre and store
building, to cost $250,000.

''MARTIN" ROTARY
m/\l\ I 111 CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago 1010 Brokaw BIdg., New York

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The LeadiBc Independent Organ of Italian FUm Trad*

•FSg|?a"riS!!NTR?ES SIX DOLLARS A YEAR
Advertitemerif : Tariff on Applioatkm.

Editorial OfTicet: TURIN (Italy)—GallerU Nazionala

HERE'S A REAL BUY
400 ft, caiaclty De Fr»nne, mahoKany case, regular and trick crank, for-
ward and reviTse take-up, foota;:e Indicator, fllm punch. De Franne spring
(law liitonnlttent. atljustabte shutter, outside reflecting focuslns device, 50
MM. Te^saT r:3.5 lens. Perft-ct throuKhout, at $135.00.
Wiro ^'y'^.'o di'poslt and balance on examination.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn St., Dept. 107
P. S.— Write Bass

Chicago, llllnole

Let hiri solve your camera problem for ytu.

ETory continent knows th« del>endaMllt7 anil sul>eriorltj

of thiB UnlTenwl 4 kw. plant—the recok'nlz*-d 8taod-
&rd for notion picture work, either permanent er

'raroUnc. Also for drcuses, esnilfal4, etc.

4 K. W.
Electric

Plant
ant Catoloffit* M

Universal Motor C*.
Oshkosh. WI*c«naiB

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Brilliant Illumination

—

remarkable contrast between black and white,

critical definition, and unusual flatness of field

—

this is what optical science has done for projection,

by means of the

jL;ausch & Lomb
CINEPHOR

The New Projection Lens
A scientifically correct lens that can be brought
quickly to a sharp focus—and a high quality that is

absolutely uniform.

Write for interesting literature.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.

New York Washington Chicago San Francisco London
Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses, Microscopes,
Projection Apparatus (Balopticons) , Ophthalmic Lenses and Instru-
ments, Photo-Micrographic Apparatus, Range Finders and Gun
Bights for Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Stereo-Prism
Binoculars, Magnifiers and other High-Orade Optical Products.

me
Automatic Arc Control

"The Watch Dog of the Arc"

THE FIRST IMPRESSION
ON YOUR AUDIENCE

when you install PEERLESS AUTOMATIC ARC
CONTROLS is the constant brilliancy and even illum-
ination of your screen. The quality to unfailingly

maintain that brilliancy is built into the PEERLESS—
that is the real secret of its popularity.

Write fer Circular.

THE J. E. McAULEY MFG. COMPANY
«4 N. JEFFERSON ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

TRANSVERTER changes alternating cur-

rent into a direct current which gives five

times more light.

TRANSVERTER double arc type, provides

two arcs of equal light value simulta-

neously, making possible a perfect dissolve.

TRANSVERTER permits changing the arc

amperage for light or dark films by turning

a simple control.

TRANSVERTER eliminates effect of line

current variations.

TRANSVERTER arc amperage is main-
tained constant and steady because of its

automatic voltage regulation.

TRANSVERTER is economical, giving a

perfect arc without the aid of ballast.

TRANSVERTER meets every requirement
of artistic projection.

The Hertner Electric Co.
1904 W. 112th St.

Cleveland, Ohio
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ERBOGRAPH COMPANY
LUDWIG G B ERB president

MOTION PICTURE
DEVELOPING AND

PRINTING
TELEPHONE AUDUBON 3716

a03T0 2MW. 146"^" ST
M E \A/ "V O R K C I T V

%Ti-n T* ~i -» -» -t -1 -

Patented

THE VALLEN
AUTOMATIC
CURTAIN
MACHINE

NOISELESS
POSITIVE

FOOLPROOF
ECONOMICAL
GUARANTEED

Necessary equipment, including track, for a straight
draw curtain installation furnished with machine with-
out additional charge.

E. J. Vallen Electrical Company
85 South Canal Street AKRON, OHIO

AS NECESSARY AS
THE DOOR ITSELF

NEWMAN DOOR BARS
OF BRASS, BRONZE OR STEEL
WE MANUFACTURE A COMPLETE LINE OF
KICK PLATES, THRESHOLDS, PULLS, ETC.

WRITE FOR CATALOG "W"

THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
721 SYCAMORE ST. CINCINNATI, OHIO

BRANCH—68 W. WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Everything For
The Motion Picture Theatre

Where do you buy your supplies?
Are you satisfied with what you buy.?
Are the PRICES RIGHT and the SERVICE QUICK?
Are you always able to get what you want when you want it?
We sell service as well as merchandise.
Our motto, "Your money's worth or your money back."

For quick service and reliable goods,
SEND YOUR ORDER TO

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade

746 S. WABASH AVENUE CHICAGO, ILL.

IVrite today for our latest bulletin

HEATING

. n/ENTILATIN'^ i

Let the theatre

i ventildf.ion;

1
specidlists

tellyoujiiowfkBB

Send to day for

Booklet 6

1 i4r6BRP'AowAy riEw yfRic.rt.v

PROJECTING THE GREATEST PICTURE ON EARTH
PORTER installs SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Lenses, Robin

Electric Speed Indicators at 44th Street Theatre, N. Y., and Crescent

Theatre, Brooklyn, for D. W. GRIFFITH'S "WAY DOWN EAST."

B. F. PORTER, EXCLUSIVE EQUIPMENT, 729-7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

TYPHOONS rOOL*VENTl LATE
1 TYPHOON FAN COMPANY 345 WEST 3rSTl NEW YORK CITY

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS.LA. 255 NO. I3'-"ST.. PHILADELPHIA PA. 64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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A RESOLUTION !

!

When the first Simplex was built the following

resolution was adopted by its builders

—

"WE RESOLVE TO BUILD

EVERY SIMPLEX SO
GOOD THAT IT WILL
SELL ANOTHER"

How well that resolution has been kept is

splendidly illustrated in the large numbers of

leading American cities that are today more

than 75% Simplex.

Quality Counts
SIMPLEX IS BETTER THAN EVER

iHEPREaSIONMACHINE (O.TnC.

317-29 Ea»t 34ih: St- NewYorii
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DISTRIBUTORS OF
POWER'S PROJECTORS

DEPEND UPON POWER'S

Motion PictureJEquipment Corp.
719 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

Motion Picture Equipment Corp.
1301 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Charleston Electrical Supply Co.
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Theatre Equipment Co., Inc.
1927 THIRD AVENUE
SEATTLE, WASH.

Theatre Equipment Supply Co.
134 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

General Supply & Repair Co.
392 BURNSIDE STREET

PORTLAND, ORE.

Theatre Supply Co., Inc.
FILM BUILDING

CLEVELAND, OHIO

H. A. & E. S. Taylor
76 DORRANCE STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Exhibitors' Supply Co.
49 CHURCH STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

Western Supply Co.
2S81 KANSAS AVENUE

OMAHA, NEBR.

Power's Governor Type

Mechanical Speed Control

Southern Theatre Equipment Co.
9 NASSAU STREET
ATLANTA, GA.

328 CALIFORNIA STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

1815 MAIN STREET
DALLAS, TEXAS

Standard Theatre Equipment Corp.
507-8 PRODUCE EXCHANGE BLDG.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Independent Movie Supply Co.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

BRANCHES:
42 ORANGE STREET, ALBANY, N. Y.

4«4 PEARL STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

m MEADOW STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Pacific Amusement Supply Co.
800 S. OUVE STREET
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

S. & S. Film & Supply Co.
414 PENN AVENUE
PITTSBURGH. PA.

Fulco-Schaffer SsJes Co.
24 EAST EIGHTH STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.

Cole Theatre Supply Co.
928 MAIN STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.

BRANCH:
1417 FARNUM STREET. OMAHA, NEBR.

Ray Smith Company
174 SECOND STREET
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Denver Theatre Supply Co.
143« WELTON STREET

DENVER, COLO.

Service Theatre Supply Co.

2115 JOHN R STREET
DETROIT, MICH.

CANADA
Perkins-Ladd Electric, Ltd.

497 PHILLIPS SQUARE
MONTREAL, P. Q.. CANADA
11 TEMPERANCE STREET

TORONTO, ONT.

217 McDERMOT AVENUE
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

Washington Theatre Supply Co.
908 G STREET. N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
EDWARD EARU. Pwesideim-t
NINETY Cold St. New York, N .Y
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The Big Goldwyn
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Picture For 1922
mil,

L.H.K.mG";ii

xfke SIN FIv6qD I
' * Directed by Frank Lloyd '

; A Croldwyn Pictur«
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'THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
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Detroit, Mich., Dec. 21. 1921

Ur. Hal Hodes, Sales Lianager,

Cosmopolitan Productions,
New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir:-

I am only too glad to congratulate the Cosmopolitan Company on
its late releases. This year's product shows a wonderful improve-
ment over the former productions, which is quite a remarkable
statenent when you take into consideration the fact that Cosmopolitan
has produced probably some of the most wonderful pictures that have
ever been portrayed on the silver screen.

I greatly appreciated ENCEANT^NT. The delicate symbolism of the
play is most pleasing. The modem 'system of lighting and the artistic
beauty embodied in the settings were really enchanting. The theme
of the play, with its careful delineation of characters shows what
can be done when real literary tactics are applied with sense and
consideration to the plays for the silver screen.

In JUST AROUND THE COEKIE you have given us a character story so

true to life that the realism gets Tinder the skin and makes one cry

and laugh at the same time. It reminds of HUllOKESQUE , but is better.
It reminds us of OVER THE HILL, but it avoids the sensational. Yet
it is really "meaty" with those delicious morsels which move our
finer emotions.

Again I mvist congratulate your Corporation for choosing plays of

such a nature that the censors need not worry. In the long mm you
will find that you are making no error by following this line, for

hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of valuable scenes are scrapped
by the censors scissors yearly, which is a financial fact to be consider^
ed and appreciated.

Hoping that you will continue to follow your line of producing more

of these wonderful cbaracter plays, I remain.

Most sincerely yours.

RAB:iH

Detective Lieut. Detroit Police Department
Censorship of Amusements.
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ifWhatDoMenWantf
is aforerunner ofyour
1922 releases,put us^

downfor all ofthem
**

\

0.
0^"^

G^^fVl^J^^^
'^^^^^ "^-^

ExccunvB Oftices 1S40 Bro«dway, New Yort

Atuht* 1*6 MarietU St.

BosTtM* 19 pH^lfDoni Si.

BuFTALO 2^1 Fnnklin St.

607 Film Eirhange Bl(l|;.

CHrCACO 801 South Waha.l» Avr,

CtnanitATl,. . . . Piortwr St. sod BriMilwaj'

Dallas 191.1 Coromrrr« St.

Denvks 171-t Broadway

Drntorr .... 143 Ea.M FlUaWih Si.

Film Bld|;-. 17lh &nd Main Su. . . .

a38 South Olitc Si.

16 North Fourth St

729 Sevtrnlh Avenue ....
123S Vine .St I

1201 l.ilx-rty Ave

2M Turk Si S.

2021 Third Ave

3617 Wamhin^on Ave. . . .

S2S ThirlM-nlh St.. N. W.

KAKSAt Crr«

MlNNKArOLIS

w You CfTV

PrtTUtiltCM

St. l/>ii»

WAwnx-rox

WEST COAST PRODUCTION HEADQUARTERS, Mil HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD. LOS ANGELES

Watit?
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Soon
to bG prQSQnrQd
by Carl LaGrmmlG

6 Super features
finished and in

Big Stars—Famous Authors

Great Stones—Fine Directors

LON CHANEY
in a tremendous drama of the

Canadian Northwest the title of

which will shortly be announced.

Directed by Robert Thornby

PRISCILLA DEAN
"WILD HONEY"

Produced from the famous novel by Cynthia Stockley

Directed by Wesley Ruggles

"THAT LASS 0' LOWRIE'S"
From the book by Francis Hodgson Burnett that had millions of readers

Directed by Hobart Henley

HARRY CAREY
"MAN TO MAN"

A stirring action story by Jackson Gregory

Directed by Stuart Paton

HOUSE PETERS and an ALL STAR CAST

"HUMAN "hearts"
From the international stage success by the famous playwright Hal Reid

Directed by King Baggot

"THE STORM"
From George Broadhurst's Broadway Sensation, written by Langdon McCormiok

Directed by Reginald Barker

r?

Oil
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The Worlds Gr(?ah(?sf

Screen Acfrcss In her

Bigp'esf- ni-iumph

A
Sensation
Everywhere
Took this city by storm. Played to 1800 at two shows.
House seats only 640. Turned as many away as saw the
picture.

—IMPERIAL THEATRE
Toronto, Can.

* * *

S. R. O. business for three days. One of the greatest box
office attractions I've ever played.

—VICTORY THEATRE
Shawnee, Okla.

Ninety percent will say it is the greatest production they
have ever seen. The other ten will say it is wonderful.

—STRAND THEATRE
Schroon Lake, N. Y.

Did the best business since last winter. Excellent produc-
tion.

—PALACE THEATRE
Buffalo, N. Y.

Garl Laermmle
presenter

Bi^gJest Thriller
Ever Screened

CONCLICT
Prom the Novel by
Clarence B.Kel land

Dii-eched by
Stuarh Paton

A UNIVEPSALJEWEL PRODUCTION
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Advertising

vs.

Publicity
Publicity may convey information admirably

and still fall short of good advertising. Pub-
licity is usually narrative, while advertising, in

addition, carries the word of command.

The news item in this morning's paper an-

nounced a parade, a launching, or the coming
of a heat wave.

An advertisement of the same event would
give the same information plus a direct invita-

tion for you to attend; box-office prices; con-

necting train schedule and, perhaps — the

assortment of hot-weather garments to be had
at Blank & Company's.

More people READ "Publicity**—more
people ACT in response to advertising.

The most primitive advertising proves best

the "law of mental domination," for the un-

supported command to

"Buy Blank's Biscuits"

alone, but oft repeated, has in many cases

compelled a national following.

MOVING PICTURE

The'oldesl and newest trade paper in the field.

Courtesy of
Butterick Publishing Co.
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" Thrills Aplenty^ „
Dramatic Poweiu

3B

CO-

, ^^v^ ''t'
.1^^^^^°"'

^,0T.TX01^' _,,,sco
,,^^s^

IB?

HOBART
BOSWORTH

and ail:Star Cast

ExtcimvK Ofhces 1S40 Broadway, New York

Atlanta 146 Marietu St.

BosTori 19 PiednwDt St

Buffalo 2S7 Franklin St.

Clkvelano 607 Film Exchange BIdg.

Chicago 804 South Wabash Ave.

(^NONnATi .... Pioneer St and Broadway

Dallas 1913 Commerce St.

Denver 1714 Broadway

Dnsorr .... 143 Eaet Elizabeth St.

Film Bldg., 17th and Main Sts Kansas City

838 South Olive St Los Akcelis

16 North Fotirth Sl Minncatous

729 Seventh Avenue New Yow Cmt
1235 Vine St. Pbiladblpbu

1201 Liberty Ave PmuuiCH
284 Turk St San Francisco

2024 Third Ave Seattle

3617 Washington Ave Sr. Louis

525 Thirteeuth St., N. W. . Washinctoi^

WEST COAST PRODUCTION HEADQUARTERS, (5411 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES
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THEATRE
YOU CAN

DIRECT FROM THE ARROW
L. CASE

SCREEN VER

TEN NIGHTS
Directed by

FIVE HOME RUNS THE
B. F. KEITH'S VICTORY

PROVIDENCE. R. I. l^l-WT-B. F. KEIT
PAWTU

CARR and SCHADD'S ARCADIA
READING, PENN.

EVERY RECORD BROKEN IN

WILL YOUR THEATRE

ARROW FILM
W. E. SHALLEN
220 WEST
NEW YORK

'A
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59

OWNERS!
NOW BOOK

FILM CORPORATION
RUSSELL'S
SION OF

IN A BARROOM
Oscar Apfel

RECORD TO DATE
B. F. KEITH'S BIJOU

H'S BIJOU WOONSOCKET. R. ,.

CKET, R. 1.

THE MODERN THEATRE
LAWRENCE, MASS.

EVERY THEATRE IT HAS PLAYED!
BE THE NEXT?

CORPORATION
BERGER, President

42d STREET
N. Y.
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^HanDwan —

Mayflower Photoplay Corporation

THE SinOFMartha Queed
ALLAN DWAN'S ''The Sin of
^ Martha Queed' ^ is a picture

you:wili want.to play. Patrons will

leave'your. theatre completely satis-

fied with their evening's entertain-

ment. Dwan's latest offering will

rank^with his best. An excellent

cast^and a gripping story correctly

handled.

Exhibitors should make
money with "The Sin of

Martha Queed"-. It. is a pic-

ture that your patrons Will

advertise. for "you byword of

mouth.

They will leave the'the-

atre impressed with the story

and.the_sincerity of its inter-

pretation. ( From the EXHIB-
rroRs Herald j

Distributed bj/AssociatedSckibuorsjiic. iArou^k PatAe&cJian^e/nc
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"THE FOUR SEASONS"

Ralph Pugh, managing director of

Interest Films, Ltd., who have purchased

the rights to "THE FOUR SEASONS"
for England, Ireland, Scotland and

Wales, writes:

We feel greatly elated in securing the rights

to "THE FOUR SEASONS" for the United

Kingdom. ... It is one of the really

worth-while pictures . . . aund we expect

that it will meet with the unanimous approval

of the English exhibitors, newspapers and

public. . . . It should also prove to be

an unusual success in your country.

Booking Now Through Hodkinson Exchanges

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
INCORPORATED

71 West Twenty-third St. New York City
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'^Most Popular Star in Best Role!
99

.J

Joseph M. Schenck

presents

NORMA TALMADGE
in

" Love's Redemption
"

Adapted from Andrew Soutar's novel "On Principle," by

Anthony Paul Kelly; Directed by Albert Parker; Photo-

graphed by J. Roy Hunt
;
Settings by Willard M. Reineck.

—IsIevJ York Telegram

HER BEST ROLE
"One of the most popular screen stars

returns to delight her many admirers
anew. Never has she had a role that

equals this one. Entertainment blended
with delightful character delineation."—New York Evening Telegram.

STAR SHOWS GREAT ABILITY
"Wonderful scenes added to personal

charms and ability of star."—New York Journal.

FILLS IT WITH LIFE

"Norma Talmadge infuses such life

into the film that one's attention does
not wander to the lovely scenic views,

distracting as they are."-New York Sun.

FIRE AND ABILITY
"Miss Talmadge brings to the play her

unquenchable charm, fire and ability."—New York Globe.

LIKEABLE PICTURE
"We liked this picture because it was

so sanely told by actors who do not over
act. They act like real people. The role

seems to have been written for Norma
Talmadge. Her naturalness is her great-

est charm. The supporting cast is ex-

cellent." —New York Tribune.-

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURE
" 'Love's Redemption' is an exception

that is rousingly welcomed. Miss Tal-

madge is unusually charming, and the

story gives her an ideal role, calling for

the quick-changing lights and shadows
of emotion at which she is so adept."—New York Evening Mail.

ENTIRE CAST EXCELLENT
"Smooth in continuity, an excellent

cast and well photographed scenes."—New York Times.

STAR IS LOVELY
"Miss Talmadge

is lovely."—New York
Evening World.

A First

National
Attraction ^ ^

^Thorell be a Franchtse sxitW^^b^
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"Will Chalk Up a Hit With Any Kind of

Audience An})where' — Variety

Read what the trade experts say:

WILL MAKE A HIT
"They say that Chaplin taught little Jackie Coogan to act before the

camera. If so, Jackie hasn't forgotten. In 'My Boy,' Jackie is the

same wistful, lovable kid, still unspoiled.

"There is a pretty, simple heart interest story. A series of

alternately humorous and sentimental scenes. All that is necessary

to record in the way of praise for the feature is that Claude Gilling-

water is cast for the role of the old captain. One would have to be

without a heart not to be moved by the love of the "old man" for the

child and its reciprocation.
" 'My Boy' will chalk up a hit with any kind of an audience any-

where in the world."

—

Variety.

JACKIE TRULY WONDERFUL
"Little Jackie Coogan, who leaped suddenly into the limelight of film

fame through hia great performance with Charlie Chaplin in 'The
Kid,' lives up to the reputation he gained through every foot of this

picture. He is a truly wonderful juvenile, his comedy work is not only
enjoyable, but he possesses a keen sense of dramatic values and there
is nothing forced or unnatural about his acting. 'My Boy' is rich in

mirth-provoking situations but there is a strong undercurrent of

pathos running through the plot and the tiny star proves himself as
potent in bringing tears to the eyes of an audience as he is in making
them laugh. That the picture will win widespread popularity cannot
be doubted._ Its appeal hits young and old alike and exhibitors will
make no mistake in booking it.

"No one can help feeling sympathy for the quaint, adorable little

hero of the story. The humorous episodes are all intensely amusing,
the local atmosphere throughout is colorful.
"The small star is fully equal to all demands made upon him and

is sure to delight his numerous admirers. The action moves at a
rapid pace from first to last."

—

Exhibitor-'s Trade Revieio.

AN IDEAL FEATURE
"The feature picture at the Strand is an ideal one for Christmas

week. The picture has plenty of laughs and a few tearful moments.
It shows Jackie Coogan doing all the little household tasks he learned
so well from Charlie Chaplin. We can never see him without feeling
that he is closely related to the comedian. He does some very good
bits of acting, much better than in his last film, and it seems as if

he has now made a real place for himself on the screen. He is a most
adorable baby. Claude Gillingwater is good as the old sailor."

—

New York Telegraph.

JACKIE WINS ALL
"Jackie Coogan has never more indisputably asserted his right to

be starred than he docs in 'My Boy.' Jackie is possessed of so
adorable a personality that he wins everyone.
"The last scene where the policeman, the inspection oflficer, the old

sea captain and the newly found grandmother want the boy at the
same moment is an example of great drama. The direction is splendid."
Moving Picture World.

THEY'LL ALL LIKE IT
"Little Jackie Coogan is delighting a

host of admirers at the New York Strand
—providing a fine lot of laughs. 'My Boy'
has a good deal of heart interest. You
ought to be able to do good business with
it. Old and young will like it and they'll
be delighted with the young star. What-
ever exploitation you accord the picture
ought to prove worth while when you
count up the receipts. There is real appeal
in the kid stuff, and the laughs and
touches of pathos are mingled in a fashion
that offers a happy combination."—Wid's.

COOGAN SCORES
HEAVILY
"Good entertainment with heart interest

simply and unaflfectedly played and never
carried to the point of exaggeration.
Jackie Coogan, that wonder boy of 'The
Kid' 'and Peck's Bad Boy,' appears in
another pleasing comedy-drama.
"As in his former vehicles, Coogan

scores heavily and it is a picture that
will tickle the youngsters mightily."

—

Exhibitor's Herald.

Sol L.esser

presents

JACKIE
COOGAN

in

"M37 B037"

Directed by Victor Heerman

and Albert Austin

A First National

Attraction

HiGrell be a Franchise eveiyuihem
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Out For TKe TNT!

Mack Sennett's nev? series of 2-reel

comedies are packed witk laugK ex-

plosions tKat v?ill sKake your Kouse.

His first four for First National are

now available. Short in lengtk but

of feature value.

Tou can pack your house by adver-

tising them. They'll do the rest

!

we ve seen them

!

MACK SENNETT
presents presents

Ben Turpin

"BrigKt E3?es"

Heck"
and

"Be Reasonable"
jnd

"Love and

DougKnuts"

Distributed hy ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES, Inc. '6 ^>

with

Billy Bevan

and

Mildred June

Directed by Ro>l Del RutK

Released on the Open Market ! Available to All Exhibitors !
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The Big Man From the Outside

CHIEF among the industry's present discussions is the talk over the invitation extended to a big

man of affairs, a national figure, a recognized man of executive strength to become either the

president of the new producers' and distributors' organization or the chairman of its board of

directors.

There is by no means a unanimous opinion in the matter, due, possibly, to the heavy silence

maintained by the prime movers in the plan. The industry at large is a bit hazy (no pun intended)

over the situation, and this condition will continue until a statement is authoritatively made. Pos-

sibly this will be made by the new big man from the outside when he decides to accept the offer.

Several facts stand out. One of these has been the inability of the producers and distributors to

agree upon one of their own number, who fully met their conception of a man who could repre-

sent them and their part of the picture business before the world at large. We believe there are

several men in our business fitted for this responsibility, but in each instance his business affilia-

tions would interfere with his unanimous selection.

Another fact is the likelihood that the leader would also have to be an arbitrator. In the

conflict of interest arising between rival companies he might be called upon to decide questions

involving great financial loss to one company or another. Such a decision would be accepted un-

questionably, with better grace if it were made by one who not only commanded the respect of all

concerned, but one who hadn't a dollar's worth of interest in the moving picture business or
especially in any of the companies that might be affected by the decision.

What bearing the selection of the arbiter-representative would have on exhibitor problems is

not presented, but it seems likely that an authority of this calibre would be welcomed by exhibitors

•if they felt they could lay before him any just grievance and secure a fair, full and impartial

hearing.

Possibly it is in the minds of those favoring the plan to provide a way out of the wilderness
of dispute, of slander, of malice, of misunderstanding and pernicious disturbance which is a curse
upon our business and a detriment to the sound progress of the exhibitor, the distributor and the
producer. None save an ambitious few profit by this eternal turmoil which lowers our business
to the level of cheap ward politics and makes a hero out of the man with the loudest voice and a
leader of the shouter with the snappiest oratory.

Whether it will be Will H. Hayes or another, we believe his success will only be possible with
the full and complete support of the producers and distributors and the sympathetic cooperation
of the industry as a whole. The chief desire of the leadership of our business is fair play within,
a square deal to the exhibitor and to the producer as well, and then a united industry able to insist

upon fair play and to get fair play from the lawmakers and the public.

The move is regarded by many as the most definite evidence of the industry's keen desire for
progress, and as such we will regard it until we are convinced to the contrary.
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High Spots in the Week s News
WHILE Mr. Exhibitor is attend-

ing business sessions in Al-

bany on February 14, 15 and

16, his better half will be having the

time of bet life. That is provided

for, assured and made certain by a

committee of which Mrs. George

Roberts is chairman and Mrs. Jack

Leonard and Miss Noma Suckno are

secretaries. The program will in-

clude teas, sightseeing trips, vaude-

ville and film entertainment and that

highly touted Movie Ball. Rather

soft for the women, eh, what?
* * *

Chicago exhibitors have been

planning to decrease the pay of their

projectionists, effective January 11,

and now the men come forth with

a demand for a 15 per cent, increase.

Exhibitors are said to be willing to

close down rather than pay more
money in salaries. Negotiations are

at a standstill.

* * *

Ninety per cent, of all theatres in

SjTacuse, Utica and Binghamton,

N. Y., are charged with violating reg-

ulations as regards the collection of

the amusement tax by Internal Reve-

nue officials. They will be checked

up again about March 15.

* * *

Last week's rumor that an open-

Sunday movement was on in Albany,

N. Y., got the city stirred up. Church
opposition developed at once. Mayor
Hackett announced he hadn't heard

of the ordinance said to be in the

making, and the uproar subsided as

quickly as it had begun. Nobody's
knows how it started—perhaps it

was an experimental "feeler."

* * *

Representative Fitzgerald of Ohio

fizzes over again in Congress. Now
it's a indigo bill for the District of

Columbia, prohibiting the operation

of theatres on Sundays, among other

things. All together, boys !

* * *

Visiting Toronto for one day,

Lewis J. Selznick on January 6 inti-

mated in a speech that prominent
Canadian picture interests, including

J. P. Bickell, N. L. Nathanson and
others of the Famous Players Cana-

dian Corporation, Famous-Lasky
Film Service, Regal Films, Eastern

Theatres and affiliated companies,

will shortly be identified with him in

a strong trade alliance. He saw a

possibility that admission prices will

be reduced in the U. S. and Canada.

* *

Bert M. Moran, manager of Pathe's

Albany, N. Y., branch, since 1918,

has been promoted to the manage-
ment of the company's Pittsburgh
branch and is succeeding James M.
Loughborough, a former newspaper-
man who has been with Pathe for

some time. The city has given the

veteran Moran a great farewell,

withal a regretful one.

Two orchestras in one picture

house! That's become a fact in

Winnipeg, Canada, the Allen Thea-
tre trying the innovation. There'll

be a concert and a jazz orchestra.

Evidently the reported decline in

popularity of jazz isn't taken seri-

ously up north.
4 * *

Give 'em an inch and they'll take
an ell. New York censors admit in-

tending to ask tlie legislature for an
increase in power. They claim
there is no definition of an educa-
tional picture, and want one.

New York State's motion picture
incorporations for 1921 numbered
455 companies having a combined
capitalization of $28,373,400. The
largest month was May.

SERVICE!

Moving Picture World pub-

lishes 19 reviews this week

—

more than any other trade

paper.

Last week a similar service to

exhibitors was rendered during

a period shortened by holidays.

In YOUR trade paper you

have a right to expect and you

get

SERVICE!

Wanted: Letters from buddies in

the army and film business. Two
years ill as the result of service in the

war. Louis E. Goldenberg, former

manager of Forest and Arcade thea-

tres, Cincinnati, now at U. S. Hos-

pital, Great Lakes, III.

« *

Paramount comes forth with

much news this week. The tenth an-

niversary will be celebrated begin-

ning March 5, two weeks of solid

bookings being planned. Rudolph

Valentino has signed a three-year

contract, and the best-seller novel,

"If Winter Comes," will be produced
in England. Then there's a new dis-

tribution contract covering six South
American countries, and another in-

volving Mexico.
* * *

Marcus Loew is elected president

of Metro, succeeding Richard A.
Rowland. William E. Atkinson is

vice-president, continuing to serve

as general manager. There will be
no change in policies or production
plans.

* * *

The story of the little acorn that
grew up to be a great grand-daddy
of an oak occurs in connection with
the announcement that the Fox An-
niversary Week beginning January
29 commemorates eighteen years of
existence. Starting with a tiny office

on Fourteenth street, and persisting
despite disappointments, W^illiam
Fox has succeeded in establishing
himself as a "big gun' of the in-

dustry.
* * *

America offers a big field for En-
glish-made productions. So says
Cecil M. Hepworth, who's been visit-

ing here for four months. Firm in
his belief, he's already begun to
quadruple Uie present facilities of
the Hepworth Studios.

* • *

A search for new productions is

the purpose of W. W. Hodkinson's
annual trip to the West Coast, just
undertaken. He will probably be
back in New York by March 1, visit-

ing a number of his exchanges on the
return trip.

* * *

The Federal Trade Commission
has inaugurated an investigation of
alleged unlawful activities of so-
called "fly-by-night" operatives in the
state rights field.

* * *

A reorganization makes William
Le Baron director-general, Verne H.
Porter scenario editor, and Howard
Irving Young film editor of the Cos-
mopolitan Productions.

* • *

W. E. Greene and F. B. Warren
form a national distributing system
named the American Releasing Cor-
poration.

In a statement of policy Wid Gun-
ning, Inc., describes how the sales

force will operate on a new percent-

age basis.
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Paramount Celebrates Tenth Anniversary
Beginning March 5—Two Weeks of Solid

Bookings—Advertising Campaign Planned
PARAMOUNT is going to celebrate

its birthday. Ten years ago Adolph
Zukor founded the Famous Players

Film Company, the parent company of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

known throughout the world wherever

pictures are shown as Paramount, and the

organization is preparing to celebrate its

tenth anniversary.

The birthday celebration will start Sun-

day, March 5, and will be of two weeks'

duration. Following the lines of the an-

nual Paramount Week, it is planned by
General Manager S. R. Kent and his as-

sistants in the department of distribution

to book theatres diroughout the country

solid with Paramount pictures.

Paramount district and branch man-
agers have been apprised of the general

plan and are already enthusiastically at

work mapping out the details to be fol-

lowed in their respective territories.

Spurred on to greater endeavor instead

of being daunted by the success of the

last Paramount Week, when all records

for the annual event, both as to gross

lousiness and the number of theatres par-

ticipating, were broken, the entire sales

organization is determined to at least ap-

proximate twice that business during the

two weeks of the anniversary.

For March 5, the opening of the anni-

versary. Paramount announces day and
date release of some of its biggest pro-

ductions. These include Cecil B.

DeMille's "Fool's Paradise," Gloria

Swanson in "Her Husband's ' Trade-
mark," Wallace Reid in "The World's
Champion" ; and "The Dragon's Claw,"

the first of the spectacular UFA series,

"The Mistress of the World." George
Fitzmaurice's production, "Forever,"

adapted from "Peter Ibbetson," will also

be available at that time. Hundreds of

extra priiits of these productions are being

prepared to satisfy the demand for simul-

taneous showing.

Double-truck advertising announcing
the anniversary event will be used in na-

tional publications and through the two
weeks' advertising space in more than six

hundred daily newspapers will be utilized

as part of the big campaign now being

])repared by the publicity and advertising

department.

It was early in 1912 that Adolph
Zukor set out boldly to reorganize the

business of producing motion pictures.

He was a successful exhibitor at the time.

Organizing his company, Adolph
Zukor's first picture to be released was
"Queen Elizabeth," with no less a cele-

brity than Sarah Bernhardt in the title

role. It was not the first five-reel pro-

duction ever made, but it was the first

production to be released by any com-
pany under a fixed policy of making and

distributing pictures of that approximate
length and quality as a standard.

Other features of similar length and
starring such people as James K. Hackett,

Mrs. Fiske, Mary Pickford, James
O'Neill and Lily Langtry followed.

Their appearance attracted other produ-
cers with similar ideals into the field.

Among them was Jesse L. Lasky, who in-

terested Cecil B. DeMille, at that time a

successful stage producer of the Belasco

school, and others in the organization of

the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Com
pany. Having scraped together a small

amount of capital they purchased the film

rights to Edwin Milton Royle's play,

"The Squaw Man."
Going to California, Mr. Lasky and

his associates made "The Squaw Man,"
with Dustin Farnum m. the stellar role.

The Lasky studio, Paramount's huge
West Coast production center of today,

was built around the crude little building

where "The Squaw Man" was filmed.

The present plant afl^ords more than twen-
ty-five times as much floor space, cover-

ing two city blocks in Hollywood, while

the nearby Lasky ranch of 1,200 acres

aflfords a wide variety of scenery for ex-

terior backgrounds.

To Hollywood at about that time went
also other producing organizations,

among them the Oliver Morosco Photo-

play Company and Bosworth, Inc. In

July, 1916, the Famous Players Film

Company and the Jesse L. Lasky Feature
Play Company were combined under the
name of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration. The Paramount Pictures Cor-
poration had been formed for the distribu-

tion of the product of the Lasky and
Bosworth companies. On January 1,

1917, the Paramount organization was
taken over by the Famous Players-Las-
ky Corporation, Bosworth, Inc., and
Pallas Pictures, the Morosco output,

having previously been acquired. Later
the Artcraft Pictures Corporation was
amalgamated with Famous Players-Las-

ky, as still more recently was the Realart

Pictures Corporation.

With the absorption of the Paramount
company and the turning of the product

of the combined companies for release

through the exchanges of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, the former
organization disappeared as a separate

entity, but the name was wisely retained

as the trade name for all the features re-

leased by the present corporation. To-
day, Paramount pictures made in the

huge studios of the company in New
York, Los Angeles and London, are dis-

tributed through thirty branch offices in

the United States, six in Canada, nine in

Great Britain, two in France, one in

Denmark, one in Belgium, five in Aus-
tralia, one in New Zealand, one in Mex-
ico, two in Brazil, and on contract to

every other country in the civilized world.

Lest We Forget

IF it be that the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
is to pass into the discard and make way for newer bodies with a

similar purpose in view it should not be permitted to dissolve with-
out some recognition of its service to this industry. Under the leadership

of William A. Brady it has proceeded constructively and efficiently—not
a perfect body, not an organization able to do what everybody wanted
done, or, in fact, some things that should have been done, but neverthe-
less valuable beyond measure in its work.

Mr. Brady's task has been as arduous as it has been thankless. He
has at great sacrifices of time and money served this industry unselQshly.
We had occasion to criticize Mr. Brady for what appeared to us as a
standstill policy, but when we saw that policy abandoned and a hard-
working, full-speed-ahead program inaugurated we were even more
frank in our entliusiasm and praise than we had been in our censure.

The repeal of the five per cent, tax we have justly attributed to Mr.
Brady and his associates because we had the facts in hand and we
believed that in so important an achievement the credit should be given
fairly, and that any other course would have been dishonest. If Mr.
Brady and the National Association had done nothing else the decoration
of thelegion of honor of the industry should be awarded to the organiza-
tion and the individual.

It so happens that this tax repeal is the crowning achievement to a
veritable mountain of service, and for us, an industry, to pass it by
unnoticed and unrecognized would be to stamp ourselves as wholly with-
out gratitude or appreciation. Mr. Brady can rest content with a sense
of fine and unselfish labor conscientiously performed, but the industry
has no right to let this important labor pass as insignificant.

We believe that the hearty thanks of our industry should find some
form of expression that will be both public and satisfying. A. J.
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Harold Lloyd Has Bought Him a Business

Band Wagon for All Good Boys to Ride On,

By WILLIAM J. REILLY

F we were writing this story for

I"Screamland" or any of the fan

classics we would throw the Under-

wood (no adv) into high and reel off some

six-cylinder soft stuff as to how Harold

Lloyd looks under the glow of the Bilt-

more indirect lighting system, what Ar-

row collar he prefers, and how he takes

his Cliquot Club gingerale.

But we are writing it for Moving Pic-

ture World than which there is no better

trade paper so we will throw the type-

writer into low for the lowdown on Mr.

Lloyd. Because why ? Because from our

own Coast-to-Coast experience in beard-

ing the Empy World reader in his box-

office we know that Mr. Exhibitor is Mr.

Showman and therefore Mr. Business

Man and therefore wants to know just

what Harold Lloyd is going to mean to

his box-office in 1922.

For instance, although we might say

here, with great pleasure and great truth,

"Harold Lloyd is a bright young man—
twenty-eight years old and going stronger

than John W. Walker," the twelve-min-

ute egg in the box-office would reply,

"That's all right. But is it going to help

me buy that new organ so I can knock

the opposition cold ?" And we might say,

"Wonderful personality—Harold Lloyd

—wonderful smile, modest unassuming.

He's a violet but knows more about his

business than a lot of the loud lilies." To
which we can already hear the query,

"Fine! What I want to know is—Does

the wife get the sedan she's had her eye

on, and does the boy go to prep school,

ROY S. SMITH
Executive Manager, Albany Chamber of

Commerce, who is co-operating with the

Albiiny Managers' Association in perfect-

ing details of the coming New York
State convention of exhibitors

and do I get that extra projection machine

Daddy Keyser tells me I need ?"

All right ! Here is the lowdown. Tell

the wife to be looking up some Sunday
motor excursions. Tell the boy he's go-

ing to Lawrenceville or Swarthmore Prep

or Phillips Exeter or any other good one

he picks out and you—you keep your eye

on "Better Equipment" in Empy World
and pick the winner for your projection

room.
Hear that 'bus coming down the road,

rearin' and tearin', all twelve hitting like

Jack Dempsey's right ? That's the Harold
Lloyd band wagon. Get aboard. Harold
came to town last week to buy the 'bus,

and it's a brand spankin' new band
wagon, 1922 Pathe model. He has his

route for the next twelve months all

mapped out. Four stops for four com-
edies and the showman who wants to give

his bank roll a ride to several figures

will get aboard.

Here is gilt-edged security dope in a

portable paragraph. The Harold Lloyd
public will be assured of at least four

comedies in 1922. To say that they will

be good comedies would be saddling a

winner with unnecessary lead. In all

probability the comedies will be longer

than two reels. "A Sailor Made Man,"
the opening of which Mr. Lloyd saw at

the Capitol, is a four-reel picture, and a

successful four-reel picture. Think of

the successful long-distance comedies of

this particular school and see how quickly

you can make the count.

Are You Superstitious?

See What Happened to Us
When, last week, a printer broke the

mirror over the water tank in the com-
posing room, a gent in our midst shiv-

ered with apprehension. Something was
sure to happen. We laughed scornfully.

It did. Excellent pictures of Roy S.

Smith, executive manager of the Albany.

N. Y.. Chamber of Commerce, and Will-

iam Berinstein, Elmira exhibitor, ap-

peared in the issue as per schedule. But
—and here's where the mirror did its

dirty work—the captions identified Mr.
Smith as Mr. Berinstein and Mr. Berin-

stein as Mr. Smith. So we hasten, this

week, to print the cuts again, properly

captioned. And like Max Linder in

"Seven Years' Bad Luck," we are here-

after dead set against breaking mirrors

and accepting third lights.

By way of explanation, Mr. Berinstein

and Mr. Smith are co-operating in the

arrangements for that convention you

have read about in Moving Picturf.

World for some weeks. The date is

February 14, 15 and 16. The place is

Albany, N. Y. The person whose attend-

ance is earnestly desired is you.—Editor.

The lengthening of the Harold Lloyd

comedies comes in answer to a real de-

mand for it. Exhibitors in many thea-

tres have already shown what they think

of the Lloyd brand of comedy by featur-

ing his two-reelers over the 'feature."

The time is not far away—in fact it is

here—when showmen will present com-
edies such as Harold Lloyd makes as the

meat of the program. Harold Lloyd

wants them to do it consistently. So he

intends to give them the wherewithal—the

makins. He knows how.

He puts a box-office foot rule on every

piece of business, every gag, that goes

into his pictures. Besides, every picture

is previewed at some representative thea-

tre with absolutely no advertising or ex-

ploitation
—

"cold turkey"—tried on the

dog, given the prussic acid test and the

hydrochloric acid test, and every other

test, and when the picture comes to your

screen, the chances are 100 to 1 it's a

money-maker. You've often heard of the

business of being funny. Harold Lloyd

knows it. K-N-O-W-S, knows.

And tack this under the glass-topped

desk or on the ceiling if that is where
you look for the Big Idea: If you have

not met Harold Lloyd, himself, personal,

you have something coming to you.

That's an old line, but it's good. In this

case very good. And that's the first

"very" we've used since Grant took the

breastworks.

Takes Over the Pearl
Walter Powers has taken over the

Pearl Theatre in Albany, N. Y., which

has been operated by Gardner Brothers.

The house seats about 500 persons.

Three new houses have just been opened

in the Albany district. These include

the Casino in Schenectady, a thousand-

seat first-run house, owned by G. W.
Glenn, Jr.; the Smalley Theatre in

Cooperstown, owned by William Smalley,

and which seats about 500, and the Sen-

ate in Chatham.

WILUAM BEIUXSTEIN
Chairman of Banquet Committee for Ntiv

York Exhibitors' Convention
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ReorganizationFinished, WidGunning
Makes Important Statement ofPolicy

AN interesting announcement was
made by Wid Gunning, Inc., this

week. Mr. Gunning, on his recent

trip to the West Coast, made changes in

the personnel of the Chicago, Los Angeles

and San Francisco offices.

The statement declares that Mr. Gun-
ning placed the offices in those territories

in the hands of men of the type that he

desires to have associated with him in such

a broadly co-operative proposition as he

expected later to announce. These

changes, it is said, had been delayed only

by the fact that Mr. Gunning had not

sooner been able to visit these offices.

Ben Simpson, among the best known
figures in the East and on the West Coast,

and one of the organizers of Realart's

exchanges with Jack Woody, is now
carrying the Wid Gunning banner in San
Francisco. George Slater's appointment

to the Los Angeles office was announced
while Mr. Gunning was on the Coast.

Harry Willard, the clean-cut and popular

Realart representative in Chicago since

that organization was started, has been

secured to handle the Windy City terri-

tory for Wid Gunning, Inc.

The New Propositon

After returning to New York ant! mak-
ing a few other minor changes in the

personnel, Mr. Gunning decided that he

now had throughout his organization the

type of men whom he desired to be asso-

ciated with him in such a proposition as

he was about to announce. He then

placed before the men throughout the

country and the new men in Chicago, Los
Angeles and San Francisco what he de-

clares the greatest selling practical inno-

vation ever established in the industry.

"As Mr. Gunning sees it," the official

statement declares, "the Wid Gunning
machine is actually, and in fact only, a

selling and exploitation service charging

a percentage of the gross for its opera-

tion.

"There is naturally in such an organiza-

tion a certain amount of fixed overhead,

such as branch office accounting, shipping

and office routine. Mr. Gunning has
definitely segregated his productive and
non-productive forces so that the man-
agers and salesmen do not now have the

burden of the accounting particularly

placed upon their shoulders, but these

men whose work it is to sell film are de-

finitely instructed that the selling of films

is their chief and specific duty.

Straight Percentage

"In addition to the segregating of these

departments in this simple and funda-
mentally correct manner, Mr. Gunning
has given all his sales managers and sales-

men a straight percentage proposition,

which gives them an opportunity to earn

two and three times what any film com-
pany has ever paid its salesmen and sales

managers. Mr. Gunning is continuing

the payment of the managers' and sales-

mens' salaries and expenses, paying these

sums now as a drawing account against

their percentage, so that the men, under
the new system, have everything which
they had in the past, with the additional

incentive of an exceptional chance to make
very large sums, providing they work in

a manner that brings in returns.

"There have been various bonuses and
percentage arrangements in the film in-

dustry, but they have been regulated in

such a manner that the opportunities of

the sales managers and salesmen have

been limited. Overhead branch office ex-

pense has been calculated, or territory for

the individual has been limited or altered,

so that his earning capacity was held at a

very conservative figure. Mr. Gunning,

in his proposition to his men, has arranged

a payment of percentage which practically

gives to the men immediately their share

of the profits of the selling corporation,

which is entirely in accordance with his

earlier statements that Wid Gunning, Inc.,

was really only a co-operative distribution

machine wherein the exhibitor's dollar is

divided between the actual creator and

the actual sales force.

As High As 15 Per Cent.

"Mr. Gunning has arranged a sliding

scale of percentages paid direct to the

sales workers without any deduction of

liranch or home office overhead charges of

from 8 to 15 per cent. Anyone who
knows anything of the workings of film

sales will quickly realize that this is a very

large percentage for selling."

In discussing the organization's official

announcement to members of the trade

press, Mr. Gunning declared : "My
reason for adopting this method of opera-

tion is that I am endeavoring to give the

highest incentive to the salesmen who sell,

for, in all events, they are actually the

men who do the work and maintain the

necessary contact between the real creator

of productions and the theatre owner.

Essentially, what I am doing is placing

the men who are selling in my organiza-

tion in business for themselves and do-

ing this in the most attractive form pos-

sible. For Wid Gunning, Inc., pays all

expense of overhead charges, weekly sal-

aries and expenses to managers and sales-

men, and supplies the productions—which
means that the men conducting the branch

business are taking no risk—and after that

Wid Gunning, Inc., gives to these men the

profits of that business.

"It seems to me that this is a needed

innovation in the film business. In prac-

tice, this method of operation actually

permits the exhibitor to know that when

he spends his dollar with a salesman for

Wid Gunning, Inc., that he is actually

doing business with that salesman and the

real creator of the picture and nobody
else. This is a most healthy condition,

one that certainly lends towards the great-

est progress in the making of better pic-

tures. From a hard-headed business

viewpoint I think it is splendid business

for producers to have me paying salesmen

so liberally, since, while the salesmen will

make more money than they would be
able to in a position on a straight salary

basis, at the same time, if the salesman

is making more money for himself, he
is, by his added effort, making more
money for the producer."

Bishop Checkmates
Open Sunday Move

in Mechanicville
After everything appeared to have been

settled assuring Sunday picture shows for

Mechanicville, N. Y., Bishop Gibbons, of

.•\lbany, threw a monkey wrench in the

machinery with the result that late Mon-
day afternoon, Louis Buettner, who was
interested in the project, withdrew the

ordinance and as a result the city will have

no Sunday shows.

It appears that Bishop Gibbons sent a

letter to the Rev. Father Howard, of

Mechanicville, protesting against Sunday
shows. This resulted in Father Howard
securing two of the five councilmen to

pledge themselves as against Sunday
shows. When Samuel Berman, secretary

of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of the state, arrived in Mechanicville at

the request of Mr. Buettner on Monday,
things looked so dubious that it was de-

cided to withdraw the proposed ordinance.

In a meeting at the city hall during the

day, many persons expressed themselves

as heartily in favor of motion pictures,

saying that they were clean and whole-

some, the main objections centering

around the assertion that Sunday shows
would "become counter attractions to file

churches."

Studio for Semon
A separate and complete studio for

Larry Semon and his company is now un-

der course of construction at Vitagraph's

Hollywood lot. The work was started

just before Albert E. Smith, president of

Vitagraph, left for the East this week.

Two of the large stages are to be used.

One will be completely covered and it is

this one which is to house the dressing

rooms, appliances for aerial work and
equipment for production during inclem-

ent weather. In all, about 20,000 square

feet will be occupied by the new studio.
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Chicago Theatres May Shut Down
If Operators Persist in Demand

for 15 Per Cent. Wage Increase
CHICAGO faces a shut-down of

every picture theatre in the city as

a result of drastic demands made
by operators. The 15 per cent, increase
in salary demanded by the Operators'
Union has been definitely defeated by
a committee from the Chicago Motion
Picture Theatre Owners and one from
the Allied Amusements Association, who
have been holding a series of meetings
for two months with the heads of the

Motion Picture Theatre Operators'
Union to arange the wage agreement for

1922. The present wage agreement, by
which the operators receive $1.50, ter-

minates January 11 and exhibitors con-

templated a decrease in operators' wages.

A ioint meeting; of the M.P.T.O.C .

and A.A.A. held Wednesday was attend-

ed by 150 exhibitors who professed a

willingness to close their theatres. Thomas
Reynolds, president of the Operators'

Union, and several members, were ad-

mitted, and Mr. Reynolds read the de-

mand for an increase, basing it on high-

er living expenses. He said it would be

a good thing for the theatres to close if

business seems poor, for the city is great-

ly overseated.
Full Authority

After his departure, the motion was
made and approved that as a committee

had been appointed and had done its best

in affecting a settlement, the committee

be given full authority to make any settle-

ment possible, whether it involved closing

the theatres or any other measure.

Another series of meetings took place

lietween the operators and committee, and

the committee reported at the second

meeting of the M.P.T.O.C. and A.A.A.

held Friday that the demand for the in-

crease had been abandoned but certain

restrictions would be imposed upon the
exhibitors, which, if persisted in, would
mean the closing of every theatre in the

city, for the exhibitors would not submit
to the hardships imposed. The 200 exhil)-

itors at the meeting again approved the

motion that the committee be given full

power to make any settlement, making the

restriction that no increase be allowed.

"We have the backing of every the-

atre in the city of Chicago," said Peter

Schaeffer, head of the committee from
the Allied Amusements Association. "We
will close down every theatre in the city

whether or not the exhibitor is a mem-
ber of an association, or operate on the

open shop plan if the operators impose
further hardships on this industry."

Goldenberg Wants Letters
For two years Louis E. Goldenberg

has been ill as the result of service in

the army during the war. The former
manager of the Forest and Arcade The-
atres in Cincinnati is now in the U. S.

Hospital at Great Lakes, 111., and wants
very much to receive letters from his old

time film friends, he tells Moving Pic-
ture World in a letter on Red Cross
stationery. Let's go!

Obtains Court Order
An order requiring Daniel G. TomHn-

son to show cause why he should not sup-
ply the Fox Film Corporation with a bill

of particulars, in his .suit to recover $4,-

650 salary, alleged to be due him, has
been obtained by the film corporation,

from Justice William P. Burr, of the

New York Supreme Court. Tomlinson
was representative in charge of the Fox
interests, in France and Belgium.

C M, Hepworth Finds Good Demand Exists

Here for English Made Motion Pictures

AH invasion of the American market
with English productions has been

determined upon by Cecil M. Hep-
worth, the English producer, as a result

of the demand he has found exists here,

(luring a four months' tour of this coun-

try, which he has just completed. The
enlargement of the Hepworth Studios to

(luadruple its present facilities has already

been started, as a result of the trip, and

within the next six months, one of sev-

eral propositions that have been sub-

mitted to the producer will probably have

resulted in the regular release of Hep-

worth picture plays in the United States.

The enthusiasm with which "Alf 's But-

ton," the initial Hepworth picture play to

be shown in this country, now being dis-

tributed by Associated First National

Pictures, has been greeted by critics and
exhibitors in this country, is one of the

prime reasons for Mr. Hepworth's belief

that there is a big field here for English-

made productions. A second factor is

tiie number of propositions that have been

sul)mitted to him since his arrival in New
\'ork four weeks ago, for distribution of

his entire product in this country.

Mr. Hepworth has refused all, except-

ing two, of the oflFers he has received for

the distribution of his product here. One
of these oflFers is from one of the largest

of the national distributing organizations,

and the other is a proposition to put them

out on a state rights basis. Both of them
are admittedly attractive to Mr. Hep-
worth, but it is not probable that he will

make an immediate decision.

SCENES FROM "THE WALL FLOWER." FEATURI NG COLLEEN MOORE. A GOLDWYN RELEASE
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Pathe Transfers Moran to Pittsburgh;

Loughborough Succeeds Him in Albany

BERT M. MORAN

BERT M. MORAN, manager of

Pathe's branch in Albany, N. Y.,

since 1918, has been promoted to

the management of the company's Pitts-

burgh branch, and is succeeded by James

M. Loughborough, a former newspaper-

man, who has been with Pathe for some

time and who handled the pubb!city in

connection with the recent tour of Mar-
shal Foch in this country. Mr. Moran
will leave this week for Pittsburgh. Mr.
Loup'hboroueh is already at his new desk.

When Mr. Moran came to Albany the

Pathe branch was located in a tumble-

down two-story structure. About that

time two exchanges closed because of

poor business. Mr. Moran organized a

highly efficient sales force, so that the

company soon moved into a new building.

Today the branch is among the ten lead-

ers in the national standing of the thirty-

three Pathe branches. From the Albany
branch twenty-six prints of Pathe News
are now released, as compared with three

in 1918, while other Pathe product has
increased accordingly.

World of Experience

Mr. Moran has sold film in twenty-
three different zones in this country and
Canada. In Canada he worked out of
Montreal, Toronto, St. John's, Winni-
peg, Calgary and Vancouver, specializing

on serials. He has also worked out of
Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo, Boston,
Kansas City and Minneapolis, and man-
aged branches for the George Kleine sys-

tem in New Orleans, Dallas, Boston and
Philadelphia.

The Albany branch of Pathe in compe-
tition with New York, Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh, Boston, Washington, Buffalo
and Newark branches, won first prize
money for the eastern division in three
Pathe sales and collection contests, Mr.

Moran in each instance winning the prize

of $500, while each salesman, cashier

and booker in the office, received $100.

His Views on Service

Mr. Moran has been president of the

Albany F. I. L. M. Club since its for-

mation and was largely instrumental in

bringing about the recent agreement be-

tween exchanges and exhibitors. At a

dinner given in his honor the other night,

he said

:

"The signing of a contract is not half

so important as to giving service and at-

tention to the customer after the signing.

It is our belief that the contract starts

after the signing and that first, last and
always, every customer must be satis-

fied."

James M. Loughborough, who succeeds

Mr. Moran, was born in Little Rock, Ark.
He attended school in St. Louis, and
later on worked on the Globe-Democrat
and the Post-Dispatch of that city. Later

he went to Chicago and was a reporter on
the Daily News, eventually landing in

New York with the Evening World.
Leaving the newspaper field, he asso-

ciated himself with Metro in the home of-

fice publicity department. Then he went
with Pathe, selling film out of St. Louis
and later joined the i^lbany office. Mr.
Loughborough served overseas with the

77th Division.

Dined by Exhibitors

Albany exhibitors dined him at Keel-

er's last Thursday night. Louis A.
Buettner of Cohoes, vice-president of the

JAMES M. LOUGHBOROUGH

New York State Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners, was toastmaster. Mr. Moran
was presented with a diamond studded
Elks' pin by the Albany Theatrical Man-
agers' Association, while the Albany F. I.

L. M. Club gave him a solid silver cig-

arette humidor.
Present at the affair were J. M. Lough-

borough, his successor ; James L. Rose,
John H. Krause, Samuel Hochstein,
Charles Charles, Bert A. Gibbons, Harry
Over, Marvin Kempner, N. B. Freeman,

(Continued on page 2ti8)

DINNER GIVEN BERT M. MORAN. MANAGER OF PATHE'S ALBANY
EXCHANGE BY ALBANY THEATRICAL MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION.

MR. MORAN HAS JUST BEEN MADE MANAGER OF PATHE'S PITTSBURGH
BRANCH
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HERE THERE AXD EVERYWHERE YOU FIND EVIDENCES OF WILLIAM FOX'S GENIUS

Lef, .,per: THefot/ylfTJ^^^^^^ Co.e^s ar, n.a^e anj .Here U^eJ, seU for si^^^^^cl^^;^^^1^ sl^^l'^^^
Bungahw dressing rooms for ihe stars. These are

J'''.'^^^^;;^^ Iwe or and Paul Sloam. scenario writer Oval: The man

' makwi Nero
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FoxAnniversary Week Commemorates
Eighteen Years of Picture Progress

A Modern Story of the Oak That From the Little Acorn Grew

EIGHTEEN YEARS of motion

picture progress ! To celebrate his

eighteen years of motion picture

industry WiUiam Fox has set aside the

seven days from January 29 to February

4 inclusive, as "Fox Anniversary Week"
—for which hundreds of exhibitors

throughout the country have booked Fox
pictures solid.

The following dates tell the story of

Mr. Fox in the picture business

:

1904 to 1913—Greater New York Film

Rental Company.
1913 to 1915—Box Office Attraction

Company.
1915 to 1922—Fox Film Corporation.

"Fox Anniversary Week" will, in a

great measure, be a tribute to a man who
not only is a pioneer of the silent drama,

but who has fought for its progress—who
has helped immeasurably to make it the

best entertainment for the peoples

throughout the world.

Once a Gallery God Himself

Because every impulse which beat in

the bosom of a man who had himself

been of the world's great category of

gallery gods, led him first and directly

to the hearts and not the purposes of the

people, William Fox has gone rung by
rung up the ladder of progress and de-

velopment in the industry until today Fox
Film Corporation stands among the great-

est motion picture organizations in the

world. li]

An intense humanitarian himself, Mr.
Fox got his ideas of what the people

wanted from his early experience as a
theatre patron and subsequently as the

owner of several playhouses in New
York City. He had keen visions far into

the future, and saw the possibilities of

the industry. He proceeded, along lines

entirely original and independent of all

trusts and combinations, to honestly

achieve his goal—to secure a fair return

on his great investments, to entertain and
enlighten the people, and, best of all, to

attain the place he now enjoys through-

out the world as a friend and benefactor

of mankind.

A Personal Triumph

That is the Fox personal triumph

!

Along with it has been the extraordinary

success of the entire Fox Film Corpora-

tion, encircling, as it does, the globe;

reaching out to the remotest units of civ-

ilization with the character of motion

pictures which appeals to every tongue

and enlightens and entertains the uni-

verse. The whole world is the stage of

the Fox productions. Not only are the

thrilling scenes and heart-throbs of the

drama mingled with the human interest

comedies which appeal to the humor of

the young and old, but Mr. Fox is also

sending broadcast every day news features

of world-wide importance, which give

graphic visualization on the screen of

the world's greatest activities and history

making events.

In keeping with the swift progress of

the Fox enterprises, a score of aero-

planes attached to the Fox News Serv-

ice make distance of little concern. To-
day's parade in New York, for instance,

will be seen in Chicago tomorrow and the

same speed and enterprise mark the serv-

ice to all points at home and abroad.

Crushing the Film Trust

There is no abatement in the "For-
ward with Fox" ideas. Always on and
on to greater endeavor. That has been

the slogan from the humble beginning of

eighteen years ago. To do something no-

body else had done and to do everything

else better than anybody else has at-

tempted. With this determination in

mind Mr. Fox defied the men and the

combines which controlled the industry

in the old days. He questioned their

claim to the ownership of patents and
rights that compelled abject submission
to their rule. The move initiated by
Mr. Fox to give more to the people, if

loss to the treasuries of the trusts, was
in 1911, when the trust had been built

up under the names of the Motion Pic-

ture Patents Company, General Film
Company and allied concerns.

At that time nearly every film ex-
change had been bought up or put out of
business. The trust left Mr. Fox for

the last. Flattering offers were made to

buy him out. When he refused, the

combines declined to give him any more
film. But Mr. Fox was not to be sub-

dued. Within a few months he had
turned up evidence for the Department
of Justice at Washington and it took
steps which resulted in the trust methods
being wiped out entirely. That meant
freedom for the renter of the motion pic-

tures and freedom as well for the exhib-

itor.

A decisive victory had been won by
Mr. Fox, and he then determined to go
into the industry on a greater scale than
ever before had been attempted. He
knew what the public wanted. He had
been the owner and manager of several

theatres, including the old Academy of

Music on East Fourteenth street, New
York City, where stock productions were
presented at popular prices.

The Old Academy of Music

Mr. Fox secured the best actors and
actresses of the day to appear at the

Academy, sometimes at a loss to himself,

but always with great benefit and pleas-

ure to his thousands of patrons, in whom
Mr. Fox had always had the keenest in-

terest. As a result there are thousands

AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT BUSINESS ACUMEN AND PERSEVERANCE ACCOMPLISHES
On the right, William Fox's beginning in Fourteenth street; on the left, his studios and offices in West Fifty-fifth street, Nni> York
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of "grown-ups," of the East Side

especially, who remember with fondest

affection those early efforts and who saw
many ambitious men and women aspiring

before the footlights in the "10, 20 and
30-cent" Academy who subsequently saw
their names in brilliant electrical illu-

minations on Broadway—and Mr. Fox
saw the same possibilities, the same pro-

gressiveness, the same development in the

industry.

Mr. Fox organized the Box Office At-

traction Company. He sent Winfield R.

Sheehan, general manager, to organize

exchanges throughout the country. He
dispatched J. Gordon Edwards, his stage

manager at the Academy of Music, to

Europe to learn how pictures were made
there and to get the best ideas as to stu-

dio construction.

His First Picture

When everything was in readiness, a

studio was rented in Fort Lee, N. J.,

and there the first Fox picture, "Life's

Shopwindow," was made. Picture fol-

lowed picture, and in a short time Mr.
Fox was issuing fifty-two pictures a year,

or one a week. Those first pictures

called forth all the energy, all the re-

sourcefulness, all the daring that Mr. Fox
and his small corps of assistants pos-

sessed.

While other men believed in the slow,

steady, careful methods of building, Mr.

Fox, with a firm faith in his knowledge

of what the public wanted, plunged into

picture-making on a big scale, at tirnes

having many thousands of dollars in-

vested in a host of productions awaiting

release. He was looking ahead, and be-

lieving he was on the right road, never

stopped to count the cost. That he was

right has been proved by the great strides

the company has made in the nine years

it has been producing and releasing.

"Daughter of the Gods"

It was only a short time after he began

picture-making that he signed a contract

with Miss Annette Kellerman, the Aus-

tralian swimmer, to star in a picture

called "A Daughter of the Gods." The
cost of this picture, with the stupendous

advertising campaign put behind it, stag-

gered picturedom. The money spent in

its making was five times the amount
spent on some of the big pictures of to-

day. And when this was released to the

public Mr. Fox had another big picture

ready, "The Honor System."
Both these pictures were a revelation

to picture followers, and they went on

their way and are still being shown, so

advanced were they at that time.

Other Remembered Successes

"A Fool There Was," "Carmen,"
"Regeneration" were ;i few of the other

pictures of those early days that stand out

in the memory of producers and exhib-

itors. They were milestones on the way
to modern pictures. They have stood

the test of time, too, for when Mr. Fox
reissued them recently they held their

own against the competition of present

day productions.

The growth of the Fox Company was
so steady and so rapid that addition floors

were taken over in the building at 130
West Forty-sixth street for offices. Brit-

ish branch offices, with headquarters in

London, were opened. Exchanges were
organized in Canada, in Australia, in

New Zealand, in South America and
finally in France. And in addition. Fox
representatives were travelling through-
out the Far East arranging with agents
to handle the Fox product, which is as

popular in Japan and China as it is in the

United States.

Never Hesitated

During all this time Mr. Fox never
hesitated to give to the world picture pub-
lic the best in pictures that money and
brains could develop. He had William
Farnum star in "A Tale of Two Cities,"

which, after four years, is still being
called for by exhibitors for special runs.

It is today, as it was then, a classic in

motion pictures. It was acclaimed by the

critics and the public in England and
France—a true test of its value as picture

history, because in England and in

France Charles Dickens' great book was
held in high affection as telling a vivid

tale of the French revolution. If any
picture could be said to help cement the

friendship of England, France and
America, "A Tale of Two Cities" was
that picture.

Big Productions

Among the other Fox pictures that

have received world-v.'ide praise from
both exhibitor and public were "Cleo-

patra," "Les Miserables," "Salome," "If

I Were King," "The Spy," "Jack and
the Beanstalk," "Aladdin and the Won-
derful Lamp," "Du Barry," "Checkers,"

"Evangeline" and "AH Baba."

Early in 1919, when Fox Film Cor-

poration had grown so big that more
rigid efficiency methods were necessary

to keep supplying the demands of the

world for Fox Film, William Fox began
the building of his present headquarters

at Tenth avenue and Fifty-fifth street.

When the offices were in Forty-sixth

street, he had studios in Fort Lee, N. J.,

and several in New York and other

places, in addition to the big studios in

California. The laboratory for all the

studios was also in Fort Lee.

Under One Roof

To Mr. Fox this meant much valuable

time wasted. He wanted all the branches

of production under one roof. Today
he has accomplished that desire, for in the

Fifty-fifth street. New York, studio he
turns out a completed picture, from nego-

tiation with the author, the engagement
of star and cast, and the taking of the

scenes on the third floor, to the final

printing of the positive film in the mod-
ern laboratory on the ground floor. The
studios in California have been main-
tained to diversify the scenery, and be-

cause western pictures should be made in

the West.
The latest venture of Fox Film Cor-

poration was to open studios in Rome,

where J. Gordon Edwards began the mak-
ing of pictures that would show great
events and great figures of world history.

It is possible that other studios will be
opened in the eastern hemisphere—in

England, in France, in Russia. For Fox
pictures have become international, like

literature. Mr. Fox made "Cleopatra,"
"Salome," and now he has brought forth

"Queen of Sheba," pronounced even
more stupendous, more lavish, more
beautiful than its prececessors.

"Over the Hill"

But the triumph to date of all the

unique achievements of Fox Film Cor-
poration is the realization of the great aim
of Mr. Fox to get into the very heart of

the home, to accomplish something of

perpetual benefit to humanity, to give

to the present and leave for posterity the

lessons of the most powerful human-in-
terest story ever screened, "Over the

Hill." Nothing gives Mr. Fox keener

satisfaction than the indorsement by the

press, the laity and the clergy of the

world, of this masterpiece of picture art.

It is a satisfaction based on the funda-

mental goodness and sweetness of it all

;

the thrill of mother-love and devotion

which it arouses in every human heart

—

a thrill which teaches the young the joy

and consolation of filial love and obedi-

ence ; the thrill which has made many men
and many women "drop everything" and
wire or write or go ".straight back home"
to visit "Mother," after seeing the won-
derful screen visualization of Will Car-

leton's famous poem. No compensation

could be or can be as great to Mr. Fox as

the love and the gratitude which "Over
the Hill" revives and intensifies for "the

hand that rocked the cradle."

Year's Run on Broadway

"Over the Hill" had an uninterrupted

run of an entire year on Broadway. Its

intense human appeal was responsible for

capacity audiences at every performance.

It had a record in six of the Broadway
theatres—an achievement unparalleled in

motion pictures—and is now being shown
throughout the world. Mr. Fox believes

in continual progress and development,

the creation of new ideas and the eleva-

tion of the industry to a standard higher

each season than the record of the year

before, but "Over the Hill" is destined

to stand pre-eminent as a Fox achieve-

ment of lasting benefit and incomparable

worth to the industry and to humanity.

Other big special pictures that Mr. Fox
has for the millions of picture followers

the world over are "A Connecticut Yan-
kee in King Arthur's Court," "A Virgin

Paradise," "Shame," "Perjury," "Foot-

Falls," "Thunderclap," "The Last Trail."

Gratified by the world-wide commenda-
tion his efforts have met, Mr. Fox plans

productions that will surpass even his

stupendous successes of the present day.

The Fox Sunshine Comedies are

known, too. throughout the world, and
share the prestige enjoyed by the popular

Mutt and Jeff animated cartoons and the

Fox News service.
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Stockholder Attempts
to Get His Money Back

"Determination," the production said to

have been promoted by F. F. Stoll, who is

alleged to have disappeared when the film

was half finished, and was later completed

by the United States Moving Pictures

Corporation, was attached in Cumberland,

Md., on Saturday, December 31, after it

had played the week at the Maryland
Theatre in that city, by Sheriff Peter Mc-
Farland.

Recce Files Suit

This action took place after suit against

the picture company had been filed by
Sutton E. Recce of Westernport, Md.,

who alleges that the stock he bought was
purchased when he was a minor and that

he was refused the money when he asked

is back again from the United States

Moving Pictures Corporation, which was
reorganized by the receivers out of the

former United States Photoplay Corpora-
tion.

Say Nationalization

Has Been Completed
Final plans for standardizing film ex-

change managers' organizations and na-

tionalizing the Hoy Reporting Service

were agreed upon Friday, January 6, at

a conference of distribution company
executives at the New York headquarters

of the National Association of the Mo-
tion Picture Industry.

Presented for Ratification

Saul E. Rogers, chairman of the special

committee in charge of this work, pre-

sented for ratification the forms of agree-

ments and rules and regulations for the

exchange associations which will be or-

ganized in the various distribution centers.

P. L. Waters, chairman of the distribu-

tors' division and executive committee,
presided.

Indigo Blue Bill

for Washington, D. C.
Blue Sundays of the deepest indigo are

proposed for the District of Columbia in

a bill introduced in Congress by Rep-
resentative Fitzgerald of Ohio. Section
2 specifically prohibits the operation of
any theatre, bowling alley or other place
of public assembly or amusement for

secular purposes on Sunday, and provides
a fine of not less than $5 nor more than
$50 for the first violation of this provi-
sion and from $25 to $500 for subsequent
violations, which latter fine may be ac-

companied by imprisonment of from one
to six months in the discretion of the
court.

C. L. Chester Moves
C. L. Chester Productions, Inc., has

moved its offices from 120 West Forty-
first street. New York, to Room 1902,
220 West Forty-second street.

A Million! A Million!

FOOLISH WIVES" has reached the screen, and a new
moving picture sensation has been provided by the

Universal Company. Its greatest asset is that it cost a

milHon, evei^ything being builded for it except the ocean.

An eager gathering greeted it at the Central Theatre, New
York, at its premiere showing on Wednesday evening, and

there were those among the spectators who felt that it should

have been described in the main title like this:

Erich von Stroheim

presents

Erich von Stroheim

in the

Darwinian Phantasy of

Bad Manners and Sneers

entitled

Erich von Stroheim

"Foolish Wives" is Erich von Stroheim's million-dollar idea

of America, a view obtained from the particular low stratum

of society from which he took his look. He paints himself

in the bright colors of what he conceived to be a fascinating

and in^esistible villain, a Galician devil amongst the women,
strutting in imitation of a sassy Prussian.

The spotlight was ever upon Erich von Stroheim, and what
Frank O'Malley would call his "Lynnhaven ears." His simian

effronteries to women will offend all decent members of the

sex and his cheap sneering at the supposed bad manners of

American marines could better have been omitted. Von Stro-

heim strutted and made leering love in a manner that possibly

meets his own conception of the jolly rake from Vienna. The
American diplomat was made into a bowing, scraping jackass,

the like of which we never have seen before, and the entire

play was a studied and flippant slam at all things American.

The final flag waving couldn't save it.

We believe that Universal may get its million back, and
possibly the screen will profit immeasurably by this striking

example of what not to do in making moving pictures. The
technical details are fine, the musical score is delightful, and,

in fact, everything about it is satisfactory except the picture

and the silly villain that shot the bank roll in an egotistic

endeavor to glorify himself.

If Mr. Carl Laemmle were of a homicidal turn he might
either shoot von Stroheim at sunrise or step on him and squash
him.

A. J.
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Maine Exhibitors Form M. P, T. O. A. Unit;

Pennsylvania Meeting Nominates Officers

A Feature of Mae Murray's Recent Screen
Production of "Peacock Alley," a Tiffany
Production for Metro, Is the Gorgeousness

of Her Costumes

Plan Grand Ball
The F.I.L.M. Club of St. Louis will

give a grand ball this winter. The time

and place will be decided later. Floyd

Lewis, president, has been appointed a

committee of one to make the preliminary

survey. He will reports his findings

January 20, when sub-committees will be

named to take up various matters if it is

voted to go ahead. Last year the ball

given by the St. Louis Film Board of

Trade was a big success.

Fred A. Kilgour Promoted
Fred A. Kilgour, former Hodkinson

salesman in the Brooklyn and Long Island

territory, has been promoted to thh

important position of branch sale? man-
ager of the Hodkinson New York
exchange.

TWO important exhibitor meetings
were held the week of January 1,

that of Maine theatre owners on
January 4 and of Eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey showmen on
January 6. Sydney S. Cohen, national

president, and M. J. O'Toole attended

the latter gathering, the former continu-

ing his attack on First National.

The Maine meeting was to form a unit

of the national body. Theatre owners
came from all parts of the state, some
travelling a distance of 200 miles, and
assembled at the Penobscot Exchange
Hotel. Scores of contracts to show the

Urban Movie Chats were signed and the

proposition indorsed. The following offi-

cers were elected : President, Charles

Stern, Bangor
;

vice-president, Wendell
Hone, Presque Isle ; treasurer, William
McPhee, Oldtown

;
secretary, A. S. Gold-

man, Bangor ; executive committee, Will-

iam Stitham, chairman, Pittsfield ; Wilbur
Shea, Lubec ; Charles Rush, MilHnocket

;

Charles Uson, Old Orchard; Richard

Flora, Caribou
; J. Harrison, Portland

;

C. Hanson, Camden; Robert King, Ells-

worth.

President Stern spoke briefly on the

value of organization. The old organiza-

tion, known as the Allied Theatres, is

now disbanded, according to reports. The
convention was brought to a close with a

banquet attended by 100 exhibitors and

exchangemen.
The other was the monthly meeting.

The exhibitors gathered in Philadelphia

and discussed lower admissions, lower film

and poster rentals and civic development

of the screen, besides voting to combat

daylight saving and street carnivals. It

was pointed out that taxes paid the inter-

nal revenue office on admissions for No-

New Paramount Distribution Contract

Covers Six South American Countries

THE signing of important contracts

for the distribution of Paramount
Pictures in six South American mar-

kets was announced this week by E. E.

Shauer, director of the foreign depart-

ment of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

poration. Effective April 1, Paramount
Pictures will be distributed in Argentina.

Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru and Bo-

livia by Max Glucksman, one of the

South American leaders in the film indus-

try.

Through this new contract increased

facilities are obtained for the distribution

of Paramount Pictures in the southern

republics, as Max Glucksman has been
an important distributor in these coun-

tries for a number of years. A New
York office is maintained at 220 West
Forty-second street, with Jacob Glucks-

man, a brother, in charge.

"The signing of the contract with Max

Glucksman adds still further to the plans

we have been making for some months
for wider distribution of Paramount Pic-

tures in South America," said Mr.
Shauer. "The southern countries will be

well taken care of through this new ar-

rangement. In Brazil we operate through

our own exchanges, and plans have been

made which we expect will increase our

business in this republic considerably be-

yond our record-breaking business of

last year.

"The distribution of Paramount Pic-

tures in Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador,

the Guianas, Central America, Cuba,

Porto Rico and the West Indies is being

handled by Caribbean Film Company of

New York and Havana. For some
months this company has been making
arrangements to increase its activities

throughout this large territory, and the

outlook for 1922 is brighter."

vember, 1921, were $1,000,000 less than
those of the same month of the preceding
year, while taxes on films showed an in-

crease of twice the amount during the

same stated period.

The Nomimtions

Nominations of officers to be elected

January 20, were as follows : Harry
Stevenson, Knickerbocker, president ; H.

J. Schad, Carr and Schad Enterprises,

Reading, vice-president; Charles Rappa-
port, second vice-president ; Al Fischer,

Sr., treasurer, and George P. Aarons,
secretary. Also the following were
named to fill four vacancies on the board
of managers: B. Chamberlain, Shamo-
kin; C. Floyd Hopkins, Harrisburg;
John Evans, retiring president, and
George Kline.

Earlier Delivery

of Selznick News
To expedite deliveries of Selznick News

prints a new mailing schedule has been
worked out which will result in the Selz-

nick News reaching the chief cities from
12 to 24 hours earlier.

All shipments will be made from the

New York Central Post Office on release

days in line with a prepared chart that is

calculated to do away with delays and
bring Selznick News into the hands of
exhibitors at the earliest possible moment.

Pathe Transfers
(Continued from page 263)

John B. Howard, Earl Kramer, Charles
Halligan, Frank Hopkins, Robert Bert-

schy, Lee Langdon, Sol Rose, E. A.
Kuper, Charles Walders, Victor Bendell,

A. G. Whyte, M. Cohen, Fred Zimmer-
man, Art Young, Samuel J. Aaron, Bert
Bernard, Daniel Dolan, Nate Dobson, A.

J. Herman and others.

A Surprise Dinner

On Saturday evening, January 7, the

thirty employes of the Pathe exchange in

-Mbany gave Mr. and Mrs. Moran a sur-

prise dinner at the Hotel Hampton. Mr.
Loughborough was toastmaster. Mr.
Moran was presented with a handsome
gift. Among those present were H. E.

Thompson, S. Hochstim, T. E. Hays,

J. L. Rose, J. A. Sachs, E. A. Hochstim,

J. H. Krause, J. F. Schleighter, J. C.

Tunny, F. W. Matthews, J. R. Firlik

and V. H. Fisher.

W A IMTFT^Gentleman having
VV /^ll 1 I-iI^r epresented
Pathe's for 14 years and being well
acquainted with the Paris trade, de-
sires agency for good films. First-

class references. Apply to MR. CHAS.
MERVILLE, 94 Rue La Fayette, Paris,

France.
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A, E. Smith Has New Production Details

for Vitagraph; Now on Way to New York
PRESIDENT ALBERT E. SMITH,

of Vitagraph, is now enroute to

New York after a visit of several

weeks at his California studios. He has

new production details for Vitagraph

completed. It is understood that Vita-

graph intends to begin production in the

near future on "The Magnificent Am-
bersons," the film rights of the Booth
Tarkington novel having been bought by
Mr. Smith, who has ambitious plans for

its adaptation.

Four companies are now working at

Vitagraph's California studios and fur-,

ther production is being planned by W.
S. Smith, studio manager. Alice Cal-

houn will continue to produce at the

Coast. Her great success in "The Little

Minister" under the direction of David
Smith, has resulted in continuance under
his direction. Her present production

is not yet completed.

Director Edward Jose has the Earle

Williams' production, "The Man From
Downing Street," well under way. His
picture is said to be a radical departure

from any previous Earle Williams' pro-

duction. Larry Semon has rounded into

the home stretch in the production of

his latest comedy which is of a special

nature. Lucille Carlisle is his leading

woman.
William Duncan is working on "Man

Hunters," a picture that requires him to

play two parts. Edith Johnson plays op-

posite the star. Jimmy Aubrey, who re-

cently completed "A Charmed Life," is

starting on a new comedy. It is under-

stood that John Smith will be his new di-

rector. The greatest production activity

Albany in Uproar
"Without anyone really know-

ing who started the movement,
and with the exhibitors them-
selves divided on the question of
Sunday picture shows in Albany,
N. Y., the entire city became all

wrought up last week, and tliere

was a rumor that under the new
city administration an effort

would be made to enact an ordi-

nance permitting Sunday shows.
Church opposition developed

at once, while Bishop Gibbons
sent a letter to all Catholic priests

in Albany to work against Sun-
day shows. The Catholic wom-
en of the city held a meeting and
also protested against the thea-

t r e s opening. Delegations
flocked to the city hall, where
they were met with a statement
from Mayor William S. Hackett
that there was no ordinance like-

ly to even be introduced. The
whole thing subsided as quickly
as it had started.

of years, it is stated, compelled W. S.

Smith, studio manager, to cut short a
visit last week to his ranch near Colton,

Cal.

New York Censors Seek
an Increase in Power

In an efifort to broaden the power of
the New York State Motion Picture
Commission, bills will shortly be intro-

duced in the Legislature at Albany. Con-
cerning this, Chairman Cobb says

:

"We propose to seek an amendment
which will dearly define educational

pictures. There is no such definition now
and producers are trying to pass all kinds
of pictures as educational ones. I can
not say how broad or restricted the defi-

nition of what really constitutes educa-
tional pictures will be."

An amendment may be asked prohib-

iting the presentation of unpatriotic

films. While no such pictures have been
produced lately, the commission desires

to safeguard the future in this respect.

The report of the commission will be
submitted about January 15.

455 Film Companies
Incorporated in Year

During the past year a total of 455 mo-
tion picture companies were incorporated

in New York State, these having a com-
bined capitalization amounting to $28,-

373,400. The largest month in point of

capitalization was last May, when fifty

companies incorporated with a capitaliza-

tion of $3,848,500. All told, there were
16,089 companies of all sorts which in-

corporated in the state during the year,

these having an aggregate capitalization

which amounted to $657,956,645, these

figures showing the relative importance

of the motion picture industry to all other

industries in the state.

The following gives the number of

companies, as well as capitalization each

month last year, for motion pictures

:

January, 50, $3,383,400; February, 32.

$2,710,250; March, 42, S3,322,000
;
April,

49, $2,529,500; May, 50, $3,848,500;

June, 44, $2,036,000; July, 31, $1,284,-

200; August, 29, $1,685,750; September,

34, $2,199,700; October, 28, $1,452,500;

November, 33, $1,563,500; December,

30, $2,358,100.

Exhibitor Dies
William D. Scoville, owner of the Idle

Hour Theatre in Kansas City, Mo., died

at his home January 1, following an ill-

ness of several months. Mr. Scoville

was one of the leading sportsmen of the

West, being president of the National

Athletic Club of Kansas City. Funeral

services were held Tuesday,

G. F. Stanton to Handle
Transportation

G. F. Stanton, New York City
passenger agent of the New
York Central lines, has just
been designated by Charles L.
O'Reilly, president of tlie New
York State Motion Picture The-
atre Owners, to handle all

matters pertaining to railroad
transportation, and procure
Pullman reservations for all
persons planning to attend the
state convention of motion pic-
ture exhibitors in Albany, Feb-
ruary 14, 15 and 16. Mr.
Stanton's telephone number is

Murray Hill 8000. He plans to
be present in Albany during the
convention.

Sues German Company in

Alleged Contract Breach
Justice William P. Burr of the New

York Supreme Court has signed an or-
der directing the Universum Film Ac-
tien Gesellschaft, of Berlin, and Fred S.

Sells of 126 West Forty-sixth street, to
show cause why an injunction should not
issue barring them from selling or dis-

posing in the United States of any films

of motion pictures owned or controlled
by them.

The order was obtained in a suit

brought by the Hamilton Theatre Corpo-
ration. The allegations are attested to

by Benjamin Blumenthal, its president,

who says that he contracted with the
Universum Corporation, to have the ex-
clusive right to act as its selling agent in

this country, but that the latter broke the
contract.

Bank Files Judgment
Against Film Company

Judgment against the Ziegfeld Cinema
Corporation, William K. Ziegfeld,

William W. Clark, Charles L. Lanigan
and Silas M. Smith has been filed in the

New York County Clerk's office by the

International Bank.
The judgment is the result of an action

brought by the bank to recover the value

of two promissory notes. One of the

notes was for $5,000 and the other one
for $9,514.50.

Mr. Simmons, of the Allen Theatre, Akron, Ohi<^
says Motiographs are the least expensive machines
to operate, and they give the best picture. That's
why he uses Motio^aphs.
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One Long Series of Good Times
Is Planned for Women Attending

Exhibitor Convention at Albany
WITH Mrs. George Roberts as

chairman, and Mrs. Jack Leon-
and Miss Noma Suckno as sec-

retaries, a committee has just been named
in Albany, N. Y., to entertain all women
attending the annual convention of New
York State exhibitors in the Capital City

on February 14, 15 and 16. The commit-

tee was formed at a meeting at the Hotel

Ten Eyck, which incidentally will be the

headquarters of the convention. Asso-

ciated with the three ladies named, there

will be Mrs. Harry Hellman, Mrs. O. H.
Stacy, Mrs. Samuel Suckno, Mrs. Fred

P. Elliott, Mrs. Harry Lazarus and Mrs.

William Berinstein.

The committee has already started ar-

ranging its program of entertainment.

During the convention week the commit-

tee will be at the Hotel Ten Eyck almost

continuously looking after visiting wo-

men. Rooms will 1)6 assigned to the com-

mittee on one of the floors of the hotel

and which will at all times serve as a

headquarters for the women, no matter

at what hotel they may be stopping. As
soon as women arrive at the convention

headquarters, they will be greeted by one

of their sex, and given a badge which

will at all times tell from what city or

village they are from.

Sightseeing Trip

On Tuesday afternoon, the opening

day of the convention, all women in at-

tendance will be taken on a sightseeing

trip of the city, which will include the

beautiful residential sections and which

will also take in a visit to the state build-

ings, including the Capitol and Education

building. On their return to the hotel,

tea will be served.

On Wednesday, the Albany Chamber
of Commerce will serve a luncheon to all

women at tlie convention. The afternoon

will also include a theatre party, the man-
agers of all Albany houses having come
forward with an offer to entertain the

women on any or all convention days.

On Wednesday night, of course, the

Movie Ball will attract.

On Thursday, the concluding day of

the convention, the women will be enter-

tained in one of the parlors of the Ten
Eyck with a program which will include

some of Albany's best known talent. At
the present time, efforts are being made
to arrange a dance by a number of Al-

bany's talented children. There will be

a number of soloists on hand.

In connection with the convention it-

self, it has been decided to open the ses-

sions on Tuesday at 12 :30 o'clock, at

which time Mayor Hackett will welcome
the delegates.

To Advertise With Slides

It has been decided to ask all picture

houses as far north as Glens Falls, west

to Amsterdam and south to Poughkeepsie
and Binghamton, to use slides for six

days the forepart of February in adver-

tising the ball. Announcement that many
of the stars will be present has already

aroused so much interest that parties are

assured from many cities in the vicinity

of Albany.

It is now planned to announce all stars

at the ball in a spectacular manner. From
the band of sixty pieces which will fur-

nish the music, a trio will be selected

which will result in a fanfare of trum-

pets just previous to the entry of this

or that star on the ballroom floor, when,
with spotlight focused, tlie star will be

escorted to the boxes provided.

The Albany F.I.L.M. Club will meet
this week and outline its plan of co-op-

eration with the Albany Theatrical Man-

agers in carrying forward convention

plans.

Word reached Albany this week that

Joseph Klein of the Robertson-Cole
Company, New York City, who had pre-

viously been named by President Roberts,

of the Albany Theatrical Managers' As-
sociation, as one of three chairmen from
the exclianges to advertise the conven-

tion, had named as his assistants in New
York City : William E. Rayner of Pathe,

I. E. Chadwick of Merit and Samuel
Eckman of Goldwyn.

Globe Suit Against Rock
and Gates Discontinued

Justice William P. Burr of the New
York Supreme Court has signed an order

discontinuing the suit brought by Globe

Productions, Inc., against Henry L. Gates

and Allen Rock. The order was the re-

sult of a stipulation signed by William

Klein, attorney for the plaintiff, and
Henry O. Kalk, attorney for the defend-

ants, which stated that, as the controversy

between the litigants had been settled, the

plaintiff desired to discontinue tlie suit and
withdraw the motion for an injunction re-

.straining the defendants from continuing

a suit in the name of Globe Productions,

Inc., against Tiffany Productions, Inc.,

over the production of "Peacock Alley."

Herbert E. Cronenwith, president of

Globe Productions, Inc., in his suit

against Gates and Rock held that Gates

had no right to institute the suit against

Tiffany Productions in the name of

Globe Productions, Inc., for the reason

that lie claimed Gates had resigned as

vice-president of the Globe concern, and
with it all his rights and interests in the

concern and its contracts. As to Rock,

who was secretary of the Globe corpora-

tion, Cronenwith charged that Rock had
taken possession of the books and con-

tracts of Globe Productions and refused

to surrender them to Cronenwith. For
this reason Globe Productions made Rock
a co-defendent with Gates when it began
suit. Rock has denied the charge.

JESSE L. LASKY PRESENTS THOMAS MEIGHAN IN "A PRINCE THERE WAS." A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
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Hodkinson Leaves for Coast in Search

of New Product for the Coming Season

WW. HODKINSON, president

of the W. W. Hodkinson Cor-
poration, left New York Tues-

day on his annual trip to the Pacific

Coast in search of new productions for

the coming season. He will proceed direct

to Los Angeles. On his return, prob-

ably by March 1, he will endeavor to vis-

it a number of the new Hodkinson branch

exchanges, all of which have been estab-

lished since his last visit to the Coast.

Though many of the productions for

Hodkinson release have been filmed on

the Coast, this is the first time Mr. Hod-
kinson has visited western studios for the

avowed purpose of encouraging produc-

tion, his contention long having been that

the over-production of indifferent pictures

was at the base of most of the troubles of

the industry. Up to now, he has shown
a tendency to handle only the work of

those independent producers who broke

away from the existing order but since

the doctrine of mass production has shown
very definite signs of failing, general in-

terest is manifested in what policy Mr.
Hodkinson will adopt on his present trip.

Of his plans for 1922, Mr. Hodkinson
said : "I am more than confident that the

quality of product is destined to play a
very much larger part in the motion pic-

ture industry during 1922 tlnan it has
ever played before, and I shall endeavor
to conclude as many contrac ts as I can
with those who are seriously and sin-

cerely trying to place screen production
on the artistic and industrial plane to

which it is entitled.

"We tried to keep our last year's prod-
uct above the average run, and that we
succeeded is borne out by a rather unus-
ual tribute accorded our pictures by the
national Committee for Better Films of

the National Board of Review. Among
forty-seven productions chosen by the

Board's Committee as the 'finest year's

group since the photodrama was created,'

five bore the Hodkinson seal
—

'Jane
Eyre,' 'A Certain Rich Man,' 'Rip Van
Winkle,' 'The Man of the Forest,' and
'Lavender and Old Lace.'

"This is practical proof of the sound-
ness of the principle of selecting pictures

solely on merit from various sources of

supply, and it is all the more important

Ijecause it coincides with one of the most
ambitious moves yet made to get away
from factory production on the part of

screen artists desiring to form a direct
contact with the exhibitor. I allude to
the recent formation in Los Angeles of
the Screen Artists' Guild, which also has
for one of its objects the elimination of
salacious and suggestive pictures from the
motion picture theatre. Certainly, until

the men and women who make their liv-

ing in moving pictures take firm hold of
this situation and insist upon a whole-
some screen, there will be continually
hanging over them the bugbear of Fed-
eral, State and even municipal censor-
ship.

"If the efforts of this and other strong
bodies can be merged in the common
good, in encouraging serious-minded ad-

vocates of a clean screen, the producer
with the off-color picture will find few
doors open to him. This is the easiest,

best and most efficacious way to beat cen-
sorship."

Kniskern Joins Hodkinson
Announcement is made by the W. W.

Hodkinson Corporation of the appoint-
ment of L. W. Kniskern, formerly man-
ager of the contract department of Real-
art Pictures Corporation, to become man-
ager of the contract bureau in the Hod-
kinson home office.

SCENES FROM "THE LUXURY TAX," A HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTION RELEASED THROUGH HODKINSON. FEATURING
MABEL BALLIN, CRAWFURD KENT AND RAYMOND BLOOMER
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moving picture industry in

all of its elements. Its

foundation is character, its

watchword is enterprise,

its aim is betterment.

WE publish in the text pages of this

issue the formal announcement

of the new distributing organiza-

tion formed by two well and favorably

known men, Walter E. Greene and F. B.

Warren. Offices have been opened at 15

West Forty-fourth street, New York, and

from the ability, experience and standing

of both men we are inclined to expect

much.

The company has been named the

American Releasing Corporation and it is

understood that they have already secured

product, important in quality and quan-

tity, for the market. A surprise is

promised in the initial offering. We wish

for the new company a royal prosperity

and a success which we believe the con-

fidence of the industry will assure. Both

are men of leadership and show judgment
and we extend to them our cordial good
wishes.

They announce that the stock of the

company is held by its officers and that

they propose an economical and careful

operation of distribution. The company
will be wholly free of production ac-

tivities.
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William Fox, Son of Courage

EIGHTEEN years ago William Fox entered the moving
picture business. Then he was unknown and unrecog-
nized. Today he is receiving words of congratulation

from the four corners of the earth, for his name is known
wherever the screen is known, and that covers most of the

populated parts of the world. No record of moving picture

achievement is complete without his fact story, a tale of a
fascinating career of progress, reading like the brilliant

romance of a gifted genius of fiction.

William Fox's first venture would have been his last venture
if he had been another kind of a man. He faced a flat failure.

He could have closed up the place, pocketed his loss and
started with something more promising, but he didn't. He
set his mind to work and he added the sweat of industry to his

problem, the showman's problem of bringing the people into

his place of amusement.

It was a man's fight and he won it, and that began a series

of hard encounters against heavy odds. Each struggle made
a bigger man out of him, and he fought his way up with un-
diminished courage, with unvarying vigor and with his eyes
set on the star of big accomplishment.

He thought big things and then he did them. His success
has been an earned success, torn from the unwilling fates that

beset his path with a thousand discouragements. It is a fact,

known to those who have worked with him, that he knows
more of the essentials of drama than any of his directors, past

or present, that he understands the human heart and reads the

mind of the masses with a certainty that amounts to genius.

He is what he set out to be, a gi'eat showman, and he is justly

proud of his calling, for he has delighted the millions, in-

structed the millions, satisfied the millions and brightened
their lives.

It is interesting to note that William Fox has anticipated

each changing demand of the public in the matter of enter-

tainment. It is this faculty of reading the public pulse that

stamps him as by instinct and experience the showman. In
his years of extraordinary activity and hard work, that would
have destroyed a man of less natural vigor, he has found time
to give of his best to charity and his country's needs. Not
only did he win the fight for business independence against

powerful monoply, he ran also Red Cross drives that set new
records, conducted relief activities in behalf of Jewish and
Christian humanity that was sutTering and in want, and at all

times was immediate in his response to the appeals of his

industry and his fellow men. When the Prince of Wales
visited America, William Fox was the on\y showman of either

the screen or the stage who received recognition, and William
Fox entertained a prince with as much facility as he had enter-

tained the masses of the people.

Having had the privilege of observing William Fox at close
range, it is a pleasure to write this tribute to him as a man, to

present his fearlessness and courage as an example to the

industry and to hail him as a great exhibitor, a great distributor

and a great producer of moving pictures.
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San Francisco in No Need of Censors

Say Officials at T. H, Ince Luncheon

SAN FRANCISCO officials, includ-

ing the president of the Supervisors

and Senator Edward I. Wolf, take

the position that censorship of motion pic-

tures, aside from the regulatory powers

invested in the police authorities of cities,

is unnecessary. After an experience of

more than five years without censors these

officials have gone on record as believing

that producers, exhibitors, the public and

an intelligent police chief are fully cap-

able of keeping the screen "clean."

These statements were made at a testi-

monial luncheon given in honor of

Thomas H. Ince, producer of "Hail the

Woman," in the Italian room of the St.

Francis hotel recently.

Mr. Ince was unable to attend, having

been taken suddenly ill. J. Parker Read,

Jr., and Clark Thomas went in his stead.

The luncheon was arranged by city of-

ficials to honor Mr. Ince for his contribu-

tion to the city of a fire prevention pic-

ture and to urge upon him consideration

of doing a part of his producing in the

Golden Gate city.

Tribute to Ince

Tribute was paid to Mr. Ince as ar-

tist, business man and citizen by promi-

nent speakers. Joseph Mulvehill, presi-

dent of the board of supervisors, detailed

the history of uncensored pictures in San
Francisco. After praising the men who
have built modern theatres for the city

and pledging the aid and co-operation of

its authorities in fostering the industry

whenever possible, he said

:

"Over five years ago San Francisco had
a board of censorship composed of five

members. In 1916 an amendment was
ofTered to increase the board to nine.

The Board of Supervisors voted that

amendment down, and I had the pleasure

of introducing an amendment abolishing

the board of censorship in San Francisco,

placing the censorship of motion pictures

with the people of San Francisco them-
selves, as well as the producers.

"The only censor of motion pictures

in San Francisco today is the Chief of

Police. He was authorized and em-
powered in that license to look at the pic-

tures that perhaps at some time might
need censorship ; and I can honestly tell

you, gentlemen, that I don't believe there

"has been three occasions in almost six

years where the Chief of Police has been
called upon to prohibit the exhibiting of

a motion picture in San Francisco. And
we are proud to tell 5'ou that San Fran-
cisco was one of the first, if not the first,

large city in the United States to abolish

the censorship of motion pictures."

the Rotary Clubs throughout the country.

Owing to Mr. Buhler's affiliation with the

picture industry, the co-operation of the-

atres is anticipated in displaying 3,500
slogans on the screen.

Mississippi Senator
Censures Will H. Hays

Will H. Hays, postmaster general,

who may enter the industry about March
4, after having completed a term of one
year as a member of President Harding's
cabinet, was roundly censured in the Sen-
ate on January 7 when Senator Harrison,
of Mississippi, delivered an address on
"The Motion Picture Industry in Poli-

tics."

Senator Harrison, who is one of the
Democratic leaders in the upper house,
waxed sarcastic when he declared that if

the industry needs the assistance of "the

Claims Tax Violations
According to Charles H. Lynch,

chief field deputy in the Syra-
cuse Internal Revenue district,

90 per cent, of the theatres, both
motion picture and otherwise in
Syracuse, Utica and Bingham-
ton, N. Y., have been violating
regulations as regards the collec-

tion of the amusement tax.

Approximately 10 per cent, of
the theatres received a clean biU
as a result of the recent check-
up. According to Mr. Lynch,
penalties imposed and collected

by his force, from the theatrical

interests in that district alone,

totaled $10,000, and this does not
include tlie shortages in taxes.

The theatres will again be
checked up about March 15.

biggest politician in the Republican Par-

ty," the Democrats must look upon it with
suspicion.

Selznick Hints at Strong Trade
Alliance with Canadian Firms;

Foresees Decreased Admissions

Buhler Appointed
Frank W. Buhler, general manager of

the Stanley Company of America, has
been appointed chairman of the National
Prosperity Campaign being conducted by

LEWIS J. SELZNICK, of New
York, gave a valuable and inter-

esting talk on the occasion of a

one-day visit at Torcnto, Ontario, on

January 6 when it was intimated by him
that prominent picture interests of Can-
ada, including J. P. Bickell, vice-presi-

dent; N. L. Nathanson, managing direc-

tor, and others of the Famous Players

Canadian Corporation, Famous-Lasky
Film Service, Ltd., Regal Films, Ltd.,

Eastern Theatres, Ltd., and affiliated

companies in Canada, would shortly be
identified with him in a strong trade al-

liance.

"Canada is missing a big opportunity in

profitable publicity in not making more
government scenic releases," declared Mr.
Selznick. He felt that they could be
somewhat improved, however, if more
human interest and humor were woven
into the official Canadian scenic pictures.

He pointed out that the Canadian pic-

tures were immensely popular in Austra-
lia, where they are being distributed by
him. "If Canada studies the possibilities

of such advertising and adopts a general

immigration policy, the country will forge

ahead fast."

Fighting Long Enough

With regard to general conditions in

the moving picture business, Mr. Selz-

nick declared that the film men had been
fighting each other long enough. "They
are now getting together to eliminate

wastage," he said. "We propose now to

get together with Postmaster General
Hays of the U. S., and are looking for

an announcement of action by January

14. If the organization goes through as

planned, it will make for better, cleaner

and greater pictures. There will be few-

er pictures but larger and better in every

way.
"There are now hundreds of producers

in the game but only about fifteen big

distributing agencies by whom practically

all producers are controlled. Working
out the scheme on the lines now being dis-

cussed with limitation of production, it

will be possible for admission prices to

be reduced in both Canada and the United
States."

Canadian Production

Mr. Selznick insisted that he is not a
believer in Canadian production of mov-
ing pictures for Canadian fans. He said

:

"It can only come when you have the

population to warrant it. At least 75 per

cent, of our revenue is from the United
States. You cannot hope for business

success if you look for profits outside your
own land. If Canadian stories are worth
while for making into pictures, companies
will be sent to Canada to make them.

We have a new Canadian story, the

scenes of which are laid at Banff and at

Field, B. C. Our company was at Banflf

for seven weeks in order to take the

scenes there."

Note Causes Suit
Suit has been filed in the New York

Supreme Court by Joseph Farnham to re-

cover $1,250, the value of a promissory
note, from the Gibralter Operating Com-
pany and Sidney Garrett, well known in

English motion picture circles.
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News from the Producers
Si) C S^SEWELL

Comedy and Serial Episodes for
Release by Pathe January 22

Pathe Exchange, Inc., announces
that the re-issued one-reel comedies,
starring Harold Lloyd, have been
highly praised by exhibitors. "That's
Him," the latest re-issued comedy,
and one serial episode are scheduled
for release January 22. "The Lost
Trail" is the title of the fourth
episode of "White Eagle," the new
Pathe serial, starring Ruth Roland.

"The Bear and the Bees" is the

latest animated cartoon of the series

of "Aesop's Film Fables," produced
by Fables Pictures, Inc. "Call the

Witness" is the title of the latest

Hal Roach comedy, starring "Snub"
Pollard. Marie Mosquini hps a

prominent part. Pathe Review No.
139 is, it is said, filled with inter-

esting and entertaining subjects, the

outstanding feature being "Getting
Through to Baroda," a Pathecolor
offering showing an expedition into

the little known wilds of Abyssinia.

Pathe News, Nos. 8 and 9, present

current events of the world photo-

graphed by the staff of Pathe

cameramen stationed all over the
globe. "Topics of the Day," No. 4,

supplies the motion picture screen
with the latest bits of wit and humor
culled from the presses of the world.

Alice Calhoun
in "Angelface"

.\lice Calhoun will again be seen
as an old-fashioned girl in her
forthcoming production, "Angel-
face," which is being directed by
David Smith at Vitagraph's West
Coast Studios.

Books "Chums"
Sid Grauman has booked "Chums,"

the Century Comedy in which Baby
Peggy, the two-year-old star,

ap-pears with the noted dog,

"Brownie." Mr.Grauman is said to

be considering signing for the whole

Gloria Swanson to Star in New
Production "Beyond the Rocks

The veranda of the Cafe Ritz in

Paris affords one of the interesting

scenes in "Beyond the Rocks,"
Elinor Glyn's novel which is being

filmed as a Paramount picture with

Gloria Swanson starred. Here at

the customary tables are grouped
exactly the types that one would
find in this exclusive establishment

for satisfying the inner man and
also pleasing the eye and ear.

In this picture, which Jack Cun-
ningham adapted and Thompson
Buchanan supervised, Gloria Swan-
son is the star and her role, it is

said, affords her unusual oppor-
tunities for the display of her skill

and talent in emotional acting and
enables her to wear exquisite gowns
and look her loveliest. Rudolph
\"alentino has an important part.

Completes Retakes
Robert G . Vignola has just com-

jileted several retakes for the Cos-
mopolitan production, "The Young
Diana." This is not Mr. Vignola's
OW11 production. Marion Davies is

the star.

Censor Congratulates
Paramount

An unqualified endorse-
ment of the wliolesomcness
as well as tlie entertainment
value of three Paramount
pictures, "The Sheik," "Miss
Lulu Belt" and "Just Around
the Corner," was recently re-

ceived by the Detroit Para-
mount exchange from Royal
A. Baker, one of the Detroit
local censors. The letter

says in part:

"The Paramount company
deserves great credit for the
maner in which 'The Sheik'
was handled as a drama.
Two of your late plays arc
most significant. They point
out a new field with new ele-

ments which heretofore have
been overlooked. One is

'Lulu Bett,' a very remark-
able play which Ciirefully

points out the satirical side
of life. The other picture is

'Just Around the Corner.'
"

"The Iron Trail"
Wins in Chicago

Rex Beach's "The Iron Trail,"

produced for United Artists by the
Bennett Pictures Corporation, met
with praise from the Chicago news-
paper critics at its premier show-
ing at Ascher's Roosevelt Theatre,
while the public showed its appre-
ciation by capacity audiences. " 'The
Iron Trail' is all in all a 'he-man'
picture." said the Chicago Tribune.

Rex Beach's stories certainly lend
themselves exceptionally well to

picturization," said the Chicago
Evening Post, "and when they are

given as careful and accurate pro-

duction as 'The Iron Trail' received,

the result is a gratifying success.
" 'The Iron Trail' is a vitally inter-

esting drama," says the Chicago
American, "and its men and women
are very real and very earnest. Its

settings are gorgeously done and
you ought not to miss it." The Chi-
cago Daily Keu's says : "As an art

production, it is as good as one of
Rex Beach's best selling novels."

Ray Film Showing
at Many Theatres

Newspaper reports and records of
house managers coming to the Ar-
thur S. Kane offices this week give
an indication of the results being
obtained by Charles Ray's latest re-

lease, "R. S. v. P.," in many cities

outside of New York. This First
National attraction is going over big

in widely separated centers, it is

stated.

The feature was shown at the
Rivoli, Baltimore: the Metropoli-
tan, Atlanta ; the Hippodrome, Buf-
falo; the Strand, Cincinnati; tlw
Des Moines, Des Moines, la. ; the
New Garrick, Minneapolis ; the
Monticello and National Theatres,
Hoboken, N. J., and other first run
houses in many sections.

Meighan Expects

Fine Photography
Thomas Meighan, Paramount star,

has declared that he expects to have
a perfect picture, photographically,
in his latest vehicle, "The Proxy
Daddy," now being filmed. It is

being "shot" by two noted camera-
men, William Marshall and Gilbert

Warrenton

SCENES FROM A FORTHCOMING SELZNICK PRODUCTION STARRING OWEN MOORE
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Loew Takes All Educationals
Marcus Loew has just signed a contract for the

entire output of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,

for the 1921-1922 season. Throughout his thirty-five

theatres in Greater New York City and the nearby
sections of New York State and New Jersey, Educa-
tional Pictures will form the bulk of the short sub-
ject presentations during the coming year.

This contract calls for seventy-one two-reel com-
edies, besides such subjects as Sketchographs, Robert
C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful, World Wanderings,
Kinograms, the news reel, etc., which the Loew thea-

tres already are showing. So complete will Educa-
tional's service to die Loew Circuit that there wiU
be no room on any of the Loew theatre programs
for any short comedies besides Educational's, with
the exception of an occasional comedy by Chaplin
or some other very well known star.

The two-reel comedies to be shown in the Loew
theatres include twenty-four Christies, thirteen Mer-
maids, thirteen Campbells, twelve Torchy Comedies,
three Punch Comedies and six Toonerville Comedies
by Fontaine Fox.

Says Picture

Follows Story
Critics who decry the practice of

changing a stage play in adapting

it for the screen, says a statement

from Paramount, will be left with-

out an argumentative leg to stand on

in the case of the photoplay pre-

sentation of "Bought and Paid For,"

which William De Mille is now pro-

ducing.

According to Mr. De Mille and
Clara Bcranger, the scenarist en-

trusted with the adaptation, the

photoplay will be a faithful repro-

duction of the famous George
Broadhurst story.

of the house-warming of the Cameo
was the pre-release given. T. J.
Connors, assistant sales manager of
Metro, arranged for the early show-
ing with the B. S. Moss organiza-
tion.

This photoplay is the first of a
series of Tiffany Productions, star-

ring Miss Murray, which Metro will

distribute. The star, with her di-

recto? and husband, Robert Z. Leon-
ard, left recently for Cuba to film

the second picture, "Fascination."

Fine Support for

Priscilla Dean
Universal is said to have a tine

cast in support of Priscilla Dean
in "That Lass o' Lowrie," the Uni-
versal-Jewel production which has
just been started at Universal City.

Among those who already have been
selected are Fred Kohler and Beat-

rice Burnham.

Cuban Papers Record Triumphal
Entry of Mae Murray Into Havana

The Havana newspapers record-

ing the arrival of Mae Murray in

Cuba for the Tiffany production of

"Fascination," to be presented by

Robert Z. Leonard and released by
Metro, have just reached New York.
Column after column, and, in some
cases, entire pages were devoted to

descriptions of the ovation she re-

ceived. Ramon Becali, editor-in-

chief of La Noche, who took advan-
tage of the occasion to interview her

himself, devoting five columns to

the story, said that no screen star

had ever stirred the enthusiasm of

Havana to such a tremendous ex-

tent, but that the enthusiasm was
easily understood, as Miss Murray
was easily the favorite star among
the Cubans.

Preliminary announcements had
stirred the picture fans' curiosity and

thousands of people swarmed to the

harbor to await the arrival ot ttic

seaplane by which Miss Murray ar-

rived, with her husband-director,

Robert Z. Leonard, flying from Key
West, Florida. Hundreds of them
had waited from early in the morn-
ing to get a glimpse of her. Huge

floral pieces spelled out the word

:

"Bienvenida I"— Welcome. Crowds
lined the streets as the star motored
to her hotel. The climax was
reached with a special showing of
"Peacock Alley," the first of the

series of pictures that Miss Murray
is making for Metro.

"My Boy" Is Big
Hit in Albany

The drawing power of little

Jackie Coogan and his popularity

with motion picture theatre-goers

was evidenced when his latest pro-

duction, "My Boy," a First National
attraction, opened at the Mark
Strand, in Albany, N. Y., on Decem-
ber 28.

At the close of the first day's

business Uly S. Hill, managing di-

rector of the house, sent the follow-

ing telegram to Sol Lesser, the pro-

ducer :

"Jackie Coogan in 'My Boy' open-
ed to capacity all day long. Every-
one pleased. Story one that makes
them hold sides in laughter and the

next minute dims the eye. Full of
pathos. Sentiment is the kind that

brings them in and holds them and
makes many oral boosters. Jackie
Coogan is at his best in his latest.

I^ooks like a line-up all week long.

Albany is talking Jackie Coogan
everywhere."

New Leah Baird
Film Finished

'Teacock Alley, " a Metro Film
Opens New B.

"Peacock Alley," a Metro release

starring Mae Murray, was the open-
ing attraction at B. S. Moss' new
Cameo Theatre, Forty-second street.

New York. Both photoplay and
playhouse scored instant hits with
the metropolitan public, it is said

—

hits so decisive that "Peacock Alley"

Leah Baird Productions have com-
pleted the first of a series of feature

attractions for Associated Exhibi-

O 71 /f T^7 .*
ioTs, and it is expected that an an-

j\(lOSS J. iteCLTfe nouncement concerning its release

will be forthcoming shortly. The
production is entitled, "Don't Doubt
Your Wife," and the cast, in addi-

tion to Miss Baird, includes Emery
Johnson, Exlward Peil, Mrs.
Mathilde Brundage and Catherine
Lewis. The production was super-

vised by Arthur F. Beck and directed

by James W. Horne.

is to be held on the screen of the
Cameo for an indefinite run.

General release of "Peacock Al-
ley," a Tiffany Production, directed

by Robert Z. Leonard, will not be
forthcoming from the Metro ex-
changes until the last week in Jan-
uary. Only in view of the occasion

SCENES FROM "KINDRED OF THE DUST." A FIRST NATIONAL ATTkACTIUN
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Lloyd's '^Sailor Made Man'
Making Box-Office Records

Harold Lloyd's "A Sailor-Made

Man ' is proving to be his greatest

box-office comedy, according to re-

ports from many first-run theatres

throughout the country, Associated

Exhibitors say. In proof ai this

fact, Associated Exhibitors have

published the following telegrams

sent to Sales Manager John E.

Storey. First, John Hamrick, of the

Blue Mouse Theatre, Portland,

Oregon, says

:

" "A Sailor-Made Man' is by far

the best audience picture I have yet

seen." A similar wire from Salt

Lake City states that: "Harold^

Lloyd in 'A Sailor-Made Man,'

playing at Pantakes Salt Lake for

week of December 21, broke all

house records." Harmon Perry, of

the Ogden Theatre, Ogden, Utah,

reports that " 'Sailor-Made Man'

did more business on Sunday and

Monday (January 1 and 2), thaii

anything he ever had in the house."

In Cleveland, the Allen and Circle

Theatres ran the comedy day and

date and had capacity houses for

every performance during the week

of January 1. In Des Moines, Iowa,

it was the feature attraction at A. H.

Blank's Strand Theatre.

The following list provides an

idea of the manner in which it is

being booked : Capitol, New York

;

Strand, Brooklyn; the entire Loew
circuit; the Merrick, Jamaica;

Elsemere, Bronx; Colonial, Allen-

town; Wells, Norfolk and Rich-

mond; Keith's Rivoli and Central,

day and date, Jersey City; Regent,

Rochester; Allen and Circle, day

and date, Cleveland
;
Orpheum, Ft.

Wayne; Liberty, Youngstown;
Orpheum, Akron

;
Royal, Sioux

City; Rialto, Lincoln; the entire

Lynch Circuit, Atlanta; Strand,

Charleston, W. Va.
;

Capitol, Lit-

tle Rock ;
Symphony, Los Angeles

;

California, San Francisco; Regent,
Billings ; Blue Mouse, Portland and
Rialto, Missoula, Mont.

To Make Record
of Each Employe

Julius Stern, second vice-president

of Universal, has appointed Zion

Myers, his secretary to be personnel

adjutant of Universal City, with in-

structions to compile an accurate

service record of every employe.

The information will be used for

the individual advancement of work-

ers and for reassigning men who. by

reason of experience and aptittide.

are fitted for positions of more im-

portance.

Mayor Rolph Sees

"Hail the Woman"
At the invitation of Mayor James

Rolph, Jr., of San Francisco,

Thomas H. Ince celebrated Christ-

mas by viewing the premiere of his

latest and greatest production, "Hail

the Woman," distributed by Fii-st

National, at the Tivoli Theatre in

company with the Bay City's chief

executive.

Mayor Rolph and Mr. Ince were

the guests of honor at the opening,

Bert Lytell on National Tour
to Make Personal Appearances

Bert Lytell left Los Angeles this

week for the first lap of his national

tour, a six weeks' round of visits to

the motion picture theatres of the

country. The Metro star is sched-

uled to make as many personal

appearances before photoplay .audi-

ences as his allotted time will permit.

The Bayard Veiller production,

"Sherlock Brown," Mr. Lytell's most

recent stellar vehicle, was completed

only the day before his departure

from Los Angeles. Plans for Mr.
Lytell's screen play to follow "Sher-

lock Brown" have been worked out

to the last detail.

Five First National Pictures

on "Times" List of Big Films
Five First National attractions are included in the

New York Times' list of the "most important pic-

tures of 1921,"

These five comprise one-third of the number
selected—an exceptionally high average, exceeding that

of any other company.
The five productions named are:

"The Kid," with Charles Chaplin.
"The Old Swimmin' Hole," with Charles Ray.
"Gypsy Blood," with Pola Negri.

"One Arabian Night," with Pola Negri and Elrnst

Lubitsch.
"All for a Woman," the Continental sensation.

In addition four other First National pictures won
honorable mention in a list of twelve which can "Claim
a place in any record of the year's achievements," and
which were "good entertainment and an important
contribution to the screen." They are:

"The Passion Flower," with Norma Talmadge.
"A Small Town Idol," a Mack Sennett five-reel

comedy.
"Woman's Place," with Constance Talmadge.
"The Lotus Eater," a John Barrymore production

directed by Marshall Neilan.

which was an individual affair at-

tended by a large number of San
Francisco notables. Following the

premiere, a banquet was tendered

to Mr. Ince by Mayor Rolph and
a number of prominent San Fran-

ciscans.

In addition to opening in San
Francisco on Christmas Day, "Hail

the Woman" was presented for the

first time in New Orleans and a

number of other large cities. It's

Los Angeles premiere will be held

at the Mission Theatre sometime
during the middle of January.

tors of the popular beverage known
as "Whistle."
The Christmas number of the

Whistle Idea carries a fine portrait

of Bill Hart in character on the
cover and inside is a full-page arti-

cle on the advantage to agents in

hooking-up with the Paramount pic-

ture. This article cites the tie-up

recently made by Manager Kennedy,
of the Galax Theatre, Birmingham,
Ala.

Preferred Signs

Violet Clarke
Violet Clarke's story, "Domestic

Relations," which Katherine Mac-
Donald has just completed and
which will be released by Associated

First National Pictures, Inc., won
for the young writer a long term

contract with B. P. Schulberg, presi-

dent of Preferred Pictures, the cor-

porate name of the organization that

makes the Katherine MacDonald
screen product
Miss Garke is now engaged in

preparing the scenario of Miss Mac-
Donald's next First National ofTer-

ing, "White Shoulders." This new
work is by George Kibbe Turner
and originally appeared as a serial

in the Saturday Evening Post Re-
cently it has been published in book
form. Under her contract with Mr.
Schulberg Miss Clarke will con-

fine her writing exclusively to the

Katherine MacDonald productions.

Walthall Heads
"One Clear Call"

Henry B. Walthall heads the all-

star cast in Louis B. Mayer's "One
Clear Call," a John M. Stahl spe-

cial now in the making, which is

an adaptation of the book by
Frances Nimmo Greene and will be

released through First National.

Mr. Walthall has the role of a
man who, in spite of his several

crooked deals and the fact that his

hotel-cafe is a blot on the civic

honor of a small Alabama town,
nevertheless commands a certain

amount of admiration and respect

for his deep love and great rever-

ance for the young wife who de-

serted him.
Others in this cast are: Oaire

Windsor, Milton Sills, Irene Rich,

Joseph Dowling, Shannon Day, Fred
Kelsey, Nick Cogley, Annette De
Fos and Edithe Yorke.

SCENE FROM GOLDIVYN'S "THE WALL FLOWER"

Makes Tie-Up for

Paramount Film
An effective exploitation tie-up

for William S. Hart's production,

"The Whistle," has been made by

the Paramount publicity department

with the Whistle Idea, the house

organ of the National Whistle Com-
panies, manufacturers and distribu-

Perfects Plans for an
ExtensiveSalesDrive

Plans were perfected during the

past week by Sales Manager An-
drew W. Smith, Jr., of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation for one of

the most extensive sales drives yet

launched by the Hodkinson Corpor-
ation in the interests of the Dial

Film Company's production, "The
Light in the Qearing," for the week
of Lincoln's birthday.
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Third Ernest Truex Company on
Pathe Schedule for January 15

Another well-balanced schedule of Virginia Ainsworth, Otto Lederer,
short subject features and one serial Harry Girard, Bud Osborne—and
episode has been arranged by Pathe five hundred Indians and cowpunch-
for release the week of January 15th. ers.

"The Non-Stop Kid" is the cur-

rent re-issued one-reel comedy star-

ring Harold Lloyd. The spectacled

comedian appears as a young man

Included in the schedule is "The
Bashful Lover," the third two-reel

comedy starring Ernest Truex, who
has scored a hit at the Harris Thea-
tre in New York in "Six-Cylinder
Love." Julia Mills plays opposite

the star, and a carefully selected cast

of players, including a ballet of
classic dancers, appear in his sup-
port.

"A Strange Message" is the third for his daughter's hand
episode of the new Pathe serial, events begin to occur.

a satire on plays of crookdom. The
cast includes "Sunshine Sammy,"
Paul Parrott, Ethel Broadhurst,
George Rowe, Mark Jones and a
galaxy of "second story" men. The
comedy moments evolve around a

bank which the River Gang attempt
to rob, and the treasure hunt of the

who courts a girl in spite of her banker's son.

father's opposition. Bebe Daniels is "The Dog and the Flea" is the

the girl, and "Snub" Pollard appears newest animated cartoon of the ser-

as the butler. Lloyd gains entrance 'es of "Aesop's Film Fables," pro-

to the house disguised as a professor duced by Fables Pictures, Inc., and

whom the father favors as a suitor created on the screen by Cartoonist

Uproarious Paul Terry. "Do not waste your
pity on a scamp" is the moral origi-

All Classes

Praise Arliss

in "Disraeli,,
From representatives of various

classes there continue to come in-

dorsements of George Arliss and
his film version of "Disraeli."

Adolph Steiner, rabbi, of Salt

Lake City, Utah, writes : "The
production is superb. It inspires

loyalty and the highest type of
service to one's government. Every
man and woman should see this

marvelous play and I am sure that

they will learn a lesson of priceless

worth." "The 'Disraeli' picture is

a masterpiece," says George Emory
Fellows, head of the Department
of History and Political Science,

University of Utah. "I have seen

"White Eagle," starring Ruth Ro- "Loose Change" is the title of the "ated by Aesop 2600 years ago,^the T)isra,eli,^

land, who is aided by Earl Metcalfe, latest Hal Roach comedy, presenting ' - -
-—

stretched their tired

Prologue for '*My Boy*' Proves
Big Success at Brooklyn Strand

"In a Toy Shop," a prologue dance
number for First National's "My
Boy," with Jackie Coogan, was the

savory morsel presented Brooklyn
audiences by Managing Director
Edward L. Hyman at the Brooklyn
Mark-Strand Theatre Christmas
week. This number, while making
a direct appeal to the children, was
also intended for "grown-ups" and
judging from the reception it re-

ceived from both, it is one of the

^me moral is modernized by Car-
toonist Terry. Pathe Review No.
138 presents a series of interesting

and entertaining subjects "The
Devil's Pool" shows views of one of

Nature's natural wonders in Ber-

pastor of the First Congregational
Church, Salt Lake City. It is a

wonderful picture, fascinating and
magnificent." Walter H. Golding,

manager of the Imperial Theatre,

St. Johns, N. F., writes :
" 'Disraeli'

muda ; "Two Men and a Pickle" is brought to our theatre the very best

a slow-motion study iii facial ex-
pression ; "The Little Mountaineers"
presents views in the vicinity of
Vonga, Portugal ; "A Bare-Hand
Alligator Hunt" is an exciting ad-

venture tale of the Florida Ever-

classes of our citizenship and I am
happy to state that the picture not

only delighted the so-called 'high-

brows,' but that the less discriminat-

ing persons felt edified, instructed

and got a good, old-fashioned thrill

immediately
joints.

The next number in their specialty

was a dance in which all partook.

S^ugh "Xir "rLs^'°:!t^h Tf^ glades . and "The Holy City, Today," out of it in the bargain."

muscles. A quarrel which led to a 1^ ^ Pathecolor presentation show-

fist fight between the two "teddy- P'i'"^ °^
J^'"'/'^"!,'

bears" afforded much amusement. Palestine. Pathe News Nos. 6 and

The third number was a very lively 7 present the latest current events of

most successful numbers Mr. Hyman assumed the positions in which they
has yet presented at Brooklyn's lead- were first seen.

affair, and at the conclusion the '^e world of importance, photo^

"toys" again became inanimate and graphed by the widespread staff of

ing photoplay house.

The setting used was a toy shop.

A drop in the background was
painted with toys, and in the centre

was an entrance through which
Mme. Sonia Serova, premier dan-
seuse, as a sort of fairy god-mother
entered to awaken the eight animated
"toys" and "teddybears" placed about
the shop.

The dancer was attired in a red
ballet costume and carried a muff,
which was probably the stimulant
that awoke the "toys," for when she

touched each of them with it tlic\

For this number the stage was
flooded with a white light. The
orchestra was light green and the

transparent windows at the side of
the stage were green.

Pathe cameramen. Topics of the

Day No. 3 presents the latest bits of

wit and humor of the world culled

from the world's presses.

Fred Stone in

R-C Picture
R-C Pictures announces for re-

lease on January 29, Fred Stone in

" Billy Jim." The story was written

by Jackson Gregory. It is a

humorous Western picture.

Gerard's New Role
Joe Girard, the "heavy" of Ben

Wilson serials the "Blue Fox'' and
"Nan of the North." is to be seen in

the role of a sympathetic doctor in

the forthcoming Arrow-Ben Wilson
attraction "The Price of Youth"
starring Miss Gerber.

Prologue designed by Edward L. Hyman for First National
Picture, "My Boy," during its run at the Brooklyn Strand

Press Book and Complete Aids
to Be Issued on Pathe Playlets

Every possible assistance will be Kane, William Courtenay, Bruce
rendered exhibitors by Pathe Ex- McRae, Warner Oland, Florence

change. Inc., in "putting over" the Reed and Antonio Moreno, are all

series of three reel "Pathe Play- motion picture names to be con-

lets," the first of which will be jured with, and they all figure in

Frank Keenan's "The Midnight the principal roles of "Pathe Play-

Stage," set for release on January lets."

29th. Pathe believes it has picked a

Selling aids will be issued on each most opportune time for releasing

of the series of fifteen. Pathe is its three reel attractions, for there

preparing an elaborate campaign are more exhibitors than ever before

book. Press stories will be included playing programs composed entirely

on each picture. of short subjects.

One, three and six sheets have
been ordered, and star cuts will be
available. Lobby displays, a slide

and five black and white photo-
graphs will complete the exploitation

material. From almost every Vitagraph's six-reel feature,

branch comes word that exhibitors "From the Manger to the Cross,"
are keen for these three reel con- is being used by many showmen as

densed features. The casts appeal a special holiday-time offering. Many
greatly to the exhibitor, for each of ran it for the entire week starting

the series contains one or more Christmas Day.
names that appear today in electric Manager Beretta of the Laughlin
lights in front of the finest theatres Theatre of Long Beach, California,

in the country. circularized his patrons with the

The return of Irene Castle to special heralds and a program on
vaudeville, at a high salary, serves the back page of which he quotes
to again establish the popularity of Dr. Charles H. Parkhurst on the
this star who will appear in several merit of the film,

of the "Pathe Playlets." Another Many exhibitors of large theatres

prominent figure in the film world throughout the country have made
today and who appears in the "Pathe generous use of the newspaper on
Playlets" is Helene Chadwick, who "From the Manager to the Cross,"
has starred in a number of recent including the attractive 24-sheets.

big successes. The seasonal appeal of the film is

Good Business on
"Manger to Cross"

Frank Keenan, Elliott Dexter, Gail reported to be great.
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Trade Press Critics Give High
Praise to Tom Mix in ''Sky High

"

"Sky High." tlie Fox picture fea-

turing Tom Mix, scheduled for Jan-
uary- 22, received praise of the trade

paper critics. In the role of a
United States Immigration Inspec-

tor, Mix fights a gang of smugglers
of Chinese coolies on the heights of

the Grand Canyon of Arizona, where
most of the scenes were filmed. Rid-
ing a horse up the precipitous cliffs

of the great chasm and dipping deep brand of stunts."

with his other success. Spectacular
cliff formations, picturesque moun-
tain paths over which the star does
some dangerous swift riding, can-

yons, gorges, creeks of correspond-
ing beauty, might he called a ri\"al

attraction to Tom Mix. so important
is their appeal ! The story is romantic
and replete with opportunity for the

star to exploit his own particular

into its perilous air pockets in an
airplane, are merely details of this

<rue thriller.

A few of the reviews follow, in

part:

Wid's Daily, under the caption

"Mix"s Best Picture, with the Grand
Canyon for a Background." says

:

"Tom Mix's current production is

the best he has ever offered and one
of the finest stunt pictures ever seen.

The star's maneuvers on the danger-
ous precipices are likely to cause
shortage of the breath and quite

certain to bring spectators to the

edge of their seats. There is one
especially fine shot in the Grand Can-
yon that seems almost too impossible

to be the real thing, where one plane

flies low enough between the cliffs

to drop Mix into the river. It is

worth all the advertising and pub-
licity you can give it."

Motion Picture News : "There is

probably no doubt that every ex-
hibitor and patron thought that Tom
Mix had reached the peak of hi.« pic-

tures—that, having conquered the

west, the star was up against it for

novel ideas. But Tom Mix has
shown in his latest release that he
is a figure to be reckoned with. "Sky
High' is well named and before you
know it you are in for a pictorial

treat which is positively amazing in

its scenic scope. There is Mix cut-
ting up some new stunts. They are
going to sit on the edge of their

chairs, for it carries one big thrill

from beginning to end. Hats off for
Lynn Reynolds and Ben Kline,
director and cameraman."

Moving Picture World :
" 'Sky

High' appropriately describes this

latest Tom Nlix feature, as it ranks

Exhibitors Trade Review : "Mr.
Mix is at his best. Scaling perilous

moimtainsides, riding like a demon
along rugged paths thousands of feet

above the roaring Colorado River,

or giving bad men a beating, he never
pauses in his assiduous efforts to

give the best that's in him. Fans
who will travel miles to see Tom
Mix will find this one worth the
trip".

Alhambra Leased

by Group of Five
The New Alhambra Theatre, the

Home of First National attractions

in Canton, O., has been leased by

William H. Cavnah, John F.

DoughertA-. Elizabeth Dougherty and
John Kesslcr, the latter being the

present manager of the theatre. The
lease was given by Samuel Luntz,
Louis Kaven and Darwin Luntz for

the period of five years with an op-
tion of an additional five years.

The lease states that the building

is to be used for theatrical pur-

poses including motion pictures and
legitimate plays and that the lessees

are to have the privilege of erecting

a balcony in the building. .\ com-
pany to be known as The Kessler
"Theatre Company is now being form-
ed for the purpose of conducting
the theatre. Kessler will be presi-

dent and general manager.

This is an organization of compara-
tively recent advent in the film

world, largely controlled by English
and Scotch capital, and is said to

have for its executive heads sever-

al of the best known motion picture

men in the United Kingdom.
A few days before sailing, Mr.

Stanton said that the policy of the

company was to make pictures for

distribution in the United States, as
well as abroad. His arrangement
calls for distribution of "Richard
Stanton Productions"—special fea-

tures, for which three stories by
celebrated authors already have been
decided on.

''The Ruling Passion*' Selected

as Title of New Arliss Picture
George .\rliss, star in the success-

ful film version of "Disraeli," and
officials of Distinctive Productions,
Inc., have decided on "The Ruling
Passion" as the title for the new
Arliss picture, which has been com-

with the direction of Harmon
Weight. The photography is| by
Harry A. Fischbeck, while Clark
Robinson acted as art director.

With Mr. .\rliss in the cast of

"The Ruling Passion" are Doris
pleted and is now being assembled Kenyon, Edward Bums, Ida Darling,

and titled for an early release.

It is an adaptation of a short story
by E^rl Derr Biggers, published in

the Saturday Evening Post under
the title, "Idle Hands." Mr. Arliss
will be seen in a role entirely differ-

ent from an>-thing he has ever pre-

sented, either on the speaking stage

or on the screen. "The Ruling Pas-
sion" is a comedy drama, wherein
Mr. Arliss stars as a benevolent
philanthropist who resumes business

life after making a fortune and re-

tiring, finds therein the key to health

and greater contentment than he had
known since success first crowned
his early efforts. The role is filled

with delicious and delicate humor.
The scenario of "The Ruling Pas-

sion" is the work of Forrest Halsey.

J. W. Johnston, Ernest Hilliard,

Harold Waldrige and Brian Darley.

Mr. Burns plays the part of the

young man who is the protegee of

the character portrayed by Mr. Ar-
liss.

Moutitain Climbing
in Goldwyn Graphic
"Climbing Mazamas." the title of

the new Goldywn Graphic, produced
by Bray Pictures Corporation for

distribution by Goldwyn, and edited
by Jack Eaton, is the name of an
organization of amateur mountain
climbers and not of a particular

peak or range.

The pictures were taken by Wil-
liam and Irene Finley of the Na-
tional Association of Audubon So-
cieties and were titled by Katharine
Hilliker. The views of moiuitain
landscapes are some of the most
beautiful which the camera has ever
caught
The Climbing Mazamas (or at

least the male contingent) are
shown ascending perpendicular cliffs,

hacking out steps in the ice peaks
and tobogganing down snowy in-

clines. A mountain lake, fed by
water from the eternal snows, is

seen and in this the young women
of the party took a dip before de-
scending to the plains.

R. Stanton Goes

to British Firm
Recent reports that Richard Stan-

ton had cabled his acceptance of an

offer to direct and supervise pro-

ductions for an important foreign

concern are verified. Mr. Stanton

is sailing on the New Amsterdam,
leaving New York on January 4,

under contract with the British In-

ternational Film Corporation. Ltd.

Marion Davies in

New Production
"When Knighthood Was in Flow-

er," one of the most widely read
novels in the English language will

be made into a film starring Marion
Davies of Cosmopolitan Productions.

Work will begin on the new pic-

ture at the Jackson Avenue studios

in a short time. Robert G. Vignola
will direct.

SCFXES FRO.\f S\fILES .4RE TRUMP." STARRIXG MAI R/CE FLY.W. A FOX RELEASE
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SCENE FROM "WHY ANNOUXCE YOUR MARRlAGEr STARRING ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN. RELEASED BY SELZNICK

Pollard Finishes

One Hundredth
Comedy for Pathe

At the Hal Roach Studios, the

one hundredth comedy featuring
"Snub" was practically finished on
December 15 and without even paus-
ing to take a full breath he im-
mediately plunged into the hundred
and first

!

The new comedy plot, seemed to

have been invented for this special

occasion, for the subject relates to

"Goat Glands." The comedian con-

fesses that he earned his first money
in the office of a dentist—sweeping
the floor and washing the windows.
He has done these things on the

screen, too, but for considerably

more money. Also he has elevated

his social status with much comical
effect as Governor, Judge, Mayor,
millionaire, with occasional relapses

into the roles of "ham" actor, police-

man, carpenter, blacksmith, dog
catcher, gardener, prize fighter,

baker, cook, grocer, convict anfcl

"stage door Johnnie."
Harry "Snub" Pollard is a native

Australian. He is now planning for

a three months' vacation. He hopes

to sail about April 1st for his home
in Melbourne, where his parents

still live.

Serial Story of Man's Home**
Published in Many Newspapers

The publicity department of the

Selznick organization made an un-
usual experiment in the preparation
of a serial story, written by Anna
Steese Richardson, co-author of the
play on which the screen drama,
"A Man's Home," was founded.
The serial was cast in mat form
and offered in four installments to

300 daily papers. Miss Richardson,
as an active newspaper woman, and
associate editor of Woman's Home
Companion, had a personal standing
through her visits to scores of news-
paper ofl^ces throu.ghout the coun-
try. The "Man's Home" serial was
declared to be a well written and as

engaging as any of the stories regu-
larly syndicated and nearly one-
third of the papers accepted the

proposition, the Cleveland Daily
News being the first paper to print

the novelization.

The Washington (D. C.) Post
printed the story in one Sunday in-

stallment. The Rochester Times-
Union, Salt Lake City Telegram
and Albany Journal were among the

papers that ran the story when it

was first released. Since it was
first "planted" local managers have
taken up the matter of placing the

serial in their home papers in con-

junction with the showings of "A
Man's Home" and the matter has
now passed to branch managers who
are using the serial in co-operation
with theatres.

In conjunction with the engage-
ment of "A Man's Home" at the

New York Capitol, week before
Christmas, the Brooklyn Daily
Times ran the serial and an arrange-
ment has been made with the New-
ark (N. J.) Theatre. Several other
instances have developed where
newspapers have agreed to run the

serial as a direct tie-up with local

showings of th« photoplay thereby

giving help to exliihi tors. ,

has prompted the Hodkinson adver-

tising department to issue an un-

usually comprehensive plan book,

which is now in the course of com-
pletion and will be ready at the

time the production is released.

''Foolish Age** Has Premiere at

State Theatre, Los Angeles

New Williams Film
Earle Williams has begun a new

Vitagraph production at the Holly-

wood studios, under the direction

of Edward Jose, who has gone to

the West Coast expressly for that

purpose. It is called "The Man
From Downing Street," and was
written especially for the Vitagraph

star by Clyde Westover, Lottie

Horner and Florine Williams, the

last named being the wife of the

actor.

Loew's New State Theatre, Los
Angeles, did record-breaking busi-

ness when Doris May's first Hunt
Stromberg Production, "The Foolish
Age," an R-C Picture, was given its

Los Angeles premiere last week.
Preceded by a publicity-exploita-

tion campaign which heralded the

advent of Doris May as a star in

her own right, and enhanced by
presentation music and features

singular to the standards of the
new Loew house, "The Foolish Age"
won the plaudits of both public and
critics, it is said.

On the opening night, Sunday,

December 18, waiting lines that ex-

tended for a block bore testimony to

the interest assumed by the film cap-
ital in the first Doris May picture

bearing the R-C Pictures trademark.
Manager Nat Holt of Loew's had
"xploited the picture generously
during its run.

The Los Angeles newspapers co-

operated with a volume of feature

publicity. According to Manager
Holt, the engagement of "The
Foolish Age" was marked with more
constructive straight newspaper pub-
licity than was jointly given any
three preceding pictures, combined.

26 Cameramen Used Renco Film Production

Barbie's Loop
Books Seven

from Hodkinson
Seven Hodkinson released produc-

tions have been booked for Barbee's

Loop Theatre in Chicago to be

shown at the rate of two a month,
according to an announcement form
the Hodkinson home office in New
York. They are "The Mysterious

Rider," "Rip Van Winkle," "Jane
Eyre," "Cameron of the Royal
Mounted," "Fifty Candles," "French
Heels" and "The Light in the

Clearing."

Each production in the list is

scheduled for a minimum Showing of

one week. At the rate of two pro-

ductions a month, the Hodkinson
showing at Barbee's Loop will be

extended over a period of three

months, .with the possibility that

some of the productions will be held

over for two weeks.

June Elvidge in

Paramount Film
June Elvidge, former star in

World Pictures, concert singer and
member of the Winter Garden Pass-
ing Show, has been cast in an im-
portant role, that of Lady Anning-
ford, in "Beyond the Rocks," Elinor
Glyn's second story for the screen,

which Sam Wood is now directing

at Paramount's West Coast studio

with Gloria Swanson in the stellar

role.

With the addition of Miss Elvidge
and also of Mabel Van Buren, for-

mer Paramount star, and with
Rudolph Valentino playing the male
lead, the cast of "Beyond the Rocks"
has assumed truly all-star proportion.

Harry Plimpton, cameraman of

the Fox company that went abroad

last May to make "Nero" in Rome,
arrived in New York the first week
in December. He reported the

Americans as having a fine time be-

tween work periods in Italy, and
was bubbling with enthusiasm for

the picture for which he turned

the crank.

for Release by Hodkinson
"At the Sign of the Jack O -Lan-

tern," a Renco Film Production
directed by Lloyd Ingraham, is the

next picture scheduled for early

January release by the W. W. Hod-
kinson Corporation, according to an
announcement from the Hodkinson
home office. This is the second Renco

production to be released by Hod-
kinson, the first having been
"Lavender and Old Lace," by Myrtle
Reed. "At the Sign of the j'ack

O'Lantern" is also a Myrtle Reed
story.

The exploitation possibilities of
"At the sign of the Jack O'Lantern"

"Why Men Forget"
an R-C Picture

Scheduled for release during
February, is "Why Men Forget,"
presented by R-C Pictures. The play
is adapted fro mthe novel, "Demos,"
by George Gissing, an English
writer. Denison Clift was director.
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Shipman Handling
Bollman Interests

Henry O. Bollman, manager of
the Dial Film Company, who
fostered "The Light in the Clearing,"
announces that Ernest Shipman with
offices at 17 West Forty- fourth
street, New York, has been appointed
New York representatives for his

company. Mr. Shipman will repre-

sent the interests of Bollman in his

two former productions, "King
Spruce' 'and "The Tiger's Coat," as
well as in his new production.

King and Queen
See Educational

.\ cable was received from Lon-
don recently by E. W. Hammons,
president of Educational Film Elx-

changes. Inc., stating that Lyman
H. Howe's "Ride on a Runaway
Train," the single-reel thriller, was
shown before the King and Queen
and all the royal family. The show-
ing took place in Buckingham
Palace, London. Five hundred
guests and servants of the royal

family attended.

San Francisco's Granada Opens
with Bosworths ''White Hands''
"White Hands," the Max Graf

production of C. Gardner Sullivan's

story, a Wid Gunning release, star-

ring Hobart Bosworth, was given a
pre-release showing at the opening
of the new Granada Theatre in San
Francisco on Monday, January 9,

before a distinguished audience
which included city officials and lead-

ing citizens.

A wire received at the Wid
Gunning home offices immediately
after the opening, told briefly of the

great reception given the latest of
Bosworth's appearances on the

screen. The occasion, according to

this information from a special

representative of the Gunning organ-
ization, took on a triple significance.

First, it marked the opening of the

Granada Theatre, a beautiful new
3,000 seat, first-run house, said to

be on a par with the finest picture

theatre in the country. Second, it

marked the first public showing of

a picture which had aroused great

interest because of its plot and pro-

duction.

But of the greatest interest to the

San Francisco audience was the fact

that it is the first picture made at the

new studios at San Mateo, near San
Francisco, which were erected by
business men of that city anxious
to induce producers to settle per-

manently there. Mr. Graf was the

first producer invited to take advan-
tage of the elaborate and up-to-date

equipment installed there.

Unusual Cast Portrays Leading
Characters in ''The Sin Flood"

The great cast of players in

Goldwyn's six-star special, "The Sin

Flood," from Henning Berger's
drama, "Syndafioden," has been one
of the facfors arousing keen interest

among exhibitors, exceeding that in

any Goldwyn film before its showing.
In its cast are six stars, while five

other players measure well up to

them. Two players are featured,

Helene Chadwick and Richard Dix,
a popular new leading man recently

recruited from the stage. Miss
Chadwick has appeared in the sev-

eral Goldwyn productions. Richard
Dix made his first appearance as a
Goldwyn leading man opposite Miss
Chadwick in "Dangerous Curve

.\head" and plays opposite her in

three unreleased pictures. He has
also played in other Goldwyn films.

James Kirkwood appeared on the

speaking stage with prominent stars,

was later a motion picture director,

and has been prominent in many
recent photoplays. Ralph Lewis is

one of the screen's foremost char-
acter actors. He is another recruit

from the speaking stage. Will
W alling also appeared in many roles

on the speaking stage, and more re-

cently in several Goldwyn pictures.

John Steppling used to play Shakes-
pcareon roles on the stage, and has
for several years been identified with
screen successes. Other players with

Selects Name for Pathe Serial
Ever since Charles Hutchison and his supporting

company started work on the serial planned to suc-
ceed the popular "Hurricane Hutch," the selection of
an appropriate title for Pathe's new "thrill a minute"
chapter play has been a problem vexatious to the
most cc^ipetent word-jugglers in and about the
Pathe executive offices. Projections of the first three
or four episodes are said to have made the problem
all tlie more difficult of solution, it being apparent,
it is said, that both in the vigor and intensity of the
action and tlie wealtli and startling character of the
"stunts," tlie record even of "Hurricane Hutch"
would be eclipsed.

However, a title has finally been selected, that of
"Go-Get-'Em Hutch." The picture is being produced
and directed by George B. Seitz and Marguerite Clay-
ton is the heroine.

fine records, who appear in "The Sin Max Fleischer's single-reelers, ac-
Flood," are William Orlamond, Otto cording to reports.
Hoffman, L. H. King, Darwin Karr Two subjects were shipped to the
and Howard Davies. Frank Lloyd Capitol, "Fishing" and "Invisible
directed. Ink," and it was left to the recip-_ ients to decide which to use.

Kunsky Books
Inkwell Comedies

Striking proof of the nationwide
popularity of Max Fleischer's "Out
of the Inkwell" comedies, came this

week from the headquarters of John
Kunsky's new 4,000-seat picture pal-

ace, the Capitol, at Detroit.

The request for this single-reel

subject came in the form of a wire
addressed to the "Out of the Ink-
well" Corp. at 220 West 42nd street.

It read : "Can we rent 'Out of the

Inkwell' comedy for opening of the

Capitol, new 4,000-seat house, for

ten days, starting January 12?

Please wire immediately."
It was purely on the merit of the

subject that the Capitol forces made
the request, it is said. "Out of the

Inkwell" creations played at the Cri-

terion eight weeks, and then at the

Rialto and Rivoli houses in New
York. When the management of

the Capitol in Detroit cast about
for a suitable short subject to mark
the opening of Kunsky's latest link

in his theatre chain, the first selec-

tion that came to mind was this

Vignola Making
Supreme Effort

Robert G. Vignola's supreme ef-

fort as a director will be "WTien
Knighthood Was in Flower," ac-

cording to present indications. Mr.
Vignola will begin shortly the pro-
duction of this famous stage play
with Marion Davies in the role of
Mary Tudor, sister of Henry VIII.
It is stated that it is planned to

make this production not only the

greatest Mr. Vignola has ever turned

out, but also the greatest yet spon-

sored by Cosmopolitan.

Changed Titles
.Announcement of changes in the

titles of two of its current releases

is made by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc. "Polly of the Follies"

is the new title of the Constance
Talmadge production, formerly
called "Good for Nothing." "A
Bride of the Gods," produced by

J. L. Frothingham, has been re-

named "Shattered IdolS."

^j^

^^ ^ "y ^^̂ ^
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SCENES FROM "NANCY FROM NOWHERE." STARRING RF.HE DAMELS. A KEALART PRODUCTION
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New York Newspaper Critics ^^^^^ National

Praise "Pardon My French" Z'tlZ
Vivian Martin, pleased New York comic and half dramatic, full of New Utrecht Avenue, Brooklyn,

newspaper critics again in her im- entertaining moments and fun." although still under construction,

personation of the stranded actress Eve. World : "As foamy and frothy promises to be one of Brooklyn's

in her second Messmore Kendall as an over-yeasted batch of bunga- prettiest moving picture houses. It

production, "Pardon My French," low brew. will be an 1100 seat house. The
distributed by Goldwyn. It was the opening date is set for January 15

offering at the Capitol Theatre, New A/l^^^ "^^^ ^^^^^ Gavest Me,"

York, week of Dec. 18. "Pardon My ^ULlCa TO L^Uol a First National picture produced

French" is an inconsequential little Mary Thurman, well-known screen by John M. Stahl.

farce, filled with gaiety and good beauty and leading woman, has The management of the Theatre
humor, adapted from a story by been added to the cast of "The signed a pledge card to play First

F,dward Childs Carpenter called Paramount picture which is now in National Attractions solid the week
"Polly in the Pantry," and directed production at the Lasky studio under of February 18 to the 2Sth. First

by Sidney Olcott. direction of William D. Taylor. National Anniversary week.
The New York Tribune said of

it : "An interesting amusing picture.
'

Sidney Olcott has missed no oppor-
tunity to infuse his own humor into

the picture. American : "Gay, not
to be taken seriously. Has all of the

farcical situations of a popular
variety of cartoons. You find your-
self laughing. Irvin S. Cobb has The new year confronts the editor of the great tenor, Caruso; the

injected some of his luscious humor of Pathe News with a painful duty Dempsey-Carpentier fight; U. S.

into the subtitles." in order that subscribers may en- Naval aeroplane demonstrations of

Herald: "Miss Vivian Martin joy a swift review of the important the ease and comparatively insignif-

plays an actress as an actress events of the year past. Accord- icant expense of destroying battle-

should." World : "Really funny ingly, Pathe News No. 1, the first ships by bombing them from the

subtitles by Irvin S. Cobb. But issue of 1922, released on December air; the wreck of the great dirigible

Miss Martin is the real attraction. 31, "scraps" interesting pictures to Z R-2 on the eve of its proposed

Mail : "Subtitles, written by Irvin S. gain footage sufficient in which to voyage across the Atlantic and the

Cobb, are just about the best titles present vivid flashes of news high- loss of nearly all of the crew and
that Mr. Cobb has given to the lights in the "passing show" of 1921 passengers.

screen. The film has a goodly num- events. Burial of America's unknown war
ber of laughs of its own." Journal : The task was not an easy one, ow- hero—final scenes of those compris-

"The story is broadest farce, built ing to the exceptional richness of ing a series of ceremonies here and

for laughter purposes only." Tele- last year's news output. It finally abroad, and which were compiled by
gram: "A charming farce-comedy sifted down to the following: The Pathe News for a two-reel War De-
that gives Vivian Martin a chance inauguration of President Harding: partment permanent record. Out-
as a comedienne in a story half scenes of the last days and the burial standing scenes of American cities'

recei)tions to Marshal Foch and
other great war leaders. Scenes at
the Disarmament Conference in

Washington, picturing the more
famous delegates. Settlement of the
Anglo-Irish disagreements which had
harrassed both sides for 750 years.

First Pathe Newsfor 1922 Shows
Important Events of Past Year

Carew May Return
to West Coast

for Big Picture
Having launched his histrionic

career under the Belasco tutelage
coincidently with Jane Cowl, Arthur
Edmund Carew now in New York,
is one of the most sought-after
performers before the camera.
Carew came from New York to

appear with Jean Paige in "The
Prodigal Judge," the Vitagraph
special which has been heralded so
widely and in which his work is

said to be noteworthy.
While still working under the

direction of Edward Jose, Carew
was engaged to play one of the
featured roles with Sigrid Holm-
quist and Monte Blue in Ray Small-
wood's Pyramid production of "My
Old Kentucky Home."
He has just returned from the

south; the company was shooting
exteriors at New Orleans and still

has a fortnight's work until the
completion of the Smallwood offer-
ing.

For a long time a well known stage
player, Carew has definitely thrown
his lot in with the silent drama and
is considering offers to return to the
west coast to appear in productions
soon to be launched there.

SCENES FROM "THE RULING PASSION." STARRING GEORGE ARLISS. RELEASED BY UNITED ARTISTS' CORPORATION
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Pathe Serial Upsets Precedent
Another precedent has been upset by the newest

Pathe serial, "White Eagle," starring Ruth Roland.
Beginning January 7, this continued story opened at

Barbee's Loop, in downtown Cliicago. The strong

appeal of the West in the Pathe attraction has met
with remarkable response from exhibitors, who re-

membered Miss Roland's triumph in "Hands Up,"
"Ruth of the Rockies" and other Western serials in

which she appeared. But tlie unusual construction
of "White Eagle" is what is making the precedent.
A Western serial without gunplay would have been
laughed at a couple of years ago, but such is "White
Eagle," and as such it is meeting with a response
from exhibitors that will make it exceed, it is stated,

the returns on "Huricane Hutch," which thus far
holds the record for Pathe serial bookings.

''Battle of Jutland" Screened

for Students at Naval Academy
A special showing of "The Battle

of Jutland" was given by Educa-
tional at the Naval Academy at

.\nnapolis the evening of January
7. With a midshipmen's "hop" going
on at the same time and a local

theatre near the post running two
very popular pictures, students,
officers and their guests turned out
in such numbers to see "The Battle
of Jutland" that the Academy audi-
torium, which seats 1,100, was
jammed to overflowing. With 400
people standing in the rear of the
main floor and balcony, and with
midshipmen sitting on the floor in

the aisles, there were still more than
one hundred who were unable to get
into the hall at all.

Captain Kurtz, commandant of
midshipmen at the Academy, de-
clared the audience was the largest
in his recollection at the Academy,
in spite of the two big rival attrac-
tions. An official invitation to the
showing had been extended to "all

hands," and the turnout was remark-
able. A complete program of short

' Players Canadian circuit of lorty-

two houses, following this in the

same towns with second-runs over
the Allen circuit.

After its Toronto engagement, it

was held for one week, then went
into Loew's Young Street Theatre,
Toronto, for a second run. Then
it was booked over the Canadian
Pantages circuit, playing liouscs in

Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Cal-
gary and Vancouver.

subjects also was given for the en-
tertainment of the middies and their

guests. The same program was re-
ptatcd at the Marine Barracks in

Washington, on the evening of Jan-
uary 9.

"Ouj Vadis"

Is Breaking
Gate Records

"Quo N'adis," the famous Italian

ipcctacle, released in its 1922 form
by Wid Gunning, Inc., is breaking
one attendance record after another,
both in this country and in Canada,
according to reports received at the
(junning home offices.

In Canada, it is reported "Quo
\ adis" opened at the Strand Thea-
tre, Toronto, for a week's run. So
great was the success of the picture,
it was held over for a second v.cek,

against the established house policy.
It was then booked over the Famous

Royal Showing
"The Kid" has appeared before

the crowned heads of Europe by
royal command. This epochal event

occurred in the royal residence at

Sandringham. In addition to the-

King there were present Queen
Mary, Queen Mother Alexandria,

the King and Queen of Norway,
and more than 500 other titled per-

sonages.

Lionel Barrymore Is Star in

Production, ''Boomerang Bill"^
"Boomerang Bill," featuring

Lionel Barrymore, created by Cos-
mopolitan Productions, under the

direction of Tom Terriss, is said to

be the best screen work of Mr.
Barrymore's career. Cosmopolitan
says it is a virile, straight- from-the-
shoulder, red-blooded character
drama. It is the story of a gun-
man—not a narrative of crime, but
an analysis of the heart of a "white"
crook.
The original story was written by

Jack Boyle for Cosmopolitan Mag-
azine. The scenario was written by
Doty Hobart, who prepared the
script of "The Woman God

Changed." It was Tom Terriss'

fiftieth production and his first for

Cosmopolitan Productions. Jack
Boyle, the author, is well-known to

magazine readers as the author of

the "Boston Blackie" stories which
have aroused much interest.

Mr. Barrymore is aided in "Boom-
erang Bill" by a strong supporting

cast. Marguerite Marsh is the lead-

ing woman. Margaret Seddon, who
played in "Just Around the Corner,"
again has a mother role. Frank
Shannon, scoring a great success in

the stage production of "Anna
Christie" in New York, has the

role of a genial policeman.

First National to Revive Four
of Chaplin 's Comedy Successes

The first comedies made by Charles
Chaplin for First National are to be
revived. The comedian made four
two-reelers before embarking upon
the ambitious undertaking w^hich re-

sulted in "The Kid," and there has
been such a perennial demand for

the short comedies that it was de-
cided to re-issue them, with new
prints and advertising accessories.

The order of release will be as
follows : February 6, "A Dog's
Life;" March 6, "Sunnyside;" April

3, "Shoulder Arms;" May 1, "A
Day's Pleasure."
Like a certam commodity now for-

bidden by law, Chaplin's first four
comedies for Associated First

National release seem to improve

with age. It is a rarity for a print

of any of them to lie idle on the

shelves of the exchanges ; at times

there is spirited competition among
the theatres, large and small, for

them.
The experience of the Plaza Thea-

tre, Madison avenue and Fifty-ninth

street. New York City, illustrates

the keen and constant demand for

these pictures. This house, which
has a high-class clientele, and whose
night prices range up to 75 cents,

has brought back "Shoulder Arms"
four times and "A Dog's Life"

three times. Manager Leo Brecher
has discovered that his patrons never
tire of them and therefore shows
them at frequent intervals.

SCENES FROM "CALL THE WITNESS." FEATU RLWG "SNUB" POLLARD. A PATHE RELEASE
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'Without Benefit of Clergy''

Praised by the Toronto Globe
Rudyard Kipling's "Without Beni-

fit of Clergy," released by Pathe,

is registering a big success in Can-
ada, according to all reports coming
from the Dominion. This story

of India had its premier recently in

Toronto, and the motion picture

critic of the Toronto World says
in part : "Two weeks ago, the opin-

ion was expressed in this column
that the present season had, so far,

brought us only two pictures of

the first rank, 'The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse' and 'The Old
Nest.'

"Things are beginning to improve,
for we can now add a third one,

'Without Benefit of Clergy.'

"I am quite aware that an enthus-
iastic reference to this picture may
raise again the old discussion as to

whether movies of quality are cal-

culated to win popularity. I am
not going to claim that 'Without
Benefit of Clergy' will prove a big

drawing card as a picture. But I

do say that it ought to be.

"The beauty of 'Without Benefit

of Clergy' is that the producer did

not start out to show that fellow

Kipling how his story could be
improved. A very earnest effort

has been made to put this lovely

idyl on the screen so that it would
ring true and be appealing.

"The sincerity of the production

is what makes it stand out among
the pictures that I have seen this

season. It has a great deal of

atmosphere. It gives you somewhat
the same feeling to watch that you
get when you read Kipling's story,

and that is more than can be said

of the majority of picturized tales

or novels.

"Now it so happens that I have
more faith in movie fans than the

majority of people. I am convinced
that a great many of them do not
lock their intelligence in the bureau
drawer when they go to the picture

theatre. That is why I feel convinced
that 'Without Benefit of Clergy' is

going to be liked and remembered
by more people than the majority
of silent dramas.

ton, Ohio
;

Overland, Liberty and
Strand, Toledo

;
Orpheum, Youngs-

town
;
Penn, Philadelphia ; Central,

Atlantic City; Brooklyn, Kansas
City, Mo. ; Star and Model, Sioux
City, Iowa

;
Dreamland, Saginaw,

Mich.
; Crystal, Milwaukee ; Casino,

Spokane
; Circle, Portland, Ore.

;

Isis, San Francisco
;

Hipodrome,
Sacramento.

Board of Review
Honors Fox Films

Five Fox productions are in the
list of forty-seven motion pictures
which the National Committee of the
National Board of Review considers,
from the viewpoint of entertain-
ment, to be the "finest year's group
since photodrama was created."
The Fox pictures are "Over the

Hill" and "A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court," "Sky
High," starring Tom Mix; and to
be released in January; "Jackie,"
with Shirley Mason, and "Trailin,'

"

Tom Mix's current release.

"Over the Hill"
Breaks Gross

Revenue Record
"Over the Hill," which ran a

year on Broadway, has created an-
other record. According to the Fox
Film Corporation, the picture's rev-

enue has totalled more than $2,-

500,000 since its release to first-run

houses in the key cities of the United
States alone.

These statistics for period prior

to December 15, are said to show
the greatest returns ever achieved
by a single production where the
expense of producing was so com-
paratively small. This amount in-

cludes only the actual receipts, and
not estimated returns from small
cities and towns.

Its fame has spread throughout
the globe and demands for prints

are being received from the Orient.
In response, William Fox is arrang-
ing for a broader system of distrib-

ution in the Far East.

Playgoers Statement Shows It

Has Films in Many Theatres

''Sailor-Made Man' Wins Praise

from the New York Newspapers

In announcing the continuation of

its policy to release features on the

basis of thirty-six a year, Playgoers
Pictures has issued a statement call-

ing attention to progress made dur-

ing 1921, which shows that more
than 500 theatres have contracted

for its product on that basis.

A complete list is not included in

this statement, but it is evident that

exhibitors in every section of the

country have taken up the Play-
goers proposition and are showing
its features at regular intervals. The
system was inaugurated last Septem-
ber. The Playgoers statement shows
that up to the present time the Play-

goers program has been marked by
a high percentage of excellent fea-

tures.

In concluding the statement. Play-
goers lists the following theatres

which are using their features, and
says that, while not numerically rep-

resentative, for such a list would be
too lengthy, the line-up affords a
good idea of the manner in which the

plan is taking hold from a national

point of view : Strand, Key West,
Fla.

;
Grand, Chattanooga, Tenn.

;

Gem, Knoxville, Tenn.
;

Dixie,

Galveston, Texas; Majestic, Bowie,
Texas; King, Forest Park, 111.;

Strand, Morris, Minn.; Isis, Fargo,
N. D.; Booth, Arcade, New 125th

St., West End, Yorkville Casino,
New York City.

Belvedere, Brooklyn; Olympia,
Bangor, Maine; Orpheum, Dover,
N. H.; Elen, Portland, Maine; Rich-
mond, North Adams, Mass.

;
Hippo-

drome, Oswego, N. Y. ; Delniont.
Oakmont, Pa. ; National and Queen
Anne, Cincinnati, Ohio

; Grand, Day-

In commenting upon the. Christ-

mas week program of the Capitol

Theatre, Associated Exhibitors, says

New York newspapers lay particu-

lar emphasis upon the Harold Lloyd
feature, "A Sailor-Made Man."
The Evening Globe said: "Most

of the freaky speed films are as un-
interesting as an automobile race, but

Lloyd speeds along so nonchalantly

and has such fun himself (appar-
ently) that you laugh and do not
even wonder how he manages to keep
his shell rimmed glasses on."

The Evening Mail said : "Harold
Lloyd seems to take new strides in

his progress as a screen comedian
witli every new production in which
he appears." Harriet Underbill, in

the Morning Tribune, remarks that
" W Sailor-Made Man' is quite as
amusing as Harold Lloyd's comedies
have been in the past, which is the

highest form of praise."

The Evening Sun says : "Harold
Lloyd is the hero of the bill at the

Capitol, in his latest comedy, 'A
Sailor-Made Man,' in which he dives
into a sea of trouble."

The New York World says

:

"The young man, Harold Lloyd, who
is at this time our most prolific

comedy star, appears here in his

latest photoplay, 'A Sailor-Made
Man,' and it is enormously funny,"

Seena Owen Star
in ''Back Pay"

The Cosmopolitan production,

"Back Pay," by Fannie Hurst,
author of "Humoresque," is the
feature scheduled for release by
Paramount January 8.

Frances Marion wrote the scenario

and Frank Borzage directed. Chester
Lyons was responsible for the photo-
graphy. Seena Owen has the leading

role.playing opposite her is Matt
Moore.

SCENES FROM "FIVE DAYS TO LIVE," STARRING SESSUE HAYAKAWA AND TSURA AOKI. RELEASED BY
R-C PICTURES
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This Pathe Playlet Series Provides

Good Small Features on Double Bills
ANOTHER step in the provision of small

features for the exhibitor who desires a

varied program is found in the Pathe

Playlets which will be released in three-reel

form, once a week, commencing January 29.

They will be particularly valuable to the man-

ager who desires a second dramatic title, yet

who does not wish to unduly lengthen his pro-

gram by the use of a second five-reel release.

Because of their general availability, these

playlets should be widely booked, and con-

sideration of the exploitation angles should be

of interest.

It should be understood by your patron that

these are not new productions, but are re issued

stories, cut to three-reel length and re-edited,

for sub-titles, but retaining the original release

title. They are not new, and should not be

offered as such. To the contrary the manager

should make distinct advertising capital of the

fact that in these playlets he offers the pick of

the Pathe releases in tabloid form.

Sell the Names

The releases will be booked as a series and

not independently, and the wise manager will

set out to sell the entire series before he offers

the first. If time permits he will devote a

couple of weeks to paving the way, selling the

two big ideas of the pick of the plays and the

number of the stars.

Tell the patrons that of all of the plays re-

leased by Pathe in the past two years the best

fifteen have been selected for re-issue in con-
densed form. Tell that in this period many in

the then supporting casts have been elevated

to stardom.

Has Two Stars

Perhaps the best illustration of %is is to be
.found in "Convict 993," in which Mrs. Castle is

supported by Helene Chadwick, now a Goldwyn
star, and Elliot Dexter, who is close to Para-
mount stardom.
The general campaign book, which is to be

issued on the series, will give you the complete
list of stars who appear in the various plays,

both in the mass and by productions. You can
get the best effect by listing all of the stars

in the preparatory articles, taking up the indi-

By EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

vidual players as they appear in the various

releases.

Taking by and large, this release series offers

a larger number of present day star names for

the money than any other series, and this fact

should be worked to the limit.

Start off with a list of the stars. Head it

"You know these stars," then list the names
and add : "They will appear at this theatre

shortly." It will make an imposing list. Then
follow with the details in a second advertise-

ment.
Then work your second big angle. Point

out that time and again the patron has seen

plays which would have been infinitely better

had they been shorter. More than one other-

wise good story has been spoiled by padding.

Tell Them They Are Crisp

Tell your patrons that you are going to show
a series in which there is not a single inch of

padding. Tell them you will show five-reel

stories cut right down to the meat, fast in

action, crisp in plot and complete in story.

And tell that these will be the pick of sev-

eral hundred plays done by Pathe and not the

regular run of program.
Play up the cream of the product idea. Get

two milk bottles. Fill one nine-tenths full of
white flour and the top with fine cornmeal.

That's the program cream. Then fill the other

with cornmeal alone, the Pathe Playlets. Then
write a card to fit the cream idea and display

the bottles in your lobby. Keep this display

and bring it out each time you have one of the

playlets, if you have a daily change. If you
book for three days, the display will become
hackneyed, but it will stay fresh if used only
one day each week.

Directors, Too
You can get some selling from the directors.

George Fitzmaurice directed about half of these

plays and these are the productions on which he
made his reputation. The Fitzmaurice name
also has a box office value, so use it to get

what you can.

Invent a name for the series. Call it an
"All Star Revue" or something of that sort.

that will suggest that the series will call into

new prominence the successes of the immediate
past, but don't permit the suggestion to creep

in that these releases are "has beens." They
are not.

New and Fresh

Don't use anything smacking of "Old
Timers' Week." Use instead, something to

suggest the stars of today in the successes of
yesterday. Make it "yesterday" and not "other

years."

Tell that the series is all new, new prints,

new sub-titles and cut according to the latest

ideas in editing. You will have new paper to

help along, for each title carries one—three and
six sheets of new design, in addition to which
you get star cuts, lobby displays, a slide for

each release and a set of black and white stills

for lobby and newspaper work. A single cam-
paign book carries the press and billing matter
lor the entire series.

Play Them Up
And don't permit the suggestion that this is

a filler series. Don't go by the price, but by
your opportunities. You can make this of
equal importance with your lately released

feature and the pictures will stand up in com-
parison. Only the first two have been cut for

showing at this writing, "The Midnight Stage,"

with Frank Keenan, and "Convict 993," with
Irene Castle, but these have not been specially

selected and they show the good average of
the series. Were it n'-t for the fact that the

titles are old, these might be offered as the

newest releases.

Be Honest

But because the titles are well-known, don't

try to camouflage. Tell that these are re-issues

and gain merit from the fact that they are
well worthy of repetition.

Spend money on a form letter or in special

advertising. Talk to your patrons on the screen,

and in person, if you have opportunity. Break
away from the exploded first-run idea and make
your supporters realize that the value of the

play and not its date is what determines its

entertainment value.

If you can do this, the playlets will make
both money and reputation for you.

TWO INTERESTING SCENES FROM FORTHCOMING RELEASES IN THE PATHE PLAYLET SERIES
On the left is a scene from "The Midnight Stage," with Frank Keenan and Ernest IVarde, his director. The other shows Mrs. Irene Castle

and Warner Oland in a scene from "Convict 993," in which the gentle manly master mind seeks to draw the persecuted heroine into his trmp

and finds himself caught. Two of the Pathe hits which have been condensed into three reels for this fifteen title series released at the

end of the month
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Battleship Linoleum

Defined

—

The term "Battleship" has been misapplied

so widely to solid-color heavy linoleums,

regardless of their quality, that its real

meaning is often lost sight of, even among
architects and in the floor-covering trade.

Here is the explanation.

iiiiHriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiriiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiii

In the first place, the designation
"battleship" linoleum is not now,
and never has been, the trade name
of any single manufacturer's prod-
uct. Instead, it stands for a fixed

and inflexible standard of quality

—

a standard so high that this material can
withstand even the most severe conditions of

battleship service.

"Made According to U. S. Navy Standard"

Genuine battleship linoleum—of U. S. Navy Standard

—

is made according to the exacting specifications of the

Navy Department for linoleum to be used on the decks
of naval vessels. It must prove up under various tests,

some of which are: the bending test, indentation test,

absorption test, and burlap test. Other requirements
concern the necessity for highest grade materials, uni-

formity of color and finish, seasoning, etc.

Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum is genuine battleship lin-

oleum. It conforms in all respects to U. S. Navy Speci-

fications and should not be confused Iwifh so-called

battleship linoleums which do not conform to the Navy
Standard.

Purchasers of Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum are doubly
protected—first, by the specifications prepared by the

United States Navy Department, which insure the very
highest quality; and, second, by our Gold-Seal Guaran-
tee, which pledges "Satisfaction or Your Money Back."

OLD
Battleship Linoleum

(the FAMOUS FARR & BAILEY BRAND

)

Made According to U.S.Novy Standard

Gold-Seal Battleship
Linoleum is maHe in

the three weights
and thicknesses pre-
scribed by Navy
Specifications (heavy.
% inch; medium, 3/16
inch; and light, Yt
inch), in rich restful
shades of green

.

brown and terra
cotta.

When you want to be sure of getting genuine

battleship linoleum let your order read: "Gold-

Seal Battleship Linoleum, made in accordance

with Navy Department Specifications, 29 Lie.

Sept. 1, 1916."

We will gladly supply free reprints of the U. S.

Navy Specifications and samples of Gold-Seal

Battleship Linoleum. To get the highest possible

return for your investment you have only to

make these the measure of quality for your pur-

chase of linoleum.

Our Gold-Seal Specifications for Laying Linoleum

and Cork Carpet, and samples of these high quality

floor-coverings, will gladly be sent upon request.

Address our nearest office.

CoNGOLEUM Company
INCORPORATED

Philadelphia New York Chicago San Francisco

Boston Minneapolis Kansas City Dallas

Pittsburgh Atlanta Montreal
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Keeping in Personal Touch
2?j7 FRITZ TIDDEN

NOWADAYS the easiest—hence
the most common—exploita-
tion of one's critical faculty

is found in slanging the movies,"
says Robert E. MacAlarney in The
Forum.
To enforce how easy it is to get

an arraignment of the movies pub-
lished we will recite a little talc that
actually took place just long ago
enough so that it may be called up
to date and still far enough away
that it will be difficult to trace.

It seems that a young gentleman
of our intimate acquantance made a
wager .with a friend that he could
get anything he said against movies
published in a magazine of wide
national circulation, stipulating that

he would write the article on a false

premise and proceed along abso-
lutely untruthful lines. He stated

that editors of magazines did not
care how truthful the arraignment
might be as long as it took a re-

sounding wallop at moving pictures,

and that practically any editor would
accept for publication such an article

providing it was bitter in condemna-
tion.

The friend said he was wrong and
took the wager, but not until it was
agreed upon that the article must be
accepted by one of a certain group
of magazines, all of which, for con-
venience sake, are called nationally
famous and important. Then the
young fellow who was to write the
article, who he will call Z, sat him-
self down to his Remington and
dashed off the most bitter arraign-
ment of moving pictures that has
ever been written, even by the
screen's most prejudiced enemies.

Z was a movie man himself and
knew all the real shortcomings of
the industry, but he went to his task
with all the venum, unfairness and
bias that is customarily evident in

the usual slams at the movies. And
he took great pains to base his

attack upon the most preposterously
untrue premise and went after pic-

tures with false statement after
false statement about their worth,
cultural significance and art, not
neglecting to make the usual cracks
about the low brows engaged in the

promotion of pictures. The whole
thing was a monument of lies built

upon a lie, but it was hot stuff. It

was so preposterous on the face of
it that any man, woman or child

would have staked their lives that

it would not be accepted by any
magazine editor.

It was accepted by the first editor

to whom it was sent 1 And it

appeared in print in an unusually

short time, considering that the par-

ticular magazine buys its stuff, and
frequently gets it set, on a distant

future schedule.

But you don't know the half of

it. Z, of course, wrote the article

imder an assumed name and was
well paid for it, regardless of the

fact that the editor did not know
whether his opinions were of any
value. And then the following month
he wrote on assignment from the

same magazine a denial of the facts

in the first article under his own
name.
Easy? It's a cinch. But the

public is wise to the procedure of
slanging movies. It knows that

nine-tenths of the arraignments pub-
lished in the magazines arc the

billious outpourings of men who do
not know a thing of what they are
writing. It takes these articles for

their full worth^—the easy manner
in which anybody that can hold a
pen or do general housework on a
typewriter may grab a few easy
dollars.

would like to state that our home
address will be supplied on applica-

tion, and that a brace will suffice.
* * «

J. Charles Davis, who was stricken
with a serious case of the grippe
during the Christmas holidays, is

back on the job at Arrow.
* * *

Max Linder, who suffered the loss

of his ejesight for three weeks from
the burning rays of powerful lights,

is back at work making scenes for
his travesty on "The Three Mus-
keteers," which will be released this

spring by Goldwyn.

Coming! The Old-Timers
Dinner!

How long have you been in, on, or of, the

inovinf» picture business? Has it been ten

years?

If it has, you are an old timer, a young old timer,

and you are eligible to attend the

OLD TIMERS' DINNER
which will be held in the month of March and in

a place, at a time, and price decided by the commit-
tee. Joseph Miles has consented to act as chair-

man of the credentials committee. Harry L.

Reichenbach has agreed to serve as master of cere-

monies. The sentiment has been sounded and it's

for the dinner and all that it will mean to those who
are eligible to attend.

The committee will pass on your status promptly.
If you have put in ten years in this, the greatest of
all businesses, the finest of all hiniian endeavors, send

word to the undersigned in care of Moving Pic-

ture World, 516 Fifth Avenue, and send word today.

You will want to be a part of it.

FRITZ TIDDEN.

Just prior to the recent marriage
of Haskell H. Master, sales man-
ager of United Artists' Corporation

branch office, Winnipeg, Can., to

Miss Lillian Isman, friends of Mr.
Master gave him a farewell dinner

at the Fort Garry. On the front of

the menu card was the announce-
ment that the banquet was "given

in honor of Haskell H. Master on
the eve of his departure from un-

attached misery."
* * *

The balmy climate of North Car-
olina in addition to a rvtn of good
luck with his shot gun have induced

Arthur S. Kane to postpone his re-

turn to New York, according to

word received from the executive

who is spending a short vacation at

Currituck Sound, Waterlily, North
Carolina. A post-script in a letter

from Kane elicits the information

that two crates of ducks are in tran-

sit and should arrive in the -North
within a few days.

It is not stated to whom the ducks
are consigned. If the crates are re-

ceived by anyone interested, we

Out at Universal on Herb Raiv-
linson's set theyre telling this one
on an extra girl who was about to

be operated upon for appendicitis

:

"Oh Doctor," exclaimed the miss,

"do you think the scar will show?"
"It ought not to," replied the doc-

tor modestly!
* * *

Harvey Gates, well-known scen-

ario writer, is in the hospital con-
valescing from an operation. He
had to have his New Year's cele-

bration cut out along with his appen-
dix. He does not know which he
regrened losing most

!

* * *

No little birdies whispered in our
ear that three prominent leading
ladies are to be married in a short
time, because the young women
themselves have solemnly pledged
their word to give us the "exclusive

news" just before the joyous events
happen. And j'ou'U be supprised,

too!
* « *

The industry has been requested
to aid in the campaign for the sup-

pressing of all jokes ridiculing pro-

hibition enforcement.
Miss Adella Potter, chairman of

the Committee on Patriotism and
Law Enforcement of the New York
City Federation of Women's Clubs,

has written to the National Asso-
ciation of the Motion Picture Indus-
try enclosing a resolution recently

adopted by the committee and re-

questing that the picture interests

co-operate in endeavoring to pre-

vent the ridiculing of a national law.

The resolution was a follows

:

"RESOLVED: That every the-

atrical manager, movie manager and
editor, whether of a daily, weekly,

or monthly publication, be requested
to see that all jokes ridiculing pro-

hibition and its enforcement, are

eliminated from any production, film

or article coming under his jurisdic-

tion, and that the matter be treated

with the seriousness that the sub-

ject merits; and that this resolution

be thrown on the screen and printed

in the different papers and maga-
zines throughout the countr>-."

Which reminds us of the story of
the man who went up to a prohibi-

tion enforcement agent and asked
him if he had any kangaroo whiskey
to sell. Whereupon the agent replied

that he never heard of kangaroo
hootch, but he had a little Old Crow
he would dispose of.

"I don't want to fly, I only want
to hop around a little," retaliated the

potential customer.
* * *

Two members of the Goldwyn
organization were invited to lecture

at Columbia University on phases
of motion picture production.

Rupert Hughes, who has recently

become a full-fledged director, as
well as writer of scenarios for

Goldwyn, addressed the classes in

motion picture production and com-
position on Tuesday evening, Jan-
uary 10.

Paul Bern, editor-incharge of the

Goldwyn studios, who has just ar-

rived from the West Coast, also

accepted the invitation of Mrs.
Frances Taylor Patterson to address
her classes in photoplay composition.
He will speak on Monday, January
16, at 8.00 o'clock, in room 206,

Journalism. Goldwyn has recently

made it possible for Mrs. Patterson
to add a unique and valuable feature

to her photoplay instruction by open-
ing its library of continuities and
synopses to students of the advanced
class. The library has one of the

most complete and extensive collec-

tions of scripts of photoplays pro-
duced to be found in the film in-

dustry. » »

Speaking of Paul Bern, it is our
personal opinion, which is offered

even considering the little it may
be worth, that he is the kind of man
the picture industry needs most. We
have been taking an interest in

watching the young scenario editor,

not with the idea of being patroniz-

ing about it as the foregoing phrase
may sound, but for the reason that

we have had occasion to note that
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he was striving to do something
significant in the promotion of a
better grade of pictures—principally

regarding the underlying themes.
Witness "The Sin Flood," which he
probably chose in his line of duty
for Goldwyn.

We were invited to meet Bern at

luncheon the qther day, and personal
contact with man more than carried

out our former convictions regard-
ing his ambitions in picture produc-
tion. To hear him speak, which he
does in a quiet, restrained manner
that carries absolute conviction, of
what he intends doing in the way
of selecting scenarios or promoting
the writing of them by the best
people stamps him as utterly sincere

about the improvement of pictures
along the lines of better basic ma-
terial and a closer alignment with
significant literature. And at the

same time he has one eye on the
box office, as it were, and is out to

prove that what for want of a better

designation may be called literary

art may be projected on the screen
and at the same time accomplish the
rather important factor of making
money.

Bern has vision. He also has
artistic preception. And he is young,
with the courage of youth. But his

courage to do things away from
the beaten track is tempered with
business sense, which precludes him
doing impractical things or going
too fast. He is a demon for im-
provement. And thereby hangs the
tale.

* *

A letter that explains itself comes
to hand :

Dear Toucher

:

The first thing I did after the
Export and Import Film Company
engaged me to handle "The Jungle
Goddress" campaign, was to have an
actual count made of the animals in

Col. Selig's Zoo. I thereupon an-
nounced (truthfully) that 470 wild
animals were available for use in the
serial.

Someone now pops up and says
they are using 1,500 in an American-
made picture. As Selig has the
largest collection of wild animals in

the United States, I was surprised
by this statement and immediately
investigated.

I am sorry to say that Col. Selig
cannot boast of 1,489 flees in his
collection and that his figure of 470
jungle beasts must therefore stand
undefended.

JOE WEIL.
* * *

Another touching bit of corres-
pondence that should be published is :

"Dear Toucher

:

"They advertise 'Ten Nights in a
Barroom' in 'eight stupendous reels.'

That's the hell of prohibition. In
the g. o. days you could put in one
night and get at least 26 reels out
of it—all of them stupendous.

"Yours for truth in adv.

"BILL."
"P. S. See where W. Wilson,

well-known man about Washington,
D. C, whom the White Housing
shortage hit last March, has at last
broken the silence. It took Bennie
Schulberg to accomplish that which
all the press syndicates and pub-
lishers of the country failed to do.
And the only publicity Bennie prom-
ised was a full-page in M. P. W.
Mr. Wilson's first public utterance
smce last March 4 was to the effect

that his "favorite screen star is

Katherine MacDonald, a stately and
statuesque beauty."

"P. S. No. 2. Talk about these

dynamic directors who edit and title

productions interview exchange
managers and plan for 1922, 23, 24,

25 and 26, while on the way from
Los Angeles and New York—Paul
C. Hinz was in New York all last

week doing those Bigger and Better

things for which he is noted and
still found time to run out and cover

Chicago and the Middle West for

M. P. W. Until another county is

heard from that record ought to

stand for Personal Touch.
"P. S. No. 3. Of course we

appreciate your modesty, but don't

you think Universal gave Marie
Prevost's picture the title, 'Don't

personal appearances in theatres

through the East for the past two
months, completed her tour in time
to spend the holidays at her Holly-
wood home. Miss Williams is the

wife of Charles Eyton, general man-
ager of Paramount's West Coast
studios.

Herbert Waterous returns, at the

Strand Theatre this week, to what
may be called the concert stage.

Mr. Waterous chose to render at

this return "On the Road to

Mandalay."

We are of the growing conviction
that "On the Road to Mandalay" is

becoming to moving picture theatres

what the "William Tell' overture is

to the vaudeville stage or Dvorak's

BETTY COMPSON
Appears as a ballet dancer in her next Paramount picture, "Green

Temptation," a William D. Taylor production

Get Personal," so that you could
feature it in Personal Touch?

"B."
* * *

Discovered!
An exhibitor in the Middle West

ivho said he thought a three sheet
ims bedding.

* * *

Louis J. Nalpas, the French pro-
ducer, is in New York.

* *

E. H. Goldstein, of Universal, has
returned from California.

* * *

Kathlyn Williams, popular Para-
mount actress, who has been making

"Humoresque" is to the violin re-

cital program.

This is the third time we have
iieard it in two weeks. But it is the
first time in our life that we ever
heard the words except "Where the
best is like the worst." Mr. Water-
ous' diction and annunciation should
be studied by all those who contem-
plate rendering the selection in the
future.

Rachel (Jrothers' stage success,
"Nice People," has been purchased
by Famous-Lasky, and William C.
DeMille will direct the adaptation.

Harry Buxbaum, of Famous-
Lasky, has returned from up-state.

. * * *

H€lerie Chadwick lost some val-
uable jewels the other day, but the
Goldwyn publicity department was
afraid it would sound like a fake
story, so it decided to say nothing
about it.

* * *

It most certainly was a wise move.
Imagine the bouquet of raspberries
that would be handed Lynde Denig
if he had sent the story out, true
or not.

* * *

No, it is not so that Walter Hill
said he was not going to see "The
Orphans of the Storm" for a couple
of zvecks because he thought by then
the actors would be more familiar
with their roles and give smoother
performances.

* * *

We have just received a letter

from Max Doolittle, lately arrived
in Cleveland to handle Famous-
Lasky exploitation matters. It is

mostly personal stuff, but one item
of news is that E. C. Jensen, R-C
Pictures' Corporation special repre-
sentative, is in town this week in-

stalling J. P. Reilly, former manager
of Realart, Cleveland, as manager
of the Cleveland branch of R-C Pic-
tures, succeeding Mr. Johnson, re-
signed,

* * *

"It has been called to my atten-
tion," writes F. P. A. to Heywood
Brown in the New York World,
"that in your article in a morning
newspaper you award Mr. Torrgnce
the heavyweight bloodcurdling cham-
pionship of the season. How about
a movie field day? I iva'nt to enter
Douglas Fairbanks for the standing
broad grin, Pola Negri for the Pole
vault, and Gloria Swanson for. the
running high blood pressure.?/

* * * ., (v^e^J
Mabel Taliaferro has been- signed

by the Loew Theatres, and will open
a personal appearance tour in iL6ew's
State, Newark, January 23.

* * ^

"Even in India, we received a
shock when we read in the American
trade papers that the Nevir York
censors ordered the cutting out of
scenes from the Pathe News Weekly
of a public bathing carnival, that
was a public event watched by the
public, performed in public—a real
topical'—and how on earth its trans-
lation to the screen could offend is

beyond us to understand," writes a
friend from Bombay.

* * t

When our own Epes Winthrop
Sargent was wedging himself out
of the new Cameo Theatre one even-
ing this week, he had difficulty in
putting on his large overcoat. While
he was struggling in the back of
the auditorium an usher came up to
him and with a few deft twists
helped Sargent

_
encase himself.

E. W. S. says it is a record as far
as he is concerned. He states that
it is years since an usher helped him
with his coat, and says that other
houses would do well to make their
men act as courteous as the young
gentleman at the Cameo.

* * *

Colleen Moore is driving her own
car from her home to the Goldwyn
studios these days, because her
chauffeur has resigned. Her
chauffeur resigned because his wife
inherited $20,000.
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News of the West Coast
^27 A.H.GIEBLER

The Robert Brunton studios were
formally taken over at noon Tues-
day, January 2, by a group of
bankers and producers, headed by
M. C. Levee, and will be known
hereafter as United Studios, Inc.

The board of directors consists of
Mr. Levee, F. L. Hutton, of the
brokerage firm of E. F. Hutton &
GDmpany; Garretson Dulin and
Robert Hunter, of the investment
bond house of Hunter, Dulin &
Company; Joseph M. Schenck, who
controls the starring and production
activities of Norma Talmadge, Con-
stance Talmadge and Buster Keaton

;

Watterson Rothacker, an extensive
operator of motion picture labora-
tories, and Henry S. Mackey, Jr.,

of the law firm of Flint-Mackey.
Mr. Mackey is also attorney for
United Studios.

The administrative officers are Mr.
Levee, president and treasurer ; Fred
EL Pelton, vice president; Henry
Mackey, secretary ; R. W. Allison,
assistant treasurer, and C. A.
Worthington. assistant secretary.
The Brunton holdings in the

studios were purchased by Mr.
Levee, Mr. Schenck, Lewis J. Selz-
nick, Myron Selznick, Joseph Aller,
of the Rothacker-AUer Laboratories

;

Jack Coogan, Sr., and Allen
Holubar.

* * •

Jack Mulhall, well-known leading
man, was married last week to Miss
Evelyn X. Winans, recently of San
Francisco, and now an actress of
the Los Angeles film colony. Jack
Mulhall's first wife w^as Bertha
Vuillott, a Parisian beauty, who died
shortly after their marriage. His
second wife was Laura Bunton, who
committed suicide' last year, leaving
a small son. Jack Mulhall, Jr. Mr.
and Mrs. Mulhall will continue their

film work following a brief honey-
moon.

* * •

One of the newest producing or-

ganizations to have been incorpor-

ated under the laws of California

to operate under the co-operative

plan, is the new concern that will be

known as the Co-operative Produc-
ers, Inc.

F. H. Croghan, a capitalist, oi

Los Angeles, has been elected presi-

dent, and well-known players to be
identified with the company are

Lewis S. Stone, Lon Chaney, Noah
Beery, Henry Otto, David Hartford
and Jack Donovan.
The company is capitalized for

1250,000, and expects to begin work
shortly in rented quarters at the

Universal City studios. Business
offices are at 3274 West Sixth street.

Options on a number of stories for

filming have been secured.

Besides Mr. Croghan as president,

other officers are David M. Hart-
ford, vice president ; Edward Alex-
ander, secretary, and E. F. Keltmi,
treasurer.

The principals, such as directors,

stars, actors and cameramen, used
in making a picture, will receive a
part of their salaries in cash and the

balance will be invested by them in

the picture.
* * *

One of the most important deals

in local film circles in some time was
closed this week with the purchase
of the Clune Film Exchanges of
Los .\ngeles and San Francisco by
the Cinema Distributing Company.
The Clune Exchanges were estab-

lished eighteen years ago. Offices

in Portland and Seattle will be
opened by the new company.
The transfer of this film property

is probably the first move by \N'. H.

SCEXE FROM "GOOD AM) EVIL." RELEASED BY
Win GUNNING. INC.

HOBART BOSiVORTH IN "WHITE HANDS," A MAX GRAF
PRODUCTION, RELEASED BY WID GUNNING, INC.. OF

WHICH BIG THINGS ARE EXPECTED

Clune, pioneer producer and exhibi-

tor, in the direction of retirement.

The executive board of the new
company is composed of C. .-K. Cook,
F. N. Lupton, T. M. Gullick. T. M.
Gullick, T M. Newman, F. E. Sam-
uels, F. C. Chipmin and C. C. Craig,

all experienced in various branches
of the film industry, and some of
them formerly of .the W. H. Clune
staff. Plans are under way to make
their company the largest indepen-
dent film exchange on the Pacific

Coast.
* • •

Thomas H. Ince, while preparing
to depart for San Francisco for the
holidays, became ill of ptomaine
poisoning and had to postpone his

trip. He had accepted an invitation

to attend a business club luncheon in

the Northern city, and the presenta-

tion of his new picture, "Hail the

Woman," at the Tivoli Theatre.

Clark W. Thomas, general manager
of the Ince studios, and as repre-

.sentative of Mr. Ince, attended
various meetings and receptions.

Dr. Orlando Edgar Miller, presi-

dent of the International Society of

.\pplied Ps>xhology, who has just

returned from Mexico, is making
efforts to interest L. .\. capital in

the building of a film studio in

Mexico. Dr. Milicr has held a series

of conferences with Laurence A.
Lambert, president of the National
Motion Picture Finance Company,
and the proposition is being con-
sidered by the finance company.

William J. Quinn, formerly book-
ing manager for the entire string of

West Coast Theatre picture houses,

has been appointed manager of the

Kinema Theatre and began his duties

on January 1. He succeeds Edward
A. Smith.

Culleti Landis in

"Watch Your Step'
Goldwyn's young leading man.

Cullen Landis, is featured in "Watch
Your Step," a picture of small town
life written directly for the screen--
and for Landis—by Julien Josephson.

Mr. Josephson is the man who
started Charles Ray on the way to
stardom with his screen plays about
small town characters. "Watch
Your Step" is in much the same
vein and is a comedy with romantic
trimmings with an especial appeal
to young folks and to all old folks
who remember that they were once
young.
William Beaudine directed "Watch

Your Step." Youthful Patsy Ruth
Miller plays opposite Landis, while
others in the cast are John Cossar,
Bert Woodruff, Ra>-mond Cannon.
Henry Rattenbury, L. H. King,
Cordelia Callahan, .Mbert Lee and
George Pearce.

Rooting for

Gunning Film
The clubwomen of Cleveland have

been lined up as rooters for "Our
Mutual Friend," the Wid Gunning
picturization of Dicken's last novel,
according to a report to the Wid
Gunning home offices from C. E.
Holah, the org^anization's Cleveland
representative.

Lee Moran Making
Another Comedy

Lee Moran's third comedy for
Century is completed. It is called
"Upper and Lower," and was
directed by Alf Goulding. His
fourth picture, which is now in pro-
duction, is called "The Janitor."
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In the Independerit Field
Sj) ROGER FERRI

The Passing Week in Review.
AN apparently despondent distributor has intimated that he

will revive an old, poorly directed and amateurishly acted

"Ten Nights In A Barroom," which more than a year ago

was kicked about the country and offered literally for a song. The
cheaper houses were induced to show the picture. Now that the

Arrow-L. Case Russell version of "Ten Nights In A Barroom"
has succeeded so admirably in attracting record-breaking crowds

to the box office, this despondent firm threatens to "revive" this

impossible mass of junk. In the first place, the Arrow version

is so far superior to the impossible hokum that is about to be

"thrown" on the market that it would be an insult to producer,

director, author and actors of the new picture to attempt to make
a comparison. An idea of the impossibility of the old picture

can be obtained from the fact that it cost a little more than $1,500
to make.

BUT the issue is not entirely the lack of entertainment value

of the old version. It is this practice of "reviving" ancient

pictures, when some enterprising producer comes along with a

modern version on which thousands of dollars are spent in ex-

ploitation, that is taxing the patience of respectable producers,

distributors and exhibitors. These "revivals" are a menace to

the trade in the first place. In the second place, they serve no

one, excepting a lot of "get-rich-quicks" who can see no further

than the dollar sign. Such a practice is unfair to the trade in

general. It leaves a trail of destruction in its wake. And what
is more it is the surest way of keeping the public away from the

theatres.

THE time to deal a death blow to these money grabbing opera-

tives has come. The State Rights market has no room for

them and the exchange patronizing them is jeopardizing its future.

It is the duty of every man and firm in this branch of the in-

dustry to discourage such practice. And this can be accomplished

only by refusing to do business with those who persist in trying

to cash in on the success of some worthy production by "reviv-

ing" stuflf that long ago became useless. This practice, some
apologetically will say, is nothing more or less than competition.

If it is it's the lowest and meanest sort of "competition." What
the State Rights market needs is men of backbone, business in-

tegrity and not self-styled "sure things" who seek a living by
victimizing the exhibitors and eventually the public. It can't be

done. A bluff will live just so long—and then it's over. P. T.

Barnum years ago is reported as having said that the "public liked

to be fooled." Perhaps, it did in P. T.'s day. But today the

public dictates its wants.

REVIVALS" may deceive the public into attending the first

show, but after that the deception is discovered—and it's

the exhibitor who pays. Mr. Independent Distributor stop

"kidding" yourself that you can fool the public and the trade in

general. Remember you are not the only one who has been
blessed with brains. We all have our share—and you never can

tell when the other chap has the jump on you. There is no room
in the State Rights market for these petty "revivalists." If you
can't release pictures that will sell on their merit, get out of the

business before you are forced out. If you have junk you're

not a film man—you're a junk dealer. And exchanges have no
use for junk. When the patrons pay hard-earned money at the

box office they purchase their way into a theatre—a temple of

amusement—not a junk shop. And when an exhibitor flashes

these impossible "revivals" on the screen he's peddling junk.

Think it over. The issue is worth giving all the time and con-
sideration you can allot it. The time has come for action. In-

cidently, it presents a problem that the Independent Producers
and Distributors Association should lose no time in solving.

CONGRATULATIONS to the I. P. D. A. on their stand in

the war against "fly-by-nights" and "film pirates." The
Federal Trade Commission is investigating these illegitimate prac-

tices and no effort will be spared to expose and prosecute the

guilty. The movement deserves the co-operation of every per-

son in the trade. These operatives are a hindrance to the busi-

ness and the sooner they are eliminated the better it will be for

the field in general. This effort is a good omen for a year that

promises to bring about many constructive reforms in the State

Rights market.

NEVER before in the history of the State Rights market have

prospects for the future been as bright as they are at

present. Producers and distributors have joined hands and the

coming few months promises to see the release of productions

that not even the most optimistic State righter two years ago

dared to dream would be available in this market. The con-

fidence of the independent exhibitors has been won. It has been

a hard struggle, but it was worth while. The past year was a

trying one ; the coming one will be a survival of the fittest—but

the fittest will be rewarded, for at no other time was the demand
for State Rights attractions of merit as great as it is today.

THAT distributors look forward to a big season is evinced

by the announced plans of many of them. For instance,

Equity Pictures Corporation is reported to have acquired "The
Wandering Boy," one of the most talked-of pictures of the sea-

son. Virtually every big program company entered a bid for

this feature, but Equity outbid them. A splendid box office title,

a wonderful story, "The Wandering Boy," will find a market

that will receive it with wide open arms. C. C. Burr, too, has

demonstrated his confidence in the future by arranging for the

production of a series of Edwin Carew Northwestern features

with a cast that will furnish a pleasant surprise to the trade in

general when its identity is disclosed. Mr. Burr also is planning

a series of Johnny Hines productions, which exchanges and ex-

hibitors will welcome as "Burn 'Em Up Barnes," the first Hines
feature, is still "cleaning up." Arrow's "Ten Nights In A Bar-

room" is the miracle picture of the season and this week added
new records to its already long list. And along come the Warner
Brothers with announcement that Wesley Barry, star of "School

Days," will be starred in two more equally big features.

'"I
HESE announcements testify to the optimism and con-

J. fidence of independent producers. And the year is less

than a month old.

PROOF that the public will virtually destroy any picture it

does not want or that has been "wished" on it, was given last

week in New York. Fred Beauvais, who has been mentioned in

a divorce scandal, was starred in a "film." The public never

accepted the Indian guide as an actor and the attempt to "wish"
him on motion picture patrons was immediately frustrated. Let
this be a warning to those who entertain the suicidal idea that

the motion picture theatre is any man's dumping ground.
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Federal Trade Commission Will

Investigate Activity of ''Flyers''
The Federal Tradt Commission will co-operate with tiie Inde-

pendent Producers' and Distributors' Association in ridding the

independent field of the so-called "fly-b\-nights" and crooked
operatives. This information was disclosed at a meeting of the

I. D. P. A. held Saturday night, January 7, in New York City.

Virtually all the representative distributors and producers in

New York were in attendance and voted to spare no effort to

eliminate and prosecute these operatives.

The question of "shoe-string" ex- members. Either live up to your
changes whose illegitimate dealings

with exhibitors have brought forth

many complaints from exhibitors

was gone into thoroughly by the
association and it was decided to

take immediate action against their

dishonest practice. Many com-
plaints have come to the attention of
the association and these have been
carefully considered. The situation

insofar as the "fly-by-nights" is con-
cerned is considerably better than
it was a year ago. but the associa-

tion has gone on record as determ-
ined to continue the fight unti

"they all have been thrown out.'

The association, too, will work
closer co-operation with the ex
hibitors in an effort to locate "shoe
string" exchanges. It is understood
that a representative of the official

will shortly make a tour of the
country for the purpose of getting
first-hand information concerning
conditions.

Fighting "Pirates^'

However, the most encouraging
piece of information demonstrative
of the progress of the I.D.P.A. war
against dishonest operatives was
that concerning the co-operation
that the Federal Trade Commission
is giving. It is understood, too, that
that Commission already has started

a nation-wide investigation of the
situation and that prosecutions will

follow any discovery of illegitimate

transaction.

However, not all of the time con-
sumed by the meeting was taken up
with consideration of the "fly-by-

night" question, for the problem of
"piracy" also was taken up and dis-

cussed from every angle. Following
a lengthy discussion a system was
adopted whereby the film labora-
tories will co-operate with distribu-

tors in tracing every print leaving
their plants.

The contract problem, too, came
up and it was decided, finally, that
the members of the association shall

act collectively with exchanges who
fail to live up to the contractual
obligations. An official of the asso-
ciation said: "This contract viola-

tion business must stop and we are
determined to put an end to the
practice of certain individuals who
make contracts without any inten-

tion whatsoever of living up to
them. The only way to check this

evil is through united action and
that is what we intend doing. Any
exchange that fails to live up to its

contract with any member of this

association can not expect to acquire
any more product from the other

contracts or get out of business.

Van Pelt will continue handling the

publicity of the firm, however.
The promotion of Mr. Van Pelt

does not come as a surprise to his

many friends, who have watched his

work. He is well known both in

trade circles and the legitimate show
business. He has publicized many
big legitimate and screen attractions

and has been associated with Pro-
ducers' Security Corporation for

several years.

E. 0. Van Pelt

Is Promoted
E. O. Van Pelt, the enterprising

exploitation and publicity director
for Producers' Security Coroora-
tion, was this week promoted to the
position of manager of the foreign
department of that concern. Mr.

Arrow Comedies
Arrow Film Corporation an-

nounced the following addition to

its comedy release: "Rented
Troubles," a Broadway comedy

;

"Put on the Brakes," a Cruelywed

;

"Just a Minute," Eddie Lyons;
"Keep Moving" and "Are Husbands
Happy?" and "Papa's Night Out,"
Speed.

GLADYS VALERIE
Who has played leading roles in

Paramount, now appearing in All-

Star Trovers Vale Productions

In. Burr Closes Big Production Deal;
Wesley Barry Signed by Warners

Official confirmation of exclusive
reports published in this department
concerning the invasion of the State
rights field by notable screen stars

was made this week. C. C. Burr,
producer of "Burn 'Em Up, Barnes,"
starring Johnny Hines, and the
"Torchy Comedies," starring the
same comedian, officially announced
this week the consummation of a
deal with Edwin Carewe whereby
llie latter will produce two north-

western feature productions with an
option for more. Mr. Burr is asso-
ciated in this enterprise with Bernie
Fineman and Bennie Zeidman.
Warner Brothers also closed this

week an important production deal
whereby they obtain the services of
Wesley Barry, star of "School
Days," which that enterprising firm
is now distributing, for two features
to be made in ten weeks. This en-
gagement was made possible through

Exclusive News of Trade

National to Handle Ray Two-Reelers
National Exchanges have acquired the distribution rights to the Charles

Ray two-reelers, which were taken over some time ago by Joe Brand and
Bert Adler under the firm name of Art Brandt Pictures Corporation. The
series includes 15 productions.

Federated to Meet in February
An important meeting of the Federated Film Exchanges of America

has been called for early in February. The meeting will be held either

in New York or Chicago. A number of changes in the personnel of the

exchanges is expected to be effected as the result of deliberations sched-
uled for this meeting.

Lon Chaney Is Reported Signed
Lon Chaney, the character lead, who has starred in many "crook" pic-

tures, is reliably reported as having signed a contract to produce several

features in which he is starred, for National Exchanges, Inc. Mr.
Chaney was in New York last week, but left after closing the National
deal, according to the report, for the Coast.

Arthur G. Whyte with Keith
Arthur G. Whyte, formerly New York manager of the Paramount

Exchan/e and interested in State rights exchange in Buffalo, this week
signed a contract with John A. Murdock, general manager of the B. F.

Keith Enterprises, whereby he will be virtually in charge of the bookings
of pictures for the entire Keith circuit.

an arrangement with Marshall Nei-
lan. May Isl is the date set when
Barry will officially start under the

Warner banner.
Wesley Barry's first Warner pro-

duction under the new arrangement
will be entitled "From Rags to

Riches," the famous Joe Santley

melodrama which A. H. Woods pro-
duced years ago. The other will

be "Little Heroes of the Street,"

also a famous melodrama, written

by Lem Parker. Both these pro-

ductions are particularly adapted to

the unusual ability of the young
star. Harry Rapf will produce both
pictures, which William Nigh will

direct. They also produced "Why
Girls Leave Home" and "School
Days" for the Warners.

Creates a Star
The C. C. Burr announcement also

will create a stir among State right-

ers and exhibitors in general for his

first independent production, "Bum
'Em Up, Barnes," is cleaning up
throughout the country. It is one
of the biggest money-makers of the

current season and exchanges and
exhibitors who made use of it have
besieged Mr. Burr with requests for
other similar box office attractions.

Mr. Burr also has in prospect an-
other Johnny Hines feature on
which work will begin within a few
weeks.
The title of the first production

will be "Hell's Highway," a dra-
matic offering dealing with a strug-
gle between two brothers. Produc-
tion on this picture will start im-
mediately upon the arrival on the

Coast of Mr. Carewe who left New
York for Los Angeles on Thurs-
day of this week. The production
will be ready for State rights dis-

tribution probably by March 1.
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Warners, Arrow, Exceptional and
Kineto Figure in Foreign Deals

The past week was marked with
unusual activity among the foreign

buyers of State rights productions.

In fact, there was more buying of

American-made pictures during the

past week than was recorded for the

previous 14-month period. Virtually

all of the big concerns reported for-

eign sales. Among these were Ar-
row Film Corporation, which led the

list in the total number of sales

transacted ; Warner Brothers, Ex-
ceptional Pictures Corporation, and
Kineto Company of America.
European buyers were unusually

active and they reported improved
conditions abroad. The past season

was an unusually trying one and the

list of bankruptcies was the largest

known in the history of the cinema
on the continent. However, the buy-

ers spoke optimistically and added
the information that they seek as

many big features and short subjects

as is available.

David J. Mountan, foreign man-
ager of Arrow Film Corporation,

in announcing the Arrow foreign

sales, said that he accepted the boom
as indicative of a healthier condi-

tion of the field abroad. This, he

adds, bids fair to improve as 1922

improves.
Bobby North, who represents

many foreign buyers, is also par-

ticularly enthusiastic about the for-

eign situation as it affects the dis-

tribution of American pictures. The
demand for pictures abroad, he
stated, in acquiring the foreign rights

to Exceptional's "His Nibs," star-

ring Chic Sales, is on the increase,

and American features lead in this

demand.

"Polish Dancer"
opens at Capital

"The Polish Dancer," starring

Pola Negri and State Righted by
Jesse Levinson, was given its premier
showing in the South at Loew's
Strand Theatre, in Washington, D.
C, where it played to capacity busi-

"Mabel" Debut
"Oh Mabel, Behave," the Photo-

craft Film Corporation five-reel

comedy starring Mabel Normand.
Owen Moore, Mack Sennett and
Ford Sterling, was given its pre-
mier on Thursday, January 12, at

the Strand Theatre, Perth Amboy,
N. J. The following night it played
the Plainfield, Plainfield, N. J.

New Buyers
William Steiner Productions this

week announced the sale of two
more franchises for the Neal Hart
Western series. Greater Features,
Inc., of Salt Lake City, has pur-
chased the Utah rights, while Lan-
non-Sheffield Exchange of Denver
has taken over the Colorado rights.

_
PRODUCER, STAR AND DISTRIBUTOR

Left to right: Alfred Lever, of Stotl Films; Eille Norwood, star of
"Sherlock Holmes" series, which William Alexander {right), of
Alc.rander Films Corporation, is state righting. Picture taken at

Stall's London studio

Resume of Week *s Business

Foreign Sales

RUSSELL productions; INC.
"Shadows of Conscience"

Liberty Film Exchange of Denver for Kansas, Western Missouri, Colo-
rado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Utah and southern Idaho.

Pioneer Film Exchange of New York for New York and northern New
Jersey.

Pioneer Film Exchange of Chicago for Illinois and Indiana.
W. G. Gaskell Enterprises of Chicago for Wisconsin and Michigan

peninsula.

C. B. C. FILM SALES CORPORATION
Carnival Comedies

Masterpiece Film Attractions, of Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania
and southern New Jersey.

Federated Film Exchange of Los Angeles for southern California, Ari-
zona, and Nevada.

Federated Film Exchange of San Francisco for northern California and
Hawaiian Islands.

Myriad Pictures Corporation of New York for Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey.

Territorial Sales
ARROW FILM CORPORATION

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation of Melbourne, Australia, rights to
Broadway Comedies, for Australia.

Famous Lasky Film Service, Ltd., of London, rights to 14 Broadway
Comedies for Great Britain and the Free State of Ireland.

A. E. Gonzales of San Juan, P. R., eight Jack Hoxie Westerns and 10
Hank Mann Comedies for Porto Rico, Santa Domingo and Haiti.

K. D. & Brothers, Bombay, India, rights to 26 Hank Mann Comedies for
India, Burma, and Ceylon.

International Film Agency of San Juan, P. R., rights to 18 Spotlight
Comedies for Porto Rico, Santa Domingo and Haiti.

WARNER BROTHERS
"School Days"

Charles Stephenson of Stephenson Attractions, Ltd., of Toronto, for
Dominion of Canada.

Foreign Field
Improving Says
Mr. L. Auerbach

"The foreign field," said L. Auer-
bach, of Export and Import Film
Company, Inc., which is State right-
ing the Col. W. N. Selig animal
serial, "The Jungle Goddess," in a
statement made this week, "is grad-
ually coming back to normal. The
prices for pictures have necessarily
been reduced to prevailing condi-
tions, but the foreign market is eager
for American pictures at the right
price."

The Export & Import Film Com-
pany's survey on the foreign market
follows : Spain and Portugal improving
gradually, but surely. France, which
was hardest hit, is also recovering and
demanding more and better American
pictures.

William Alexander of Alexander Film
Co., just back from England, reported
this week that the American State
rights pictures abroad are reaping a
good harvest. Mr. Alexander's firm is
State righting Stoll's 1.5 two-reel Sher-
lock Holmes pictures.

It became known this week that
Swedish Biograph's program for 1922
calls for four pictures by Maurize
Stiller and Victor Sjostrom, who is now
in England. The latter is expected to
visit the United States in March.

Kilner's Exclusive Films, London.
Eng., is giving "The Lost City" and
"Miracles of the Jungle," the two
American serials, an elaborate exploita-
tion and getting plenty of good pub-
licity, too.

The Bioscope reviewer commenting on
Warner Brothers' "Why Girls Leave
Home," which Pearl Films is handling
in England, characterized the feature
as one of the most wonderful cine-
matographic offerings of the season
that no kinema can afford to pass up."
Quite a feather in the cap of the War-
ner organization.

Charles Stephenson of Stephenson's
Attractions, Toronto, Can., has bought
the Canadian rights to Warner Broth-
ers' "School Days."

An agent of an Italian producing
concern was in New York this week
and made a vain effort to tie up with
several firms. His price was far in
excess of the actual value of the pic-
tures here, and he returned a wiser but
disappointed tourist.

Adams to Co-Star
with Sid Smith

In all future Hallroom Boys
Comedy two-reelers, according to

Hallroom Boys Comedies Corpora-
tion, Jimmy Adams's name will be
co-featured with that of Sid Smith.
With the addition of Adams, the

comedies, which have grown to be
immensely popular with the publiC'

are materially strengthened, for

Jimmy is a versatile comedian who
needs to bow to no one in his line.

Federated Exchanges, which are
distributing the comedies, report a

big business on them.

Kirby Changes
George Kirby, who was formerly

connected with Masterpiece Pictures'
Corporation, of Cincinnati, has suc-

ceeded Neal McCast, resigned, on
the staff of the Cincinnati Metro
office.
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''Ten Nights ' Accomplishes Miracles

in Two More Fastidious Show Towns

S. J. Jossey

Back with

Good News
S. J. Jossey, special representative

of Arrow Film Corporation, re-

Xcwspapers raved over the pic- turned this week from a tour of
tare and the satisfied patrons of the South and Middle West. He
Monday quickly passed along word reported conditions generally im-
ol the presence of the attraction, its proved and added that in his opin-
star, John Lowell, and Baby Ivy ion State rights exchanges are in

Ward, at the Arcadia, with the re- for a healthier regime,
suit that an early opening was neces- The year of 1922 he says looks
sary on Tuesday. By 7.30 o'clock rosy and that the exchanges are
Tuesday evening the gross of the preparing for a big business. Big
first day was bettered with one whole pictures, he added, are making the
^how remaining. Wednesday the most money.
jam was equally as great and indi-

cations were that a new gross and
Q-ti/7-f\clinfc J^n'f\nl/Tf

net receipts and attendance record lOTlClpSnOtS JrOpUlU'T
lor the week would be established Locw's State Theatre, Newark, N.
and bettered by several thousands of

J., has placed the Screen Snapshots
dollars. A wire from the Carr- on the regular booking list, accord-
Schadd offices in Philadelphia stated ing to Warner's Exchange, which is

that 'Ten Nights in a Barroom" handling the C. B. C. one-reel "mag-
grossed in two days more money azine" feature. Harry Charnas of
than any of the houses on that cir- Cleveland reports heavy bookings in

cuit had recorded on any other pic- his territory.

ture shown at the same prices.

The Modern in Lawrence, Mass..

also promised to experience a rec-

ord-breaking week, for the receipts

That Arrow Film Corporations'

miracle picture, "Ten Nights in a

Barroom," is a box office magnet

was again proven conclusively this

week when the L. Case Russell ver-

sion of that famous melodrama shat-

tered every theatre record at the

Arcadia Theatre in Reading, Pa.,

and at the Modern Theatre, Law-

rence, Mass. Incidentally, the pro-

duction created such a furore in

Reading, Pa., that virtually every

big circuit in the country has wired

into the Arrow offices for dates,

offering unheard-of terms.

The Arcadia in Reading, Pa., is

a Carr-Schadd house. William Hag-
erty of the De Luxe Exchange,

Philadelphia, which owns the East-

em Pennsylvania rights to the pic-

ture, spent a week in that city ex-

ploiting the production. He plas-

tered the city with paper, negotiated

valuable tie-ups with local merchants

and succeeded in planting a novelized

version of the story in a leading

paper as well as more than twenty

columns of news publicity by cre-

ating stunts with news value.

The result of this splendid ex-

ploitation campaign showed its ef-

fect at the box office on Monday,

January 9, when a crowd of 600 per- the commencement of the second

sons jammed the lobby of the the- show. This continued to be the

atre an hour before the opening, case for the entire day, and when

Twenty minutes after the house the receipts were counted up they

opened the "S. R. O." sign had to showed that every record, for the

be displayed. As the first perform- day, for the performance, had been

ance continued a line five blocks broken—and three hundred were

long and a crowded lobby awaited turned away at the last show.

Spectacular Warner Animal
Serial Is Almost Completed

What is declared to be one of phants, camels, zebras and monkeys

the most pretentious serial produc- than any two circuses combined,
"^i;!"";' YtZiSx be" /en- City, December 28, "His Nibs" was

tions filmed reported containing a Under the assistants, these animals ^"^f. ^V;,'^' T"^^ month g'ven a special showing. Critics

story replete with thrilling adven- are also transferred to the studios erai y reieasea mis monui.
^^^^^ enthusiastically praised Chic

ture, romance and intrigue in the during the making of the picture. Elaborate presentations at repre-
g^,^ picture. It was char-

L. CASE RUSSELL
Whose version of "Ten Nights in

a Barroom" Arrow is releasing

Zierler Scores
Sam Zierler, of Commonwealth

on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Pictures Corporation, New York,
set new marks. In fact, "Ten Nights closed his December 12-31 drive on
in a Barroom," in three days, "The Adventures of Tarzan" serial,

brought more business than the starring Elmo Lincoln, and reported

house made in five days on any pic- a gross booking of $9,009.50 for

ture in the past two years. that period alone.

*'His Nibs*' Pleases Kansans;
Many First Runs Scheduled

First-run bookings on "His Nibs," sentative houses already have been

Exceptional Pictures Corporation's arranged. The Rivoli, Toledo, O.,

feature, starring Chic Sale, are in will present the picture short y with

record-breaking demand, according an extensive program. Phil belz-

to a statment of L. L. HiUer, presi- "jck, of Geveland who controls the

dent of His Nibs Syndicate, Inc., Ohio rights to His Nibs, is co-

which is State righting the produc- operating with the house in exploit-

tion. Sam Rothafel, of the world's '"g the feature and many box office

largest theatre, the New York tie-ups have been arranged.

Capitol, already has booked the pic- At the Liberty Theatre m Kansas

African jungles, is the Warner
Brothers latest fifteen episode ani-

'i^l.pTl^^^C^'^^^rl^ J^^^ Announces Distribution

\f^^,f£^rt\^l%^r^r Plans for Its Latest Film
west coast studios by Sam and Jack

^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^^ Exhibitors have come to realize

A^^rHinor tn rprent disoatches nounces that the distribution of its that now of all times in 1

According to recent dispatcnes
business, good titl

first'\h'ree IpLls a"e tn rol^ Law,"' will begin immediately in .the splutcly necessary, more so, perhaps.

acterized as " a distinct novelty, a
charming bit of artistry, rich with

humor and a picture that will please

any audience."

That the Liberty Theatres Corpor-

ation, of Kansas City, also is pleased

with the picture is evidenced by the

the lirstory '«tter George A. Levy, its head, sent

es are ab- to A. S. Kirkpatrick, of Exceptional.

Th» first onisodp is calied independent field. Although asked than at any former period for the

The Stolen Medai,'- the second to hold this picture baj:k until later industry has ney_er_ before passedEast

"The Sacrifice
" and the third "The in the season, Joan officials decided through such a stage as now

Lion Pit" Virtually Ihe entire th^ the jr^ent was

"Rangeland" Is

Neal Hart 's Next

Hines Picture

"Rangeland," a story of the Texas
cattle ranges, is the title of the

next feature starring Neal Hart, ac-

cording to an announcement made

west coast studios are said to have time to give exhibitors a chance to ^ D^^J ShOW
been converted into a veritable wild make some money for themselves, 1 U I^UUU OnUVU
African jungle. The magnitude of now, when it is most needed.

agerie of 'm G Snes^'^ clJ^sTnd pic^uT i^'^e pts? few^dajrhlJ^ True A. Thompson, of True Film this w^ek William
^^^^^^^^^

the thousands of players engaged for come words of'praise for its box Exchange of Dal as, Texa. an-
J-'/""^J^'^-'^J^

['^^^^^^^

the chapter play, will, in the esti- office appeal, not alone from the nounced this week that he will send Nef Ha^^^

rnation of Sam Warner, set a new point of entertainment value and out three road shows on C C. Burr s fi"?*

f'^'""J" .^^^^^^

STrd in serial picturization. power as an audience picture, but be- "Burn 'Em Up Barnes," starnng vvhich, according to franchise hold-
standard nsermipc V

.^^

^^^F
^.^^^ ^^^^ j^^^^y (Torchy) H.nes.

.
The first ers, is

"^^..^^^^^^^

animals is credited with containing fers no end of strong-arm exploita- show opens at the C frion, Okla- h'''^' ^ork on^ th^ picture

more lions, tigers, leopards, ele- tion stunts. homa City, January 15. is already w ell under way.
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Gossip of the Trade
Elaborate Exploitation Slated

for '^Shadows of Conscience"

Niagara Pictures Corporation has
opened an exchange in Buffalo on the
third floor of the Warner Building, 257
Franklin street, with David Levy in

charge of sales. George Williatos has
been engaged to cover the Rochester
territory and Thomas Leonard has
been assigned to the Southern tier.

Mr. Levy announces that his company
has among its releases the following
productions: "Lotus Blossom," "Shad-
ows of the West," "Welcome Children,"
"Under Western Skies," "False
Woman," "Mickey," and "The County
Fair." The exchange is also hand-
ling Francis Ford in "The Great Re-
ward," King Cole comedies and other
pictures. Mr. Levy announces that
plans are being made for an elaborate
revival in western New York of

"Mickey."

Harold B. Franklin, managing direc-
tor of the Shea Amusement Company's
picture interests, announces that he has
booked "School Days," the big Grand
& Warner release for showing at Shea's
Hippodrome, Shea's North Park and
the Elmwood. The picture will be pre-
sented some time in February for ex-
tended engagements at these three
houses and at the Shea Court street
vaudeville theatre on Sunday. Sydney
Samson, manager of the Buffalo Grand
& Warner office, reports bookings com-
ing in like wildfire on this big produc-
tion. Howard F. Brink, salesman de
luxe, is now sending contracts in in
bundles on "School Days" and "Why
Girls Leave Home." Mr. Samson made
a flying trip to Rochester, Syracuse and
Binghamton last week.

Bill Fickeisen has resigned from the
sales staff of Merit Pictures in Buf-
falo. He has been succeeded by
Homer Howard, formerly with Nu-Art
In the Queen City of the Lakes.

Harry Hirsch, better known as "The
Baron," and formerly with the Light-
ning Photoplays Company, of Boston,
has come to Buffalo to join the sales
staff of the Lande Film corporation,
145 Franklin street. Mr. Hirsch is

now touring the territory with "Thun-
derbolt Jack."

Fred M. Zimmerman, president and
general manager of Nu-Art Pictures
corporation, has opened his Albany
office at 4 Clinton street, with M. Cohen
In charge. Art Young, Buffalo office
manager, journeyed to Albany to in-
stall the booking system.

State Rights exchangemen attended
the regular meeting of the M. P. T. O.
A. of Eartern Pennsylvania and South-
ern New .Jersey en masse in Philadel-
phia last week.

William Conn, of Premier Pictures
Corporation, of Charlotte, N. C, and
T. A. Brannon, of Eltabran Film Com-
pany, of Atlanta, Ga., were visitors at
the Arrow offices In New York this
week. Both reported that the crisis
has been passed In the South and con-
ditions should soon Improve for the
better there. They came to New York
on a buying trip.

S. Arnovltz, president of the Equity
Pictures Corporation of Canada, re-
turned to Montreal from a three-
months tour of Europe. He Is said
to have acquired several productions
made In England tor Canadian dis-
tribution.

Frank G. Hard, publicity director for
the Standard Film Service Exchanges
of Ohio, made his debut as an orator
last week when he delivered an ad-
dress before the Kiwanis Club of Me-
dina.
"A Man There Was," distributed in

Kansas and Missouri by Peacock Pro-
ductions, will be given a premier show-
ing at the Pantages Theatre, Kansas
City, on January 29.

J. B. Underwood was this week for-
mally presented to the staff of the St.

Louis Exchange of Enterprise Distrib-
uting Corporation by District Manager
W. J. Jenkins. Mr. Underwood will
officiate as manager of the St. Louis
branch.

The Seattle Film Exchange has taken
over the entire output of the Clark
Cornelius Corporation, consisting of
20 features, including eight Northwest
.Police pictures, produced by Milburn
Morante. The first of this series will
be released January 10.

A. J. Dussault. Montreal manager of
Merger Films. Ltd., was In New York
last week looking over films suitable
for Canadian distribution. He closed
with L. 6 H. Enternrises for "A
Daughter of the Night."

David Segal, of the Royal and Dc
Luxe Film Exchanges, and Tony Lu-
chese, of the De Luxe Film Exchange,
both of Philadelphia, have resigned as
members of the F. I. L. M- Club of
that city.

"Shadows of Conscience," the

seven-reel feature produced by W. D.
Russell Productions, Inc., is being

introduced to exhibitors by an attrac-

tive broadside. It is printed in six

colors.

The cover of the broadside de-

picts the shadowy figure of "Con-
science," pointing an accusing finger

at a cringing man, thus showing one
of the many ways the title may be
utilized in the exploitation. The
back cover shows, in the original

colors, the various types of stands
and other advertising accessories
available. The inside pages contain
a set of stills taken from various

T. A. Curran, special representative
of the Arrow Film Corporation, went
to Boston on Saturday to co-operate
with the Lightning Photoplay Ex-
change of Boston in the presentation of
"Ten Nights in a Barroom" at the Mod-
ern Theatre in Lawrence, Mass.

Joe Weil's "Movie Bellyache." Vol. II.

No. 1, mysteriously made Its appear-
ance on our desk this week. And we
want Joe to know that we'll be on the
lookout for every other issue he pub-
lishes. Send 'em along, Joe ; we're a
glutton for punishment. Aye, wot?

Bill Fickeisen has resigned from the
sales staff of Merit Pictures Exchange
in Buffalo. Homer Howard, formerly
of Nu-Art of that city, succeeds him.

Gen. Charles H. Cole, treasurer of
the Bay State Film Company of Bos-
ton, was last week elected to the Mas-
sachusetts State comraandership of the
American Legion.

Albert E. Plummer. president of Sun-
burst Pictures Corporation of Massa-
chusetts, this week announced the re-
moval of the main offices to Springfielo
Mass.

Joe Lee, who is out in Minneapolis
establishing the Biograph office, writes
to the effect that he found a bloke
there who thinks a three-sheet is a
bedspread.

Lindsay McKenna was another from
whom this department heard. Lindsay
conveyed the information that the in-
dependent producers on the Coast are
the most active.

Travers Vale will soon start "shoot-
ing" on another independent picture
in New York. The cast has not yet
been selected, however.

That exchange folks are good for
something other than merely book
pictures and see that prints are re-
turned was established Into a fact last

week when the prologue to Warner
Brothers' "School Days" at a trade
showing held In Boston by Sam Grand's
Federated Exchange was staged by at-
taches of the exchange. Geoffrey L.
Whalen, known to New England ex-
hibitors, acted as school master. .John
Casey, Boston's critic, and local news-
papermen, were the guests.

Herman Jans, who Is president of
Jans Pictures. Inc.. and also head of
Jans Exchange, of New York CItv. ac-
quired a new theatre in New Bruns-
wick, N. J., this week and gave an
elaborate opening on Monday.

With the holidays over, out-of-town
buyers resumed their Journeys to New
York during the past week, with the
result that the market bustled with
activity.

stages and scenes of the play which
tell the complete story pictorially.

A sixteen-page campaign book, is

said to be one of the most complete
exhibitor helps ever published. It

contains many "ads" arranged for
various sizes of newspaper space, as
well as short, snappy stories and re-

views which can be used in the local

newspapers and gives an abundance
of ideas for practical, inexpensive
exploitation. The story of Gertrude
Olmstead, winner of the $10,000
beauty contest, who has a leading
role in the picture, will be a favorite
one for film fans. A very appro-
priate and artistic, but inexpensive
prologue is also outlined in detail.

Carnival Comedy Series Are
to Be State Righted by C B. C

Carnival Comedies is the name
given to the new series of two-reel

comedies secured by the C. B. C.

Film Sales Corporation for release

to the States right market. These
comedies are absolutely new on the

market, never having been released.

The series is described as "bi-

star"—featuring Polly Moran, the

famous Mack Sennett comedienne,
and "Smiling" Bill Jones and his

beautiful girls. With the series an-
nounced on the market only a few
days, three sales on these Carnival
Comedies were made almost at once.

Ben Amsterdam, head of Master-
piece Film Attractions of Philadel-
phia, made a special trip to New
York to view. two of the comedies
and immediately purchased the se-
ries for release in his territory, in-

cluding Eastern Pennsylvania and

Southern New Jersey. Mr. Amster-
dam said that short subject releases,

and especially good two-reel come-
dies, were in great demand. An-
other sale was that to Marion Kohn
for Federated Film Exchange of
Los Angeles and San Francisco, who
has secured rights to the entire
scries for California, Arizona, Ne-
vada, and the Hawaiian Islands.
The New York territory has also
been disposed of already to Myriad
Pictures Corporation, for the ter-

ritory including Greater New York
and Northern New Jersey.

"Polly's Busted Romance," fea-
turing Polly Moran, Jias been se-

lected as the first release. This
comedy is said to afford Miss Moran
an excellent opportunity to display
her genius for fun making which
has placed her in the foretnost ranks
of the screen comediennes.

Complete Array of Helps Are
Ready for ''School Day" Film

Seldom has the exhibitor been
offered such an array of accessories

as are offered him by Warner Broth-
ers in conjunction with the exploi-

tation of Gus Edwards's "School
Days," starring Wesley Barry.
There are 13 novelties ranging from
stickers to huge and attractive 24-

sheets. In addition there is a unique
135^x21 cutout of Wesley Barry,
containing in the center a black
space SYzxS, on which can be written
in chalk pertinent data relative to

store in which tie-up is arranged in

conjunction with the picture. The
possibilities for the use of this cut-

out are innumerable, for across the

bottom of the cutout there is ample
room for the theatre name.

Other exploitation helps include
four cartoon strips drawn by Clare
Victor Dwiggins, suitable for
newspaper reproduction ; cartoon
sh'des, a Wesley Barry badge, a

Wesley Barry lollypop, strip of
Barry photos, a rubber tack nov-

elty calculated to keep teachers of
country tCAvns guessing and kiddies
laughing; a postal card containing
scenes from the picture, a blotter,

and a complete line of attractive
paper. One of the paper features 's

a six-sheet, drawn by Dwiggins, an
exact replica of a Sunday comic
sheet.

"Greatest Question"
in Big Demand

With many first runs to its credit,

"The Greatest Question," the feature
which Joe Brandt and George H.
Davis are State righting, is in un-
usually big demand by exhibitors
who have marvelled at the wonder-
ful attraction of the picture. Ex-
changes distributing the feature lo-

cally are besieging Mr. Brandt's
New York offices with requests for
additional prints with which to fill

play dates.
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Live News from Everywhere

Buffalo
Homer Howard, formerly with

Nu-Art, has succeeded Bill Fickei-

sen as a member of the Merit sales

staff. Mr. Fickeisen expects to re-

main in BufTalo with another com-
pany.

* * *

Harry Buxbaum was in BufTalo

to preside at a sales conference in

the Paramount exchange Friday,

January 6. Lester Wolfe, formerly
with Super-Pictures in BufTalo and
Syracuse, has returned to the Para-

mount fold as salesman. Allan S.

Moritz, branch manager, announces
that the local office broke all records

for collections last week.
» * »

The BufTalo office of Wid Gun-
ning, Inc., has been moved from the

Select exchange in Franklin street

to the Grand & Warner office at 338
Pearl street, where George A. Falk-

ner is receiving exhibitors. "Hub"
Taylor has returned from a trip

downstate with a bunch of con-

tracts. Business is fine, says Mr.
Falkner.

* « «

The F. I. L. M. Club of BufTalo

has changed its name to the Buffalo

Film Board of Trade. A committee
has been appointed to investigate

free film service for non-theatrical

institutions. Local exchanges ha\e
been supplying films to some
churches, schools and other institu-

tions free of charge, but recently

complaints have been sent in by
exhibitors that in a great many in-

stances these places conflict .with

regular theatre accounts. It is prob-

able that all free shows will be dis-

continued. W. A. V. Mack, man-
ager of the Pathe office, and Clayton
P. Sheehan, district manager for

Fox, are the members of the com-
mittee.

Jim Cardina, proprietor of the

Kensington Theatre in BufTalo, has
reopened the Glen Theatre in Wil-
liainsville, N. Y.

* * *

William Powers has resigned as
manager of the Majestic Theatre in

Elmira and has returned to Albany,
where he has purchased a theatre.

* * *

The Rev. Mr. Pussey of ShermaJi,
N. Y., has purchased the Opera
House in that town from Harry
Russell.

* * *

The Crescent Theatre ni Pitts-

ford, N. Y., has not been opened this

season. C. E. White, manager, de-
clares that business has not war-
ranted reopening.

* * *

The Regent Theatre on DufTcrin
street in Bridgeburg, Ont., has been
reopened by Belleville interests.

* * *

Richard C. Fox, manager of t)it

Select office in BufTalo, has been
appointed a member of the pub-
licity committee for the coming
state convention in Albany.

* * *

Incorporation papers have been
filed by the Batavia Theatre Cor-
poration in the office of County
Clerk MacDonald, Batavia. The
company plans to erect a new house
at 36 Main street. Directors named
for the first year are Horace H.
Chapin, Hikitas Dipson, John R. Os-
borne, William G. Pollard and Dan-
iel W. Tomlinson.

* * *

The Shea Amusement Company,
the Fox Film Company and the
Buffalo Evening News co-operated
in putting on a benefit performance
Monday, January 9, when the entire

receipts of "Over the Hill," shown
at the Criterion Theatre on that
day, were given to the fund to re-

Miss Minter Forsakes Ingenue
Roles for Emotional Parts

WORD comes from Hollywood that Mary Miles
Minter's role in "The Heart Specialist," her
current Rcalart picture for Famous Players-

Lasky release, is decidedly removed from the in-

genue, "sweet sixteen" type in which she has been
seen in the past.

The story is by Mary Morrison and it was scen-
arized by Harvey Thew, author of "Midnight," in

which Constance Binney has been starred, and scen-
arist of Bryant Washburn's picture, "The Road to

London," and such Paramount subjects as "The
Plow Girl," "The Shuttle" and "Seventeen."
AUen Forrest, who appeared opposite Miss Minter

in a long series of successful pictures before the
latter's present contract affiliation, is again her lead-

ing man. The picture is being directed by Frank
Urson and Elmer Harris is supervising.

SCENE FROM "ONE STORMY KNIGHT," EDUCATIONAL-
CHRISTIE COMEDY, FEATURING DOROTHY DEVORE.

lieve the fifty neediest families of

BufTalo. W. R. Sheehan, general

manager of th<; Fox company, sent

a check for $100 for a gallery seat.
* * *

D. M. Dusenbury, who is inter-

ested in the Nickum Gem Theatre
in Olean, exhibited an .A.rabian

Sheik's costume in one of the local

store windows when the Gem
showed "The Sheik," recently.

* * *

Film thefts continue in BufTalo.

A copy of "Honeymoon Ranch,"
starring Eileen Ray, and a Bert

Lubin production were stolen from
an express wagon last week.

* * *

The Park Theatre in Bath. N. V..

will soon be closed to permit ex-
tensive remodeling. An additional

seating capacity will be one of the
improvements. Sam Carver, man-
ager of the Empire, BufTalo, is siid

to be planning the organization cf
a company to build a theatre in this

town.
* • *

D. H. Finke, manager of the

Bellevue Theatre, Niagara Falls, N.
Y., announces the addition of vocal-
ists and special music numbers to

the picture program.
* « *

A. C. Hayman, president of the

Cataract Theatre Corporation of
Niagara Falls, and Howard Carroll,

manager of the Cataract, were vis-

itors along Buffalo's Film Row last

week. Mr. Hayman announces that

the new Strand being built next to

the Cataract will open late this

Spring.
* * •

Mell R. Edwards, formerly con-
nected with First National and Nu-
Art. and who was injured several

weeks ago in an auto accident, is

now up and around again and seek-

ing a new connection in BufTalo.

Kansas City
H. G. Gill has been appointed

manager of the publicity depart-
ment recently installed in the Kan-
sas City exchange of Associated
First National, according to an an-
nouncement made by E. C. Rhodcn,
branch manager. It has also been
announced by Mr. Rhoden that L.

J. McCarthy, formerly with Asso-
ciated First National in the Iowa-
Nebraska territory, has joined the

local office and will cover all key-
towns.

* « *

W. E Truog, manager of the
local Goldwyn offices, gave a party
recently to his entire office force at

his home. From all reports, every
one had a wonderful time. Mr.
Truog was presented with a ma-
hogany humidor by the office force.

* « *

Joseph di Lorenzo, general Elast-

em representative of the Pacific
Film Co., stopped in Kansas City
on his return trip to New York from
Los Angeles, with two of the latest

Pacific productions. "
* * *

Charles Gregory, representative
for Goldwyn, leads the sales force
for the year 1921.

* * *

Harry Graham, manager of the
Kansas City branch of Pathe, and
who has been seriously ill for the
past two weeks, is greatly improved.

* * *

Bert Lubin, producer of Allene
Ray western features, spent a few
days in Kansas City last week in

the interest of the new series of the
.star's productions.

* * •

C. L. Shinn has sold bis Trio
Theatre at Hale, Mo., to Fay Barr

* * •

J. A. Bower has sold the Liberty
Theatre at Cherryvale. Kan., to E.
Dewhirst, formerly of Beverly, Mo
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Chicago
The Balaban & Katz Enterprise

is not only telling fellow exhibi-

tors that business is better, but they

are frankly "telling the world."

They used two columns of space

the length of a page in a morning
paper to announce in heavy type in

the center that "294,638 people vis-

ited Balaban & Katz Wonder The-
atres last week." A heavy arrow
points to the words from both the

top and bottom of the space, and in

modest type at the bottom of the

space are listed the names of the

theatres, Chicago, Tivoli, Riviera,

and Central Park.
* * *

Three of the larger theatrical en-

terprises in Chicago have wig-
wagged the World office that their

predictions concerning better busi-

ness for 1922 have come true.

"It may be the reaction after the

hold-oflf in theatre-going during the

holidays," opines the Jones, Linick

& Schaefer enterprise, "but we are

glad to say our business is much
better."

"It may be that George Beban,
who is breaking records at our Tiv-
oli Theatre, is bringing our average
avray up, but we have also noted an
increased patronage in each of our
theatres," is the message from Bal-

aban & Katz.
"It may be that business has al-

ready hit the up-grade to normalcy,"
says Nathan Ascher of Ascher Bros.

"But whatever may be the rea-

son," choruses the enterprises, "we

welcome this increased patronage."
* * *

A. H. George, owner of the Cap-
itol Theatre at Manitowoc, which
is leased by Ascher Bros., was a
Chicago visitor last week. He was
accompanied by A. J. Wyseman,
his attorney.

* * if

The Gumbiner Theatre Enter-
prises are receiving excellent reports

from their new theatre, the Garrick,

which opened in Los Angeles
Christmas Day.

* * *

W. G. Sturdivant returned last

week as manager of the Hoyburn
Theatre, Evanston. He was former-
ly manager of this popular play-

house for three years, resigning to

take a position at Marshall Field's,

which he held for four years.

* * *

Ascher's Theatrical Magazine,
which is distributed to the patrons

of the Ascher houses, made its ap-

pearance last week in green ink in

honor of the holidays. This publi-

cation is one of the most preten-

tious of those distributed by theatri-

cal enterprises, consisting of sixteen

pages of good, live stories concern-
ing plays which are booked for the

Ascher circuit. It is edited by Roy
Swan.

* •

"Saturday Night," the Cecil B.

Dc Mille feature, will begin its first

loop showing in Chicago January
22, when it will begin a showing of
indefinite length at the Randolph
Theatre.

Paramount Arranges for Its

Film Distribution in Mexico
ANNOUNCEMENT is made by E. E. Shauer,

director of Uie foreign department of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, of the

signing of a contract for the exhibition and dis-

tribution of 104 Paramount Pictures through the

Circuito OHmpia, S. A., of Mexico City, one of the
foremost exhibiting and distributing organizations
in the repubhc of Mexico. The beautiful Teatro
OHmpia, a recently completed milUon-doUar motion
picture palace in Mexico City, will become the ftrst-

run house for Paramount Pictures, and the ten
exchanges operated by Circuito OUmpia will be used
to obtain the widest possible distribution for Para-
mount Pictures throughout the republic.

R. P. Jennings, an American, who has become one
of the foremost business men of Mexico, is the presi-
dent and owner of Circuito Olimpia. In addition
to his other interests, Mr. Jennings has succeeded in
building up one of the largest and one of the most
efficient motion picture organizations in Mexico.

The Teatro Olimpia was opened several weeks ago
with an elaborate introductory program. Plans are
being completed for another gala program, which
probably will take place sometime next month. It

is expected that George Loane Tucker's "The Mira-
cle Man" will be selected as the opening attraction
under this new contract.

It is announced that the contract signed with Cir-
cuito Olimpia will not interfere with Famous Play-
ers-Lasky, S. A., the Paramount office recently
opened in Mexico City. Both organizations will
work in harmony for the welfare of Paramount's
interests in Mexico.

Val Jacob, of the Milwaukee Par-
amount exchange, has been trans-

ferred to the sales force of the

Paramount in Chicago.
* * *

Tom Gallery was visiting in Chi-

cago last week with his father, Cap-
tain Michael J. Gallery, and mem-
bers of the Vitagraph exchange. He
was accompanied by his wife, ZaSu
Pitts.

more, were notified that they must
hold fire drills for employes twice

each month during the year, these

tests to be conducted under the su-

pervision of members of the Van-
couver Fire Department.

Canada
The difference between the Board

of Moving Picture Censors for

Ontario and that for the Province
of Quebec is SOO feet. This is

judged by a comparison of prints of

"Queen of Sheba" after they had
been respectively reviewed by the

Ontario and Quebec boards. That
which was passed by the Ontario
board at Toronto was found to be
500 feet longer than that which had
been censored at Montreal. The fact

that the Quebec print was cut down
more than the (Dntario film caused
some surprise because of the other-

wise tolerant attitude of officialdom

in the Quebec Province.

* * *

The Capitol Theatre, Montreal,

was the scene of a happy celebra-

tion on January 3 when 80 members
of the staff gathered for a banquet
immediately after the close of the

last performance, the chairman being
H. M. Thomas, director of theatres

for the Famous Players Canadian
Corporation. Each person took the

role of some other member of the

staff, so that musicians were giving
dancing features and singing grand
opera selections, and voca!lists and
ballet dancers were attempting to

play orchestral instruments.

*

Oral Cloakey, who has been ap-

pointed manager of the Capitol

Theatre, Winnipeg, has been an ex-

hibitor for ten years and is con-

sidered one of the leading theatre

managers in Canada. He is prom-
inent in fraternal circles, being an
active Rotarian, Shriner, Elk and
Pal, as well as a member of the

Manitoba Moving Picture Exhibi-

tors' Association. He is president

of the Pals' Club, Winnipeg, which
is made up of musicians and theatri-

cal folk.
* » *

Calgary, Alberta, derived $3,137.50

in municipal licenses from the dozen
local theatres during 1921. The
revenue from this source during
1920 was $2,550.

* * *

Theatregoers of Hamilton,
Ontario, paid $137,151.86 in amuse-
ment tax to the Provincial Govern-
ment during the year. Because of
the size of this sum, an agitation

has been started by the city to have
half of the revenue collected locally

through this tax revert to the muni-
cipality for civic use. Hamilton has
109,000 people.

* * *

The 1920 records of the Civic
.Architect's Department at Toronto,
Ontario, show that only one per-
mit was issued by the department
during the year for the construc-
tion of a theatre. The valuation of
this theatre structure was $125,000.

* * *

In applying for 1922 civic licenses,

all theatres in Vancouver, B. C,
having a seating capacity of 500 or

St. Louis
"The Missouri Theatre is not for

sale to Marcus Loew or anyone else;

the Delmonte has been closed per-

manently." William Goldman, man-
ager of the Famous Players Mis-
souri Corporation, has thus spiked
the gossip freely circulated in St.

Louis film circles that Marcus Loew
might take over the Missouri and
Delmonte Theatres, owned by the

Famous Players Missouri Corpora-
tion.

* * *

The Henry Hiemanz Realty Com-
pany has announced the sale of a
plot of ground at the northwest
corner of Gravois and Alma avenues
to Harry and Eugene A. Freund as
a site for a theatre and store build-

ings. The Freund's own the Cin-
derella and Woodland Theatres and
are also interested in the New
Capitol, Sixth and Chestnut streets.

.Several days ago they acquired a
row of flats in the 5900 block on
Easton avenue, owned by Sol and
Nat Koplar. They announced they
would convert them into stores and
erect an airdome on the rear of the
lot.

* * *

Manager Thomsen, of Paramount,
has two more gumshoers on the trait

of contracts. C. F. Wilkes, for-
merly with Goldwyn in New
Orleans, has hit the tall grass of
.Southern Illinois, while M. A.
Tanner, old Realart salesman at

Kansas City, is making Northern
Missouri and adjacent territory in

Illinois. The Paramount sales staff

is now complete.

* * *

Jimmy Underwood. Enterprise
manager, is back from a visit to
Terre Haute, Evansville and Vin-
cennes. Ind. Evansville business is

good, Terre Haute improving rapidly
and Vincennes conditions are most
satisfactory, Jimmy reports.

* *

Earl Howerton, of the Gem
Theatre, Madison, Mo., was seen at
the Enterprise office. He said condi-
tions in his home town are satis-

factory.

* * *

J. B. Strehline, of Gillespie, 111.,

has purchased the Malone Theatre,
Sikeston, Mo., from M. B. Malone.

* *

Bob Clarke, of the Opera House,
Effingham, III., was among the
callers of the week.

« * *

William Karstette, of the Colum-
liia, Columbia, Mo., and Fred
Taylor, of Carbondale, were others
who came to town.

Nears Completion
Constance Talmadge will within a

week complete the filming of her
starring vehicle, "The Divorcee," an
original story by Edgar Selwyn,
under the direction of Sidney
Franklin at the United Studios.
Supporting her are Harrison Ford
and Kenneth Harlan;
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Pittsburgh
The recent opening of the Capi-

tol Theatre at Charleston, W. Va.,

brought to this town two men of

prominence in the amusement world
—Harris P. Wolfberg, managing
director of the circuit of theatres

in West Virginia and Kentucky to

which the new playhouse belongs,

and John E. Firnkoess, resident

manager. Mr. Firnkoess has man-
aged Louisville's (Ky.) million-dol-

lar theatres, the Rialto and Majes-
tic, both of which are owned by the

same interests. At one time he
was connected with the distributing

end of Famous Players-Lasky.
* * *

With the acquisition of the prop-

erty at 1020-22-24 Forbes street,

Pittsburgh, and the completion of
plans for a new four-story film

building on that location, officials

of the S. & S. Film and Supply
Company are to begin work on the

structure in the near future. The
new building will cost $75,000. Man-
ager Steinberg says that upon its

completion, his company will prob-
ably occupy the first two floors and
basement. The upper floors will

be fitted out for film exchanges.
*

Manager Harry E. Reiflf, of the

Pittsburgh Hodkinson branch, was
the originator of an idea whereby
W. F. Seymour, district supervisor,
was presented with a handsome trav-
eling bag by the salesmen and man-
agers of the Lake District. Im-
agine Mr. Reiff's surprise to receive

a like gift at Christmas time from
the members of the Pittsburgh force.

* * *

Fred J. Harrington, secretary of
the M. P. T. O. of Western Penn-
sylvania, was the recipient of a hand-
some gold fountain pen and a fine

amber pipe from members of the or-
ganization at Christmas time.

* ^

The employes of the Pittsburgh
Vitagraph branch also played Santa
Claus to their boss, F. W. Redfield.
"F. W." was presented with a beau-
tiful desk set.

* * *

W. J. Whalen has again taken
over the Whalen Theatre at Osce-
ola Mills, Pa., which he disposed
of several weeks ago.

*

At 2 a. m. December 23, fire was
discovered in the Arcade Theatre,
Brownsville, Pa. Damage estimated
at $20,000 was done. Elson Hum-
mel, the owner, says the blaze was
of incendiary origin.

* *

William F. Mason, manager of
the Million-Dollar Grand, resigned
his position, effective with the end
of the year, and is succeeded tem-
porarily by Mr. Marcus, a former
manager of the house. Mr. Mason
will look after the films for the
Harris Amusement Company, oper-
ating the William Penn, Wonder-
land, Sheridan Square, Harris in

Pittsburgh, the Strand at Morgan-
town, W. Va., and all houses con-
trolled by the Harris interests.

« * *

Tom Bello, of the Verdi and
Strand theatres, Belle Vernon, had
a hectic Christmas. Let us tell you
about it, and then you can judge
for yourself if he did not have some
swell time. The Saturday before
Christmas the Monongahela River
started to rise and as the Strand is

not very far from the river bank,
the water kept creeping towards the

theatre, and when it was time for

the matinee to let out Tom and his

assistants had to put planks from
the lobby to a high place in the

streets in order to get his patrons
out of the house. They worked
unil Monday evening removing the
seats and piano. After they had
everything, moved to a place of
safety, there were five feet of water
on the floor of the theatre.

* * *

D. A. Friland has retired from
the management of the Pastime The-
atre at Herminie, Pa. C. H. Stahl
has full charge of same. This house
is owned by the Keystone Coal Co.

* * *

Ben Costello, who was formerly
associated with Tom Bello of the
Verdi Theatre, Belle Vernon, Pa.,

has taken over the Library Theatre
at Library, Pa. P. A. Paroline was
former owner of this house. Cos-
tello says he intends remodeling and
redecorating same.

* * *

Mr. Miller, formerly of the An-
chor Theatre, Diamond street, has
purchased the Homewood Theatre
in Homewood from Mr. Scherer,
who has had this house for eight
years. Mr. Miller has redecorated
the house and is now open for busi-
ness.

* * *

Mike Marks, formerly of Mc-
Kccsport, expects to open his new
theatre in New Castle, the Liberty,
in the course of a few weeks. It

will seat 1,200..
4i *

C. C. McKibbin has resigned his
position with the S. & S. exchange
to manage Mike Marks's new the-
atre at New Castle.

* *

Two new houses have opened in

West Virginia. They are the Blue
Parrott Theatre at Helen, owned by
H. L. Mondorff, and a house as yet
unnamed in Morgantown, erected
by the Scott Run Amusement Com-
pany. The former has a capacity of
.350, while the latter seats 250.

Detroit
The Minter-United Company,

doing a State-right business, has
purchased the stock and assets of
the Strand Features, Inc., owned by
Dave Mundstuk. By this transac-
tion, it takes over the Michigan
rights to the "Adventures of
Tarzan" serial, "The Heart of the
North" feature, "Things Men Do,"
"When Dawn Came," "Life's Great-
est Problem," "The Right Way," the
productions of the National Ex-
changes, Kineto Review, Second
National Pictures, Jans' Pictures
and Clark-Cornelius Productions.

* *

Bert Moeller, former manager of
the Michigan Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors' Association, and now con-
nected with the New York office of
tlie Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, spent the holidays with
relatives in Detroit.

* * *

H. White, of the Beechwood
Theatre, has £one to Lake Worth.
Florida, to remain the balance of
the winter.

* * *

James C. Ritter, former president
of the Michigan Exhibitors' Asso-
ciation, has given his third theatre
to Detroit. It is known as the

Rivola and it is located at the corner
of Cadillac and Forest streets. It

seats 1,200, all on one floor. The
color scheme is old rose and ivory,

and the draperies and lighting fix-

tures are in harmony. It has retir-

ing rooms for the women and smok-
ing rooms for the men. The ven-
tilation is via the Typhoon system.

While Mr. Ritter is president, the

managerial responsibilities are in the

hands of D. Clinton Shook, formerly
connected with the J. H. Kunsky
Enterprises in Detroit.

* * *

Thomas H. Ealand, former man-
ager of the Miles Theatres in

Detroit, has joined the United
Artists' Corporation as assistant to

Manager H. W. Traver at the
Detroit branch.

* * *

The Tuxedo Theatre, Hamilton
boulevard and Tuxedo avenue,
opened six weeks ago, has been
leased to Bert W. Williams. Already
he is general manager of the Palace
and LaSalle Gardens Theatres, in

addition to booking the New Har-
mony Theatre. He announces there
will be no change in policy at the

Tuxedo. J. M. Lesia, former lessee

of the Tuxedo, will continue to oper-
ate the Amo and Vendome Theatres.

* « *

Karbal and Karbal will build im-
mediately a theatre and store build-

ing at Baldwin and Harper avenues,
so as to open May 1. It will seat

800 and be of brick and steel.

* « *

The Strand Theatre, Pontiac, has
been closed indefinitely, owing to

poor business. This is a new house,
being opened only about six months.
A. J. Klcist says he will not re-open
the Strand until industrial conditions
improve in Pontiac.

* * *

Five hundred dollars was stolen

from the Rialto Theatre on New
Year's Day by burglars, who used
a sledge hammer to break open the
safe.

* * *

The New Capitol Theatre, Detroit,

the fifth largest theatre in the United
States, opened Thursday, January 12.

It is the largest of the Kunsky
Enterprises. The house seats 4,250
and has an orchestra of forty-five

pieces.

San Francisco
The Rainbow Theatre Company

is receiving bids for the construc-

tion of a picture house at Eigh-
teenth avenue and Geary street at

an estimated cost of $150,000.
* * *

C. A. Rascoe, who conducts a
theatre at Twenty- fourth and Vicks-
burg streets, plans to erect a new
theatre at this location to seat about
1,000.

* * *

James Barlow of Stockton was a
recent visitor and made extensive

purchases of lobby frames for his

enlarged house in that city.
* « *

Messrs. Williams and Barrows,
who conduct the Requa Theatre at

Requa, on the north coast, were here

early in the year. They seldom visit

the film exchanges in person, owing
to the distance and difficulties of
transportation.

« * «

A new theatre which has been
equipped by G. A. Metcalfe of San
Francisco is to be opened shortly at

Mojave by E. E. Beattie.
* * *

J. L. Davis, proprietor of the Vic-
tory Theatre at Ukiah and an old-

time exhibitor in this territory,

passed away a short time ago.
* • *

At the annual meeting of the

San Francisco Film Elxchange
Board of Trade, held the last of
the year, officers for the ensuing
term were chosen as follows : Pres-
ident, W. W. Kofeldt, of the Pathe
Exchange, Inc.

;
vice-president, T.

C. Malcolm, of Select
;

secretary,

W. A. Crank, manager of Wid Gun-
ning, Inc. The board of governors
consists of these officers, with Fred
W. Voigt, Metro, manager, and W.
Beale, manager of Robertson-Cole.
Retiring President Carol A. Nathan,
of Universal, was presented with

a handsome walrus traveling bag.
* * *

F. Damon, who recently purchased
the picture interests of Walter War-
ren at Ycrrington, Nev., was a re-

cent visitor, as was also W. B.

Martin, of San Luis Obispo.
* * *

H. McDoIand. of Vallejo, has
taken over the Winters Theatre at

Winters.

SCENE FROM ''RECKLESS CHAKCES. ' RELEASED BY
PLAYGOERS PICTURES
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Marine Ford Car Used
for Cappy Ricks Run

Rumor says that Henry Ford is about to
manufacture air lizzies, but the picture man-
agers beat him to the nautical auto, the marine
car having been extensively used for Cappy
Ricks.

T. W. Young, Jr., of the Frances Theatre,
Dyersburg, Tenn., went that one better. After
the car had done its advance exploiting, he
stepped the mast in the lobby of the theatre,
guymg the top so that it was well secured, and
the winter winds did the rest, keeping the sail
quivering sufficiently to attract attention.
Then he had a stroke of luck, for a small

yacht docked at the city pier and Mr. Young
borrowed the cabin furnishings for the lobby
and used the pilot wheel as a backing for a
cutout for Tom Meighan.

It ran the receipts up nearly a hundred
dollars, which is a lot of money for the
Frances.

THIS LOBBY HELl'l-D lO BREAK A LOT OF RECORDS
It jazzed up the front of the Clemmer Theatre, Seattle, and Manager William Cults says

that it brought him one of the longest stand-out lines in the history of the house. That
pleased Universal

Clemmer 's Vivid Lobby
Drew Longest Standout

William Cutts, manager of the Clemmer The-

atre, Seattle, reports that Harry Carey in Uni-

versal's "The Fox" drew some of the longest

queues in the history of the house and he as-

cribes it to an exceptionally jazzy lobby, a

part of which is shown on this page.

The doors were covered with desert scene,

another, to match, being shown on the other

side. The box office was masked in with a

rock structure on top of which was a machine

gun nest, while above that a frieze of galloping

horsemen ran straight across the top space.

The box oflFice guard rail was masked in with

cactus, lettered up for the production, and the

pillars were similarly built in, while large fig-

ures of galloping horsemen were shown on the

sides.

And Cutts did not merely give the patron

something to look at. He made them read.

There was lettering on the door panels and

on the sides and on the false work which
served as a proscenium and anywhere else he

could stick text.

It was not what you might call inviting, but

there was one highly artistic attachment and
that was the box office report.

The biggest seller was the machine gun.

This was made of pipe with a small red elec-

tric bulb in the muzzle. A snare drum from
an old air organ was placed back of the scenic

barricade and run from a vacuum cleaner, giv-

ing a striking reproduction of the sound of a

gun in action, and the homesick soldiers stuck

around because it sounded so much like over
there. It made a strong appeal to the men,
but did not go so well with the women, and
Cutts noticed this, so he splashed heart interest

appeals on the scenery and that brought in the

skirts, too. It was a great week.

Get a P. T. A.

Football Score Cards
Worked Big Down South

J. C. Duncan, of the Strand Theatre, Ashe-
ville, N. C, is not ashamed to confess that he

uses the good ideas he gets from the trade

papers.

He noted in this department for November
28 the use of a football score card by the Blue
Mouse Theatre, Minneapolis. He had 3,000

cards printed up for a local game to put over

Vitagraph's "Where Men Are Men" and 2,500

of these were distributed at the grounds. Prac-
tically none of them were wasted.

Finds a New Use for
Cutouts from Poster

C. W. Stroh, of the Arc Theatre, Crawfords-
ville, Ind., has worked out a new way to use
cutouts. He took the abduction from "The
Sheik," cut it out and mounted it and placed
it above the arch where it faced the patron
coming down the street. The reverse side was
probably painted up with a sign. It should have
been.

That is the only trouble with a cutout such
as this. You must select one side of the house
where it is to show; picking out that from
which the greater number of possible patrons
approach. The alternative is to have the other
side painted to match, and it takes a better than
average artist to get a result in this fashion,
for he must match the work of the skilled
poster artists.

It makes a splendid flash and should be par-
ticularly useful for houses a short distance in
a side street from the main thoroughfare, for
then it will face the passing throng and arouse
their curiosity.

Mr. Stroh makes a real contribution to ex-
ploitation with this idea.

SOMETHING NEW IN THE HANDLING OF CUTOUTS
The Arc Theatre, Crawfordsville, Ind., has found a new use for the cutout. It lifted
a picture of the abduction from the Paramount poster for "The Sheik" and put

it above the arch
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Odd Decoration Used

for Richardson Play
When "A Man's Home," the Selznick pro-

duction of the Anna Steese Richardson-

Edmund Breese play, was being shown at the

Capitol Theatre, New York, an odd effect was
used for the sides of the lobby. Apparently

massive oaken doors, with heavy ornamental
hinges and locks were placed either side of the

entrance and lettered " 'A Man's Home' is his

castle and he has a right to defend it." It

looks a bit unfinished without a doorway, but

the effect is good and capable of elaboration.

THE CAPITOL DOORlVAYS

In the lobby there was an unusual display

of paintings for the story, but these were seen

after you had purchased your tickets and the

doors were the big selling points.

It is well to remember that if you cannot
obtain fancy hardware you can model putty or
papier mache and paint it a dead black, getting

practically the same effect. The Capitol dis-

play was made at the Selznick studios and the
lettering is cut from thin veneer and tacked
on after being painted.

Book Passes Worked
Giving a pass with each copy of The Sheik

sold by a local book store was one of the stunts

I. C. Holloway used to get in a 35 percent in-

crease at Anderson, S. C. It took only twelve
passes, but they paid for the elaborate window
and gave an excuse for an extra set of three

slides announcing the hook-up. Other slides

employed the press book stuff on the admissions
to this Paramount in New York and the
Dempsey-Carpenter fight. If you want to use
slides for the book hook-up, the copy reads:

(1) Get The Shiek
(2) At Blank's Bookstore

(3) And they will give you a pass to see the

picture here next week.
It will be better, if you expect a large sale,

to persuade the dealer to split the cost of the

passes, but one pass will almost always bring
in one or more paid admissions, so you can
count on getting half price, anyhow.

A MKRRY CHRISTMAS

To
MAY YOU SPEND MAIVY HAPPY HOURS

AT THE

QuiivcY Theatre
From

this ticket good for
lO Admissions

TO ANY REGULAR PERFORMANCE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

HERE IS A NEW FORM OF THE CHRISTMAS TICKET IDEA

L. R. Barhydt, of Black's Quincy (Mass.), theatre, printed his on Christmas cards with
punch holes instead of coupons. The printer made a neat job with shaded gothic, and

it looks like a lot more than it cost in a Christtnas envelope

Impassioned Prose
Phil Gleichman got out some wonderful

reading teasers for "The Sheik" at the Broad-
way Strand, Detroit. He ran a two week cam-
paign and used up a number of two and three

dollar words. We can't give all of the text,

but run your eyes over these, for example:
How shall she escape with her honor?
The whip hand is held by the Sheik.

You will see love-making by Rudolph Valen-
tino in "The Sheik
Which is the full torrent of oriental tradition.

Lovely Agnes Ayres struggles with The
Sheik
Fighting for her honor. She falls—in love.

A protoplay of tempestuous love between a
madcap English beauty and a bronzed Arab
Chief, stripped of the superfluous, shorn of

the unnecessary, boiled down to a pyramid of

sensational sensations. A banquet for the eyes,

a feast for the emotions. You'll leave thrill-

shocked, quivering, but satisfied.

If that last doesn't get them, move to some
other town.

Contrast that with Grauman's famous line

"His love is as warm as the desert sands.

DON'T SHOOT. We like this much better—
for its kind.

Devises a Novel Style

for Christmas Tickets
L. R. Barhydt, of the Quincy (Mass.)

Theatre, sends in a sample of his Christmas
tickets, and reports that they enjoyed a very
large sale. He used a stock Christmas card,

a poinsetta design in red and green, and got
a very neat job with shaded letters and a light

line gothic. It is sightly and important look-

ing, and the countersignature gives it the last

touch of formality. Blanks are left to be
filled in by the purchaser.

It is too late to cash in on the Christmas
trade this year, but gifts are made the year
around. Get some fancy stock and make up
a lot. You will sell them, if you push them.

It would be better to add the cost of the war
tax coupon and stamp them war tax paid.

In any event this offers an attractive form
for the gift ticket and one that will help busi-

ness.

Most of the large theatres now use ticket

books and find them invaluable. They make
money for the house. The books will make
even more money for the small-town house
and the city neighborhood theatre.

What is A
Are you pnfHirrJ

\( ~i
' Is Marriage 1

Life's
1

Li-fe's

'

Life's
1

Life's

Greatest !| Greatest , Greatest Greatest

Question Question
1 ,

1

Question ' Question

• • •

FOUR OF A SET OF SIX C. B. C. TEASER POSTCARDS

They have taken hold in the trade, and are now being recommended to exhibitors to

try on their patrons to sell the attraction, being spaced two days apart and followed by

a bloTV-off card telling where the attraction may be seen
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Held Out on a Hook-up
to Make Them Anxious

Louis Schine, of the Hippodrome, Glovers-
ville, N. Y., looks further than his nose. He
decided recently to run a hook-up on "Exper-
ience" so he started out to interview the mer-
chants. He found he could get about what he
wanted, but he refused to take them all in,

running only one page for the Paramount
attraction.

The result is that everyone wants to come in

on Schine's next hook-up, and some of them
who did not want to come in on this display

will be in on the next because they found out
that this time the idea was oversold.

The best way to make a man want a thing

is to tell him he can't have it. A page was
plenty enough for "Experience" and Schine has
a double all sewed up for some time when he
needs it.

THEY ARE LYNCHING WOMEN IN NEWARK THEATRES
This front of the Lyceum Theatre, Newark, looks like a triple execution. It probably

got the crozvd, for the Universal "No Woman Knows" ran for a full week—the first in

the history of the house—but it is pretty crude

Fanny Herself Hangs
High Over in Newark

Even crude exploitation will work in a pinch,

and we think the exploitation the Lyceum
Theatre, Newark, did for "No Woman Knows"
is elemental in its crudity, but it helped to keep
the Universal picture on the screen for seven

days instead of the usual split week.
The screen banner is a good idea and well

carried out, but the cutouts of the three-sheets

strung to the arch are almost ghastly in their

suggestion of a triple lynching.

Evidently the house requires a lot of pic-

torial stuff, for they move their display frames
out onto the sidewalk, but the cutout idea

could have been done in a manner less suggs-
tive of violence and sudden death. Even hang-
ing them so that the base apparently rested upon
the bottom of the arch would have helped and
would have given a better balanced line, as well.

Add Another
Add "Molly O" chocolate bars to the already

long list of hook-ups for the Sennett pro-

duction.

Each bar will contain a miniature still from
the production. There are eighty different

scenes, and if you can collect the entire set,

the Shotwell Company will exchange it for a

leatherette album with the miniatures nicely

mounted. An initial order for one million cards

has been placed with the expectation of market-

ing ten million bars in the next six months.

Collected Mothers
When he played Ince's "Mother o' Mine,"

C. B. Davis, of the Norwood, (Ohio), Thea-
tre, made a drive on "Honor thy mother par-

ties," suggesting to the children that they bring

their parents to the Ince production.

All mothers over seventy were admitted
free, the opening night, and as a special induce-

ment free admissions were offered the famil>

showing the largest number of mothers.

The first night of the showing eight mothers
over seventy took advantage of the offer and
the party prize went to five mothers, a mother,

her daughter-in-law and the latter's three

married daughters.

It not only made good business, but it was
good publicity and that made more business.

Another good angle was persuading the Sun-
day School teachers to lecture their classes on

the love and respect due mothers on the day
before the picture opened.

Ran Harold Lloyd 44
Days in Los Angeles

What seems to be the record run for a

comedy is reported by Dr. B. B. Brockwedel,
of the Symphony Theatre, Los Angeles. He
ran Harold Lloyd in "Never Weaken" for 44
days at his 645 seat house, playing to approx-
imately 120,000 persons. In all that time there

were never fewer than 100 24-sheets on the

billboards and double that number was used at

the start, 2,500 inches of newspaper space was
employed, counting readers, and the campaign
cost around $17,500.

The comedy was the longest subject on the

bill, during that time, for short fillers were
used instead of a single feature, so that the

pull was directly up to Lloyd, yet of the 120,-

OOO patrons but seven complained that they did
not care for the attraction.

The only lobby attractor was the name in

the electrics and a large photograph on the

marquise. The run was put over almost en-
tirely on the newspaper work and billboard

showings, and no ballyhoo was used.

Don't say exploitation does not pay until you
have tried it. If it doesn't then you don't do
enough.

THIS RAN HAROLD LLOYD FOR SEVEN WEEKS IN LOS ANGELES
Dr. H. B. Brockwedel, of the Symphony Theatre, ran "Never Weaken" for forty-four

days to about 120,000 admissions, spending $17,000 to get that business and using about

2,500 inches of newspaper space. Some records for a comedy!
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StiJgcd a Panide of

MototxycU Warriors
Most inanAjters ha\-e tried to have a couple

of armored men on motorcycles for the Fox
pn.xi'.>ction of "A Gxmectiait Yankee." but

Doc Hotator. of the Alhambra Theatre, Toledo,

staged a parade of the anachrvmistic knights

and ran them all o\-er town to help out the

Oinscmas business.

Then he took tbem down and photographed
them in front of a couple of water tanks as

emblematic of the prohibition Christmas cheer

That seems to us to be the refinement of cruelty.

It's bad enough to back up against the water
tanks the crther »V>4 days of the year.

Outside of this it was good advertising for

the Xfark Twain comed.v. and it brought the

vacationing kiddies in. which was the aa^
rVv was

Th rce PieceMa il Campa igti

•"ivansc a newspaper campaign was not

. ; - ed expedient in Xorfolk on "Orer the

V. ' the .Xiiviitorium resorted to a three-

".i:: car.T>i'>:" to a list of 2,000 names.
:o.:nd t cheaper t.han the advertising rates

worked out.

The first dwt was a postcard merely aimooDC-
ng the comii^ of the picture, the second, three
.ia>-s later, was another card with a cut and
<o>me additional details, and one day later ^
-ampaign closed with the mailii^ of drms
"eralds, timed to reach the recipient the day
before the opening. It seemed to replace
rsewspaper adra tisiug very soccessfnlly

LET TELESCOPE SCAS THE FACE OF THE WORLD
Chmt'i Brmitmy Tktmlrt. Las AmgrUs. mimi* m ctmr mimflotiom tk€ ttUsto^ idr*
ftr Ae H0dUms—-rfimstd /rrn {FSbt fndmctiam. TV imttrimr shamed • siowiy
mabmg (Inv anil Ik* fmerr: If ram had m chamc* wamU yau dmnge A*

Fa€» af Ik* WaHir"

It Worked
D. .\. Coulter, of the Ohio Theatre. Indian-

apolis, used street car banners to announce the
day after the opening th«t "The Sheik" woaM
be contiinied for a second week in response to

popoiar demand.
No one stopped to wcnda bow he arranged

with the car company and got his baraws so
quickly, and the gag had & osnal effect of
makiiig the crowd more eager to see a soccess,
and the stanrtpomt contmned mto the
week.
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THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET HERE HANGS /.V THJ: WELL
The lobby from the Strand, Knoxville, is the same material used for another ficture.

but repainted to suggest an old honie, with the well curb suggested by the title of this

IVid Gunning production. It was devised by Alex Lukox<'ski, and cost only $18

Repainted Old Flats

for Old Oaken Bucket
Alex Lukowski, of tlic Strand Theatre.

Knoxville, Tenn., repainted his "Old Nest"
setting for Wid Gunning's "The Old Oaken
Bucket." The idea for this was self-suggestive,

for an old-fashioned well curb seemed to be the

most appropriate stunt for the title. The house
was made over into a brick structure and tlie

paling fence was used to enclose the yard instead

of define the approaches. A stone well curb
was built, with a bucket and pole and stone
counterbalance. The appeal lay in the atmos-
phere of the old home. Not counting the cost
of material, which was all on hand, the painting
and labor represented only $18.

The trees were all real stuff and the floor

of the yard, inside the fence was covered with
autumn leaves. The permanent three sheet
board, which is used for the coming attraction,

interfered with the display, but it is probable
that regular patrons discounted this intrusion.

Took Sh?ik Tent Id3a

Inside of His Lobby
Because his front did not lend itself to the

• Lindlar tent scheme, and because he realized
the value of the idea, W. Griffith Mitchell, of
the Majestic Gardens, Kalamazoo, took the
idea indoors and fitted up his long and nar-
row lobby with the colors.

On the right hand side of the cut, the box
office is entirely enclosed in a tent of brilliantly

colored material, and this fabric is carried down
to the entrance and across the end of the pass-
age, the arches being cut off at the top with
other striped material. Palms were placed
about to add to the effect.

It did not have the display value of an ex-
terior trim, but it did pull people through the
glass doors to see what it was all about, and
most of them kept on going until the usher
found them a seat.

Reviving Devil Stunt
All of the stunts used for "The Devil" are

being dug out for "The Devil Within," a Fox
production with Dustin Farnum.

Tames Rourkc, of the Empire Theatre,

Bridgeport, used a handout which could be

folded so that only the line, "Go to see 'The
Devil'" was visible and the "see" was so small

,-'s nrt to c-rnt.

All Dangerous Curves
Swung to the Theatre

Putting into practice press book stunts, plus,

gave Roy S. Smart, of the Noble Theatre,
Anniston, Ala., about three times his average
business and puts him in the lead for exploita-
tion of this picture on the Southern Enterprises
circuit.

Most of his work centered on the road map
idea from the press book, and he used two in

the lobby a week before the showing, one of
them being pointed up with colored lights at
the curves. Saturday night before the Monday
opening, he took the whole of Main street for
his map, using the traffic signals at all street

intersections. And from a point well down the
street to the theatre he used the danger points—

•

with some of his own additions—on fifteen

foot banners placed above store fronts. As you
came toward the theatre you traversed all of
the high points.

Hooked Each Store

These danger points in the map are the
wedding, the first baby, loneliness and similar
happenings. Each store was hooked to the

point it announced, one telling that it could
outfit the brides for the wedding, another adver-
tising things for the first baby, an auto agency
suggested its make of car as an antidote for
loneliness and a hosiery store had an original

line reading: "They may not be dangerous, but
our stocks have the curves all right."

Boyish Bridal Pair

.Another Saturday stunt was dressing up the
I rent of a store under repair with scenery and
stills along with the road map and on Monday
the bridal car was used, with two boys as the
married couple. At each corner they would
alight and inspect the curve before turning the
corner. As they reentered the car a hidden
bugler would sound "Here Comes the Bride."
It took the staffs of two theatres to put over
the special stunts, working until half past one
Sunday morning, but the\- put the producticJh
over to the limit of exploitation.

HOW THE SHEIK" TENT II'ORKS INSIDE THE LOBBY
W. Griffith Mitchell, of the Majestic Gardens. Detroit, could not szfing the tent from
on 'The Sheik,'' but he ivorked the idea inside the lobby, and people came in to see.

Generally they stayed in, which uras what Mr. Mitchell hoped for
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Selling the Picture to the^Public

Neat, Open Display

Makes Larger Sales
Most window displays are too full. They

show so much that the eye becomes confused,

and gathers nothing, even where the display

is all of the same article.

This window on "The Shiek" from Omaha,
playing at the Strand Theatre, is a capital model

to follow. Only twenty-five copies of the Hull

book are shown, but they give a better effect of

mass than would have been had from a hundred

or more copies. In between the volumes are

stills from the Paramount production and fancy

ash receivers and candlesticks, the latter on
stands ornamented with Oriental scarves. Mats,

apparently of striped matting, break the floor

surface and add to the color of the display.

Now and then a display will get over through

the very immensity of its size, but in ninety-

nine cases out of every hundred an artistic

display will draw more attention and give more
effect, and this was proven not only by the sales

of the books, but of the ash trays. They were

put in merely to give attraction to the window,

but they sold, •

The general effect is that the eye roams over

the window, searching for the stills. At every

shift in the glance the book form is encountered,

which not only emphasize* the book value of

the play but urges the sale of the volumes.

Squandered 33 Dollars

Exploiting The Sheik
After looking things over, William C. John-

son, manager of the Rialto Theatre, Columbis,

Ga., decided that he could not sell "The Sheik"

to the best advantage through the newspapers.

He argued that he would do better witli ex-

ploitation, so he cut his advertising spaces and

just shoveled in the exploitation. He not only

broke all attendance records, but he had a

record turnavvay on the three days. He could

not take care of his crowds.

The house is a part of the Southern Enter-

prises, and the managers are passing along a

THIS IS A NICE MODEL FOR A BOOK WINDOW DISPLAY
It ivas used on "The Sheik" during its t7vo-'ii'eeks' stay at the Strand Theatre, Omaha,
and it commends itself to those who are looking for something which zvill be pleasant

to the eye and therefore sell better than a stuffed ivindow

part of the tent lobby, pro rating the cost, but

Johnson got reckless and blew himself to six

dollars worth of red and yellow bunting to

liven up the black and white of the traveling

iraterial. The colored stuff was stretched across

from the bo.x office, and a cutout was put in

place on the stanchions of the box office guard
rail

He could not get hold of production stills,

so he took the advertisement from the .Saturday

Evening Post and had it framed and hung be-

side the box office for an advance, calling

attention to it by means of slides. He thinks

that this helped more than stills, just this once.

He did get some of the paintings later, and these

he placed in store windows to supplement the

first banner ever stretched across the business

section. It took him an entire week to gain

permission, but he put the banner up. An
aviator did stunt flying and herald distributing

in return for a slide advertisement in two
theatres and he bannered the street cars.

Every dollar he spent in exploitation brought
back a trifle more than $10 in additional

receipts, not to count the moral effect of the

turnaway and the fact that everyone liked the

picture, and forgot their disappointment over
an earlier pkrture which had flivered.

Dresses for "Enchantment"
H. H. Clark, of the Rialto Theatre. Macon,

Ga., put on a fashion show to give emphasis to

the gorgeous costumes in the Marion Davies
production of "Enchantment," and it helped to

draw a banner crowd. The total cost was the

writing of two cards which were displayed on
either side of the proscenium telling that the

dresses were from a certain store. This store

supplied the gowns and the models, and felt

that it was getting a good break.

"^^IS LuLiB\ LLisl SIX DOLLAKS, fo/i Ml'CH MATERIAL WAS BORROWED
William C. Johnson, of the Rialto Theatre, Columbus, Ga., bought some red and yellow
hunting to liven up the black and Zihile stuff zvhich was being passed from house to

house, and he made a wonderful clean-up with exploitation stunts

This Barker's Voice

Carried Three Blocks
Prominent in the stunts u.sed for the opening

of "The Queen of Sheba," in San Francisco,

was the employment of a magnavox with a
triple amplifier which was installed on the roof
of a three story building in tiie business district.

All through the first week of the run the
barker kept at work, his voice covering a dis-

tance of a square and a half each way, and few
escaped learning of the presence of the Fox
attraction by this means. Those who did were
sjiven opportunity to look at the lithographs.

.\ three elevens started off the nm. with a

drop to a two threes following, and eight win-
dows were hooked to displays with the semi-
nude queen the central figure in the paintings.
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Selling^ the Picture to the^Public
Special Block Paper

for Cuban Musketeer
Charles E. Moyer sends in a one sheet

made up by the Cuban representatives of

United Artists for "The Three Musketers,"
and adds with pride that the drawings are

taken from the plan book. It's a wonderful
plan book and we don't blame Moyer for

feeling proud at the way his ideas have been

Ik Ties Mnus
POR DOUGUS FtiRBAIfS

DOCE rollos (le constanle inttTes, huiiiorismo v romance.

Fiel transciipcion historica de la e|xxa de LUIS XIII

Firmeza

Audacia,

Justicia.A

,

Talento Literario \^

Acometividad,

Lealtad,

Valor Educativo

OIEZ Y SEIS DUELOS HAY EN ESTA PELiCULA
XJutt niAraTllloM producd^D que m un Uima\» do Intousu emocloDsa.

El«xJtoai4iffT«iid««D lo«TB»tro«d»lo«&t»do«DiildMyoti ei CAPTTOUOdo la HtUMuk

Touinw AltTISMS IIKIDOS.-Coiisiilado 122
Hobana. Cuba.

OOIIGUS FAIANKS. iM PiFOflD. Wm. CHAPLIN, DAVID W. DDIFFITH

THE CUBAN POSTER

taken up by the exhibitors. He wrote the
book to help the exhibitor, and that it has
helped them is proven by the almost uni-
versal adoption of the plan book ideas as
against original schemes. Moyer has sent
over a couple of hundred advertisements in

the last few weeks on the Musketeers and
we have found as many more in our own
samples. It's almost all press book stuff

because the book gives the exhibitor pre-
cisely what he wants. Moyer has sent in

so many adaptations of the plan book that
we have had to buy a special waste basket
for the samples we cannot find room for.

But the big point is this: If Moyer can do it,

and do it on every picture, why cannot other
press agents give us similar work instead of
a lot of fancy color printing and general
bunk. It is nearly two years since we first

called attention to the value of the Moyer
plan of sending out ready made art material
to be worked into house designs, in addition
to the same stuflf in mat and cut form for
those who cannot handle original work. It

has been nearly two years, and yet the aver-
age press book is as bad as ever. Anyhow
here is another example of the versatility of
the Moyer material but Moyer knows they
make things in Cuba that are more accept-
able up here than one-sheets.

—P. r. A.—

A Local Theatre Scrap
Sold Both Attractions

Soinetimes a scrap is a good thing for a thea-
tre. Down in Amarillo. Texas, there has been
a jam, and when the Fair Theatre booked in

Wid Gunning's "The Old Oaken Bucket" the
opposition went after Gunning's Lois Weber
production of "The Blot" and the war was on.

The Fair took a full page shown here, with a
decidedly good treatment of three cuts. The

mortises in the sheet music cut carry different

copy and there is different wording in the two
bucket reverse cuts. All of the text was lifted

In "The Old Qalien Bucket" g

ff

t

) WONBERTOL DAYS J

1^ FAIR THEATRE

A PRESS BOOK FULL PAGE

from the press book. The opposition came back
with a double truck hook-up, and the Fair
countered with a well curb in the lobby, and
when that didn't seem to be enough, they put

another curb on a truck and took it around town
for everyone to see. The result was that both

houses played to extra business and by jazzing
up the patrons, they have established a taste for

pictures that will run well beyond the immedi-
ate scrap. It was not a premeditated fight, but
it works so well that it would pay two friendly

managers to pretend to fight just to interest the

patrons.
—P. T. A.—

Change in Proportion

Gives Better Display
Most of the spaces for the Grauman thea-

tres, Los Angeles, are five and six columns
wide. Cutting down to four columns and
dropping slightly lower down the page gives a

better proportion to this space for the big

house. The three vignettes at the left show
the three woinen with whom the play is con-
cerned and the panels give a hint of the con-

THb PliAVKOUSE OF ORICINAUTV

DANC.F.ROUS LIF.S'

7^
trast in the three types, arousing curiosity as
to what it is all about. For once the paneled

program is dropped, but this is one of the best

selling advertisements we have received from
the Los Angeles manager because it rouses
active curiosity instead of merely announcing
the title and stars. That black oval is irregular

in outline merely because this is a pulled proof
and not as clear as it should be. In the paper
it was a perfect oval and it put the title over
well because it was the one spot of color in
the space and the eye instinctively turned to
that first. The lettering is large enough to
make the use of the black permissible.

—P. T. A.—

Baltimore Obtains An
Exceptionally Good Idea

As a rule the advertisement deeper than its

width does not give as good a display as the
reverse, but here is a display from the New
Theatre, Baltimore, which seems to call for the
long drop, and which could not have been done
as well in the broad form. But it has more
than its shape to commend it. It is one of
the really distinctive ads. It is not an amuse-
ment advertisement, in the broad sense, and it

stands out on the page like a white sigjnpost
nn a cloudy night. It suggests elegance and

What More Could Be Said?

ec Musketeer,' is one of the

,ly youiself to blame.' —/»«Aef*
The /t>ner,«OT.

b*nksMd 'The Three Muskefeets.' Thcstory
IS told with consistency and the interest is

held up to the last flicker "-Normon Clark "<

The ^cuu

" The Three Musketeers" is the Fairbanks
film par eacellencc. Is undoubtedly Fair-

hanks' biggest, best and brightest film to

date."—Q. E. D, in The Eotninj Sun.

"Fairbanks is at his best in this .timng
film version of Dumas" novel. Is eacelleni

entertaitunent for voung as well as old."

—

r M. C. tn the Morning Sun.

Second Big Wtek

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
In

'*The Three Musketeers'*
NEW THEATRE

Wikt$, lie f« SIM
I

Thrtt farform-
Matlntet, onrei Dalty — II,

tSc 4k SOe 1 2.30 mnd LIS f. M.
ScaU tetttnd /or

£ p e n ( n < fcr/orfi

A DISTINCTIVE DISPLAY

distinction by its very foriu and the coat of
arms, and the medallion give it almost the merit
of a decoration of honor. It is one advertise-

ment in a thousand and whoever laid out this

copy has achieved a triutriph. It probably did
more to bring the "carriage trade" than any-
thing in the pictorial line that could possibly

be used. About once every six months we get
hold of something like this, but seldom does
one come oftener. The designer has a good
reason for wearing a larger hat for a couple
of weeks. It is an advertising triumph.

—P. T. A.—

ANOTHER GRAUMAN SHOWING
Try now and then for some new layout,

zvill help you sell your tickets.

It
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Selling the Picture to the^Public

almost as striking in spite of the absence of

an illustration, for the black bands serve suffi-

ciently as attractors. Mr. Franklin gets in

given a better display to the film title and
would have been more effective as a piece of

drawing since the moon is never reflected as a

DAVIES

"ENCHANTMENT'

OorOwn Beloved
>-r- NORMA
Ialmadge

-(TieVONDtRFyL THING"

'bE°N TURPIN

DOUGH ( ^jj L',i,
.NUTS'

^ ' kf^ '^
" '

NOW
'MARION^OAVIES
'ENCHANTMENT'

^JOSEPH URBAN,
Amencos ijrealest mosfcr
o| stoqe •nvtstttwe.

€XCLUSIVE
FEATURES ^^^0

Nothing has been
calendar card for a
seem to be in use.

VOUR SHEA DAILY ADS

30 and 36 lines as much as some would gain
from a double sixty, and he does it week after
week. The Shea daily ads are never had, seldom
poor and generally above the average, and the
artist who uses larger spaces can study them
with profit, for they are simply larger adver-
tisements so well done that they stand reduc-
tion to a column width. The Shea weekly
advertisements vary little. Mr. Franklin has
found a style which has proved to be the best
through long use, and he adheres to that style,

but the daily spaces offer much that is new and
are well worthy of study. Try that Criterion
idea some time when you are looking for a
frame for a two or three column announce-
ment. You will find that it will work just as
well.

—P. T. A.—

Still in Use
said about the monthly
long time, but they still

The Apollo and Mueller
theatres, Omaha, are using them to good ad-
vantage every month, employing a card 7x11
inches, with the dates in two columns and a
punch hole so that it may be hung on the same
nail used for last month's. We know of
nothing better for a neighborhod house.

—P. T. A.—

Wendt's Panel Effect

Shows a Capital Idea
Harold F. Wcndt, of the Rivoli, Toledo, is

hampered by the fact that he has to advertise
a vaudeville show, and very often his film
attraction is made to suffer. Eugene O'Brien
is almost lost against the grey tone of the
water and you have to look close to see the
announcement, but the panel stands out nicely
and vvhere this can be used for the film attrac-
tion it will work to good advantage. Where
black is used against grey, a deep white line

should be used around the letters. There is no
room here, but that merely proves that too
much is attempted in the space. The chief
point of the dispay is the effectiveness of the
tropical scene with its solid blacks against the
grey. That catches the attention and pulls it

over to the space where the white announce-
ment will sell. It does not do much for the
film announcement. A water ripple in white
broadening out toward the bottom would have

sroiLiii) /-')" AUDEVILLE

whole. It will always show as a ripple effect,

which gives a legitimate excuse for a white

path of light against which the lettering can

be done. But even at that, the place for the

announcement is in the white panel.

—P. T. A.—

Chinese Full Page Smash
Is Very Neatly Displayed
This full page house advertisement from the

Isis Theatre, Shanghai, China, is one of the

best pieces of advertising we have yet received

from the Asiatic houses. It is purely a house

advertisement, which does not even mention

that it specializes in the Universal product, but

it sells the idea of a gootl house and a good
show as no other Chinese advertisement has at-

tempted to do. It is an unusual advertisement

from many angles, and it probably sold the

house idea to the limit. It is an example Amer-
ican houses might well follow, for few theatres
give enough attention to selling ideas of the
house as a thing apart from the current fea-
tures, and yet the house idea, if played up, is

a better tradition than "always a good show,"
for that is included in the general appeal. The
press work is not very good, for a reglet has
come up on the left hand side of the type and
was not put down again, but otherwise it is

a good example of typesetting, and a credit to
the China Press.

Cutting Down a Cut
Saves a Space Bill

The Alhambra Theatre, Indianapolis, cut
down the Wid Gunning cut for "What Do
Men Want?" and got as much out of 21)0 lines

across five as they could have gotten out of a
full column drop using the cut as it was orig-
inally planned. Most of the theatres using the

question mark went right down the column,
but the Alhambra got as nuich out of the con-
tracted space and achieved a nuich .snappier

A SHANGHAI FULL PAGE

SHORTER AND SNAPPIER

advertisement. The house used just "about
enough talk to put the production over. More
would have spoiled the argument. There is a
temptation to overplay on this story because
the theme affords so many good lines, but one
strong punch is better than a series of slaps,

and the Alhambra stood on the general appeal
of the story to all men and women. This space
could be stuffed with type and not sell half as
well. A better scene cut might have been em-
employed, but apart from this, the advertise-
ment is unusually good.

Worked It Twice
Because of the first matinee hook-up fell on

a rainy day, John Schwalni, of the Rialto
Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, put over two pictures
in connection with the local paper instead of
one.

He had Charles Kay in "The Old Swimmin'
Hole" and persuaded the circulation manager
of the Journal that it was a picture every child
should see. The circulation manager was per-
fectly in agreement with him, so they planned
a free matinee, ostensibly given by the news-
paper through the courtesy of the theatre.
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Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.); Exhibitors' Herald (E.H.) ; Motion Picture News (N.) ; Exhibitors'

Trade Review (T.R.) ; Film Daily (F.D, ).

Orphans of the Storm
(Lillian and Dorothy Gish—Griffith—

13,400 Feet)
M. P. W.—Tremendously effective produc-

tion by Griffith of thriller based on old melo-
drama.

F. D.—Griffith presents the biggest spec-

tacular melodrama of his career.

T. R.—A great work of art. It has the

sweep of "The Birth of a Nation;" the re-

markable tragic drive of "Broken Blossoms;"
the terrific melodramatic appeal of "Way Down
Elast," and a warning written in fire and spoken
in thunder for all Americans to heed.

N.—The standard bearer of the celluloid

drama who flashed his genius in "The Birth

of a Nation," "Intolerance" and "Hearts of
the World" has again demonstrated that he
has no superior as a painter of rich and pan-
oramic canvases.

Ten Nights in a Barroom
{John Lourll—ArroiL'—8 Reels)

M. P. W.—"Ten Nights in a Barroom" is a

24-karat box office attraction.

E. H.—It abounds in thril ing situations and
homely little touches, and in photography.
settings and acting, is a fine piece of work.

T. R.
—"Ten N'ights in a Barr'mm" i- tilled

with incidents that bring the little old lump
up into your throat, send the thrills tingling up
and down your spine and hold you engrossed
and tense to the very last foot of film.

F. D.—Mighty good picture made from
famous old play. This ought to get you a lot

of money—stick to the title.

Just Around the Comer
{Featured Cast—Cosmopolitan-Paramount—

6,173 Feet)
M. P. W.—"Just Around the Corner" is

human drama, a warm, sympathetic study of

the home life of an Elast Side family.

T. R.—Brimful of pathos and sentimental

interest.

F. D.—Mother love keynote of Fannie Hurst
story directed by Frances Marion.

N.—Heart interest story— great human
appeal.

E. H.—Another mother picture. Not as

good as "Humoresque," but better than many
that have been offered.

Hail the Woman
(Featured Cast—Thomas H. Jnce-FirsI

National—7,222 Feet)
M. P. W..

—
"Hail the Woman" is built upon

a theme that reaches in and grips the mind and

the heart, and therefore the continuous atten-
tion of the average moving picture theatregoer.

F. D.—A picture that not only starts the
New Year right for Ince, but also gives to the
exhibitors a feature that promises to appease all

the desires of hungry box offices everywhere.
T. R.—This is a picture of great emotional

appeal.

N.—Powerful human document—exception-
ally well acted.

E. H.—A great combination of talent in a
great screen play.

Three Live Ghosts
(Featured Cast—Paramount—5,784 Feet)

M. P. W.—An expert blending of delicious
humor, a certain amount of drama and a good
deal of human appeal makes "Three Live
Ghosts" an entertainment that cannot fail to

meet with general approval.
F. D.—Lots of good, straight humor in this

one.

N.—Anyone who attends motion pictures to
be amused, regardless of their especial prefer-
ence in the nature of an offering, will be bound
to enjoy "Three Live Ghosts." It sets a pre-
cedent which promises improved pictures, if

those which follow keep an even pace.
T. R.— Xo question what this picture will do.

f

SCENES FROM "A DOLL'S HOUSE," STARRING NAZIMOVA. A UNITED ARTISTS' RELEASE
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Straight from the Shoulder Reports
T)epartmeni Jor ihe Informaiion of dxhibiiors

Edited by A. Van Buren Powell

The box office is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.
In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the

various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.
You are helping yourself and others by sending them in. Use the blank printed in this

department or better still write us that you'd like a free supply of report cards.

Equity
CHARGE IT. Very good picture. All

who iiaw it liked it very well. Advertising;
newspapers, lobby. Patronage; very best.

Attendance; good. J. Solomon, Bijou
Theatre, Clarksburg, W. Va.

MID-CHANNEL. Fair picture, very
elaborate settings and costumes for which
all Clara Kimball Young's productions are
noted. Advertising; I did a little extra ad-
vertising on this. Patronage; high class.

Attendance; fair. Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert

Theatre, Beatrice, Nebraska.

First National
BITS OF LIFE. We liked this very

much. Something a little new. Wonder
why others have not tried this kind of

thing. "Bits of Life" came near pleasing

every living soul. Always dead ones who
have never been pleased with anvthing.

Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie,

Okla.

COURAGE. Good as some of the bigger

specials, only needed better known stars

to make a big success; will please any au-

dience. Advertising; billboards. Patron-

age ; small town, all classes. Attendance

;

good. L. O. Davis, Perry Theatre, Hazard,
Kentucky.

DINTY. A picture that knocks them
down and makes the laughs that make the

manager feel that he is doing the world
some good. A lot of satisfaction in running

a picture of this class. Getting the money
ought not to be everything with the moving
picture theatre manager. Advertising; good.

Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good. E.

J. Bregger, Gem Theatre, Crystal Falls,

Michigan.

HABIT. Nothing exceptional about this

production, although it is a very good pro-

gram picture. Advertising; usual. Patron-

age; better class. Attendance; fair. K. H.

Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.

HOME SPUN FOLKS. Very good New
England story with the interest well sus-

tained. The kind of picture the reformer

cries for but does not come out to see.

Advertising; regular. Patronage; high

class. Attendance; poor. Geo. O. Monroe,
Gilbert Theatre, Beatrice, Nebraska.

I AM GUILTY. This is an exceptionally

good picture, in fact it's the best Louise

Glaum production made this year. Adver-

tising; posters and dodgers. Patronage;

mixed. Attendance; fair. Jack Kaplan,

Royal Theatre. South Fallsburgh, New
York.

LYING LIPS. One of the best pictures

ever shown here. It makes a fellow want
to cuss though when nothing seems to get

them out. Advertising; extra display in

papers and billboards. Patronage; general.

Attendance; fair. H. J. Longaker, Howard
Theatre, Alexandria, Minn.

PLAYTHINGS OF DESTINY. An ex-
cellent picture in every respect. Hurri-
cane wonderful. Book it by all means. At-
tendance very poor but not owing to the

picture. Advertising; regular. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance

;
poor, J. F. Schelz,

Columbia Theatre, Columbia, North Caro-
lina.

THE SKY PILOT. Great picture, pleased
all. Advertising; newspaper and poster
boards. Patronage; average. Attendance;
fair. H. R. Walker, Royal Theatre, Dart-
mouth, Nova Scotia, Canada.

SPLENDID HAZARD. Splendid acting
by Walthall; very deep, and will please most
every well read person. Advertising; ones,

11x14, mail. Patronage; rural. Atteiidance

;

fair. C. R. McCown, Alhambra Theatre,
Cornersville, Tenn.

Fox
DEVIL WITHIN. A very good picture

indeed of the kind. Very good moral and
well acted. Advertising ; usual. Patronage;
regular. Attendance; good. Geo. C.

Poindexter, Broadway Theatre, Hopewell,
Virginia.

THE IRON RIDER. Five reels starring

Wm. Russell. Didn't please my patrons, al-

though I consider it an average picture.

Advertising; newspaper, handbills and
photos. Patronage

;
neighborhood. Attend-

ance; good. Harry C. Wafifle, Lyric Thea-
tre, Mcintosh, South Dakota.

PRIMAL LAW. A very good picture.

The child actor in this is the real star.

Very peculiar fight scene at close. Good
program feature. Advertising; posters.

Patronage; rural. Attendance; fair. B. A.
Aughinbaugh, Community Theatre, Lewis-
town, Ohio.

OVER THE HILL. Magnificent. Will
please 100 per cent., weepy but wonderful.
If they don't like this, they don't want pic-

tures. Advertising; billboards, heralds, mail-

ing list, heavy newspaper campaign. At-
tendance; opened poor. E. W. Collins, Em-
pire Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.

OVER THE HILL. A big special, one of

the best pictures I ever ran. Don't be afraid

of it, everyone who has seen it was crazy

about it. Advertising; advertised like a

circus. Patronage ; all classes. Attendance;
fair. Peebles, Queen Theatre, Denison,

Texas.

RIDIN' ROMEO. First Fox I have run in

about six months. Any exhibitor catering

to a middle class should run Fox, they have
the stuf? with the pep. This Mix sure

pleased them. Attendance; good. M. Op-
penheimer. Empire Theatre, New Orleans,

Louisiana.

RIDING WITH DEATH. Westerns draw
with the average patronage, and should not

be overlooked. This one has punch without

being raw. Advertising; usual. Patronage;
just folks. Attendance; good. Arthur B.

Smith, Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.

Goldwyn
BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS. The

picture may be all right but I can't give
them this stuff in a small town and get any
business. Advertising; usual. Patronage-
small town. Attendance

; rotten. W. Ray
Erne, Arcade Theatre, Charlotte, Michigan.

CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI. They'll
run you out of town if you show this and
charge admission. Awful stuff and nothing
to the story. Lay of!!! Advertising; reg-
ular posters and photos. Patronage; family
Attendance; good. A. V. Reef, Star Thea-
tre, Decorali, Iowa.

CUPID THE COW PUNCHER. Never
had a poor picture with Will Rogers; he is
very good in this one. Advertising; ones,
threes, photos. Patronage; family. At-
tendance; fair. A. Wirtenberg, Woodlawn
Theatre, Schenectady, New York.

DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD. A very
good comedy-drama. Pleased most of the
audience. Advertising; sixes, threes, four
ones, photos, slide, signs. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; not so bad. M. Les-
zczynski, Pastime Theatre, Depew, New
York.

GOING SOME. A good picture; every-
body liked it. Rex Beach stories are always
good. Advertising; newspaper, lobby. Pat-
ronage; high class. Attendance; good. G.
E. Shilkett, St. Dennis Theatre, Sapulpa,
Oklahoma.

MADAM X. Great picture, wonderful act-
ing, especially by Pauline Frederick her-
self. Didn't draw owing to hard times here,
no fault of the picture. Patronage; high
class. Attendance ; fair. A. E. Rogers, Tem-
ple Theatre, Dexter, New York.

Hodkinson
KEEPING UP WITH LIZZIE. A very

good picture, patrons very much pleased.
Advertising; newspapers and lobby. Patron-
age ; average. Attendance; fair. Wm. Solo-
mon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West Vir-
ginia.

LAVENDER AND OLD LACE. Ran with
musical Hawaiians and stood them up. Pic-
ture is one I call 100 per cent, amusing.
Advertising; newspaper, billboard. Patron-
age; all classes. Attendance; good. W. L.
Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville, Arkan-
sas.

THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER. Very good
story. Clear film and very good acting.
Had full house on Monday night. Adver-
tising; local newspaper. Patronage; gen-
eral. Attendance; great. Harold Clouse,
Hollywood Theatre, Highwood, Minnesota.

RIP VAN WINKLE. Played this with the
school. Just lots of people in town who did
not come to see this one thought it a joke,
but pictures pleased quite well and we were
satisfied. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre,
Guthrie, Oklahoma.
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Straig^ht from the Shoulder Reports

Metro
CAMILLE. Wonderful, but some of

the patrons did not like it. Think it was
too deep for them. Advertising; paper, bill-

boards, lobby and window cards. Patron-
age; neighborhood. Attendance; good. J.
Edw. Mitchell, Strand Theatre, Waverley,
Massachusetts.

FOUR HORSEMEN. A wonderful special
picture like tliis is a big help at this time,
as we need something out of the ordinary
to pull them. Advertising; big special adver-
tising campaign. Patronage

;
high class. At-

tendance ; fair at advanced prices. Geo. O.
Monroe, Gilbert Theatre, Beatrice, Ne-
braska.

LIFE'S DARN FUNNY. A weak picture,

and if it was not for the star, Viola Dana,
and her leading man, Gareth Hughe;;, the
picture would have been a complete failure

here. Patronage; neighborhood. .Attend-
ance; poor. Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre,
South Fallsburgh, New York.

THE MATCH BREAKER. Not the star's

best but a very good picture. Pleased
everybody that saw it. .'\dvertising

;
lobby,

billboards, newspaper, handbills. Patron-
age; mi.xed. Attendance; fair. G. K. .Shil-

kett, St. Denis Theatre, Sapulpa, Oklahoma.

THE MATCH BREAKER. A very pleas-
ing picture, pleased everyone. You can't

go wrong on Metro with their 100 per cent,

co-operation. Have made my poorest nights
into big ones with their pleasing stars.

Patronage ; small town. Attendance
;
good.

Irving Carlin, Iris Theatre, Monte Vista,

Colorado.

Paramount
AFFAIRS OF ANATOL. Picture pleased

100 per cent. Raised prices. Advertising;
extra. Patronage ; high class. Attendance ;

very poor. .\rch E. Bamlierger, Empress
Theatre, Owensboro, Ky.

BELOW THE SURFACE. Best yet, ad-
vertised as special, well worth it. Under
water scenes good, story fine, a little old,

but had good print. .Advertising; regular,

ones, threes, sixes, newspaper. Patronage;
mixed. .Attendance; fair. L. P. -Stubble-

field, Hartsville Theatre, Hartsville, Ten-
nessee.

BONNIE BRIER BUSH. A picture that

will add to the prestige of any exhibitor,

large or small. Highly commend it, the
scenes are superb. .Advertising; fliers and
one sheets. Patronage; first class. .Attend-

ance; good. W. P. Doro, Opera House,
Bridgton, Maine.

THE CHARM SCHOOL. Very good. D.
Buss, Star Theatre, Tonawanda, N. Y.

DANGEROUS LIES. Oh, why do they
do it? Forbid me from any more British

productions. Too bad this kind of film is

marketed. .Advertising; fourteen one sheets,

two newspapers, lobby. Patronage ; best.

Attendance ; poor. H. B. Barr, Rialto The-
atre, Enid, Oklahoma.

HELIOTROPE. One of the best pictures

ever shown here, depicting the self sacrifice

of the father for his child. If "Humor-
esque" is the Mother-love picture, this is

the Father-love picture. Boost it and get

'em in, the picture will do the rest. .Ad-

vertising; newspaper, programs and post-

ers, etc. Patronage ;
neighborhood. .At-

tendance ; good. Mrs. Phelps Sasseen, Lyric

Theatre, Easley, South Carolina.

HOLD YOUR HORSES. Good comedy
drama. Picture in five reels, just the proper

length ; not too long, therefore, not tire-

some. When you get over 5,000 feet, pic-

tures should be away out of the ordinary.
-Advertising; posters, newspapers, lobby.
Patronage ; small town. Attendance ; fair.

H. R. Walker, Royal Theatre, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia, Canada.

INSIDE OF THE CUP. Strong story, well
enacted. -Advertising; newspaper. Patron-
age ; small town. .Attendance

;
good. L. T.

Caraskadan, Music Hall, Keyser, West
Virginia.

A CORRECTION

In last week's issue "Journey's End"
and "Silent Barrier" were wrongly
listed under the Goldwyn banner.

They should have been credited to

Hodkinton.

THE SHEIK. A very good picture, was
liked far better than ".Affairs of Anatol." A
very good box office attraction. Advertising;
1 sheets, 3 sheets, big newspaper publicity.
Patronage; very highest. Attendance; good.
Jno. G. Pierce, Family Theatre, Mahonoy
City, Pa.

THE WHISTLE. This is a good Hart
picture and all who saw it said it was great.
But as usual I lost money on this one
owing to the high rental Paramount makes
me pay and local conditions. Didn't take in

enough to pay rental on film. Advertising:
lobby and mailing list. J. F. Pruett, Liberty
Theatre, Roanoke, Ala.

WHITE AND UNMARRIED. Very good,
many complimented, none complained. A
little different to most pictures. Advertis-
ing; regular way. Patronage; small town.
-Attendance

;
average- A. L. Middleton,

Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.

THE WITCHING HOUR. More favor-
able comment from patrons on this picture
than any program picture I have used in

many a day. Personally I should like to
see more of its kind. Advertising; very
little advertising. Patronage; high type.
.Attendance; above average. L. M. Tug,
Rialto Theatre, Jerome, Idaho.

Pathe
BEGGAR IN PURPLE. Good production.

.Advertising; regular. Patronage; small
town. Attendance ; fair. W. S. Pease, Cen-
tennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

THE SAGE HEN. This one gave good
satisfaction. If all were as good, we would
not need to worry about disappointed pa-
trons. .Advertising; extra billboards and dis-

play in paper. Patronage
;
general. Attend-

ance; fair. H. J. Longaker, Howard Thea-
tre, -Alexandria, Minnesota.

WITHOUT BENEFIT OF CLERGY.
Good picture, but failed to draw crowd.
Ran two days and second day was worse
than first. Advertising; newspaper and
program. Patronage: small town. Attend-
ance; poor. L. T. Carskadan, Music Hall,

Keyser, West Virginia.

Realart
THE BELOVED VILLAIN. A good pic-

ture with a good star and everyone left

well satisfied. Miss Hawley nearly alwavs
pleases. Advertising; posters. Patronage;
neighborhood. -Attendance; fair. Temple
Theatre, -Aberdeen, Mississippi.

DAWN OF THE EAST. A very good
Oriental picture that gets away from the
objectionable stuff. Settings and characters
are exceptional but Brady seems to be los-
ing out. Pleased about 90 per cent. Ad-
vertising; usual. Patronage; small town.
.Attendance; good. Jno, W. Joerger, O. K.
Theatre, Enterprise, Oregon.

DON'T CALL ME LITTLE GIRL. A
very good, clean comedy feature. Full of
life and jingle. Mary Miles Minter in one
of her best roles. Advertising; fliers and
one sheets. Patronage; first class. Attend-
ance

; good. W. P. Dow, Opera House,
Bridgton, Maine.

R-C
813. Good mystery picture, pleased well.

.Advertising; usual. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; fair. E. W. Collins, Grand Thea-
tre, Jonesboro, Arkansas

Selznick
DIVORCE OF CONVENIENCE. Very

poor picture. Everyone disappointed. Ran
on Sunday and I am afraid to run Owen
Moore again. Advertising; local newspaper,
heavy ads. run. Patronage; general. At-
tendance; fair. Harold Clouse, Hollywood
Theatre, Highwood, Minnesota.

THE FIGHTER. Good story and acting,
but not very good photography. Holds in-

terest very well and pleases 75 per cent.
Advertising; regular newspaper. Patron-
age; high class. Attendance; fair. Geo. O.
Monroe, Gilbert Theatre, Beatrice, Ne-
braska.

THE MAN WHO LOST HIMSELF. A
good picture, but old. It pleased 95 per cent,
of a fair sized audience. Advertising; regu-
lar. Patronage; high class. Attendance;
fair. Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert Theatre, Bea-
trice, Nebraska.

United Artists
LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY. Pleased

women and children, absolutely clean, the
best picture she has made for United Art-
ists, sold too high for me, if you can buy it

right, play it. Advertising; newspaper, her-
alds, banner, all styles litho. Patronage;
very best. Attendance ; fair. F. M. Hole-
man, Garrick Theatre, Madisonville, Ken-
tucky.

WAY DOWN EAST. Haven't adjectives
enough to say how wonderful picture is.

Tremendous business at increased admis-
sions. Biggest picture to date; everyone
pleased. Advertising; mailing, window dis-

play, newspaper, street ballyhoo. Patron-
age; industrial small town. Attendance; ca-
pacity at 5 showings. P. W. Kunze, Or-
pheum Theatre, Stoughton, Massachusetts.

Universal
ACTION. -A good Western picture. Hoot

Gibson is a promising star. See it and book
it. .Advertising: sixes, threes, two ones,
photo, slide. Patronage: small town. At-
tendance; fair. M. Leszczynski, Pastime
Theatre. Depew, N. Y.

THE MILLIONAIRE. Just an ordinary
program picture. Too slow, no action, only
in the fifth reel. Star doesn't pull in my
house. Business oflf. Patronage; middle
class, .Attendance; poor. Wm. Thacher,
Royal Theatre, -Salina, Kansas.

RED COURAGE. Good Western. Pleased
all who saw it. Bad weather probably
caused small crowd. Advertising; usual.

Patronage; small town. .Attendance; poor.
.Anna Frankle, Strand Theatre, Leon, Iowa.
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CURRENT FILM RELEASE DATES
Numbers folloiving titles of pictures indicate pages on which consensus of reviews appeared. "R" refers to Reviews.

"C" signifies pages where may be found resume of reviewer's opinions. Unless otherwise specified, all subjects are five-reel

dramas. For pictures previously released refer to Index in last issues for February, April, Jui;r. . liKjiist. October and December.

ARROW
Features

The Star Reporter.
The Stranger in Canyon Valley.
Dangerous Paths (Neva Gerber). R-948.
The Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber).
God's Country and the Law (Curwood Pro-

ductions).
Screenart Series.
The Broken Spur (Jack Hoxle). R-321.
Five Westerns starring Roy Stewart and

Marjorie Daw.
Six Jack Hoxie Features.
Five Society Dramas starring Neva Gerber.
Nan of the North (Ann Little).
Fifty-two Two-Reel Comedies.
Love, Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison).

R-587. Dec. 3.

The Girl from Porcupine (Six Reels). R-712.
Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).

Dead or Alive (Jack Hoxie). (C-1120.
Dec. 31).

Serials
The Blue Fox (Anna Little). R-539.
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).

Comedies
Eighteen Single Reel Spotlights (Violet Joy

and Billy Fletcher).
Fourteen Two-Reel Broadway (Eddie Barry,

Harry Gribbon, Helen Darling).
Twelve Two-Reel Cruelywed (Lillie Leslie,

Paul Wiegel).
Twelve Two-Reel Speed (Neely Edwards.

Charlotte Merriam).
Fourteen Two-Reel Mirthquakes (Bobby

Burns).

ASSO. EXHIBITORS
FEATliUES

The Devil (George Arliss).
What Women Will Do (Anna Q. Nilsson).
The Rider of King Log (Special). C-495.
The Road to London (Bryant Washburn).

R-642; C-47.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES

(Two Reels Each)
Now or Never.
Among Those Present.
Never Weaken. R-946.
A Sailor Made Man. R-590. Dec. 3. C-705.

Dec. 10.

PLAYGOERS' PICTURES
Women Who Wait.
They Shall Pay. R-208.
Home-Keeping Hearts. R-693; C-1023.
The Family Closet.
Discontented Wives.

EDUCATIONALtovlS CORP.

Kinograms (Sundays and Thursdays).
Battle of Jutland (Three Reels). R-586.

Dec. 3.

Selie-Rork
(Two Reels Each)

The Ne'er to Return Road. R-808.
The White Mouse. R-96.

Christie Comedies
(Two Reels)

Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking (R-853. Dec. 17).
One Stormy Knight (R-20.=l. Jan. 14).

Torchy Comedies
Torchy's Frame-up. R-336.
Torchy Takes a Chance. (R-115. Jan. 7).

Mermaid Comedies
Free and Easy.
Rolling Stones. R-1126. Dec. 31).

Vanity Comedies
Eat and Be Happy.
Paying Patients.

Robert C. Brace Series
As Old as the Hills (R,853. Dec. 17).
Unknown Switzerland (R-1129. Dec. 31).
Bonnets of Aunergne (R-112. Jan. 7).

Chester Onting Scenics
Save Tour Carfare.
No More Gasoline.

Gayety Comedies
Oh! Brother.
Say Uncle.

Chester Screenlcs
From Dear to Dam.
Buzz-z-.

New Wine in Old Bottles.
Old Moose Trails.

Uiscellaneous.
The Crater of Mt. Katmai.
Could Columbus Discover An American.

Punch
Country thickens. (R-115. Jan. 7).
A Rural Cindarella. R-217.

Chester Comedies
Snooky's Fresh Heir.
The Last Hops.

Sketchograts
Eve's Leaves.
Seeing Greenwich Village.
What's the Limit? (One Reel).

Cinal (SloTT Speed)
Annette Kellerman in High Diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.

Campbell Comedies
The Stork's Mistake.
Stolen Glory.
Assorted Heroes (R-853. Dec. 17).

Toonerville Comedies
The Skipper's Last Resort (Two Reels).

World Wanderings
Let's Go—to the South Seas (One Reel).

Famous Platers -LASkt

October
Footlights (Elsie Ferguson). 7,078 Ft. R-808;

C-895.
Gappy Ricks (Thomas Meighan). R-96;

C-163. 5,926 Ft.
The Great Impersonation (George Melford

Production). 6,658 Ft. R-693; C-759.
Experience (George Fitzmaurice Production).

6,560 Ft. R-827; C-49.
After the Show (Wm, DeMille Production).

5.884 Ft. R-810; C-895.
Beyond (Ethel Clayton). 5,248 Ft. R-219;

C-397.
Three Word Brand (W. S. Hart). 6,638 Ft.

R-694; C-759.
Peter Ibbetson (Wallace Reid and Elsie

Ferguson). R-1074; C-159.
November

Ladies Must Live (Tucker Production).
7,482 Ft. R-714. Dec. 10. C-849.
Dec. 17).

The Bonnie Brier Bush (Crisp Production).
4,622 Ft.

The Sheik (MelTord Production). 6,579 Ft.
R-336. Vol. 53, P. 397.

The Call of the North (Jack Holt). 4,823 Ft.
R-715. Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).

Enchantment (Marion Davies). 6,982 Ft.
R-219; C-289.

December
Exit—the Vamp (Ethel Clayton). 4,545 Ft.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford (Cosmopolitan

Production. 7.381 Ft. (R-855. Dec. 17.)
(C-108. Jan. 7). •

Don't Tell Everything (Reid-Swanson-Dex-
ter). 4,939 Ft. (R-981. Dec. 24). C-1120.
Dec. 31).

Just Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Pro-
duction). R-206. Jan. 14.

White Oak (Wm. S. Hart). R-1,077; C-289.
6,208 Ft.

The Little Minister (Betty Compson). R-112.
Jan. 7. C-202. Jan. 14.

Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson). R-218;
C-289. 5,675 Ft.

A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan).
R-587; C-706. Dec. 10.

The Bonnie Brier Bush (Donald Crisp Pro-
duction). R-714. Dec. 10. (C-849.
Dec. 17).

Fool's Paradise (DeMille Production). R-982.
Dec. 24. (C-1120. Dec. 31).

Miss Lulu Bett (DeMille Production). R-1126.
Dec. 31. (C-108. Jan. 7).

Rent Free (Wallace lieid). R-IIS. Jan. 7.

O-202. Jan. 14.
Three Live Ghosts (Fitzmaurice Production).

R-207. Jan. 14.

BURTON HOLMES
(One Reel Each)

Rural Java.
.Santa Fp—the City Different.
.Seeing Sah Marino.
Watching the Wayands. R-1128. Dec. 31).
Tn Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

MAOK SENIVETT
Watch Your Neighbor (Two Reels).
It Pays to Advertise (Two Reels).

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Issued Weekly (One Reel Bach—Contain."

Magazine Sub.iects and Cartoon).

Federated Exchanges

Screen Snapshots.

SPECIALS
Dangerous Toys. R; Vol. 49, P. 989.
Good-Bad Wife.
Heidi of the Alps. (Prizma).

MONTE BANKS COMEDIES
Squirrel Food. R-692.
Fresh Air. R-811.
Cleaned and Dry. R-219.

HALLROOM COMEDIES
(Two Reels)

Beach Nuts.
At Your Service.
Matinee Idols.

SERIAL
Miracles of the Jungle.

CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky s Twin Troubles (Two Reels). R-380.
Snooky's Labor Lost. (Two Reels).

FIRST NATIONAL
Toonerville's Fire Brigade (Two Reels).

R-S80.
Wedding Bells (Constance Talmadge. R-930;

C-397.
Serenade (R. A. Walsh Production). R-320;

C-397.
Wife Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Pro-

duction )

.

One Arabian Night (Pola Negri). R-574;
C-759.

Bits of Life (Marshall Neilan SDecial).
C-1076; C-47.

The Idle Class (Two Reels—Chaplin). R-674;
C-895

The Child Thou Gavest Me (Stahl Produc-
tion). 6.091 Ft. R-943.

Woman's Place (Constance Talmadge). 5,645
Ft. R-1075; C-47.

Two Minutes to Go (Charles Ray). R-96;
C-159.

Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart—Six Reels).
R; Vol. 48, P. 392; C-R, P. 668.

The Kid (Charles Chaplin—Six Reels). R;
Vol. 48. P. 390; C-R, P. 668; Ex. Vol. 49.
P. 55. 155. 158.

The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge).
R-458. Nov. 26. C-581. Dec. 3.

Tol'able David (Richard Bathelmess). R-589.
Dec. 3. (C-849. Dec. 17).

Stranger Than Fiction (Katherine MacDon-
ald). R-705. Dec. 10. C-976. Dec. 24.

The Lotus Eater (John Barrymore). R-715.
Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).

All for a Woman (Foreign Film). R-866.
Dec. 17. C-1120. Dec. 31. C-202. Jan. 14.

Love Never Dies. R-854. Dec. 17. C-976.
Dec. 24.

R. S. V. P. (Charles Ray).
C-1120. Dec. 31.

Stardust (Hope Hampton).
C-108. Jan. 7.

My Boy fJackie Coogan).
C-202. Jan. 14.

Playthings of Destiny
C-202. Jan. 14.

The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart).
Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald).
My Lady Friends (Mr. and Mrs. Carter De-

Haven).
Mf's Button (Special).
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge)
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart).
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald).
Love's Redemption (Norma Talmadge).
The Beautiful Liar (Katherine MacDonald)
The Song of Life (Stahl Production)
Kindred of the Du.st (Walsh Production)
The Rosary (Selig-Rork)
The Barn.«tormer (Chai-lcs Rav)

R-982. Dec. 24.

R-1126. Dec. 31.

R-112. Jan. 7.

(Anita Stewart).

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
RELEASED THROUGH FIRST NATIONAL

Blind Hearts (Hobart Bosworth). R-1076-
C-159

The Silent Call. R-549. Nov. 26 C-631
Dec. 3.

The Sea Lion (Bosworth).

Note—'Refer to top of page for explanation of reference marks
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CURRENT FILM RELEASE DATES
THOxMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS

Mother O' Mine. R-747 ; C-47.
Cup of Life. R-318; C-397.
Hail the Woman (R-203. Jan. 14).

J. PARKER READ, JR.
I Am Guilty (Louise Glaum). R-85; C-149.
Greater Than Love. R-829; C-885.

ALL.4N DWAX PRODUCTIONS
A Perfect Crime (Monte Blue). R; Vol. 49,

P-45.
A Broken Doll. R-751.
The Sin of Martha Queed (Six Reels). R-710.

Dec. 10. (C-1120. Dec. 31).
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford—Six Reels). R; Vol. 47, P-589; C-R,
P-714; Ex. Vol. 48, P-827.

The Foolish Matrons. R-114; C-189.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS

Call a Cop (Two Reels).
Love's Outcast (Two Reels—Ben Turpin).

R-729.
Molly O (Mabel Normand). R-587. Dec. 3.

C-705. Dec. 10.

J. L,. FROTHINGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise. R-323; C-387.
Pilgrims of the Night. R-831; C-385.
Shattered Idols.

FOX FILM Corp.
SPECIAL

Over the Hill. 10,700 Ft. R; Vol. 46, P-623.
A Connecticut Yankee In King Arthur's

Court. 7.600 Ft. R; Vol. 48. P-80B; C;
Vol. 49. P-136.

Shame. 8,200 Ft. R-789; C-885.
Perjury. 7,400 Ft. R-932; C-273.
Footballs (Tyrone Power). R-448; C-649.
The Last Trail.
The Queen of Sheba. 9,559 Ft. "^ol. 49.

R-879; C-947.
WILLIAM FARNUM

His Greatest Sacrifice. R-205; C-267. 6,500
Ft.

PEARL WHITE
Beyond Price. R-326.

TOM MIX
Trailin'. (R-113. Jan. 7. C-202. Jan. 14).
The Rough Diamond. R-217; C-289.
Sky High (R-1126. Dec. 31. C-108. Jan. 7).

DISTIN FARNUM
The Primal Law. R-575; C-759.
The Devil Within. 5.997 Ft. R-583. Dec. 3.

C-705. Dec. 10.
BUCK JONES

Bar Nothing. 4,311 Ft. R-809.
Riding With Death. R-456. Nov. 26. C-681.

Dec. 3.

WILLIAM RUSSELL
Singing River. R-731; C-163.
The Ladv from Longacre.
The Roof Tree (R-113. Jan. 7. C-202. Jan.

14).
Desert Blo-ssoms (R-116. Jan. 7. C-202.

Jan. 14.

SHIRLEY MASON
Queenie. 5.174 Ft. R-693: C-759.
Jackie. (R-1128. Dec. 31. C-202. Jan. 14).

TWENTIETH CENTURY BRAND
While the Devil Laughs. C-273.
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford).

R-95; C-159,
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn). R-336;

C-397. Nov. 26.

The Jolt (Murphy-Walker). R-466. Nov. 26.
(C-1120. Dec. 31).

Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy). R-981.
Dec. 24. (C-1120. Dec. 31).

Gleam O' Dawn (Barbara Bedford). R-206.
Jan. 14.

SERIALS
Fantomas (Twenty Episodes). R: Vol. 48,

P-215.
CLYDE COOK

(Two Reels Each)
The Sailor.
The Toreador. R-446.
The Chauffeur. (R-115. Jan. 7).

AL ST. JOHN SERIES
(Two Reels Each)

Small Town Stuff.
The Happy Pest.
The Indian.
Fool Days. (R-980. Dec. 24.)

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
(One Reel Each)

Fast Freight.
The Stolen Snooze.
Getting Ahead.
Bony Parts.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
(Two Reels Each)

One Moment, Please.
A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.
The Big Mystery.
Long Live the King.
Pardon Me. (R-116. Jan. 7).

PG Q L DW Y nH
I

METRO
A Tale of Two Worlds (Gouverneur Morris

Production). 5,649 Ft. R; Vol. 49, P-415;
C-R, P-469.

Cabinet of Dr. Caligarl (German Impres-
sionistic Film). 5,157 Ft. Vol. 49; C-R,
323.

Snowbl'ind (All Star). R-642.
Made in Heaven (Tom Moore). R; Vol. 49,

P-995" C-149.
Wet Gold' (Williamson Production). R-437;

R-439
Head Over Heels (Mabel Normand).
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers). R-208.
An Unwilling Hero (Will Rogers). C-739;

R-440.
Beating the Game (Tom Moore). 5,053 Ft.

R-448; C-529.
The Man from Lost River.

SEASON 1921-1822

Theodora (Italian Spectacle). 10,000 Ft.
R-1073. R-47.

All's Fair In Love. 4,979 Ft. (C-397. Nov.
26.)

Ace of Hearts. 5,884 Ft. (R-94; C-705.
Dec. 10).

For Those We Love. 5,752 Ft. (R-853. Deo.
17. C-976. Dec. 24).

Invisible Power (6,613 Ft.). R-694; C-769.
Dangerous Curve Ahead (5,551 Ft.). R-810;

C-895
The Old Nest (7,899 Ft.).
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). R-948;

C-47.
Doubling for Romeo (Will Rogers). R-95;

C-159.
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin). 6,620 Ft.

R-113. Jan. 7. C-202. Jan. 14.

The Grim Comedian (Rita Welwam). 6,509
Ft.

Poverty of Riches (Leroy Scott). 6,641 Ft.
(R-589. Dec. 3. C-849. Dec. 17).

The Man from Lost River (Katherlne N.
Burt). 5.693 Ft.

A Poor Relation (Will Rogers). 4,609 Ft.
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). 4,495 Ft.
The Night Rose (Leroy Scott). 5,630 Ft.
Be Mv Wife (Max Linder). 4,470 Ft. R-750;

C-163.

WWHODKINSON
WARD LASCELLE

Rip Van Winkle (Thomas Jefferson). R-1C74.
C-397. Nov. 26.

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS
God's Crucible (All Star). R-319; C-629.

BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON—GREAT
AUTHORS' PICTURES

The Spenders (Claire Adams). Vol. 47, P-769;
C-R. Vol. 48, P-194.

A Certain Rich Man. R-809; C-895.

KANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The Man of the Forest. R-434; C-603.
The Mysterious Rider. R-1075; C-47.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
Love Madness (Louise Glaum—Seven Reels).

R; Vol. 45, P-1067; C-R, P-1211.
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth). R;

Vol. 47; C-R. P-852.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerri-

gan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080; Vol. 48, C-R,
P-46.

The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerri-
gan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

Partners of the Tide. R; Vol. 49; P-515;
C-R P-581

The Face of the World. R-638; C-639.
Fifty Candles. (R-980. Dec. 24. C-202.

Jan. 14).

J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barrlscale). R;

Vol. 48, P-729; C-R, Vol. 49, P-31.
The Other Woman (Six Reels). R; Vol. 49,

P-627; C-R, P-705.
ROOKETT FILM CORPORATION

The Truant Husband.
Keeping Up With Lizzie (Enid Bennett).

R-324; C-387.
HUGO RALLIN

The Journey's End. R-113; C-689,
Jane Eyre. R-948; C-47.

RENCO FILM CORPOZIATION
Lavender and Old Lace. R-92: C-149.

TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor—Two Reels).
The Bashful Suitor (R-1127. Dec. 31).

DIAL FILM CORPORATION
The Light In the Clearing. 7,000 Ft. (C-716.

Dec. 10. C-849. Dec. 17).

The Man Who (Bert Lytell). R-438; C-589.
Life's Darn Funny (Viola Dana). R-634;

C-695.
Big Game (May Allison—Six Reels). R-829;

C-49.
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell—Six Reels).

The Match Breaker (Viola Dana). R-92;
C-163.

The Infamous Miss Revell (Alice Lake).
R-209' C-529

There Are No Villains (Viola Dana). R-94;
C-163.

Alias Ladyflngers (Bert Lytell). R-944; C-
1023.

The Hole In the Wall (Alice Lake). R-688.
Dec. 3. C-849. Dec. 17.

The Idle Rich (Bert Lytell).
Fightin' Mad (Six Reels). R-588. Dec. <.

C-705. Dec. 10.

The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana). C-706.
Dec. 10.

The Golden Gift (Alice Lake). R-711. Dec.
10. C-1120. Dec. 31).

Glass Houses (Viola Dana).
The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell). R-864.

Dec. 17. C-976. Dec. 24.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
CamiUe. R-446; C-539.

S-L PRODUCTIONS
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes—Six

Reels). R-209; C-397.
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes

—

Six Reels).
R-944; C-1023.

Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes). R-713.
Dec. 10. C-849. Dec. 17.

Stay Home (Gareth Hughes).
REX INGRAM PRODUCTIONS

The Conquering Power. R-339; C-493.
Turn to the Right.
The Prisoner of Zenda.

TIFFA.NY PRODUCTIONS
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray). R-714. Dec.

3. C-849. Dec. 17.

PATHE Exchange Inc.-

Pathe Review (One-Reel BducatiOTial) and Topto*

of the Day (One-half Reel) larued Weekly.
Pathe News (Topical) Issued Every Wednesday
and Saturday. Charles Hutchison is star of
"Hurricane Hutch." Ruth Roland is star of

"The White Eagle."

Week of December 11
No. 12 of Hurricane Hutch (Red Courage).
Trapping the Weasel (Bob and Bill—One

Reel). R-716. Dec. 10.
Look Pleasant. Please (Lloyd Reissue—One

Reel). R-710. Dec. 10.

Sink or Swim (Snub Pollard—One Reel).
The Conceited Donkey (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Fable). R-715. Dec. 10.

Week of Deeember 18
No. 13 of Hurricane Hutch (Neck and Neck).
Two Gun Gussie (Lloyd Reissue—One Reel).

R-856. Dec. 17.
The Wolf and the Kid (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Fable). R-855. Dec. 17.
Shake 'Em Up (Pollard—One-Reel Comedy).

R-856. Dec. 17.
Stick Around (Truex—Two-Reel Comedy).

R-856. Dec. 17.
The Power Within (Six-Reel Drama).

Week of December 23
No. 14 of Hurricane Hutch (The Secret In

the Flame).
Fireman Save My Child (Lloyd—One Reel

—

Reissue).
The Wayward Dog (2/3 Reel Cartoon Fable).

R-980. Dec. 24.

The Corner Pocket (One Reel—Pollard
Comedy). R-980. Dec. 24.

Week of Janonrr 1, 1022
No. 15 of Hurricane Hutch (The Last Duel).
No. 1 of The White Eagle.
Try, Try Again (One-Reel Comedy). R-202.

Jan. 14.
The Cat and the Mice (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Comedy).
Beauty Context (Two-Reel All Negro

Comedy). R-203. Jan. 14.

Before Breakfast (One-Reel Lloyd Reissue).
Week of Jntianrr 8

No. 2 of White Eagle (The Red Men's
Mpnnce).

The nog and the Mosquito (2/3 Reel Cartoon
Fnble).

Lose No Time (Pollard—One-Reel Comedy).
R-2n2. Jan. 14.

The Canadian Lynx (Bob and Bill Series

—

One Reel).
Take a Chance (Lloyd—One-Reel Reissue).

Note—Refer to page 323 for explanation of reference marks
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Week of January 15

No. 3 of The White Eagle (A Strange
Message).

The Dug and the Flea (2/3 Reel Cartoon
Fable).

Loose Change (One-Reel Parrott Comedy).
The Bashful Lover (Truex— Two-Reel

Comedy).
The Non-Stop Kid (One-Reel Lloyd Reissue).

Week of January 22
No. 4 of The White Eagle (The Lost Trail).
Call the Witness (Pollard — One - Reel

Comedy).
The Bear and the Bees (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Fable).
That's Him (Lloyd—One-Reel Re-issue).

Pioneer Film Corp,
A Western Adventurer (William Fairbanks).

R-540.
The Mystery Mind (Fifteen Episode Serial).
Oh, Mary, Be Careful! (Madge Kennedy).

R-321; C-769.
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Stark).
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey).
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane—Six Reels).
The Leech (Claire Whitney—Six Reels).
Peeps Into the Future (Six Two-Reelers).
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield).

Realart Pictures
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114;

R-236.
Such a Little Queen (Constance Blnney).

C-589.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle (Mary Miles

Minter). R-830; C-885.
Don't Call Me Little Girl (Mary Miles Minter).

R-113* C-291.
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy). R-847;

C-291.
The March Hare (Bebe Daniels). R-6S8;

C-695.
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnston). R-636;

C-695.
Little Italy (Alice Brady). R-539; C-695.
Her Sturdy Oak (Wanda Hawley). R-S28;

C-886.
One Wild Week (Bebe Daniels). R-451.
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114.

C-695.

SEASON 1021-1922
Room and Board (Constance Binney). R-319;

C-273.
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter).

R-576; C-649.
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy). R-945;

C-1023.
Dawn of the East (Alice Brady). R-946;

C-102S.
The Case of Becky (Constance Blnney).

R-947; C-1023.
The Speed Girl (Bebe Daniels). R-457.

Nov. 26. C-681. Dec. 3.

Morals (May McAvoy). R-114. Jan. 7.
First Love (Constance Binney). R-204. Jan.

14.
The Love Charm (Wanda Hatvley). R-20B.

Jan. 14.

R-C-PICTURES
Live and Let Live (Cabanne Production—Six

Reels). R-537; C-47.
The Greater Profit (Edith Storey). R-115;

C-695.
When Lights Are Low (Six Parts—Sessue

Hayakawa). R-236; C-789.
The Sting of the Lash (Pauline Frederick

—

Six Reels). R-931: C-397.
Shams of Society (Walsh-Fielding Produc-

tion—Six Parts). R-115. Jan. 7. C-202.
Jan. 14.

A Wife's Awakening (Gaslner Production

—

Six Parts). R-94: C-397.
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa—Six Reels).

R-94; C-159.
The Barricade (Cabanne Production—Six

Reels). R-807; C-159.
The Foolish Age (Doris May). R-1073; C-47.
Possession. R-218; C-397. Nov. 26.
The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick). R-335:

C-397. Nov. 26. (Six Reels).
Silent Tears (Six Reels.) R-586. Dec. 3.

C-705. Dec. 10.
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone

—

Six Reels).
At the Stage Door (Cabanne Production—Six

Reels). R-981. Dec. 24. C-1120. Dec. 31.
Eden and Return (Doris May—Six Reels).

R-1127. Dec. 31. C-202. Jan. 14.

ELAINE H.4M.MEHSTE11N STAR SERIES
Remoresless Love. R-827; C-49.
Handcuffs or Kisses. R-944; C-1023.
The Way of a Maid.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Is Life Worth Living? R-B41; C-49.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalorus Charles (R-1127. Dec. 31).

OWEN IMOORE STAR SERIES
The Chicken in the Case. L-5,261 Ft. R; Vol.

48, P-728.
A Divorce of Convenience. R-639; C-163.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
After Midnight. R-575; C-895.
The Man of Stone. (R-457. Nov. 26. C-849.

Dec. 17).
Shadows of the Sea (R-205. Jan. 14).

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Who Am I? R-440; C-49.
Conceit (All Star). R-856. Dec. 17. C-1120.

Dec. 31.
A Man's Home (All Star). R-649; C-769.
The Greatest Love (Vera Gordon.

REPUBLIC
Man's Plaything (Grace Davidson and Mon-

tague Love).
Mountain Madness (Ed Coxen and Ora

Carew).
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Burning).
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor.

SHORT SUBJECTS
William J. Flynn Series.
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
Kaufman Masterpieces.

REVIVALS
Scandal (Constance Talmadge).
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert

Lytell).
The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Production).

C-397. Nov. 26.

United Artists
Dream Street (T>. W. Griffith Production).

Vol. 49, R-876; C-387.
Through the Back Door (Mary PIckford).

R-439: C-495.
Carnival (Harley Knoles Production). 6,000

Ft. R-113: C-395.
The Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks).

R-211; C-397.
Disraeli (George Arliss). R-96: C-163.
Little Lord Fauntleroy (Mary PIckford).

9,984 Ft. R-573; C-649.
The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Production).

C-397. Nov. 26.

UNIVERSAL
JHWKLS

Outside the Law (Six Reels—Priscilla Dean).
R; Vol. 48-465.

Reputation (Eight Reels—Priscilla Dean).
R-205; C-267.

No Woman Knows (Seven Reels). R-447;
C-529.

Conflict (Priscilla Dean). R-95; C-159.
The Fox (Harry Carey). R-590. Dec. 3.

C-705. Dec. 10. (Seven Reels).
The Leather Pushers (Series of Two-Reelers).

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Monkey Movie Star (Joe Martin).
Robinson's Troiiseaii (Lee Moran).
P. D. Q. (Lee Moran).
A Monkey Schoolmaster (Joe Martin).

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson). R-217;

C-289
Sure Fire' (Hoot Gibson). R-93; C-159.
False Kisses (Miss Du Pont). R-457. Nov.

26. C-581. Dec. 3.

Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo). R-458. Nov. 26.
C-581. Dec. 3.

A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost). 4,739
Ft. R-5.<<6. Dec. 3. C-705. Dec. 10.

Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson). 4,416
Ft R-712. Dec. 10. C-849. Dec. 17.

Shattered Dreams (Miss Du Pont). R-853.
Dec. 17. C-1120. Dec. 31.

Playing With Fire (R-982. Dec. 24. C-1120.
Dec. 31.

The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson). R-1129. Dec.
31. C-108. Jan. 7.

The Guttersnipe (Gladys Walton). R-116.
Jan. 7. C-202. Jan. 14.

Across the Deadline (Frank Mayo). R-204.
Jan. 14.

Don't Get Personal (Marie Prevost). R-206.
Jan. 14.

STCRIALS
The Terror Trail (Eileen Sedgwick).

Winners of the West (Art Acord). R-E7I;
C-649.

The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).

WESTERN DRAMAS
(Two Reels Each)

Old Dynamite.
The Brand of Courage.
The Dream Girl.
Ned of the News (Percy Pemroke).
A Battle of Wits (Eileen Sedgwick).
The Deputy's Double Cross (Laura LaPlanta

and Lee Shumway).
The Night Attack (Eileen Sedgwick).
Captain's Kidd's Finish (Mack Wright).

CENTURY COMEDIES
(Two Reels Each)

Teddy's Goat (Teddy, the Dog). R-864. Deo.
17.

Get Rich Quick Peggy (Baby Peggy).
A Family Affair (Charles Dorety).
The Dumb-Bell (Harry Sweet). R-114.

Jan. 7.

Chums (Baby Peggie and Brownie). R-llI.
Jan. 7.

Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Harry
Sweet). R-206. Jan. 14.

The Straphanger.
An Idle Roomer.

STAR COMEDIES
(One Reel Each)

Ice Box Pirates.
Heart Breakers.
Show Me Your Samples.
Fur Coats and Pants. R-203. Jan. 14).
Oh Nursie!
Westward Whoa. (R-205. Jan. 14).
Almost a Rancher.
Penny Ante.

SERIES
The Return of Cyclone Smith (Two Reels

Each).

VlTAG RAPH
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

The Heart of Maryland. R; Vol. 49, P-629;
C-R, 823.

The Son of Wallingford. R-943; C-47.
The Flower of the North.

ALICE JOYCE
The Scarab Ring.
The Inner Chamber (Six Parts). R-94; C-27S.

CORRINE GRIFFITH
Moral Fibre. R-945; C-159.
Received Payment.

EARLE WILLIAMS
Bring Him In. R-1074; C-289.
It Can Be Done.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens. R; Vol. 49, P-991; C-49.
The Secret of the Hills.

ALICE CALHOUN'S PRODUCTIONS
The Rainbow.
The Matrimonial Web. R-220: C-289.
The Little Minister. (R-1129. Dec. 31.

C-202. Jan. 14).
WILLIAM DUNCAN

Steelheart. R-450; C-529.
No Defense.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Mysterious Stranger.
The Messenger (R-113. Jan. 7).

SERIAL
Breaking Through (Carmel Myers and Wal-

lace McDonald).

WiD GuNKfiMG, Inc.

7,121 Ft.The Blot (Lois Weber Production).
R-930; C-163.

Quo Vadis (Reissue—Six Reels).
F-95; C-397.

Good and Evil (Lucy Doraine).
R-447; C-649.

Girl from God's Country (Nell
6,957 Ft. R-448; C-629.

The Old Oaken Bucket. 6,098 Ft.
C-1120. Dec. 31).

Moongold (Will Bradley). 3.176 Ft.
Post Nature Pictures (Twenty-six

Reels).
What Do Men Want? R-469. Nov.

(6,141 Ft.).
Our Mutual Friend (English Production—Six

Reels). R-712. Dec. 10. C-976. Dec J4.
(7.698 Ft.).

White Hands (Hobart 'Bosworth). 5,664 rt.
Bear, Bov and Dog. (2,063 Pt.).':

'

Puppy Days. (959 Ft.). ;:}, '-'^ '

Robinson Crusoe Hours. (985 Ft.>.''

5,884 Ft.

4,951 Ft.

Shipman).

(R-217;

Single

26.

Note—Refer to page 323 for explanation of reference marks
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State Right Releases

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial—Fifteen Epi-

sodes) (Elmo Lincoln-Star).

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
The Lonely Heart (Kay Laurell).

ALEXANDER FILM CORP.
Sherlock Holmes (Two-Reelers). R-203.

Jan. 14.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Ghost City (Helen Holmes).
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison).
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson).

AYWON FILM CORP.
The Shadow of Lightning Ridge (Snowy

Baker). R-451; C-397. Nov. 26.
The Better Man (Snowy Baker). R-4B9.

Nov. 26. (C-1120. Dec. 31).
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams). R-

458. Nov. 26.
Fidelity (All-Star Cast).
Lure of the Orient (Jack Conway-Prances

Nelson).

BLANCHFIELD
A Knight of the West. R-93; C-169.

C. C. BURR

The Impossible Boy.
Folly Comedies (George Ovey—Single Reels).
Folly Comedies (Vernon Dent—Single Reels).

PHOTOCRAFT PRODUCTIONS
Oh, Mable Behave (Four Stars) (R-856. Dec.

17).

PRODUCERS' SECURITY
Diane of Star Hollow. R-880; C-47.
Mr. Bingle (Daddy Dumplins).
The Soul of Man (Six Reels).
Mr. Potter of Texas.
Cissy Fitzgerald Comedies (Two Reels).
The Right Way. R-218; C-397. Nov 26.
Squire Phinn.
Welcome to Our City.
Trail of the Law.
The Man Who Paid.
Irving C^mmings Series (Two Reels).

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
Holy Smoke (Funnyface). R-810.
Funny Face Comedies.
Windsor McCay Animated Drawings.
Tony Sarg Almanac.
Charley Cartoons.
Lee Kid Comedies.
Four Eileen Sedgwick Features.
Body and Soul. (Anna Luther).
Silks and Saddles.
Power of the Borgias.
Six Clara Kimball Young Reissues.

RAINBOW FILM CORPORATION

MISCELLANEOUS

Burn -Em Up Barnes (Johnny Hines). R-211. A Girl's Decision. R-93; C-397.

DU MAHAUT-KLEIN
Monty Works the Wires (Monty—A Dog). R-

713. Dec. 10.

EQUITY PICTURES
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed).

R; Vol. 48, P-1092.
Charge It (Clara Kimball Young). R-848;

C-163.
Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson). R-748.
What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Toung).

R-1077. (C-lOg. Jan. 7.)

EXPORT AND IMPORT
Wild Animal Serial (15 Episodes—Sellg Pro-
ductions).

C. B. C.
Dangerous Love.
The Victim.
Captivating Mary Carstalrs.
Star Ranch Westerns (Two-reels, bi-month-

ly).

GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart).

R-208; C-649.

THE FILM MARKET
(Six Reels). Vol. 49,The Supreme Passion

P-194; C-R, P-581.
The Spoilers (Reissue—Nine Reels).
Jimmy Callahan Comedies (Twelve Two-

Reelers).

PHIL GOLDSTONE
The Unknown 'Dick Talmadge). (R-1128.

Dec. 31).

GRAPHIC
Mother Eternal (Vivian Martin — Seven

Reels). R: Vol. 49. P-990: C-45.

HOWELL SALES CO.
Vendetta (Pola Negri). (R-1125. Dec. 24).

(C-108. Jan. 7.)

JANS' PICTURES
.Man and Woman. R-447; C-529.
The Amazing Lovers. R-946.

J. W. FILM CORP.
Road to Arcady. (R-1129. Dec. 31).

GEORGE KLEINE
In the Fog fR-llS. Jan. 7).

L. & H. ENTERPRISES
Daughter of the Night (R-114. Jan 7).

LEE-BRADFORD
The Unconquered Woman (Rubye DeRemer).

VICTOR KREMER
I Aju the Woman (Texas Guinan).
Where Love Is Young (Zena Keefe).
Winding Trail (Buck Manning s

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Able Minded Lady (H. B. Walthall).
The Call from the Wild. R-323.
The Fatal Thirty.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience (Russel Simpson).

7 Reels. R-1075; C-47.

TONY SARG
The Original Golfer. (R-116. Jan. 7.)

STOREY PICTURES, INC
Shadowland Screen Review (Every two

weeks).
Burlesque Photoplays (Elsie Davenport)

(Once a Month.) (2 Reels Each.)

WILLIAM STEINER
Tangier Trails (Neal Hart). R-980. Dec. 24.

(C-1120. Dec. 31.)

SWEDISH BIOGRAPH
Sir Arnes Treasure. 6,500 Ft. R-711. Dec. 10.

C-976. Dec. 24.

TEXAS GUINAN PRODUCTIONS
Texas of the Mounted. R-1073.
Code of the West. R-94.
Across the Border (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. S.

The Spitfire (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. 3.

WESTERN PICTURES'
EXPLOITATION

A Dangerous Pastime.
That Something. R-758.
Scattergood Stories (Two Reel Comedies).
The Masked Avenger (Lester Cuneo).
Making the (irade (David Butler). R-207.

Jan. n.

WESTERN PICTURES' CORP.
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray).
Lady Luck (Allene Ray).

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton).
The Wakefield Case (Herbert RawUnson).

R-767; C-49.

WESTERN FEATURES' PRODUC-
TIONS, INC.

(Featuring "Bill" Fairbanks)
Go Get Him.
A Western Demon (William Fairbanks). R-

96.

Hell's Border.
Fighting Heart.
Daredevil of the Range.

WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home (Anna Q. NiUson).

R-210' C*273
Parted Curtains (H. B. Walthall and Mary

Alden). R-94; C-397. Nov. 26.
School Days (Wesley Barry) (R-856. Dec.

17). C-976. Dec. 24.
Ashamed of Parents. (R-1128. Dec. 31.)

WESTERN CLASSIC SALES
(Two-Reel Dramas)

Bullets and Justice.
The Heart of Texas Pat.
The Unbroken Trail.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Quick Action (William Russell).
Sally Shows the Way (Mary Miles Minter).
The Moonshine Menace (Helen Holmes).
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell).
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter).
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes).
A Rough-shod Fighter (William Russell).
The Loggers of Hell-Roarins Mountain

(Helen Holmes).
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage).

ASTA FILMS, INC.
Hamlet (Asta Neilson). R-336.

HENRY BALLMAR
Once Upon a Time. (R-20T. Jan. 14).

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
Fritzi Ridgeway Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Neal Hart Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Helen Gibson Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Al Jennings Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Capital Two Reel Comedies.
Witches Lure (All Star Cast).

EMERSON-LOOS
Red Hot Romance. R-713. Dec. 10.

D. W. GRIFFITH
Orphans of the Storm. (R-1125. Dec. 31)

FEDERATION PRODUCERS'
SERVICE

The New Disciple. (R-1127. Dec. 31. C-202.
Jan. 14.

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA,
INC.

The Four Seasons (4 Reels). R-694; C-1B».

Klneto RcvleTTB

(Released Through National Exchanges, Inc.)
(One Reel)

(Third Series)

Hiking the Alps With the Boy Scouts.
Manhattan Life.
Eccentricities of the Wasp and Bee.
Fur and Feathers.
My Adlrondacks Outing.
The Chemistry of Combustion.
The Victory Pageants.
The Delta of the Nile.
A Glimpse of the Animal Kingdom.
Better Milk. R-587. Dec. S.

Permanent Peace. R-586. Dec. 3.

Urban'* Movie Chats

(Released Through State Rights Exchanges)
First Series from No. 1 to 26. Inclusive

(One Reel). . ,

Second Series from No. 27 to 52. Inclusive
(One Reel).

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES' CORP.
January—Martin Johnson's "Jungle Adven-

tures." R-449: C-649.
January—His Nibs (Chic Sale). R-J47:

C-IOJS.

W. KURTZ & CO.
Shattered (Foreign Film). R-460. Nov. 2«

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova).
The Lotus Blossom. R-809; C-169.
The Great Reward (Serial—Francis Ford and

Ella Hall).
Klneto Reviews (One-Reel Educational).
Rainbow Comedies (Edna Shipman and John

Junior) (Two Reels Each).

WILL ROGERS
The Ropin' Fool (Two Reels). R-3SB.

ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (3,600 Feet).
Rigoletto (6,000 Feet).

The Bible.

Note—Refer to page 323 for explanation of reference marks

SACRED FILMS
R-219.
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PROJ ECTION
A'ora Scotia Punch Artists

Wilkie Borden, who signs himself "Operator,

Crescent Theatre," Westville, Nova Scotia,

,

speaketh thusly : ,

From time to time I have noticed comment
with regard to change-over signals in the

department, and have read many complaints

of and conductorial comments on holes

punched near end of reels of film. With
regard to the latter, let me remark that it

the punch and other marks in and on film

are any worse down your way than they are

up here, you surely have just and ample

cause for complaint. I have received films

which had yards of the end punched with

holes. These "marks" were not always

merelv single holes punched a considerable

distanct apart. Often they consist of several

groups of holes, with anywhere from two

to as manv as six to each group.

I am unable to understand the reason for

this wanton destruction, unless it be that

some operators find enjoyment in manipulat-

ing a punch, and pleasure in the commission

of what amounts to an outrage on the prop-

erty intrusted to their care, on the audiences

for whom thev put on shows, on their em-
ployer and on THKMSELVES. I say "on

themselves," because the butchering of the

picture nn the screen distinctly and directly

discredits them. The excuse offered is that

they need the holes for change-over signal.

Now. Mr. Richardson, do you not think the

construction of projectors has much to do

with this? We are expected to keep the

magazine doors closed, and with it so it is

impractical to tell just how close the end of

the film is, unless one can remember the

action at the end of each reel, which many
are unable to do. As the matter now lies,

it is therefore necessary that some method
be adopted by means of which the operator
can tell when the time for change-over
comes.

His Plan

Here is my plan: Raise the upper maga-
zine until about a foot of film is visible

between the fire trap of the magazine and
the upper sprocket. To the upper magazine
attach a glass chute, which should extend
to say within one inch of the upper sprocket.
The operator can then remove the trailer,

take his place beside the idle projector, and
when the end of film appears in the chute
dissolve over to the other projector.

When running a single projector installa-

tion I remove the trailer and only shut off

the light when the end of the film reaches
the upper sprocket. I am therefore able to

shorten the stop, because I do not need to

wait for a long trailer to run through before
I can get busy.
Of course I re-attach the trailers before

shipping the films. With a two-projector
installation and the glass chute I can see no
necessity or reason for punch marks. Can
you?

Listen to Me
No, nor can I under any other condition.

And now you listen to me, Brother Borden,

carefully keeping in mind the fact that if I

seem to lecture you, you are expected to con-

sider the facts and decide whither or not I am
right ; also that through you I am talking to

very many others, some of whom NEED talk-

ing to.

While we shall not agree on the things you
have set forth, still the fact that you have
evolved the glass chute plan is proof that you
do use your thinker, and the fact that you have
written this department in an endeavor to be
helpful is evidence that you are a progressive

—

a live wire—though you may have some dis-

tance yet to go before you carry high voltage
of knowledge in matter projectional.

First, let me saj' that the glass chute scheme
would not be practical, it for no other reason

$^ F.H.RICHARDSON

Notice to All

PRESSURE on our columns is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two

or three weeks. It quick action Is de-
sired remit four cents, stamps, and wo
will send carbon copy of department
reply as soon as written.

For special replies by mail on mat-
ters which, for any reason, cannot bs
replied to through our department re-

mit one dollar.

THE LENS CHART
Are You Working, by "Guess" or Do

You Employ Up-to-Date MethodsT

You demand that your employer keep
his equipment In gooA ordsr and up ot
date. He owes It both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe It to him
to keep abreast with the times In

knowledge and In your methods.

The lens chart (two In one, 11x17
Inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is In successful use by hundreds of

progressive projectionists.

"Don't guess." Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.

Address Moving Picture World, either
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Garrlck Bulldlnc, Chicago, 111., or
Wright & Callonder Building. Los
Angeles, Gal.

than that it would not be approved by officials.

Glass if fragile. Suppose the chute became

broken. Would that not leave unprotected a

strip of film quite long enough to make a iiice

little bondfire right under the upper magazine.

.'^Lnd do you really think that would get past

any inspector?

And now another thing. You term yourself

an "operator." Stop, Brother Borden, and

reason with yourself. How are you to expect

the employer, or anyone else to have very high

respect for you, if you not only admit, but

openly declare yourself to be merely the

"operator" of a mechanism; when you volun-

terially declare yourself to be a non descript

who is willing to class himself as one of more
than a hundred diflfcrent varieties of "opera-

tors," one of which is "Operators on Straw

Hats," another "Operators on Ladies' Silk

Waists," another "Operator of a Gambling
House." Why, man, even the barber claims a

distinctive title, which individuals have suffi-

cient pride to refine into "Tonsorial Artist."

You call the organist of your theatre an "Organ
Operator" just once, and see what he or she

says to you

!

Have Pride

Have a little pride in your profession,

Brother Borden. Call yourself a PROJEC-
TIONIST, and then BE ONE. For one thing,

the projectionist does NOT punch holes in film.

Why? Because he has pride in his work. He
wants good pay, BUT desires to and does give

the very best there is in him in return for that

pay.

He is NOT one who is willing to "lick the

shoes of the employer." Neither is he one of

those cleap swindlers who sells his service for

all he or the organization he disgraces can get,

and then delivers just as little real service as

he thinks he can and not loose his job.

He either makes a cue sheet, invents a
change-over signal or learns from the projec-

tion department how to make one. In any
event he does NOT outrage the property in-

trusted to his care by punching holes in it.

Only the "operator" does that, and even the

self respecting operator will not do so repre-

hensible a thing.

Concerning the term "operator," some have
defended it on the ground that it is included

in the name of the organization (union) the

men are affiliated. We do not hold this de-

fense ?s having value, for two reasons. First,

the said organization is dominated by stage

employees, who, we have been told by delegates

to the last convention, objected to changing
the name "operator" to one having some dis-

tinctive significance, and since they had the

controlling voting power, that settled it.

There Was No Use

There was no use even introducing the sub-

ject. In the second place tiie term "operator"

was included in the organization name years

ago, when projection consisted in very little

more than ability to "twist a crank," thread

a projector and make some sort of a splice in

film. Times have changed since then, and the

requirements of projection are vastly greater.

"Projectionist" then would have been some-
thing of a joke.

It is now a legitimate title, pretty well recog-

nized all over the world. It has been adopted

by all progressive men of the profession, by
several progressive organizations of projec-

tionists, by the most influencial trade papers,

by projector manufacturers in their advertise-

ments, etc., and by some Government officials.

In closing, I might add that when you,

Brother Borden, sign yourself "Operator,

Crescent Theatre," while custom might cause
us to assume you were its projectionist, still

we would have a perfect right to assume that

you operated the theatre itself.

In closing, let me suggest that you get a
little white shellac. Thin it down pretty thin

with wood alcohol, and varnish about three

frames of the film with it at the point where
the idle projector should be made ready; two
more when it should be started, and one frame
just where the dissolve should take place.

The idea is that the varnish will reflect

enough light from the film back into the room
to cause a 'flash" which you will see all over
the room. The shellac will dry very quickly.

Try it out and report, if you will be so kind.

Incidental!} I asked all our readers to do the

same thing weeks ago, but to now not one has
come across.

Front Minneapolis

Chauncey L. Greene, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
says

:

I am breaking a long silence to make a
suggestion which may be too late, and may
in addition be worthless. Here goes any-
how. I have noticed with much satisfac-
tion that the Fourth Edition of the Hand-
book is about to go to press.
Now it seems to me the technical develop-

ment of, or in projection is just about be-
ginning to hit its stride, and that it Is due
to move at very much accelerated speed
during the next few years. If this is true,
and you are most competent to Judge as to
that, is not the time ripe for the publica-
tion of a loose leaf Handbook, In rugged
form, so that by the removal and addition
of pages it might always be kept up to date,
and, if necessary enlarged by the addition
of new things as they appear. This Is the
plan which has been adopted by several large
engineering societies, and it seems to me It

would be well worth its cost to the projec-
tionists of the world at large.

{Continued on following page)
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If this is for any reason impractical at this

time, could not the projection department
be made up of alternate pages of text and
advertisements. If it could, then it would
be possible to clip up each weeks' issue and
file the clips under proper heading in an
ordinary letter file. I have myself used this
system for some time, but because the de-
partment pages often occupy opposite sides
of a sheet it necessitated a great deal of

reference indexing.
And now that all this is off my chest, I

will proceed to supply a very tardy answer
to a question. About four years ago I des-
cribed, in the department, a short and ground
detector, consisting of a headband telephone
receiver in series with a 4-volt flashlight
battery, with leads for testing. Battery was
fastened to idle end of the headband.

A Question Raised
Some one raised the question, is it sensi-

tive enough to detect a high resistance short
or ground? I was unable to answer this
quantitively until a short while ago. Tested
at the University of Minnestota it gave
clearly audible response through one hundred
thousand (100,000) ohms of resistance. The
next highest available resistance was one
million (1,000,000) ohms, and here it failed
completely. I believe the limit of its prac-
tical range is about two hundred thousand
(200,000) ohms.
There! Having thus relieved my soul I

will now subside, first tendering to you my
very best wishes for a happy and prosperous
year.
Oh yes. by the way, before I throw out

the clutch and step on the brake, in Novem-
ber 26 issue I noticed a request for a film
cleaning solution formula. I believe the
fluid you tried to recall the name of was
Carbon Tetrachloride (CC/4). It was
recommended in the department years ago
by Lester Bowen, if I am not in error. It is

non-inflammable. In fact its chief ingredient
is used in Pyrene, J. M., and similar fire

extinguishers.

As to Loose Leaf
As to the loose leaf Handbook, I have very

carefully looked into the practicability of such
a plan. It has important points in its favor.

You have named them. They are the oppor-
tunity such a plan offers to keep the book
right up to the minute.
The trouble is that it also has very serious

objections, not the least of which is the cost.

There are still many men who think so very
little of their profession that they will not
invest even the relatively small price it is

necessary to charge for a regularly bound book.
If the profession is ever elevated to the plane

it should occupy, and will ocuppy when the
men in it themselves raise to that plane—as a
relatively few of them already have—then we
can give them such a book as you have in mind,
and I, too, have in mind.

But book publishing, like anything else, must
be made to pay at least reasonably. I must
live, and my publishers must have at least some
leeway of profit.

To correct a perhaps wrong impression, let

me tell you that in order to keep the price of
the first edition down to the lowest possible
figure, I vvaived all royalty thereon. All I

ever received from it was one hundred dollars,
which J. P. Chalmers made me a present of.
He, himself, made little or nothing out of it.

On the second edition I received, on my own
suggestion, just one-half the usual, regular
royalty paid authors on books of this class.
This also was to keep the price to you down.
I believe the second edition did pay my pub-
lishers a fair return. On the third edition
I received the usual, regular royalty paid
authors on books of this sort, which is liigher
than fiction royalty, because the sale is

necessarially limited. My publisher'; made
very little, if anything, on the book.

This statement is made to correct the popular
idea that publishers and author of such books
have a gold mine. They most emphatically
have NOT.
Of course if I collected a lot of catalogue

stuff together, got manufacturers to put in a
lot of stuff they wrote themselves, and made
up the rest in a happy-go-lucky sort of way,
which would do more harm than good, then the
task of getting out a book would be easy, and
if I filled each page with half what is actually

NOTICE
Equipment

—

Manufacturers and
Dealers

The 4th Edition (25000)

of

F. H. Richardson's
HANDBOOK

Now Going to Press

The new 4th edition of the Handbook will

contain mere than 800 pages of tecbnicAl
matter—100 pagei more than the iMt
edition.

A limited amount of advertiting will h»
accepted up t» prei$ tUm.

For rates address ADV. DPT.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Murray Hill 1610 Sit Sth Ar«^ N. Y. C

on each page, and filled whole pages with cuts

that could be just as well confined to a quarter
page or less, then the general expense of getting

out the book would be greatly reduced, and the

publisher would make more per copy.

Not That Way
But I don't do those things. I try to get out

an honest, all-wool-and-a-yard-wide Handbook,
which you may depend upon and look to for

genuine information in all branches of projec-

tion, and this is enormously expensive, both in

the compilation of material, in the getting of
it ready for the printer, in cuts and in printing.

Then we use good paper, and good, sub-
stantial binding. In short we do everything
within the combined powers of my publishers

and myself to give you the very best we can,

at the same time keeping price down as low as
it is possible to keep it, without cheapening
the book itself.

And after doing all this we of necessity face
a restricted market. A book of fiction, which
sells less than 50,000, is deemed almost a com-
plete failure. In the very nature of things we
can not hope to reach even that figure. If we
made the price ten dollars, as wc certainly

must if the most excellent suggestion you have
made were followed, you can see what a howl
there would be, and the worst feature of it is

that the very men who need a Handbook most
would refuse to pay such a price.

Unable to Agree
H. St. Clare, Penticton, British Columbia,

caused me to do some searching, all right. He
sent a five dollar bill (U. S. money) and re-

quested that he be placed on the list for one
of the first, autographed, lot of the new Hand-
book. I was unable to make out the name,
except that it began with P and ended with
icton. After a fruitless search of three atlases
I finally dug up an Official Railway Guide,
which same is a 1,600 page book which gives,

among other things, every town located on any

DIAGRAM OF SHUTTER
As made by H. St. Clare of Penticton, B. C.

railway, steamboat or stage line in this country
and Canada. In this, after a long hunt, I

found Penticton, and once I had that lot of
letters for comparison, I could tell that was
what was in Brother St. Clare's mind when
he penned the name of his residence.

I'm telling you this because it is not the first

time I have received cash in a letter without
being able to tell where it came from, especially

if the envelope had been thrown away before
the illegibility of the name of city had been
discovered.

Correspondents should be VERY careful to

write the name of city and state—street also,

of given, very plainly; also if a letter is type-
written the signature ALWAYS should be also

typewritten, just under the pen and ink signa-

ture. Endless trouble would thus be avoided.
Many a worth}- brother has failed to receive
reply to his letter for the very simple reason
that it was impossible for any one in my office

to decipher his name.
I'm NOT roasting Brother St. Clare. I am

telling him how close he came to probably
accusing me of dishonesty for the reason that

his order could not be credited because of his

own carelessness. Unusual proper names
ought always to be printed—at least that is

the safest way. Friend St. Clare says:
Have often read the various discussions

of 2-winged shutters. I am attaching paper
pattern of shutter I made, which I have
used on A C and D C for three years. I have
found it very satisfactory. Please give it a
try out and pass it along for someone else
to try.

Results Not Appreciably Different
I am unable to agree with you that there is

advantage in the form of shutter blade you
show. Brother St. Clare. Sure it would "give
satisfaction," but the results you get would be
not appreciably different from those you would
get from a stright edge shutter blade—or at
least that is my verdict.

I am passing it along for the consideration
of such of our readers as may care to give it

a tryout, but with the remark that almost every
conceivable shape of shutter blade edge im-
aginable has been tried out during the past
twenty-five years. That you would get a better
result than with the regular stock shutter is

entirely possible, because perhaps the blade fits

your local condition, but the point I make is

that the shape of the blade (I am NOT talking
about its width), is no advantage.

Will Not Explode
H. B. Smith, projectionist, Washington,

Iowa, says

:

To settle an argument between the mem-
bers of this local—local 594 I. A.—will you
please advise us as to whether motion pic-
ture film will or will not explode?
You would have about as much chance of

exploding a motion picture film as you would
of exploding an ordinary paving brick. It is

neither explosive or explodable.
What may happen, however, is this: If film

be burned in a confined space, the generation
of fumes and gases is so very rapid that con-
siderable pressure may be set up, especially if

the film be in a loose pile, w-here it will burn
very rapidly. The old "exploding film" bug-
bear came about in this way : In the old days
we used to set the projector on a sheet of metal
tank, usually made of galvanized iron, about
three or four feet long, by sixteen or eighteen
inches wide. One, two and sometimes or even
three reels were run into these cans as they
came from the projector. These films lay in a
loose pile, and it sometimes happened that a
cigar or hot carbon stub rolled into the pile,

whereupon. Bingo ! The tank opening was ar-
ranged to automatically close in case of fire,

which was an utterly idiotic thing to do, for
under the above conditions gases were generated
so fast that the darned tank would just blow
up—or rather the door (usually) would blow
off. It was NOT the film which exploded, but
the blowing up of the tank by the pressure of
the gases generated by rapid burning. And
there you are. Brother Smith.

It is also possible that, when a film bums in a
confined space, such as a closed projector mag-
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Fumigation As a Method of Freeing

the Theatre from Germs and Vermin
THE average moving picture theatre o%vner

gives but little thought to the fumigation
of his house, possibly because it is seldom

the case that drastic measures must be resorted

to to rid it of insects or germs. There are

times, however, when spraying with insecticides

fails to rid a theatre of pests and where more
thorough treatment is necessary to make it safe.

Health regulations are becoming more rigid,

inspections by local and State authorities more
frequent and the demands on the part of the

public more exacting. A knowledge of fumiga-
tion may stand many exhibitors in good stead

and save them the loss incident with closed

houses during epidemics.

Not all of the troubles along this line are

due to the presence of insects or to disease

germs, as will be seen by the experience of an
exhibitor in a small Western town. The building

he took over and transformed into a moving
picture house had been used as a bakery for

many years. Its construction was well suited

for theatre purposes and but little new material

was added to adapt it to this use.

Complained of Mustiness

The house had not been in use very long

before patrons began to complain that there

was a musty smell about it and business com-
menced to fall off. The owner tried disin-

fectants, but without satisfactory results, and
even resorted to the expedient of washing every
foot of the woodwork with soap and water to

which carbolic acid has been added. This
freshened the atmosphere for a time and patrons

returned, but gradually the old odor reappeared.

It was finally discovered that the woodwork
of the old building contained myriads of yeast

germs and that 4hese were thriving in the moist
air of the theatre. A chemist connected with a

local drug store examined the place and declared

that he could rid it of the germs overnight.

The method he employed is given in detail and
while it is best to secure the service of an
expert, owing to its dangerous nature, any one
can do the work successfully if extreme caution

is observed. Like fire and water, hydrocyanic
gas is a good servant, but a dangerous master.

Insect pests and germs which hide in cracks
and crevices are difficult to kill and cannot be
exterminated by ^he usual disinfectants, but
the fumes of a poisonous gas will penetrate into

all openings, killing every living thing. Our
opponents in the late war knew that and de-

veloped the idea to a high degree.

Deadly to Animal Life

Hydrocyanic gas is generated from the salt

potassium cyanide, by treating it with sulphuric

acid diluted with water. The chemical
potassium cyanide is a most dangerous sub-
stance and the gas it forms is deadly to animal
life. In fumigating a theatre great care must
he taken to make sure that the fumes cannot
escape into some other building which may be
occupied, and it is also well to remove articles

of brass and nickel, as these may become tar-

nished.

Experiments have shown that the potassium
cyanide should be ninety-eight per cent, pure to

give the best results and a chemical of this

purity may be obtained provided the purchaser
insists that no other will do. It should not cost

more than forty cents a pound, except in isolated

places. Sulphuric acid in the crude form may be
used and this should not cost more than five

cents a pound. If the auditorium of the theatre
is tight, one ounce of cyanide for every one
hundred cubic feet of space will be sufficient.

It is combined with the acid and water in the
follow ing proportions : potassium cyanide, 1

ounce ; commercial sulphuric acid, 1 fluid ounce,
and water, 3 fluid ounces.

Made Room Air Tight

The theatre in question was eighty feet by
thirty feet by twenty feet in size, including the
stage, and therefore required 480 ounces of

cyanide, 480 ounces of sulphuric acid and 1,440

ounces of water. The room was made as air

tight as possible by closing all ventilation open-

ings and sticking strips of wet paper over the

cracks around the doors. The machines were
removed from the projection room, although it

was not believed that this would have been

necessary. The water was measured and placed

in four large stone jars, the sulphuric acid

carefully measured and poured slowly into the

water. This process must never be reversed,

for danger would be at hand if the acid were
poured into the jar first. The cyanide was
weighed and placed into paper bags, one being

deposited by the side of each jar. The operator

then enlisted the aid of three helpers and at a

given signal the bags were dropped into the

jars and all hurried out of the theatre, closing

the door as securely as possible. This was done
late in the afternoon and the house was not

opened for fifteen hours. Five or six hours
will suffice for the operation, however. Care
should be taken not to enter the building until

the gas is dissipated, it being readily distin-

guished by its ordor which is like that of peach
kernels.

Destroyed All Germs

In this instance, which is admittedly a very
unusual one, the disagreeable features dis-

appeared following the fumigation and have not

occurred again, indicating that all the germs
were destroyed.

Another instance where hydrocyanic gas was
employed to good advantage was in a theatre
which will not be named, for obvious reasons,

but which is located in a city famed for its

claim of chemical purity. Patrons of this house
had long complained that it was infested with
vermin and all the efforts of the different man-
agements to rid the place of insects seemed
unavailing, although various sprays were freely

used. The matter reached a climax one night
when the wife of a health official marched into

the office and exhibited three bed bugs which
she had killed.

Banished the Trouble

\ careful search showed that the place was
infested with these vermin, the decorations
being of such type as to harbor them. In addi-
tion, there was a hotel overhead and this was
also found to be infested. Hydrocyanic gas
was suggested and it was employed to such good
advantage that there has never been a recur-
rence of the trouble. In this instance the poison
gas squad commenced work at the top floor

and worked downward as the gas is lighter than
air and tends to rise. Several hundred pounds
were used and there was not the slightest acci-
dent, except in an instance where the stone jar
was too small and the liquid boiled over, doing
a little damage to a floor.

Experts in work of this kind recommend that
the cyanide be broken into small pieces and this

can be done without danger as gases do not
arise until the chemical comes in contact with
sulphuric acid.

Care should be taken to empty the contents
of the jars into a sewer after the fumigation
is over and to wash them thorouehly before
they are used for other purposes.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

Offlclil Organ of the Italian tinematoKrapb Unloa

Published on the

15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subtcrivtlon: S7.00 or 65 frano Por Aiihb

Editorial and Butincss Offlccat

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
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YOU CAN MEET COMPETITION
And You Can Meet It Effec-

tively and Economically by
establishing for your house a

reputation for perfection in

projection.

Your competitor may have a larger

organ or a fuller orchestra. His rest

rooms may be more luxuriously
furnished or his floors more expensively

covered.

BUT—he cannot beat your showing on

the screen if YOU are U. T. E.

equipped and he cannot equal you un-

less he also has U. T. E. apparatus.

In all the world you will

find no other line like that

bearing the U-T^JL trade

mark— it does, and does

better what other makes
attempt to perform.

Abolish projection room
troubles and poor
screenings by installing

the U^Z projection

improvers. Instead of

costing you money, they

earn it for you.

Bulletin P-W will tell you

more about them. It's

yours for the asking.

HALLBERG MULTIPLE-UNIT
RHEOSTAT

Its units are separably fused and may
be easily and economically replaced.

Current control is positive and all

safety requirements are met.

U. T. E.-PROCTOR AUTOMATIC
PROJECTOR

Direct motor driven and equipped with an

absolutely perfect speed control.

HALLBERG TWO-IN-ONE SERIES ARC
MOTOR GENERATOR

Built in double SO, double 75 and double 120

amperes. Also for all circuits of single, double

and three phase current. Quiet, short circuit-

proof and will operate indefinitely at full open

circuit voltage.

UNITED THEATRE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
H. T. EDWARDS

Pracident
25 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK

Branch Store* in AU Principal Cltl««

EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EXCEPT THE FH^M

J. H. HALLBEItC
Vice-Pre*i4lMt
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Tour own special TlcKet.

any coltrs. acc»ately nu»-
bered; every rtll guaranteed.

Coupon Tickets for Prize

Drawings: $5.00. 16 tO,

Prompt shipments. Cash
with the order. Get the

samples. Send diagram for Be-

served Seat Coupon Tickets, serial

or dated. All tickets must con-

form to Government regulallen

and bear esUbUshed price of admission and lai

"'^'^
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES

Five Thousand ^-JJ
Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand JZ-50

One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. shamokin, Pa.

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

30 Gerrard Street

W. I. London, England
Has the quality circulation of the trade in

Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official

Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusively in

this joumed.
YEARLY RATE:

POSTPAID. WEEKLY. $7.2S

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIA-

TION OF GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND. LTD.

CLOG DANCING
without a teacher. You can easily

learn from "The Clog Dance
Book" by Helen Frost of Colum-

bia Univ. Music with each of the

26 dances. Illustrations showing

the Steps. Cloth bound. Price

$2.50 delivered. Catalogue free.

A. S. Barnes and Co., 30 Irving

Place, New York.

THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Oesiiners of Over 200 Theatres

C. HOWARD CRANE
ARCHITECT

ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER. Associate

CYRIL E. SCHLEY
Main Office:—HURON BLDG.. DETROIT. MICH.

Branch Oficts: New Yirk, Chicaso. Windsor. OBt.

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

C:!^ r^^^^t^ $5 Gallon

rilin Lement 75c. pint

Gelatine—All Colors

HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Simplex Distributors

Are All Busy as Bees
The Dvvyer Bros, and Company, of Cin-

cinnati, rciwrts the installation of a battery of
Simplex projectors in the new 1,800 seat State

Theatre which was recently opened in Colum-
bus, Ohio. Word also comes from the Chicago
office of the Exhibitors' Supply Company, Inc.,

of the installation of Simplex incandescent
equipment, spotlights and a Minusa screen in

the new Family Theatre, Frankfort Heights,

111.

B. F. Porter, Simplex distributor for New
York City and vicinity, announces the installa-

tion of two Type "S" Simplex projectors in

the new 1,200 seat Ronson Theatre, Newark,
N. J. The new Supcrba Theatre, of the same
city, was also recently equipped, as well as the

Globe and Victoria Theatres, by Mr. Porter.

The Western Theatre Equipment Company,
of Seattle, Wash., advises that it has secured
the order for the complete equipment, includ-

ing Simplex projectors, which will be installed

in the Rialto Theatre, Wenatchee, Wash.,
which is now being erected by the Pacific Coast
Theatres, Inc.

The Sherman Theatre, St. Cloud, Minn.,
which is one of the finest picture theatres in

Central Minnesota, was Simplex equipped by
the Teco Products' Manufacturing Company,
of Minneapolis.

New England Installation

From New England comes the news that

the Boston Motion Pictures Supply Company,
Southern New England distributors for Sim-
plex, has made the following installations in

and around Massachusetts

:

Two Simplex, motor-driven Mazda equip-
ments, in the Second Congregational Church,
shows will be given two and three times each
week.
Two machine installations in churches arc

yet in the unusual class, but through a coinci-

dence the Trinity Church of Springfield, a
neighboring city of Holyoke, also boasts of
two Simplex Mazda equipments, while the
high school at West Springfield has a similar
equipment.
Two Type "S," motor-driven Simplexes,

were installed in the 1,500 seat Jamaica Theatre.
Hyde Square, Jamaica Plain, which theatre is

operated by Allenburg and Green, who also
operate the newly Simplexized Mystic Theatre
at Maiden, which has a capacity of 1,200 seats.

Botli these theatres have all the seats located
on one floor. The Dudley Theatre, also oper-
ated by the same company, is Simplex equipped.

Another new theatre is the 1.250 seat Central
Square Theatre in Somerville, operated by
J. Locatelli. This house is equipped with two
Type "S" Simplexes. The Teel Square Thea-
tre, also in Somerville, is Simplexized. This is

a 1,500 seat house, operated by the Biano
family, and is equipped with two Mazda Sim-
plexes.

Thi.s theatre also, has all of its seats on one
floor. Tlie Boston Motion Picture Supply
Company, also reports that a Type "S" Sim-
plex was recently installed on the U. S. S.

"North Dakota," while this battleship was at
the Charlcstown navy }'ard.

Rothacker Is on United
Studio Directory Board

Watter.son R. Rothacker has been elected a
member of the board of directors of the United
-Studios, of Hollywood, formerly the Brunton
.'studios.

Mr. Rothacker has been a figure in the
motion picture world since the early days.
Twelve years ago he was baptized a member
of the official film family when he engaged in

the practical picture industry, being one of
the first to make an organized effort to adapt
the silver sheet to the needs of business. He is

at present a member of the faculty of the
Page-Davis School of Advertising.

He was vice president of the Motion Pic-

The New Mottograph DeLuxe Is Used in Chicago*^

TIVOLI THEATRE

"THE BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Journal of

the British Film Industry

Of Special Interest to All Who Buy or Sell Fllmi

OFFICES:

85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. I.

Specimen Copy Free OD Request
ForpiRn Subscriptions: One iKwnd ten shllllngB (gold)

QUALITY plus SERVICE
backed up by a fair scale of prices—art offered and
delivered with every trder we receive for

Developing—Printing—Titles
Write for Latent Scale nf Prices

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Mailers BuUding CHICAGO

Phone: Central 2347

ture Board of Trade and for a number of years
was chairman of the membership committee of

the National Association of the Motion Picture

Industry. He has long been a stockholder in

the Universal Film Manufacturing Company.
During the war he originated the "Mile of

Smiles" plan, whereby thousands of homesick
doughboys "Over there" saw movies of the

folks at home.
He is president of the Rothacker Film Manu-

facturing Company, of Chicago ; the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company, of New York,
and Rothacker-.^ller Laboratories, of Los
Angeles.

Plan Watertown House
Plans have been drawn for a theatre to be

erected at Watertown, N. Y., during the com-
ing spring, by Charles Sesonske and Frank A.
Empsall. The house will seat about three

thousand.

Changes in Management
\\'.\UKON, lA.—Ferdinand Roth has taken

over Waukon Theatre.
IRON RIVER, MICH.—G. E. Moyle is new

manager, Delft Theatre.
SEDALIA, MO.—Isaac Farris is new man-

ager Liberty Theatre.

WASHINGTON, O.—Miss Edith M. Bladk-
man has purchased Wonderland Theatre.

WA\-ERLY, O.—J. A. Curnutte has pur-
chased Dreamland Theatre.
ALVA, OKLA.—A. P. and H. C. Crandall

have purchased Liberty Theatre, with seating
capacity of 700.

WETUNKA. OKLA.—Lawrence Wagoner,
Tulsa, has purchased Majestic Theatre.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—L. Hoffman has

imrchased moving picture theatre at 2424-26
Kensington avenue. 32.3 by 102 feet, extending
through to and including 2423-31 North Front
street, assessed at $24,000 for $50,000.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—R. A. Schutte will be
manager of new moving picture house to be
erected bv Quincey Jones.
CUMBERLAND, WIS.-Alexander Allen,

R. F. D. No. 3, Rice Lake, has purchased
opera house and will improve it as first-

class moving picture house.
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Ready—
EASTMAN

FILM CEMENT
Cut where you will, splice with Eastman

Film Cement and for all practical purposes

the reel's original resistance to strain both

in projection and re-wind is restored. The
splice is secure against break or buckle.

Eastman-made and Eastman-tested as the

presence of this seal on the container testifies:

Eastman Film Cement is the only cement that may be used

successfully with either Regular or Safety film. It may be

obtained in i oz. and i6 oz. bottles, and gallon containers.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Motion Picture Film Department Rochester, N. Y.
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OLASSinED ADVERTISEMENTS

CMt Uttle Do Much

SITUATIONS vuAWTFn 9«
AND HELP WANTED 3c pCf

All Ottw COMMER- J

CIAL ADVERTISING 9C WOia
SMllut ad t*Mt>

N«(tcw TN> l^iMifthiTt Mtwl th«t all ttat*-

MDIi IM^l* In trtty ki{v»rUM*«ot will tk«

SITUATIONS WANTED
KXTKKIKNCKP orsaiiist viosirt's posliion. O.ood

v>r):an aiul $aUry oss<<utial . largo library. Organist.
o»r<- Moving rictutv World, New York Caty,

I'AMKKAMAN—Oorn^tH>ndoiU iU>sires perniaiiont
posiliou In siuilio in or aKnit Now York. Mare
own oulBU " B."' !>*> $outh Strt~*t, $omerTlU«. N. .'.

A-1 M, r. orKKATOK—Kxporioncori on kll niatiOs

maohlnos. rvotitiors, itonorators. oolor effects anJ
Unio pictur*s^ Married. Go anywhens. Llvvnsetl.

(•Yx^l T. Walker. UtSS N. La Salle Strset. Chicago.
m.

NOX-I NION M. P. O P B R .\ T O R WANTS
POSITKIN — Have diploma : can run Simplex.
Power • and Motiosraph. Let me hare a start In

Muall town anywherv. Wire or wrlt« any time.

Cha». H. Whipple. Box SC. Lake Forest. Ill

KXPKRtKNCKP THKATRE ORGANIST dealPM
poaliion . refereec*. Will gv> anywhere; preferably
»lx-day houae. Northern New Jersey. Box Ml.
Mortns rioture World. New York City

THEATRES WANTED
WANTKP TO LKASK — MoTlng plctur* theatra.

fully *iuipped . muiH pass »ute lnsp«i.-{l«a. Tall
all particular! f.rst letter Pox -."ST. M»Tlnj Plc<ar»
Wwld. New York Oily

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
I H.WK aeT«ral motion picture machine improT«-

nwnts under construction. Nee\l financial assistance
to complete mo^lels, l.eroy K. Hnffman. SST lv>werT
Street, .^kron. Ohio.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTKn- ror-.abU- lights, prx'.cr Woh'.-.le in

irur.k*. IV Vry pro;<v.or. No. duplex oaMerS,
Kliofwl Box. stasx^ vvv.v.ections and anyt'.-.'.-s for
'.ishiiui;. Must K r.i s.W condition and chc.^,'. for
cash S>-.^> l.orar.i A\-f ....o. 01e\-elar.a. Ohio

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Ct^VOLT. SS .\m|ver«. Direct Current tJi-cerator

;

perfect cv^ndition , S«5aW, M. J. Rother. Hastings.
Minn.

FVR S.\LK— .Vonie Portable proie«or motion pic-
ture machine. Sl.WiXX Same as now Ed
Mi;.<noski. t>40 4th Sirwt. Grand Rapids, Mich.

K:F".'KKN hundred standard opera ckairs we art
.-epUcing with cushioned seals and oCcr at a btc
sacriSvV ; iSve-ply, in sood shape. WUi act sell l«ai

;W at a Ume. P. O. Box SS, ScrMtvn. P».

FIVE THOrSANP YARPS BatUcaU* Llnolaaa.
,°our tbou»a=d o: best grade cork e>r>»>. (}oT«ra-
oieiu surplus siock. at laaa than wfcal—i l« prtcw.

F* Kedin$loc. ScranlOB. Pa.

OPERA CHAIRS from war oanps. booths, m-
ohices and entire e^uipmeat tamlsked at halt
original cvvit. Wrue your i>*vUrMMBts. .' P R«d-
r.ftoa. Scrantoa. Pa.

S > ; r"s S.\ mo;.-- '
. .!>-

> V picture- in
vv - ^ ..^-h. .\ hav, , er

.•J.i,:r , . S;r>f*t. N Nv - t

ox complete. mo;.-r-.:rn ei

;u^Toit, .\ c t» - 1

f

bargain at fSiK.Ol). Webeler Elaotrlo Company, 71U
Wh Street. N. W.. Washington. l>. C.

FILMS WANTED
KKATIRKS and shoris . MvhIoI P heads or parts:

complete e<)ulpment. .\11 details first letter. Library.
Carx- Ultlboard, Chicago. 111.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
l-\>K SAl.K—A series o( live oiio-rool comedies.

(iMIuring Johnny and Emma Kay Kxcollent one-
^lu ot iHistcrs on every subject. Ceniral Film Com-
r.i;',>. T"J;i Seventh .\venue. New Yors City.

SALE— Double reel westerns, dramas. KvlKi

:

we»-klies. ?^.0t>; colored character ci'inedlos. ifltUK).
William S. Hart. ; Educational sc^-nlcs. Send
for list. 1. S. Plsher. ri> Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

FOR SALE—'Temptation'" (61. teaturlox Carmel
Myers -brand new print ; "The Bas Mystery." la-
rcel serial cartoon— brand new print ; ".\dveniurea
of Jimmy Dale" tSi1. featuring K. K. Lincoln;
'The Secret Kingdom" t;t;) : "The Scarlet Runner'
I'.Ml. ft^aturtng Earl Williams; also 'The Stafford
.Mystery" tt!l . "Muggy" iM ; "One .Vgalnst Many"
t5) ;

• Mistaken Identity" l5) : also series L.' two->
r<H'l Black Cat comedies, and the largest selection
SERIALS. SPECIAL PROniCTlONS. COMEDIES.
Kducatlonals, Cartoons, etc. Guaranty Plcturea Co,,
1;H> West •l?th Street, New Y'ork. Cable address:
Captctcvv"

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
NEW I'Jl manual orsaii , oO stops, well-known

make ; available at once. Particulars, write H. M.
. care Moving Picture World. New Y'ork City.

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTION PK-Tl KK studio (or rout from AprU

Is;, '.^-story buiUiius, 7.'>xTiV; containing about
ItvtXX^ s<)uare feet in the heart of Manhattan : very
reasonable rental. John .\. Power. '.SS' West iM
Sirwt. New York City. Bryant 5t>70.

Picture Theatres Prvjected
l.OS .VNC.Kl-HS. CALIF.— Lilly Fletdier

Coiufvaiiy will erect theatre and store btiilding

ivi \Vest Midiigan street.

SAN JOSE CALIF.— lames I. Beatty will

erect new .\mericaii Theatre on South First

strecL Flans include SJ5.000 pipe organ.
CHIC\CiO, ILL.—Fred Mann, owner. Kain-

Jv>w I'lardens. Clark street and Lawrence
,i\t'iuie. has plans by Niels Buck. 105 South
La Salle street, tor an auditorium, to include

stase large enoiigh to accomniodate musical
revrnties, vaudeville and nKiviiis pictures, to

c\^st Sv>iX\l\10.

EAST PEORL\, ILL—Will H. Sdilem will

erect ikw theatre.

_ EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL—Henry Bancroft.
"11 West Twenl>-third street, has contract to

erect i\\v>-story theatre, store and apartment
iniilding, "0 hy >X) leet, at Twenty -fifth and
State streets, for Harry Redmond, care Majes-
tic Tlieatre. St. Louis and Cbllinswood aventies,

lo cv»st $o5.000.

OTT.\\VA. ILL—Balaban & Kau. 175

Nortli State street, Chicago, are looking up
site lor erection of theatre here.

URB.\N.\. ILL—E. E. Alger, owner. Col-
onial Theatre, is looking for site to erect tliea-

tre. with seating capacitv of l.OOO.

MICHIC.AN CITY. MICH—Heno Koelin,

.>ir
':' •'• street, has contract to rebaild

Tivv store and otiice building on
Frar.x - between Fifth and Sixth, for

Michigan Cit> Tlieatnt Corfviration. Siarland
Tlieatre Building, to cost S225.O0O.

I-\NSING. MICH — BUckstone Theatre
Corpi^ratioi'. has ^ilans by S. .\. Butter\\x>rth.

T;!ssing Building, for 12-story brick fire-

T^vi theatre and ofRce building, K> cost $750.-
•1* "'-i .'.Tr. -

•" '-.1X0 se.itir'.c .-.-.".u-'rv of

CONCORD. N H —George Bede has pur-
clased proi>crty on Main street as site for moT-
itig picture tiieatre.

BURLINGTON, N. J.-H. E. Baton, 1713
S.niisoiii street, Philadelphia, lias contract to
erect three-story theatre, store and aiiartment
building. 75 by 105 feet, at norlliwest comer
\\e\-mouth and Ventnor avenues, for George
1-. \\ iellaud. Colonial Frust Building, Phila-
delphia.

CEDARHURST, L. I., N. Y.—Far Rocka-
way Strand Corporation has plans for theatre
to be cn-ctixl at Central street and Washing-
ton avTiuic. witli seating capacitv of 2.000.

NEW \ ORK, N. Y.—Ninth Avenue Amusc-
inout CoMip.iny has leased site at 55th street
.md Ninth avenue and has plans by George
Koi.<ier tor theatre, with seating capacity of
2.m.

Ni:\\ YORK, N. Y.—Facoupoulos Brothers
have purchased property at McNeill and Bay-
view avenues as site for new theatre, to cost
$UXIOOO.
TKCA". N. Y.—Rives Front Lac, care Frank

IVlaii. 4oJ Broadway, .-Mbany, has plans by
Thomas W. Lamb, 644 Eighth avenue. New
York, for one-story theatre and lobby stores
to be erected at River and Front streets.

YONKERS. N. Y —John J. Tully has pur-
chased site at South Broadway and \'alentine

lane for erection of theatre.

.MEDl.\. PA.—Media Playhouse Company.
Inc.. will erect one-story brick theatre and store
building, 100 by 50 feet, at nonhwest comer
State .md Orange streets, to cost $100,000
.\ddress Major E. Lindsley. president, 2507
South South JOth street, Philadelphia.

PH1L.\DELPHI.\, PA.—M. E. Epstein ha-
plans by H. Childs Hodgens for new moving
picture theatre to be erected at 5Jnd and Poplar
streets.

PHI1_\DELPHL\. PA.—Abraham Felt and
Martin E. Greenhouse have leased southwest
corner Broad street and Girard avenue on site

>if Beti Estate properties for 9^ years. Plans
for new theatre are being prepared by H. C
Hodgensk

PHILADELPHIA. PA—S. R. Blockson
Motor Companv, 6o7 North Broad street, has
pKins by LeRoy B. RothchiW. 1225 Sansom
street, for one-story brick theatre at Juniper,
Locust and Watts streets, 100 by 100.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—Marks Browar. 819
Federal street, has plans by E. Crump, Jr., 5423
Kentuck avenue, for two-story marble and
tile theatre and store building, 60 by 240
feet, to be erected on Federal street, to cost
s;2ixi.iw

SIOUX FALLS. S. D — Mrs. G. T.
Greeley, 200 Boyce-Greely Building, has plans
by Skrhuemacher & Ninkelhor. 315 Paulton
Block, for theatre, to cost 525,000.

CHARLESTON. W. \"A —New theatre will

be erectevl on Se\-enth avenue, to cost $30,000,

R. A. Schutte will be manager.

BRAMMELL W. VA— Teirus Collins has
plans by .Mexander B. Mahood, L & C. Build-
ing. Blueneld. for two-ston- and stone-trim
iiHiving picture theatre and apartment buQding.
2S by 100 feet.

MANITOWOC. WIS—Manitowoc Aerie
of Eagles have plans by William J. Raeuber.
Teitman Building, for theatre, store and club
bi;il>:i:i):. to cost J750.000 .Address Otto Sang-
laiib. secretary.

NECEDAH. WIS.—Robarge .\muscment
Co:n;->anv contemplates erectinc rVe.itre. to

• X" t $4O.O0a
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CORCORAN'S LATEST DEVELOPING TANK WILL
CUT YOUR DEVELOPING COSTS IN TWO

SEND FOR PRICE UST Na •

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES

7S1 Jersey Avenue Office and FactMT Jeraar CHj, N. J.

Motion Picture Equipment on

the Partial Payment Plan
Do you know that we will sell you a complete equip-

ment for your theatre on the Partial Payment Plan?

We can sell you anywhere in the U. S. on terms as low
as ONE DOLLAR A DAY.

Our motto, "Your money's worth or your money
back."

Write today for our latest bulletin and proposition.

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade

746 S. WABASH AVENUE CHICAGO, ILL.

PROJECTING THE GREATEST PICTURE ON EARTH
PORTER installs SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Lenses, Robin

Electric Speed Indicators at 44th Street Theatre, N. Y., and Crescent

Theatre, Brooklyn, for D. W. GRIFFITH'S "WAY DOWN EAST."

B. F. PORTER, EXCLUSIVE EQUIPMENT, 729-7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

NOTICE
Equipment

—

Manufacturers and Dealers

The 4th Edition (25000)

of

F. H. Richardson'sHANDBOOK
The new 4th edition of the Handbook will contain more than 800

pages of technical matter—100 pages more than the last edition.

A limited amount of advertising zvill be accepted up to press time.

For rates address ADV. DPT.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Murray HiU 1610 516 5th Ave., N. Y. C.

HERE'S A REAL BUY
400 ft. capacity De Franne, mahogany case, regular and trick crank, for-

ward and reverse take-up, footage Indicator, fllm punch. De Franne sprlnc
claw Intermittent, adjustable shutter, outside reflecting focusing derle*. BO
MM. Tessar F:3.5 lens. Perfect throughout, at $135.00.
Wire 25% deposit and balance on examlnatlorj.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn St.. Dept. (07 Chicago, Illinois

P. S.—Write Bass. Let him solve your camera problem for you.

Every continent knows th« dependability and superiority

of this Universal 4 kw. plant—the recognized stand-
ard for motion picture work, either permanent or

travellne. Also for circuses, eanUvaU, etc

Qet CatoloffU€ 30
Universal Motor Co
Oshkosh, WlocooelD

tn Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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on the very next order. You'll find it

AMERICAN FILM
PRINTING

Gets More Out of Your Negatives

That's where experience counts—in getting the best
possible prints from improperly developed negatives.

American Film Laboratories are known throughout the
trade for the highest quality film prindng. In addition
they offer the promptest service, at prices that are
always right.

Try "American
pays.

Developing
Printing
Tinting
Toning
Editing
Titling

Let us know your needs
and we will quote you
prices and service de-
tails.

Ordinary film reduced
to American Standard
Safety Size.

(Absolutely fire - proof
film passed by all fire

underwriters.)
Laboratory Capacity One
Million Feet Per Week.

American Film Co.,

Inc., Laboratories
6231 Broadway, Chicago, 111.

and
London. England

Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.

American 10 Points:
1—QUALITY. Print! known for

brillianc)' and clearness. Expert
staff, trained by years of ex-
perience, assures highest qual-
ity prints obtainable.

2—REPUTATION. Gained In 10

years of experience.
J—RESPONSIBILITY. A concern

of strong financial standing.
—LOCATION. In the proper geo-

graphical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.

5—EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modem obtainable.

6—CLEANLINESS. Within two
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
from dirt and dust.

7—SAFETY. Plant approved by
City of Chicago and Board of

Fire Underwriters.
8—PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to

sprve exacting requirements.
9—PRICES. Reasonable tuid com-

retitive.

I»—GUARANTEES. Write for our
unique guarantee of quality
work. r

WHY
RAVEN
HAFTONE
SCREEN

BEEN INSTALLED
IN THE

PALACE
MAJESTIC

AND THE

MIDWAY
THEATRES
DALLAS, TEXAS

ASK THEM
ASK OUR DISTRIBUTORS

ASK US

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
One Sixty=Five Broadway New York

Direct from the NeW York Strand

is a guarantee of the quality of the mov-
ing picture to be displayed in other towns
and cities.

As in pictures, so likewise in eguin-

ment, the Strand sets a standard excelled by
none. And of course the New York Strand is

equipped on every floor with

DIXIE CUP
From opening time to closing these machines

bring in a steady revenue. They do so only because
the public thoroughly appreciates the service.

[ndividval Drinking (vp ^mpany Jno
Original m^l^rra of the paper cup

EASTON. PENNA.
( NEW YORK

riTM a>ANCHE9 AT (CLEVELAND
PHILADELPHIA
BALTIMORE

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

QUARTER
SIZE

}y« to ( inchas

$25

HALF
SIZE

I U tH Incka*

$50

I to U faickaa

$60

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Send for Deicriptivt BookM.

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL COMPANY
35 Steuben Street Brooklyn, N. U. S. A.

Manufacturers of the finest lenses in ike Wtrld

I iJrATiNir:

1
HEATING

\/eNtilatin^

14^6 BRP'/K.DWAy ritw ypKic.rt.y. J
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WHY SIMPLEX GAINS

Somewhere near you is a man operating

a Simplex that has been in service for eight

or nine years.

Ask him to open his mechanism doors and

show you the origmal working parts.

Examine each gear, bearing and shaft.

Ask the owner what his Simplex up-keep

has been during all the years of service.

Then you'll know why we say that we

have never heard of a worn-out Simplex.

AND IT ALSO SHOWS WHY THE
GREATER NUMBER OF REPRE-

SENTATIVE AMERICAN CITIES

ARE TODAY OVER 75% SIMPLEX

WPrecisionMachine (oJnc!

317-29 East 34th:St-NewYoik



POWER'S PROJECTORS
The extra large area "cubical ca-

pacity" of Type "E" Lamphouse
prevents overheating with arcs of

high amperage, and permits ready
access and adjustment. Ventila-
tion is scientifically correct and
two openings in front of lamp-
house facilitate cleaning.

Upper carbon holder accommodates car-

bons from %" to 1%" inclusive; lower
carbon holder sizes 5 16" to %" inclu-

sive, and "V" shaped clamps assure a
rigid hold on the carbons without break-

ing them.

The lateral,

backward
and forward
adjustments
are made on
lowercarbon,
so that when
adjusting the
lamp the cra-

ter r em a ins

unchanged.

The condensers may be easily cleaned as
condenser mounts are supported on strong
gray iron frame hinged to the lamphouse

—

opening outwardly, thereby bringing mounts
entirely clear of the lamphouse. Extra heavy
gray iron holders insure a perfect alignment
of the condensers, and to hold them firmly
in place a "V" shaped edge fits securely into
a "V" shaped groove on the condenser mount.
The condenser nearest to the Arc adjusts
from the outside of the lamphouse.

OWERSOb
A heavy gray
iron dowser
inside 1 a m p-

house protects

the condenser
from flame
and sudden
heat when
striking the

arc.

Rack rods are heavy, square

steel bars held with a spring

cover to give greater wearing
service and amply take care of

expansion. This also prevents

the rack bars binding when
subjected to the intense heat

of the Arc.

A worm wheel and
gear for raising and
lowering the lamp
gives additional
rigidity.

Both carbon holders are equipped
with clamp designed to replace

lugs on the wires. The clamps
having a series of interlocking cor-

rugations, top and bottom, make
a perfect connection when the wire
is clamped between them.

ICHOLAS POWTER COMPANY
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RELADER
QUE.STIONNAIRE, ?????

Do you read the Reviews?

Do you believe the Reviews are written impartially?

Do you book pictures on the strength of Reviews?

Do you read the "Straight from the Shoulder" reports?

Do you read the editorials?

Do you read the news from the producers?

Are you more interested in the advertising than the news?

Do you find the exploitation in "Selling the Picture to the Public" helpful?

Have you used ideas from this department?

Are you interested in "Keeping in Personal Touch" with the trade?

Does the news "In the Independent Field" interest you?

Are you interested in the news of your territorj^?

Do you refer to current film release dates?

Has the Projection Department helped solve your projection problems?

Have you received any constructive suggestions from your trade paper on

"Better Equipment"?

What is your idea of the greatest use of the trade paper?

Is there any other service the trade paper can deliver to you which it is not

doing today?

Is there anything which the trade paper should eliminate in which you are

not interested?

In answering these questions please feel that the publishers of Moving Picture
World are trying to deliver to you, the theatre owner, manager, exchange
manager, exchange salesman, supply dealer, producer and distributor a better
service.

By answering the above questionnaire frankly and honestly perhaps we can
be of greater service to you.

MOVING PICTURE

The oldest and newest trade paper in the field

516 Fifth Ave. New York City

Name .

.

Address

Theatre
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Your program all right, but

I missed the news reel.

"Your program's all right but—

"

Watch out when that little insignificant word of three letters begins

to find its way into the mouths of your people. It's the danger
signal to lost patronage.

Do you know that all the Hearst newspapers are carrying a line

daily on double page pictorial layouts, telling their readers that all

the world's big events can be seen at the theatres showing the Inter-

national News? The circulation of these papers is 5,543,784, a con-

servative estimate placing the actual readers at 25,000,000—one
quarter of the population of the entire country. And every one of

these people is talking!

"But you're not showing the news reel."

You can't omit the news reel much longer and escape this death-
knell to good business. Popular demand is making International

News just as much an essential, just as much a fixture of every
theatre's program as the music has become. You couldn't keep
your house open without music. Soon you won't be able to keep
it open without International News.

Don't lull yourself into a false sense of security because only one
or two people have demanded the news reel. Dissatisfaction is

more contagious than the measles and not nearly so easily cured.

Remember! International News is the vaccine -that will prevent
this dissatisfaction disease. INJECT IT INTO YOUR PROGRAM
TO-DAY.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Released through Universal



A Colossal News

FOX
Is There a Real Japanese Peril?

Does war threaten between United States and Japan?

Nearly everybody says: "Yes, some day." How right

are they?

Nobody can give facts. Because Japan has always
been a country of m^^stery—of closed doors.

FOX NEWS, in this amazing series of pictures, sup-

plies these facts for the first time—throws open the doors

of mystery, lifts the curtain of secrecy, revealing the

secrets of Japan's Army and Navy for the first time!

William Fox felt that the true conditions of Japan
should be revealed. On the 6,000-mile journey he sent

Al Brick, the FOX NEWS cameraman, who braved death,

prison and other perils to secure this colossal news beat

—to present this most amazing series of informative mo-
tion pictures in history.
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Beat Scored By

NEWS
Fox News Only Has These Pictures!

The result is a series of marvelous and informative pic-

ture stories about Japan never before presented—available no place

else. They tell you all about Japan, her civilization, her prepared-

ness for war, her industries—the real Japan revealed for the first

time

!

This feature series will be a part of every second issue of Fox
News beginning with the issue of February 4th, Each one of the

series, "Face to Face With Japan," is an individual story. The entire

series will run, for twelve weeks in Fox News, and only there, and
is supplied to subscribers of Fox News without additional cost.

Your audiences will tremendously appreciate the presentation of

these informative pictures in your theatre. "Face to Face With
Japan" is accompanied by the other subjects issued by Fox News
each week. It has the pulling power of a big feature. Play it up
in your advertisements and your announcements, and reap the

benefit.

BIG AS A FEATURE! IT IS A FEATURE!

T??r^T!TI^^T^FOX NEW SONAL COST SUBSCRIBERS
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The Biggest Pictttre1:Kat^er hit yourtown

!

A speci^^^Iom Mix thrilled*-

Advertise^SKY HIGH Ufee a three-ring circiij

Here is a chance forTomMix exhibitors to

cle^tmpabankroll. SKY HIGH was
built for profits and toplease

*om patrons.

Directed by

lynn R Reynolds
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A thrilling romance of

the Grand Canyon of
Arizona

AFTER IT LIKE A CIRCUS!
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Arrow Pictures

Are Sure Profit

Picftures for the

Independent Ex-

change Man and

theIndependent

Theatre Owner.

They Are Sold

on Merit Alone,

and Always at

a Fair Price.

Arrow Stars

Draw Capacity

Houses. Their

Pidiures are Real

Entertainment.

~
• DittfiBfulm fifr United ICpigdoia:

, ^NTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS, Ltd.

162 Wardour Street, Londoa

Gene Emmick, King of Short Reel Exchangemen,
Frisco, wires: "Hurray for Eddie Lyons. His Comedies
Are Greatest. Two Sv*^ rv
Reelers on Market." y^S^fC^
Ask Qene— r / .(^O^-^z^^^^^^^^^^A^^

He Knows C/

EDDIE
INAKNOCKOUT SERIES OF
17 SUPER-COMEDIES'

A^ROW FILM CORPORATION
220 W. 42na Street, New York Ci^y

'
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Exhibitors Direct Service Exchange, St, Louis, say:

"The Arrow Comedy Franchise Fills a Long Feh Need
for the Live Wire Exhibitor." You'll Think So Too.

3^
^ comedy
^ franchise
one a week

SPEED COMEDIES
BROADWAY COMEDIES
CRUELY-WED COMEDIES
MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES

PICTURES

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
220 W. 42nd Street, New York City

These Live Wires

Now Hold the

Arrow Franchise

Arrow Exchanges, Inc.

New York, N. Y.

De Luxe Film Company
Philadelphia, Pa.

Quality Film Corporation
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Palmore & Homand
Baltimore, Md.

Eltabran Film Company
Charlotte, N. C.

Eltabran Film Company
Atlanta, Ga.

Lande Film Dist. Company
Cincinnati, Ohio

Lande Film Dist. Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Progress Pictures Company
Chicago, 111.

Progress Pictures Company
Indianapolis, Ind.

Exhibitors Direct

Service Exchange
St. Louis, Mo.

Reelcraft Film Corporation
Davenport, Iowa

First National
Exhibitors Circuit

Dallas, Texas

Peerless Film Service
San Francisco, Cal.

Peerless Film Service
Los Angeles, CaL

yiake YOUR hyrange-

ments NOW/

Distributors for United Kingdom:

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS, Ltd,

162 Wardour Street, London
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ANNOUNCING TO

A weekly rotogravure
service of eight pages-
beginning soon.

Each page giving per-

fect reproductions of

scenes from the latest

releases.

This service gives you
a perfect idea of the

feature to be offered
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THEATRE OWNERS

you before the salesman

sees you, further it gives

you an ideal lobby dis-

play. File your copies

of Moving Picture
World away—they will

give you a complete
pictorial review of all

important future pro-

ductions.



Exhibitors agree
that this IS a nne, whole'

some feature with laughs,

heart throbs and a race

course climax which has

.:t'heir audiences breathless

with suspense. Its won-

derful entertainment

value is -the biggest point

,

in its favor.

Now Booking

Foreign Representat/ye
for Playgoers Pictures

Sioineif Garrett

Playgoers Pictures Inc. presents

Father Tom
Tom Wise

DirectedbyJohn B. O'Bnen.
Distributed through Pathe Exchange fnc.
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"It's dishes, dishes, dishes—I hate them

and I'm leaving you forever."

Louis B. Mayer presents

"THE SONG OF LIFE"

The John M. Stahl

Production

Directed by

John M. Stahl

A drama of dishes and discontent—a human

interest story of the problems of the Home
today and what goes to make for happiness.

Story by John M. Stahl

Screen version by

Bess Meredith

As Fine a Drama As You
Wish to See

"Hy Sy! This hopera bores me stiff.

Let's go round to the music 'alls."

A Hepworth Picture Play

"ALF'S BUTTON"
with

Leslie Henson
England's Foremost Comedian

and

Alma Taylor

The Screen Darling of London Town

He had a Harem wished on him when he only

wanted "his best girl." Rub Aladdin's button

and see what pops up.

From the novel by W. A. Darlington.

Adapted by Blanch Mac Macintosh.

Produced by Cecil M. Hepworth.

As Funny a Comedy as You
Wish to See

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS
nhere^JIbe a FrancKise everywhere
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't:^v.*»'r^«'

-

'StiLa fir*-.

NEW YORK TIMES
"

•r- i
'

1^
rialny," stpged and arrangod
Zuro: fouilh anlvereary speclalftew/"^^
th« RlvoU.

the
paper

The celebration of tlie Rivoli's fourth
anniversary is made merry this week
by the latest Buster Keaton comedy,
"The Playhouse." This piece of romp-
ing absurdity !s the brightest and most
Ingenious thing Mr. Keaton has done.
For example. It us^ multiple exposure
to the limit to permit the soleovi, but
nevertheless subtle, comedian to Joo

everybody In a show within the show,
persons in the audience, players -In the
orchestra, performers, stage hands and
theatre staff—until he w&kes up and his

'roubles begin. Keaton is one of the
few really accomplished clowns of the

fscreen, constitutionally comic. It seems,

and never more so than in " The Play-
house." An4 he Is able to give, his

best because of the skillful direction of
lino picture.
Tlie photoplay at the^ RI'

adaptation of Frederic
llghtful comedy, " Thr^e
,4n which. It Vill be
'Vvho saw It In New York,
'circumstanced eoldh
j-etum from the war
ctistomed to' the accor'
j-ected individual3_w.
tonventlal, too.
^IcularJy sultei"
Jeast a fairly
Substitute of
Some one
proved uf
suit It hp
fare, wl
htmior
and
simpi
Tnai;

'

The New York Times gives

tKe Feature's Place

m its review to

"THE PLAYHOUSE"
that's tKe vJsLy

BUSTER KEATON
Is Going Everywhere

if Keaton

is a good snow

Keads tKe bill

A First National Attraction

presented hy JosepK M. ScKenck

and written and directed by

Buster Keaton and Eddie Clin«

Released on the Open Market



Mr. Hays Accepts

THROUGH an announcement made by President Harding the country at large became aware

that Will H. Hays, postmaster general of the United States, is to resign from the Cabinet and

accept the leadership of the new producers' and distributors' organization.

We published several weeks ago our impression that Mr, Hays would take the job, because it has

size to it rather than because the salary will be adequate. Then came President Harding's announce-

ment in Washington, and this week the actual signing of the contract. It is definitely stated that

Mr. Hays will begin his new duties on March 4.

Already there is evidence of the wisdom of the choice. Take the daily newspapers, for

instance. They reported the story of the signing of the contract, and the taking of pictures and

the informal feast that followed, with just as much care as if the Reformers and the Censors

were having a party. The news columns actually were human to the screen.

This is a straw which may show the direction of the wind, but better and finer, bigger and

more important, is the character, ability and standing of Will H. Hays. His first statement after

acceptance contained these significant words: "The purposes of this association will be to attain

and to maintain the highest possible standard of moving picture production and to develop to the

highest degree the moral and educational value of the industry."

This is a statement that is as simple and direct as words can make it. It tells the story and

gives the message, and it is without frill or fancy.

And then he adds: "I believe in the earnestness and integrity of their determination to carry

out these purposes and am convinced of the possibilities of very large plan and successful

consummation." •

There is a definite purpose, a complete co-operation and a full understanding at the outset

and the beginning is splendid. We have an earnest regard for the importance of the new condi-

tion. We believe the entire industry, as well as the producers and distributors, will profit by the

situation. It seems to clear the, air and give definite form to the purp6ses of the forward-looking

men of our business.

We venture thus early to congratulate the industry on the Hays leadership, It's not a specula-

tion. It's a proved thing of character. And we also congratulate Mr. Hays on having accepted a

bigger job than that of Postmaster General of the United States.
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High Spots in the Week s News
As predicted months ago by

MoNang Picture World, the dis-

tributors' test of the anti-deposit

bill in Nebraska will be made in the

courts. Goldwyn brings the action

against the state attorney general,

and intervening petitions are filed by
other large distributing concerns.
The M. P. T. O. A. is preparing to

wage a counter-offensive in favor of
the present law, which stipulates that

advance money on pictures be placed
in a trust fund and not used by the
distributor in an investment way. It

promises to be a big battle that will

require long legal action to settle.

The plaintiff alleges that the law is

unconstitutional.
* * *

The new Canadian Government
promises to repeal the "Marking
Act," which provided the stamping
on goods of the name of the country
in which they were made.

* * *

The U. S. Supreme Court dismisses

for want of jurisdiction the appeal
brought by Kansas City projection-

ists and otlier employes of theatres

from the decision of the Supreme
Court of Missouri against picketing.

* * *

Harry Carey denies the rumor that

he has arranged to distribute future

pictures in the state right market,
saying he has made no plans at all

as yet.

The report of the New York Mo-
tion Picture Commission for the first

five months of its existence reveals
its desire to have for spending about
$64,000 more than allotted it for the
first year. While it admits the nec-
essity for few eliminations, saying
that films are generally very good,
yet it explains this condition by
claiming its efforts have caused the
improvement. The report asks for
an increase of the commission's
powers by legislative action.

* * *

The M. P. T. O. A. disclaims any
hand in the appointment of Will
Hays as head of the motion picture
industry' at a supposed salary of
$150,000. The meeting at which this

announcement was made occurred in

Washington, D. C, January 12.

Plans were made for the annual con-
vention in May.

* -k *

The judiciary committee of the

House of Representatives, Columbia,
S. C, is considering a censorship bUl
that is designed primarily to be a
revenue-raising measure. Represen-
tatives of the Southern Enterprises
have been lobbying against it, and
members of the M. P. T. 0. A. will

take a hand in the opposition.
* * *

Eddie Polo incorporated his own
serial company in New York State
for $10,000. Ivy Ostrow and H. G.

Kosch also appear as incorporators.

When the New York exhibitors'
Motion Picture Ball is run off at Al-
bany, it looks as though trade papers
will conserve space by naming those
not present instead of those there. It

surely promises big, this supreme ef-

fort of Empire State showmen. Now
the dope is that even the Inaugural
Ball won't exceed it in brilliance, and
that society will be present in flocks.

* * *

Representatives of the N. A. M. P.

I. introduce, through Senator Walsh
of Massachusetts, a national film
theft bill to protect the industry from
film piracy both here and abroad.
The state laws have been found in-

adequate. The biU provides heavy
penalties, holding responsible both
the buyer and receiver of stolen or
duped film.

* * •

The Senate Finance Committee
decides to adopt the wholesale sell-

ing price in the principal wholesale
markets of the country as a basis of
levying ad valorem duties on im-
ported merchandise of all kinds,
wherever possible. It is probable
that the Senate Finance Committee
will put films in the class of mer-
chandise subject to duty on the basis
of foreign production cost, plus a
reasonable profit to the producers,
cost of transportation and plus a
reasonable allowance aSj importing
profit.

To exhibitors reviews are of inestimable value. In their trade paper
they demand and should get reviews of all the new productions at a time
when they will be of use.

/

Moving Picture World Supplies This Service

:

This paper publishes more new reviews than any other paper.

In This Issue There Are 20 Reviews
Last week MOVING PICTURE WORLD published nine more than its

nearest competitor. And the two weeks preceding (both of them containing

holidays) this service doubled that of the other trade publications. It is the

same stors' week after week.

The reviews deal with productions in time to be of service to the

theatre manager.

Exhibitors follow MOVING PICTURE WORLD in "shopping" for

pictures. Because they know its reviews are fearless, fair and forceful

—

written with honest judgment as the sole standard.
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Hays Will Head Picture Organization;

Contract Signed Wednesday in New York
Harding Permits Resignation from Cabinet—Begins New Work After March 4

POSTMASTER-GENERAL WILL H. HAYS has formally announced acceptance of the position

of president of an organization of producers and distributors. He signed the contract

Wednesday evening, January 18, and will begin work after March 4, his resignation from

President Harding's Cabinet having been approved, regretfully, by the chief executive. Mr. Hays

wrote the following statement for the press:

"I have signed a contract to sei've as the executive head of a national association of motion pic-

lure producers and distributors which will be formed.

"The purposes of this association will be to attain and to maintain the highest possible standard

of motion picture production and to develop to the highest possible degree the moral and educational

value of the industry.

"I believe in the earnestness and integrity of their determination to carry out those purposes

and am convinced of the possibilities of very large plans and successful consummation.

"My service will begin imme-
diately after March 4, next.

"WILL H. HAYS."

The decision was reached at a

dinner of thirty covers given Mr.

Hays at Dehnonico's, New York
City, Wednesday evening. Those
present were William Fox and
Adolph Zukor, who sat on either

hand of the guest; Marcus Loew,

R. G. Cole, Lewis J. Selznick,

Percy L. Waters, Carl Laemmle,
John D. Williams, Samuel Gold-

wyn, W. R. Sheehan, T. B. De
Witt, Myron Selznick, R. H.

Cochrane, A. Herman, Robert

Leiber, Nathan Burkan, A. H.

T. Banshaff, L. Lehar, Gabriel

Hess, W. E. Atkinson, Arthur
Brisbane, Francis A. Gugger, C.

C. Pettijohn, J. Robert Rubin, J.

M. Quinn, Courtland Smith and
Hinckle Hays. Pathe, Associ-

ated First National, Vitagraph

and the M. P. T. 0. A. were not

represented at the dinner.

The statement of the commit-
tee in charge of forrning the

new organization was given out

with that of Mr. Hays, just be-

fore the dinner, and reads as

follows:

"It is with the greatest satis-

faction and pride that we, who
have represented the motion pic-

ture industry in the negotiations

with Postmaster-General Hays,
announce that immediately after

March 4, 1922, Mr. Hays will

be the active and directing head
of a national association of mo-
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tion picture ,
ptoducers and distributors.

"We feave Se(SuJe3 the lihan we knoW \6
be the best fitted to direct the industry to

its predestined place of importance in the

•civilization of today and tomorrow.

'

• "The public will find we will follow the

leadership of Mr. Hays with that faithful-

ness and enthusiasm which he has never

failed to inspire.

"We are both proud and happy in our

association with Mr. Hays and we look

forward to the future with perfect con-

fidence."

The statement was signed by Messrs.

Ziikor. Fox, Loew, Selznick, Cole, Gold-

wyn and Laemmle.
The purpose of the dinner was to afford

Mr. Hays the opportunity to meet per-

sonally all the executives in the industry

and discuss a general reorganization of

policies, it was announced. Before going

to Delmonico's, about a dozen film exec-

utives accompanied Mr. Hays from the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel to the Fox studio,

where the new leader was photographed

signing a dummy contract. Mr. Hays
carefully tore up the paper bearing his

signature after the picture has been taken.

President Harding and Mr. Hays con-

ferred on January 14. Following the

conference, the President made the fol-

lowing statement

:

"The Postmaster General and I have

been discussing at considerable length the

proposal which has been made to him to

become the head of a National Associa-

tion of Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors, " said the President. "If

the arrangement proves to be, when the

details are worked out, what it seems to

be, I cannot well interpose any objection

to Mr. Hays retiring from the Cabinet

to take up a work so important. It is too

great an opportunity for a helpful public

service for him to refuse. I shall be more
than sorry to have him retire from the

Cabinet, where he has already made so

fine a record, but we have agreed to look

upon the situation from the broadest view-

point and seek the highest public good."

At that tifne Mr. Hays announced:

"With the President's consent I have de-

cided to undertake tlie work suggested

by the motion picture producers and dis-

tributors. No contract has been executed

a? yeit. I am assuming, of course, that a

satisfactory contract will be possible and

one which will make c&rtain tlie carrying

.

oiit of the xhigh purposes contemplated

for this great industry."

; The purging of the screen of some of

the evils of which not -only the public

but the industry itself has complained,

and the uniting of all branches of the in«,

dustry for the advancement of American-

ization afKi educational work and othfe*.-

sabjects in which there; is no competition,

afc; aniong the ideas which ,the Posttnaster.

Qerieral said he desires to. put into effect

'Inhere is no . intention of -forming a.ny,

combinat'iorij., it was explained, which

would affect the present star system or in

atiy way U^nd to restrict competition, nqi

iS' there any desire on the part of the pro-

ducers and distributors to interfere in

the least with the exhibitors.

f following this announcement of Mr.
^Hays, a gtaternent was issued, signed by
the chief executives of nine film compan-
ies. It follows

:

. "Mr. Win H. Hays, Postmaster-Gen-
€ral, • has definitely decided to associate

himself with the nation's moving picture

industryt on a basis suggested by the un-
dersigned. In order to raise to the high-

est point the educational and moral value

of our great industry, we desired to

secure the co-operation of the man best

adapted to inspire public confidence and
interest, as a guiding and directing mind,
in all questions effecting simultaneously
the public welfare, and the interests and
duties of our industry.

"We know that we have secured the

right man and the best man in Mr. Hays,
the man selected by President Harding
for the place of greatest moral and busi-

ness responsibility in his cabinet. As
director and supervisor of the mails, as

promoter of the national service that

touches daily every citizen, Mr. Hays has

shown himself a master in management
and good judgment.

"We represent an industry that deals

directly with the entire nation, an industry

destined more and more to iorm and

influence national taste and interests, and

to promote national education. We con-
sider ourselves .and our irtdustry most
fortunate in securing one whom President
Harding chose, for his cabinet, as of such
high ability and integrity, as to be en-
trusted with the nation's most important
service, its universal service to the citi-

zens. The President, in releasing Mr.
Hays that he might undertake his new,
nation-wide task, has expressed his ap-
preciation of that task's importance, and
the responsibilities attached to it.

"We the undersigned, are also mindiul
of the responsibility that weighs upon us,

and we welcome, gratefully, m our work,
the co-operation, advice and association bf

Mr. Hays. His knowledge, abihty and
judgment will be devoted to making of

the moving picture, carrying its message
direct through the eye to the brain, the

complete force in spiritual, educational

and moral development that it was pre-

destined to be."

The signers are : Hiram Abrams, Uni-
ted Artists ; Rufus S. Cole, R-C Pictures

;

William Fox, Fox Film; Samuel Gold-
Wyn, Goldwn Pictures ; Carl Laemmle,
Universal ; Marcus Loew, Metro ; Lewis

J. Selznick, Selznick Pictures; Percy L,
\V'aters. Triangle

;
Adolph Zukor, Fam-

ous Players-Lasky.

Sweeping Reorganization of Paramount
Sales Department Announced by Kent

IN
the interest of efficiency and to bring

himself into closer association with

individual sales problems, S. R. Kent,

General Manager of Distribution, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, has announc-

ed the following re-organization of the

executive staff of the sales department

:

The position of General Sales Manager
is abolished and hereafter there will be

three General Division Sales Managers.

H. G. Ballance will be General Division

Sales Manager of Division No. 1, which

will include the Boston, Maine, New
Haven, New York, Albany. Philadelphia,

Washington and Buffalo offices.

George W. Weeks, formerly general

manager of Famous Lasky Film Service,

Ltd., of Canada, becomes General Division

Sales Manager of Division No. 2, which
- will include the offices in Canada and

the Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,' Chi-

.dMft. Milwaukee. Cincinnati and Indian-

.I^IiS -exchanges. , , .

'

G. E. Akers. forrnerly ^^sBista'nt .Gen-

eral Sales Manager, is temporaTily as-

signed as General Division Sales Man-
-ager ot Division No. 3. which will include

Minneapolis. Des; Moincs. Omaha^ Kansas
City,.. St, Louis, ; Sftlt • I^ke City, $)enver,

Sa;n Francisco. Lo? A^igeles, Seattle and

Portland, Ore. ' "
.

'

'IJ'.- E. lElder, formerly" Assistant Gen-

eral Sales Manager, is temporarily as-

signed a'^ Special Representative in -charge

of the jndianapolis District, succeeding

F. C'Treswelt. who has "be'^n temporarily

pssign'^d to iniDoftant duties connected

with the new plans of organization.

In the absence of Mr. Kent, who will

assume the responsibilities of General
Sales Manager in addition to those of
General Manager of Distribution and is

frequently obliged to be out in the field,

the home office sales organization will be
operated by a Sales Cabinet consisting

of H. G. Ballance, George W. Weeks,
G. E. Akers. F. V. Chamberlain, Jerome
Beatty and Claud Saunders.

Prizma Wins Patent Case
The patent office interference, obtained

by A. Hernandez-Mejia in 1918, with the

Kelley patent owned by Prizma, Inc.,

was on January 3 finally decided in favor
of William V. D. Kelley, technical ad-
visor of Prizma, by the unanimous de-
cision of the Court of .Xppeals of the Dis-

trict of Columbia. The cause of the con-
troversy 'relates to methods of making
double-coated positive motion picture film'

in natural colors, and the product itself.

Ince Getting Replies
Editprs 'everywhere are evincing a great

interest in ,the world survey instituted by
J'hornas, H. Ince ^s a. means to ascertain

just -\vhat the pub'Hd really wants in the
way of motion' pictures. The question-

naires which recently left the Thomas H.
Jnce .studios to ;,editors in the United
States, Europ^ 'South .A.merica, Australia,

Canada, "l^Iexicp and the American insu-

lar posse*s5di^s; lidve already started oo
their return 'Journey. '

'•
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Censorship Costs Producers $158,085
in Five Months, and Censors Want More

Report Admits Few Films Violate Statute, and Amendments Are Asked

IN five months, motion picture censor-

ship in New York State has cost pro-

ducers the sum of $158,085.97. This

represents only one feature attendant

upon censorship as it is revealed in the

report just submitted by New York State

Motion Picture Commission to Governor

Miller. During the same five months,

from August 1 to December 31, the com-
mission spent $36,687.80, of which $16,-

535.26 went for personal service, while

traveling expenses amounted to $4,012.29

;

rent, $2,291.65; projection, $1,818.75;

permit leaders, $3,624.98, and license

leaders the sum of $2,494,04.

The report closes with the following

significant sentence

:

"The appropriation made for the com-

mission at the last session of the legis-

lature, evidently without any precedent

to guide it or understanding as to the mag-
nitude of the work, will be insufficient

for the activities of the year, and if the

work is to be carried on in accordance -

with our understanding of its importance,

a larger appropriation will be necessary

for the ensuing year."

Five Recommendations

The report carries with it five recom-

mendations in the way of amendments to

the present law. These are:

The law to be amended so as to author-

ize the commission to furnish the film for

the exhibition of the serial number as a

part of the license or permit leader.

The law to be amended, giving the

commission power to refuse the granting

of a license or permit for films which

contain unpatriotic or seditious features

or matter.

The statute to be amended in such man-

ner as to clearly define the educational,

scientific, religious or charitable films,

making clear what films are exempt from

the payment of the required fee.

The law to be amended so as to make
clear the right of the commission to

charge producers of films which are ex-

empt from payment of the fee, a price

sufficient to reimburse the state for the

permit or license leader.

The law to be amended so as to em-
power the commission to retain the fee

paid for the original of a film condemned
in its entirety, for the purpose of reim-

bursing the state, partially, for the ex-

pense it has incurred in reviewing the

film.

A Voluminous Report

The report of the commission covers

ten single-spaced typewritten pages. While
it was the original intention of the com-
mission to submit its report to the legis-

lature, a closed persual of the law re-

vealed that it should be submitted to the

governor direct. While the report

reached the hands of Governor Miller

last Friday, it was not made public until

late Monday afternoon, when copies were
handed out from the Albany bureau of

the commission.
And now as to what the commission has

done during the five months to warrant
expenses of a sixth of a million to pro-

ducers, and of approximately $37,000 to

the state.

During the five months, the commission
has passed upon 3,630 reels. All told, it

has granted without examination, a total

of 6,194 permits. It has issued 1,330
licenses and approved 1,170 films without
eliminations. There have been 160 films

from which eliminations were made dur-
ing the five months, and five features were
condemned in their entirety, while scenes

eliminated numbered 477 and titles elim-

inated numbered 268.

Eighty-five eliminations were made on
the grounds of indecency, thirty-five be-

cause of inhuman scenes, while fifty-four,

it is alleged, tended to incite crime and
sixty-one were of the sort which, had
they been shown, would have corrupted
morals, with five claimed as sacrilegious.

Dramas suffered the most. From these
the commission in five months has made
eighty-one eliminations, while the shears

of the censor have been felt on 43 com-
edies, twenty comedy-dramas, seven seri-

ials, four news reels, three educational

and two cartoons. From the decisions of

the commission sixteen appeals were taken

by the applicants, asking for a review by
the entire commission.

Much of the introductory matter to the

report concerns its creation, including an
argument for the location of the office in

New York City and the events leading

up to the opening of the office on August
1. There is a significant sentence in the

introduction which reads as follows

:

{Continued on following page)

Censors Want $64,265 More
THE New York State Motion Picture Commission figures that its

running expenses this year wiU mount to $134,265, or $64,265
more than was appropriated last year for the expenses of the com-

mission from August 1, on. A good part of this increase, or at least ap-

proximately one-half of it, comes about through a request for $30,000

to meet the salaries of twelve inspectors and reviewers, entirely new
positions, and which it is claimed are needed.

The commission has filed its request in connection with the annual
state budget. With one or two minor exceptions, there are no requests

for any increases in salaries. The commissioners themselves will con-

tinue to receive $7,500 each, but the budget contains a request for two
deputy commissioners at $4,000 each, which means that in all proba-
bility another deputy will shortly be appointed for reviewing pictures,

as one of these deputies was named last fall.

In the way of expenses incurred in the projecting of films, there is an
item of $7,500. At the present time, the commission has an arrange-

ment whereby it pays so much for each film run. When the commission
was organized it was figured that such an arrangement would be prefer-

able to the leasing of another room and the installation of the necessary
equipment, togetlier with the salary of a projectionist who might be
busy for only a short time each day, and yet who would naturally enough
demand the union wage scale.

That the commission intends to broaden its activities is very evident

from the fact that in place of the fifteen employes, provision has been
made in the budget for twenty-eight, including the twelve which is it

proposed to add as inspectors and reviewers.

During the past five months the receipts of the commission have been
as follows:

License Permit Seal—No Fee Receipts

August $10,312.00 $49,734.00 $60,046.00

September 9,293.00 44,756.00 54,049.00

October 8,229.00 7,948.00 $58.00 16,235.00

November 12,948.00 1,563.00 62.00 14.573.00

December 11,220.00 1,620.00 74.50 12,914.50

$52,002.00 $105,621.00 $194.50 $157,817.50

Interest 268.47

Total : $158,085.97
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"Comparatively few of the films pre-

sented violate the standards fixed by the

statute."

Describes Methods

Continuing, in a description as fo the

methods employed to identify licensed

films, the report takes up the matter of

projection, stating that 50 cents a reel

is being paid to operators of projection

rooms in the same building where the

commission is located. This, it is claimed,

is not only economical but also serves to

relieve the state of the responsibility of

having in its possession, and caring for,

films which are in some instances of great

value.

"We have found," say the commis-
sioners in their report to the governor,

"that the main violations during the first

two or three months arose from an igno-

rance of the law and the requirements of

the commission. The number of viola-

tions, we are satisfied, has materially de-

creased as the producers and exhibitors

have become familiar with the statute

and the commissions requirements. There
has been a desire, we are satisfied, on the

part of the producers as a class, and par-

ticularly the exhibitors, to co-operate with

the commission in its work.

Allege Transferring of Seals

"There are, however, some wilful vio-

lations of the law and certain exchanges,

undoubtedly in connivance with some of

the producers, have undertaken to escape

the payment of the fee which the law pre-

scribes, by the transferring of seals and

the interchanging of the serial numbers,

and also by exhibiting pictures for which

neither a license nor permit has been is-

sued. We feel that the trade has now
had sufficient time to comply with the

statute and that the same should be vigor -

ously enforced. It will, however, be

necessary to provide adequate inspection

in order to accomplish this result."

Continuing, the commissioners tell

what a mammoth industry the motion pic-

ture has become; that it is the universal

language; that there is no avenue known
through which a message can be con-

veyed to so many people, and that as a

moulder of public opinion it is without an
equal ; that the motion picture does more
to influence the lives of the people than

all the newspapers, books and magazines

put together, etc., etc.

In explanation, the commission goes on
to say that such observations on the part

of its three members are made solely to

show the necessity for clean and whole-

some pictures on the screen.

See Material Improvement

Continuing, the report says

:

"In this connection, it might be stated

that since the organization of the com-
mission, there has been a material im-

provement in the films presented for ex-

amination and license. The leaders in

the industry are coming to recognize that

merit in pictures brings its reward the

same as in other fields of endeavor.

"It has been demonstrated to the satis-

faction of the producer, that clean and

wholesome pictures are the, ones which
bring the largest financial return, and
while there are a few producers who evi-

dently desire to cater to the lower in-

stincts of the human race and present

unclean, immoral and salacious films, yet

we are glad to report that this number is

in the great minority. The class of pro-

ducers last referred to fail recognize the

responsibility which they owe society and
are only actuated by greed.

Would Repeal Cen-
sorship

A bill for the repeal of the
Clayton-Lusk censorship act has
been introduced in the New
York Legislature by Assembly-
man Lewis A. Cuvillier and has
been referred to the ways and
means committee. It is be-
lieved to be satisfactory to all

branches of the industry; the
N. A. M. P. L and American Fed-
eration of Labor have already
approved it, and the M. P. T. 0.
A. is expected to.

"We regret very much that many of

the producers of films seem to deem it

necessary or wise to incorporate in films

in such a marked degree the vices of the

human race, and also to depict violations

of law in the commission of various

crimes. The commission endeavors to

enforce the law concerning films of this

character and to discourage their exhibi-

tions.

Has Regulated Advertising

"The commission is also given juris-

diction over the advertising matter used

by producers and distributors of films, and
the commission has not been unmindful
of its duty in this respect and has in so

far as it has been able, with its present

force of employes, inspected and regu-

lated the advertising matter sought to be

used.

"While it will be some period of time

before all of the unclean or question-

able films can be removed from the screen,

owing to the fact that many thousands
of films were on the screen prior to Au-
gust 1, and that it is a physical impossibil-

ity to examine them within a short

period of time, yet the commission has

undertaken to recall films for review

which are objectionable and for which
permits have been issued, in an attempt

to purge the objectionable features or

condemn such as violate the statutes."

An entire page is geven to discussing

educational films. Concerning these, the

commission says in part

:

Educational Films

"We are happy to state that a decided

impetus has been given to the production

of classes of films which are purely edu-

cational. Among these films are those

portraying the lives and works of the va-

rious authors. Patriotic films are being

produced which can be used very effec-

tively in Americanization work. The
producers of films of this character should

be encouraged in every possible way for

they are undertaking a great work. They
are, however, exhibited in theatres, and
by the construction on the part of the At-
torney general, it is questionable whether
producers of films of this character should

be required to pay tha fee. The statute

in this respect must be clarified."

In the way of inspection the commis-
sion admits that it has not been able to do
much mainly by reason of the fact that

it has not the force to do the work. The
report states that a suggestion has been
made that each theatre in New York
state be required to make a daily report

as to whether or not the films which it

runs carry the license or permit numbers
The commission is against this scheme on
the grounds that the exhibitors would not

care to become informers against the pro-

ducer or an exchange.
Neither is the commission in favor of

a system of voluntary inspection, such as

has been talked. This system, according

to the report, has proved unsatisfactory,

because as a general run, such inspectors

generally attend the best theatres and soon
become weary of their task.

Continuing, the commission says

:

"The commission is satisfied that some
of the exchanges and exhibitors have
adopted the practice of removing the li-

cense or permit leaders from the films,

upon which they were intended to be used,

and using them on other films, and we are

also satisfied that numbers have been ex-
hibited upon films other than those for

which they were issued. These violations

have led us to the conclusion that the

serial number should be made a part of
the identification matter furnished by the

state."

In conclusion, the report goes on to

say

:

"The industry in general has, we think,

intended to, and has co-operated with us
in our work. This is particularly true of
the exhibitors. We feel that great results

have already been accomplished by the

commission. It may be partially due to

a determination on the part of the pro-

ducers to eliminate abuses which have
crept into the industry and also partially

due to the fact that the commission had
been created and has undertaken the im-
portant duties assigned to it. The mere
fact of the existence of the commission
has had a very salutary effect, and pro-

ducers as fast as the standards required

by the commission could be accurately

gauged, have in many instances deleted

their films. The determination of just

what constitutes decency or indecency

constitutes a large part of the difficult

work which the commission has per-

formed.

"The producers themselves recognize

the fact that ev^ery substantial improve-

ment in the character of the films pre-

sented is already apparent, but those op-

posed to censorship or regulation attribute

Continued on Page 376
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England Not Suitable for Production Purposes,

Says Myron Selznick; English Would Like to See

Sweden SucceedAmerica as World's Film Centre
MYRON SELZNICK, vice-presi-

dent in charge of production of

the Selznick Company, back from

Europe, brings news of having arranged

for the Selznick organization to distrib-

ute its pictures in the British Isles through

Pathe Freres Cinema Co., Ltd., of Ene-

land. He also brought back his impres-

sions of England in general and as a place

to produce pictures.

To sum up his ideas in regard to the

latter, England is altogether "impossible."

"I vi^ouldn't try to make pictures in Eng-

land under any circumstances," Mr. Selz-

nick said. "In the first place the climate

is all against it, and in the second place

there are no locations or scenes which lend

themselves particularly to the making of

pictures. In some places there are beauti-

ful views along the countryside, but they

are no more lovely nor are there as many
to be found as in places on the Continent

or in this country.

"Most of the English picture organi-

zations are transferring their producing

centers to Italy and the Riviera. There
they find the climate and other conditions

conducive to the making of better pic-

tures than they obtain in their own coun-

try.

"In England there is a very antago-

nistic feeling against everything in Amer-
ica and, particularly, on the part of the

English producers, against American
films. They are talking there of Sweden
succeeding America as the world's film

centre. Inasmuch as they themselves,

can't out-do America they are anxious to

see any other country prosper in Amer-
ica's stead.

"They are even welcoming German
films with open arms and giving Ger-
many every encouragement in an eflFort

to down America—and this in spite of the

fact the feeling against Germany and
everything German was so intense fol-

lowing the war. But in spite of the an-

tagonism to America the pictures made in

this country are constantly gaining head-

way in England because they are the best

shown there, and in fact have almost mon-
opolized the market."

Mr. Selznick, while in England signed

Evelyn Laye, a noted English beauty and
actress, to a contract, and she will come
to this country to take the leading, part

in the filmization of a story which Mr.
Selznick bought while abroad. He is

very enthusiastic regarding the possibil-

ities which this story holds as a screen

production, and, to use his own words

:

"Someone connected with another com-
pany is sure to get fired for not buying
this story when he had the opportunity

before I did. I can't understand how he
passed it up." Miss Laye, who will play

in the lead, is at present acting in "The

By T. S. da PONTE

Fun of the Fayre," in one of the biggest

"hits" of the present day in England.
There is a possibility of the Selznick

company making some pictures in Cali-

fornia. Mr. Selznick said. The matter

is under contemplation and will be de-

cided in about a week. "The way I would
like to run things would be to make one
or two on the coast, and then one or two
in the East," he stated.

Speaking of the money American pic-

tures are able to make in Europe, Mr.
Selznick stated that "in France they

haven't the money to pay big prices for

American productions and in England

The crowning achievement in the

career of John H. Kunsky, of Detroit,

was reached January 12 when the Capitol

Theatre was opened. A line of people,

mpre than five blocks long, three abreast,

waiting for the doors to open and at six

o'clock the line was more than a block,

despite the drop in the temperature to

about 14 above zero, with a cold wind,

and the line never broke until the cashier

stopped selling tickets after ten o'clock.

Many notables of Detroit, and men
prominent in the film industry, were pres-

ent. A motion picture of the audience

and crowd outside were taken and' shown
before the audience left the theatre.

Then came the show—without any
hitch. The orchestra. 45 men, under the

direction of Eduart Werner, gave a splen-

did rendition of Tschaikowsky's sy!m-

nhony "1812." The pictures shown were
Pathe News, Pathe Review, Bruce Scenic,

then the First National feature, "The
Lotus Eater," ending up with a Snub
Pollard comedy.

Estelle Carey, a soprano, who has been
heard many times before at the Madison,
rendered two songs. Another vocal num-
ber was rendered by Orville Grifiith and
Walter Smith, well known in Detroit

musical circles.

The Capitol Theatre is located on
Broadway and extends through to Madi-
son avenue. It is just a stone's throw
from Grand Circus Park and the Detroit

.\thletic Club. Its cost is over two mil-

lion dollars, including the property. The
main entrance is on Broadway. The
decorations are in blue and gold with a

dash of old Italian rose. Everywhere
these colors predominate—in the vaulted
ceiling, supported by massive columns
and arches ; in the broad panels above the

doors that give entrance to the foyer;

they won't in spite of the high prices the

theatres charge for admissions. Why
even in the second-rate theatres in Eng-
land, seating only three or four hundred
nersons, the average admission fee is the

equivalent of eighty cents in American
money."

Mr. Selznick was on board ship on his

was back to America when the Irish

question was settled. "You see," he said

laughingly, "I had no hand in settling

that."

Asked as to what effect the settlement
would have on the film industry he stated

that he thought it would in a measure
"open up" Ireland to pictures, but that

he did not know how profitable the mark-
et would be.

in the walls of the great staircase off to

the right, and the single great chandelier.
After you enter the foyer, your eye is

attracted to a grand stairway starting to
the right, half way across the promenade
and giving access to a mezzanine floor.

Above the mezzanine floor is the balcony.
All seats in the mezzanine are boxed off
and are reserved for all performances.
The promenade is 242 feet long and ex-

tends from the Broadway side through to
the Madison avenue side. The Capitol is

said to be the first theatre where the foyer
ceiling is at the top of the house, which
gives a spacious effect. The backwall of
the foyer rises about 40 feet. At the first

landing of the grand stairway, leading to
the mezzanine, it is broken by an arch
that rises nearly to the ceiling and on
either side of the stairway, between it and
the entrance are more arches. The wall
is done in the same intermingling of blue
and gold, while the arches are hung with
beautiful long drapings of old Italian
rose. At the base of each of the two
side arches is a large, lounging davenport,
also in old rose. In the panels between
the arches are two attractive paintings.
In fact, you'll find beautiful paintings all

through the house. They represent a col-

lection that has taken Mr. Kunsky some
three years to secure. The auditorium
has only large crystal chandeliers the bal-

ance of the theatre having concealed light-

ing. Although about 10,000 bulbs are
used in lighting, about 9,900 of them are
concealed. All the effects obtained are
from reflected light, so that there is no
glare in any part of the house.
The Capitol is said to be the fifth larg-

est theatre in the United States and
stands as a monument to John H. Kunsky,
and George W. Trendle, his general man-
ager.

Kunsky Capitol Theatre in Detroit
Opens, Country's Fifth Largest House
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William Brandt Sees a Necessity

For Radical and Quick Action in

Reducing Motion Picture Rentals

THE following statement was issued

by William Brandt, president of

the Theatre Owners- Chamber of

Commerce of New York City

:

"I am not an alarmist, but unless some-
thing radical is done and done real soon
in reducing film prices to exhibitors, I

predict that before the first day of sum-
mer arrives over 75 per cent of the the-

atres in this territory will be obliged to

close their doors.

"The difiference in the present exhibi-

tion values which the exhibitors are

obliged to i)ay in their respective terri-

tories, and the receipts at the box office,

are so far apart and their losses so heavy,

that unless some change is made real soon
they will not be able to continue to lose

the huge amount of money w hich they are

obliged to at present.

"The tremendous depression in this

business started when the exhibitors of

this territory had the poorest summer of

their existence. The season opened in

September with very slight gains over

the summer business, but the film rentals,

instead of decreasing in accordance with

the decrease at the box office, in practi-

cally every instance were increased. Many
exhibitors paid exorbitant prices for the

best attractions they could obtain, hoping,

thereby, to stimulate and improve busi-

ness, and while in some instances busi-

ness was stimulated, yet the general run
was far below the average house expense.

"Many exhibitors held on desperately,

hoping that Christmas week would cause

a splurge the effects of which would
carry good business on for the balance of

the season, but here again they were sadly

disappointed, for the result of the Christ-

mas holidays were the worst in many

ELIMIN.A.TING any tendency to ex-

aggerate, it can be said that the

rock-bottom of business depression

in the middle western states of Iowa and

Nebraska has just about passed. .Kt any

rate, business can't be worse, and if the

hogs keep getting fatter, there'll be some
cash available soon and that'll mean the

farmers will bring their families to the

"movies."

Money, in the purely agricultural

towns, has been about as scarce as hen's

teeth—there hasn't been any. There has

been plenty of corn, Init it wouldn't sell

at cost. The only way Mr. Farmer can

make his corn pay is to put it into hogs,

and then sell the hogs. The hogs will

be ready to sell in a very few weeks.

years, due to unusually cold weather and
other causes. The future holds no
brighter prospects. The New York ter-

ritory in its various component parts,

represents practically every territory of

the country.

"We have our manufacturing district,

where the manufacturers have been

closed by the score. We have in Brook-
lyn the navy yards, which have laid off

14,000 men. The sugar refineries have
dispensed with the services of 4,000 men
within the last two weeks. The ship re-

pair yards of South Brooklyn have laid

oft 24,000 men. The cloak and suit in-

dustry is in the throes of a general strike,

with 50,000 or more people out of em-
ployment.

These are only items at random whicii

reflect the true economic conditions in this

had its wages reduced, and because of

this, it stands to reason, and we believe

it to be so, that the theatres are doing the

poorest business of their career, and
nevertheless film rentals are just as high

as during the peak days of the war, and
as a matter of fact, considerably higlier

on special attractions.

"Bread is now being sold for 5c a loaf.

Sugar is being sold for Ay^c a i)ound.

Clothing, furniture and other commodi-
ties have come down in proportion, but

the film rentals are still in the same posi-

tion where they originally were when
they were the highest.

"I am serving notice upon the whole
industry that a change must come at once.

^\e are skating on very thin ice, and if

we don't want to fall through wc must re-

adjust our conditions just the same as

every other industry has been obliged to

do. Time is of the essence and speed is

earnestly required."

After that—well, the small town ex-

hibitor who has survived has certainly

earned the title of a permanent business

man who deserves the patronage of the

public.

"I found a large number of small town
theatres in Nebraska were running only

one night a week, and in many places

the theatres have closed entirely," .said

Stuart Gould, executive secretary of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Nebraska, who has just returned from a

tour of all parts of the state. "Business

has been better since the first of the

year than it was during December, but it

will be impossible for the small town
man to prosper until the farmers get

some ready cash.

"We are urging the small town ex-

hibitors to hold some open dates so they

can step in, book some big paying stuff

and get off to a flying start when busi-

ness does pick up.

"Despite the quiet condition of busi-

ness I never found a small town ex-

hibitor in Nebraska who was charging

less than a quarter for admission. Ad-
mission prices are up to stay ; the day of

the dime show is as much history as the

day of the nickelodeon.

"Another favorable indication is the

interest exhibitors are taking in civic and
welfare affairs. The time is arriving

when the picture theatre will vie with
the bank, the grocery, the drug store and
the l)arber shop for permanency. The
exhibitors throughout Nebraska are of-

fering their theatres to the schools, the

women's clubs and the chambers of com-
merce for free educational shows for

children on .Sunday mornings. If the

woman's club wants to book an educa-
tional picture, the exhibitor will furnish

the light, heat, operator and music, and
will clean u]) the theatre after the kids

—all for nothing. I don't know how it

is elsewhere, but in Nebraska the people
are coming to think quite a lot of their

exhibitors and their picture houses."
C. L. Peavey, manager of the Edu-

cational Film E.xchange of Iowa, agrees
with Mr. Gould that business is better

since the first of the year in the small

town theatres, as well as in the larger

places. "Our salesmen are getting new
contracts much easier than they have for
months." he said.

Cost of Censorship
( Coiitimicd front page .374)

this change to their own efforts rather
than to the creation and work of the com-
mission.

" The motion picture is already recog-
nized as furnishing a remarkable agency
for teaching in our ])ublic schools. With-
in a few years the motion picture will be
in every public school. The sciences, par-
ticularly botany, physiology and history,

can l)e taught successfully and in a much
shorter space of time through the picture
than in any other manner. The commis-
sion has in every way sought to encour-.
age rather than discourage the producers
and men connected with the industry.

have endeavored to classify films

.suitable for exhibition to children, and
wliilc there are comparatively few which
can l)c said to be manufactured expressly

for children, yet there are a great many
which are suitable for adults as well as

children, and a list such has been pre-

pared b}' the commission.
"The work of the commission is a deli-

cate and difficult one, for the reason that

people of good character often have dif-

ferent standards by which their lives are

regulated, so that oftentimes the question

of whether a picture violates the statute

is a matter of honest dispute among our
best citizens."

The report was written on January 1

1

and was signed by all three commissioners.

Fattening Hogs Means Money for
Iowa and Nebraska Farmers and

Film Business Should Pick Up
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M P. T. O. A. Disclaims Any Hand in

Appointment of Will Hays as Head
of Industry at Salary of $150,000

MEMBERS of the board of direc-

tors of the Motion i^icturt

Theatre Owners of America met,

Thurdsay, January 12, at the Hotel

Washington, Washington, D. C, to com-

plete arrangements for their national

convention in May. This convention will

bring to Washington thousands of the-

atre owners from all parts of the United

States.

During the session attention was called

to a copy of the Congressional Record of

Saturday, January 7, containing a report

of a speech by Senator Harrison of

Mississippi, to the effect that arrange-

ments were being made with Postmaster

General Will H. Hays to "be at the head

of the whole motion picture industry of

the country, at a salary of $150,000 a

year" and suggesting the possibility of

the screen being used for political propa-

ganda.

"The theatre owner realized," it was

announced, "that the success of business

enterprise and the progress of the indus-

try is dependent upon the good-will and

support of all the people, comprising

those of every shade of political opinion,

and we desire to assure the motion pic-

ture-going public that our theatres will

never be used for the advancement of

partisan politics.

"No political propaganda of any kind

will be permitted on our screens, except

where the welfare of the theatre-going

public and the progress of our industry

is threatened.

"For several weeks newspaper reports

indicated that an arrangement was being

effected between the producing or manu-

facturing branch of the industry and

Postmaster General Hays, through which

he was to succeed William A. Brady as

president of their association. As the-

atre owners (organized nationally in the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America and comprising a membership of

12,000. re])resenting every state in the

Union) we did not feel called upon to

make any public comment upon this rnat-

ter until the speech of Senator Harrison

was brought to our attention.

"We have no connection as tlieatre

owners with the manufacturers of the

pictures, being separate and distinct from

them and controlling in every way our

own division of the industry, and there-

fore were not concerned with Mr. Hays'

accession to tlie head of the producing

or manufacturing branch. The president

of our organization receives no salary.

"If the advent of Mr. Hays or any

other capable man into the manufactur-

ers' division will correct some of the un-

satisfactory business relations now pre-

vailing, it will meet the approval of every

theatre owner and real friend of the in-

dustry .

"Our only purpose in presenting this

statement now is to correct the erroneous
impression that the Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of America is in any sense

a party to any agreement now under

way affecting Mr. Hays. This we state

that it may serve to clear up any misun-
derstanding which may exist and make
it ]ierfectly plain to ever)- official and in-

dividual in the country that the owners
of the motion picture theatres are sep-

arate and distinct in their relation, have
no affiliation with the manufacturer or

jiroducer of pictures and therefore have
in no sense been parties to the move under
discussion .

"The month of November is considered

a banner month in the motion picture busi-

ness. Consequent to the efforts of the

theatre owners to bring this form of en-

tertainment within the reach of all the

people, box office receipts were approxi-
mately $12,000,000 less in November,
1921, than in the same month in 1920,

while motion picture ]3roducers exacted

from motion picture theatre owners near-

ly $4,000,000 more for their pictures in

November, 1921, than in the same month
of the previous year. This fact is clearly

substantiated by government reports.

"As theatre owners we have direct

contact with the public. We meet and
serve the people of the United States

daily and in this relation we established

the Public Service Department of our
organization under the direction of Dr.
Francis Holley, of this city, whose efforts

along these lines amply prove his effi-

ciency in promoting and extending this

highly commendable work. We feel re-

sponsible to the American public to main-
tain the freedom of the screen in every
\va\-. We realize that the motion jjicture

is a medium for a high order of public

service, and it is our determination to

keep the theatre screens of this nation so

free from partisan and kindred influences

as to render this wonderful visualizing

force, the Screen Press of America, of

supreme value to all the people of the

country.

"We also want to make the theatre own-
er the sole judge, guided by the people of

his community, of what shall appear on
the screen of his theatre and we hope to

he able at all times to guarantee this kind
'>i service to the ])uhlic. We, therefore

stand in an independent position and
would be opposed to any moves, no mat-
ter how well intended, which militate

against this generally accepted American
attitude."

The executive officers present were :

National President Sydney S. Cohen,

New ^'ork ; W. D. Burford, Aurora,
111.; W. A. True, Hartford, Conn.; E.
M. Fay. Providence, R. I.; Charles L.
O'Reilly, New York; John T. Collins,

Rutherford, N. J. ; John Manheimer, New
York; W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis,
Minn.; D. A. Harris, Pitt.sburgh, Pa.;
H. H. Lustig, Cleveland, Ohio; Edward
T. Peters, Dallas, Tex.; A. R. Pramer,
Omaha, Nebr. ; H. B. Varner, Lexington,
N. C. ; M. J. O'Toole, Scranton, Pa.;
C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore. Md. ; G.
G. Schmidt, Indianapolis, Ind. ; A. Ju-
lian Brylawski, Washington, D. C.

HaIf ofNovember 's

Raw Stock Exports
Purchased by Japan

Exports of films during November
reached a total of more than $500,000,
according to figures compiled by the De-
partment of Commerce, 4,365,128 feet

of unexposed film, worth $106,764, and
9,421,585 feet of exposed film, valued at

$459,727, being shipped abroad during
the month.

More than half of the unexposed film

was taken by Japan, whose imports
totaled 2,472,499 feet, valued at $63,601,
the only other big importers being Eng-
land, with 773,122 feet, worth $20,979,
and Australia, widi 449,896 feet, valued
at $13,158.

In exposed film two markets took over
I,000,000 feet each, Canada importing
1,699,178 feet, valued at $84,952, and
Australia 1,523,716 feet, valued at $64,-
166. England imported 800,362 feet,

valued at $79,804, being the only other
country whose imports of exposed film
totaled more than $50,000.

Universal Names
New Cuban Head

Beverly Griffith, whose connection with
the film industry antedates the formation
of the Universal, has just been appointed
general manager of the Universal's Cuban
exchanges, and supervising director of the

several theatres on the island which Uni-
versal has leased for first-run showings
of its pictures there. Charles King has
resigned to accept another connection.

Experience is a good qualification for

an exchange manager and Mr. Griffith has
had a variety of experiences. He was one
of the first men engaged for the producing
plant which Universal established in Cali-

fornia and when Universal City was "lo-

cated" he was the location manager of

the company. He has held down every
possible job on a lot which has to do in

any way with the making of pictures.
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Metro Company Enters Its Biggest Year
Says Atkinson Naming Future Releases

THE Metro Pictures Corporation is

entering upon the most successful

year of its existence .according to

William E. Atkinson, vice-president and
general manager. Reports upon actual

business done by exhibitors with the big

productions distributed by Metro, as well

as with the Metro Classic series, are what
he bases his statement upon. He said

this week:
"Metro means merit to the exhibitor.

Upon that I found my optimism for the

coming year. The past twelve months
have brought to me more spontaneous re-

ports of approval of our pictures than at

any time previous in the history of the

company. And while, during that period,

we did put forth some remarkable screen

ofTerings, I know quite well the record

for 1922 is going to surpass them by an
appreciable margin.

AFTER three weeks of travel in the

South during which he escorted

Charles Ray to New Orleans on
the final lap of the star's journey back
to Los Angeles, Arthur S. Kane returned

to New York this week. One of the

outstanding convictions which Mr. Kane
brought back with him is the belief that

the star appeal is as powerful as ever

among tlieatre men and fans and that the

star will continue to draw crowds to the

box office where other attractions fail.

This opinion was forcefully demonstrated
to Mr. Kane during his visits to many
cities by the reception accorded the star

everywhere and by discussions with lead-

ing exhibitors regarding the kind of pic-

ture that patrons want to see.

"Charles Ray has had one of the most
amazing receptions ever accorded a mem-
ber of the theatrical profession," said

Mr. Kane in a statement issued upon his

"The pictures with which we begin

the year are indicative of the whole. We
are releasing a series of brilliant Mae
Murray pictures, beginning with 'Pea-

cock Alley,' whose bookings to date ex-

ceed those of all our productions except

'The Four Horsemen.' 'Turn to the

Right,' Mr. Ingram's production of the

John Golden plan, will be distributed

the latter part of February. And almost

coincidentally will come 'Missing Hus-
bands,' the American title of the most
signal picture ever made in France. As
'L'Atlantide' it has been the sensation of

Paris for months.
"I am mentioning only the first few of

our ofTerings, which include what we be-

lieve is the best Bert Lytell picture ever

made, 'The Right That Failed,' and one
of Viola Dana's brightest appearances,

that in "Glass Houses.'
"

arrival in New York. "The star was
essentially touring the East as part of

his vacation plans, and by close observa-

tion of the attitude of exhibitors, news-
papers, people and theatre audiences I

am more than ever confirmed in my opin-

ion that star appeal is still the most potent

influence in the films, speaking from the

p int of view of the country at large."'

Liberals Will Repeal
Canadian "Marking Act"
One of the first moves of the new

Liberal Government in Canada, which
was elected by an overwhelming majority

in December, was to rescind the "Mark-
ing Act," so-called. This legislation,

which was scheduled to come into force in

January, provided for the marking of the

name of the country of origin on all goods

imported into Canada. Special arrange-
ments had been made by the old govern-
ment for the stamping of all moving pic-

tures with the country in which they were
produced.

Announcement was made on January
12, however, that the new law had been
suspended and would not be enforced.
The act had aroused many protests on
the part of manufacturers and producers
outside of Canada and by business men in

the Dominion. The act will be formally
repealed at the session of Parliament
which opens at Ottawa in March, it is

promised.

Harry Carey in New York;

Denies State Right Rumor
For the first time in seven years, Harry

Carey, former western star of Jewel Pro-

ductions with Universal, is in his home
town. New York. Carey admits he has

made no definite plans for picture affilia-

tion since leaving Universal, but he has

a lot of ideas about what he is going to

do in the way of production as soon as

he settles down to work.
"The first rumor I want to set at rest,"

says the star, "is that I am about to make
my own productions for state right re-

lease. I have no intention of producing
my own pictures because I think too many
actors and actresses have tried to manage
their companies and direct themselves

—

and failed. Because an actor is a success

on the screen is no reason to believe that

he is a good executive. I am still quite

willing to entrust my fate to men who
have proved they are good production

managers and directors."

Movie Chats Delayed
Reel No. 1 of the Official Urban Movie

Chats of the M.P.T.O.A. was not com-
pleted in time for release on January 15,

as intended, but will be ready before Feb-
ruary, it is promised. The executive

committee of the exhibitor organization

viewed it last week.

A. S. Kane, Returned from Trip, Says
Star Appeal Is as Strong as Ever

SCENES FROM REALART'S NEW PRODUCTION. "TILLIE." STARRING MARY MILES MINTER
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National Film Theft Bill Introduced

Holds Buyer or Receiver Responsible

ANATIONAL film theft bill which

seeks to protect the industry from
film piracy both here and abroad has

been introduced in the House of Repre-

sentatives by Congressman Joseph Walsh
of Massachusetts, on behalf of the

N.A.M.P.I. It was drawn by Chairman
H. Minor Pitman of the National Asso-

ciation's Film Theft Committee, after a

conference in Washington with Depart-

ment of Justice officials, members of Con-

gress and Jack S. Connelly, the associa-

tion's Washington representative.

The measure provides heavy penalties

for persons convicted of trafficking any

stolen or duped films either in interstate

or foreign commerce, and holds respon-

sible also the buyer or receiver of any

such film, providing a fine of $5,000 or

imprisonment for five years or both.

Chairman Pitman is authority for the

statement that the industry suffers an

annual loss of many hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars from film theft, and the

exhibition of stolen or duped films in for-

eign countries hurts the general film trade

here, because foreigners do not generally

understand the situation and feel that the

industry is negligent in failing sometimes

to protect legitimate buyers against prints

that have been stolen, duped and sold for

exhibition abroad.

State Laws Inadequate

While the state laws provide that lar-

ceny is a criminal offense, they have been
found inadequate in the case of pirating

films, owing to the fact that the degree of

larceny is depended upon the value of the

article stolen. The criminal courts take

into consideration only the reproduction

cost of a stolen film, but the actual loss

to a company is many times greater than

its replacement cost.

"In the proposed bill," says Mr. Pit-

man, "I have inserted ? clause making a

person guilty of a crime who deals in

stolen film which constitutes interstate or

foreign commerce without ascertaining

that the person selling or delivering same
has a legal right to do so. I consider this

the most important section of the whole
bill, as every film bears on its face evi-

dence of the owner, and anyone dealing

in films can easily ascertain by inquiry

at the nearest branch office whether or

not the person selling the film has a right

to do so."

Text of Bill

The proposed bill is as follows

A BILL
To punish the transportation of
stolen motion picture films in inter-

state or foreign commerce.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House

of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this

Act shall be known and designated as the
National Motion-Picture Film Theft Act.

Sec. 2. That when used in this Act the
term "interstate commerce" shall include
transportation from one state, Territory, or
the District of Columbia to another State,
Territory, or the District of Columbia, or
within the District of Columbia or any Ter-
ritory, or through any State, from a point
in one State, to another point in the same
State, or to any foreign country, or from
any foreign country to any State, Terri-
tory, or the District of Columbia. The
term "motion-picture film," or films, shall
include the original negative, or positive
copy thereof, made by the owner of the
original negative or his authorized repre-
sentative or representatives, or lessee, or
lessees, and any unauthorized copy in whole
or in part of any motion-picture negative
or any positive copy thereof.

Sec. 3. That whoever shall transport or
cause to be transported in interstate com-
merce a motion picture film, knowing the
same to have been stolen or to have been
copied in whole or in part by any person
not authorized by the owner, lessee or
lessees, or representative or representatives
of the owner of the original motion-picture
film, or copies thereof, shall be punished
by a fine of not more than $5,000 or by
imprisonment of not more than five years,
or both.

Sec. 4. That whoever shall buy, receive,
conceal, store, barter, aid in such acts, or
in any manner dispose of or retain in his

possession or control for the purpose of

such acts, any motion-picture film, or film.s,

or unauthorized copy thereof in whole or in

part, moving as, or which are a part of, or
which constitutes interstate or foreign com-
merce, knowing the same to have been
stolen or to have been copies in whole or
in part without the authority of the owner
of the motion-picture film or his author-
ized representative or representatives, or
who being a dealer in motion-picture film

or motion-picture film accessories, or the
agent, employee or representative of such
dealer, buys or receives any motion-picture
film, or films, or unauthorized copy there-
of in whole or in part, which are a part of,

or which constitutes interstate or foreign
commerce, or which such person without
ascertaining by diligent inquiry that the per-
son selling or delivering the same has a

legal right to do so, shall be punished by
a fine of not more than $5,000 or by im-
prisonment of not more than five years, or

both.
Sec. 5. That any person violating this

Act may be punished in any district in or
through which such motion-picture film or
films have been transported or removed by
such offender.

Halligan Follows Moran
as F. L L. M. Board Head
C. R. Halligan, manager of the Uni-

versal exchange in Albany, N. Y., has

just been elected president of the Film
Board of Trade of Albany, heretofore

known as the F. I. L. M. club. He suc-

ceeds Bert Moran, transferred to Pitts-

burgh. Earl Kramer, of the Select ex-

change, has been elected vice-president,

Marvin Kempner, of the Famous Players

exchange, treasurer, and Miss Marie

W heeler, of the iVlerit exchange, as sec-

retary.

The board will meet every Monday
morning at the Pathe exchange at 11
o'clock, while the grievance committee
will meet at 2 o'clock on the same day.
This latter committee is made up of Mr.
Kramer as chairman, Mr. Kempner, Bert
Gibbons, J. M. Loughborough, with
William Kupper as alternate.

A WARNING
The United States is using

timber four times faster than it

is growing it.

Tliree-fifths of this country's
original timber supply is already
gone.

Our supply of Southern yel-
low pine will be exhausted with-
in twenty-five years at the pres-
ent rate of consumption.

Furthermore, unless some-
thing is done and done quickly
the total remaining stand of
timber in this country will be
exhausted within the next sev-
enty-five years.

It isn't the cutting of the tim-
ber that is the troiible. It's the
utter lack of practice of forestry
principles and forestry conser-
vation.

This country has never had
an adequate national forestry
policy

!

The Snell-McCormick Bill
now being heard in Washington
provides for such a policy.

There isn't a business in this

country that isn't going to be
affected by a timber famine.
That's why Moving Picture
World puts these alarming facts

before the motion picture in-

dustry with the earnest request
that it join with the other lead-

ing industries of this country in

sending an avalanche of wires
and letters immediately to the
House Agricidtural Committee,
demanding immediate action on
the Snell McCormick Bill or any
other bill which will best begin
to cope with this serious situa-

tion and save one of the greatest

assets which any country can
have—timber.

Have a heart for the future
generation. Wire your Con-
gressman and your Senator to-

day to support this bill!
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Sanger and Jordan Ask
Half ofEmpire Stock

Application to substitute the Bankers

Trust Company, executors of the estate

of the late Alf Hayman, as co-defendant

instead of the deceased theatrical man, in

a suit brought against him, the Charles

Frohman, Inc.. and the Empire All Star

Film Corporation, made to Justice Leon-

ard A. Geigerich in Special Term Part

I, of the New York Supreme Court, dis-

closed the nature of a suit brought against

these defendants by Sanger and Jordan.

The cunii)laint alleges that an agreement

was made between the plaintiffs and the

late Alf Hayman and the Charles Froh-

man, Inc., by which Sanger and Jordan

were to arrange for filming the plays

owned or controlled by Hayman and

Charles Frohman, Inc., the understanding

it is alleged, being that all profits would

be equally divided between the plaintififs

and Hayman and the Charles Frohman,

Inc. It is said that as a result of this

agreement the plaintiffs succeeded in

forming the Empire All Star Film Cor-

poration which is now made a party de-

fendant to the suit.

It is alleged that after the launching

of this company it proved most produc-

tive as a money maker, and that such

profits went to Hayman, Charles Froh-

man, Inc., and the Empire All Star Film

Corporation, to the exclusion of Sanger

and Jordan, who say that the defendants

refused to surrender 50 per cent of the

stock despite repeated demands.

Emerson Tells A. M. P.A.

Why He Wants a Tariff
John Emerson, who with his wife,

Anita Loos, has just produced "Red Hot
Romance" for .\ssociated First National

release, in addition to writing and titling

numerous comedy dramas for Constance

Talmadge, addressed the Associated Mo-
tion Picture Advertisers at the Cafe

Boulevard on January 12 on the Fordney
tariff bill in its relation to the industry.

Mr. Emerson, who was one of those

appearing before the Senate committee

recently, is a strong advocate of a tariff.

He declares that within the last eighteen

months, since foreign pictures first com-
menced to be brought in here in bulk,

production activities have been reduced 64
per cent, in the United States, and he pre-

dicts that if the tariff is not put on, it

will not be long before the majority of

American producers follow the lead of

Fox and Famous Players-Lasky in send-

ing stars and directors to Europe, where
actors and studio labor can be employed
for about one-tenth of what they cost

here.

Eddie Polo Incorporates

His Own Serial Company
Companies incorporated in New York

State the ])ast week with the intention of

entering the motion picture business

numbered seven, representing an aggre-
gate capitalization of $91,000. The firms,

with the capitalization of each, together
witli the directors, follow

:

A and L Amusement Corporation,

$5,000, L. D. and David Cohn, Alfred
Schwartz, New York

;
Explorer-Research

Corporation, $15,000, Michael Schliesser,

Martin Green, Robert Kastl. New York;
(ireat Lakes Film Corporation. SIO.OOO.

Sol. E. Rose, Herman Goodman. Albany;
Emil A. Kuper, New York; Myriad Ex-
change, $500, Edwin Gower. A. H. Kes-
tenbaum, Esther Friedman, New York

;

Park Amusement Corporation, $50,000,
C. W. Lyon, S. M. Moisan, Douglass
Morris, Buffalo; Arverne Theatre Cor-
lioration, $500, G. S. Witlson, Selma
Johnson, Max Schellitzer, New York;
Eddie Polo Serial Corporation, New York
City, $10,000, Eddie Polo, Los Angeles

;

Ivy Ostrow and H. G. Kosch, New York
City.

Supports Censors
Congratulating Governor Miller and

the New York State Legislature on what
it terms the success which has attended
the operation of motion picture censor-

ship, in New York, the Schenectady
County Lord's Day Alliance has adopted
a resolution calling on the representa-

tives in the legislature from Schenectady
County to oppose any bill that will in

any way weaken present laws concerning
the observance of Sunday.

Film Congestion i?t

Exchanges Relieved
The congestion of worn-out films in

exchanges throughout the United States

will be relieved next month. On and
after February 10 the railroads will ac-

cept as freight without mutilation any
film no longer exhibitable. The amend-
ment of the previous regulation, which
required the mutilation of such film be-

fore its acceptance as freight, was de-

cided upon several weeks ago, but the

date of its effectance was not known until

last week.
Owing to the great difference in cost

between express and freight rates, many
thousands of worn-out prints have ac-

cumulated in exchanges throughout the

country. The new regulation, which al-

lows for the shipments of these films,

unmutilated, was brought about through
a vigorous campaign inaugurated by the

N. A. M. P. I. It will save distributing

companies a large sum annually.

Decides on Sunday Shows
Mechanicsville, N. Y.. is the latest ]>lace

to fall in line for Sunday motion picture

shows. The New York State Confer-
ence of Mayors, maintaining an office in

Albany, N. Y., received word last week
from Mechanicsville, that the place had
decided on Sunday shows and enclosed

a copy of the proposed ordinance which
will regulate the theatres.

South Carolina Censorship Certain

Unless Industry Takes Quick Action

THE judiciary committee of the House of Representatives, Colum-
bia, S. C, is considering a censorship bill introduced by Edgar A.
Brown. Contrary to the usual excuse of protecting the morals of

a community, as projected by censorship proponents, those wlio are
fostering the South Carolina bill claim that it is primarily a revenue-
raising move.

The bill provides for llie election of a commission and the imposing
of a fee of $5 a reel for all original films sliown in the state and $2.50
a reel on duplicate prints. The bill is expected either to receive a favor-
able report or to be reported out to be sent to the ways and means
committee. The committee, however, is expected to make minor
changes providing that, the fees be collected by the state treasurer and
not by the commissioner.

South Carolina has no definite organization of exhibitors, and since
there is no exchange center within the state the fight against the bill

has been only lukewarm, and it is feared the bill will have little real

opposition. It is freely predicted that it will become a law.

Secretary Frederick Elliott of the N. A. M. P. I., when told of this

dispatch fi-om the Moving Picture World correspondent, said that rep-

resentatives of the Southern Enterprises, notably Y. S. Freeman and
H. T. Jones, have been in Columbia for over a week fighting the bill,

and that while the result is in doubt, it is by no means a foregone con-
clusion tliat the bill will become a law. He paid high tribute to the

work against adverse legislation carried on in the soutliern states by
Freeman and Jones.

A. J. Moeller of the M. P. T. O. A. was notified by telephone of the

danger of a South Carolina censorship, and the organization will im-
mediately take steps to combat the measure.
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Philadelphia Editor Says Producers Are Not
Sending Out Right Kind of Press Material

THE best position I can give the

usual
I

publicity materiall received

from the motion picture company
headquarters in New York is a waste-

basket headline."

"When I want motion picture news I

go to New York and dig it out."

"Motion picture publicity has become
so stereotyped, so un-newspaperhke, that

I have to turn reporter to fill my page."

These terse paragraphs express a

warning from one of the most influential

dramatic and screen commentators in the

Eastern newspaper field — Henry M.
Neely of the Curtis Publications in

Philadelphia, editor of the Evening
Ledger syndicated motion picture page
and a thorough cinematic initiate.

Though I have not been active in pub-
licity work for some months, while in

Philadelphia for the W. W. Hodkinson
Corp., I called on Mr. Neely to renew a
friendship. In our conversation the

work of Hugo Ballin, one of the prin-

cipal Hodkinson contributors, was dis-

cussed.

I told Mr. Neely of "Jane Eyre," the

latest Ballin release. And, the inescap-

able publicity germ at work again, I out-

lined an exploitation idea to him. He
listened without comment, asked me to

jot down a few notes and would I mind
sending him over some pictorial matter
on the subject.

Want Hiiimn Interest Stuff

The next day he phoned me, inviting

me to lunch with him and his newspaper
confreres in the magnificent Curtis

Building.

"That story ought to be worth a page
in the Sunday Ledger," he told me.
"When will it do you the most good?"

I was surprised and frankh- told him
so.

He countered with a brief disseration

on publicity that I considered of such
great importance to the trade that I asked
Mr. Neely to give me his views and re-

late certain experiences that I might pass
them on to others.

"In the first place," he said, "a man
who is running a movie department on a

newspaper has got to give his readers
what they want. The readers, being or-

dinary fans and not related to the indus-
try, want only stuff with the genuine
human-interest appeal.

"Now, what is human-interest appeal
to them? They have only one point of

contact with the movie industry. That
point is the actor or actress they see upon
the screen. To the fan, Wallie Reid is a
personal friend, Harold Lloyd is a per-
sonal friend, Mabel Ballin is a personal
friend. They have spent hours together in
the intimate darkness and silence of the
movie theatre. And anything that di-

rectly and personally afifects Wallie Reid

By SIG SCHLAGER
Special to Moving Picture World

or Harold Lloyd or Mabel Ballin is

human-interest stuff to the fan.

"I get hundreds of fan letters every

week, all seeking PERSONAL informa-
tion about the stars. Are they married?
Have they been divorced ? What color

hair—eyes—skin? But all intimate, per-

sonal stuff.

"I have never had a fan letter asking
me about a producer, a director (except

Griffith), a scenario writer or a brand
name. These people have no direct

personal contact point with the fan. They
are only names, and names ,have no
meanings for the fan unless the face

goes with the name and the fan has lived

through some tense scenes with the face

and name combined.
"Producing companies and distributing

companies have spent millions of dollars

trying to sell a mere name to the fans.

It hasn't been done. It never will be

done. A brand name can never make
the deep personal impression that Valen-
tino makes when he takes Agnes Ayres
in his arms and kisses her through 25
feet of close-up. (Twenty-five feet, that

is, in all States excepting Pennsylvania.)

Won't Use Matter on Producers

"The New York publicity departments
are trying to force me, and others in my
position, to give publicity to their em-
ployers and their distributors. I won't
do it. If I felt that my readers wanted
it, I would print it, but I knov.-- they

don't.

"Some time ago I started getting the

movie views of everybody I met. I

framed up a series of questions and,

whenever I could switch the conversa-

HENRY M. NEELY
Dramatic and Moving Picture Editor,

Philadelphia Evening Ledger

tion to movies, I asked my questions. I

made notes of the answers given by over
two hundred persons and these answers
are both surprising and instructive.

"One of my questions was, 'Which do
you prefer. Cosmopolitan productions or

Paramount pictures ?' Not one of the
two liundred knew the difference, or if

there was any difference. The last group
that I asked included a city editor, a
managing editor, two special writers and
an advertising man from various papers
in the city who met at IuucIt.

"I found that almost everyone identi-

fied David W. Griffith without trouble,

but no other director was known to any
of them except two who said they
thought they had seen Cecil de Mille act,

but couldn't recall the i)ictures.

"People who are in the business won't
believe this. The trouble is, they are so

close to the business and are so sur-

rounded by a barage of names that they
can't see beyond to the plain ordinary
little stenogra]5her or clerk or house-
keeping wife who make up the great

])ersonal mass we know as 'The Fan.'

"All fans want to know HOW things

are done in the movies. Figuratively

speaking, they want to be taken into the

studios and permitted to watch the scenes
being shot and the people going through
all the motions that result in the final

film that is projected on their screen.

"So long as I print stuff about Richard
Barthelmess or Marion Davies or Eugene
O'Brien and arouse the fan's interest in

the personal activities of these stars, I am
giving good publicity to any picture in

which Dick or Marion or 'Gene appears.

It Can't Be Done
"When any big gun in an office says I

must talk about his next picture and not
tlie one then in work in the studio, he is

trying to run my business, and no one is

going to do that for me so long as I

have the key to my roll-top.

"I know many of the publicity men.
Three of them are old buddies of mine
in the newspaper game. They are good
newspaper men and would give me first-

rate stuff'—but they aren't allowed to do
it. They are kept tied down to trade-

paper style and the style that is good for

the trade-paper, with its circulation

among people inside the business, but it

won't do at all for the newspaper, with
its circulation mostly outside the busi-

ness.

"And that is the reason why I go to

New York to get the kind of material
that I want for my department.

"But why should I? What are pub-
licity departments for?

"I'm done. Hereafter I go over to

New York for pleasure, but if any film

company wants space in my department,
they'll send me the kind of .stuff I want,
or we'll drop the department entirely."
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Albany Society Keenly Interested in

Film Ball; Decorations to Cost $3,500

RIVALLING the Inaugural Ball in

brilliancy, the Motion Picture Ball

which will be held at the State Ar-

mory, Albany, N. Y., on February 15, in

connection with the convention of New
York State exhibitors, will be the social

event of the season in the Capital Dis-

trict. Albany's society set is showing

the keenest interest in arrangements as

they are being completed day by day for

the ball. On the committee of men which

is co-operating with the Albany Chamber

of Commerce, there are business and so-

ciety leaders of the city. This committee

will devote most of its time in working

with Samuel Suckno and others toward

completing the details of the ball.

Big Sum for Decorations

It has been decided to spend $3,500 in

decorating the huge armory for the af-

fair. Decorators will come from New
York a week before in order that all

decorations may be in place on the morn-

ing of the ball. As arrangements have

been completed thus far, it is planned to

begin the ball at 8 o'clock and to have

the stars personally appear perhaps an

hour or two later. Each star is to be an-

nounced, first by trumpeters, and then

by a person with megaphone stationed

in the balcony. Each star will be es-

corted across the floor in full view of

the audience and to the boxes which are

to be built for the stars and their friends.

Already several of Albany's society set

have made a bid for the entertaining

as guests of certain of the stars.

In advertising the ball, picture houses

over a wide area have already been asked

to use slides the first week in February.

There has been a very generous response

to this request made by O. H. Stacy, as

secretary of the Albany Theatrical Man-

agers' Association.

The badges have already been completed

and are of a type which will permit the

insertion of the address in order that each

person may become better acquainted with

the other.

Some idea of the demand for hotel

reservations can be gained from the fact

that one concern has requested seven of

the largest rooms at the Hotel Ten Eyck
during Convention Week. Many are

planning to reach Albany on February

13, the day before the convention is sched-

uled to open.

Sunburst Organizes
Sunburst Pictures Corporation, recently

organized in Massachusetts, has opened
main offices in Springfield at 360 Worth-
ington street, under the management of
Albert W. Plummer, director of produc-
tions and president Qarence Phinney
formerly with Universal, is assistant

director and M. B. Townsend, treasurer.

The first picture will be "Sands of
Humanity," which deals with woman's de-
mand for freedom in choosing her mate.
The company plans a large studio in

Springfield.

Finance Committee Finds Difficulty in

Deciding How to Class Films for Duty
THE Senate Finance Committee will

adopt the wholesale selling price in

in the principal wholesale markets

of the United States as a basis of levying

ad valorem duties on imported merchan-

dise of all kinds wherever possible. The
senators and various tax experts, includ-

ing Chairman Thomas O. Marvin, Vice

Chairman William S. Culbertson and

Commissioner William Burgess, of the

United States Tariff Commission, and

Presiding Judge Marion DeVries, of the

United States Court of Customs Ap-
peals, members of the New York Cus-

toms House force and tax experts from

the Treasury Department, are seeking

means of applying a similar system to

commodities with respect to which there

is no American wholesale value.

When it comes to the application of

value to imported motion pictures for the

purpose of levying import duties great

difficulty will be experienced, experts de-

clare, because "movies" are not common
articles of commerce in the sense that

steel rails, or sugar, or coflFee, or other

standard imports are. They have an in-

dividual value, represented largely by art,

the value of which cannot be appraised.

It is altogether probable that the Com-
mittee will place motion picture films in

the class of merchandise subject to duty

on the basis of foreign production cost,

plus a reasonable profit to the producers,
cost of transportation (including all of

the usual items) and plus a reasonable
allowance as importing profit. Motion
pictures represent one of the classes of

merchandise with respect to which the

application of a new tariff rule is giving

the Finance Committee a great deal of

concern.

Chairman Porter J. McCumber has de-

clared that it is the intention to afford

protection to all American industries

where it is possible to do so. He has

stated that what may be considered the

raw products of the manufacturers are

the finished product of their producers

and as such just as much entitled to pro-

tection as any other commodity. In that

category falls raw stock film, and it is

generally predicted that when the bill

now pending before the Finance Commit-
tee is completed it will contain a provision

covering film, sensitized but unexposed,

as well as negatives and positives.

C. E. Pain, Jr., in New Job
Charles E. Pain, Jr., hats been made

assistant sales manager of the Rothackcr

practical picture division. Watterson R-

Rothacker announced the appointment.
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Michigan Motion Picture Day a Great
Success, Many Notables Were Present

Motion Picture Day on Tuesday, Jan-

uary 10, was a gala event in the history

of the motion picture industry of Michi-

gan. It brought to Detroit many state

exhibitors, as well as a number of very

prominent men in our industry. In the

morning exhibitors inspected the new
quarters of the Exhibitors' Association in

the Wolverine Hotel, and in the after-

noon held their first business metng of

the New Year.

The greatest event was the banquet and
dance in the evening at the Hotel Statler.

Here the exhibitors and exchange men
fraternized for what is believed to be the

first time in the history of the industry,

so far as Michigan is concerned. The
various committees functioned 100 per

cent, and there wasn't a dull moment.
The attendance at the dinner was close

to 400. Henry Theis and his Ritz De-
troit orchestra supplied the music, and
there were a number of soloists from the

theatres, supplied through the courtesy

of John H. Kunsky and Phil Gleichman.
At the speaker's table were : Claude
Cady, H. R. Richey, J. E. Flynn, Mayor
James Couzens, Eugene O'Brien, Jess
Fishman, Joe Friedman, Marcus Loew,
PoHce Commissioner James W. Inches,

Phil Gleichman, Senator James Walker,
Sam Herman, of New York City; W. E.
Wilkinson,

Following the dinner, Claude E. Cady,
of Lansing, president of the Michigan
Theatre Owners' Association, introduced
as toastmaster of the evening Senator
James W. Walker, of New York, who, as

toastmaster, held the interest of the gath-
ering.

The first speaker introduced was Hon.
James Couzens, Mayor of Detroit.

Mayor Couzens is held in highest esteem
by all exhibitors and exchange men in

Detroit because he has always been fair,

reasonable and broadminded in every
matter concerning this industry. He is

a great believer and follower of motion
pictures, and he sees a great future for
the screen in both the matter of enter-
tainment and education. He urged the
industry to aim for the highest and to
keep the screen so that it would not be-
come offensive in any way.

J. E. Flynn, Goldwyn manager in De-
troit, and former president of the Detroit
Board of Exchange Managers, was the
next speaker.

Marcus Loew was given a great ova-
tion when introduced. Mr. Loew said
that the salacious picture would interest

the morbid few only for a short time, but
that it was the clean picture that the ma-
ority of people preferred to see. He
touched upon state censorship, stating

that in seven states where there are cen-

sor boards, "something different was cut
from 'The Four Horsemen.' If the
censors disagree on what is right and
what is wrong the public is apt to dis-

agree with the censors." said Mr. Loew.

in referring to conditions the past year,

he said things were not as bad as painted,

and that one of the greatest evils in the

industry today was the over-buying on
the part of the exhibitor, because it gave
the exchanges contracts, but held them up
on dates. He felt sure that with the ex-

hibitors and the exchangemen co-operat-

ing more closely that this evil could be
eradicated and that by so doing the in-

dustry would be placed on a more sub-

stantial basis.

Senator Walker, at various times dur-

ing the course of his remarks, took a

"slam" at censorship, and complimented
exhibitors for refusing to run pictures of

persons who had been in sensational scan-

dals. He said exhibitors all over the

country were not waiting for censors to

reject the films, but themselves were tak-

ing such a stand.

The last speaker of the evening was
Police Commissioner Inches, of Detroit.

He paid a high tribute to the power of

the motion picture, and joined with
Mayor Couzens and Senator Walker in

panning censorship, saying in part

:

"We pride ourselves on being the most
progressive people in the world, but no
other people abandon government to the

officials as much as we do between elec-

tions. The film of the future will help

to feel the pulse of the public at any time
on any question. When you consider that

censor's view about 30 miles of film a

week and cut only a few here and there,

perhaps only to keep their political jobs,

you will be astonished at how clean the

industry is becoming after all."

This concluded the speaking, then the

tables were removed and dancing began.

Lambert Discusses
Financing Pictures
with the W. M. P. A.

"Dollars and the Movies" was the prin-

cipal topic under discussion at a recent

session of the Western Motion Picture

Advertisers, at which cinema finances

were discussed by Laurence A. Lambert,
president of the recently organized Na-
tional Motion Pictures Finance Corpora-
tion, a million dollar company formed to

aid the independent star and producer
in making pictures in Los Angeles.

Lambert said that capital could either

be attracted or repelled to the industry

according to the type of press matter
sent out from the studios. He con-
demned stories of directorial extravagance
and temperamental stars as frightening

away possible investors, and prejudicing
the conservative business man against the
business.

Charles Ray, Associated First National
star, told of his recent trip to New York,
and Richard Willis, his general man-
ager, formerly a publicity man, told of
the strides made in exploitation within the
last decadtf.

The report of the nominating com-
mittee offered as candidates for officers

for the coming year Arch Reeve, of Lasky
studios, for president; Peter Gridley
Smith, Marshall Neilan studios, vice-

president; Harry Hammond Beall, Ben-
jamin B. Hampton productions, secretary

;

Malcolm Stuart Boylan, Universal City,
treasurer. Ten other members were
nominated for the board of directors, five
of which will be elected.

$99,175.16 to Charity
from Sunday Shows

Director Brennan of the Department of
PubHc Safety of Newark, N. J., has dis-
tributed $99,175.16 among the local char-
ities of that city, representing the sums
collected as the result of Sunday benefit
performances held in Newark theatres.

Church and fraternal organizations
were the beneficiaries, and a large part of
this amount was given during the Christ-
mas season to defray the expenses of the
distribution of holiday gifts and for par-
ties for poor children.

Elect Directors
At the annual meeting the past week of

the International Church Film Corpora-
tion of Eastern New York, the following
directors were elected: William McDon-
ald, Frank L. Howe, Jr., and Dr. Joseph
A. Clark of Albany; Dr. Thurman C.
Hull, Dr. Chester A. Hemstreet, William
C. Feathers and Charles A. Aldrich, of
Troy, the Rev. Foster W. Taylor, Mrs.
Irene A. Taylor, Thomas C. Brown and
Addison C. Keck of Schenectady.

Indict Assailants
Ten men, including Sheriff John W.

Wilson and Constable Ben T. Battleson,

were indicted by a Montgomery County,
111., grand jury in the $24,600 robbery of

the Panama, III., bank on December 12.

Four also were indicted for assault to kill

Jack Williams, owner of the Panama
Opera House. He was shot by the ban-
dits as they were escaping.

Kansas City Hold-up
Two bandits held up Emile Uman, as-

sistant manager of Loew's Garden The-
atre, Kansas City, the morning of Janu-
ary 14 and escaped with $2,200 of pay-roll

cash. Uman was alone in his office at the

theatre when the bandits, both white men,
entered. One held a revolver on Uman,
while the other robber took the money.

New Exchange Building
The new Great Lakes Film Company,

which has just been incorported in New
York State, and opened offices in Albany,

to deal in state rights pictures, plans to

erect a large building in that city for use

as a film exchange. The building will

be equipped with fireproof vaults. First

National is also about to open an exchange
in Albany.
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PRESENTING to D. W. Griffith the

German version of "Two Orphans"
does more than take the gift off the

market, it estabHshes a precedent that is

fine sportsmanship. Through Donald
Campbell, of the brokerage firm of Na-
than and Semerad, the proffer was made
with tlic e.\i)laiiation that the donor be-

lieved Mr. Griffitli's great expenditure of

time, brains and money entitled him to

the exclusive possession without rivalry

by lesser productions.

It was not so very many years ago in

the film business that rival producers took
great satisfaction in duplicating a pro-

duction and by all the arts known to

advertising and salesmanship endeavor to

beat the other fellow to the exhibitor

with it.

We will not go so far as to say that

the golden dawn of the perfect day has

struck our business, or that from now
forth all will be sportsmanlike and un-
selfish, but we will say that this unusual
gift gives us a brand new sensation and
a pleasant one.

The concluding paragraph of the note

to Mr. Griffith is as follows :
" We have

every reason to believe that our negative

is the only foreign made film of this name
in this country and we ask you to accept
the assurance that our action is not only
prompted by a desire to disavow any
connection with any advertisement of this

film for sale, but it is intended as a small

measure of tribute to your wonderful and
successful efforts to raise the moving
picture industry to the high level it oc-

cupies today."

Verily our industry is progressing.

The pun makers will have their fling,

l-'or instance we already hear the industry
is to have a "hazing," and it will do
everything but go to sleep on the job, as

there's to be no "hitting of the Hays."
We call on the pest killer to make short

work of them.

Now then, who is to be credited with
the securing of Mr. Hays? The line

forms on the right and—don't crowd.

In view of the fact that the producers
in the new association are of all the

known political Ijeliefs, creeds and affilia-

tions, the new choice stands out as non-
political and therefore most desirable.

In increasing the sales of his historical

chapter-plays, Carl Laemmle of Universal
has adopted the plan of sending a letter,

a color map of Africa and a press book
to 7,000 school superintendents in the

country. The letter is a straight- forward
message advising of the educational values
of these pictures, dealing especially with
a description of "With Stanley in Africa,"
and the press book ably backs it up with
exan;ples of advertisements, stories about
the players and a synopsis.

Exceptional Pictures Corporation has
just gotten out what is easily one of the
most pretentious and attractive press
books ever issued hy a motion picture
concern. The covers are of imitation

morocco printed on heavy stock and the

I)ages within are various combinations of
three-color work and contain much "meat"
in the way of exploitation helps. In fact,

the cover calls the book "An endeavor
to make exploitation an art."

Where there is smoke, there's fire. We
have been hearing a lot about this three-

day convention of New York State ex-
hibitors at Albany beginning February 14,

and everything points toward a realization

of all the great things planned. The
organization certainly owes a vote of
thanks to its publicity committee for the

"smoke."
The oldest member of the industry can

stroke his beard in a vain effort to recall

any similar Empire State convention
planned along such elaborate lines. It

will be mostly composed of business ses-

sions, but the executive committee, as in-

dustrious as the proverbial ant, has not
forgotten to provide entertainment, the

chief feature of which will be the Mo-
"ion Picture Ball. The inviting of ex-
hibitors' wives and sisters also con-
tributes toward a happy throng, and the

committee has prepared plans for the

amusement of the women visitors that

are as comprehensive and carefully drawn
as specifications for a Manhattan sk}'-

scrapcr.

The exhibitor should tell his patrons
that three-fifths of the United States
t'lnber supnlv is already exhausted ; that

we are cutting timber four times faster

than we are growing it ; that unless aff

adequate forestry conservation policy is

-'dotted at once the remaining timber will

be exhausted within the next 75 years.

If he will urge his patrons to write their

Representatives and Senators at Wash-
ington demanding immediate action on
the forestry bill now before Congress he
will be doing a maximum public service

-1 minirnnm of effort. It's more in
detail on page 379.

Clit> and Paste
[for '2{evi>spaper and

'Drogygm (?on\>enL&ncc

Helen Ferguson, who plays the leading
role in Goldwyn's soon-to-be-released fea-

ture, "Hungry Hearts," prizes auto-
graphed copies of famous authors' works.
She has a large collection, including all

of Guy Empey's books and many of

Kathleen Norris'. She is now securir.g

Mary Roberts Rinehart books, and de-
sires many other famous writers' produc-
tions for her large library.

In the second Rex Beach photoplay,

now being completed for United Artists'

Corporation, appears the famous cham-
pion wolfhound "Champion Veronia,"
from the Watland Kennels, Ardsley, N.
Y. This new Beach feature is as yet un-
titled. "Champion Veronia" will attract

every dog-lover that learns of his appear-
ance on the screen, because of his nation-
wide fame as an unbeaten champion of
his class. For the last four years "Cham-
pion Veronia" has defeated all comers of

both sexes at every big dog show in the

United States. In addition to numerous
cups and medals he is the holder of more
than 900 ribbons of the highest degree.

Mae Murray, whose "Peacock Alley"

is putting standing room at the new Cameo
Theatre in New York at a premium, and

who recently returned to New York from
Cuba, plans to sail soon for Spain, there

to enact scenes for her forthcoming pro-

duction, "Fascination."
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News from the Producers
^) C S^SEWELL

Tirst National Week Set for February 18 to 25
in Commemoration of Second Anniversary of

Formation of Company; Big Pictures Scheduled
February 18 to 25 has been desig-

nated as First National Week in

commemoration of the second anni-

versary of the formation of Asso-
ciated First National Pictures, Inc.

First National Week will be cele-

brated in thousands of theatres

throughout the country next month.
Response from exhibitors has been
spontaneous and enthusiastic, and
five weeks before the opening of the

period more than 2,100 theatres had
booked First National productions
solid for February 18 to 25. So
eager are the showmen to partici-

pate in the celebration of First Na-
tional Week that the slogan adopted
for the campaign, "Every print in

action during First National Week,"
bids fair to become true in fact, the

company announces.
An exceptionally attractive array

of First National features and com-
edies, recently released, are avail-

able in addition to the older releases.

The following are the names of the

sixteen latest releases.

"Smilin' Through" is one of
Norma Talmadge's contributions and
one which is destined to create as

much laudatory comment as "The
Sign on the Door." Its chief fea-

ture, aside from Norma's customary
fine acting, is the pictorial beauty of
the production. It is based on the
stage play of the same name which
ran for more than a year on Broad-
way, with Jane Cowl in the star role,

and is still touring the country.

"The Wonderful Thing" is an-
other Norma Talmadge production
on the list. It was directed by Her-
bert Brenon and is one of the most
appealing plays in which this star

lias appeared. She plays the part of
Jacqueline Boggs, the daughter of
an American pork packer. The story
opens with her graduation from a
French convent, and then moves to
England, where she finds romance
and sorrow. An Iowa farm is the
locale of the climax. Harrison Ford
is Miss Talmadge's leading man, and
the cast includes Mrs. Lydig Hoyt,
well known society leader.

"Penrod," a picturization of the
famous Booth Tarkington story and
starring "Freckles" Barry, is one of
the two Marshall Ncilan productions
numbered in the sixteen. It is a de-
lightful "Kid" story—one that will

captivate both old and young.
Marshall Neilan also produced

"The Lotus Eater," a John Barry-
more production. This is the picture
that was held over for two weeks at
the Capitol Theatre in New York,
where it broke the Sunday attend-
ance records on its opening day, de-
spite the worst weather of the year.

It is from the novel by Albert Payson
Terhune, and the cast includes
Wesley Barry, Colleen Moore, Anna
Q. Nilsson and Barney Sherry. The
locales of the tale include the Med-
iterranean, New York, Palm Beach
and an island in the South Seas.

Opening with a tragic theme, the
story becomes whimsical with some
capital satirical thrusts.

"Tol'able David," Richard Bar-
thelmess's first starring vehicle for
First National, is his offering for
First National Week. Based on the
story by Joseph Hergesheimer and
published in the Saturday Evening
Post, the picture is a powerful, yet
simple narrative of mountain life

in West Virginia. Henry King di-

rected it and Gladys Hulette plays
opposite the popular star.

"My Boy" is the title of the pic-

ture in which celebrants of the week
will see the youngest of stars—Jackie
Coogan. The story is written espe-
cially for this little idol of millions
of theatregoers. One moment Jackie
convulses the spectator with laugh-
ter, the next the pathos he registers
wrings the heart. Claude Gilling-
water and Mathilde Brundage are in

the supporting cast.

"Red Hot Romance," written and
produced by John Emerson and
Anita Loos, will delight every type
of picture fan, but especially those
who are fond of satire. The authors
wrote it for the purpose of ridicul-
ing the "romantic melodrama," in

which an American youth, finding
himself in a mythical kingdom, pro-
ceeds to upset the order of things,
tells royalty where it gets off, and
in general makes himself obnoxious.
And they have succeeded. The
drunken king, the inebriated cour-
tiers and the opera-bouffe revolu-
tion are a few of the "high spots"
in this picture of continuous
laughter.

"Polly of the Follies," Constance
Talmadge's newest production, is

also the work of Mr. Emerson and
Miss Loos, and they have injected
into it almost as many laughs as
"Red Hot Romance" contains. The
supporting cast is a remarkably
strong one, Kenneth Harlan plays
opposite.

Katherine Macdonald will be
seen in two of her latest produc-
tions, "The Beautiful Liar" and
"The Woman's Side." The first may
he considered a novelty in picture
making—a production without a vil-

lain. In it Katherine Macdonald is

lirevailcd upon to impersonate the
actress in an exclusive society hotel,

with disastrous results. Charles
Meredith is her leading man, and

others in the cast are Joseph J. Dow-
ling, Kate Lester and Wilfred Lucas.
Wallace Worsley directed it.

"The Woman's Side" has a politi-

cal background, with the star, as
Mary Gray, daughter of the candi-
date for governor, being drawn into

the vortex of crooked politics. It

inspires her to use her influence to

get justice for the "woman's side"

of the large problem of political and
economical equality, but her activi-

ties are brought to a dramatic cli-

max throughout, with Edward Burns
as the successful suitor.

Raoul A. Walsh, the producer of
"The Oath" and other successful
pictures, contributes his latest, "Kin-
dred of the Dust," one of the most
promising of the current releases.

It is from the novel by Peter B.
Kyne, the well-known author, which
appeared serially in the Saturday
Ez'cning Post. It is a tale of the
Great Northwest, mingling romance,
adventure and love. Miriam Cooper
plays the leading part, supported by
Ralph Graves, Eugenie Besserer, W.
J. Ferguson, Pat Rooney, Lionel
Belmore, Carolyn Rankin and others.

One of the spectacular features of
the production is a rescue from the
midst of a log jam.
"The Song of Life" a "drama of

dishes and discontent," is the offer-
ing of John M. Stahl. It is a story
of pathos and tender appeal, with
such actors as Gaston Glass,
Georgeia Woodthorpe, Grace Dar-
mond, Richard Headrick, Arthur
Stuart Hull, Wedgewood Howell,
Frank Kelsey, Claude Payton and
Edward Pell.

Anita Stewart will be seen in "A
Question of Honor," the scenes of
which are laid in the West. Miss
Stewart plays the part of a society
girl who finds that there is a dif-

ferent brand of 'em in the open
spaces than those she found in the
drawing room, and in the end she
capitulates to one of them. The
story was adapted from the Ruth
Cross novel of the same name. In
the supporting cast are Edward
Hearn, Arthur Stuart Hull, Walt
Whitman, Bert Sprotts, Frank Beal,

.'\dele Farrington, Mary Land, Ed
Brady and Doc Bytell.

A reissue of "Cabiria" the great
Italian masterpiece, which on its in-

itial presentation in 1914 was de-
clared the greatest film spectacle of
all times and which has retained its

popularity through the ensuing years,
will feature First National Week.
Since its reappearance, "Cabiria" has
duplicated its success of seven years
ago. It stands today as a massive
production of gorgeous scenic ef-

fects—the one big spectacular pro-
duction of the day.
"The Rosary," a Selig-Rork pro-

duction, is a tender story with its

main theme based on the never- fail-

ing appeal of heart interest and an
all-star cast, containing the names
of screendom's most competent de-
lineators of subtle parts. The story
is an original one by Bernard Mc-
Conville, and the cast includes Lewis
Stone, Robert Gordon, Dore D. Wil-
son, Wallace Beery, Jane Novak,
Mildred June, Eugenie Besserer,
Pomeroy Cannon, Bert Woodruff
and Harold Goodwin.

"Shattered Idols," produced by J.
L. Frothingham, is an intense spec-
tacle of restless, discontented India
in a story throbbing with human ap-
peal, and was filmed under the work-
ing title of "A Bride of the Gods."
It is founded on I. A. R. Wylie's
novel, "A Daughter of Brahma," and
is enacted by Marguerite De La
Motte, Ethel Grey Terry, James
Morrison, William V. Mong,
Frankie Lee, Harvey Clark, Joseph-
ine Crowell, Claire Windsor, Robert
Littlefield and George Periolat.

There are four Buster Keaton
productions in the seven comedies
slated for the week, "The Paleface,"
"The Boat," "The Playhouse" and
"The Blacksmith," Mack Sennett
contributes "Be Reasonable," "By
Heck," and "Bright Eyes," the lat-

ter a Ben Turpin comedy.
Free advertising accesories will be

supplied by First National to exhib-
itors who book its pictures for First
National Week. These accessories
will include First National star 24
sheets; special one sheet cuts of
various sizes, slides and cloth ban-
ners.

Goldwyn Selects

Big Cast for
Kyne's New Story

Goldwyn has engaged an all-star

cast for Peter B. Kyne's "Brothers
Under Their Skins," a South Sea
romance, scheduled for early pro-
duction under the direction of E.
Mason Hopper.

Hclene Chadwick and Richard Dix
will play opposite each other again.
Claire Windsor has also been engaged
for a leading role. Jacqueline
Logan and Ray Atwell complete the
f|uintette. The screen adaptation of
the Kyne story was made by Grant
Carpenter, recently added to Gold-
wyn's editorial and scenario depart-
ment.
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Prologue Is

Combined with

Moving Picture
Opening scenes of Richard

Bartlielmess' "Tol'able David"
were made to "talk" at the

iirooklyn Mark Strand when
Managing Director Edward L.

Hyman
musical

Exhibitors Interested in

"Pathe Playlets"

Many queries are being

received from exhibitors by
the Pathe ofticcs in every

section of the country re-

garding the coming "Pathethrough the use
and electrical stage ap- iii.

"

pliances fused an atmospheric »i">icis.

prologue and the actual opening Exhibitors, recalling their
shots of the film so carefully that success with these "Pathe
the change from one to the otlier m i , >> i • lu
was hardly noticeable, it is said.

Playlets, when m their

In fact stage stars in the pro- original form they were re-
logue really started off the tilni leased in five and six reels,
story, allowing the screen to anticipate even more marked
carry it out.

Edward L. Hyman's prologue for First National's
David" at the Brooklyn Strand Theatre

'Tol'able

New Fox Comedian
Breaks Old Record

approval of the features in

their condensed form, it is

said.

Pathe, in order to strength-
en the series of fifteen re-

edited pictures, has made
two changes in the subjects

Harmon Weight

Directed New
Arliss Picture

Harmon Weight, director of the

new George Arliss photoplay,

"The Ruling Passion," which is

being released by United Artists

on February 19, is one of the

youngest directors in the film in-

dustry, but possesses the author-

ity of much experience in the di-

rectoral field.

Mr. Weight was born in Salt

Lake City, and began a stage

career when just a boy. Before

he was twenty-two years old he

had a stock company in the Utah

city and soon extended his activi-

ties to Portland, Seattle and Ta-

coma. As an actor he essayed a

variety of roles and as a producer

he staged many big successes.

The war brought a slump in

theatre attendance at first, and

Mr. Weight went to Los Angeles

to look into the motion picture

situation. He was associated with

various of the big producing com-
panies as an assistant director,

and finally worked for what is

now the United Studios. There he

become associated with Henry
Kolker. Under Mr. Kolker he

worked on
George Arliss, for United Artists.

When Mr. Kolker went to Rome
last fall, Mr. Weight was called

on to direct Mr. Arliss in his new
picture, "The Ruling Passion."

During the years that Mr.

Weight was editing and cutting

pictures he perfected a system of

his own, and one that has oper-

ated to the benefit of the pro-

ducer. Previous offers to direct

pictures failed to find any re-

sponse in Mr. Weight, as he pre-

ferred to retain his association

with Mr. Kolker.

Hutch," Pathe serial, starring

Charles Hutchison with George B.

Seitz, will put into production imme-
diately following coinpleteion of
"Go-Get-'em Hutch."
Pathe announces Miss Fox's re-

engagement on her return from
New Orleans and other southern
cities where she made a series of
personal appearances at "Huri-
cane Hutch" performances.

Complete Cast for
Norma Talmadge's

Next Production!
Conway Tearle arrived in Los

Angeles on January S to play a

featured role in Norma Tal-

madge's next production, "The
Duchess of Langeais," work upon
which began on January 2 at the
United Studios. Announcement
also was made by Producer Jo-
seph M. Schenck that Wedgewood
Howell had been added to the

cast of "The Duchess."
Norma Talmadge now has an

all-star cast in her support. The
complete roster of principals in-

cludes Conway Tearle, well known
idol and star in his own

When Lupino Lane, the panto-
mine comedian, broke the record
for jumping "traps" in London at . . • • ,

the great annual pantomime show Since itS original announce-
in 1920, his feat became one of nient. Helene Chadwick, one
the few instances where^ a son ^f the screen's most popular
breaks a world s record held by • -n i ii_

his father. heroines, will have another
"Traps" denotes certain gro- prominent part in the

tesque methods of exit and en- "Pathe Plavlets" schedule,
trance used by a comedian to in- b.^j^g starred in "The Angel
cite laughter. Traps are anything P „ . , , ,

"
from a trap in the floor to a hole Factory which has been
in the roof or a plunge through a substituted for "The Closing
side wall. Lupino Lane went Net" set for issuance on
through eighty-three traps in only ^arch 26. "The MysterioUS
three minutes. He will be starred p,. i » » •

^ •j ^'^•^y*-'

in special comedies produced by ^-'tlGHt, Starring Irene Cas-
William Fox and will take rank tie, will substitute for "The
wiih two other famous Fox com-
edians, Clyde Cook and Al. .St.

Tohn.

First Law," scheduled for
release on April 23.

The first of the series,

^ , T^T a.
"The Midnight Stage," star-

COOgan S JMext ring Frank Keenan, wiU be
Scores of youngsters have roles released January 29.

in Jackie Coogan's latest produc-
tion, "Lost and Found," which is

now being made at the United
Studios. Jackie calls them "My
Gang." Jackie's latest photoplay,
"My Boy" is enjoying tremendous

popularity throughout the country
wherever it has been released by
First National.

matinee

"Disraeli ^"'starring productions; Adolphe Jean Men-
Disraeh, starrmg

^j^^ j^.^ ^^^^^ through
his interpretation of the role of

the King in "The Three Muske-
teers"; Rosemary Theby, Kate
Lester, Irving Cummings, Otis

Harlan, Thomas Ricketts and
Wedgewood Howell.
Frank Lloyd, considered one of

the screen's most capable direc-

tors, will handle the megaphone
for the production, the script of

which was prepared by Frances
Marion. Harry Wile is Lloyd's

assistant.
Erection of sets is going for-

ward with great rapidity. No
efTorts will be spared to depict

on the screen all the details of the

masterly Balzac story. Fidelity to

Balzac's classic will be maintained

in every particular. It is reported

Sign Lucy Fox for

Her Second Serial
Lucy Fox's personal charms and that M'r.'Schenck is putting sev-

felts of physical agility and dar- eral hundred "/^
ing which lend so much to the the making of The Duchess of

sweeping success of "Hurricane Langeais.

Scene in prise-Aght arena in "One Stormy Knight," Educational-

Christie Comedy, featuring Dorothy Devoe
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Visual Symphonies Find Recognition;

New Short Subjects Replace Prologues
The enthusiastic reception await-

ing an original motion picture idea

which has economic as well as ar-

tistic value was never more fully

demonstrated than by the interest

aroused by the announcement last

week of the series of "Visual

Symphonies," shortly to be presented

by Claude Macgowan, general man-
ager of Visual Symphony Produc-

tions, Inc^ of which Dudley Murphy,
who is directing the series, is presi-

dent.

Launched at a time when exhib-

itors everywhere are wearying of the

expensive burden of prologues, pre-

sentations and psuedo vaudeville as

program openers, the character of

the forthcoming "Visual Symphon-
ies" was quickly appreciated. An
examination of their qualities proves

them to be ideal attraction substi-

tutes and as such are bound to save

exhibitors large sums of money now
spent on something which many be-

lieve has no place in a picture thea-

tre.

Each "Visual Symphony" is a

short subject of from 1,000 to 1,500

feet, featuring one or more of the

great stars of the operatic and
kindred fields of the drama, music
and pantomime, and at the same time

providing from the works of the

world's greatest composers, an over-

ture that can be adequately presented

by any form of theatre music Srom
player piano to symphony orchestra.

Practical Ideals

Eminent artists interpret the work
of each composer represented by
his masterpiece selected for the

series, and these interpretations are

visualized on the screen, the action

and music being perfectly synchro-

nized. Dudley Murphy is that type

of director whose ideals, vision and
trained and discriminating artistic

sense are combined with a practical

bent, which makes his artistic efforts

of commercial value.

"The thing to show in a picture

theatre is a picture," Mr. Murphy
said, while enjoying a brief rest

from the cutting of the first release

which includes the celebrated Adolph
Bolm, star of the Russian Ballet,

Ruth Page, the dancing and pan-

tomimic star, and Olin Rowland,
Broadway's featured eccentric danc-
er, in Saint-Saens' "Danse Macabre,"
which will be released as "The
Dance of Death."

Combine Music With Film

"No picture manager can hope to

compete in stage presentations with
the regular vaudeville houses. The
big first first-run houses on Broad-
way cannot hope to rival the high-
sularicd acts of the play-houses, and
if they cannot, what can the man-
ager c'o who is a thousand miles or
more from the player's headquarters.
Therefore, if there is a demand for

good music, or for presentations that

differ from the program feature,

why not combine the greatest music
in the world with its sister art, its

twin art, the motion picture, and not
only give the public what it wants,
hut help the exhibitor solve the ser-

ious problem I have just stated?

"1 have realized from the start,

ai have my associates, that the series

of 'Visual Symphonies' as I had
conceived them, must be the last

word in musical interpretation and
in artistic presentation, and that the

synchronization of music and pic-

ture must be made not only abso-
lutely perfect, but as readily avail-

able for the theatre with a lone piano
player, as for the house boasting a
thirty-two piece of symphony or-
chestra.

Artists Willing

"The first was a matter of ex-
pense and selection, as it involved
the securing of highly paid singing,

dancing and pantomimic stars of the
very first rank. This did not prove
difficult when the nature of 'Visual

Symphonies' was explained to them.
Adolph Bolm, who interprets 'The
Dance of Death,' has heretofore
steadfastly refused to appear in pic-

tures. In spite of the fact that he
is one of the world's leading
pantomimists, no fit vehicle had been
presented, as he did not care to use
his talents in straight dramatic parts

which might be as well rendered by
competent star of stage or screen.

"But an opportunity to do his own
work, and this in connection with
great music, which is part of his life,

that, as he explained, was vastly dif-

ferent. He not only signed a con-
tract, but entered into the production
heart and soul. This is but the first

instance of the opportunities af-

forded picture patrons by 'Visual

Symphonies.'

"

Many Experiments

"My 'Visual Symphonies' are not
the result of a happy thought, a

sudden inspiration, or a get-rich-

quick idea," replied Mr. Murphy in

answer to a question as to the origi-

nation of the screen novelty. "They
are the development of an idea which
came to me fragmentarily, and which
was fully developed only after a
great many experiments which
would have been costly had they not
proven so successful, notably 'The
Soul of the Cypress,' which was
shown at the Rivoli and held over a

second week.
"It was enthusiastically praised by

all the critics, without an exception,

in itself a rare tribute. The New
York Times reviewer included it in

his limited selected list of the not-

able pictures of the year. But that

was only a step on the way. I have
gone far beyond that, which was
really the crystallization of my orig-

inal idea, and very satisfying to me
as far as it went.

"I spent two years in the big West
Coast studios as art director, and
there I learned the value of two
things and also their inter-relation.

These wore and arc pictorial beauty
in each little 3/\ by 1 inch film frame,
and the importance to every picture,

regardless of its character, of suit-

able interpretative musical accom-
paniment. I learned to appreciate the

fact that music and the motion pic-

ture are twin arts, and that they
are both fluid forms, blending more
sympathetically than any other art

forms known. That is the basic idea

underlying the mechanics—the pro-

duction—of 'Visual Symphonies.'

Given the mechanical means for

combining the two, and the rest is

a purely artistic problem.

Don't Depend On Novelty

"I would like to say a word
further which I am sure will prove
of interest to your readers. I wish
to be taken seriously when I say

that it is my firm conviction that

novel as they are, novelty is the

least of the attraction value of

"Visual Symphonies.' I cannot make
that too strong and I will present

my reasons, leaving it for you and
your readers to decide whether or

not they are adequate. Whether a

lyric should be written to fit a musi-
cal compositon, or whether the

composer should endeavor to suit

the mood of his music to the words,
has long been a subject of contro-

versy, but when they are happily

wedded, as it were, the words always
suggest the tune, and the tune al-

ways suggests the words, even to the

ears of unmusical people.

"Can you imagine the people ac-

cepting any other words for the

melody of 'Way Down the Suwanee
River,' or any other music for the

words of 'Home, Sweet Home'?
Certainly not, you say. But in the

case of a great instrumental com-
position like 'The Dance of Death,'

for instance, or the 'Peer Gynt

Suite,' familiar as the latter is, only
the trained musician, or the true
student of music, has sufficient

knowledge of the intentions and
ideas of the composer to enjoy more
than the melodies, the combinations
of pleasing sound, the harmonies of
the composition.

Sees New Musical Era

"Yet the people, trained and un-
trained alike, love great music. The
big sellers—phonograph records—in-
clude Caruso, Homer and other
operatic stars whose marvelous
voices are seldom heard in English,
Kreisler and Elman, who give in-

strumental selections only, and it is

safe to say that there are possibly
only a few people who buy these who
get from them any mental visions
such as delight the soul of the true
student of music. The ear is tickled
but the intellect receives no im-
pressions.

"When people learn that the great
musical compositions of the world
are to be interpreted by great stars
who have given their lives to the
study, and that in addition to hear-
ing the music itself these interpre-
tations are to be visualized on the
familiar screen, there is going to be
nothing short of another musical
awakening, comparable only to that
brought about by the universal ac-
ceptance and ownership of phono-
graphs."

Press Reviews of 'White Hands"
Abound in Praise of Its Cast

When "White Hands," the Graf
Production starring Hobart Bos-
worth, was given a pre-release

showing at the new Granada The-
atre, in San Francisco, it was given
a glowing reception, according to

local newspapers. Bosworth, the

star, made a number of personal

appearances during the run of the

production at the Granada, telling

interestingly how some of the

"punch" scenes of "White Hands"
were made. The star added to the

effect of his "brute" portrayal in

the picture, as he had a heavy beard,

raised in preparation for his next
Max Graf picture.

"There is no questioning Hobart
Bosworth's ability as an actor,"

read the review in the San Fran-
cisco Call and Post. "He stands

without equal in the particular field

to Wfhich he has devoted his screen

efforts.

"His supporting cast has been se-

lected with rare judgment. It in-

cludes such players as Robert Mc-
Kim, also cast in a villain role, at

which he too is most adept ; Elinor

Fair as leading woman ; Baby Mu-
riel Frances Dana, the precocious

child actress, whose little white

hands it is that softens the heart of

the brutal ship captain ; Freeman
Wood, who gives an excellent por-

trayal of the drink-sodden youth,

and Al Kaufman, ex-heavyweight
prize fighter. In the matter of di-

rection, no one could find fault

with the work of Lambert Hillyer.

In fact, one seldom finds better con-
tinuity in a screen play nor action

more convincingly carried out."

The San Francisco Examiner
said, in part

:

" 'White Hands' is well made,
with a strong, direct story convey-
ing much dramatic power. In the

strong, virile production there is

little to merit adverse criticism.

The Bosworth character is a big,

rough one, played in a big way.
Robert McKim's villainy, entirely

out of the line of this polished film

villain's accustomed work, shows
superb acting. Baby Muriel's act-

ing could hardly be surpassed, and
the pretty heroine, Miss Fair, and
the other principals, all do good
work." "White Hands," according
to the report from the Granada,
packed the new 3,000-seat house
every day during its run.

''Nero 's
'

' Magnitude
Something of the magnitude of

"Nero," which J. Gordon Edwards
has recently completed in Rome for
William Fox, is indicated by word
received that 125,000 feet of film

was taken in making the massive
scenes. Mr. Edwards is now busy
cutting this mass of film before
starting on another big special to be
made abroad.
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Showing of "Battle of Jutland''

at Naval War College at Newport
Askedfor by RearAdmiral Sims
Following the showing of the

three-reel special, "The Battle of

Jutland," at the United States Naval
Academjf at Annapolis and at the

Marine Barracks in Washington,
Rear Admiral William S. Sims, hero
of the World War and now presi-

dent of the Naval War College at

Newport, has requested a showing
at the War College. "I have re-

ceived reports from officers who have
seen the him showing * * * that

it would be highly desirable to ar-

.range for an exhibition of it before
the present class," said the Admiral.
Work on the prints of the pic-

ture is being rushed to completion.

Much tedious work had to be done
on the prints, such as the painting

by hand 200 feet of the picture.

All prints are expected to be shipped
to the exchanges within a few days,
however, so that one of the two Eng-
lish prints from which much of the

work was done, will be available.

One of these will be sent to the

Naval War College so that the class,

consisting of a large number of

naval officers, can see the picture as

it was originally made.
The picture has been retitled foi

distribution to American theatres.

This production is said to have
attracted unusual attention from
army and navy officers in Wash-
ington when it was shown at the

Marine Barracks following the pro-

gram at Annapolis. The audience

at the Naval Academy was com-
prised largely of officers on duty
there and the students. At the

W^ashington showing many theatre

owners and representatives of the

press were present, and several cor-

respondents of newspapers sent spe-

cial dispatches to their papers about
the showing.
"The Battle of Jutland" is the first

special subject to be released by
Educational Film Exchanges in 1922.

It is recognized as a tine example of

the work motion pictures can be

made to do in the recording of his-

tory. It has been commented upon
editorially by many newspapers
throughout the country.

Co., which operates theatres in

Butte and Helena, Mont., says:
"We have just finished playing

Harold Lloyd in 'A Sailor-^Iade
Man' at our Ansonia Theatre.
Words fail nie when I try to ex-
press to you how good I consider
this master comedy."

This is quite in line with the trib-

ute of praise accorded the pro-
duction, as a record breaking
attraction, by John Hamrick of the
Blue Mouse Theatre, Portland,
Ore., and several other prominent
exhibitors in various sections of

the United States. In Indianapolis,
for example, Charles Olson of the
Alhambra Theatre played 'A
Sailor-Made Man" and "Tropical
Love' as a companion, and did the
biggest business in the history of

the Alhambra Theatre. This also

applies to the Murrette Theatre
of Richmond. In Charleston, W.
Va., the Strand stood them out
for an entire week.

Paramount Starts Advertising
Campaign for ^'Saturday Night''
The Paramount publicity and

advertising department has
launched a big advertising cam-
paign for Cecil B. DeMille's new-
est super - special production,
"Saturday Night," which is sched-
uled for general release Febru-
ary 5. The picture, incidentally,

has been booked for simultane-
ous pre-release showing in New
York at the Rialto and Rivoli

theatres commencing Sunday,
January 22.

Heralding the general release

of the picture, the Saturday Eve-
ning Post in its issue of I*'ebruary

4. will carry a double-page ad-
vertisement announcing that it

will be shown during tlie follow-
ing week at more than 250 the-

atres throughout the country. In

this day and date booking Para-
mount is followed the policy used
so successfully with "The Affairs
of .-\natol," which production set

up new attendance records in

lirst-run houses in every section

of the United States, it is said.

Exhibitors Praise

H. Lloyd Comedy
"Harold Lloyd's newest tri-

umph. '\ .Sailor- Made .Man,' con-
tinues to sweep on to unprece-
dented heights of success," declare
.Associated Exhibitors. A letter

from Merle Davis, general man-
ager of the .-Xnsonia Amusement

Capitol Books
"Grim Comedian"

Rita Weiman's lirst original screen

.story, "The Grim Comedian." pro-

duced by Goldwyn, has been l>ooked

for showing at the Capitol Theatre,

.\ew York, the week begining Sun-
day, January 22.

"The Grim Comedian" is a dra-

matic story of life behind the scenes
on the New York stage in which an
actress-mother battles to keep her

past life from her daughter and to

keep her daughter from falling into

tlie arms of her own lover from
whom she had parted when her
daughter was ready to leave the

convent and return to her mother.
Phoebe Hunt, who acted the lead in

Miss Weiman's stage play. "The .Ac-

quittal," plays the role of the mother,
while Jack Holt is the Martin in

the cast. Gloria Hope ap|)cars as
the daughter. Others in the cast are

Bert Woodruff, Laura Lavarnic,
.Mae Hopkins, John Haron and
Joseph J. Dowlrng. I- rank Lloyd
directed the picture.

Do you want to do your
kid or somebody else's kid
a i^emiine favor? There is

a hint on Pa£fe 379.

"A Doll's House" for
February Release

Naziniova's first film pro-

duction for United Artists

Corporation, Henrik Ibsen's

"A Doll's House," will be re-

leased to exhibitors Febru-
ary 12.

Charles IJryant, who di-

rected Naziniova in this

famous Ibsen classic, speaks

of it as the greatest picture

this celebrated sci'een and

stage star ever has made,

and calls it a masterpiece

from a masterpiece.

With Nazimova. who or-

ganized her own i)roduction

company that her personal

interpretation of the charac-

ter might not be hampered,

is a cast of unusual support-

ing strength, it is said. Alan

Hale is the leading man.

Vignola's Next to

Be Released Soon
Robert G. Vignola's latest Cos-

mopolitan production, "Beauty's

Worth," has been completed and will

soon be released through Paramount,

this is Mr. Vignola's first produc-

tion since "Enchantment," his cur-

rent release which has been breaking

records all over the country.

Marion Davies is starred and it is

the consensus of opinion of those who
have seen this ))roduction privately

that it is a far better production in

every respect than "Enchantment."

The production was written by

Sophie Kerr and put into scenario

form by Luther Reed.

Most of this production was made
in California where the unusually

beautiful scenery offered the proper

background. The interiors were de-

signed by and executed under the

supervision of Joseph l^rban.

SCENES FROM "HANDLE WITH CARE," A PATHE RELEASE
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At the Garden Theatre in Daven-
port, Iowa, many persons saw it

two or three times, the manager
reported, and it was proclaimed by
many as a better picture than
"The Miracle Man" and "Way
Down East."

Cruze Film Coming
Following the completion of his

Paramount picture, "Across the
Continent," Wallace Reid will

next make Richard Harding
Davis's play, "The Dictator," un-
der the direction of James Cruze.

Inquire About
Metro Picture

The number of inquiries from
exhibitors either by telegraph or
by letter, which have come to
the Metro exchanges and to the
home offices of the company, re-
garding "Turn to the Right,"
promises to exceed even the mul-
titude "The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse" called forth, it

is reported. The production,
directed by Rex Ingram, is to be
released February 27.

New York Critics Unanimous
in Praise of Goldwyn Film

Scene from "Battling Torchy," an Educational-! orchy Comedy,
featuring Johnny Hines

''Molly 0''and ''Hail the Woman, "

First National Pictures, Are
Held for Second Week in Frisco
There are not many precedents

left in San Francisco motion pic-

ture theatre circles—thanks to

"Molly O" and "Hail the Woman."
These two First National at-

tractions opened simultaneously
in the Golden Gate City on De-
cember 25, each for a scheduled
one week run, "Molly O' at the

California Theatre and "Hail the

Woman" at the Tivoli.

As the week drew to a close the

management hurriedly booked
their respective attractions for

another week. Thus was Preced-
ent No. 1 left prone, for never be-

fore in the history of the city has
such a situation existed—two at-

tractions of one company receiv-

ing simultaneous extensions to

two weeks.
The newspapers of San Fran-

cisco shattered the second pre-

cedent in publishing a second re-

view in connection with the an-

nouncement of the holdovers, and
reiterating their fulsome praise

of both productions.
Excerpts from the second re-

views of "Molly O' follow :

The Call says: "'Molly O' con-

tinues with undiminished popu-

larity at the California, where yes-

terday it entered its second week.
Mabel Normand, as the irrepres-

sible Molly, has achieved a

personal triumph in this picture,

which eclipses anything she ever

did before, and which rivals the

best performances of many other

screen stars."

The Bulletin: "'Molly O'

opened its second week at the

California Theatre yesterday with

banner crowds still in attend-

ance. There is no getting around
the fact that no matter what crit-

ics may say of 'Molly O,' it is get-

ting over 100 per cent, with the

audiences, and that in the last

analysis is probably the only real

standard to judge a picture by."

The Chronicle: "'Mabel Nor-
mand's big comedy drama, 'Molly

O,' produced by Mack Sennett,
which entered upon the second
and final week of its run at the
California Theatre yesterday, has
a modern Cinderella theme, a Tip-
perary lilt and an Eddie Ricken-
bacher finish. Miss Normand is

adorable throughout the picture,
with her beautiful face and tresses
and her ready wit."

The Examiner: "Mabel Nor-
mand has always done her best
work under the banner of Mack
Sennett and in 'Molly O,' which
opened its second week at the
California yesterday, this truth is

again demonstrated. Not since
'Mickey' has the vivacious Miss
Normand been cast in a role which
fitted her so well."

The "re-reviews "on "Hail the
Woman" read in part : The Daily
News: "Thomas H. Ince's great
picture, 'Hail the oman,' which
had its world premiere here at the
Tivoli Theatre a week ago, re-

mains for a second week at that

house. The production has a

verity that isn't often found in

pictures and the cast is made up
of players who have not only
reputation but ability and skill."

The Call :
" 'Hail the Woman'

proved a pronounced attraction at

the Tivoli last week and the pro-
duction opened its second week
yesterday."
The Examiner: "Thomas H.

Ince's superb production, 'Hail the
Woman,' kept the Tivoli thronged
all yesterday, when a second week
of this unusual offering was be-
gun."
The Chronicle : "With a cast of

stars, chosen not only for their

dramatic ability but for their spe-
cial fitness for the roles, 'Hail the
Woman' continues to prove a
drawing card at the Tivoli."

The success of "Hail the Wo-
man" is being duplicated in every
city where it has been shown and
the critics have been practically
unanimous in their praise of it.

Katharine Newlin Burt, author of

"The Branding Iron" and "Snow-
blind," two of Goldwyn's most suc-

cessful red-blooded western dramas,
has added to her screen reputation

with her new melodrama, "The Man
From Lost River," which was
screened this week at the Capitol

Theatre, New York.
Mrs. Burt, Frank Lloyd, the di-

rector, and House Peters and Fritzi

Brunette, the featured players, re-

ceived much praise for their work in

the film from the New York critics

who reviewed the picture.

The Telegraph said "There is no
mention of Frued or modern soul

surgery from start to finish," while

The Tribune contended that "the

big outdoors is fascinating on the

screen. House Peters has always
lieen one of our favorite heroes."

Journal of Commerce called it "a

powerful photodrama of conflicting

love interest," and the Herald agrees

that Goldwyn always has ex-

ceptional success with its forest

scenes."

World said : "Photographed in the

usual fashion of the Goldwyn com-
pany. It is attractive entertain-

ment of its kind," while The News
raved that "it's ninety per cent,"

and the Sun critic said it "has out-
bursts of elemental passion. Gets
much of its strength from the tow-
ering redwood trees." Globe backs
the contention that it is "an inter-
esting picture."

''The Masquerader"
in Third Week

Richard Walton Tully's produc-
tion, "The Masquerader," is now
in its third week at the United
Studios. The cast of the future
First National attraction consists
of Guy Bates Post, one of the
most distinguished actors of the
speaking stage ; Edward W. Kim-
ball, Ruth Sinclair (in private life

Mrs. Irving Cummings), Herbert
Standing, Lawson Butt, Barbara
Tennant, Marcia Manon and Ken-
neth Gibson. James Young is di-

recting. Wilfred Buckland has
been engaged as art director and
Georges Benoit is assisting in the
production of "The Masquerader."
Milano Tilden, formerly stage
manager for Mr. Post, is acting in

a similar capacity with "The Mas-
querader" company.
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SCENES FROM "A CHARMED LIFE;' STARRING JIMMY AUBREY. A VITAGRAPH COMEDY

Pathe Has New Prize Contest Plan;
Classification Period of Six Weeks

Holubar Starts on

"The Soul Seeker'
Allen Holubar has gone to San

Francisco with his cameraman,
Byron Haskins, to take atmo-
sphere shots for Dorothy Phil-

lip's next starring vehicle, "The
Soul Seeker," the locale of which
is laid in San Francisco. To have
taken his large cast and many

One of the severest tests to wherein they will fight for a $1,000 York. Its reception by exhibitors

which the Pathe sales organiza- prize, and in the fourth division throughout the South, where it is

tion has ever been subjected, will come the next seven, contesting now making its way, is most en-

be inaugurated on January 16, for a $750 award. The fifth and thusiastic.

(vhen a six weeks' qualifying com- final class will be composed of Record runs have been estab-

petition prior to the annual "Brunet only six branches, accounting for lished, it is said, by every theatre production aides to the Bay City

Anniversary Contest," which this the entire thirty-four Pathe ex- in the key cities of Texas where would have been too expensive.

year will run from February 27 to change offices, with the winner the production has been shown..

March 25, will be opened. receiving $500. Theatres which heretofore have

The preliminary contest will be In each instance the prize considered a three-day engage-
" " " " basis of 40 per cent, for thestaged to determine into which of

five divisions the various branches
will be classified when the final

four weeks' drive of "Brunet An-
niversary Contest" for the big

prizes offered by Pathe, will be

conducted. The prizes range from
$2,500 down to $500 for the win-
ning teams in each division.

Geographical lines will be wiped
out in determining the classes into

which each branch will be placed,

inasmuch as increases in collec-

tions and new business, rated on a

fifty-fifty basis, will be the de-
ciding factor. Seven branches
will make each of the first four
divisions, and the remaining six

exchanges will enter the fifth and
last division. Branch quotas for

the qualifying contest will be ex-

actly one-half of the sales and
collection figures at each branch
for the three four-week periods
ending December 17

branch manager, and 60 per cent,

to be shared equally among all

the winning Pathe salesmen,
booker, cashier, and the assistant

branch manager. Provision has
been made that in any instance of

a tie, the full award will go to

each branch thus tieing.

In several respects the present
Pathe contest contains provisions
novel to such competition, and by
stretching over a period of ten

weeks eliminates to a great en-
tcnt the possibilities of luck
figuring in the outcome. As
Elmer Pearson, general manager
of Pathe, expressed it when he
announced the contest, "the win-
ners figuratively will have to take
of? their coats, roll up their
sleeves and work as they never
worked before."
The quota for each branch dur

ment as unusual, have played
"Over the Hill" for a week. Ex-
hibitors who never held a pic-

To Start New Film
George Melford at the Lasky

IS making preparations to start

his next special production for

ture more than a week, found Paramount about the 23d of Jan-
that the Fox special continued to uary. The new picture will be
attract capacity houses after the "The Cat That Walked Alone."
second and third week. Dorothy Dalton will be starred.

Exhibitors Highly Interested

in Fox*s Anniversary Week
Exhibitors throughout the

United States and Canada have
responded whole-heartedly to the
suggestions for the celebration of
Fox Anniversary Week, Janu-
ary 29 to February 4 inclusive,

according to an announcement
from the offices of Fox Film Cor-
poration. The week named will

mark the 18th milestone in the

progress of one of the oldesting "Brunet .A^nniversary Con-
In division one, the capital prize test" will be one-third of its total motTon picture producers and dis

for which is $2,500, will be placed m collections and sales for the tributors in the industry in point
the seven branches recording the three four-week periods ending of service to the public. More
biggest increase in collections and December 17. than ninety-five per cent of the
new business over the period Contracts recorded un to mid- pox exhibitors in the United
specified. In the second division night at Saturday, February 25, States have booked Fox features.

be on a decidedly extensive scale.

Don Hancock, director-in-chief
of Fox News, recently departed
for Europe, where he will insti-

tute a more complete service and
correspondence.
Among the super-special pro-

ductions scheduled for release in

1922 are "Nero," the J. Gordon
Edvi^ards picture made at the
Rome, Italy, studios of Fox;
"Monte Cristo," starring John
Gilbert under the direction of
Emmett J. Flynn and produced
on the West Coast; a picture
directed by Herbert Brenon, made

will be the next seven high
branches, competing for a prize test._ "Brunet Anniversary Con
of $1,500. The seven succeeding test," opening Monday, February
branches will be in division three, 27. will close at midnight, Satur-

dav, March 25.

"Over the Hill"

Maintains Pace
New glorv is daily added to the

record of "Over the Hill," the big
Fox special which enjoyed a solid
year's run on Broadway, New

in New York and starring William
will be^rcdited in the qualifying comedies, animated cartoons and Farnum ; and another Harry Mil-

specials for the anniversary week,
according to statistics offered by
the Fox contract department.
The new year sees for Fix Film

Corporation the institution of ed-
ucational and industrial divisions,

headed by Herbert E. Hancock,
with the title of Director of the
Education and Industrial Divi-
sions. This department will ope-
rate independently of the com-
pany's other enterprises and pro-
duction of specified subjects will

larde feature said to be on a par
with "Over the Hill," his great
success. Pictures are planned for
Shirley Mason, Tom Mix, Charles
Jones, William Russell. Pearl
White, Eileen Percy, Barbara
Bedford, Maurice Flynn, Johnnie
Walker, Edna Murphy, Dustin
Farnum. William Farnum, Clyde
Cook, Al St. John and Lupino
I^ane. These in addition to the
regular output of Sunshine Com-
edies and Mutt and JeflF Cartoons.
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SCENES FROM "SMILES ARE TRUMP," STARRING MAURICE FLYNN. A FOX RELEASE

"Silent Call"
First National

Film at Capitol
S. L. Rothafel has selected "The

Silent Call," a Lawrence Trimble-

Jane Murfin production released

through First National, as the fea-

ture at the Capitol, New York, for

week of January 22.

This is said to be one of tlie

novelties of the season as the "star"

is "Strongheart," a massive police

dog. He was imported by Miss

Murfin after he had made a record

on the battlefield and in bench shows
in Belgium and Germany. "The
Silent Call" was adapted by Miss

Murfin from a Saturday Evening

Post story, "The Cross Pull," writ-

ten by Hal G. Evarts. Mr. Trimble

directed the production.

The picture is "99 per cent" out-

doors stuff, with several big fights

between the dog and the "heavy"

of the story. John Bowers and
Kathryn McGuire head the cast,

which also includes William Dyer,

James Mason, Nelson McDowell, E.

J. Brady and Robert Bolder.

Vitagraph Film
at Cameo Theatre
"Flower of the North," the Vita-

graph special, adapted from the

novel by James Oliver Curwood,
will open at the new Cameo The-
atre, 42nd street and Broadway, on

Saturday, January 14.

Neva Gerher
in New Film

Neva Gcrber in the Arrow-Ben
Wilson drama, "The Price of

Youth," heads a cast which includes

Spottiswood Aiken, Jack Pratt and
many others prominent on the silver

sheet.

The action of the play concerns

itself with many phases of New
York life and gives the star an

opportunity of manifesting her wide
range of acting ability. The little

girl impersonated by Miss Gerber
comes to New York to study music

and she is instantly set upon by
the prowling adventurers that infest

Alanhattan. But the girl doesn't

come off second best in the contest.

Far from it. She wins out by defy-
ing some of the toughest characters
in New York.

Appropriate Stage
Settings for Film

Photographs of stage settings and
prologues sent in to Vitagraph's ex-

ecutive offices by branch managers
and by exhibitors who have played
Vitagraph's new production, "The
Little Minister." indicate a surpris-

ing intimacy with the art of James
M. Barrie, Vitagraph states. The
public screenings of the past week
have been coupled largely with elab-

orate stagings of scenes reflective

of the Scotch atmosphere of the

piece, it is said.

Educational Films
at New Theatre

Educational Pictures occupy prom-
inent places on the opening and early

programs of two new Los Angeles
suburban theatres, the Rivoli, which
was opened December IS, and the

Granada, which gave its first pro-

gram December 22.

"The Vagrant," an Educational-
IMermaid Comedy with Lloyd Ham-
ilton in the featured role, was on the

opening program of the Rivoli, while
the Granada opened with "Fresh
from the Farm," an Educational-
Christie Comedy, featuring Bobby
Vernon, who also appeared in person.

"The Kid" Pleases
English Royalty

A command performance of "The
Kid" was given at Sandringham
Palace, in England. January 2, ac-

cording to advice received by Asso-
ciated First National Pictures, Inc.

King George, Queen Mary, the

Mother Queen Alexandra, the King
and Queen of Norway and some five

hundred guests packed the royal ball

room, and are said to have been de-

lighted by the work of Charlie

Chaplin and Jackie Coogan. The

cable adds that their Majesties per-

sonally complimented First Na-
tional's London representative, ex-

pressing their pleasure over the

entertainment the production had
afforded them.

Anita Stewart

at Work Again
Anita Stewart's new picture,

"Rose o' the Sea," went into produc-
tion this week at the Louis B. Mayer
studio with Fred Niblo directing.

The novel was written by Countess
Baroynska.
Rudolph Cameron, the star's hus-

band and manager, will be her lead-

ing man. Thomas Holding, Hal
Cooley and Kate Lester have also

been secured.

Due January 16
Now that the prints of the first

two roiiiids of "The Leather Push-
ers" series are in the hands of the

exchanges. Universal is receiving

daily confirmation of its first esti-

mate of the H. C. Witwer stories

which appeared in Collier's. The
idea of the stories themselves and
the way in which they have been
carried out is so unusual that Mr.
Laemmle immediately put them on
the exclusive Jewel basis and they
will he released to exhibitors as the

Universal - Jewel - Collier's Series.

The first is due January 16.

Satirize Gotham
Music mad young girls from all

over the country who want to go to

New York for the purpose of em-
barking upon a musical career should
certainly take the warning in the

Arrow-Ben WiLson picture starring

Neva Gerber which is shortly to be
released. Miss Gerber has a wonder-
ful part which gives her every oppor-
tunity for displaying her abilities

as an actress and her charm as a

beautiful star.

At Loew's Theatre
Loew's New York Theatres are

playing Lee Moran's first Century
Comedy release, "The Straphanger."

Criterion Books
First National

''Red Hot Romance"
"Red Hot Romance," a John
Emerson-Anita Loos production re-

leased through Associated First Na-
tional, has been booked to open at

the Criterion Theatre, New York,
for an indefinite run, starting Jan-
uary 22.

The story was written and di-

rected by Mr. Emerson and Miss
Loos and is typical of their humor-
ous style. It deals with the trials

of a rich man's heir who is ordered
to make good in the life insurance
game before he can inherit the old

boy's fortune. As h\s. sweetheart is

in a hectic tropical republic, the boy
decides that's a fine place to sell in-

surance.

Joseph M. Schenck is presenting

the picture through First National
and the company is going to give it

an exceptional publicity and ex-
ploitation .start. The cast includes

Basil Sydney, Frank Lalor, former
musical comedy star ; Tom Wil-
son, who was the cop in Chaplin's
"The Kid;" Snitz Edwards, an-
other musical comedy comedian

;

May Collins, Carl Stockdale, Olive
Valerie, Ray .\twell, Henry War-'
wick and Edward Connelly.

Eitgages Director
Julius Stern announces that he

has engaged Tom Buckingham to

direct Henry Sweet. He has also
given little Jackie Morgan a con-
tract to play with Brownie, the
Century Wonder dog, in his next
picture. Baby Peggy Brownie's
usual starring partner, is engaged
in making comedies at the head
of her own company of grown
ups.
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Florence Lawrence
Comes Back in

"The Unfoldment"
In the George Kearn production,

"The Unfoldment," which is the cur-

rent release of Associated Exhib-
itors, Florence Lawrence, at one
time perhaps the most famous of

all stars, achieves a most reinarkable

ci.me-back, which has been com-
mented upon by many exhibitors.

Assuming the role of an enterpris-

ing newspaper girl, and called upon
to portray a part which demanded
perfect sincerity and exceptional
dramatic poise. Miss Lawrence is

said to have done a remarkable piece

of work.
"The Unfoldment" is a drama of

intense devotion, of inspiring power
and emotional appeal. It was re-

leased by Associated Exhibitors on
January 1.

"A Prince There Was." The for-

mer is from a story of French-
Canadian life, was adapted by
Eugene Mullin and was directed by
V ictor Fleming. The work of Miss
Ayres is said to fully justify her
promotion to stardom. Chief in

support are Mahlon Hamilton and
Theodore Kosloff. Frank Campeau,
W ilton Taylor, Lillian Leighton and
Charles West are the others.

Meighan is an attractive hero in

the Paramount version of George
Cohan's romantic stage comedy,

"A Prince There Was." Waldemar
Young wrote the adaptation from
the play which was originally

adapted from the novel, "Enchanted
Hearts," by Darragh Aldrich. Tom
Forman directed. Mildred Harris
plays the leading role opposite the

star. Little Charlotte Jackson, Nigel
Barrie, Guy Oliver, Sylvia Ashton,
Fred Huntly and Arthur Hull arc
the others.

SCENE EROM ' THE GIRL FROM GOD'S COUNTRY."
lan GUNNING RELEASE T) * o a J. P. McGowan in

Paramounts Set Playgoers Film
Jor January lo The next Playgoers Pictures re-

For January 15 Paramount has lease is J. P. McGowan in "Reck-
scheduled for release, Agnes Ayres less Chances," which is scheduled

y-| . /• , . , , in her first Paramount starring pic- for January 15. This is a Herald

FratSe jrOtn dinCinnatt LtVltlCS .'"^^^ Lane That Had No production, directed by Mr. Mc-

'

'Little Lord Fauntleroy" Gets

with

Turning," and Thoinas Meighan in Gowan.
"Mary Pickford in 'Little Lord role has been accomplished

Fauntleroy' has her ideal role," in genuine artistry."

the opinion of the critic for the Cin- "Thinking over Mary Pickford
cinnati Post, who reviewed this in 'Little Lord Fauntleroy'," said the

United Artists release at Ascher's reviewer for the Commercial Trib-

Capitol Theatre. "The part of the uue, "we find it a picture to indis-

little Lord fits her like a glove, and putably prove how grievously we are

as the mother. Dearest, she scarcely in need of more Marys and more lit-

is less appealing. Her work in the tie Lords, for not one of the thou-

dual role is the best of her screen sands who saw it but left the the-

career. The double exposure pho- atre cleansed and refreshed, a better

tography is better than any we have boy or girl, a better man or woman."
have seen." "Though it was a rare delight to

"Mary Pickford's performance read 'Little Lord Fauntleroy,' it is

of 'Little Lord Fauntleroy'," says even a greater delight to see the film

the critic for the Times-Star, "is production of the beloved novel,"

intensely young, unbelievably child- said the critic for the Cincinnati

ish in mood and motion. Her por- Enquirer. "Mary Pickford, who
trayal of Dearest, mother of the lit- plays both the mother and the af-

tle earl, is a creation of daintiness fectionate little son, has in this fea-

and ruffles and old lace on shoul- ture attained the pinnacle of her
ders young and gallant. The double splendid career."

Pathe Announces Acquisition

of Noted European Production
Pathe announces this week the drew upon the original story source

acquisition of one of the most cele- the English Round Table Legends
brated of recent European motion of King Arthur and his Knights,
picture productions, "Mathias San-
dorf," from the Jules Verne
romance bearing the same title.

This is the Louis Nalpas produc-

tion which enjoyed a first-run ai

54 Paris theatres, with second, third

and fourth-runs crowding more than

double that number of houses, and
which is now in the third month of

a highly profitable engagement at

Cirque D'Hiver, where it fills 2,000

seats at each performance.
Louis Nalpas has specialized in

this class of production since his

entrance into the cinema field in

1912. .Among the outstanding pro-

ductions supervised by himself are

his "Monte Cristo" serial in seven

episodes of five reels each. This
was preceded by Dumas' "Three
Musketeers." In 1918 he drew upon
the Arabian Nights Entertainments

for his big European feature suc-

cess, entitled "The Sultana of Love,''

which was followed a year later by
"Tristan and Isolde," for which he

New Pictures for
Douglas and Mary
Johnston McCuUey, who wrote

"The Mark of Zorro," is en route

to California to confer with Doug-
las Fairbanks, Allan Dwan, Lotta
Woods, chief of the scenario de-

partment, and Kenneth Davenport,
who wrote "The Nut." with refer-

ence to a new story for Mr. Fair-

banks, and it is considered likely

that Mr. McCulley will evolve a se-

quel to "The Mark of Zorro."

Mary Pickford is preparing to

start refilming "Tess of the Storm
Country," but may be delayed due
to legal matters whidi may cause
her to return to New York. In the

meantime, she will assist her broth-
er, Jack Pickford, in preparing for
his next feature, "The Tailor-made
Man."

Christie Sets Up Ideal
Al Christie, who is producing the two-reel Christie

Comedies for Educational's program of short pic-

tures for the whole family, has set up an ideal for
his comedy films which takes a lot of work lo live

up to.

"I want to preach to all our staff," says Christie,

"the doctrine of do rather than listing a lot of dis-

agreeable dont's. Don't rules are generally made to

be broken, and I do not like rules around our studio
any^'ay. I would rather set up a standard of things
to try to do. Here is this standard for two-reel
comedies:

"1. Get a plausible story which might happen to

real people. It may be worked out farcically or in

regular dramatic and logical sequence. But it must
be entertaining.

"2. All the actors must look like human beings
whom one might meet in everj'-day life.

"3. Take your time. It is not how many pictures
you can make but how good you can make them.
This advice is for directors particularly.

"4. If you are torn between sticking to the story
or going afield for a laugh, stick to the story. If the
story is amusing, the chuckles will take care of
themselves.

"5. Make the backgrounds as beautiful as you
can. Very few people will take particular notice of
the expensive rug on the floor, but they certainly
would take notice if the floor were bare.

"6. Try to act your part without trying to be
funny.

"7. Try to seem to enjoy your work as much as
possible. If you don't enjoy it, you should find some
other work.

"8. Try to make your pictures for your own fam-
ily. The majority of the people who see them in
theatres are just like your own wife and kids.

"With these do's I reserve the right fo add one don't.

"It is—don't call me 'boss' or 'chief'."

As a matter of fact, Christie is just "Al" to most
of his staff.
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''The Prodigal Judge' Gets First

Western Preview Showing at

Hotel in California;Smith Present
Vitagraph's big special, "The

Prodigal Judge," had its first West-
ern preview showing last week at

the Beverly Hills Hotel, one of the

most fashionable hotels in Southern
California.

Jean Paige is featured in this un-

usual super-feature, which was di-

rected by Edward Jose. Both the

star and the director were in the

audience, as well as Albert E. Smith,

Vitagraph's president, who, inci-

dentally, accompanied the members
of cast to various parts of the coun-

try when exterior scenes were being

filmed for it.

The event was in the nature of a

gala social occasion, and many not-

ables of Southern California were
present. Mr. Smith was the reci-

pient of many sincere congratula-

tions in causing Vanghan Kester's

novel to be brought to the screen,

as were its star and its director.

A few minutes after the final fade-

out on the Beverly Hills screen, the

film was on its way back East, and
after a few suggestions of Mr.
Smith's are carried out, the prints

will be shipped to Vitagraph's va-
rious branch offices for release. Ex-
hibitors all over the United States
and Canada have evinced unusual
interest in this picture, and the film

will have its premiere at a well

known New York City theatre in the

near future.

"That 'The Prodigal Judge' will

prove one of the very great motion
pictures of 1922, seems certain," said

Mr. Smith, "and those who have
seen it express the opinion that,

as in the case of "Black Beauty"

—

in which incidentally Jean Paige is

also the star—its success and vogue
will not be limited to any passing
year. It is the consensus that, like

certain books which grow upon the
reading public with the passage of
ttme, this picture will gather momen-
tum as it is shown from time to time,

by sincere word-of-mouth advertis-
ing born of the film's sheer ex-
cellence.

"We have a picture," continued

Mr. Smith, "which is everything

that we could hope for. This

was the target aimed at, but we had
no means of knowing whether or not

we had made a bull's eye until the

picture was actually projected. In

writing the book, which was a best-

seller the year that it was published

but which, unlike many best-sellers,

enjoyed a wide sale for years and is

doing so today, Vaughan Kester
seemed to catch a note of whimsical-

ity which the cast of the picture,

under Mr. Jose's direction, was able

to transplant to the screen. Maclyn
Arbuckle's delineation of the judge
is masterful. On the screen, as in

the book, the judge is a living,

breathing, vibrant personality, never
acting as a character in a book or

a play acts. He proves himself a
real human being. Sometimes it is

with a friend's obstinacy that he

proves his unaffected friendship,

when a lack of obstinacy might
prove only hypocrisy. If 'The
Prodigal Judge' is not called one of
the very best pictures of 1922, I

will not only be disappointed but I

will be very much surprised. One
tiling it is sure to be called, and
everyone who has seen it agrees on
this one point—it is certainly a high-
ly unusual picture."

Trailers on "The Prodigal Judge"
were recently shipped from Vita-
graph's Brooklyn laboratory to its

Iiranch offices, and Vitagraph's man-
agers report that exhibitors have
seldom failed to be impressed with
these. "The Prodigal Judge" will

be a February release.

other members of the company
away from Atlantic Coast loca-

tions January 9.

The continuity calls for some
thrilling experiences on skis.

With the snow "stunts" com-
pleted, the company will plunge
directly into another extreme
change of temperature, going di-

rect to Florida. The new Pathe
serial will be ready for early
spring release.

Seitz and "Hutch"
Off for Saranac

Skis and the deep snows of the
Saranac Lake region of the Adi-
rondacks, with their serial "stunt"
attractions for "Go - Get - 'em
Hutch," lured Producer George
B. Seitz, Charles Hutchison and

' The Rosary" at

Imperial Theatre
The world premiere showing of

The Rosarv' was held in San
Francisco. It began a two-weeks'
run in the Golden Gate city on
January 15 at the Imperial The-
atre.

"The Rosary" is a Selig-Rork pro-

duction released by First National.

First Pathe Playlet January 29;

Also Serial and Lloyd Re-issue
The first of the Pathe Playlets,

"The Midnight Stage," starring

Frank Keenan, will head the

strong schedule of Pathe releases

for the week of January 29, which
also includes a number of short

subjects and a serial episode. In

its re-edited three-reel form the

film marks an innovation in mo-
tion picture presentation and one
which Pathe believes will be emi-
nently successful.

In its original form "The Mid-
night Stage" enjoyed success at

the Rialto Theatre in New York,
where it had its premiere. In its

new form, with all "padding"
eliminated, every element essen-
tial to dramatic appeal is in-

creased. It combines fast action,

dramatic tensity and a delightful

love story. Frank Keenan is seen
in a dual role, supported by Jos-
eph Dowting, Charles Gunn, Mig-
non Anderson, Thomas Guise,
Maude George, Wadsworth Har-
ris and Ernest C. Warde, the lat-

ter also directing.

"She Loves Me Not" is the title

of the latest re-issued one-reel
comedy starring Harold Lloyd.
He is assisted by Bebe Daniels,
who is the object of his affections,

and "Snub" Pollard, who appears
as his friend and rival.

"The Miller and the Donkey" is

the current animated cartoon of
the series of. "Aesop's Film
Fables," produced by Fables Pic-
tures, Inc., created for the screen
by Cartoonist Paul Terry. "Years
to Come" is the title of the cur-
rent Hal Roach comedy featuring

"Snub" Pollard,

and Noah Young
"The Clash of

fifth episode of

the new Pathe
Ruth Roland. P
140 represents a

taining subjects

quisite Pathecolo
nating.

Marie Mosquini
are in the cast,

the Clans" is the
"White Eagle,"
serial starring

athe Review No.
series of enter-
with two ex-

r offerings domi-

"Anatol" Given

Big Reception
A cable received by E. E.

Shauer, director of the foreign

department of the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Corporation, tells of the

big reception given Cecil B.

DeMille's "The Affairs of An-
atol" on its premier at Sydney,
Australia. Managing Director

John W. Hicks, Jr., of Feature
Films, Ltd., reports that the Para-
mount all-star special received the

most enthusiastic welcome ever

given a motion picture.

Finishes Picture
Lee Moran has just finished

"Upper and Lower," in which he

takes a blackface part and im-
personates a Pullman car porter.

He is now working on "The Jani-

tor," written by himself and di-

rected by Alf Goulding.

Forestry is the concern of

all because it affects the best

interests of all. See Page
379.

,S FROM "R. S. V. P.." STARRING CH ARLIiS RAY. A FIRST NATIONAL RELEASE
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Keeping in Personal Touch
FRITZ TIDDEN

JOHN McCORMICK, western
representative for First Na-
tional, staged an "all star" pro-

gram of entertainment and educa-
tion at the last meeting of the

Western Motion Picture Advertisers

in Hollj'wood.
The initial speaker of the evening

was Laurence A. Lambert, president

of the National Motion Picture

Finance Corporation, who spoke on
"Dollars and the Movies." Among
other things Mr. Lambert repeated

the request of other speakers before
this organization, that publicit)- men
should omit in their copy all refer-

ence to lavish expenditures and
salaries expended in connection with

picture making. Mr. Lambert is a

well-known banking expert on the

Pacific Coast and his talk gave the

"Wampas" various new angles on

film financing.

Charles Ray, popular First

National star, was the next speaker.

Mr. Ray told the publicity men of
hi.s experiences on his recent per-

sonal appearance tour. Richard
Willis, of Willis and Inglis, and
general manager of the Ray Studio,

spoke on publicity in the old days
and compared the old methods with

modem exploitation ideas.

Harry Hammond Beall, chairman
of the nominating committee, offered

the following names for the con-

sideration of the members to occupy
the offices of the organization during
the coming year : Arch Reeve, for

president; Pete Smith, vice presi-

dent; Michael Boylan, treasurer,

and H. H. Beall, secretary. The
board of directors was also sub-

mitted, five of which are to be

elected. They are Barrett Kiesling,

Harry D. Wilson, Pat Dowling,

J. A. Jackson, Harry Brand, Roy
Miller, John Rankin. Robert Doman,
Ted LeBerthon and Scoop Conlon.
Suggested auditing committee con-
sists of Adam Hull Shirk, Robert
Allen and Ted Taylor.
The annual election will take

place on February 7 when the above
slate and any other submitted for

nomination will be voted upon.

Plans for a monster entertainment

were submitted by John McCormick.
Ray Leek was appointed to get

figures on such an affair and at the

next meeting the matter will be gone
into more fully.

* * *

The London Biograph republishes

an item that it printed twelve years

ago, which seems to have the same
fascination for us that it has for

Biograph.
"There is a tendency to multiply

the number of long films. A plot

has to be exceptionally good to sus-

tain interest throughout 1,000 feet."
*

An idea in insurance that would
have made the famous Lloyds of
London call for time was success-

fully carried out by Joe Lee, man-
ager of "Sir Ames' Treasure," the

Sivedish Biograph feature being

shozim at the Metropolitan Theatre.

Minneapolis, this zfccfe. Lee has

taken out insurance guaranteeing
that the picture will not be shozmi at

a lower price in that cily later. If
the picture plays there again, and
plays to a lower price, patrons of
the Metropolitan can get their money
back. A bond to this effect has been
filed by the Behrendt Levy Com-
pany, Los Angeles, the largest in-

surance brokers on the West Coast.
Minneapolis is the first city in the

United States where this novel idea

is to be in operation and the outcome
is being i>.'atched iinth interest by the

public and theatrical managers all

over the country.

Cuban Exchange manager for Uni-
versal, is the envy of all his New
York friends. The joke is on
Griffith, however, as he neither

drinks nor smokes.
* * *

The second number of Joe Weil's
.snappy little magazine, called "The
Joe Weil Movie Bellyache," has
arrived and we note that it has grad-
uated from the yellow copy paper
class of the first issue to the bloated

plutocracy of the coated, cream
colored stock class. It is full of
good stuff. Three items culled from
its pages follow.

Coming! The Old-Timers
Dinner!

How long have yoii been in. on. or of, tlic mov-
ing picture business? Has it been ten years?
If it has. you are an old tinier, a young old

timer, and you are eligible to attend the

OLD TIMERS' DINNER
which will be held in the month of March and in

a place, at a time, and price decided by the commit-
tee. Joseph Miles has consented to act as chairman
of the credentials committee. Harry L. Reichen-
bach has agreed to serve as master of ceremonies.
The sentiment has been sounded and it's for the

dinner and all that it wiU mean to those who are

eligible to attend.

The committee will pass on your status promptly.
If you have put in ten years in this, the greatest of

all businesses, the finest of all human endeavors,
send word to tlie imdersigned in care of Moving Pic-

ture World, 516 Fifth Avenue, and send word today.

You will want to be a part of it.

This notice was jiublished last week and since that

time a great many replies have been received. To
those who have already signified their intention of
taking part in the Old Timers' Dinner this oppor-
tunity is taken to notify them that in the near
future they will be given full particulars by mail.

Don't hesitate. Write today. You will want to

be among those who will make the Old Timers'
Dinner a memorable occasion.

FRITZ TIDDEN.

"The plan will undoubtedly be

used in the future in every city of
any size in the United States during
the playing of special film produc-
tions," said Lee, who is American
representative for the Swedish
Biograph Company.
Metropolitan patrons need only to

keep their ticket stubs. These will

entitle them to a return of the

admission price if, in the future, the

picture returns here to the Metro-
politan or some other house, and
shows at a lower price, Lee an-

nounced.
* 4i *

Leslie Mason is seriously ill with
pleurisy.

* * *

Beverly Griffith, newly appointed

Talkin' of disarmament-
scrap the censors ?

-whv not

1st Producer: "How's your new
picture?"
2nd Producer : "My director tells

me it'll be a knockout!"
1st Ditto: "Plenty of Action?"
2nd Ditto: "Action?" Why he

says it moves so fast he had to put
titles in to slow it up!"

* * «

A certain producer started out
making a series of pictures with a
new star—a fluffy little thing, very
youthful and pretty—almost a baby
prodigy.

He made the first and then went
about to State right the series.

He took so long to sell the pictures

that by the time he was ready to

shoot the last three he had to cast

his star in mother parts

!

* * *

Alice Brady, who has been playing
in "Drifting" with Robert War-
wick, was taken ill with appendicitis

January 7, ten minutes before the

curtain was to go up for the matinee
at the Playhouse. .She was taken
to her home at 123 East Fifty-fifth

street, and Saturday's performances
were not given. It was said that

probably there would not be an
operation.

Helen ^fenken is now playing in

"Drifting." .^fter Miss Brady has
recovered she will return to pictures

and net the stage.
« * *

Do you suppose the critics are
going to dam "The Sin Flood?"

* * *

The January issue of Photoplay
contains an editorial that should be
read by everyone. In the event of
your not seeting it in that magazine
we publish it here

:

"Yesterday we sent our office hoy,
on an errand of no particular im-
portance, to the sanctum of a certain

prominent censor. In due time he
came back, the errand having been
accomplished, with incredulity in his

eyes and frank astonishment sound-
ing from his voice.

" 'Say.' he told us, 'that bird ain't

so bad. He's almost a reg^ular

feller
!'

"Our office boy was right. The
censor, as an individual, wasn't so
bad. But—
"Take posion ivj-, for instance. If

you leave the question of infection

out of it (as you can't), it's as
pretty a vine as the Virginia creeper
or the trailing woodbine.
"And the bee—so long as it doesn't

sting you—is as colorful and vivid
as a butterfly.

"And many snakes, that carry
swift death in their fangs, are
marked with splashes of gold and
emerald. And they blend, very
nicely, with the foliage of a sunny
forest place.

"And some oysters carry pearls

under their grey shells—and some
carry ptomaine poisoning. And,
from the outside, they all look alike.

"Censors, when you leave their

profession out of the argument, are
apt to be not very different from
other men. They are doubtless good
husbands and fathers. They are
sometimes successful in business and
social life.

"But—like snakes and poison i\'y

and bees and even occasional oysters
—you can't leave their profession out
of the argument!"

* * *

Bert Lytell and Viola Dana will

soon arrive in New York for a series

of personal appearances in all the
Loew Theatres. They are on a
three months' vacation from the
studio.

« * *

May McAvoy is enjoying a vaca-
tion following the completion of
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Charles (Chic) Sale and Bill

Reilly enjoying "Moving Picture

World" and the air. Sale's pic-

ture, "His A'ibs,'' is meeting
with merited success evcryzvhere

"Through a Glass Window," by
Olga Printzlaii, a Realart picture

for Famous Playcrs-Lasky, directed

by Maurice Campbell. It is possible

that Miss McAvoy may visit New
York before the start of her next

picture.
* *

Arthur S. Kane has returned from
his hunting trip in the South.

* * *

7 lie injluence of the movies upon
singers is seen in the follozving,

ivhich is borruived from the New
York Daily Nezvs

:

Manager—/ like your voice, Miss
Gargle, but I can't understand the

business with your eyes and
shoulders. I can see no excuse in

the song for that.

.Miss Cargle—// is in the music.
Right here, after the introduction it

says "vamp till ready.''

* * *

-Albert E. Smith is in from the

coast.

:1a

L

CAN'T GO STRAIGHT!
Ben Turpin obtained a policy

from Lloyd's 7vhich provides

that he will get $25,000 if some-
thing should take the cross out

of his kinked eyes

We may be an impressionable

young man, but we frankly admit
that we most certainly responded to

the piquant charm of Marjorie
Peterson, who, in a dance number,
is a most welcome addition to the

program at the Rialto Theatre this

week. Miss Peterson would be a

bright spot on any program. She
was a pupil of the Denishawn
School.

* * *

"Turn to the Right" goes into the

Lyric Theatre for a run.
* * *

Harry H. Buxbaum is on a trip

to Albany, Bufifalo, and one or two
other cities.

* * *

The advertising and publicity dc-

liartmcnt, of Goldwyn, deserves

enthusiastic praise for the unusually
attractive, eye-catching and em-
niently useful press book on "The
Sin Flood." It is noted that all

bunk is absent and that really prac-

tical service is given the exhibitor.
* •* *

Another press book that comes to

hand this week that has the same
advantages is the one prepared by
the Exceptional Pictures' advertis-

ing and publicity department, and
contains material on Martin John-
son's "Jungle Adventures" and "His
Nibs." It is really two press books
combined under one cover.

* * *

"Not the reports of Mr. Hays's
$150,000 salary, but the idea that he
can sec all the movie shows for

nothing will make him envied of
."Vmerica's youth. And that, as Job
Hedges says, reminds us of the lad

who asked whether Charlie Chaplin
would go to heaven. 'Certainly,'

said his mother. 'Gee!' said the
hoy. 'Won't God have fun I'

" .says

F. P. A. in his column in The
World.

* *

Silas F. Seadler, director of
publicity and advertising for the
Arthur S. Kane Pictures' Corpora-
tion since the inception of that com-
pany two years ago, has handed in

his resignation to take effect at the
end of the month. Seadler has not
yet announced his future affiliation.

Starting in the motion picture
business as publicity agent for Alice
Joyce, Gladys Leslie, Rod La Rocque
and several other Eastern film per-
sonalities, Mr. Seadler transferred
his activities to the new Realart
organization when that company
began its career and was on the ad-
\ ertising and jiublicity staff that put
Realart on the picture map within
a few months. When Arthur S.

Kane resigned from Realart, joined
hands with Cliarles Ray and formed
his present company, he selected

Seadler as his press representative.
* * *

Clara Beranger, whose recently
completed scenario of "Bought and
Paid For" is now being filmed by
William DcMille for Paramount,
has returned to New York. She
left Hollywood shortly after the
beginning of the New Year and
expects to remain in the East for

an indefinite period of time.
* *

W. J. Drummond, general man-
ager for First National in Canada,
is in New York.

* * *

Ed T. Lowe, Jr., Univcrsal's new
.scenario writer, used to spend his

school-day spare time trying to

solve the old geometrical "nut" of

making a square from a circle, says

Henry Clay Bate, Universal, P. A.,

who "knew him back in Nashville

when ."

Ed's present problem consists of

making a triangle out of five reels.

* +

Al Liclitman is back from Cali-

fornia.
* * *

Vincent J. McCabe, supervisor of

.'\s.sociated First National Canadian
Exchanges, and W. J. Drummond,
manager of the First National
Exchange in Toronto, came into

New York this week on business at

the home office.

* * *

January 22, the Criterion will

again return to its original policy

of continuous performances, starting

at noon daily and running to 11.20.

The prices also will be reduced to

their old popular figure—SO cents

for all matinee seats and 99 cents

evenings. The odd figure is used
because it is impossible to charge a

dollar, including war tax, under the

law. "Red Hot Romance" opens
simultaneously with the new policy.

"Pharaoh's Wife" will go into the

house sometime in February.

Pete Smith is probably very happy.
His little pals, Bennie Zeldman and
Bcrnie Fineman, have returned to

California and him. The two youths
liad completed their business in New
York and were beginning to get

homesick for the coast, especially

Bennie, who just couldn't seem to

get or stay warm while here.

It has been reported that "The
Great Loquat Mystery" will be
picturized by some firm of producers
recently organized. The delay has
been whether to adapt the story in

melodramatic form or make it a

"polite" comedy. California papers

please copy.
* * *

["Einstein's theory is to be dem-
onstrated in film form, tho how it

is to be done is not explained. The
picture is being made in Gennany
by Walter Korilblum, with the assis-

tance of Professor Otto Buck and
Dr. Fanta, of Prague, and Dr.
Laemmel and Professor G. F.

Xicolai, of Zurich." — Evening
Standard.]

Great Scott, and do I read the news
aright

—

Einstein the latest film-producing
groove is ?

Was it for this I made them ray

delight.

And forswore even music-halls for

movies ?

Is this the cloud, no bigger than a

hand ?

Is this the flash that shows me where
I stand?

I fear this new and most unwelcome
dish

Prepared by the abstruse and
learned Teutons

;

Instead of Fairbanks, Nazimova,
Gi.sh,

Will films now "feature" names
like Kant's or Newton's?

Must algebra and Euclid take the

place

Of Chaplin's antics and of Pick-
ford's grace?

Is this the fate prepared for me,
the lamb

Who would not hear his doom
resounding louder

:

Here, here, Wanda! That's no
place to look soulful! The in-

teresting antiques on ivhich

Wanda Hawley is leaning are

props in "A Game Chicken" a

Bebe Daniels picture, to be re-

leased by Famous-Lasky

Were Gish and Pickford just the

dose of jam
Designed to introduce this final

powder ?

Was even ChapSn but the lure that

led

To Einstein and these other names
of dread ?

Back, back and let me rescue from
collapse

The stage that never harbored
such intentions.

Which gave me highbrow problem
plays, perhaps,

' But never stunts involving four
dimensions

!

Back to the boards that Irving trod

with zest

—

Too long I've nursed a viper at my
breast

!

—iMcio in the Manchester Guardian.

No, Bebe Daniels has not given
up the screen for bootlegging!
These are just property hootch
cases for Miss Daniels' new
Realart picture, "A Game

Chicken"
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News of the West Coast
^2? A.H.GIEBLER

The new Orpheuin Circuit Thea-
tre, now in course of construction at

Eighth and Hill streets, will be
ready for its formal opening to the

public early in March, according to

announcement made this week.
The new house will bear the name

of "The Hillstrect." and will be one
of the largest amusement houses in

Los Angeles, seating 3,000 persons.
The theatre will have every modern
convenience for its patrons. A
large pipe organ will be installed, and
an orchestra will be maintained to

furnish music to accompany the fea-

ture pictures and vaudeville acts of
a show that will be continuous from
11 a. m. to 11 p. m. Fifty cents

will be the maximum price of ad-
mission.

Martin Beck, president of the Or-
pheum Circuit ; Mort H. Singer,
vice-president, and Floyd B. Scott,

general press representative, arrived
in Los Angeles this week to inspect

the new house and to perfect plans
for its future operation.

* * *

The re-opening oT the Pantages
Broadway Theatre took place last

Thursday, after the house had un-
dergone a complete remodeling and
renovation. The picture feature on
the opening bill was "Burn-'Em-Up
Barnes," with Johnny Hines, Will
Morrissey's Revue, and other vaude-
ville numbers.

* * *

Sid Grauman is making extensive
preparations for a gala celebration
of the fourth anniversary of the
dedication and opening of Grauman's
Million Dollar Theatre during the
week of January 22.

The laying of the cornerstone for
the new studio building that is to be
constructed on the Vitagraph lot in

Hollywood was made an event of
more than passing importance when,
on last Monday afternoon, the
Mayor of Los Angele.^, in the
presence of a large gathering of
spectators, turned over the first

spadeful of dirt that marked the
beginning of the new studio.

The new building is to be of im-
posing proportions, adding greatly to

the facilities of the already com-
modious Vitagraph plant. It is in-

tended primarily for the use of the
Larry Semon Comedy Company.

The .\merican Legion, on last

Tuesday afternoon, staged a "films

in the making" show to which the
public was admitted, in the Legion
Stadium in Hollywood.
Ben Turpin and Phyllis Haver,

Mack Sennett stars, were the fea-

tured players in the skit, with a bevy
of bathing beauties for atmosphere.
A director put the players through
the action of a scene in a current
comedy, and a cameraman photo-
graphed it. The relation of the
scene to the finished comedy was ex-
plained to the public by a lecturer.

.\ different .show each week, with
players form the various west coast
Studios, is planned by the Legion.

* * «

Mary Pickford II, daughter of
T-ottie Pickford, was one of the most
interested witnesses at the wedding
of her mother, Lottie, to .\lan For-
rest last Saturday.

* » *

The Western Motion Picture Ad-
vertisers, at a meeting this week,
discussed the subject of cinema
finances with Laurence A. Lambert,
president of the recently organized
National Motion Picture Finance
Corporation, a company formed to

aid the independent star and pro-
ducer in making pictures in Los
Angeles. The Advertisers also

nominated candidates to be voted
upon at the next meeting to fill the
various official posts in their organi-
zation during 1922.

R. J. Tobin, vice-president and
general manager of the R-C Studios,

has returned from New York, where
he went a few weeks ago to attend

a business conference with officials

of the New York office of his com-
pany.

* * *

Doug and Mary leave Monday for

New York to attend the re-trial of
the Wilkening case. They expect to

remain in the east about a month,
then will return and each start im-
mediately on a ;iew production.

* *

Mary Miles Minter's claim for

$4,252.50, representing deductions
from her salary in 1919, against the

American Film Co., has been upheld
in the Court of Appeals in San
Francisco.

* * *

Anita Stewart has completed
"Rose of the Sea," which concludes

her contract with Louis B. Mayer.
Miss Stewart, with her husband and
business manager, Rudolph Cam-
eron, leave for New York this week.

* « *

Emit Chautard has arrived at the

R-C Studios from the east to di-

rect Pauline Frederick in "The Glory
of Clementina," to be made from
the Wm. J. Locke novel.

* * *

Tom Moore will be Betty Comp-
son's leading man in her coming
production, "She of the Triple
Chevrons," a Gilbert Parker story,

to be directed by Penrhyn Stanslaws.
* * *

Carl Gantvoort, who has just

finished his work in "Wildfire," a
Benjamin B. Hampton feature, has
shaved the stubble that he had to

wear for the picture off his chin and
has taken the eastbound limited for
Cincinnati.

First of ''Leather Pushers"
Series Released on January 16;

Prints in Universal Exchanges
Now that the prints of the first

two rounds of "The Leather Push-
ers" series are in the hands of the

exchanges. Universal is receiving
daily confirmation of its first esti-

mate of the H. C. Witwer stories

which appeared in Collier's. The
idea of the stories themselves and
the way in which they have been
carried out is so unusual and novel
that Mr. Laemmle immediately put

them on the exclusive Jewel basis

and they will be released to exhibi-

tors as the Universal-Jewel-Collier's
Series.

"We have had a great variety of
series of pictures," said H. M. Ber-
man in discussing the releasing ar-

rangements for "The Leather Push-
ers." "Many of the subjects are
still popular; some are worn out.

'The Leather Pushers,' however,
strikes an entirely new note in sub-

ject matter for moving pictures. If

anyone had told me even a year ago
that it was possible to maintain a

continued interest in a series of pic-

tures dealing with boxing and the
prize fight ring, I would have
laughed at them. In fact, if I had
not seen several episodes of 'The
Leather Pushers' series with my
own eyes I would undoubtedly be
laughing now.
"H. G. Witwer, the author, and

Harry Pollard, the director, have
evolved a combination of the prize

fight ring, society and romance
which not only are unique but
which are little giants of story

values and whirlwinds of action.

"Everyone in the New York of-

fice is absolutely convinced that the

angle from which the 'Leather
Pushers' attacks the spectator's in-

terest is so sure-fire that we have
had no hesitation whatever in our
plan of campaign and it is very

simple. In addition to an extreme-
ly full line of advertising, posters

and the usual lobbies, we have or-

dered all of the exchange centers

to introduce the first two episodes
in a novel manner to the news-
paper readers of these several

cities.

"Inasmuch as these stories are

about prize fighting, primarily, each

exchange will invite the head of the

Boxing Commission of his locality

to witness the first showing of the

pictures. To this showing will also

be invited all of the sporting edi-

tors and prize fight writers of the

city. This will be done before any
of the exhibitors even see the pic-

tures. After that, the individual

showings to exhibitors are to take

place.

"In our advertising and publicity

we have taken every precaution,

however, not to convey the impres-

sion that these pictures are exclu-

sively prize fight pictures. .A.s a

matter of fact there are one or two
fights in every one of the two-reel

episodes, but they are so combined
with love interest and the peculiar

situation of the hero as a member
of a socially prominent family as

well as a boxer, that each story

provides an entirely diversified in-

terest."

engagement at this theatre. The
success of "Flower of the North"
at the Cameo is only a repetition of
the hearty approval the production
has had where it already has been
shown, and the great mass of book-
ings pouring into the Vitagraph of-
fices indicates that this is one of the
most pleasing visualizations of any
of the Curwood stories.

"Flower of the North" differs

from nearly all of the Curwood
stories in that it relies on human
actors alone, wild animals and sled-

dogs being missing. Although laid

in the Canadian Northwest the ac-
tion takes places entirely in the
summer with luxurious verdure for
backgrounds and without the snow
and ice and great waste places so
familiar in most stories of the
Northwest.
The picture was directed by

David Smith, who had previously
directed "The Courage of Marge
O'Doone" and "Black Beauty."
The leading roles are played by
Henry B. Walthall and Pauline
Starke.

Second Week for

Curwood Feature
"Flower of the North." the Vita-

graph super-production adapted
from the novel by James Oliver

Curwood. will continue at the

Cameo Theatre, West 42nd Street,

for another week. This gives the

Vitagraph picture the distinction of

being the first to play a two weeks'

Royalty Laud
Banks Comedy

The King and Queen of England
in a letter to Western Import
Company of England, United
Kingdom distributors for the
Monty Banks comedy, "Fresh
Air", highly commended that pic-
ture recently shown to members
of the Royal family and English
nobility in London.

Producers—What's your
lumber bill each year?
Well, it's enough, and you
are concerned with seeing
an adequate timber supply
maintained in this country
just as much as anyone else.

Did you read Page 379?
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In the Independenit Field
3) ROGER FERRI

The Passing Week in Review
AN exchange man from Salt Lake City sent a letter to this de-

partment this week. He is a successful business man—and

an alert showman. He has bought box office pictures and

has made money for himself and his exhibitor patrons. He is

now seeking more such pictures and realizes that never before in

the history of the State Rights market has there been such a large

number of seemingly big box office bets. He sought quotations

on several pictures for his territory. The figures submitted to

him, however, literally "scared him stiff," as he put it. He came

to New York a few days later, looked at the pictures in question

and admitted that they were "big ones." But ; there is a big but.

He wanted the pictures, but if he paid the prices asked he would

tie up all his money in a single picture—and he can not success-

fully operate an exchange on one picture. He must have quantity

as well as quality.

IN his letter to this department this week this gentleman makes

no protest—he is too good a business man to do that. He
merely directed our attention to a state of affairs that has existed

for the past few months. He does not deny that the pictures he

saw were worth every penny that the distributors asked. He felt,

too, that if he bought he could get his money back with a sub-

stantial profit on his investment. But he couldn't afford to buy
what he admitted was what he wanted without jeopardizing his

future. The point is well taken and readily understood by the

trade in general.

'
I

^ HE trouble lies not in the value placed on meritorious pro-

ductions of admittedly high class box office attraction power,

but on the fact that there are some distributors, who, for no
reason, are setting prohibitive prices on pictures that are not worth
half what is asked for them. Pictures like "School Days," "Ten
Nights In A Barroom," "Where Is My Wandering Boy," and the

like are worth every penny of the value placed on them. Such
productions will secure for the exchangeman a substantial profit

on his investment. And he is entitled to a good profit. The man
who has the confidence and grit to invest $10,000, and more, in a

single picture in his territory is entitled to a greater return on his

investment than the exchangeman who buys a picture for $1,000
and gives only $250 in cash and the rest in notes in payment for

rights to that particular subject.

"D UT the true facts concerning the status of the trade today

seem to have been distorted in some way or other. In the first

place, the market is not in the lucrative condition that many would
want us to believe. It is improving gradually and there is every
good reason for believing that 1922 will bring about many changes
that will further stabilize the trade. Prospects for the future are

exceedingly bright, hut no one is making so much money that he
can spend carelessly or foolishly. Every dollar must be weighed.
There is very little blind buying. And yet there are some dis-

tributors who have accepted reports on splendid business on a
limited number of hig pictures as indicative of a most prosperous
era. They have heard in the hotel lobbies and in the film build-

ings of the high prices paid for certain pictures. And this they

have accepted as ample reason for shooting their prices skyward.
They seem to cling to the suicidal belief that "high prices make
good pictures." Nothing could be further from the truth.

"C^OR instance, there is one distributor who some three months

^ ago bought a discarded negative of three thousand feet. He
inserted two thousand feet of clever titles and has actually "sold"

himself on the idea that he has a picture worth $100,000 to the
exchangemen of the country. And he is trying to sell the picture

on that basis. We use the word "trying" advisedly, for he has
thus far not sold a single territory, and it is our belief that he will

never sell any territory so long as he insists on the prohibitively

absurd and unreasonable price he has set on his picture. This
gentleman actually believes he is making a success of his "bluff."

Interviewed by a representative of The Moving Picture World
State Rights Department, he made the statement that others were
"getting $100,000 and why can't I on a picture with a group of
stars."

T? OR two hours we tried in vain to point out the error of his

way to this distributor. His only excuse for setting the
high price on his picture was "because others were getting it."

We asked him to name the distributors who were getting $100,-
000 for films not worth more than one-tenth that amount. He
hesitated and evaded the question with assertion that he couldn't
mention them "off hand." But even more amazing is the fact
that this gentleman paid only $2,000 for the negative. Grant
three thousand dollars more for the titles, etc., and the net cost
of the five-reeler is $5,000. By what right does he demand a
2,000 per cent, profit on his possible $5,000 investment? He
couldn't explain it other than to offer the excuse mentioned above.
He said he had "stars." The "stars" he mentioned have little or
no box office value today. The picture is not a reissue, true, but it

most assuredly is not worth $100,000. At one-tenth the price it's

more than the film is worth at the box office.

'T^HIS is only one case. We cited it merely to emphasize our
point that there are a certain number of distributors, who

are setting prohibitive prices on pictures that ordinarily would sell

for one-tenth the amounts asked for them. To be sure this class
of distributors is very small and include virtually only those who
bob up with a picture once every 12 or 18 months—and seek to
make enough on that one production to enable them to live a life

of ease until another "easy one" comes their way.

'T^HESE "get-rich-quicks" should be eliminated without delay.

They are a menace to the many reputable distributors in the
market who are really turning out pictures that make money for
exchanges and exhibitors. Distributors should unite and demand
the withdrawal of these operatives from the field. The columns
of the State Rights Department of The Moving Picture World
are dedicated to the best interests and welfare of this market and
the co-operation of this department in ridding the field of this and
other evils is at the command of every legitimate distributor, pro-
ducer, exchangeman and exhibitor.

O ETTING prohibitive prices on worthless films is suicide. It's^ rotten business. One look at most of these pictures is enough
to convince even the rank outsider that they are worthless. Yet
there are a very few who would want the trade to believe that they
are justified in asking enormous prices. However, there is one
particularly encouraging phase to this situation and that is that
virtually none of these worthless films are being sold. Which is
conclusive proof that the era of prosperity for the "get-rich-
quick" is no more. But let us play it safe. Let us make the
"going" so "hot" they will have no course, other than legitimizing
their methods or getting out.
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In the Independent^Field

/. P. D. A. Members Pool Claims

Against Delinquent Exchanges
That the patience of independent producers and distributors

in dealing with dishonest "exchangenien" has been exhausted

was apparent this week when ofificial information was given out

that the State-riglit members of the Independent Producers and

Distributors Association had pooled their interests and prepared

to take drastic action against certain exchanges that have sub-

mitted delinquent and worthless checks in return for pictures.

It was learned from a reliable source that one distributor alone

submitted worthless checks given by these dishonest buyers

that aggregated $55,000.

Members of the I. P. D. A. have delegated its counsel, Harry
Kosch, to take legal action against these delinquents. It was
explained that there are a few operatives who have made it a

regular practice of buying rights to pictures, acquiring prints,

that cost the distributors hundreds of dollars, and in return

given checks not worth the paper on which they were written.

Up to the present these persons have carried on their illegiti-

mate practice unmolested and have forced the loss of hundreds

of thousands of dollars on the distributors.

However, the distributors have finally solidly united their

forces and havie determined to stop this practice. Criminal

action will be taken against those who have victimized or con-

spired to victimize either distributors or exhibitors. In this way,

it is expected that the field will be rid of dishonest and crooked

operatives for all time.

February 1st Release Date
of Initial Sherlock Holmes

February first has been selected

as the date on which the first two-
reel mystery production of the
Splendid Sherlock- Holmes de-

tective series. State righted by
Alexander Film Corporation and
produced by Stoll of England. The
series, the initial five releases of

which were characterized by the

editor of this department as the

best we had ever seen in the

line of mystery screen plays,

already has created an unusual
demand and territories are selling

in hot-cake fashion.

In its extensive exploitation
campaign Alexander Film Cor-
poration utilizing a book entitled

"Who's Who of Crime and Crime
Detectors." It is an encyclopaedic
record of lawbreaking from Cain
and Abel to the most recent
mysterious cases. Scarcely a

notable criminal or famous de-

tective of fact or fiction has es-

caped the compilation.

exchange. Others on the staff will

be Jerry Wilson, formerly of My-
riad Pictures Corporation, and
Nathan Marcus, formerly with
Realart.

Exclusive Trade News

Louise Glaum Is Sigtied
Louise Glaum will be starred in two pictures that will be distributed

through the National Exchanges. The first of this picture has already

been made on the Coast. National also will handle a feature starring

Lon Chanev.

Tax on Raw Stock Provided in Bill

Word from our Washington correspondent this week contained the

information that included in the tariff bill written by the Senate Finance

Committee will be a duty on both raw stock and finished productions.

The bill has not yet been written, but in well-informed circles in the

capital the general supposition is that such a recommendation will be

made. The bill is said to aim at foreign made productions principally.

Deal Involving Big Star Is On
The best known serial star in tilmdom will soon appear in a serial

to be produced for the State rights market. The deal whereby the

services of this much sought woinan star is now pending involves

several hundred thousand dollars. Final papers will in all probability be

signed within several days when the identity of the star will be disclosed

in this department.

Eddie Polo Making "Robinson Crusoe"
Eddie Polo, former I nivcrsal serial star, is in Florida, producing

his first State rights serial, "Robinson Crusoe." Polo arrived in Rorida

late last week and started production immediately. Polo is directing.

Steitier Joins

Hart on Coast
William Steincr, Neal Hart's

manager, left New York for the

Coast this week to join that

Western star, whose latest State

rights release is "Rangeland."
Hart will shortly start on his next

f eature.

Louis Weiss to Go Abroad
As soon as Weiss Brothers .Xrtclass Pictures Corporation's super-

feature, a picturized version of the Old Testament, gets underway m
March' Louis Weiss, in company with Elmo Lincoln, star of "Adventures

of Tar'zan," will sail for England. Lincoln is slated to make personal

appearances there in the spring.

National Has
Gotham 'Change

Metropolitan National Ex-
changes, Inc., this week opened
its offices and exchange at 729

Seventh avenue. New York. The
exchange is affiliated with Na-
tional Exchanges, Inc. Walter L.

Johnson is president of the firm,

while R. C. Cropper, formerly of

Reelcraft, will be in charge of the

Sixth Hamilton
Western Ready

McGovern and Eglcr, dis-

tributors of the "Shorty" Hamil-
ton series, this week announced
that the sixth release had been
delivered, and is entitled "Ride

'em Cowboy," featuring Toto, the

clow-n, with Hamilton.

To Issue "Curse of An Aching Heart"
A State Tighter this week purchased the popular song title, ""The

Curse of An Aching Heart." for a foreign picture he has acquired for

American distribution. Tlie screen right to use of the title was purchased

from Leo Feist, the popular song publisher. The picture features an

international star who has appeared in a number of foreign productions

shown in this country.

Hamilton Changes Feature Title

George H Hamilton has acquired a new feature for State rights

distribution. He changed the original title from "Where Is My Boy? to

"Give Mv Bov " Equity is releasing the Rcnnie Zeldman feature, Where
Give My Boy." Equity

Is My 'Wandering Boy?"

Change Title
McGovern and Egler. distributors

of the "Shorty" Hamilton series,

this week announced that the title

of the fifth picture had been changed
from "Sand" to "Grit" owing to the

fact that a western picture already

has been released under the former
tit'e.

Newsy Flashes of the Week
Harry Gerson, producer of Clara Kimball Youn^ features, will come

to New York to confer with Equity officials concerning future production

plans for his star. Miss Young has only one more picture to make for

Equity under the present contract. .... ^ ^ t> -n
Reliable reports in film circles this week had it that C. C. Burr will

organize a new comedy unit in .'Kpril.
, r- i t~ i. _

February 2 is the date set for the Federated Film Exchange conven-

tion at Hotel Astor in New York.
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In the Independent Jield
'School Days'' Breaking Records

for Demand for Initial Showings
First run bookings on Warner

Brothers' Harry Rapf version of
Gus Edwards' famous "School
Days" are setting a record, ac-
cording to returns received at the
State rights department of The
Moving Picture World this week.
Simultaneous with the announce-
ment that Joe Plunkettt, manag-
ing director of the New York
Strand Theatre, had booked the
William Nigh-directed feature

into that house for the week be-
ginning Sunday, Jan. 29, came
word from Boston that Sam Grand
who is distributing the picture in

New England, has secured day
and date engagements at the

Modern, Beacon and Olympia
theatres in that city for the same
week. First runs are also booked
for Dayton, Cincinnati, Toledo,
Louisville, and other large cities.

That "School Days" is a busi-

ness-getter is apparently the be-
lief of exhibitors in general, for

the State rights department of

this journal this week received

six different inquiries from theatre

men who sought the names of

local exchanges handling the pic-

ture. The editor of this depart-

ment also received three tele-

grams from exhibitors in Mem-
phis, Salt Lake City and Minne-
apolis who sought detail infor-

mation concerning the produc-
tion.

Joe Plunkett when seen by a

representative of the Moving
Picture World, went into detail

concerning his plans for presen-
tation of the picture. Mr. Plun-

kett, as keen a showman as there

is in this country, is preparing a

prologue that, in the opinion of

the writer, will be the talk of that

main stem of showdom, Broad-

Merit Distributing
M. J. Mintz, director of sales of

the Synchronized Scenario Music

. Company, announces that negotia-

tions have been concluded whereby

the Merit Film Corporation. 130

West Forty-sixth street. New York
City, has acquired the exclusive dis-

tribution rights of Synchronized

Scenario Music Service in the ter-

ritory comprising New York State

up to and including Albany ; also the

Northern part of New Jersey.

G2ts Big Tie-up
The Warner Brothers feature,

"Ashamed of Parents',' written by
Charles K. Harris and titled by
Eddie Bonns and Louis Marang-
ella, inspired a big commercial

tieup during a run at the Terminal

theatre in Newark, N. J., last

week. The stunt involved a full-

page "ad" section in which local

merchants co-operated by taking

space notifying readers that they

would "never be ashamed of their

parents if the took them" to the

stores mentioned.

way. He is also preparing a
musical program that will tend
to strengthen the already con-
ceded mighty drawing power of*
the picture.

Inquiries were made this week
concerning the plans of the Warn-
ers for Wesley Barry who has
been signed to make two more
pictures for that firm. The
pictures are "From Rags to Rich-
es" and "Little Heroes of the

Street," both well known melo-
dramas. William Nigh will prob-
ably direct both pictures. "School
Days" was given its Pennsylvania
premier at the Third Street

Theatre, Easton, Pa., on Jan. 9,

and staged with a school pro-
logue in which local talent was
used, it proved a record breaker,
Harry Warner and Harry Rapf
and Eddie Bonns attended the

premier.

Between You and Me

THE Fred Beauvais picture, "The Lonely Trail," was not booked into

Shubert's 44th Street Theatre in New York recently by a State rights

firm. As a matter of fact the film was virtually turned over to Jules

Hurtig, of the theatrical firm of Hurtig & Seamon, who produce burlesque

and legitimate shows. It was Mr. Hurtig who secured the Shubert

Iwoking. So far as the State rights market is concerned the picture is

not even existing, for it is a foregone conclusion that exhibitors of the

country will not use such a film. However, Hurtig will in all probability

show the picture in conjunction with his burlesque shows, which are ever

ready to grab something along the lines of "The Lonely Trail."

NANCY DEAVER
Playing opposite to Wilfred Lytell
in Oscar Appel production, "The
Wolfs Fang." Released by Pro-

ducers' Security Corporation

Two directors who have not turned out anything worthwhile for four

years but who still manage to promenade along the White Way in duke

fashion, are trying to interest outside money in a production proposition,

i)ffertng to star the daughters of two prospects. It's never occurred to

these gentlemen that the days when such a stunt made an impression have

long passed away.

Warner's Broadway theatre project is one of the biggest things

attempted by an independent concern. It is indeed a big thing for the

State rights distributor who has been crying for such a house for the

past three years. Five well-known distributors already have offered to

invest money in the proposition, but the Warners are not seeking outside

money.

Ruppert and Huston, owners of the N-ew York American League
Baseball Club, are interested, according to a reliable report, in a State

rights production venture starring a notable star. The company is said

to have been formed and the star is known, but her identity will be

disclosed as soon as certain incidental details have been satisfactorily

gone over.

Many Pictures

on Arrow Card
for Next Month

Arrow Film Corporation this
week announces the completion
and titles of a number of new re-
leases. The next Eddie Lyons'
comedy will be "My Mistake," a
two-reeler. Jack Hoxie, whose
popularity as Western star is in-

creasing daily and whose pictures
seem to be in unusually big de-
mand, will appear in "Desert's
Crucible," directed by Roy
Clements. With Hoxie in this
picture also appear Claude Payton
and Mile. Andree Tourneur, a rela-
tive of Maurice Tourneur, the
director.
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger is spar-

ing no effort to hasten the return
of the state rights market to
normalcy and is furnishing the
field with subjects, which, in his

belief, should reap a harvest for
the exhibitor at the box office.

Joe Plunkett, managing director of the Strand Theatre in New York,

is perhaps the most enthusiastic big house booster of State rights

pictures in New York. Joe never misses a good State rights bet and is

always happy to look at any picture a distributor feels is consistent with

the caliber of productions shown at the Strand. Last week Joe booked
"School Days." with Wesley Barry, the Warner Brothers' Harry Rapf
production, for a showing at that house during the week of January 23:

Burma Film Company, of Rangoon, Burma, has three features,

"Manug a Village Maiden," "Love and Liquor," and "Taintalone," ready

for distribution and writes to this office seeking the names of American
independent distributors desirous of handling the productions.

Envoy Increase Capital

Feature Film
Ltd. Purchases

It was inadvertently stated in

this section last week that Famous
Players Lasky Corporation had ac-

quired the Australasian rights to

the Broadway comedies distributed

l)y Arrow Film Corporation. As a
matter of fact Famous Players
bought them for Feature Films,

Inc., of Australasia, which will look
after the distribution of the pictures

in that territory.

In order to expand its activities

in the independent field, Envoy
Pictures Corporation this week
announced an increase in its capi-

talization from $800,000 to $3,000,-

000. Under its enlarged program
Envoy will cover the entire field

nf motion picture entertainment.
Throueh a subsidiary company it

will release a number of German

spectacles, as well as a number of
other features. It will also handle
a series of Harry Williams
comedy dramas and illustrated

cartoons by "Bugs" Baer.
The officers of the corporation

are: President, Otto Kloth : Vice
President, C. H. Ferrell ; Treas-
urer, George Rudolph, and Secre-
tary. M. Kloth.

Exceptional

Stars Meet
Chic Sale, who is featured in

"His Nibs," and Otis Skinner, who
is to star in "Mister Antonio,"
both exceptional Pictures Cor-
poration features, met in Indian-
apolis, last week. Both were
booked in that citv.
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In the Independent^Field

Probable Gross of ''Ten Nights''

Fixed at Three Millions by Arrow
Arrow Film Corporation this

week made public its estimate on
the amount its officials expect the

L. Case Russell screen version of

"Ten Nights in a Barroom" will

gross in theatres of this country.
The estimate is based on terri-

torial grosses fixed by trained and
experienced showmen.
One of those who is skilled in

picture values and who is also in

exploitation, is said to have given
his deliberate opinion that this

year "Ten Nights in a Barroom"
may at least gross $3,000,000.

Conservative listhtwle

This is said by Arrow to be a

conservative estimate and will

probably be exceeded. It is diffi-

cult to restrain encomiums when
writing about the extraordinary
success of "Ten Nights in a Bar-
room," said the Arrow publicity

purveyor in issuing the statement.
All this is in favor of the State

Right method of distribution and
exploitation and incidentally an
independent production. All these
elements are combined to pro-
duce this remarkable success
which has not been duplicated by
the program method nor probably
can be because the fundamental
elements of success are lacking.

Trade Is Cleaning House—Kosch
'triririck iftrtrk'k •k'kk'k^ kk'kirk kk'tck^

Newsy Observations of the Trade

THE entire trade is discussing thousands of dollars. Many worth-
the aggressive action of the In- less checks have been given by per-

dependent Producers and Distrib- .sons who knew at the time they

utors .^Association in ridding the .submitted them that they were not

State rights field of dishonest and worth the paper on which they were
crooked operatives and at the same written. We will spare no effort to

time deal a death blow to "film sec that these persons either make
piracy." Harry Kosch, the I. P. good their checks or suffer the

1). .\. attorney, is a fighter and can consequences.

l)c dependent upon to fulfill the im-

portant duties placed on his shoul- "We have been too lenient, and
ders. The editor of this depart- because of that fact we have blind-

ment interviewed Mr. Kosch in New ed ourselves to an evil that should

York the other day and was strong- have been eliminated years ago.

ly impressed by the enthusiasm dis- But it isn't too late. No, sir; this

played by this enterprising attorney, is the opportune time to clean house
and we are determined to sec that

"The time for definite and drastic these crooks get their walking

action has come," he started off. papers and keep movmg au^y trom

"We have permitted these crooked progressive mdustry. This is a

individuals to operate altogether too Penod of ';econ_sti-uchon.^

long. The trouble has been that " *'

"

some of us have trusted too much
even after we had been victimized.

There are claims against these per-

sons aggregating sums of many

dustry is undergoing constructive

changes and what better time is

there than the present to right ex-
isting wrong?

Carewe, Fineman, Zeldman
and Schrock Leave to Start

Production on First Picture
Edwin Carewe, one of the best Up Barnes," which is contrary to

known directors, left on Satur- the usual method of only state
^j^^„a„ ^,„^„ a,^ ^v-<jp^.o.....6

day for the Coast in company righting pictures that have been
\vjth"^the 'i"'p^'d^''a

'

in seefng^th^^
with B. F. Fineman, Benny Zeid- rejected by national distributors,

j„stjj.p (jone

"

man and Raymond Schrock, rather than making pictures spe-

"There is not a single reliable ex-
change in this country that does not
agree with our association that this

clean-up is absolutely necessary.

The presence of these crooked deal-

ers jeopardize other exchanges in

their territory ; their illegitimate

activities have the tendency of dis-

couraging patronage of the State

rights exchanges. For that reason

—but that is only one of the many
—the exchangemen are co-operating

preparatory to the production of cially for the independent ex-

the initial feature this syndicate changes.
will make under the firm name of In securing the services of Mr.
Edwin Carewe Pictures Corpora- Carewe and giving the corpora-

tion, which was incorporated last tion his name, which is so well

week under the laws of the State known to the motion picture

of New York. The first story world, the officers of the company
will feature a blizzard. Mr. feel they have greatly added to

Schrock, who wrote the scenario the name and strength of inde-

for "Burn 'Em Up Barnes,' the pendent producers. Mr. Carewe
initial Johnny Hines' production, needs no introduction in the pic-

will furnish the scenario. Aflfi- ture world. His reputation as a

Hated Distributors, Inc., of which producer of First National and

C. C. Burr is president, will state Metro productions is well known,
right the productions, which will

Mr. Kosch is right in his state-

ment concerning the attitude of lo-

cal exchanges. Many of them al-

ready have written this office com-
mending the action of the I. P. D.
.\. and offering their services in

running down the disreputable op-

eratives. Exhibitors throughout the

country accept the movement as a

timely one and a public demonstra-
tion from the trade in general that

the interests of the theatre man
shall at all times be protected.

be received with wide open arms
by the trade in general, for Mr.
Carewe has to his list a long string

of succefses and is a thorough show-

Edwin Carewe Pictures Corpo-

"Exhibitors, producers and dis-

tributors in general seem to be of

the opinion that the coming year

will see the film industry back to a

state of normalcy. Everybody ap-

pears to feel that way, but not

Hoxie Popular
in West Indies

Jack Hoxie, the Arrow cowboy
star, for whose pictures there

ration is an independent concern, seems to be an international de- everybody is making an effort to

having as its officers, B. F. Fine- mand, is reported to be one of bring about the needed readjust-

man president; Benny Zeidman, the most popular screen stars in ment." So said David G. Fischer,

vice president; Charles C. Burr, Cuba. His pictures are featured who this week announced the for-

secretary. and William Lackey, at the Imperial Theatre in Ha- niation of the Regal-Fischer Corpo-

treasurer Its purpose is to pro- vana, the premier motion picture ration which will handle State

duce only high class films to be house in the West Indies. The ri.dits pictures. In voicing his

made for state right buyers. This West Indies exhibitors are seek- opinion, Mr. Fischer is putting

will follow out the policy of Mr. ing a personal appearances of down in plain words precisely what

Burrinaguared with "Burn 'Em Hoxie. a few distributors are doing.

State Rights

Coast Gossip

tfol Lesser has acquired the screen
IModuclion rights lo "The Prince and
the Pauper," "buster Brown" and
Just David" for Jackie Coogan.

According to reports heard in local
circles, "The Jungle Goddess," whicb
I'ol. William N. Sellg is completing for
K.\[)ort & Import Film Company ol New
Vorlv. will be the last animal serial
that producer will make. It is reported
that he will dispose of the Selig too
and devote all his time to feature pro-
duction.

Carmen Arselle has been engaged to
play opposite Oick Hatton In the
Prairie production, "Four Hearts,"
which Western Pictures Exploitation
will State right.

Kay Rockett is authority for the an-
nouncement that Kockett brothers will
start production on their next Inde-
pendent release this week. A story haa
been acquired, but no title selected as
yet.

Production on the next Clara Kim-
ball Young independent production.
"The Modern Madonna," is in its eighth
week at the Garson studio. Arthur
Edeson Is photographing while Harry
Garson is directing. Sada Cowan wrote
the story.

Lon Chaney arrived late last week
from New York where he closed a. dis-
tribution deal with National Exchanges
for the Co-Operative Producers, who
recently incorporated for $250,000. F.
H. Croghan and David Hartford are
president and vice-president, respect-
ively, for this firm.

Production on the Edwin Carewe
Northwest features that C. C. Burr of
Affiliated Distribtuors will State right
will be made bere and not in the East,
as was originally planned. Bernle
Fineman and Bennie Zeidman are in-
terested in this project, according to
reports beard here. Casting will be
done here. The first production Is ex-
pected to be released In time for re-
lease on March ].

News of the disposal of the distribu-
tion rights to "Where Is My Wondering
Boy" to Equity Pictures Corporation
by Bernie Fineman and Bennie Zeld-
man was hailed here with considerable
enthusiasm. Both Fineman and Zeld-
man are exceedingly popular In film-
dom, and the general impression is

that they could not have closed a bet-
ter deal than that reported here.

Since his arrival from New York
Harry Wilson, the enterprising public
director for Sol Leaser's enterprises,
has been considerable of a busy man.
Lesser has extensive plans under way
for the coming season for the produc-
tion of independent productions.

TIs rumored here that Harry Wilson
has threatened to commit hari kari If
his bosses send him to New York again.

Sacred Films, Inc.. Burbank. Cal.. afe
rushing production on the Bible series,
and Larry Welngarten is expected to be
sent to New York late in February with
some of the recently completed episodes,
which are t>elDg released at the rate
of one a week.

Next Hallroom
"From Soup to Nuts ' is the title

that has been given the newest of

the Percy and Ferdie Hallroom
Comedies. The picture was for-

warded this week by the producer,

Harry Cohn, from the West Coast
producing centre to the New York
offices of Hallroom Boys Photo-
plays, Inc., for release through Fed-
erated Film Exchanges of .Amer-

ica, Inc.
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Buffalo
The operating arrangement under

which the Shea Amusement Com-
pany and the Elmwood Theatre
Company have been working for sev-

eral weeks will terminate January
21, when the Elmwood will go back
to its old policy of second run, double

feature programs with the opera-

tion of the house again under the

exclusive direction of the Elmwood
company. It is said that Elmwood
patrons did not like being able to

go to only one theatre—the Hippo-
drome. Elmwood and North Park
were showing the same feature day
and date. Patrons also complained
of the elimination of the double fea-

ture programs and the mailing list,

and they did not approve of only

two changes a week. The Shea com-
pany has been booking all the Elm-
wood attractions and it is understood
that the arrangement called for a SO-

SO split on the receipts of the North
Park and the Elmwood.

* * *

H. C. Bissell of the Vitagraph
sales force, has resigned to accept a

similar position with the Buffalo

Wid Gunning, Inc., exchange in the

Grand & Warner office. Mr. Bissell

has been succeeded at Vitagraph by
Harry D'.<on, who has been manag-
ing the Central Park and Star Thea-
tres for the General Theatres Cor-
poratii/U. Billy West has succeded
Mr. Dixon at the Central Park and
Star.

* * *

The Buffalo exchange of Screen
Attractions, Inc., of which Charles
P. Saunders was head, has been

closed. It is understood that Mr
Saunders has gone to Rochester to

engage in business.

it * If

Kahn Week will be observed at

the Metro exchange the week of
March 26. Manager Henry W.
Kahn announces that the office re-

ceived second prize in the Metro
Week contest.

* * *

Phil Smith, who has been repre-

senting Universal in the Syracuse
district, has resigned. It is under-
stood that he will manage the Seson-
ski houses in Oswego.

* *

George Roberts, manager of the

Lyceum, Elmira, will re-open the

house in March with a "tab" show
and has booked Harold Lloyd com-
edies and Pathe short subjects.

* * *

• Si Rtmce, former Buffalonian and
now of Boston, was in town last

week conferring with Tom Downey,
manager of the Savoy, which Mr.
Bunce owns.

*

John F. McDonald, owner of the

Orpheum Theatre, Niagara Falls,

was a visitor along Film Row last

week. The Orpheum, which was
formerly managed by J. C. Berkey,
has been closed for several weeks.
Mr. McDonald .vili open the theatre
himself and is now seeking a man-
ager.

* * *

E. R. McCaffrey, of the Fox sales

staff, has returned to the home office

and has been succeeded in Buffalo
by F. Brooks, who will cover the

Rochester district.

* * *

G. F. Goulding, former manager
of the Cayuga Theatre in Auburn,
will manage the new Eastman mil-

lion dollar theatre in Rochester, it

is reported in Buffalo, where Mr.
Goulding has been seeking film ser-

vice for the new house.

Kansas City
Several of Kansas City's subur-

ban theatres have lowered admission
prices. The theatres which asked 11

and 17 cents have dropped the war
tax. A few of the houses charging
IS and 2S cents have lowered admis-
sion prices. Among the theatres

which have lowered their admissions
are the Apollo, Lin wood, Alamo,
Summitt, Ellsworth and Gillham.

* * *

W. E. Truog, manager of the

local Goldwyn offices, was elected

secretary of the Film Board of
Trade at the last meeting. He suc-

ceeds Roy Young, resigned.
* * *

The Broadway Music Company
has filed suit against Morton Van
Praag, president of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of Kansas, and
owner of the Art Theatre in Kansas
City, Kan

,
charging him with a

violation of the copywright law by
playing a popular song without the

publisher's permission. This is the

first suit of its kind ever filed in

Kansas. Mr. Van Praag contends
that under the Kansas law all the-

atres in the state are immune from
paying a tax on music played or

sung in their theatres.
* * *

Out-of-town visitors the past

week have been : T. D. Hughes,
Heavner, Okla. ; C. P. Hunt, of the

Rex Theatre at Higginsville, Mo.

;

Messrs. Sears and Jones, McPher-
son and Brookfield ; W. H. Wever,
of the Echo Theatre, Great Rend,
Kan. ; T. C. Goodnight, Lyric The-
atre, Holden, Mo. ; G. L. Rugg of

the Eureka Theatre at Weston, Mo.,
and Lloyd Ware of the Varsity
Theatre at Lawrence, Kan.

Chicago
The motion picture theatre man-

agers of Chicago gave a testimonial

luncheon last Tuesday to Robert
Levy, at the Illinois Athletic Club.

Mr. Levy, or "Bob" as he is famil-

iarly known, has just been appointed

by President Harding as United

States Marshal of the Northern
District, with headquarters in Chi-

cago. It is the first time that the

motion picture business has been

honored to such an extent in this

section of the country. The lunch-

eon was arranged by Peter J.

Schaefer, who acted as toastmaster,

and, in behalf of the gentlemen
[jrosent, presented Mr. Levy with a

solid gold star, in the center of which
rests a fine four carat diamond
.'Kmong those present at the luncheon

were Nathan Ascher, Henry Schoen-

stadt, Morris Choynski, Jack Miller,

Joseph L. Friedman, Max and Harry
Ascher, Adolph Linick. Andrew
Karzas. Arthur Schoenstadt, Lub-
liner & Trinz, Frank & Fred
Schaefer, Sid Selig, Charles Bugg,
I. Berkson, Marks & Goodman, Lud-
wig, Schindler, Sig Faller, Bedell &
Ashman, Norman E. Feild, Ralph T.

Kettering, George Moore, Jack
Rurch, Emil Mayer, Louis J. Jones,

Sam Abrahams, A. Newell and
Teter & Foster.

* * *

A questionnaire sent out by H. W.
Given, Chicago manager of Famous

Danger of a tie-up of
moving picture theatres was
averted last week when of-

ficials of the Motion Picture
Operators Union signed a
new agreement with the Al-
lied Amusements Associa-
tion and the Motion Picture
Theater Owners Association.
The union had asked for a
15 per cent, increase in
wages. At a series of meet-
ings the committee appoint-
ed by the two exhibitor or-
ganizations refused to con-
sider the raise, being backed
up by the claim of the ex-
hibitors that 95 per cent, of
the smaller houses in Chi-
cago would be forced to

close if more money must
be paid the operators. The
committee sought to make
a reduction in the opera-
tors' wages, and after two
months' deliberation a com-
promise was agreed upon
whereby the scale would re-

main the same as the 1921
rate.

Players-Lasky Corporation to cover
3,000 exhibitors in Illinois, Wiscon-
sin, Iowa, Indiana and Michigan,
relative to local business conditions,

has elicited hundreds of replies in

which the outlook is cited as "very
good."
As a follow-up of the question-

naire, Mr. Given plans to hold a
Paramount Business Conference in

the near future, to discuss general

business conditions. Prominent
bankers, business men and exhibitors

will be invited to attend and ad-

dresses will be made by leading
men in all lines of business. No at-

tempt will be made to "boost" or sell

Paramount, or any other pictures,

at this conference.

* * *

A cablegram received from Mr.
and Mrs. Aaron Jones, aboard the

.Adriatic, stated that they were thor-

oughly enjoying the'r fourth day at

sea, finding the weather ideal. They
are on their way to Egypt.

St. Louis
General contractors have been

asked for estimates on the new
Marcus Lowe State Theatre to
be erected at Eighth street and
Washington avenue on ground
acquired through the Mercantile
Trust Company. As planned the
structure will cost upwards of
$1,500,000. R. King Kaufman,
vice president of the trust com-
pany, who holds a similar position
with the Loew Theatre Company,
sent out the inquirv for estimates.
If the prices are right the struc-
ture will be pushed forward so it

may be open at the beginning of
the 1922-23 theatrical season.
Marcus Loew was in St. Louis a

few weeks ago. At that time he
said construction costs would

have to come down before he
would think of erecting the State.

* * *

Barney Rosenthal, Universal
manager, and several prominent
local and near-by film men went
to New York to witness the pre-
sentation of Universal's "Foolish
Wives."

* * *

Sol J. Hankin has joined the sales

organization of Exhibitors Direct
Service Exchange. He formerly
was president and manager of Fine
Arts Picture Corporation. O. F.
Lessing, late with Realart, is new
ofl^ce man for Exhibitors Direct
Service.

* * *

Jack Weil of Goldwyn suffered an
attack of lumbago last week and
was home a day or so, but has en-
tirely recovered and is as peppery
as ever.

* 1(

J. Strehline, who recently pur-
chased the house at Sikeston, Mo.,
has taken a Goldwyn franchise. He
also left a generous contract with
Chalet of United Artists.

* * *

Callers of the week included : Guy
Snow of Fulton, Ky. ; Luttrell of
the Majestic, Jacksonville, III.

; Jim
Reilly of Alton and Mrs. Dewey
Michaels of Kirksville, Mo.

* * *

Everett Gardner plans to re-open
the Lyric Theatre, Mounds, 111.,

which he recently purchased from
J Koury.

* * *

Joseph Desberger, First National,
attended the opening of the Illinois

Theatre, Centralia, 111., January 16.

In a recent trip to Hannibal, Mo., he
sold a First National franchise to
the new Orpheum Theatre there,
which will open about February 10.

Pittsburgh
The Bembo Community Club has

opened a picture house at Bemb'o,
Pa. It has 220 seats. J. I. Shearin
is the manager. The house will be
open two nights a week.

* 4> *

J. H. Musgat, former manager of
the Majestic Theatre, Butler, Pa.,
has resigned his position to accept a
similar one for Peter Grillo at the
New Butler Theatre.

* *

The firm of Orban & Ezzi, oper-
ating the Savoy at Hooversville, Pa.,
has been dissolved. Frank Orban
having bought out Tony Ezzi.

* * *

The Lyrin and Star at Donora,
Pa., have reduced their admission
prices from 10 and 15 cents to 5 and
10 cents.

* * *

The picture house at Lumberport,
W. Va., and the Lyric at Farming-
ton, W. Va., have closed indefinitely.

* * *

Captain McClelland, well-known
figure along Pittsburgh's film row,
is seriously ill at his home on the
North Side.

* * 4i

W. C. Bachmcyer, district man-
ager for Metro, spent a few days
with Manager Atkinson of the local
branch recently.
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Canada
The Independent and United

Amusements, of Montreal, operat-

ing five picture theatres in Montreal,

will shortly open a sixth theatre in

that city, according to an official

announcement by Ernest Cousins,

president. This will be a brand new
theatre called the Plaza. The com-
pany now controls the Strand, Re-
gent, Belmont, Papineau and Moulin
Rouge. Two of these, the Belmont
and Papineau, were completed with-

in the past year or so.

* *

The Holman Theatre, Montreal,

leased and operated for a number of

years by the Canadian Universal

Film Company, Ltd., has passed out
of existence insofar as name and
control are concerned, the theatre

having been secured by John T.

Fiddes, a pioneer exhibitor, who has
re-named it the System Theatre. He
reduced the price scale, making the

general admission for afternoon
shows IS cents and the evening
prices 15 and 25 cents. He also

adopted the policy of four changes
weekly. Fiddes claims to have pre-

sented the first prologue with a film

feature anywhere on the North
American continent when he staged

such a number at the Strand The-
atre in Winnipeg in 1911.

* * *

From Canada comes the interest-

ing news that the Alberta Board of

Moving Picture Censors has passed
"Passion," the German film produc-
tion in which Pola Negri was
starred, after the title had been
changed to "The Passion to Win." It

is understood that the Alberta board
selected this name but the reason
for doing so is not obvious. Inci-

dentally, the board also made a few
minor eliminations in the final mob
scenes.

* *

There is yet possibility of trouble

in Montreal over the question of
Sunday shows, which are officially

tolerated by the civic administration

although the staging of a theatrical

performance or show on Sunday is

banned by the Lord's Day Act, a
federal law aflfecting all Canada.
The point of trouble is that Harold
Hevias. lessee of the Orpheum The-
atre, which is presenting burlesque,
is dissatisfied because the city offi-

cials decided to permit all types of
stage or film performances, with the

exception of burlesque, to be offered

on Sundays. He points out that the
other theatre managers have done
nothing to compensate him for the

loss of Sunday shows and he has
drawn attention tn the fact that all

other Sunday performances in Mon-
treal are illegal under the Canadian
law. He believes that the other
managers should make it possible

for him to stage vaudeville and film

attractions on Sundavs.

was at its lowest ebb, the night on
which grocery store products were
given away to the holders of the

lucky numbers the theatre was sure

to be packed, and the practise pulled

the exhibitors through w'hat was
otherwise a very poor season.

When the city authorities, how-
ever, ordered it stopped the exhibi-

tors did not wish to fight them but
the Northwest Producers Associa-
tion persuaded one exhibitor to get

out an injunction while they took it

up in the courts, .'^t a meeting just

after the injunction was granted the

neighborhood theatre managers
agreed that it would be better pol-

icy for them to discontinue the

"Country Store" nights immediate-
ly. As a result there is full har-

mony between city authorities and
theatre managers.

*• * *

The United Artists' Corporation,

through Charles Harden, North-
west manager, filed suit in Superior

court on January 3 for $304 in pay-

ment for a print of "The Nut,"

which was lost in transportation be-

tween Tacoma and Seattle. Suit

was filed against the Puget Sound
Electric Railway. The film was
lost on June 12 last.

interests are in the field for the pur-

chase of the Rivoli and the Toledo
theatres, but Mr. Sairbiar denies that

either of the theatres are for sale.

It is the intention of the Keith

interests if they secure the new
property to change the Keith vaude-
ville from the present Keith house
to the Rivoli and to play the Klaw
& Erlanger and Schubert big attrac-

tions at the old Keith house.

The Toledo Theatre would remain
as a stock house.

* * *

Through the courtesy of H. C.

Horater, manager director of the

Pantheon Theatre a special screen-

ing of "The Silent Call" was given
Saturday morning for the benefit of
St. Ursula's Scholarship Associa-
tion.

established offices at 1237 Vine
street, where he will represent out-
of-town exhibitors.

Baltimore
The Consolidated Engineering

Company has been awarded the con-

tract to build the Metropolitan Thea-
tre at Pennsylvania and North ave-

nues and work will be started im-

mediately. The five buildings now
on the site will be razed. Septem-
ber 1 is the date set for the opening.

The seating capacity will be 1.500.

The Metropolitan Theatre Company,
of which Dr. F. W. Schanze is

president, is back of the project.

* * *

Joseph Rabinovich, owner of the

Comedy Theatre, 412 East Baltimore

street, and Harvey Malone, a film

aecnt nf Baltimore, were each fined

$25 and costs by Magistrate Stan-

ford in the Central Police Court on
January 16. The charge against Mr.
Rabinovich was that he had ex-

hibited a film entitled "Hell's

Hinges," without it having passed

examination by the Maryland Censor
Board, while Mr. Malone was charg-
ed with having rented a film to Mr.
Rabinovich which was not cen.sore<l.

* * *

The number of objectionable

scenes in moving pictures which
comes before the Maryland Censor
Board for examination, is steadily

diminishing, according to Miss Marie
Presstman, one of the censors, who
spoke before a meeting of the Wom-
an's Civic League of Baltimore on
January 11. Out of 300 cases in-

vestigated by the board only six

"violations" were found.

Philadelphia
Fred. D. and Maurice E. Felt,

managers and directors of the Ald-
ine Theatre, have engaged as guest
conductor Signor Guiseppe Crea-
tore, the composer and orchestra

leader, for the week of January 30.

* * *

D. W. Griffith, accompanied by
Misses Dorothy and Lillian Gish,

has arrived in Philadelphia for the

opening night of "Orphans of the

Storm" at the Forrest Theatre,

January 18.
* * *

Harry Ertel, formerly of the R-C,
has joined the De Luxe forces and
is now on the road with "Ten
Nights in a Bar-Room."

* * *

S. E. Applegate, of Pathe, is now
with the United Artists. M. E.

Milligan. Metro, will represent
R-C in the future. John Gill, form-
erly of Realart, takes over the city

territory for the Vitagraph. J. W.
Pierce, formerly of Vitagraph, has

Florida
Children's matinees will be intro-

duced in Tampa, Fla., on January
21 at the Victory Theatre, it was
decided by the Consolidated Amuse-
ment Company, after a conference
with leading club women. Arrange-
ments were made by C. D. Cooley,
general manager, for an interesting

opening program, with addresses by
leading educators. The perform-
ances will be at 10 o'clock every
Saturday morning and will last an
hour and a half.

Con.solidation of the four leading
picture theatres in Orlando, Fla., has
been effected and will, it is said,

bring an end to a warm theatrical

war which has been in progress be-
tween different interests for some
time. The Orlando, Beacham. Phil-
lips and Lucerne are the houses
affected. The Beacham will show
super-productions and Keith vaude-
ville. The Grand will be closed for

repairs temporarily.

Nebraska
R. B. Thomas, who owns the

I'Lmpress Theatre in I'rcmont, has
just bought the Community Thea-
tre in David City.

* * *

Tennis Johnson, who owns the big

general store and the Auditorium
Theatre in Holdredge, has just join-

ed in the firm of Taylor and John-
son and taken over the Crescent
Theatre in Holdredge.

*

R. S. Ballantine. formerly man-
ager of the Moon Theatre in Omaha,
is an exhibitor himself now, and is

making a success in the Auditorium
Theatre, Norfolk.

Opportune Snow Fall Assists

in Production of "The Storm"

Washington State
That picture theatres may not

sell numbered theatre tickets which
entitle the holder to a chance on a

prize was a decision handed down
by the Washington State Supreme
Court on January 11. The action

was instituted by the Northwest
Producers Association, members of
which have been furnishing the

prizes for "Country Store" ni.ghts

at neighborhood houses of Seattle.

During last summer, when business

Toledo
There is a persistent nunor in

theatrical circles here that the

Keith interests are negotiating with

the directors of the Rivoli for the

purchase of the entire Rivoli block,

which includes the Rivoli and Toledo
Theatres. The deal is a three mil-

lion dollar one.

J. J. Mnrdock, general manager
of the Keith circuit, was here two
weeks ago at the same time that

Mr. Sairbair. Indianapolis, president
of the Rivoli Co., was in Toledo.

Mr. Miirdock admits that the Keith

A few months ago a Jewel com-
pany went into Oregon to get snow
stuff for "Conflict." Owing to the

placid nature of the weather god
they stayed two weeks without get-

ting what they went for. The ex-
perience of another Jewel company
was quite different. When Uni-
versal bought "The Storm," the

Langdon MacCormac k-George
Broadhurst play which created sucli

a sensation for its mechanical stage

effects, it was planned to make the

moving picture many times more
thrilling. For this reason, virtually

the entire company, twenty-two
men and one woman were sent to

Great Bear, which at this time of

the year is a snow-bound valley in

deep mountains. The company con-

sisted of Reginald Barker, the noted

director; House Peters. Virginia

\ alii, Josef Swickard. Matt Moore,
Frank Laiming, Louis Rivera and
I alio Encinas. The expedition was
in charge of Jack Voshcll, unit pro-

duction manager : Rowland Rush-
ton and Robert Webb, assistant di-

rectors; Dr. Joos, medical officer;

property master, Perry Hilburn

;

c^Mueramen, Friend F. Baker and
H.iward Hunt.

It was difficult getting into the

valley, but the snow stuff was so

exceptional that they felt well re-

l)ai(l in spending a longer time

than they had anticipated. On Fri-

day night when they were ready to

start back another tremendous snow
storm blocked the treacherous

mountain pass through which they

had entered and which was now a

twisting avenue of gigantic snow
drifts and jagged, bared rocky

promontories through which it was
utterly impossible for the impris-

oned company to break its way to

civilization. With only enough pro-

vision to last a week already they

were beginning to feel the pinch of

hunger, when the first truck of a

relief train sent from Universal

City broke through the pass.

Irving Thalberg realized that

drastic measures must be taken to

rescue the imprisoned company and

sent chief electrical engineer with

a ten-ton generator truck with pro-

visions and shovelling apparatus

and ten men to break through into

Big Bear.

Harry D. Brown, electrical en-

gineer in charge of the relief ex-

pedition, made his rescue through

Cajon Pass, through the worst

stretch of road possible to imagine,

working his ten men in three shifts

for an entire day before he could

make the terrific grade and break

through.
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Sc»)EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Edward L. Hyman Suggests Selections

for Washington and Lincoln Festivals
FEBRUARY offers two national holidays,

one of them generally accounted the best

holiday of the year from the theatrical

point of view, for it is too cold for outdoor

events and it is not a home occasion. Washing-
ton's Birthday should be made a big event, and
if possible both occasions should be marked by
some departure from the usual program. In

some sections it will be possible to get the

co-operation of the schools, and everywhere it

will be possible to persuade some well known
man to make a brief address.

Use flags, bunting and portraits in front of
the house, and carry the decorative scheme
inside.

A drawing contest, the subject to be Wash-
ington or Lincoln, compositions and recitations

can all be arranged for and will help to create
interest. For musical selections, Edward L.
Hyman, of the Mark-Strand Theatre, Brook-
lyn, contributes a list of appropriate selections

and adds comment on a few simple tableaux,
which will save a lot of trouble and thinking.
Mr. Hyman's list follows:

Edward L. Hyman's Suggestions for Patriotic
Programs Appropriate for Week of Lincoln

or Washington's Birthday
OVERTURES

AMERICA—Overture of national airs intro-
ducing "Hail Columbia," "Home Sweet

A Prince There Was
Has a Simple Lobby

For "A Prince There Was," Walter Lindlar,
of the Paramount exploitation staff, offers a
novelty idea for the box office, requiring very
little building and involving no greater cost
than is comprehended in the cost of one 24-
sheet, two sixes and a three, together with some
wrapping paper and a bucket of paste.
The top of the 24-sheet supplied this banner,

and the sidewalk cutouts are from the six
sheets. The head over the box office window
is from the three sheet and is the same child
face shown on the sixes.

The box office is built in with any material you
may have on hand. If you have never built a
false box office, make a simple frame and cover
it with wrapping paper, but if you have any
board construction, cover that.
A few days before the showing announce

that you will give a ticket to the matinee per-
formance to any person bringing in a picture
of Tom Mcighan obtained from any source.
These may be from the fan magazines, from
your own advertisements, from news pictures
or anything else.

These are pasted on the box office structure
until the front, at least, is covered. Probably
you will have a sufficient number to cover the
entire structure and perhaps carry over to the
doors.

A good hook-up would be to persuade the
local paper to run a large cut (free), in the
same issue in which you make your announce-
rnent. The paper will play up the story for
the sake of the extra sales, and give you that
much additional publicity. Or loan cuts to
merchants for throwaways.
The basic idea is to sell Meighan, while the

cutouts sell the winning youngster who works
with him in this picture.

Home," "Red, White and Blue," "Yankee
Doodle," "Star Spangled Banner," "Marching
Through Georgia," "America," and "Dixie
Land" Tobani

AMERICA FOREVER— Grand American
Fantasia Tobani

AMERICAN BATTLE SCENE—Grand real-

istic Tone picture Tobani
AMERICAN NATIONAL MELODIES—
"The Girl I Left Behind Me," "Glory, Glory
Hallelujah," "Red, White and Blue," "We
Won't Go Home Till Morning," "Then Carry
Me Back," "Yankee Doodle," "Star Span-
gled Banner" Tobani

DIXIE—Fantasia Bellstedt

DREAMS OF THE SOUTH—Waltz on
Southern melodies : "Tramp, Tramp," "Glory,

Glory Hallelujah," "In the Gloaming," "Dix-
ieland," "Hard Times Come No More,"
"Home Sweet Home," "Swanee River," "Lis-

ten to the Mocking Bird". . . . Ascher & Mahl

THE EVOLUTION OF DIXIE—A Fantasia
depicting the gradual evolution of "Dixie."

Slowly through "The Creation," "Dance
Aboriginal," and "The Minuet," the melody
is developed until there emerges the immortal
"Dixie." This in turn becomes a waltz, and
then ragtime, and at last Grand Opera.. Lake

GEMS OF STEPHEN FOSTER—American
Fantasia

—"Come Where My Love Lies
Dreaming," "Old Dog Tray," "Ring de
Banjo," "My Old Kentucky Home," "Beauti-
ful Dreamer," "Glendy Burk," "Willie, We
Have Missed You," "Nellie Was a Lady,"

"Hard Times Come Again No More," "Old
Folks at Home" Tobani

HURRAH! FOR OLD GLORY—National

Medley March—"Glory, Glory Hallelujah,"

"Old Folks at Home," "Hail Columbia,"
"The Girl I Left Behind Me," "Star Span-
gled Banner" Ascher

MEMORIES OF THE WAR (1861-63)

Medley of American war songs
—"Tramp,

Tramp, Tramp the Boys are Marching,"
"John Brown's Body,'' "Carry Me Back to

Old Virginia," "When Johnnie Comes
Marching Home," "Our Flag is There,"
"Marching Through Georgia," "The Battle

Cry of Freedom," "Massa's in the Cold
Ground," "Arkansas Traveler"—Laurendeau

MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME—Fantasia
(Air Varie) Solo for comet B flat, clarinet

B flat.

OLD BLACK JOE—Grand Fantasia (Solo for

B flat cornet) Losey
OLD FOLKS AT HOME AND IN FOR-
EIGN LANDS—An international transcrip-

tion of the American folk song in the musical

idiom of eight nations Roberts
PLANTATION ECHOES—Medley Overture—"Old Folks at Home," "Dixie" and other

plantation melodies Ross
SONGS FROM THE OLD FOLKS—Grand

selection —• "Marching Through Georgia,"
"Soldier's Farewell," "Mocking Bird," "The
Old Oaken Bucket," "Ben Bolt," "Old Black

Joe," "When You and I Were Young, Mag-
gie," "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp," "Rocked in

the Cradle of the Deep," "Sweet and Low,"
"Maryland, My Maryland," "Just Before the

Battle Mother," "When Johnny Comes
Marching Home,' "Auld Lang Syne".—Lake

SOUNDS FROM THE SUNNY SOUTH—
(On the Old Plantation)—Medley overture

—

f<!ith '

PRI

PARAMOUNl
PICTURES

fHERE >»(AS

WALTER LINDLAR SUGGESTS A SELF-BUILDING LOBBY
All you need for "A Prince There Was" are a 24 sheet, a three and two sixes. The sixes
are sidewalk cutouts and the 24-sheet is the banner. The box office is decorated with

pictures of Meighan cut from fan magazines and brought in by the patrons
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"Silver Shoes," "The Little Ones at Home,"
"Tapioca," "Uncle Ned," "Old Coon,"
"Huckleberry Picnic," "Sweet Hoecake,"
"Dixie" Isenman

SOUTHERN RHAPSODY Hasmer
TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP—American fan-

tasia (solo for B flat cornet, clarinet; trom-

bone or baritone Goldman

TWELVE AMERICAN SONGS—"My Old
Kentucky Home," "Come Where My Love
Lies Dreaming," "Just Before the Battle

Mother," "Nelly Was a Lady," "The Vacant
Chair," "Hard Times Come Again No
More," "Uncle Ned," "Comrades Fill No
Glass for Me," "Listen to the Mocking Bird,"

"The Virginia Rose Bud," "Dearest Mae,"
Old Black Joe" deVille

YANKEE DOODLE Levy

There are several very appropriate animated
cartoons of a patriotic nature that can be run

just before the news reel. This will help round
out the program and will be found very effect-

ive.

Following this, a person with stage experi-

ence and with clear diction, could be used to

advantage in several historic recitations. The
following are suggested:

PATRICK HENRY'S SPEECH.
WASHINGTON'S FAREWELL ADDRESS.
LINCOLN'S GETTYSBURG ADDRESS.
There are several good tabieaus that could

be arranged for this occasion. Following are

several suggestions

:

A GROUP OF G. A. R. MEMBERS IN
FRONT OF A HUGE AMERICAN FLAG.
There is a G. A. R. organization in almost

every city and the members will be only too

glad to cooperate with exhibitors.

TWO SOLDIERS, REPRESENTING
THE NORTH AND SOUTH, SHAKING
HANDS. A flag could also be used here but

two or three prop cannons or a group of shell

torn American and Confederate flags could

also be used.

BETSY ROSS MAKING THE FIRST
FLAG AS SOPRANO SINGS "THE
SWEETEST STORY EVER TOLD."
A GROUP OF AMERICAN SAILORS,

SOLDIERS AND MARINES. Members of

the militia in your city will cooperate here.

THE SPIRIT OF '76. This is a very fine

number. You can use several members of your
orchestra here.

Hyman's Novelties at the Mark-Strand

Strand, Brooklyn.

Making the overture a sort of prologue to

the coming attraction is the newest idea

from Edward L. Hyman, of the Mark-
The overture the week
of January 22 will be

excerpts from Car-
men, and immediately
following the selec-

tion, a trailer will an-
nounce the appearance
of Farrar and Reid in

the two-reel version
of Carmen for the fol-

lowing week. Mr.
Hyman contends that

playing gems from
H. M. S. Pinafore the

week before Harold
Lloyd in "A Sailor

Made Man" was a pro prologue to that

feature, but the connection was not clearly

apparent. This time he makes the direct

connection with a trailer, and the stunt be-

comes more effective. For the overture the

stage will be lighted half red and amber,
with the transparent windows in the set in

EDW. L. HYMAN

a brilliant green.

The second number will be the bird song
from Pagliacci, sung as a concert number,
and this is followed by a production of
"The Gondoliers," with these selections

:

Opening chorus, "On the Day I Was
\\edded," "The Duke of Plaza Toro,"
"Bury-Bury," "A Regular, Royal Queen,"
"Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes," and
"Dance a Ca Churcha." A Venetian set will

be used, with a ballustrade and hanging
lamps and a gondola. Night lighting will

be used with an electric moon and stars.

The Topical Review leads to the prologue
to the feature, Norma Talmadge in "Love's
Redemption," and will be based on two
selections from Finden's Four Indian Love
Lyrics. The first will be "The Temple Bells

Are Ringing," to be followed by "Pale
Hands I Love." The setting will be East
Indian, with set palm trees, and the soprano
and baritone will be dressed as Miss Tal-
made and her leading man.
The comedy, "The Love Egg," will follow,

with Dethier's Intermezzo for the organ
postlude.

QUARTETTE NUMBERS
"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp."
"Dixie."
"Tenting On the Old Camp Ground."
"Glory, Glory Hailelujaii."

"Hail Columbia,"
"Marching Through Georgia."

"For the Freedom of the World."
Numbers for individual soloists can be select-

ed from among the list of overtures. There
are several there that can be used very well.

Three Sheet Frames
on Six Sheet Boards

Charles F. Eggers, of the Lyric Theatre,

McKeesport, Pa., liked the Clive posters pre-

pared by Paramount for "Experience," and he

wanted to use them in the lobby. He had two
corner three sheet boards and sixes back of

those. The sixes were built so that he could

frame the paper in white margin, so there was

room for two ornamental strips which cut the

boards into three sections, each of which held

one three very comfortably.
And as long as he was having them made,

he made them so they could be put on or taken

off with the least trouble, and he can use them
whenever he gets enough of an assortment of
paper to make it worth while.

This seem6 to be a new stunt in the handling

of paper, and it should be welcomed by a lot

of managers who display sixes in their lobby.

They can frame any board to take a pair of
threes. Mr. Eggers got three on each, making
it possible to use six of the set, supplementing
this with a 24-sheet and a lot of other material

Have you read the Forestry Warn-
ing story on Page 379? If you have
not, better turn to that page now
and read it immediately. It is im-
perative that you do so.

THIS ELABORATE COMBINATION LOBBY WAS STAGED AT A COST OF ONLY SIX DOLLARS

But that is because the material was close at liand and the labor cost was not counted in. B. B. Garner, of the Casino Theatre, Lakeland,

Florida, does not mind sitting up all night now and then if he thinks he can help business, and this helped Ben Hampton's "The Mysterious

Rider" to a third more than the usual business. The cutout from the big sheet is tvorked in with small Ar trees
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Swapped Pictures for Dolls

Getting toys for a theatre Christmas tree is

generally a matter of persuading local mer-
chants, but Leon J. Bamberger, Paramounteer
for Minneapolis, saved the merchants for an-
other stunt and got some good advertising for
Paramount at the same time.

The Daily News was planning a Christmas
tree and started a campaign for toys. Bam-
berger came in with the proposition that one of
the Paramount stars would autograph his or
her photograph for anyone who contributed two
or more toys to the collection.

Paper Helped Out

Of course the News had to play up the entire
list of Paramount stars to put over the idea,

and it brought free publicity worth many times
the cost of the prints. The only sufferers were
the stars, who got writers' cramp autographing
the portraits—and Bamberger says that they
really wrote the signatures themselves.

OLD TIME COSTUMES FORMED EFFECTIVE WINDOW DISPLAY
The Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa., made effective use of some old stage wardrobe
to put over this United Artists' attraction to good business in the Wilmer and Vincent

house. Old prints will serve if costumes are unavailable

Old Costumes Served

to Display Disraeli
Getting hold of some stage costumes of the

mid-Victorian period and then making a fuss

about them was the simple means employed by
the Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa., to put

over Disraeli.

The old wardrobe was displayed in the chief

window of the leading dry goods stores and then

the management, backed by the store advertising,

persuaded the papers to make comment upon the

display and contrast the old dressing with the

ultra modern styles.

The result was that the crowds stood before

the window all day long and took away with
them the idea of the costume play. These
were not offered as costumes used in the

production but merely as "Costumes of the

Disraeli period." They served as well and
were more convincing.

Most costumers supply something suitable

and a store will let in such a display where you
could not get in the usual advertising and as

such it is of display value to the store and not

derogatory to the dignity of the concern.

Under an adequate forestry policy

enough trees can be grown on the

NOW WASTE LANDS east of the

Mississippi River to constantly supply

this country's needs and in addition

allow it to develop a big timber ex-

port business. Page 379.

—

A Pro-Prologue
Using advertising matter on the stage for

a coming attraction is not at all new, but
using a production to advertise the coming of
"The Old Nest," was something else again.

Credit it to the Windsor Theatre, Hampton,
la. On the stage was built up an elaborate
miniature model of a farm with the homestead,
the barns, silo, windmill and all the rest. A
road ran between the house and the barn
and down this came a motor truck which ran
up to the doorway of the house. A booster
bulletin board for the Bigger Hampton move-
ment was prominently displayed in the yard
and one sheets for the Goldwyn production
were spotlighted at either side.

This model was lighted with changing eflfects

for several days before the coming of "The
Old Nest" and made a feature of the program,
showing just before the current attraction.

Elaborate Chain Gang
a Broadway Ballyhoo

The chain gang seems to be natural ballyhoo
stunt for "The Right Way," the story written

by Thomas Mott Osborne, the most famous
Warden Sing Sing prison ever had, and pro-
duced by the Producers' Security Corp.
The play had a big week at the Broadway,

New York, recently, and this was in part due
to the parade of the four convicts under guard.
Everyone knows that convicts no longer wear
the striped suits, but the striped suit ' is still

essential to the ballyhoo; just as essentail as it

was thirty odd years ago when they used to

employ precisely the same stunt for "The Black
Flag." The convict ballyhoo was as much a

part of that old drama as the parade for

"Uncle Tom's Cabin." It is still good and
good all over the country. It had Broadway
packed to a standstill while this photograph
was being made and the box office sheet shows
that it built up business.

CONVICTS DREW CROWDS IN A BIG BROADWAY BALLYHOO
B. S. Mos/ Broadway sent out a chain gang with two keepers and a warden to ballyhoo

for "The Right Way," which was written by Thomas Mott Osborne, the famous
penologist, who wrote this story for the Producer^ Security Corporation
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Built a Drawbridge
to Guard Box Office

Possibly the management of the Majestic

Theatre, La Crosse, had heard of the hold-

up at the Capitol Theatre lately. At any rate,

when Fox's "A Connecticut Yankee" played

the house they made the lobby over into a

castle front with the box office walled up with

beaverboard and a drawbridge guarded by two
knights in full armor. There is also a cow-
boy in a plug hat hanging around.

Raise the Bridge

If you copy this design, raise the bridge

from the lobby floor and provide a block and
fall by means of which the bridge can be raised

at non-showing times, lettering the underside

with an advertisement of the attraction. This
bridge looks a little too much like a gang-
plank to be convincing, but the idea is there

and a little elaboration will greatly enhance the

effect.

Carried the Tent Idea

from Sidewalk to Stage
Fred Walton, of the American Theatre,

Bellingham, Wash., took the tent idea for "The
Sheik" and played it to a logical conclusion.

He not only made the tent front, but the

inside of the lobby was the tent interior and
on the stage he showed two prologues with

the tents of the Arabs, the girl ushers acting

as characters.

We do not pay much attention to prologues,

but this is so simple that it may interest others,

and it is within reach of all. The feature was
preceded by the Burton Holmes-Paramount
travelogue on Biskra. The stage was set to

represent a tent interior, simply using the same
material as that employed for the front of
the house. One of the girls faked an Oriental
dance. Then the first half of the travelogue

was run, the screen was taken up and another
usher was seen with "The Sheik;" in this case

a whiskered old reprobate. She played a selec-

tion, the real playing being done by a man off

stage, then the screen was dropped again and
the film ended with the camels crossing the

desert and the feature was put on. It was
simple and decidedly effective, and helped to

bulge the walls for a four-day run.

THIS MANAGER TOOK NO CHANCES ON HOLD-UP MEN
Two knights and a drcnvhridge guarded the approach to the donjon keep or whatezer it

is the box office of the Majestic Theatre, La Crosse,, is made up for. There is also a

cowboy with a plug hat to aid in e.xploiting "A Connecicut Yankee"

Sold on HalfRates
Getting the parents through the child is old

stuff, but if it works the date doesn't matter.

Ed Paull, of the Regent Theatre, Springfield,

O., had "Peck's Bad Boy" for a four day run.

Instead of making one matinee a cut rate show,

he issued coupons good for any child on a ten-

cent admission to any performance. These
coupons were distributed around the schools

and repeated in the paper. The result was that

hundreds of youngsters simply made their par-

ents turn out, and the parents paid the full

price and packed the house at most of the

showings.

Burning Up Barnes
A racing car, locally owned, and excerpts

from the sub-titles, were the selling points used

by William C. Johnson, of the Rialto Theatre,

Columbus, Ga., for "Burn 'Em Up Barnes."

The quotations—with frequent changes

—

were used on slides for two weeks prior to

the coming of the picture. The racing car

had won numerous country fair events and
was well known, so the presence of the car

in the lobby was an attractor. Over the en-

trance door was written "Entrance to the

races" and over the exit stood "Positively no
betting allowed." At odd times the car was
vent out as a perambulator.

HERE ARE THE INS AND OUTS OF THE EXPLOITATION FOR -THE SIIEIK" IN BELLINGHAM, WASHINGTON
This carries the Lindlar lobby to i/.t logical conclusion and shows how thoroughly Fred IValton goes into a stunt -when he likes the idea.

He not only used the tent idea, but he put his staff into more or less Arabic dress. We think that mu.st be the Queen of Sheba standing

in front of the box office and we'll admit that she is some queen. H. C. Eagles, a Paramounteer, helped with the scheme
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HOW A PITTSBURGH MANAGER PUT OVER A COMEDY
The Savoy, a Rou'Iand and Clark theatre, split the banner betiveen the dramatic feature
and the tzvo-reel Educational-Camphell comedy, "The Stork's Mistake," but it gave all

of the lobby display to the two-reeter, realizing its greater Christmas value

Painted on Scrim for
His Moonlight Effect

Because he had run an Oriental atmosphere
picture only the week before, W. E. Drumbar,
of the Riviera Theatre, Noxville, was some-
what up against it for a lobby display for Pola
Negri in First National's "One Arabian Night."
He got something different by painting on a

series of scrim drops, the first carrying tinsel

stars, which glittered very realistically in the
lights. On the backings he painted mosques
and houses. The mosques lack the character-
istic domes of oriental architecture, but they
showed up well and the patrons were not par-
ticular. Cutout windows in the buildings added
to the effect.

An Oriental Orchestra

To back this up, he framed an orchestra of
a musette, a flagolet and tomtoms, keeping the
music down to suggest the sound coming from
a distance. It got over, and was not ear
piercing. The band did rather better than the
scenery to get in the crowds.

It's well to remember that your phonograph
dealer can order Turkish records for you if

you cannot get a band. Give him time to send
out of town for them and tell him just what
you want, and he can supply almost any sort

of music from Chinese to Choctaw. It is not
regularly carried, but he has the lists.

Gave Full Lobby Space
to a Two Reel Comedy

Now and then you discover some manager
who has the courage of his convictions. Just
before Christmas the Rowland and Clark man-
agement in Pittsburgh, figured that a comedy
would pull more people than a drama, so when
they booked "The Stork's Mistake," an Edu-
cational release, into the Savoy, they divided
the banner between the two and the five, but
gave all the rest of the lobby to the two-
reelcr, realizing what a fine display could be
made with this subject.

A Chimney Exit

Three paintings were on each side of the
lobby (only one side of which is shown in the
cut), and the entrance and exit doors carried
a large painting of the stork and the physician
in a wild chase. You broke the physician in
two to enter and came out through the chimney.

It was new and different, and it held the
business up at a time when business most
needed bolstering. " It was a direct defiance of
the tradition that the longest film is always
the feature, but between tradition and the box
office, the Savoy favored the B. O.

made the lettering for the sign which completely
covered the ticket office, except for the window.
It was not a very large lobby, but by using
every part of it, Mr. Blumberg got as much
on his cards as other managers, and he did a
very neat job of sign writing, employing stills

for his decorative material.

It made a clean-up and the most elaborate
lobby could have done no more.

Horseshoes for Luck
When the Fox production of "Thunderclap"

was due at the Moon Theatre, Omaha, the
management obtained seven racing plates which
were shown in a glass case just in front of
the lobby and labeled: "These shoes worn by
Dan O'Patrick, the winner of the famous
European Sweepstakes. Loaned by William
Fox."
No one had ever heard of Dan or the Euro-

pean sweepstakes, but a lot of people crowded
into the theatre to see the seven-legged horse.

Attendance Records
Put Over the Sheik

One man's meat may be another man's poi.son,
but the New York business on The Sheik has
probably sold more tickets to out-of-town
patrons than any single factor, not even except-
ing the book itself.

A Paramount Help

The Paramount exploitation department pre-
pared an interesting set of comparative figures
that read well in print and look as well on
sicns. and these have been almost universallv
copied.

N. Blumberg, of the Palace Theatre, Racine,

THIS LOBBY IS SMALL, BUT EVERY INCH OF IT WORKS
It luas devised by N. Blumberg, of the Palace Theatre. Racine, who put over "The
Sheik" with his hand-lettered arguments to as large a business as the greater houfes

did on longer runs. He played to capacity, and no one did better than that
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Made a Big Appeal
With a Back Number

It does not matter how old a picture is if

it is new to the town where it is playing.

Pictures do not have to be first run to appeal,

and Nick McMahon knew that "Forbidden
Fruit" was a bit old when he booked it into

his Marlowe Theatre, Ironton, Ohio.
He also knew he could put it over with

exploitation.

IVHAT McMAHON DID
He copied one of the windows used in the

earlier runs, and he did just as much business

as he could have gained with a pre-release.

He made a display in a soda shop with apples
and oranges cutout of cardboard to match up
with the store's display of candied fruits and
both the theatre and the store profited.

Went Through the Mails
Because the Lyric Theatre got into a jam

with one of the two newspapers in Lexington,

Neb., when the editor refused to publish any
readers about "Over the Hill," the theatre with-

held its paid advertising in that sheet, used

larger spaces in the more friendly organ and
took the rest of the money for a mailing list.

In some way they got hold of the names, of

most of the subscribers to the recalcitrant sheet,

and circularized these with postcards and a

form letter. The second Battle of Lexington
was as successfully fought as the one in 1776,

although Lexington had been moved west in

the meantime.

Made Rope Substitute

for Evergreen Bands
Evergreen decorations were a part of the

lobby displays of most theatres during the

holidays. W. H. Larned used vines and red

and green lights to top his screen frames, but

he worked a new idea for the lettering. He
took new rope of the cheapest sort and dyed
it red and green, using this for the lettering

of star and title, as well as around the insert

cards and the cutout from the one sheet.

Around the latter he added tinsel, which showed
up brightly in the lights which top the frame.

A sheepskin rug was placed at the bottom to

give the suggestion of warmth, and the small

signs on either side of the rug were prepared
for a greeting. They were not used both at

once. The Christmas greeting was shown until

that holiday was passed and then the other

was set in its place.

Mr. Larned writes that he can trace a part

of the material increase in business for the
attraction to the interest displayed in the frame.
The use of rope as decorative material on

lobby frames is not new, but to use it as a
substitute for evergreen rope is a new touch
which managers who have tried to form letters

out of evergreen will appreciate.

Employed His Marquise
for a Pre-announcement

George J. Schade, of the Schade Theatre,
Sandusky, thought so well of the money-making
possibilities of "Over the Hill" that he turned
his marquise over to the Fox attraction a week
in advance of the run.
He worked up two twenty- four sheet cut-

f)uts into awning announcements, and put them
up a week in advance.

THE SCHADE MARQUISE

It is his rule to hold the house announce-

ments to the "today" event, but in this case he

was convinced that he would make more money
preparing the way for the big feature, so he

slid on the current show and spent more of his

energy on the bill for the following week,

and he made extra large "next week" cards,

so there would be no error.

Classified Kidding
Most newspapers are always glad to exploit

their classified advertising, and will work in

with any manager who gives them a lead.

Knowing this, the Century Theatre, Baltimore,

inserted this advertisement in a local paper:
For Sale

.^ double dingle, the rarest bird ever brought

out of the wilds of Africa. Captured by an
.'\dmiral of the African Navy. For terms

address J. Rufus Wallingford, Century Theatre,

Baltimore.
That was only the first act. The next was

to supply the paper with letters purporting to

have come in reply to the advertisement. Just

a few of these were the product of the press

agent. The rest came in from the same class

of persons who make life easy for the column
conductors. As soon as they saw the paper

printing kidding stories, they piled their answers

in. No prizes were offered—naturally—but had

there been one it should have gone to the man
who offered any money if the bird was a male

as he had a female he wanted to breed to.

A stunt like this

—

Helps the play, which was Paramount's "Get

Rich Quick Wallingford."
Advertises the classified advertising.

Makes good reading.

r-ral)s free space.

There you have the scenario. Now write

the continuity yourself.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAVE THIS UNTIL CHRISTMAS
W. H. Larned, of the Vict oria Theatre, Tamaqua, Pa., dyed rope red and green and used
that for the ornamentation and some of the lettering on his Christmas offering. It

attracted so much attention that he feels that it more than paid
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A Good Postal

Sometimes it is what you don't say that

counts. The New Theatre, Baltimore, sent out
postals recently with a double rule border.
Down in the lower right hand corner was a
iwo line

Don't tell

everything
done in a neat script. That's all there was on
the card, but a lot of people hunted around until

they matched it to the Paramount picture and
a lot more knew it in advance, but had their

interest more strongly aroused. It's a just

once idea, but it is very good that once, and
this title works especially well with it.

MAKING TWO CUTOUTS FOR A CHRISTIE SELL TICKETS
The Strand Theatre, Seattle, thought so well of "Pure and Simple," iinth Bobby Vernon
and Josephine Hill that it made tzvo cutouts of the clever pair the chief feature of the

front lobby, figuring that it zvould hold its oivn zinth a big feature

A Sectional Dictionary
Bridgeport residents recently received a folder

in the mails with only their address and "pocket
dictionary" on the outside. The thing seemed
to be too small for a dictionary and the natural
instinct to make the other man out a liar

caused them to open and read the piece.

Inside was an enlargement of the dictionary

definition of "Shame" with text to explain that

the Fox picture of that title would be seen at

Dawe's Theatre.
As a dictionary it was all right as far as it

went, but it was better as an advertisement,
because it was more effective than the usual
mailing piece. A one-word dictionary is not
generally helpful, but perhaps Dawe's is going
to amplify the idea.

Played Up a Christie

Along with a Feature
Pat Dowling, the Christie Comedies press

agent, is exulting over the Christmas present

he received in Seattle.

The Strand Theatre, a Jensen and Von
Herberg house there, played up two cutouts

from the three sheet, showing Bobby Vernon
and Josephine Hill in "Pure and Simple." The
cutouts made more of a showing than the

greater display for the feature and helped to

emphasize the fact that it was an all comedy
bill.

That's a good scheme, but we think it is an
even better one to play up these comedies when
there is a heavy bill, to pull in the people who
do not care for drama. A Christie Comedy
can pull a man in all by itself if given half a

chance.

Business is starting up. People feel that with the coming of the new year conditions must
clmnge. All over the country the Rotary Clubs arc conducting a campaign of optimism. Get in

the movement. Make your screen one of the advance agents of prosperity. Rotary will give you
the material if there is a club in your town. If there is not, work on your oivn slides, but help

the country to come back and you 'will profit from the extra tickets sold. Get back of the

movement and keep the ball rolling. You are working for yourself as zvell as for the merchants.
W 'ork hard.

/^'TWO MINUTES TOGO"

Staged Football Match
With Two on Each Side

One of the best lobby exploitation stunts on
Charles Ray in "Two Minutes to Go" comes
up from Memphis, where Thomas G. Coleman,
of the Strand, built a miniature football grid-
iron on a platform in the lobby for this First

National attraction.

He was at a loss for a grass mat for the

field until he thought of mixing sand, chrome
yellow and dry green paint. He made this

into a smalt and painted the beaverboard with
this, getting a better effect than he could have
gained with a straight green. The lines were
put down in white, and the goal posts were also

painted white. This paint and the cloth for

the border were the only items of expense, for

the four players were football statuettes bor-
rowed from a merchant, while the pennants
overhead were loaned by a sporting goods store.

The entire display cost only $3 and this was but
a small fraction of the additional ticket .sale.

The lobby miniature seems to he gaining in

favor as a display, and this suggestion comes
in lime to help out many who have yet to play
the picture. It also oflFers a hint for other
lobby displays.

THIS FOOTBALL MATCH HAD ONLY FOUR PLAYERS
Thomas G. Coleman, of the Strand, Memphis, could have built a full gridiron for
Charles Ray, but he could borrow only four players for Charles Ray in "Two Minutes
to Go." Ho'wever, it turned the trick for the First National release and built business
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Spotted Perambulator
for Will Rogers Play

G. R. Stewart, of the America Theatre,
Casper, Wyo., is better known for his news-
paper advertising than for his exploits, but that

are signs reading, "A rip, roaring Romeo from
Arizona."
The rider was in a romantic costume, but

wore a cowboy hat and carried a lariat at his

saddle horn, suggesting the combination of

cowboy and romantic hero. On a spotted horse
he attracted a lot of attention and dragged
tickets into the house.

Largest Newspaper Page
Above a Toledo Theatre

Paul Gray, who is out ahead of "What Do
Men Want?" hooked the Toledo Blade to a

ever>'one to go and see it in front of the Pan-
theon.

Of course by the time they got there there
was a lot of other selling material, so they read
the big reproduction and then closed in and
gave the stills a good look over.

The Blade carried considerable advertising for

the contest on the inside pages, but an illus-

trated two sevens with a real news value right
in the centre of the front page of a paper with
90,000 circulation is some little stunt all by
itself.

The contest features has been freely worked
on this production but this is the most preten-

tions hook in both as to the size of the prizes
and the publicity gained, and as there has been
no "largest newspaper page" for some six or
eight months, it was new again.

For that matter it was new in Toledo
because it had never been worked there before.

That is the real text of novelty. If they have
not seen it, it is new. It's the same with the
picture. Any stunt is good until it has been
used on your patrons, and sometimes it is good
when used again.

THE STEWART PERAMBULATOR
he can work both sides is shown by this cut

for Will Rogers in "Doubling for Romeo."
The placard on the rider's back reads

:

"Will Rogers in 'Doubling for Romeo.'
America. Now." On the sides of the saddle

THE BIG REPRODUCTION

$5,000 cash contest on the problem, with 200
cash prizes. He had a painting of the Blade
front page IS by 18 feet which he hung above
the Pantheon Theatre, where the Wid Gunning
offering was to play, and then the Blade
carried a front page picture of flic "the largest

newspaper page in the world" and advised

Another Pretentious

Heame Lobby Display
Noble Hearne, of the Frolic Theatre, San

Francisco, sends in another capital lobby dis-

play this time for the Universal-Jewel feature,

"Conflict." This time he shows both the ex-
terior and interior lobbies.

The box office is a log cabin along conven-
tional lines, but it is merely part of a display

which includes a real waterfall with Priscilla

Dean perched on the very brink of the falls,

to emphasize the high point in the production.

Both sides of the foyer show painted drops
with moulded rock in front. On one side is

the river and the falls and on the other the

town. Artificial vines and real shrubbery aid

the effect. Mr. Hearne says that the display

is comparatively simple to make and that he
will be glad to go into details on request. It

w-ill be recalled that Mr. Heame makes his

rocks of pasteboard covered with bits of old

scenery and then painting. It gives a decidedly

better effect than a flat painting, and once you
catch the trick it is not at all as difficult as it

sounds.

NOBLE HEARNE. OF THE FROLIC THEATRE.SAN FRANCISCO, SAYS THIS IS EASY TO MAKE
If you don't believe it send him a return envelope and he says he will send the complete details. The left-hand side of the interior lobby is

shoivn in the exterior picture for Priscilla Dean in the Universal-Jezvel "Conflict." The figure is a cutout from a poster and the waterfall u
partly real, a perforated pipe .ipraying the water in front of a painted fall
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Cleveland Advertisement
Suggests Stunned Writer

This four hundred lines from the Standard
Theatre, Cleveland, suggests that the copy

reader was afraid of his job. He is trying

to sell this so hard that he overthrows. His
English is awkward, at best, and sometimes
worse than that. Take that line just below
the signature, which reads "Carl Laemmle, the

TOO MUCH LANGUAGE

dean of peer producers." Done into more
simple language it merely means "Carl

Laemmle, the oldest of equal producers," and
that doesn't mean anything at all. The dean
of a guild, craft or corps, is merely the old-

est and therefore presumably the most experi-

enced member. That implies some distinction,

but "peer" is a sadly overworked word with

the writers. It means equal. A man who is

judged by "a jury of his peers" is judged by
his equals. It implies no distinction. Peer, in

England, is used as a word of rank, but it is

derived from the house of peers in which the

men of equality sit, as opposed to the Com-
mons, where the men of title and the men of

lesser rank may sit together. Peer is taken

by the advertising writers to mean something
out of the ordinary, where the reverse is really

the sense. That line is not even good circus

English. A dififerent sort of slip occurs in the

bank below. It reads

:

But women with weak hearts, beware

!

His Breathless Western heart punch

!

Even strong men's pulses beat faster I

There is one exclamation point too many
there. The artist in copying has used a "shout"
at the end of each line to make it look better,

and he splits the sense, for the first two lines

should read as a whole
—"Women with weak

hearts, beware his breathless western heart

punch." The extra exclamation breaks the

sense. The next bank is almost as clumsy,

for it runs : "Carl Laemmle's first western
Super-production ever made of the inimitable

star in a stupendous sensation." That is just

words and words. It may possibly sell—to

some, but it will give many people a poor idea

of the motion picture theatre. It would have
been better to have said : "Carl Laemmle's
first western super-production. The most
stupendously sensational production in which
this inimitable star has ever been seen." It is

all a labored enthusiasm, without pull because
it is without continuity. Even in jazz writing

you have to stick to sense and strive for smooth-
ness. This advertisement lacks both. It would
have been better displayed had it been set

in type, with the exception of the star and
title strip. With lettering that size a good
twelve or even an eighteen point could have
been employed, which would have yielded a bet-

ter result. You can gather from the display

as it stands that the copy writer is tremendous-
ly excited over the bigness of the production.

but he does not convey his enthusiasm to you
because he speaks so haltingly. Even in the

ear there is a clash, for the panel reads
Prices

all seats

25 cents
no higher

If all seats are twenty-five cents there is a

price and not prices and "all seats 25 cents"

would have covered the ground, for if all seats

are a quarter it stands to reason that there are
none at a higher price and there is but one
price. A house able to buy 500 lines of space
for a Sunday splash should be able to aflford a
more expert writer.

—P. T. A.—

Pulling in Space Is

Good House Economy
The Loew theatres, Cleveland, which used

to use half pages for each booking, and which
later on cut to quarters, pulled still further in

just before the holidays without losing display.

By cutting a little three bookings, covering four
theatres, are put into a single half page with
ample display for each and a decided saving in

space bills. There is only one advantage to be
gained through the use of overlarge advertise-

ments. It is possible to impress the reader with
the importance of the attraction by going to

large display, but this holds good only where
a half page space is two or three times the

size of the usual display. When a half page
space is made the standard weekly size, the
only efl'ect gained is that people are impressed
in some small degree with the idea that the

house is afifluent, but the psychological effect

of this extra investment is seldom sufficient to

pay the cost of the extra space; particularly in

a city, where the space is apt to be billed on
the line rate instead of by the inch. We be-
lieve that the crowding of the three displays

onto a single half page space will sell just as

many tickets as was possible where each house
obtained a quarter page space. If you make
your advertisement large enough to be dis-

tinctive and easily read, any greater use of
space is more or less wasteful, and does not
yield a return in proportion to the investment.
We question whether a return to the larger

spaces would pay even the cost of the additional
advertising, save in the case of a real super
feature. Each year a lot of money is wasted

in an effort to use more space than the other
house does, and this inevitably lead? to a fight

which results in good only to the advertising
departments of the papers. These spaces are
not as impressive as the halves, but they will

probably sell just as many tickets and do the

house just as much good. This would not hold
so true were the houses under different man-
agements, but unquestionably much money is

lost through the excessive employment of space
beyond actual needs. Of the three spaces that

for the Park and Mall is easily the most
sightly, though the reverse for "Man, Woman
Marriage" shows well because only large letters

are used in the reverse and the mortises put
over the smaller type. This First National
sounds like last year, but it should be remem-
bered that First Nationals have not been shown
in Cleveland on acount of a legal tangle and
this is first run stuff in the city on the lake.

It's old elsewhere, but it is Cleveland's first

chance. It is only recently they had a chance
to see "The Kid." This trio of announcements
points a valuable lesson, the moral of which
is that enough is plenty.

—P. T. A.—

Grauman Houses Gain
Some Varying Results

These two displays for the Grauman Thea-
though presumably they are the work of the

tres, Los Angeles, show very different results,

same artist. The top one hides the title in a
constructed bank, though it is a title well worth
playing up, while that at the bottom obtains a
fine display. This is in part due to the fact

that the Rialto does not have to carry the list

of production acts, but more because the artist

held in to half his space where he could have
stretched it, through rearrangement, to run
over to the formal program. It was merely a
matter of laying out the design. The cut ran
only half the space, so the title was cramped
under the cut. In the other design the various
characters in the Cosmopolitan-Paramount
production are used for a border and there
was plenty of space within for the proper dis-
play of a title which sells itself. It is prac-
tically impossible for an artist always to make
his best display, for conditions must be con-
sidered, but we believe that better than this

could have been done with the upper space by
a more careful planning and a willingness to

""Why Wait?"
WTiy wait for a husband who may never retumP
Why waif for fleeting years to snatch away un>

realized hopes?
Why wait when there are others who offer laie and

the happiness of which she tcncW so Wtic?

/('a limpU, jmt humanly strong, thU drama
ofa wif9 uAow loyalty and faith art pittod
againat tA«' torirwttt of hM-lontUnu9

Coumie
ANDREI^/ SOUIAR

CHESTER
CONKLIN

"A PERFECT
VILLAIN!'

PARK
MALL
fl£0'/V/V/VG TooaV^

THREE DISPLAYS ACROSS A CLEVELAND PAGE.
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break auaj' from a conventional layout. Mov-
ing the cut more to the center of the space

would have permitted the throwing of the title

clear across, and the orchestra could have been
sold in the space gained at the left of the cut,

with the type talk at the right in smaller

measure. For that matter the cut could have
been reduced materially without losing its value

CMUMAN'iRIALTO

TWO GRAUMAN DISPLAYS

as an attractor, and that is the only service

this scene performs. It is not calculated to

sell on the interest it engenders. The display

for "Get Rich Quick Wallingford" is much
the better of the two from every angle. This
does not require as much selling, and yet it is

sold much more strongly, both in type and cuts.

The cuts are not always under the advertiser's

control, but he certainly can write his own
copy.

—P. T. A.—

Olympic, Pittsburgh,

Continues All Type
One week recently tiie Olympic Theatre,

Pittsburgh, went back to the old hand lettering,

but it hurried back to the all type again, with

OLYMPIC
WAUACE
RUD

SECOT>fD BIG W£EK

GLORIA
SWANSON

ElilOIT
DEXTER

BABOLO LBOTTUN "BACK TO THE WOODS"

THE PITTSBURGH OLYMPIC

a Pen Print bold title and an open display.

With one or two stars the penprint is used in

a smaller size for the names, but with three

featured players the use of a more solid face.

to give greater seeming importance is indicated.

The use of all capitals is carried to excess,

but the lines are all so open that this is not
a serious matter, for you are not asked to read
a solid bank. There was a time when the
Olympic had about as poor an advertisement
as could be found in the country. Not even the
country weeklies did any worse than the old
hand lettered stuff, and almost overnight they
turned to type and fared so well that they car-
ried another house over into the "right"
column. This is only a three seventies, but on
the page it has the display value of a quarter
page at very much smaller cost. And in addi-
tion the cost of a cut and the cut copy is also
saved. When the other theatres learn the value
of this form and the all-type ceases to possess
distinction, the Olympic will probably return
to the use of cut attractors, but we do not
believe that they will ever again revert to the
all hand lettered space, for they have discovered
the greater value of forceful type lines. The
proposition is so simple that sometimes we
wonder at the persistence of so many theatres
in holding to the drawn display just because
the others all do. That is one of the chief
jeasons for doing something different. With
all displays along similar lines, it is difficult to

rise above the rest. It's absurdly simple, but
if all of the houses did good advertising, there
would be no excuse for this department,

—p. T. A.~

Bell Tempted Fate with

Half Tone Reproduction
Sometimes Nelson B. Bell, of the Crandall

Theatres, Washington, gets in a jam with his

half tones, but this three 125 lines gets over
very nicely, cut and all, or Bell was careful to

get a proper screen. We do not believe that the

cut, as such, sold a single ticket, but it sold

the Pola Negri name just below, and the Negri
probably sold an abundance of tickets. It's a

tricky sort of display. It is so simple that it

looks as though it might have been thrown
together, but evidently it was carefully planned
to get the fullest possible display for the star

name. Bell could have gotten as large a dis-

play by eliminating the cut and setting the name
in two lines, with a twelve line letter, but he

l-ncw that if he did that it would not suggest

the style of the production. It would be too

blatant. It would smack two strongly of the

circus. He got the effect of the two inch

letters by using a cut to keep anything con-

llicting away from the name, and that stands

up in a four line letter just as prominently and
at the same time it does not give the effect of

a three ring circus, but holds the display to the

style of the production. With the title just

below, he does not need to be as careful. He
can kill that down a little with the panel just

below, because he has made the name sell, and
having sold, he can do what he will with the

rc^t of the space—except to put fists into it.

W'e think that this represents one of the best

PICTURE
THEATRE
ADVERTISING

is a book every exhibitor ne«ds.
Packed with ad-stunts, tested adrer-
tising wrinkles, information on every
phase of advertising for the picture
house.

$2 postpaid.

ORDER QUICK! YOU NEED IT I

Chalmers Publishing Co.
511 FiHb Avcnu* Naw Yai%

displays he ever turned out both for presentable
appearance and selling results. And a large
part of the success of the design is due to the
selection of the cut. A darker background or
more color in the hair would have hurt the
display below. A dead black border would
have been murderous. The lined background

AN ODD EFFECT

is far better and the black in either corner just

inside the frame looks all the blacker by con-

trast. It is difficult to believe that the man who
can turn out the work of this grade can run
the terrible thing used to advertise tlie second
string houses week after week. He has ex-

celled himself in this. Perhaps it is his

defense.
—P. T. A.—

Old Fashioned Device

Is as Useful as Ever
"This "warning" is a part of the announce-

ment of the Stanley circuit in Philadelphia. Ben
Franklin probably used something like that

when he was living in that town, and it may not
have been new even then. But that is not
saying that it is still good for occasional use.

WARNING!
Do Not Go to the Stanton Theatre

HMctade «vn cooceivml and mcvted br *h« nuad «( mMk
"nam ia the WJ^m fox prodocii«n of Twain • cclebraled

comic <stn>«MWa.-A CONNXCnCUT YANKEE >• Kiaf
>Vth(ir'* Court"—••fed by Ennen J Dysn.

TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
FIVE M1NUTT5AmK mt. djOCK STKIKES TB ELVE

EXTRA NEW fEAirs ratroniANCz

OLD, BUT STILL GOOD

The smaller type adds that you should not go
"unless you are prepared to laugh yourself

almost to death" at "A Connecticut Yankee."
There was a lot to be said about the Fox pro-

duction. There was no named star, though
probably the Stanton forgets that Harry Myers
was put into Lubin pictures from the old Fore-
paugh stock company in that town, and there

was only the standard space in which to get

the announcement over. The challenging line

attracted the attention. The run on was
smoothly phrased, and the idea was put over
with a lot of space left for the New Year's
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Selling the Picture to the^Public
special performance, the house opening 12 :05

a. m. Monday morning, in accordance with the

same custom which permitted the saloons to

open as soon as midnight was passed. The
challenge is an old form, and like other old
timers it can be worked only occasionally;
probably not more often than once a year. It

is always possible to revive this and the "don't
read this" whenever you think it has been
almost forgotten, but "just once" stunts should
be handled with care. We think that this form
of announcement brought more business than
the straight announcement could have done.
We do not believe that the advertisement would
make any impression within the next six
months. It is a good plan to keep these ideas
for a last resort, using them only when it is

not possible to think up some other and more
novel lead. The circle in the lower left hand
corner is a part of the special performance
announcement, a clock face with the hands
pointing to five minutes past midnight. That is

what you might call a real midnight matinee.
Most of them start at half past ten or eleven
and run only a little while after midnight.

—P. T. A.—

Gordon, of Boston

Slipping Back Again
We have been proud of the Gordon houses

in Boston, because tliey cut out most of the
hand lettering in the Sunday displays, and set

a good example to other houses, but recently
we have noticed that the Gordon theatres have
been displaying a tendency to backslide. This
display for Miss Lulu Bett would have been

HISTORY-
yjsPHompury ,

liss Lulu Bett

THUmeNAIL HISTORY-
ormc ditriatioasPHoiopim

5 ACT VAUDEVILLE'
PROGRAM

AS A BOOK.
Sata-NmJiuMoSoaaT
9*^ 'wAauMWAw

AS A PICTURE —
Ip^» riiCflCSrhAND :"

HERBERT
CORTHELL

•<m«««i»QLY ronn^ rams
"I LOVE MY WIFE"

MdKAY and sargent
MORTON MARviN°t;:;;

IVITH VAUDEVILLE INTRUDING

better had it been more readable. The copy is

good and along new lines, and we think it

would have paid to discard the sketch of the
book and its myriad readers which is run just
below the title at the top to get room for a
running story in type. That section of the
space is headed "A thumbnail history of the
tremendous photoplay Miss Lulu Bett." Then
it goes on to tell, in hand lettering, of the suc-
cess of the book, a few lines of six point all

capitals tells that it was a successful play and
then lettering is resumed to tell of the picture.
This could have been much better done with
all type in the same face, possibly an eight point
italic with "As a book," "as a play" and "as a
picture" set into the copy in twelve to eighteen
point bold. This would have carried on the
idea of the triple hit as it is not given now, and
the lower portion of the space could have been
left as it stands to make the eye appeal. The

framing of the layout, with the vaudeville
on the right and Buster Keaton at the bottom
of that space, suggests that he is one of the

vaudeville turns. It is misleading, though we
do not believe that deception was intended, and
it loses strength. The vaudeville may help, but
it spoils the balance of the advertisement and
neither the pictures nor the acts are put over
as they should be. Vaudeville has just the
chances of a lot of pictures, but they used to

hold the acts down in Boston and we believe
that in the average house Miss Lulu Bett will

sell better than the biggest act of vaudeville a
combination house can afford. We hope that
the Gordon houses swing back into the "right"
column, for they were doing good work and
setting a proper pace to others.

—P. T. A.—

Meaningless Attractor

Cuts Down the Display
One hundred lines by three is a pretty large

space for a Philadelphia theatre to take, even
for a Pickford production, and we think that
the Aldine wasted much of the space with

y X

PICKFOPD
LniLE LORD FAUNTLEROY

TOO MUCH ATTRACTOR

meaningless cut attractor. The large clock may
get some attention, but a larger "Mary Pick-
ford" and a larger title would have commanded
greater attention. The clock means nothing
to the reader. He does not associate "Little

Lord Fauntleroy" with a clock, and he is not
apt to think that the figure is that of Miss
Pickford unless the name catches him, and the
name would be put over better if there was
more white space in which it could be displayed.

The clock is meaningless. The name is what
sells, yet the clock crowds the name. An all-

type display would have been much better than
this drawing, and would have put the picture

over better. It is a second week display and the
fact that it was held for a second week means
a lot more than the inconspicuous line just
below the signature suggests. A big "Second
Week" and a much larger "Mary Pickford,"
stretched clear across the space would have
been a better buy for 300 lines. The real high
light of this announcement is the 50-75 cents,

for the prices appear about where the center of
interest in any space is to be found. Outside
of the Stanley houses the Philadelphia picture
theatres are not notably strong in advertising
talent, apparently, but this is weak even for a
poor average, and weak when strength is most
essential : on the second week of a big feature.

—P. r. A.—

Don't throw away good ideas because you do
not need them today. Tomorrow is coming.

Hooked the Shriners

for a Special Show
R. A. Gill, of the Erie Theatre, Hugo, Okla.,

sends in the program and tack card he prepared
for the Hugo Shrine Club when the Paris Club
came over with a minstrel show to help the

local organization. He writes that it might be
of interest to us, "though oflf the line of picture

exploitation entirely." That is where we think

Mr. Gill is wrong. It is the best sort of
picture exploitation to get a representative

audience into a picture theatre, even though a
picture is not shown. It establishes the house
in the minds of a lot of people as something
other than a "movie show" and will bring in

some who do not usually attend. They will

like the surroundings and come back the first

time they see an attractive title, and perhaps
get the habit. Helping out any representative
organization, whether it be the Shriners, the
Elks or the Knights of Columbus, will inevita-

bly help the house. It cannot be hurtful and
usually it is helpful in the extreme, so much
so that it will well repay the loss of business
for a night. It should not be done too often,

but nothing is more helpful now and then. Mr.
Gill also sends in a throwaway card on Con-
stance Talmadge in "Woman's Place," in which
he sold the back of the card to a .photographic
studio to advertise Christmas portraits. He
seems a bit apologetic about this, too, remark-
ing that it lowers the advertising bill. It does
that and more. There is a certain credit in

being connected with the other enterprises in the
town—a linking of the house to other solid

institutions which has a distinct moral effect.

We are by no means in sympathy with the
managers who feel that they cheapen their
house program or other advertising media by
letting in non-competitive advertising. We feel

that it is an asset and not a handicap entirely

apart from the revenue feature.

—P. T. A.—

Wastes Half the Space
with Obscure Drawing

We do not like this 125 across five from the
Stillman Theatre, Cleveland, because we be-
lieve that the lower half is largely waste. The
top display is well written and well told with
type, and we think that stretching this down

A STILLMAN APPPEAL

a little would have given all the selling neces-
sary. TJie cut is largely excess matter. It

happens that it comes out nicely, but this is

not always certain even in Cleveland, and un-
less the advertisers know which weeks the
press work will be good, it is taking an awful
chance to risk 300 lines on the chance that
the cut will come ont. Probably the cut in-

terested, because the design suggests somewhat
the general nature of the play.
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Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.) ; Exhibitors' Herald (E.H.) ; Motion Picture News (N.) ; Exhibitors'

Trade Review (T.R.) ; Film Daily (F.D.).

Love's Redemption
{Korma Tahnadqc—First National—

5,889 Feet)

M. P. W.—Will please large Xorma Tal-
madge following.

T. R.—Will not disappoint the numerous
admirers of the popular star.

N.—Miss Talmadge raises conventional story

by her personality.

E. H.—Will satisfy Norma Talmadge fol-

lowers and will be found interesting if not
wholly convincing by others.

F. 15.—The most important fact gleaned from
Norma Talmadge's current release, "Love's
Redemption." is that it is high time she was
given material worthy of her ability, and also

deserving of the prices that are asked for her
productions.

Chivalrous Charlie
(Eugene O'Brien—Selcnick—1.543 Feet)

M. P. W.—Light comedy is Eugene O'Brien's

forte and "Chivalrous Charlie" is one of the

smartest light comedies that has been placed

at the disposal of the show-man for some time.

E. H.—Rather unconvincing, weak plot with
star playing hero to half a dozen maidens in

distress.

N.—Eugene O'Brien as fighting Irish-

American surprising novelty.

T. R.—A clever mixture of comedy and melo-.

drama, zippy action, farcial situations and ad-

venturous seasoning.

The Bride's Play
(Marion Davies—Cosmopolitan-Paramount—

6,476 Feet)

^^. p. W.—Irish people, especially, will like

"The Bride's Play."
F. D.—A pretty star and elaborate urban

settings its chief appeal.

T. R.
—"The Bride's Play" is a charming

picture from a scenic standpoint
N.—Romantic photoplay sumptuously staged.

Five Days to Live
(Sessue Haxakaivj—Robertson-Cole—

'
5,210 Feet)

M. P. W.—Sessue Hayakawa's preference
for the role of the self-sacrificing hero is

asserted in much his usual style in "Five Days
to Live." His newest picture offers little that
is new or enterprising.

F. D.—Fine acting by all-Japanese cast and
lavish settings the features.

E. H.— It has a dramatic and satisfying finish

and is gorgeously mounted.
N.—It is delivered by a competent cast well

staged, miserably cut. In fact, the juggling of
the material borders upon serious danger.

T. R.—While poverty and sadness are ele-

ments of the photoplay almost throughout its

action, there is nothing sordid or depressing
resorted to in its production.

The Sin Flood
(Featured Cast—Golduyn—6,500 Feet)

M. P. W.—Powerful theme grips the specta-

tor's interest with a vise-like hold.

T. R.—It has that go-and-get-it quality which
box offices sigh for.

N.—A rare treat for the discriminating; fine

entertainment for all.

E. H.—This is a most unusual picture and
will likely create a sensation. It should prove
a big money-maker.
W.—One of the most powerful dramas the

screen has known.

If you would like to live in a world

witliout trees—if that is what you
would bequeath to the future genera-

tion—then DON'T write to Wash-
ington, DON'T look on page 379.

DON'T do anything for, left alone,

everything is working beautifully

and swiftlv toward that state.

Winning with Wits
(Barbara Bedford—Fox—4.435 Feet)

M. P. W.—Another tribute to feminine
resourcefulness, "Winning With Wits," offers
an entertainment solution of the difficulties in

tracing guilt when there is scarcely any clue.

E. H.—A fairly entertaining feature.
F. D.—Story lives up to its title very well.

The kind of drama that appeals to "fan"
audiences in particular.

N.—Melodramatic story makes good prog^m
picture.

T. R.—Dramatically presented, it is doubtful
if this picture would fail to get over with the
average audience.

Across the Deadline
(Frank Mayo—Universal—4,886 Feet)

M. P. W.—Super-fine cast. The action has
a spring and carries one along entertainingly.

N.—From a point of scenic \-alue, "Across
the Deadline" is entitled to praise, in that the
locale, the great Northwest, is interesting.

T. R.—Score another for Frank Mayo and
Frank Conway.

F. D.—Star, support and direction make
fair offering. Will please if they aren't too
particular.

E. H.

—

\ story of action, drama, love, with
a particularly strong cast in star's support.

Received Payment
(Corinnc Griffith—I'itagraph^.SOO Feel)

M. P. W.—Charms of Corinne Griffith

cleverly exploited.

N.—Heart interest story with dramatic
flourishes.

T. R —The old theme of "the picture that

was turned to the wall" is used in this one
from Vitagraph with gratifying results.

F. D.—Production saved by good work of

star and director.

E. H.—An interesting story, well presented

with an effective climax.

SCEXES FROM "THE PROPHET'S PARADISE." A SELZSICK RELEASE. STARRING EUGENE O'BRIEN
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Straight from the Shoulder Reports
T)efarimeni Jor ihe Informaiion of &xhibiiors

Edited by A. Van Buren Powell

The box office is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.
In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the
various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.
You are helping yourself and others by sending them in. Use the blank printed in this

department or better still write us that you'd like a free supply of report cards.

First National

GO AND GET IT. Theme differs from
most pictures. Went big here. Although
quite old, would recommend it as sure to

please, to anyone not having played it.

Comedy of Wesbarry great. Advertising;
new^spapers, Posters, photos. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; 620. A. La Valla,

Bethel Community Theatre, Bethel, Conn.

THE KID. This picture went over good
at raised admissions. No argument! Chap-
lin pulls them. He's like castor oil—good
for the whole family. Advertising; news-
papers, heralds and window tie-ups. Pat-
ronage; "all kinds" Attendance; good. A. C.

Abrahamson, Gem Theatre, Hill City, Minn.

LOVE'S PENALTY. Consider it a good
one; picture pleased. Advertising; posters

and press. Patronage; fair. Attendance;
fair. Chas. G. Howe, Elk Theatre, Long-
view, Tex.

MAN, WOMAN, MARRIAGE. A 100%
attraction that pleased over six hundred
paid admissions. Very spectacular and elab-

orately produced; a wonderful picture. Ad-
vertising; posters, mail, street, newspapers,
etc. Patronage ;

neighborhood. Attend-
ance

;
good. Temple Theatre, Aberdeen.

Miss.

MOLLY O'. A splendid comedy drama.
Big, also Big Rental, consequently did not
have much left after paying expenses. Ad-
vertising; billboards, lobby, papers and
slides. Patronage

;
family. Attendance,

first day, good; second, fair; third, poor.

W. J. Clark, Rialto Theatre, Eureka, Cal.

MOLLY O'. Best picture Sennett has
ever made ;

way ahead of "Mickey" with
Mabel Normand. The last reel sure is full

of action and will make them stand up in

their seats. Book not less than 2 days, no
matter how small your town is. Patronage;
small town, tourists. Attendance; capacity;

W. F. Harding, Princess Theatre, Mount
Doro, Florida.

NOBODY. Picture pleased much better

than expected: a good picture for high class

audience. Advertising; regular. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance

;
good. Arch E. Bam-

berger, Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Ky.

NOT GUILTY. A picture without a

fault except that it is a little dark in places.

Give more light and it will improve very
much. Pleased 100%. Settings and acting
above the average specials. Advertising;
usual. Patronage ; small town. Attendance;
fair. Jno. W. Joerger, O. K. Theatre,
Enterprise, Ore.

THE OATH. A very good picture, well

liked by our patrons. Advertising; one six

sheet and one sheets. Patronage; small

town. Attendance ; good. J. F. Schlez, Co-
lumbia Theatre, Columbia, N. C.

PECK'S BAD BOY. Brother, here is a

picture you must get by all means. Let

them know you are going to show it and
all you will have to do is collect the money
at the box-office. It's a wonder when it

comes to drawing a crowd, and best of all

it will please. Advertising; plenty of paper,
street, etc. Patronage; neighborhood. At-
tendance; good. Temple Theatre, Aber-
deen, Miss.

PERFECT WOMAN. Good, but old.

Story based on the reds. Advertising;
billboard. Attendance; good. G. S. Jen-
kinson, Victor Theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

POLLY OF THE STORM COUNTRY.
A very artistic production that impressed
favorably, just the kind any theatre needs
occasionally. Advertising; local papers and
posters. Patronage; rural. Attendance;
poor. Chas. W. Lewis, L O. O. F. Theatre,
Grand Gorge, N. Y.

R. S. V. P. It pleased some, but as a

whole was pretty weak. Patronage; small

town. C. S. Bovee, Florence Theatre, Elk
Point, South Dakota.

THE SIGN ON THE DOOR. The best

picture Norma has ever made, according

to my patrons. Business very bad, owing
to very bad weather and holiday shopping.

Advertising; extra. Patronage; high class.

Attendance; very poor. Arch E. Bamber-
ger, Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Ken-
tucky.

SKY PILOT. Very good. One of those

pictures that please young and old. Adver-
tising; window cards and one sheets.

Patronage; high class. Attendance; good.

G. W. Saul, Firemen's Hall, Hillsdale,

N. J.

TWO MINUTES TO GO. A good pic-

ture and did a nice business on Thanks-
giving and next two days. Pleases big

majority. Advertising; cards, billboards

and daily. Patronage; high class. Attend-
ance; good. Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert The-
atre, Beatrice, Nebraska.

WHO AM I. Very good feature, ran

with Hawaiians and business better than

the past year for Tuesday night. Adver-
tising; newspaper and billboard. Patron-

age; all classes. Attendance; good. W.
L. Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville, Ark.

A WOMAN'S PLACE. The best Connie
Talmadge picture we have ever run. This

is the word of my patrons. Advertise it

big, it won't disappoint. Advertising; mail,

paper, posters, heralds. Patronage; neigh-

borhood. Attendance; good. Temple The-
atre, Aberdeen, Miss.

Fox
AFTER YOUR OWN HEART. Good

Mix picture; business fine. Advertising;
regular. Patronage; general. Attendance;
good. C. De Paul, Dreamland Theatre, Sault

Ste. Marie, Mich.

AFTER YOUR OWN HEART. For
action they never made a picture in the

class of this one. Mr. Fox, don't ruin a
real Western Star by taking him out of
action pictures. Advertising; lithos, news-
paper, slides. Patronage; Saturday cro>vd.
Attendance

;
good. F. M. Holeman, Garrick

Theatre, Madisonville, Ky.

FLAME OF YOUTH. Good little picture

;

could have been better with a little more
action and comedy injected. Patrons
pleased. Advertising; regular. Patronage;
small town. Attendance ; fair. A. L. Mid-
dleton. Grand Theatre, De Queen, Ark.

GET YOUR MAN. Buck Jones well
liked by my patrons and they are always
with us when we show him. This mounted
police story is as good as any of them.
Patronage; middle class. Attendance; good.
M. Oppenheimer, Empire Theatre, New
Orleans, La.

ROAD DEMON. Very good picture, pat-
rons well pleased. Film in poor condition.
Advertising ; one six, photos, ones and
slides. Patronage ; small town. Attendance;
good. A. G. Coffin, Baldwin Opera House,
Baldwin, Wis.

ROAD DEMON. A peach of a picture
with Tom Mix. Pleased 100%. Full of action
and good comedy. Patronage; small town.
Attendance

; good. L. Hables, Reel Joy
Theatre, King City, Cal.

THE TEXAN. Tom Mix injected lots of
comedy into this Western, which relieves
it to an enjoyable extent. Advertising;
ordinary. Patronage

; general. Attendance;
poor. H. J. Longaker, Howard Theatre,
Alexandria, Minn.

WIDE OPEN. Plenty of comedy in this

Tom Mix five-reeler. Very little story, but
it keeps them laughing. Advertising; lobby
display only. Patronage; general. Attend-
ance good. Alfred N. Sack, New Dream-
land, San Antonio, Tex.

Goldwyn
ACE OF HEARTS. No outstanding pic-

ture, just average program. Booked for
three days and took it off second day. Ad-
vertising; photos, posters and newspaper.
Patronage

;
general. Attendance

; poor.
Charles De Paul, Dreamland Theatre, Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich.

BOYS WILL BE BOYS. You can't go
wrong on this one: book it—will please 100
per cent. Advertising; one sheets, regular.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; good.
Thos. L. Haynes, Town Hall, Old Lyme,
Conn.

DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD. Very
good picture; clean comedy. Played to very
good business on Monday and Tuesday. Au-
vertising; a small ad. in newspaper, and
regular at house. Patronage; about 65 per
cent women. Attendance; good. S. R.
Peake, Pastime Theatre, Maquoketa, Iowa.

DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD. A good
picture ; 90 per cent liked it. We want more
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Straig^ht from the Shoulder Repoits
of this kind. Cost means nothing when we
pack them in. Advertising; billboards and
papers. Patronage; the best. Attendance;
excellent. Michael Klaniansky, Hippodrome
Theatre, Annville, Pa.

EARTHBOUND. A wonderful picture, but
it requires close attention on the part of

the patrons and those who do not give it

are the ones who do not like the picture.

We had a few walk out each night, but also

had a lot of people stop and tell me it was
wonderful. Advertising; extra big. Patron-
age; the best. Attendance; very poor.

Steve Farrar, Orpheum Theatre, ' Harris-

burg, Illinois.

OFFICER 666. Good, plenty of humor.
Too many other things going on hurt busi-

ness. Advertising; usual advertising, her-

alds, posters, newspaper. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; fair. Anna Frankle, Strand
Theatre, Leon, Iowa.

THE OLD NEST. Although there has

been lots said about this picture, it cannot

be praised too highly. It is simply wonder-
ful. Pleased 100 per cent, and box oflfice

receipts were satisfactory. My advice to

any small town exhibitor is play it two days,

as talk will get more people the second

day than all the advertising you can do.

Advertising; mailing list, newspaper, usual

posters. Patronage ; small town with lots

of tourists. W. F. Harding, Princess Thea-
tre, Mt. Doro, Fla.

THE OLD NEST. Really a fine produc-

tion. Pleased 100 per cent. Set them boost-

ing and make them think. Played Christ-

mas at advanced prices. Advertising; bill-

boards, window display, cards and full page
newspaper. Patronage; mixed. Attend-
ance

;
really good three days. C. D. Mc-

Gregor, Princess Theatre, Chatham, On-
tario, Canada.

THE OLD NEST. A picture that will

please both young and old. It is a true

story of everyday life. Advertising; as

usual. Patronage ; small town. Attend-
ance ; fair. Michael Leszczynski, Pastime
Theatre, Depew, N. Y.

OLD SWIMMIN' HOLE. Only a fairly

good picture. Star too old for a boy's part.

Advertising; paper, posters, lobby. Patron-
age ; small town. Attendance ; fair. H. R.

Walker, Royal Theatre, Dartmouth, N. S.,

Canada.

SILVER HORDE. An excellent picture

scenes are wonderful. Northern pictures
good. Advertising; billboard. _G. S. Jenkin-
son, Victor Theatre, Minocqua, Wisconsin.

SNOWBLIND. Just fair. Pleased about
60 per cent of the patrons ; would not advise
boosting it very strong. .'Advertising; regu-
lar. Patronage ; usual. Attendance ; very
poor. Orpheum Theatre, Harrisburg, 111.

SNOWBLIND. I didn't see this myself,
but my patrons said it was good and it drew
the biggest house in six months for me.
Advertising; as usual. Patronage; high
class. Attendance; good. A. E. Rogers,
Temple Theatre, Dexter, N. Y.

THE TRUTH. My patrons did not like

this one, and I think it very poor. Adver-
tising; one, three, photos. Patronage;
family. Attendance; poor. A. Wirtenberg,
Woodlawn Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.

WET GOLD. Did not see this myself
but had several comments on photography.
Not much of a story to it. Advertising;
usual. Patronage ; small town. Attendance;
fair. W. Ray Erne, Rialto Theatre, Char-
lotte, Michigan.

Wid Gunning, Inc.
GOOD AND EVIL. A foreign made,

lavishly produced and very pleasing picture,
partly on the order of "Everywoman."
Handicapped by title. ' Advertising ; news-
papers, posters, slide. Patronage; high
class. Attendance; fair. J. W. Creamer,
Pert Theatre, Gillespie, 111.

Hodkinson
EAST LYNN. \ good story and fine pic-

ture, but many who had read the book
stayed away; afraid picture too sad. Adver-
tising; lobby, papers and slide. Patronage;
family. .Attendance; fair. W. J. Clark, Ri-
alto Theatre, Eureka, Calif.

GOD'S CRUCIBLE. Very good picture;
not a knock out but good entertainment.
.Advertising: newspapers and billboard.
Patronage; all classes. Attendance; fair,

W. L. Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville,
Ark.

RIP VAN WINKLE. A wonderful pro-
duction, that is. if you like this type of
picture. My patrons didn't care for it so
stayed away. We played it two days and
barely got film rental. I am through with
this kind of pictures. .Advertising; mail
paper, heralds, photos and everything. Pat-
ronage; neighborhood. Attendance; poor.
Temple Theatre, .Aberdeen, Mississippi.

Metro
OVER THE WIRE. Can't say much for

this one, just a picture, but a good title. Ad-
vertising; regular. Patronage; high class.

Attendance; poor. Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert
Theatre, Beatrice, Nebraska.

Paramount
AFFAIRS OF ANATOL. Good picture at

regular prices—they charge too much for it

for me. Lost money. Why twelve stars
when only five act? Advertising; one
sheets, lithos. Patronage ; small town. At-
tendance: poor for the picture. Thos. L.

Haynes, Town Hall, Old Lyme, Conn.

AFFAIRS OF ANATOL. Wonderful pro-
duction from every standpoint. Just changed
policy of house; run nothing but big pic-
tures and run them a week. Had any
number come back for the second and third
time. Advertising: Newspaper (full page
in color), heralds, lobby (Mr. Mills fur-
nishes a photo of a most attractive display,
but we haven't space to reproduce it. Ed),
window display ,etc. Patronage ;the better
class. Attendance; good. Forest E. Mills,
Richmond Theatre, Richmond, Ind.

BLUE BIRD. Ran this for the High
School; personally thought it beautiful;
many liked it, a good many did not. Ad-
vertising; newspaper. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; good. J. R. Rush,
Pastime Theacre, Pearl City, ill.

CAPPY RICKS. The best Neighan picture
I ever ran, Meighan was well supported.
Book it : vou won't go wrong—and boost it.

.Advertising; lobby, six sheets, newspaper,
billboards. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
good. G. E. Shilkeet, St. Denis Theatre,
Sapulpa, Okla.

CITY OF SILENT MEN. You need not
be afraid to meet your patrons when
they're coming out from seeing this. Far
more entertaining than most specials. More
favorable comments than on any picture
shown in six months. Advertising; posters,
photos, house slides and newspapers.
Patronage: small town. Attendance: good.
A. La Valla, Bethel Community Theatre,
Bethel, Conn.

EDUCATION OF ELIZABETH. Good
picture. Advertising; big; Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; good. B. W. McCarthy, Or-
I)lieum Theatre, Fargo, No. Dakota.

EXPERIENCE. A high class picture good
for high class houses; the picture is extra
good. Advertising; billboards, paper. Pa-
tronage ; small town. Attendance ; fair. J.
Carbonell, Monroe Theatre, Key West, Fla.

FOOTLIGHTS. This is a real first class
production, so tell your patrons that. When
I say so, it IS so. Advertising; usual. Pa-
tronage; best. Attendance, good. Geo. C.
Poindexter, Broadway Theatre, Hopewell,
Va.

FOOTLIGHTS. Very well acted picture.
Just a little too long, my people seemed to
tire of it. Advertising; regular. Patron-
age; mixed. Attendance; fair. F. S. Wide-
nor. Opera House, Belvidere, N. J.

FORBIDDEN FRUIT. Lavish production,
fine settings, and well acted by an all star
cast. Pleased almost everybody, particu-
larly the women. Advertising; newspaper,
posters, lobby display, and direct mail to
patrons. Patronage; neighborhood. .At-
tendance; good. Mrs. Phelps Sasseen, Ly-
ric Theatre, Easley, S. C.

THE GREAT MOMENT. Patrons liked
this one, but did not rave about it. I con-
sider it a little better than the average pro-
gram picture. Advertising; heralds, news-
paper, lobby, program, etc. Patronage; bet-
ter class. Attendance; fair. K. H. Sink,
Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.

THE KENTUCKIANS. Very bad picture
for me; people walked out of theatre on
this one. Advertising; newspaper and cut-
outs Patronage; mixed. -Attendance

; poor.
J. Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, W.
\'a.

KING, QUEEN, JOKER. Nothing to it.

The only comments were that it was the
silliest thing we had ever shown. Adver-
tising: usual. Patronage: small town. At-
tendance; poor. Jno. W. Joerger, O. K.
Theatre, Enterprise, Ore.

LADIES MUST LIVE. This one is awful
for me (small town) poorest amusement I

have ever run ; not one good word on it.

Patronage; small town. Attendance; first

night, poor; second night, nobody. L.
Hablcs, Reel Joy Theatre, King City, Calif.

LIFE. Splendid: pleased 90 per cent. Good
cast and good direction with elaborate sets
and good photography. .Advertising; regu-
lar. Patronage; small town. Attendance;
fair. A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre, De
Queen, .Ark.

.

THE LITTLE MINISTER. Give me more
pictures of this kind and there will be no
kicks. Pleased 100 per cent. Don't hesitate
on this one; go and grab it. Advertising;
lobby, two newspapers, three 24 sheets, six-
teen one-sheets. Patronage; the best. At-
tendance: good. H. B. Barr, Rialto The-
atre, Enid, Okla.

THE RIGHT TO LOVE. E.>ccellent pic-
ture, and patrons liked it very much, but no
business, as 1 played it too near Christmas.
Advertising: ones, threes, sixes and slide.
Patronage: neighborhood. Attendance;
poor. Temple Theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

THE SHEIK. Very fine picture, setting
and scenery beautiful, photography was ex-
cellent, pleased everyone. Advertising; reg-
ular. Patronage : mixed. Attendance ; good.
F. S. Windenor, Opera House. Belvidere.
New Jersey.
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Straigfht from the Shoulder Report's
THE SHEIK. Dandy picture, not the big-

gest in captivity, but a good one. Had very
nice business, gave all and a little more than
I took in to the Paramount people in pay-
ment of the rental. Just simply got it hung
on to me, that's all. Other fellow was the
best talker. Getting wise by degrees. Ned.
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.

SILK HOSIERY. Good picture. Advertis-
ing; big. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
good. E. H. McCarthy, Orpheum Theatre,
Fargo, N. Dakota.

TERROR ISLAND. This is a whole serial
in seven reels, an exciting picture that goes
over good in a small town. Advertising;
one sheets, slide. Patronage; rural. At-
tendance; poor. E. E. Corf, Princess Thea-
tre, Thompson, Iowa.

THREE WORD BRAND. Good picture.
Advertising; big. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; good. E. H. McCarthy, Orpheum
Theatre, Fargo, North Dakota.

TOO MUCH SPEED. Agnes Ayres and
Theo. Roberts, as well as Wallace Reid, de-
ser\-e credit for this good work. A good
picture. Advertising; newspaper, billboard.
Patronage; all classes. Attendance; good.
W. L. Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville,
Ark.

VILLAGE SLEUTH. One of Ray's poor
pictures. Advertising; newspapers only.
Patronage

;
downtown. Attendance ; fair. T.

M. Hervey, Unique Theatre, EI Paso, Tex.

WEALTH. Poor story. Advertising;
newspapers. Attendance; poor. T. M. Her-
vey, Unique Theatre, EI Paso, Texas.

WHAT'S YOUR HURRY. Just fair, Reid
hardly gets me film rental, so my motto
is, "Don't show any more Reid films." Reid
is the poorest drawing card we have and
his pictures cost like specials. Advertising;
paper and plenty of it. Patronage

;
neigh-

borhood. Attendance; poor. Temple Thea-
tre, Aberdeen, Mississippi.

THE WHISTLE. Great picture, pleased
old and young, and it's not a Western either.
Made no money on it, as film cost too high.
Advertising; 24 sheets, street car cards, pro-
gram, newspapers, trailer. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; fair. J. S. Schwalin,
Rialto Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.

WHITE OAK. Everybody liked it and
did a big business. It's a good picture. Ad-
vertising; very light, only lobby display.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good.
Frank A. Lacy, Majestic Theatre, Port-
land, Oregon.

Pathe
HELP WANTED, MALE. Good, will suit

any audience, received many favorable com-
ments ; book it. Advertising; regular. Pa-
tronage; small town. Thos. L. Haynes,
Town Hall, Old Lyme, Conn.

BROADWAY COWBOY. This comedy
Western, with a Sennett somedy "Let 'er

Go" gave one of the most pleasing enter-
tainments, both to the public and to the
manager, that we have had in months. A
good crowd that left in good humor. Ad-
vertising; local papers and posters. Patron-
age ; local. Attendance

; good. Chas. W.
Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand Gorge, N. Y.

Realart
THE LAND OF HOPE. A good, clean

picture that will please the most exacting
audience. Advertising; posters, etc. Pa-
troage

;
neighborhood. Attendance; fair.

Temple Theatre, .Abedeen, Miss.

MOONLIGHT AND HONEYSUCKLE. A
nice little program picture that pleases one
and all. Advertising; newspaper and bill-

board. Patronage; neighborhood. Patron-
age; fair. W. L. Landers, Gem Theatre,
Batesville, Ark.

THE MAGIC CUP. Nothing extra, but
you may get by with it. My patrons didn't
care for it so matinee killed night showing.
Advertising; usual posters. Patronage;
neighborhood. Attendance; poor. Temple
Theatre, Aberdeen, Mississippi.

THE SNOB. A good, clean, little picture
that will please the most exacting audience.
99 per cent, of Realart pictures are good.
Advertising; usual posters. Patronage;
neighborhood. Attendance; fair. Temple
Theatre, Aberdeen, Mississippi.

R-C.
KISMET. One, of the finest productions

I have ever shown, Otis Skinner's- work is

wonderful. The sets are beautiful and the
direction is faultless. Nine reels of 100 per
cent picture. Print from St. Louis office in

excellent condition; price more than reason-
able. Book it and please them. Advertis-
ing; extra heavy. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; only fair. Steve Farrar, Orpheum
Theatre, Harrisburg, 111.

ONE MAN IN A MILLION. A delightful
picture, it appeals to all homey people.
Beban is great in his character work. Ad-
vertising; paper, program, cards. Patron-
age; family. Attendance; good. Arthur
G. Pearson, Pearson's Theatre, Somerville,
Massachusetts.

SO LONG, LETTY. It is a good, clean,
six-reel comedy; lots of laughs and all

pleased
; didn't draw well for some reason.

Advertising; cards, paper and bills. Patron-
age ; all classes ; Attendance

; poor. A. E.
Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter, N. Y.

WHAT'S A WIFE WORTH. Not as good
as the "Stealers" but still above the average.
Advertising; newspapers. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; fair. N. R. Carskaden,
Music Hall Theatre, Keyser, W. Va.

WHAT'S A WIFE WORTH. A very good
picture, pleased everyone. You will not
make any mistake in booking. Advertising;
lobby, newspaper, billboard. Patronage;
high class. Attendance; good. G. E. Shil-
kett, St. Denis Theatre, Sapulpa, Oklahoma.

Selznick
THE DAUGHTER PAYS. Very good

picture. Elaine Hammerstein is a sure bet.

Patrons stopped on way out to express
comment on picture. Advertising; six sheet,
ones and photos. Patronage; small town.
Attendance

; very good. A. G. Coffin, Bald-
win Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.

GIFT SUPREME. Must have been a
super-special the way every one has com-
mented on this. Everybody said it was the
best picture they ever saw and asked me to
repeat it; did not see it myself. Advertis-
ing; usual. Patronage; all classes. At-
tendance; poor, account of rain. J. F. Pru-
ett. Liberty Theatre, Roanoke, Ala.

A MAN'S HOME. A very poor picture
for mc, far from being a special; the picture
is not complete, and failed to please my
patrons. Advertising; paper, window cards,
heralds and mailing list. Patronage; first

class. Attendance; fair. H. O. Dorr, Dixie
Theatre, Durant, Miss.

PALACE OF DARKENED WINDOWS.
A fine picture of the Oriental type. Beauti-
ful settings, good scenes, carries a few-

thrills. Advertising; newspaper, billboard.
Patronage ; all classes. Attendance ; fair. W.
L. Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville, Ar-
kansas.

POPPY. Good picture, reissued. Liked
by audience. Advertising; newspapers and
lobby. Attendance; fair. J. Solomon, Bijou
Theatre, Clarksburg, W. Va.

United Artists
LOVE FLOWER. We did only ordinary

business and although Griffith's name was
pushed to the limit, it availed nothing. Ad-
vertising; extra. Patronage; all classes. At-
tendance; only average. C. D. Burbank,
Franklin Theatre, Thompsonville, Conn.

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR. One of
her best; you've got to hand it to Mary—the
one star they line up to see, even in a bliz-
zard. Advertising; general. Attendance;
good. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre, Decorah, la.

THE IRON TRAIL. One of Beach's best.
Would class it next to the "Spoilers." Beau-
tiful scenery and good action. Patrons were
well pleased. Ran picture two nights. Had
several patrons come back second night.
Well pleased. Advertising; newspaper, bill-
boards and heralds. Patronage; general.
Attendance; good first night, better on sec-
ond. A. G. Coffin, Baldwin Opera House,
Baldwin, Wisconsin.

Universal
CONFLICT. Just an ordinary picture, re-

sembles a serial, some very good thrills, not
big enough for a special where one is giving
the best. Advertising; billboards, mailing
list. Patronage; all classes. Attendance;
fair. L. O. Davis, Perry Theatre, Hazard,
Ky.

CONFLICT. From a production stand-
point it is exceptionally fine. Miss Dean
is an artist. Advertising; cards, newspaper,
billboards, oil painting, etc. Patronage;
better class. Attendance

; good. K. H. Sink,
Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.

COLORADO. Fine; pleased a good
crowd, 100 per cent.. Patronage; small town.
Attendance; good. L. Hables, Reel Joy The-
atre, King City, Calif.

DANGER AHEAD. A good little picture
but poor acting on part of cast. Advertis-
ing; slide, one sheet and cards. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; poor. John G.
Mapes, Knights of Pythias Theatre, Chester,
N. Y.

THE FIGHTING LOVER. Frank Mayo
very poor in this feature. Photography bad,
too dark. Advertising; one three, photos.
Patronage; family. Attendance; poor. A
Wirtenberg, Woodlawn Theatre, Schenec-
tady, New York.

THE FIRE EATER. Hoot Gibson is ad-
vancing rapidly and we are doing great run-
ning his pictures. Advertising; billboards
and newspaper. Patronage; general. At-
tendance

; good. Harold S. Clouse, Holly-
wood Theatre, Highwood, Minn.

THE FOX. Weak in spots, but proved to
be a good box office attraction. Advertis-
ing; extra news advertisements with a few
three sheets, usual lobby display. Patron-
age; family. Attendance; good. J. A. Mc-
near, Jr., Hill Opera House. Petaluma, Cal-
ifornia.

NOBODY'S FOOL. Good picture for me,
far better than "Moonlight Follies." Adver-
tising; billboard. .Attendance; good. Vic-
tor Theatre, Minoqua, Wis.

NOBODY'S FOOL. From an entertain-
ment standpoint, in my opinion, this is the
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best special Universal has produced; a
splendid picture in every respect. Adver-
tising; usual. Patronage; mixed. Attend-
ance; fair. J. C. Rowton, Victory Theatre,
Shawnee, Okla.

RED COURAGE. A very good Western
with lots of action. Pleased patrons very
much and Hoot Gibson is well liked. Ad-
vertising; only four one-sheets. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; fair. Jerry Westin,
Winter Theatre, Albany, Minn.

TIGER TRUE. One of best Mayo ever
made. Plenty of action. Pleased practi-
cally everyone. Advertising; posters, photos,
newspapers. Patronage ; small town. At-
tendance; good. A La Valla, Bethel Com-
munity Theatre, Bethel, Conn.

UNKNOWN WIFE. Good picture, better
than some specials. Pleased all; some
asked for this to be shown over. Advertis-
ing ; local newspaper, one and three-sheet
posters. Patronage; small town. Attend-
ance; fair. J. E. Evins, Star Theatre, Smith-
ville, Tenn.

Vitagraph
BLACK BEAUTY. Those who saw it pro-

claimed it very good. Ran three shows, but
did not make any money. Advertising ; her-
alds, posters, photos, newspaper advt.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.

Kenneth Thompson, M. W. A. Hall, Han-
cock, Wis.

BRING HIM IN. A carefully directed
picture with a popular star and the kind of
picture for a mixed audience. Advertising;
usual. Patronage; small town. Attendance;
fair. Landale Theatre, Carlinville, 111.

SON OF WALLINGFORD. Excellent
picture, pleased everyone. Has comedy,
thrills and heart interest. Cast, story and
direction fine. Suitable for any house. Ad-
vertising; usual channels, nothing extra-
ordinary. Patronage; industrial small
town. Attendance

; good. P. W. Kunze, Or-
pheum Theatre, Stoughton, Mass.

PRINCESS JONES. Pleasing picture, al-
though not a very heavy story. We are us-
ing this star for Sunday shows and she gives
satisfaction for light entertainment. Adver-
tising; usual. Patronage; small town. At-
tendance; fair. O. K. Theatre, Enterprise,
Oregon.

THE SEA RIDER. A very ordinary pro-
gram picture that did not hold up interest.
Ran a two-reel O. Henry entitled "The
Dream" with it and had many good com-
ments on the short subject. Advertising;
usual. Patronage ; small town. Attendance

;

fair. Jno. W. Joerger, O. K. Theatre, En-
terprise, Oregon.

SINGLE TRACK. Good story, pleased
crowd. Advertising; newspaper and pro-
gram. Patronage ; small town. Attendance;
good. N. R. Carskadan, Music Hall, Keyser,
West Virginia.

STEELHEART. Excellent, pleased 100
per cent of my patrons

;
they want to see

more of this kind of picture with Duncan.
Advertising; usual. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance

;
good. Frank Fera, Victory The-

atre, Rossiter, Pa.

Comedies
AMONG THOSE PRESENT (Pathe). A

three reel Lloyd comedy that is a positive

knockout; book all of them and clean up;
every one a peach. Advertising; automo-
bile and posters. Patronage

;
neighborhood.

Attendance
;
good. Temple Theatre, Aber-

deen, Miss.

FOR LAND'S SAKE (Educational). For
thrills, laughs and new stunts, this com-
edy is certainly in the AA class. They don't
make them any better. Advertising; usual.
Patronage; all classes. Attendance; good.
J. C. Rowton, Victory Theatre, Shawnee,
Oklahoma.

HOLY SMOKE (Educational). Provoked
as much mirth as "Shoulder Arms" or
"Dog's Life." If they don't laugh at this

they are dead. Advertising; one sheet.
Patronage; industrials. Attendance; good.
Howard James, Union Theatre, Volunton,
Conn.

NEIGHBORS (Metro). Buster Keaton is

good, and in this he created a scream.
Everyone considered it a great comedy. Ad-
vertising; one sheets, photos, newspaper.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; good.
A. La Valla, Bethel Community Theatre,
Bethel, Conn.

NOW OR NEVER (Pathe). An abso-
lute knock 'em dead comedy. Harold Lloyd
three reelers the best bet an exhibitor has.
Book the series and clean up. You can't

go wrong. Advertising; sixes, threes, ones,
photos. Patronage; neighborhood. Atten-
dance

; good. Temple Theatre, Aberdeen,
Mississippi.

Serials

DO OR DIE. (Universal). Eddie Polo
is a tonic for poor business. He will surely
bring them in. Sure fire hit. Advertising;
six sheets, newspapers, photos, slides. Pa-
tronage; mixed. Attendance; good. Al. V.
Bothner, Majestic Theatre, Troy, New York.

HURRICANE HUTCH. (Pathe). One of

the best serials we have ever shown. Sup-
porting cast great, new stunts that are real

thrilling. Advertising; photos, six sheets,

24-sheets. Patronage; general. Attend-
ance; good. Landale Theatre, Carlinville.

Illinois.

WHITE HORSEMEN (Universal)
Started good. Everybody likes action and
Universal short stuff has more of it to the

foot than any other service I know of. Ad-
vertising; regular. Patronage; small town.
Attendance ; fair. A. L. Middleton, Grand
Theatre, De Queen, Ark.

Short Subjects
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB

(Pathe). This reel draws like feature, and
is one. Why can't we have more like this?
Advertising; regular. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; good. A. L. Middleton,
Grand Tlieatre, De Queen, Ark.

FAMOUS RIDE ON RUNAWAY TRAIN.
(Educational). This is great stuff, if put
over right, with the proper effects. My
audiences were roaring with excitement and
laughter during the wild ride. Patronage

;

small town. Attendance; fair. E. E. Corr,
Princess Theatre, Thompson, Iowa.

LADIES' PETS (Chester Educational).
Only fair. Have not been able to see any-
thing extra in Educational; like all the rest,

some are good and others rotten. Adver-
tising; regular. Patronage; small town.
Attendance; fair. A. L. Middleton, Grand
Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.

State Rights
BLUE BLAZES (Doubleday). Great,

very good, so good I booked the series.

Patrons asked for more like this one. Ad-
vertising; daily paper, billboards, window
cards. Patronage; neighborhood. Attend-
ance; fair. J. Edw. Mitchell, Strand Thea-
tre, Waverley, Massachusetts.

THE GIRL FROM PORCUPINE (Arrow).
Good Curwood picture. Plot not as interest-
ing as previous Curwoods. No complaint.
Advertising; newspaper, lobby display, her-
alds. Patronage

;
general. Attendance ; fair.

Smith & Correll, Portland Theatre, Cassel-
ton, North Dakota.

KAZAN (E. & I.) A 100% picture, if your
patrons like outdoor stuff. Ours do, and
this went over with every comment a fa-

vorable one. Used a stencil of a dog's
footprint for sidewalk advertising and got
them wondering what was coming. It pays.
Advertising; extra newspaper and bill-

boards. Patronage; small town. Attend-
ance ; fair. O. K. Theatre, Enterprise, Ore-
gon.

OH, MARY, BE CAREFUL (Pioneer).
Light comedy, Madge Kennedy fans would
like it, others would consider it fair. Ad-
vertising; posters, newspapers. Patronage;
just folks. Attendance; fair. Arthur B.

Smith, Fenwick Theatre, Salenr, New Jersey.

EXHIBITOR'S REPORT

Title of Picture Producer

Your Own Report

How Advertised

Type of Patronage Attendance
flood. Fair, Poor.

Theatre City State

Date Signed

FILL THIS OUT. MR. EXHIBITOR, SEND IT IN. AND WE WILL MAIL YOU
POSTAL CARDS FOR FUTURE REPORTS
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CURRENT FILM RELEASE DATES
Bits ot Life (Marshall Neilan Special).

C-1076; C-47.
The Idle Class (Two Reels—Chaplin). R-674;

C-895.
The Child Thou Gavest Me (Stahl Produc-

tion). 6,091 Ft. R-943.
Woman's Place (Constance Talmadge). 5,645

Ft. R-1075; C-47.
Two Minutes to Go (Charles Ray). R-96;

C-159.
Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart—Six Reels).

R; Vol. 48, P. 392; C-R, P. 668.
The Kid (Charles Chaplin—Six Reels). R;

Vol. 48, P. 390; C-R, P. 668; Ex. Vol. 49,
P. 55, 155, 158.

The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge).
R-458. Nov. 26. C-581. Dec. 3.

Tol'able David (Richard Bathelmess). R-589.
Dec. 3. (C-849. Dec. 17).

Stranger Than Fiction (Katherine MacDon-
ald). R-705. Dec. 10. C-976. Dec. 84.

The Lotus Eater (John Barrymore). R-716.
Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).

All for a Woman (Foreign Film). R-8ek,
Dec. 17. C-1120. Dec. 31. C-202. Jan. 14.

Love Never Dies. R-854. Dec. 17. C-976.
Dec. 24.

R. S. V. P. (Charles Ray). R-982. Dec. 24.

C-1120. Dec. 31.
Stardust (Hope Hampton). R-1126. Dec. 31.

C-108. Jan. 7.

My Boy (Jackie Coogan). R-112. Jan. 7.

C-202. Jan. 14.
Playthings of Destiny (Anita Stewart).

C-202. Jan. 14.
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart).
Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald).
My Lady Friends (Mr. and Mrs. Carter De-

Haven).
Alf's Button (Special).
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge).
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart).
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald).
Love's Redemption (Norma Talmadge). R-321.

Jan. 21.
The Beautiful Liar (Katherine MacDonald).
The Song of Life (Stahl Production).
Kindred of the Dust (Walsh Production).
The Rosary (Selig-Rork).
The Barnstormer (Charles Ray).

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
RELEASED THROUGH FIRST NATIONAi.

Blind Hearts (Hobart Bosworth). R-1076;
C-159.

The Silent Call. R-549. Nov. 26. C-631.
Dec. 3.

The Sea Lion (Bosworth). R-317. Jan. 21.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIOIVS
Mother O' Mine. R-747: C-47.
Cup of Life. R-318: C-397.
Hail the Woman (R-203. Jan. 14), (C-312.

Jan. 21).
J. PARKER READ, JR.

I Am Guilty (Louise Glaum). R-85; C-149.
Greater Than Love. R-829: C-885.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
A Perfect Crime (Monte Blue). R; VoL 49,

P-46.
A Broken Doll. R-751.
The Sin of Martha Queed (Six Reels). R-710.

Dec. 10. (C-1120. Dec. 31).
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford
—Six Reels). R; VoL 47, P-589; C-R,
P-714: Ex. Vol. 48, P-827.

The Foolish Matrons. R-114; C-189.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS

Love's Outcast (Two Reels—Ben Turpln).
R-729.

Molly O (Mabel Normand). R-587. Dec. S.

C-705. Dec. 10.
By Heck. R-322. Jan. 21.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise. R-S23; C-S87.
Pilgrims of the Night. R-83il; C-386.
Shattered Idols.

FOX FILM Corp.
SPECIAI,

Over the HIIL 10,700 Ft. R; VoL 46, P-623.
A (Connecticut Yankee In King Arthur's

Court. 7.600 Ft. R; Vol. 48, P-806; C;
Vol. 49. P-185.

Shame. 8,200 Ft. R-789; C-885.
Perjury. 7,4t0 Ft. R-932; C-273.
Footballs (Tyrone Power). R-448; C-649.
The Last Trail.
The Queen of Sheba. 9,659 Ft. "^ol. 49.

R-879; C-947.
WILLIAM IPARNUM

His Greatest Sacrifice. R-20B; C-267. 6,600
Pt.

PEARL WHITE
Beyond Prlc6. R-»t«.

TOM MIX
Trailin'. (R-113. Jan. 7. C-202. Jan. 14).
The Rough Diamond. R-217; C-289.
Sky High (R-1126. D6c. 31. C-108. Jan. 7).

DUSTIN FARNUM
The Primal Law. R-575; C-759.
The Devil Within. 5,997 Ft. R-683. Dee. 2.

C-705. Dec. 10.
BUCK JONES

Bar Nothing. 4,311 Ft. R-809.
Riding With Death. R-456. Nov. 26. C-681.

Dec. 3.

WILLIAM RUSSELL
Singing River. R-7S1; C-163.
The Lady from Longacre.
The Roof Tree (R-113. Jan. 7. C-202. Jan.

14).
Desert Blossoms (R-116. Jan. 7. C-202.

Jan. 14.

SHIRLEY MASON
Queenie. 5,174 Ft. R-693; C-759.
Jackie. (R-1128. Dec. 31. C-202. Jan. 14).

TWENTIETH CENTURY BRAND
While the Devil Laughs. C-273.
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford).

R-95; C-159.
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn). R-SI6;

C-397. Nov. 26.
The Jolt (Murphy-Walker). R-456. Nov. 26.

(C-1120. Dec. 31).
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy). R-981.

Deo. 24. (C-1120. Dec. 31).
Gleam O' Dawn (Barbara Bedford). R-206.

Jan. 14.
Winning With Wits (Barbara Bedford).

R-318. Jan. 21.
SBRIALS

Fantomas (Twenty Episodes). R; VoL 48,
P-215.

CLYDE COOK
(Two Reels Each)

The Sailor.
The Toreador. R-446.
The Chauffeur. (R-115. Jan. 7).

AL ST. JOHN SERIES
(Two Reels Each)

Small Town Stuff.
The Happy Pest.
The Indian.
Fool Days. (R-980. D««. 24.)

MUTT AND JBIFF CARTOONS
(One Reel Each)

Fast Freight.
The Stolen Snooze.
Getting Ahead.
Bony Parts.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
(Two Reels Each)

One Moment, Picas*.
A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.
The Big Mystery.
Long Live the Elnr.
Pardon Me. (R-116. Jan. 7).
Try and Get It. R-318. Jan. 21.

GOLD WT N
A Tale of Two Worlds (Gouverneur Morris

Production). 5,649 Ft. R; VoL 49, P-415;
C-R, P-469.

Cabinet of Dr. Callgarl (German Impres-
sionistic Film). 5,157 Ft. VoL 49; C-R,
323

Snowbl'lnd (All Star). R-B42.
Made In Heaven (Tom Moore). R; VoL 49,

P-996; C-149.
Wet Gold (Williamson Production). R-437;

R-419.
Head Over Heels (Mabel Normand).
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers). R-208.
An Unwilling Hero (Will Rogers). C-739;

R-440.
Beating th» Game (Tom Moore). 6,058 Ft.

R-448: C-529.
The Man from Lost River.

SEASON 1»21-1»22
Theodora (Italian Spectacle). 10,000 Ft.

R-1073. R-47.
All's Fair In Love. 4,979 Ft. (C-397. Nov.

2«.)
Ace of Hearts. 6,884 Pt. (R-94; C-706.

Dec. 10).
For Those We Love. 5,752 F^. (R-868. Deo.

17. C-976. Dec. 24).
Invisible Power (6.613 Ft.). R-694; C-759.
Dangerous Curve Ahead (5,561 Ft.). R-810;

C-895.
The Old Nest (7,899 Ft.).
From the Ground Up (Tom Moor*). R-948;

C-47.
Doubling for Romeo (Will Rogers). R-9S;

C-159.
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin). 5,620 Ft.

R-113. Jan. 7. C-202. Jan. 14.
The Grim Comedian (Rita Welwam). 6,509

Pt.
Poverty of Riches (Leroy Scott). 6,641 Pt.

(R-589. Dec. 3. C-849. Dec. 17).

The Man from Lost River (Katherine N.
Burt). 5,693 Ft.

A Poor Relation (Will Rogers). 4,609 Ft.
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). 4,495 BH.
The Night Rose (Leroy Scott). 5,680 Pt.
Be My Wife (Max Linder). 4,470 Ft. R-780;

C-163.
The Sin Flood (Special). R-317. Jan. 21.

WARD LASCBLLE
Rip Van Winkle (Thomas Jefferson). R-1074.

C-397. Nov. 26.
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS

God's Oucible (All Star). R-319; C-629.
Cameron of the Royal Mounted. R-321. Jan.

21.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON—GREAT

AUTHORS' PICTURES
The Spenders (Claire Adams). Vol. 47, P-769;

C-R, Vol. 48, P-194.
A Certain Rich Man. R-809; C-895.

KANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The Man of the Forest R-434; C-603.
The Mysterious Rider. R-1075; C-47.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
Love Madness (Louise Glaum—Seven Reels).

R; VoL 45, P-1067; C-R, P-1211.
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth). R;

Vol. 47; C-R, P-8B2.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerri-
gan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080; Vol. 48, C-R.
P-46.

The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerri-
gan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

The Face of the World. R-538; C-6J9.
Fifty Candles. (R-880. Dec. 24. C-202.

Jan. 14).
J. L. PROTHINGHAM PRODUCTTIONS

The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale). R;
Vol. 48, P-729; C-R, Vol. 49, P-31.

The Other Woman (Six Reels). R; Vol. 49,
P-627; C-R, P-70B.
ROOKBTTT FILM CORPORATION

The Truant Husband.
Keeping Up With Lizzie (Enid Bennett).

R-324; C-t87.
HUGO BALLIN

The Journey's End. R-H3; C-589.
Jane Eyre. R-948: C-47.

RENCO FILM CORPORATION
Lavender and Old Lace. R-92; C-149.

TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor—Two Reels).
The Bashful Suitor (R-1127. Dec. 31).

DIAL FILM CORPORATION
The Light In the Clearing. 7,000 Pt. (C-71B.

Dec. 10. C-849. Dec. 17).

METRO
The Man Who (Bert Lytell). R-438; C-689.
Life's Darn Funny (Viola Dana). R-634;

C-695.
Big Game (May Allison—Six Reels). R-829;

C-49.
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell—Six Reels).

R-92.
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana). R-92;

C-163.
The Infamous Miss Revel! (Alice Lake).

R-209* C-629
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana). R-»4;

C-163.
Alias Ladyflngers (Bert Lytell). R-944; C-

1023.
The Hole in the Wall (Alice Lake). R-688.

Dec. 3. C-849. Dec. 17.
The Idle Rich (Bert Lytell).
Flghtln' Mad (Six Reels). R-688. Dec. 8.

C-705. Dec. 10.
The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana). C-708.

Dec. 10.
The Golden Gift (Alice Lake). R-711. Dec.

10. C-1120. Dec. 81).
Glass Houses (Viola Dana).
The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell). R-864.

Dec. 17. C-976. Dec. 24.
NAZIHOVA PRODUCTIONS

Camllle. R-446; C-539.
S-L PRODUCTIONS

Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes—Six
Reels). R-209: C-S97.

The Hunch (Gareth Hughes—Six Reels).
R-944; C-102S.

Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes). R-718.
Dec. 10. C-849. Dec. 17.

Stay Home (Gareth Hughes).
REX INGRAM PRODUCTTIONS

The Conquering Power. R-S89: C-498.
Turn to the Right. R-322. Jan. 21.
The Prisoner of Zenda.

TIPTTANY PRODUCTIONS
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray). R-714. Dee.

3. C-849. Dec. 17.

Note—Refer to page 432 for explanation of reference marks
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Pathe Review (One-Reel Educational) an* TOfiet

of the Day {One-half R«el) Itrue* Weakly.

Pathe News (.Topical) I$su«d Every We*netaay
and Saturday. Charles flutcAvwn it ttar of

"Hurricane Butdh." JJutJi Rolan* it ttmr •/

"The White Baffle."

The Power Within (W. H. Tooker). R-322.
Jan. 21.

Week of December 11
No. 12 of Hurricane Hutch (Red Courage).
Trapping the Weasel (Bob and Bill—One

Reel). R-715. Dec. 10.

Look Pleasant, Please (IJoyd Reissue—One
Reel). R-710. Dec. 1».

Sink or Swim (Snub PolUrd—One Reel).
The Conceited Donkey (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Fable). R-715. Dec. 10.

Week of December 18
No. 13 of Hurricane Hutch (Neck and Neck).
Two Gun Gussie (Lloyd Reissue—On« Reel).

R-856. Dec. 17.

The Wolf and the Kid (2/3 Reel Cartoon
Fable). R-855. Dec. 17.

Shake 'Em Up (Pollard—One-Reel Comedy).
R-856. Dec. 17.

Stick Around (Truex—Two-Re«l Comedy).
R-856. Dec. 17.

The Power Within (Six-Reel Drama).
Week at December ZS

No. 14 of Hurricane Hutch (The Secret in
the Flame).

Fireman Save My Child (Uoyd—One Reel

—

Reissue).
The Wayward Dog (2/3 Reel Cartoon Fable).

R-980. Dec. 24.
The Corner Pocket (One Reel—Pollard

Comedy). R-980. Dec. 24.
Week of Jamoary 1, 1*22

No. 15 of Hurricane Hutch (The Last Duel).
No. 1 of The White EagU.
Try, Try Again (One-Reel Comedy). R-I*2.

Jan. 14.
The Cat and the Mice (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Comedy).
Beauty Contest (Two-Reel All Negro

Comedy). R-203. Jan. 14.
Before Breakfast (One-Reel Lloyd Reieeue).

Week of Jonaary 8
No. 2 of White Bagle (The Red Men'*

Menace).
The Dog and the Mosquito (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Fable).
Lose No Time (Pollard—One-Reel Comedy).

R-202. Jan. 14.

The Canadian Lynx (Bob and Bill Series

—

One Reel).
Take a Chance (Lloyd—One-Reel Reissue).

Week of January 15
No. 3 of The White Eagle (A Strange

Message).
The Do^ and the Flea (2/S Reel Cartoon

Fable). R-320. Jan. 21.
Loose Change (One-Reel Parrott Comedy).

R-322. Jan. 21.
The Bashful Lover (Truex— Two-Reel

Comedy). R-319. Jan. 21.
The Non-stop Kid (One-Reel Lloyd Reissue).

Week of January 22
No. 4 of The White Eagle (The Lost Trail).
Call the Witness (Pollard — One - Reel

Comedy).
The Bear and the Bees (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Fable).
That's Him (Lloyd—One-Reel Re-tssue).

Week of January 20
No. 5 of White Eagle (The Clash of the

Clans).
Years to Come (Pollard—l-reel comedy).
The Miller and the Donkey (2/3 reel Car-

toon Fable).
The Midnight Stage (Reissue—3-reel drama).
She Loves Me Not (Lloyd—l-reel. Reissue).

PfONEER Fllm Ccmp,
A Western Adventurer (William Fairbanks).

R-540.
The Mystery Mind (Fifteen Episode Serial).
Oh, Mary, Be Careful! (Madge Kennedy).

R-311; C-7B*.
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Stark).
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Bmpey).
Wise Husbands (Gall Kane—Six Reels).
The Leech (CTlalre Whitney—Six Reels).
Peeps Into the Future (Six Two-Reelers).
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield).

R-C-PICTURES

The Greater Profit (Edith Storey). R-116;
C-696.

When Lights Are Low (Six Parts—Sessue
Hayakawa). R-236; C-789.

The Sting of the Lash (Pauline Frederick

—

Six Reels). R-931; C-S97.
Shams of Society (Walsh-Fielding Produc-

tion—Six Parts). R-115. Jan. 7. C-202.
Jan. 14.

A Wife's Awakening (Gaslner Production

—

Six Parts). R-94: C-S97.
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa—Six Reels).

R-94; C-1B9.
The Barricade (Cabanne P>roduction—Six

Reels). R-807; C-IBS.
The Foolish Age (Doris May). R-1073; C-47.
Possession. R-21S; C-397. Not. 26.
The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick). R-3S&;

C-397. Nov. 26. (Six Reels).
Silent Tears (Six Reels.) R-586. Dec. 3.

C-705. Deo. 10.
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone

—

Six Reels).
At the Stage Door (Cabanne Production—Six

Reels). R-981. Dec. 24. C-1120. Dec. 11.

Eden and Return (Doris May—Six Reels).
R-1127. Dec. 31. C-202. Jan. 14.

Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa). R-
319. Jan. 21.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIB8
Remoresless Love. R-827: C-49.
Handcuffs or Kisses. R-944; C-1023.
The Way of a Maid.

EVGBNE: O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Is Life Worth Living? R-B41; C-49.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalorus Charles (R-1127. Dec. 31).

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
The Chicken In the Case. L-5,261 Ft. R; Vol.

48, P-728.
A Divorce of Convenience. R-6S9; C-16S.

CONWAY TEARL,E STAR SERIES
After Midnight. R-575; C-896.
The Man of Stone. (R-457. Nov. 26. C-849.

Dec. 17).
Shadows of the Sea (R-205. Jan. 14).

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Who Am I? R-440; C-49.
Conceit (All Star). R-8B6. Dec. 17. C-1120.

Dec. tl.
A Man's Home (All Star). R-649; C-769.
The Greatest Love (Vera Gordon.

REPUBLIC
Man's Plaything (Grace Davidson and Mon-

tague Love).
Mountain Madness (Ed Coxen and Ora

The Gift Supreme (Bernard Burning).
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor.

SHORT SUBJECTS
William J. Flynn Series.
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
Kaufman Masterpieces.

REVIVALS
Scandal (Constance Talmadge).
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert

Lytell).
The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Production).

C-397. Nov. 26.

United Artists
Dream Street (D. W. Griffith Production).

Vol. 49, R-876; C-J87.
Through the Back Door (Mary PIckford).

R-439: C-496.
Carnival (Harley Knoles Production). 6 000

Ft. R-113; C-3S5.
The Three Musketeers (Douglaa Fairbanks).

R-211: C-397.
Disraeli (George Arllss). R-»6; C-1«J.
Little Lord Fauntleroy (Mary PIckford).

9,984 Ft. R-B78: C-649.
The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Production).

C-397. Nov. 26.

UN I VE R S AL

Live and Let Live (Cabanne Production—Six
Reels). R-537; C-47.

JETWLS
Outside the Law (Six Reels—PrlsclUa Dean).

R: Vol. 41-465.
Reputation (Eight Reels—Priscllla Dean).

R-205; C-267.
No Woman Knows (Seven Reels). R-447;

C-529.
Conflict (Priscilla Dean). R-96; C-1B9.
The Fox (Harry (Tarey). R-590. Dec. 3.

C-705. Dec. 10. (Seven Reels).
The Leather Pushers (Series of Two-Reelers).
Foolish Wives (Erich Von Stroheim). R-316.

Jan. 21.

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Monkey Movie Star (Joe Martin).
Robinson's Trouseau (Lee Moran).
P. D. Q. (Lee Moran).
The Monkey Schoolmaster (Joe Martin).

SPECIAL ATTRACrriONS
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson). R-217;

C-289
Sure Fire' (Hoot Gibson). R-93: C-169.
False Kisses (Miss Du Pont). R-4B7. Nov.

26. C-581. Dec. J.

Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo). R-4B8. Nov. 26.
C-B81. Dec. 3.

A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost). 4,719
Kt. R-5S6. Dec. 3. C-705. Dec. 10.

Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson). 4,41t
Ft R-712. Dec. 10. C-849. Dec. 17.

Shattered Dreams (Miss Du Pont). R-ttt.
Dec. 17. C-1120. Dec. SI.

Playing With Fire (R-982. Dec. 24. C-llJO.
Dec. 31.

The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson). R-lUf. Dec
31. C-108. Jan. 7.

The Guttersnipe (Gladys Walton). R-11*.
Jan. 7. C-202. Jan. 14.

Across the Deadline (Frank Mayo). R-204.
Jan. 14.

Don't Get Personal (Marie Prevost). R-20*.
Jan. 14.

SERIALS
The Terror Trail (Eileen Sedgwick).
Winners of the West (Art Acord). R-ITI:

C-649.
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
With Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and

Louise Lorraine).
WESTERN DRAMAS
(Two Reels Each)

Old Dynamite.
The Brand of Courage.
The Dream Girl.
Ned of the News (Percy Pemroke).
A Battle of Wits (Eileen Sedgwick).
The Deputy's Double Cross (Laura LaPlant*

and Lee Shumway).
The Night Attack (Eileen Sedgwick).
Captain's KIdd's Finish (Mack Wright).
The Phantom Terror (Jack Perrin).
The Ranger's Reward (Art Acord).

CENTURY COMEDIES
(Two Reels Each)

Teddy's Goat (Teddy, the Dog). R-8B4. Dec
17.

Get Rich Quick Peggy (Baby Peggy).
A Family Affair (Charles Dorety).
The Dumb-Bell (Harry Sweet). R-114.

Jan. 7.

Chums (Baby Peggie and Brownie). R-llt.
Jan. 7.

Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Harry
Sweet). R-206. Jan. 14.

The Straphanger.
An Idle Roomer.
The Touchdown (Lee Moran).
Circus Clowns (Brownie).

STAR COMEDIEIS
(One Reel Bach)

Ice Box Pirates.
Heart Breakers.
Show Me Your Samples.
Fur Coats and Pants. R-203. Jan. 14).
Oh Nursle!
Westward Whoa. (R-20B. Jan. 14).
Almost a Rancher.
Penny Ante.
The News Maker.
The Fake Quake.

SERIES
The Return of Cyclone Smith (Two Reals

Each).

VlTAG RAPH
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

The Heart of Maryland. R; Vol. 49, P-»J»:
C-R, 823.

The Son of Walllngford. R-943; C-47.
The Flower of the North.

ALICE JOYCE
The Scarab Ring.
The Inner Chamber (Six Parts). R-14; C-2T8,

CORRINE GRIFFITH
Moral Fibre. R-94B; C-1B9.
Received Payment. R-320. Jan. 21.

EARLE WILLIAMS
Bring Him In. R-1074; C-289.
It Can Be Done.
Lucky Carson. R-31S. Jan. 21,

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens. R; Vol. 49, P-991; C-4».
The Secret of the Hills.

ALICE CALHOUN'S PRODUCTTIOIVS
The Rainbow.
The Matrimonial Web. R-220: C-289.
The Little Minister. (R-1129. Dec. 31.

C-202. Jan. 14).
WILLIAM DUNCAN

Steelheart. R-460; C-B29.
No Defense.

Note—Refer to page 432 for explanation of reference marks
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LARRY SEIMON COMBDIBS

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIMIMY AUBREY COMEDIBS
The Mysteriou3 Stranger.
The Messenger (R-H3. Jan. 7).

SERIAL,
Breaking Through (Carmel Myers and Wal-

lace McDonald).

WiD Gunning, Inc.

The Blot (Loia Weber Production). 7,121 Ft.
R-930' C-163.

Quo Vadis (Reissue—Six Reels). 5,S84 Vt.

F-95* C-397.
Good and Evil' (Lucy Doraine). 4,951 Ft.

R-447; C-649.
Girl from God's Country (Nell Shlpman).

6,957 Ft. R-448; C-529.
The Old Oaken Bucket. 5,098 Ft. (R-217;

C-1120. Dec. 31).
Moongold (Will Bradley). S,175 Ft.
Post Nature Pictures (Twenty-six Single

Reels).
What Do Men Want? R-469. Nor. 26.

(6,141 Ft.).
Our Mutual Friend (English Production—Six

Reels). R-712. Dec. 10. C-976. Dec. 24.

(7,698 Ft.).
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth). 5,654 Ft.
Bear. Boy and Dog. (2,063 Ft.).
Puppy Days. (959 Ft.).
Robinson Crusoe Hours. (966 Ft.).

State Right Releases

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial—Fifteen Epi-

sodes) (Elmo Lincoln-Star).

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
The Lonelv Heart (Kay Laurell).

ALEXANDER FILM CORP.
Sherlock Holmes (Two-Reelers). R-203.

Jan. 14.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Ghost City (Helen Holmes).
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison).
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson).

AYWON FILM CORP.
The Shadow of Lightning Ridge (Snowy

Baker). R-451; C-397. Nov. 26.

The Better Man (Snowy Baker). R-4S9.
Nov. 26. (C-1120. Dec. 31).

Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams). R-
458. Nov. 26.

Fidelity (All-Star Cast).
Lure of the Orient (Jack Conway-Frances

Nelson).

C. C. BURR
Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Johnny HInes). R-211.

DU MAHAUT-KLEIN
Monty Works the Wires (Monty—A Doc)- R-

71S. Dec. 10.

EQUITY PICTURES
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed).

R; Vol. 48. P-1092.
. Where Is My Wandering Boy?
Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson). R-748.
What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Touns).

R-1077. (C-108. Jan. 7.)

EXPORT AND IMPORT
wild Animal Serial (15 Episodes—Sellg Pro-

ductions).
The Jungle Goddess (Elinor Field and Tru-

man Van Dyke)). Fifteen Episode Selig

^"'^CLARK-CORNELIUS
Living Lies. R-322. Jan. 21.

C. B. C.
Dangerous Love.
Ths Victim.
Cac^tlvating Mary Carstalrs.
Star Ranch Westerns (Two-reels, bl-montb-

''^^

GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart).

R-208: C-649.

THE FILM MARKET
The Supreme Passion (Six Reels). Vol. 49,

P-194; C-R, P-681.
The Spoilers (Reissue—Nine Reels).
Jimmy Callahan Comedies (Twelve Two-

Reelers).

PHIL GOLDSTONE
The Unknown (Dick Talmadge). (R-1128.

Dec. 31).

GRAPHIC
Mother Eternal (Vivian Martin — Seven

Reels). R; Vol. 49, P-990; C-45.
Fountain ot Youth. R-321. Jan. 21.

HOWELL SALES CO.
Vendetta (Pola Negri). (R-1125. Dec. 24).

(C-108. Jan. 7.)

JANS' PICTURES
Man and Woman. R-447; C-529.
The Amazing Lovers. R-946.

J. W. FILM CORP.
Road to Arcady. (R-1129. Dec. 31).

GEORGE KLEINE
In the Fog (R-115. Jan. 7).

L. & H. ENTERPRISES
Daughter of the Night (R-114. Jan 7).

LEE-BRADFORD
The Unconquered Woman (Rubye DeRemer).
Determination. R-319. Jan. 21.

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Able Minded Lady (H. B. Walthall).
The Call from the Wild. R-323.
The Fatal Thirty.
The Impossible Boy.
Folly Comedies (George Ovey—Single Reels).
Folly Comedies (Vernon Dent—Single Reels).

PHOTOCRAFT PRODUCTIONS
Oh, Mable Behave (Four Stars) (R-855. Dec.

17).

PRODUCERS' SECURITY
Diane of Star Hollow. R-880; C-47.
Mr. Bingle (Daddy Dumplins).
The Soul of Man (Six Reels).
Mr. Potter of Texas.
Cissy Fitzgerald Comedies (Two Reels).
The Right Way. R-218; C-397. Nov 26.
Squire Phlnn.
Welcome to Our City.
Trail of the Law.
The Man Who Paid.
Irving Cummings Series (Two Reels).

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
Holy Smoke (Funnyface). R-810.
Funny Face Comedies.
Windsor McCay Animated Drawings.
Tony Sarg Almanac.
Charley Cartoons.
Lee Kid Comedies.
Four Eileen Sedgwick Features.
Body and Soul. (Anna Luther).
Silks and Saddles.
Power of the Borglas.
Six Clara Kimball Young Reissues.

RAINBOW FILM CORPORATION
A Girl's Decision. R-9S; C-397.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience (Russel Simpson).

7 Reels. R-1075: C-47.

TONY SARG
The Original Golfer. (R-116. Jan. 7.)

STOREY PICTURES, INC
Shadowland Screen Review (Every two

weeks).
Burlesque Photoplays (Elsie Davenport)

(Once a Month.) (2 Reels Each.)
WILLIAM STEINER

Tangier Trails (Neal Hart). R-980. Dec. 24.
(C-1120. Dec. 31.)

SWEDISH BIOGRAPH
Sir Arnes Treasure. 6,500 Ft. R-711. Dec. 10.

C-976. Dec. 24.

TEXAS GUINAN PRODUCTIONS
Texas of the Mounted. R-107$.
Code of the West. R-94.
Across the Border (2 Reels). R-690. Dec. S.
The Spitfire (2 Reels). R-K90. Dec. 8.

WESTERN PICTURES'
EXPLOITATION

A Dangerous Pastime.
That Something. R-758.
Scattergood Stories (Two Reel Comedies).
The Masked Avenger (Lester Cuneo),
Making the Grade (David Butler). R-207.

Jan. 14.
Blue Blazes (Lester Cuner). R-320. Jan. 21.

WESTERN PICTURES' CORP.
Partners of the Sunset (AUene Ray).
Lady Luck (Allene Ray).
WORLD FILM CORPORATION

Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton).
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawllnson).

western'FEATURES' PRODUC-
TIONS, INC.

(Featuring "Bill" Fairbanks)
Go Get Him.

A Western Demon (William Fairbanks). R-
96.

Hell's Border.
Fighting Heart.
Daredevil of the Range.

WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home (Anna Q. Nilsson).

R-210; C-273.
Parted Curtains (H. B. Walthall and Mary

Alden). R-94; C-397. Nov. 26.
School Days (Wesley Barry) (R-856. Dec.

17). C-976. Dec. 24.
Ashamed of Parents. (R-1128. Dec. 31.)

WESTERN CLASSIC SALES
(Two-Reel Dramas)

Bullets and Justice.
The Heart of Texas Pat.
The Unbroken Trail.

MISCELLANEOUS
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

Quick Action (William Russell).
Sally Shows the Way (Mary Miles Minter).
The Moonshine Menace (Helen Holmes).
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell).
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter).
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmesi.
A Rough-shod Fighter (William Russell).
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin's Mountain

(Helen Holmes).
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage).

ASTA FILMS, INC.
Hamlet (Asta Neilson). R-336.

HENRY BALLMAR
Once Upon a Time. (R-207. Jan. 14).

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
Fritzi Ridgeway Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Neal Hart Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Helen Gibson Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Al Jennings Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Capital Two Reel Comedies.
Witches Lure (All Star Cast).

EMERSON-LOOS
Red Hot Romance. R-713. Dec. 10.

D. W. GRIFFITH
Orphans of the Storm. (R-1125. Dec. 81).

(C-312. Jan. 21)).

FEDERATION PRODUCERS'
SERVICE

The New Disciple. (R-1127. Dec. 31. C-202.
Jan. 14.

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA,
INC.

The Four Seasons (4 Reels). R-694; C-ISS.
Klneto Reviews

(Released Through National Exchanges, Inc.)
(One Reel)

(Third Series)
Hiking the Alps With the Boy Scouts.
Manhattan Life.
Eccentricities of the Wasp and Bee.
Fur and Feaihers.
My Adirondacks Outing.
The Chemistry of Combustion.
The Victory Pageants.
The Delta qX the Nile.
A Glimpse of the Animal Kingdom.
Better Milk. R-587. Dec. 8.
Permanent Peace. R-686. Dec. 3.

Urban'* Movie Cbata
(Released Through State Rights BzobanKea)
First Series from No. 1 to 26, Inclaalve

(One Reel).
Second Series from No. 27 to 62, inclusire

(One Reel).

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES' CORP.
January—Martin Johnson's "Jungle AdTM-

tures." R-449: C-649.
January—His Nibs (Chic Sale). R-847:

C-1023.

W. KURTZ & CO.
Shattered (Foreign Film). R-460. Nov. 2«.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova).
The Lotus Blossom. R-809; C-169.
Charles Ray two-reel re-issues.
Klneto Reviews (One-Reel Educational).
Rainbow Comedies (Edna Shlpman and John

Junior) (Two Reels Each).
WILL ROGERS

The Ropin' Fool (Two Reels). R-336.
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.

The Toreador (3,600 Feet).
Rigoletto (6.000 Feet).

SACRED FILMS
The Bible. R-219.

Note—Refer to page 432 for explanation of reference marks
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PRO J E CTION
% F.H.RICHARDSON

A Model Installation

From H. M. Ransome, projectionist, Algoma
Theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, come three

photographs of the projection room and equip-

ment of the Algoma, which set a record of

projection room photographs received by this

department to date. I say this, not because

there are no faults in the equipment, though

but very few are in evidence, but because of

the completeness of the photographs, the com-
pleteness and orderliness of the accessories, and
the care with which the arrangements for photo-

graphs were made, even to the placing of cards

designating various sections of the room for

reference in the text of the letter.

My compliments to Brother Ransome. These
are the sort of things which I like to publish,

because it shows to other projectionists what
can be done by enterprising, energetic men.

Could you even imagine a mere mechanism
"operator"' being able to show such a room as

this?

Brother Ransome says:

I am not going to confine myself to just
one new year resolution, but my very firstly

first for that g-r-r-rand and glorious 1922
(long may she wave) is "A little closer to

your (our) department." In this I believe
1 have been your inseparable (though unseen
and unheard of) companion quite entirely
long enough to realize what the" resolution
means.
My first debut will be by way of the photo-

graphs with which this letter is inclosed, the
same being illustrative of another creation
of the Canadian Players Canadian Corpora-
tion. Ltd.
With a few exceptions the photographs are

self explanatory. I will, however, enlighten
you on the points which cannot be shown
photographically.

The construction is of steel, concrete and
hollow tile. The plant occupies about 3,600

cubic feet, as follows: 300 square feet floor

space with a twelve foot ceiling.

The floor is covered with cork lin-

oleum. The room is well ventilated. There
is an electric fan. at the ceiling. The obser-
vation ports are of ample dimensions. They
are conveniently located. In section 3 you
will notice that the illumination is not the
only thing. Notice the rigid bench for gen-
eral revising.
Entrance may be had either through the

theatre, or through a private entrance which
does not communicate with the auditorium.

The equipment does not call for much com-
ment, except to say that the projectors are

placed fully two feet from the wall, and the
Transverter is in a separate room, as shown
in section 2.

Likes the Transverter

I like this equipment. I have In fact

adopted it, not because it is perfect, but by
reason of the fact that it, like the room
itself, is builded upon a solid foundation—

a

foundation which affords opportunities to

build.
The foregoing covers the main points, and

our Supervisor of Projection, C. A. Dentle-
beck. ought to be as proud of the high grade
service he is rendering to the company, as

we, the projectionists, are of them high grade
photoplay reproductions we are able to place
before our public because of the wisdom he
has shown in providing us with the things
and the conditions necessary to high grade
screen results.

After Ihe opening of this theatre a year
ago, Mr. Dentlebeck, before departing for the

East, remarked: "You are in charge. There
will be 500 miles between us, and you must
depend upon your own knowledge and
initiative. I wish you success, but don't for-

get to always Are a bit above the mark you
expect to hit."

ILLUSTRATION ONE
Of the projection room, Algoma Theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario

Arrangement Hay Appear Odd
The arrangement of the projection room

may appear a bit odd to you. The walls are
of two colors, green and grey—the first

named above. The revising room, section 3,

is all cream color. All conduits are black,
with a few minor gold trimmings. AH ex-
posed lights are out during projection.
Total darkness in projection room is un-
necessary when using special shades. They
cost little to make, and may be made to
distribute light wherever it Is needed. Lamp-
houses are equipped with Incandescent
lights, controlled by an automatic switch.
They have worked perfectly since their in-
stallation. Piping of lamphouse vents to
ceiling will come under 1922 improvements.
I'm using both lamps for stereopticon pur-
poses, but you may be assured the Job will
be done right.
Lens ports are stopped down tp the min-

imum permissible, as you may see in Figure
1; I also observe a special slide which is

opened when projecting stereopticon pictures.
Plate glass in all observation ports renders
the projection ports very nearly sound proof.
The spot is projected through glass.
The "trombone dissolver" is no longer a

joke in this theatre. Motor driven, inclosed
rewinder was originally located In section 2,

which proved to be inconvenient, as well as
unbalanced. When opportunity afforded I

secured material (thanks be to a warped
stage floor, which was torn up) and built
with rewinder table you see in Figure 1.

At the same time the aforesaid W. S. F.
supplied enough lumber for the shelves in
section 3. They are put up right, and no
warping will cause their wrecking.

TTie One-Legs;ed Table
The one-legged table In section 2, is the

combination of a music stand and spot lamp.
Can be transformed into either in just a few
moments, meanwhile serving the purpose
shown. It is a great friend, because It Is

portable and can be raised or lowered, and
set and locked at any angle. When making
repairs it is a very great convenience. The
fire shutter item is too important, and too
big a subject to be treated here. I will make
it the subject of a separate letter, later.
Pictures and charts, neatly framed, serve
an excellent purpose in our projecting room.
The ladder in section 2 leads to a 5 H. P.
electric fan.

Since these photographs were taken I have
completed a support for any length shutter
shaft for Simplex projectors. It works suc-
cessfully and can be installed on any pro-
jector in fifteen minutes. This will also add
to the list of 1922 improvements.

One More mng
This letter of introduction will soon close,

but before that there Is one thing more,
viz: In a recent issue of the department you
remarked that the members of Local Union
173 had not been as progressive as tbey
might have been. I trust that assertion by
you will serve to refresh their ambition, to
the end that the good work go on.
The photographs are all time exposures,

and you will note that the image represent-
ing my 'umble self, section 3, has moved Just
enough to deceive you as to my homeliness.

I take great interest In the Moving Picture
World, giving especial attention to the Pro-
jection Department, and am proud that I

am able to present to you the fruits of what
has been accomplished in so short a time.
I wish you the compliments of the Christ-
mas and New Year season.

As to your installation : Taking section 3, the
revising room, first; the light color on walls
seems to me to be excellent, and the pictures

surely do add class—especially the lady clothed

for the most part in your very excelloit

Canadian atmosphere. The revolving shutter

blades on the wall prove that you have done
considerable experimenting, presumably in an
endeavor to get the best possible results.
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ILLUSTRATIONS TWO AND THREE
Of Algoma projection room as photographed by H. M. Ransome, projectionist

And will some of those tight-wad, alleged

managers who give their projectionist some-
times as many as six whole carbons all at one

•^ime, after he has signed a receipt therefor,

take a good rubber at the upper shelf in sec-

tion 3, though if I were in your place, Brother

Ransome, I would try an experiment, as fol-

lows : I would make a wire basket, or get a
letter file wire basket large enough to hold at

least fifty carbons, and suspend it from the

ceiling about two feet above and immediately

over one of the lamphouse vent pipes in

Figure 1.

And when the 1922 improvement of con-

necting those pipes to the open air, or the

projection room vent pipe is done, I would have

an arrangement made so that at least one

bundle of positive and one bundle of negatives

could be laid right on or against the pipes.

The point is that I am pretty well convinced

that nine out of ten projectionists are using

carbons containing more or less moisture.

Only recently I visited a large theatre in New
York City where the projectionist had trouble

with a piece of the Silver Tip negative, tip

breaking off soon after the arc was struck.

I placed a few of the carbons in the bottom

of his lamphouse, told him to let them alone

for at least three days and then try them out.

Have not had his report yet, but I am pretty

certain the trouble was with moisture in the

carbon. Anyhow it is not going to hurt to have

carbons very thoroughly dried out, and that

tdkes time. Moisture cannot be expelled from

a carbon very rapidly.

At first I was going to call you down for

allowing so many films to be exposed. And it

is bad practice, too, even though it is not in

the projection room proper. Small chance of
their catching fire—yes, but things just do
happen sometimes, and it would be no great
expense to have a metal container made which
would protect the films at least reasonably well.

And that is my chief criticism of your plant

—

that and that apparently you have not geared

Notice to All!

PRESSURE on our columns is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two or

three weeks. If quick action is desired
remit four cents, stamps, and we will

send carbon copy of department reply
as soon as written.

For special replies by mail on mat-
ters which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through the department, re-

mit one dollar.

down your rewinder to a seven-or-eight-minute-
to-the- 1,000- feet speed, though maybe you have,

too.

Much to Commend
But there is much to commend. Here I find

no evidence of cheapness. The Famous Players
Canadian Corporation evidently does not de-
mand of you 100 per cent, results and supply
you 25 per cent, equipment and conditions.

Just look at the Hawkins and other book on

the shelf, the Handbook beside typewriter and
the lens charts on the wall.

Observe the spare parts beside the typewriter

and rubber at the typewriter itself. Evidently
Friend Ransome's first act upon entering his

projection room to go to work is not a mental
counting of the hours and minutes which must
expire before he will again get the thrice

blessed relief from the grind of perfectly horrible

WORK.
We might even conceive that Ransome enters

upon his daily duties with some degree of real

pleasure, or at least that he thinks as much
about his task as he does about how glorious

it will be when he can again close the door from
the outside.

Section 2 (Figure 2), is a view looking into

the room shown in Figure 3. The camera
which took Figure 3 stood beside the trans-

verter.

The special lamp shades mentioned are, I

presume, the cone-shape shades seen in Figures
1 and 2. They are almost identical with those
on page 401 of the second and page 638 of the

third edition of the Handbook. They are the

shades I recommend for general auditorium
lighting, and I do still believe they cannot be
much improved upon for low ceiling theatres,

such as store room theatres or theatres of that

general type. What Brother Ransome says
concerning their application to projection room
lighting is, I believe, quite true.

As to C. A. Dentlebeck, why he is the one
man, to date, who has given ample proof, in

a big way, of the value of a Supervisor of
Projection.

BOSTON
NEW YORK

MINNEAPOLIS

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

CINCINNATI KANSAS CITY, MO. CLEVELAND
DETROIT OMAHA CHICAGO

OKLAHOMA CITY ST. LOUIS

XI-^H Hallberg Electric Speed Indicator and Recorder

A NECESSARY ACCESSORY TO EXPENSIVE ORGANS AND
PROJECTION EQUIPMENT.
HARMONIZES the MUSIC with the ACTION of the picture.

Affords the manager a wonderful means of checking his shows.

UNITEDITHEATRE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.

Executive Offices: J. H. Hallberg
25 WEST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY Vice-Pres. and Secy.
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Better Equipment
Qonducled bS E.T.KEYSER

New York's Six Hundred Seat
Cameo Is a Jewel of a House

IN
the issue of January 21, we illustrated and

described a small house in Portland, Oregon,
John Hamrick's nine hundred and ninety-

four seat Blue Mouse.
Now, we are going to tell of a still smaller

picture theatre which has been opened right
here in New York—the six hundred seat Cameo,
which has been built in and adjoining the Bush
Terminal Building, 130 West Forty-second
street.

The Cameo, which is under the direction of
B. S. Moss, is unique among picture theatres
in its exclusive intimacy, artistic luxury, and
rich perfection of appointments.
The Cameo is revolutionary in many ways.

Occupying one of the finest sites in New York
and built, decorated and furnished regardless
of expense, it seats but 600 patrons on a single
floor, the first and only consideration having
been the maximum of comfort, beauty and
efficiency regardless of capacity.

The Results of Experience

The wide aisles, the unusual space between
seat rows so that patrons can walk comfortably
to their seats without stumbling over earlier
arrivals, the faultless taste of the decorations
and furnishings, scientific illumination, ventila-
tion, heating and cooling, the correct pitch of
floor and aisles, the admirable sight lines of
the Cameo represent the results of many years'
experience with motion picture presentment by
Mr. Moss and his painstaking study of the
many problems involved.
The usual marquee extends across the front,

the vestibule has a high base of black and gold
marble and a paneled wainscot of Botticino
marble Tunning up to the underside of the
cornice. The cornice and ceiling are of orna-
mental plaster in the decoration of which the

EXIT OF CAMEO
The beautiful bronze door cost $5,000

tones of the marble wainscoting have been re-
called. Glazed doors give entrance to the lobby
where the cold tones of the vestibule have been
changed for slightly warmer ones. The marble
base here is of Rosato with pilasters and panels
of Sienna marble in which a creamy color pre-
dominates and above this is a cornice and a
vaulted ceiling with penetrations over the panels.
The body color of the ceiling is of the same
general tone of the Sienna, though somewhat
cooler.

A Seventy Toot Lobby

The lobby is seventy feet long and in eleven
panels on either side wall are set alternatelv
gold display frames and mirrors nine feet higli.

The ornamentation is in polychrome ,and gold
leaf. The blue in the cornice is of a shade
which occurs again over the display frame in
combination with gold.

At the ticket office window is set a specially
designed bronze grille. The lighting fixtures
are of crystal, consisting, of both chandeliers
and brackets.

The foyer is quite subdued after the brilliancv
of the lobby and prepares one for the transition
from the outside world to the theatre.

.•\bove a marble base, a paneled wainscot of
black walnut runs up to the top of the doors,
surmounted by a heavy capping. The inner
filet of the moulding in the panels is striped in

dull gold. There is a coflfered ceiling, the
beams and cornice are of walnut with the
plaster ornamentations in the panels of poly-
crome—an antiqued green forming the back-
ground in general with some orange and with
dull gold for the high lights in both ceiling
and cornice.

Paneled IValt Space

The wall space between wainscoting and cor-
nice is paneled and of a warm stone color. The
foyer is fifteen by twenty-three feet and its

floor is covered with a handsome rug, just
showing a margin of the marble floor around
the edges.

A handsome chandelier and concealed lights
in a cove around the walls furnish the lighting.

The lobby is embellished with antique furniture,
comprising a console table with marble top and
mirror over it, an old Italian table and several
chairs.

The ticket taker's box is also a piece of
antique furniture which has been adapted to
this purpose'.

The auditorium is about forty-five feet wide
by eighty-five feet long and has a seating
capacity' of 600.

A Simplexiaed Projection Room
The projection room, located on the

mezzanine floor is twelve feet long by eight
feet wide. It was laid out and equipped under
the supervision of J. F. Robin, which is an
.itnple guarantee of the convenience of the
room and the efficiency of its apparatus.
The projection equipment consists of two

Type "S"' motor driven Simplexes, Snap-lite
lenses, and equipped with Fulco arc controls,
Robin speed indicators, switchboard panels on
which volt meters and ammeters are mounted.
Film not in use is stored in a Safe-T-First

enclosed film cabinet.

Two one hundred ampere rheostats are also
part of the equipment.
A nine by twelve picture is projected eighty

feet to a screen painted on a plaster wall.
The projection room is approached by means

of a short flight of stairs, from the head of
which the process of projection may be viewed
through a glass door.

Lighting Controlled from Projection Room
The entire lighting system of the theatre is

controlled by Cutler-Hammer dimmers, operated
from the projection room. J. J. Kieley is chief,

and Cecil Woods, Jr. and Charles Bryfogal,
assistant projectionists.

The central feature of the auditorium ceiling
is a large dome elaborately decorated, with the
surface elsewhere divided into panels in which
is set plaster ornamentation with bands of
ornament enclosing these and the whole richly
designed in the Adams style. The standing
rail at the rear of the house is of Sienna marble
and a Sienna marble wainscot about three and
one-half feet high runs around the walls, and
above this, twin pilasters occur at intervals
supporting the cornice. There are large
moulded panels in the broad surfaces between
the pairs of pilasters and small panels between
the pilasters themselves.

Auditorium in Cafe-ati-Lait

The treatment of the auditorium is mainly
cafe-au lait and gold. The stiles and rails of

these wall panels are of a cool gray to contrast
with the warm tones of the panels and the cream
of the pilasters. All of the ornamentations of

the ceiling, side walls and the cornice, together
with the panel mouldings are of gold, except
the small panels between the pilasters which
are in polychrome.
The front of the platform where the soloists

/iV THE LADIES' REST ROOM
Of the h'ew York Cameo Theatre
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appear is of marble and there is a proscenium
arch with a gold decorated frame around it,

and a silk damask curtain of old rose trimmed
with gold fringe and tassels filling the opening.

This same material is used to drape two large

openings at either side of the stage which serve

as exits to a lobby leading to Forty-first street.

The auditorium which is lighted by a large

crystal chandelier suspended from the dome,
and twelve crystal side wall brackets, is car-

peted. The chairs are upholstered in old rose.

A four manual organ has been installed and
an adequate space has been provided for the

orchestra. A staircase at the rear of the audi-

torium leads up to a mezzanine, and the ladies'

and gentlemen's retiring rooms with appoint-

ments in keeping with the rest of the house.

Sun-Light Arc Corporation Will

Equip Huge New Italian Studio

Did you read
379?

'Warning" on Page

A LARGE film studio, organized by Frank
Elliott, vice president of the Sun-Light
Arc Corporation, and to be equipped by

that concern, is now in course of construction

in Rome. The plant, which is to be operated

on the same lines as the Robert Brunton Studios

in Hollywood, California, now known as the

United Studios, is nearing completion.

It is to be run on a rental basis, and will

offer to the American producer the same tech-

nical facilities to which he is accustomed to a'!

home. It will make a special appeal to the

American director who seeks fresh fields and
pastures new and it is expected that the release

in the near future of the huge production made
by J. Gordon Edwards for the Fox Company,

Would you run in

yNinter—withoutHEA T?

Certainly NOT.

Of course, you wouldn't. You
know the business you'd lose that

way would be a good deal more

than it costs for warmth and com-

fort.

Now, why doesn't that same ar-

gument hold good in summer ?

It's the sameproposition exactly.

There's actually no saving in run-

ning without Monsoon Cooling

System in summer—any more than

in running without heat in the

winter. You lose more in business

in hot weather than it costs for

cool, refreshing Monsoon comfort.

Think it over—but not too long.

Hot weather is coming along fast.

Get ready for it.

Install Monsoons This Spring

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.

1476 Broadway New York, N. Y.

also the new George Fitzmaurice production,
both made in Italy, will create great interest

in Italy as a producing ground for certain pic-

tures.

The studio company, which is imperatively

a nominally Italian one, is capitalized for ten

millions of lire. It will be Sun-Light Arc
equipped, and will offer the American producer
the same technical facilities he can obtain here
in the United States. This is the first serious

effort to attract the American producer to a
European studio, and it has been up to an
American concern in the shape of the very
successful Sun-Light Arc Corporation, through
one of its officers, to secure for the visiting

American director the technical facilities, with-
out which it is impossible to make pictures to
sell to the American public

Will Have First Class Laboratory

In addition to a first class laboratory, a very
difficult thing to find in Italy, the concern will

offer all the usual facilities in regard to casting,

locations, construction of sets and up-to-date
lighting equipment. This will be the first studio

in Italy to have its own electrical generator
for direct current.

The company will further act as chaperone
to visiting companies and assure them of pro-

tection in many ways, giving them the financial

protection to enable them to secure the best

results at the minimum of cost
A communication from Frank Elliott, who

has been in Rome and on the ground for some
time, states that despite Italy's wonderfully
picturesque and historical attractions for the

producer, and the fact that the Italian producer
is anxious to make every effort to enter the

American market, the Italian director is not
familiar with even the rudimentary technical

facilities for picture making, according to the
ideas of the up-to-date American manufacturers
and the demands of the American exhibitor.

Last week we published the For-
estry Warning with a concrete sug-
gestion. Did you act or did you "Let
George Do It." The chances are
George didn't. That's the H of
it. Again, Page 379.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

Official Orran of the ItaUu dnematografiii Ualaa

Published on the

15th and 30th of Each Month
Fgrelgn SubuHptlon : S7.00 or 85 franes Par Auna

Editorial and Buainesa Official

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUU>MENT

AND SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BARGAINS— Rebuilt Machines
POWERS—SIMPLEX-MOTIOGRAPH

Complatoj^ThMtre Equipmenti ind Suppfiei

Write for Calalw

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
328 Union Avi. MiiiahU, Taaa.
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Ready—
EASTMAN

FILM CEMENT
Cut where you will, splice with Eastman

Film Cement and for all practical purposes

the reel's original resistance to strain both

in projection and re-wind is restored. The
splice is secure against break or buckle,

Eastman-made and Eastman-tested as the

presence of this seal on the container testifies:

Eastman Film Cement is the only cement that may be used

successfully with either Regular or Safety film. It may be

obtained in i oz. and i6 oz. bottles, and gallon containers.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Motion Picture Film Department Rochester, N. Y.
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Your own spwlal Ticket,

any colors, accurately num-

bered: etery roll euaranteed.

Coupon Tickets for PrlM
Drawings; $5.t0, $S.0».

Prompt shipments. Cash

with the order. Get the

samples. Send diagram for as-

serted Seat Coupon Tidiets, lerlal

or dated. All tickets must con-

form to Qoyemment regulation

bear estabUshed price .f admission and tai

paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand ^ J?
Ten Thousand »"
Fifteen Thousand ••»•

Twenty-five Thousand »«•

Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand W W

National Ticket Co. shamokin. Pa.

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES

22166 Moving Picture by States per M $S.IJ

1219 Film Exchanges, for Ijst

196 Manufacturers and Studios
J-JJ

419 Machine and Supply Dealert.^^^.

j«74 Legitimate Theatres U. S. 4 Can. Z5.W

810 Vaudeville Theatres '-^

A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. ADAMS ST. CHICAGO

TITLES
FOR ALL PURPOSES -ANY LANGUAGE

10 Years Spetlallzing In This Product

Assarot You of lh«

BEST
Moderate prices Quick Servlc.

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
J56.3S8 EAST 33rd STREET CHICAGO

RINALDY
Cartoon

Title
Apparatus

for Quantity and Quality Productions
Advanced Engineering Features

Attractive Guarantee

E. S. RINALDY 226 West 4l»i Street

NEW YORK CITY

QUALITY plus SERVICE
backed up by a fair scale of prices—are offered and

delivered with every order we receive for

Developing—Printing—Titles
Write for Latest Scale of Prices

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Mailers BuUding CHICAGO

Phone: Central 2347

THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Designers of Over 280 Theatres

C. HOWARD CRANE
ARCHITECT

ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER. Associate

CYRIL E. SCHLEY
Main Office:—HURON BLDG., DETROIT, MICH.

Branch Bficcs: New York, Chicago, Windsor, Ont.

•an|!dte
FSefoam
Company^

Fire • Proiection Engineers
200 Fifth Avenue New Ibrk CiW

Herbert Griffin Becomes the General

Sales Manager of Nicholas Power Co.
HERBERT GRIFFIN, since August, 1920,

technical engineer of the Nicholas Power
Company, has been appointed sales man-

ager of that organization.

In making the announcement, to a World
representative, of Mr. Griffin's promotion,

Edward Earl, president of the Nicholas Power
Company, said : "When upon his return from
war work in Russia, about two years ago, Mr.

Griffin was made technical engineer of this

company, we simply were obliged to create a

new position to cover the special work to be

performed by him.

"Of course, we have maintained an exper-

imental department for many years, but we
have so much research and development work
that we found it necessary to appoint Mr.

Griffin to take special charge of this particular

phase of our business. In addition to the ideas

developed in our own factory, we are constantly

in receipt of suggestions and inventions which

must be given the most rigid practical tests

before they can be adopted.

"What is sometimes theoretically feasible is

not always thoroughly practical. Something
that may be satisfactory for a few projec-

tionists may be unsatisfactory to the great

majority of those who operate the machines.

"In Mr. Griffin we have found an ideal com-
bination of long and thoroughly practical tech-

nical training with an exceptionally wide ex-

perience in the sales end of our business.

Practical Understanding Necessary

"Since Will C. Smith resigned from this

company last July, we have been without anyone

in a high executive position who possessed the

necessary technical knowledge. Experience has

taught us that the executive supervising sales

should have a thorough and practical under-

standing of projection. How can a man make
our factory understand the requirements of

exhibitors, managers and projectionists, unless

he has the technical training w-hich enables him
to properly translate their demands?

"Herbert Griffin, in addition to looking after

sales, will also ha\'e the important responsibility

of seeing that our factory meets the exacting

demands of the exhibitor who realizes that

better projection pays. He is a trained elec-

trical engineer, and this knowledge, together

with that acquired while he was projectionist,

supplemented with the experience he has secured

in the nine years he has been with this com-
pany, enables Mr. Griffin to thoroughly under-

stand requirements of the progressive projec-

tionist.

FIRE
IGHTING

APPLIANCES
FOR

THEATRES

"Herbert Griffin began as an operator fifteen

years ago, and has been connected with the

motion picture industry ever since. He has

been connected with the sales department of

this company for nine years, and was a road

representative for a considerable part of that

period. He has therefore a wide and intimate

personal acquaintanceship with our distributors

and exhibitors throughout the country. He is

a sincere believer in the policy of this company
with regard to selling through authorized

representatives.

"The distributor renders a service to the ex-

liibitor, particularly in emergencies, which

makes him indispensable. The manufacturer

must support him, for if the distributor does

not prosper, he is compelled to discontinue

branches and in some instances, to close up
altogether. With his elimination, the manu-
facturer finds it difficult to*give satisfactory

service, and in the end the exhibitor suffers."

In conclusion, Mr. Earl said "Mr. Griffin is

thoroughly likeable and obliging. He is for-

tunate in having the will to help others, and

what is so often lacking, the ability to know
how to be helpful."

Fifteen Years in the Industry

Herbert Griffin has been actively connected

with the motion picture industry for fifteen

years, and is already well known to our World
readers through articles and items which we
have published regarding him. In October,

1919, we carried an illustrated article describing

his experiences while serving with the Y. M.

C. A. in Siberia. He was one of the first

Y. M. C. A. secretaries to enter Russia, and

for seventeen months was in charge of motion

pictures for that organization in Siberia and
portion of Russia.

It was through Mr. Griffin's efforts that the

population in many parts of Siberia viewed

motion pictures for the first time, and his ex-

periences were unique, interesting and valuable.

Mr. Griffin believes that there is a great oppor-

tunity- for motion pictures in Russia, and that

road shows should be successful there.

Two years ago he found fifty or sixty

Siberian theatres in operation, but they were

about fifteen years behind the times. He thinks

that there is a gold mine there for American

capital when political conditions are more stable

than they are at the present time.

.Among the Power's improvements which have

been made while Mr. Griffin has been technical

engineer are the Type "E" lamphouse, the

roilcr pin intermittent movement, the governor

PRESIDEXT RARL BRIiAKlXG THE NEWS TO GRIFFIN

Tiiiit the iiittcr has been f<rowoted to the general sales managership of the Nicholas

Power Company
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Remarkable Contrast
between black and white—maximum illumination, sharp

definition, and a flatter field mark the superiority of the

Bausch & Lomb
CINEPHOR

The New Projection Lens

The quality is absolutely uniform—each lens is so

thoroughly tested at the factory.

Write for interesting literature.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Washington Chicago San FranciscoNew York London

Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses, Mioroscopes,
Projection Apparatus (BaloiHicons) , OphtUalmio Lenses and Instru-
ments, Photo-Micrographic Apparatus, Range Finders and Oun
Sights for Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Stereo-Prism
Binoculars, Magnifiers and other Bigh-Orade Optical Products.

r

NOTICE
Equipment—Manufacturers and Dealers

The 4th Edition (25000) of

F. H. Richardson's Handbook
Is about to go to press.

The new 4th edition of the Handbook will contain more than 800 pages of
technical matter—100 pages more than the last edition.

A limited amount of advertising mil be accepted up to press time.

For rates address ADV. DPT.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Murray Hill 1610 516 5th Ave., N. Y. C.

GUARANTEED REBUILT PROJECTORS
Giiar.Tiitrcd by the oldest vtnd most reliable house in the

Theatre .Supply Business.

Type S Simplex motor drive $350.00
Regular Type Simplex hand drive 200.00
Regular Type Simplex motor drive 250.00
Motlograph De Luxe 1920 model motor drive 400.00

.Miove machines cnmiilote with lenses and reels.

5*^o discount allowed for cash

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
Wo art' the oldest Supply House in tho Motion Picture Trade

746 S. WABASH AVENUE CHICAGO, ILL.

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST BULLETIN

Every Theater

^eds

lran;^rieK

It gives the projectionist per-
fect arcs; clear, white, steady
light that is easily directed and
controlled and clean, sharp-lined
pictures.

It furnishes two arcs in series,

same amperage and light value
in each, making possible perfect

dissolve and projection of the

pictures.

TRANSVERTER is vertical in de-

sign and operates on ball bear-

ings. It takes up less space in

the booth, it is quiet and econom-
ical in operation, gives better

projection and more service and
satisfaction than any other
equipment.

TRANSVERTER is full of worth-
while features and the greater

one's experience the mora it is

appreciated.

The Hertner Electric Co.

1904 W. 112th St.

Cleveland, Ohio
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eUtSmED ADVERTISEMENTS

Cost Little Do Math

WANTED 3c per

All Othar COMMER-
CIAL ADVERTISING 3C WOrO

Smallut ad twaatjr wtH*.

Notice: The PubUaben up«et tbat all atat*-

Mola made In everr adTertlaeoieBt will bear dM
•Mclaat lufMUgatlD*.

SITUATIONS WANTED
ORGANIST—OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENT—In first-

class picture theatre. Thoroughly experienced and
reliable. Large library. Union. Address Organist,
248 Covert St., Brooklyn, New York.

POSITION AS MANAGER solicited, pictures pre-
ferred, gilt edge references. Last position ten years

;

best reasons for change. Active, ambitious, execu-
tive knowledge. Offers invited. I. X. L., Moving
Picture World, New York.

A-1 MOTION PICTURE Manager or Assistant of
several years experience. Competent, reliable, ex-
pert exploitation ; will furnish gilt-edge references.
Nothing but exclusive picture house considered. Ad-
dress Motion Picture Manager, McGhee Hotel,
Huntsville, Ala.

GXPERIBNCED organist desires position. Good
organ and salary essential ; large library. Organist,
care Moving Picture World, New York City.

HELP WANTED
WANTED—ASSISTANT ORGANIST for relief

hours. Man who understands repair work preferred.
Box 244, Moving Picture World, New York City.

THEATRES WANTED
WANTED TO LEASE— Movlne pictur* tbeatr*,

fully equipped ; must pass state iDspactloa. Tali
all particulars first letter. Box 237, Moviac Pletor*
World. New York City.

THEATRES FOR SALE
NEW FIREPROOF SCO-seat picture theatre, stores

and lodge room tor sale in town of 7,000. Write B.
M. & S. R. Ogden, Elizabeth, N. J.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED — Portable lights

;
prefer Wobllte In

trnnkg, De Vry projector. No. 6-4-2 duplex cables,
Kliegel Box, stage connections and anytbtng for
lighting. Must be In good condition and cheap, for
cash. 8926 Lorain Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FIVB THOUSAND YARDS Battleship LlnolMm,

tmtr thousand of best grada cork carpat. 0«Tara-
•nt surplus stock, at laas than wboleaals yiieaa.
J. P. Redlngton, Scranten, Pa.

OPBRA CHAIRS from war camps, boatbs, ma-
ahlnes and entire equipment furnished at halt
oiiclnal cost. Write your raqulramants. J. P. Rad-
taston, Seranton, Pa.

FOR SALE—Two Power's 6A motor-driven, 110-
TOlt, A. C. 60-cycle moving picture machines : In
good condition ; |148 00 each. A bargain. Webater
Electric Company, 719 9th Street, N. W., Washing-
ton, D. C.

PGR SALE—One Simplex complete ; motor-driven':
oondltlon guaranteed ; 110-volt, A. C. 60-cycle ; a
bargain at $245.00. Webster Electric Company, 7Ut
»th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

FILMS WANTED
FEATURES and shorts; Model D heads or part*;

complete equipment. All details first letter. Library.
Care Billboard, Chicago, III.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
SERIALS, FEATURES, 5, 6 and 7 reelers. Cow-

boy and comedies carried in stock. Let us quote
on your requirements. Serial Film Exchange, 126
West 46th Street, New York City. Cable address

:

"Serialfllm."

FOR SALE—"Adventures of Jimmy Dale" (32) ;

"Secret Kingdom" (32) ; "Scarlet Runner" (24) ;

"The Liberator" (24) ; also "Idle Wives" (6) ;

"Painted Doll" (6) ; "Sporting Duchess" (5) ; "The
Climbers" (5), and largest selection of other Serials,
Special Productions, Comedies, Educations, Travel-
ogues, etc. Guaranty Pictures Co., 126 West 46th
St., New York.

FOR SALE—FIVE-REEL FEATURES, two-reel
Westerns, one and two-reel comedies. Posters on
all. Central Film Company, 729 Seventh Avenue,
Kew York.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
NEW (2) manual organ; 30 stops; well-known

make ; available at once. Particulars, write H. M.
G., care Moving Picture World, New York City.

type mechanical speed control and the Power's
G. E. high intensity arc lamp.
Working in conjunction with the General

Electric Company, Mr. Griffin's knowledge of

projection has been particularly useful to that

company which has freely availed itself of the

fund of information which he has acquired in

the fifteen years he has been a part of the

motion picture industry.

The demand today is for better projection.

The exhibitor is realizing that it pays, and it is

through such men as Mr. Griffin, who have had
experience in the technical, as well as the

selling end of the business, that the require-

ments of the exhibitor, manager and projec-

tionist, are given the proper attention.

Member of I. A. T. S. E.

Herbert Griffin was a member of one of the

nrst operators' organizations, and has been a

member of the I. A. T. S. E. since the unit to

which he belonged was absorbed by the latter

organization. He has frequently spoken before
projectionists' societies, and has always been
an enthusiastic supporter of every movement
which helped to make the projectionist more
efficient.

He is an old friend of F. H. Richardson, and
has always been glad to co-operate with the

former in his efforts to widen the knowledge
of the projectionist, as he believes that only
in this way can the present high standard
machines be maintained among those who oper-

ate motion pictures.

More Proctors Installed
L. W. Atwater, director of sales, of the

U-T-E Proctor Automatic projector, who vis-

ited Abbott Oliver, of the Philadelphia branch,

last week, reports installations of two Proctor
machines in Gernet and Stuckert's Strand
Theatre, Allentown, Pa.

Changes in Management
CONWAY, ARK—C. R. Guin, of Little

Rock, has purchased Little Theatre.

DURANGO, COLO.—Edwin Bluck has
taken over Gem Theatre.

COLUMBUS, GA.—Lynch interest announce
change in the management of Rialto and Grand
Theatres. Cecil Grimes has been transferred

to Tuscaloosa, Ala., and C. M. Watson has been
advanced from an assistant to full manager-
ship.

BOONE, lA.—Robert Worl is new manager,
Rialto Theatre.

LA PORTE, lA.—B. G. Tyler, proprietor.

Garrison Pastime Theatre, has purchased
another moving picture house.

ROCKFORD, lA.—A. E. Wills is now man-
ager. Palace Theatre.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Meyer Davitz and
Henry Lindenbaum have taken over new Gem
(moving picture) Theatre.
CHARLOTTE, MICH.—C. H. Snobble,

Detroit, and James B. Gunder, Grand Lodge,
have purchased moving picture house on Law-
rence avenue, formerly known as Temple
Theatre.
NEW YORK, N. Y.—B. L. & R. Realty

Company, recently capitalized at $150,000, has
purchased new moving picture theatre at north-
west corner Third avenue and 112th street.

RALEIGH. N. C—R. G. Allen, who owned
and operated the Superba Theatre since it was
opened in September, 1915, has sold the prop-
erty to J. H. Hightower and H. H. Massey,
president and cashier, respectively, of the Cen-
tral Bank & Trust Company. New manage-
ment took charge December 5.

COSHOCTON, O.—I. S. Russell is new
owner Sixth Street Theatre. Large pipe organ
will be installed.

NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.—A. V. Abel
has leased Lone Star Theatre.
ALVA, OKLA.—A. C. Hill is new manager,

Majestic Theatre.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—G. Borowsky has

purchased one-story moving picture theatre at
northeast corner Oxford street and Ridge
avenue. Property is assessed at $14,000.

MANAGERS-
ELECTRICIANS

Do you know that

you can get away
from the expense
and nuisance of
dipping by using

RECO
COLOR HOODS

for your sign and
decorative lamps and
at the same time get
beautiful and lastingr
effects?

Write for circular.

Reynolds Electric Co.
2SS0 WEST CONGRESS STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Also make Flashers, Small Motors, etc.

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

30 Gerrard Street

W. I. London, England
Has the quality circulation of the trada In

Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusively in
this journal.

YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, »7.2S

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIA-
TION OF SREAT BRITAIN A IRELAND, LTD.

CLOG DANCING
without a teacher. You can easily

learn from "The Clog Dance
Book" by Helen Frost of Colum-
bia Univ. Music with each of the

26 dances. Illustrations showing
the steps. Qoth bound. Price

$2.50 delivered. Catalogue free.

A. S. Barnes and Co., 30 Irving

Place, New York.

"THE BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Joornal of

the British Film Indostry

Of SpMlal IntcrMt to All Wh» Buy or S«ll FMai
OFFICES:

85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. 1.

Specimen Copy Free on Bequast
Foreign Subscriptions: One pound ten sbllllnrs isoU)

AMERICAN

Jfotoplaper
(Trade-Mark Refistared)

The Musical Marvel Write for Catalafue

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
IMS Browiway New YoA Clly
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Order your tickets ni

win supply your tici

est prices obtainable

Leave Your Counter Free

To Make Change

The New Model
Automaticket

Register
has been approved by leading archi-

tects everywhere as standard box
office equipment.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate
or send for details

Automatic Ticket Register
Corporation

1780 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

FIRE!
May result from badly installed elec-

trical equipment or poorly chosen
materials.

Hallberg's

Motion Picture

Electricity

S2.50 Postpaid

is a book that is as good as an insur-

ance policy if you heed its advice and
get the best equipment for your needs,

and know how to have it properly in-

stalled.

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
516 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

NEWMAN

MARQUISE
One of 28

Exclusive Desig^ns

in Our Line.

Made Right and
Reasonably Priced.

(Trite Jar Catalog "W"

THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
721 SYCAMORE STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

Chicago Branch: 68 West Washington Street

Patented

THE VALLEN
AUTOMATIC
CURTAIN
MACHINE

NOISELESS
POSITIVE

FOOLPROOF
ECONOMICAL
GUARANTEED

Necessary equipment, including track, for a straight
draw curtain installation furnished with machine with-
out additional charge.

E. J. Valleci Electrical Company
85 South Canal Street AKRON, OHIO

"MARTIN" ROTARY
CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-UT PICTURES

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago 1010 Brokaw BIdg., New Yerk

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The I .eaHlnt Independent Organ of Italiaa FQm tmtt

FORCISN COUNTRIES SIX DOLLARS A YEAR
Advertiiementt • Tarif on AfpUoation.

Editorial Offices: TURIN (Italy)—Galleria Nazlonak

PROJECTING THE GREATEST PICTURE ON EARTH
PORTER installs SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Lenses, Robin

Electric Speed Indicators at 44th Street Theatre, N. Y., and Crescent

Theatre, Brooklyn, for D. W. GRIFFITH'S "WAY DOWN EAST."

B. F. PORTER, EXCLUSIVE EQUIPiVIENT, 729-7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
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USED THE WORLD OVER
Every continent of the globe knows the dependability and

superiority of the Universal 4 kw. Electric Plant.

Its 4 cylinder engine, built from 22 years' experience, pro-
vides .1 power torque so even that lights direct from the
generator are absolutely flickerle^s.

The recognized standard outfit for motion picture work,
either permanent or traveling. Also for circuses, carnivals and
traveling shows.

W rite for elaborate Bulletin No. 30.

4 K.W.
ELECTRIC PLANT

Universal Motor Co., Oshkosh, Wis.
riHirnTteil uitli Htiy other firm UilnK tlii- name UniTeraal

Illustrates use of the ArcoWand Vacuum Cleaner

(No. 341-T, Truck Type) for cleaning carpets, runners

and floors in a Moving Picture Theatre. Very easy

to collect all the dirt from under as well as around

the seats. Can also be used for cleaning upholstery

and hangings.

Arco^ndTruck
\&cuum Cleaner
Hundreds of small and large theatres adopted
Arco Wand Truck Vacuum Cleaners with

a verynoticeable saving in time, laborand cost.

Many of these theatres were already equipped

with permanent vacuum cleaning systems, but

Arco wand Trucks used so much less current

and were so convenient to handle that the perma-

nent cleaning system has been abandoned.

Get This Booklet on Cost!

Our booklet "Lowering the High Cost of Cleaning" gives

specific examples of the saving. This book should be read by
every progressive theatre manager. Send for a copy and get

the latest information on thorough cleaning by the dustless,

noiseless, economical method.

AmericanRadiator Company
816-820 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Sal»'s Branches and Showrooms in all large cities

Makers of the I'amous IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators

ERBOGRAPH COMPANY
LUDWIG G B ERB pres.demt

MOTION PICTURE
DEVELOPIN G AND

PRINTING
TELEPHONE AUDUBON 3716.

:203TO W. I46^1ii. ST
M £ NA/ "V O R K I X V
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IF YOU OWNED A
MOTOR CAR THAT
OPERATED TEN HOURS
A DAY FOR NINE YEARS

and during that time

it required only

gas, oil and tires

Wouldn't you buy another car like it

—

And wouldn't you boost it to your friends ?

Folks would call it "the wonder car."

YET THAT'S JUST WHAT THE
SIMPLEX PROJECTOR IS

DOING IN HUNDREDS OF CASES
IN THE WAY OF SERVICE

and that's just one

more good reason why
the Simplex is 75%
predominant in Amer-
ica's principal cities

ThePrecisionMachine&.]hc

317-29 Edit 34A:St-NewYoik
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FUWriKh hr!jKVlL<Jir
GOES WITH

POWER'S PROJECTORS

Tmm\Mev\ and ivuwn

THEO L.HAYS.
GENERAL MANAGER Tw 1 N G 1 TX AM USEM ENT IRUST ESTATE

NEW PALACE THEATRE BUILDING

SAINT PAUL

January 4th, 1922.

IMlLxlULAo JrUWrlyK LU., liNL.,

90 Gold Street, New York.

Attention of Mr. Herbert Griffin.

,

My dear Mr. Griffin :—

Your letter to Mr. Al Trezona of December 20th has been
handed to me and I wish to thank you very kindly for the

condition that our two Power machines were returned to the New
Palace Theatre.

I assure you it is the greatest piece of work I have ever seen

and that we are now boosters of the Power's institution.

Wishing you a Happy New Year, although rather late, I beg
to remain,

Very truly yours,

a^FnICHOIAS power COMPANY^few^
S'g^^^ Ninety Gold St. NewYork, N.Y ^^i^^f^

1. .
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